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PREFACE. 
••• 

.. 	 0 
Pon a very long time Switzerland was the only country in Europe 
which possessed a Guide-book, worthy of the name. 	The excellenhom 
work of Ebel, here alluded to, indeed deserves the highest praise ; 	d  
and it is upon the foundation of tie materials collected by him that 
every succeeding work of the same kind, on that ccinntry, has ben 	\; 
laid. 	It is, however, voluminous, eztending.to four volumes"! its 	-' 
arrangement and bulk fit it more for the libraryiklian the pocket, 
or even the travelling-carriage ; and the abridged French transla-
tion is unskilfully made, inconvenient to consult, ajid full of gross e 
errors. 	In addition to this, the original work was written more than 
forty years ago, and was not corrected at the time of the author's 
death. 	In consequence of this, and owing to the great changes 	_. 
which have been made in every part of Switzerland since its pub- 
lication, 

 
a portion of the information is necessarily antimated. 	The 	c 

improvements of roads, the-opening of new passes over the Pilps„ 
the establishnleig of steam-boats, and the increased facilities pf 	a 
locomotion, have given rise to a tlwroughly different system of 
ravelling. 	Most valuable contributions to our stock of knowledge, 	' 
especting the natural history, resources, &c., of Switzerland,.have 
'een made since his time ; the geology of the country has assumed 
totally different aspect; and theaticient political forms arc ntw 

carcely recognised &nee the recent revolutions. 

The Editor of the present work has great. pleasure in acknow-
edging his obligations to Ebel, as Well as to the Inter w titers on the 
ountry, especially to the scientific researches  .r.)fAgaisiz, I Nei, snub 
tuder, to the compilations of .Gliilz Blot theini and nollinati, and 
the recent publication entitleu " (;entiilde der Schweitt." 	Nor ir 
less indebted to his own countrymen, haying found the greate.t. 

'  assistance from the accurate and interesting work's  of Brocke(kii  - 
• and Latrobe.t 	For his owa part, he has brought to 'by task thu 

. The Passes of the Alps, 2 vols. 4to. ; and totem-slow; .onontt th; 	Ali". 

!io  

t The Alpenstock and The Pedestrioth 
A r, 
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experience gained in four different visits to the country, in the 
course of which he left but a small portion of it unexplored. 	Not- 
withstanding this, be cannot speak of the Hand-book for Switzer- 
land with less diffidence than he did of the volu 	relatin_ to 
Germany which have preceded it; and he must equa 
indulgence of his readers to excuse nikrous laws 
no doubt pervade it. 	 '.7,V  ' 

fie has, however, no licsitatkai in speaking 	hi inetits of 	c 
second Nection of this volumii . rAiting to S 	and 	Piedinut t, 

	

----filial has been ; separed bin „:'riend and fe 	.-travvlier, 	t 
intimately advpiai .t..11 with those countries, wh 	a 	d 
in almost every direction, and 	m many differ 	 e 
routes containe4 in it possess giici, int,.1.c,t, frc i 	e., 	 r is information rep 	:," Pon 	11' Lii.cY l l. ''''). 	 , .. 	 e 
accuracy 	with 	1..,qiiclA ..tlicy 	i 	i.:.  ,(I 	as  	ci 	 g 

,s, 	• 	7  derived, not from books, but' . . 	 11 
probably be thif means of t 	wing open to 	 a 
region 	little visited hitherto; but 	possessing 	 is 
beauties, the highest claim to attention. 

1338. 

lo s' The present edition has been very c 
:correeted as far as possible, down to the pros 

routes have been added, and others have been re-  
‘• 

• 
• 

• 
1 I i 

) , 
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CONTENTS OF SECTION I. 

SWITZERLAND. 

LIST OF ROUTES. 	 • 
i 

•.• The II3M( I df  many places are necessarily repeated in several Routes ; but, to facilitate 
*reference, they arc printed in Italics only 

described; 

antir 	1 	 PAGE 
Irmo 	Basle to Bienne and Berne 

in those Routes under which they are fully 

ROUTE 	 PAGE 
22 Lucerne to Berne, or Thun, 

by the 111banster Thal (Val by the Entlebuch 	. 	. 	64 
Moutiers), with excursion to 23 Lucerne to Berne, by Sum- 
the Weiasenstein 	. 	. 	1 miswald 	. 	. 	. 	65 

2  Bele to §chafithausen 	. 	8 24 Soleure to Berne 	. 	. 	65 
3 Basle to Soleure, the  TErissen- 27 Tax BERNESE OBERLAND. — 

shin,  and Bieupp, by the Berne to Thun, Interlachen, 
Ober Hauensterli 	. 	- . 	9 Lauterbrunnen; Upper 'alley 

4 liable to Lucerne, by 	the of Lauterbrunnen ; over the 
U11  ter- Hauerucein, 	Olien, ' Wengern Alp to 	Grindel- 
Aarbnry,  and Sempach 	- . 	13 wald ; Ascent of the Paul- 

5 Basle to 'lams, by the Staf- horn ; over the Scheideck to 
tiligg 	' 	. 	. 	. 	15 Meyringen ; and by Brienz, 

6 Basle to Zurich, by Brugg, 
the Baths  of Schintznach, 

back to Thun 	. 	. 	71 
27 A. Passage of the Strahleck 

0411 Baden 	. 	: 	15 from Grindelwald to 	the 
7 	Schell?' hauisen  to  Constance 	.. 	19 .%-rimsel 	. 	. 	. 	.88 
li Schaffhausen to Zurich, by 	- 28 Pass of the Giinifel —Mey- 

Eglisan 	. 	. 	24 ringen 	to 	Ober 	Gestelen 
0  Zurich 	to 	Constance, 	by % and Brieg 	. 	. 	89 

Wisicriktzr  and Frauenfeld 	28 29 Pass of the dries— Ober 
10 Zwick to St. Gall . 	. 	29 Gestelen to Domo d'Ossola, 
13 Zuri 	Berne, by Baden by the Val Formazza (Pont- 

. ank 	burg 	. 	' . 	29 mat) and Falls of the Tosa 	93 
11 Zuri 	Coire, by the lakes 30 Pass of the Furca, from the 

of 	and lirallensiadt .. 	30 Grimseloto Hospital, on the 

	

15 ;furl 	Zug and Lucerne, 

	

by 	n and the Righi 	. 	35 
St. Gothard, by the Glacier 
of the Rhone 	. 	. 	95 

1,t %Air 	Lucerne, over the 31 Pass of the Sureness, Stanz- 
,41 	 , . 	36 . stadt, and Buochs, to Al- 

107 	1.11 	%lb  Sehwytz 	and torf, by the convent of En- 
lir 	includinethe fall gelberg and the base of the 
or the  Bussberg 	and 	the 	4  •  Titlis 	 . 	 . 	96 
*scent or  the Righ;. 	. 	42 32 Pass of the Susten—Meyrin- 

111 Tlio 	L,,ke 	of" Lueere.77- gen to Wasen 	. 	. 	99 
Frot 	ncerne to Fluellen 	53 33 Pass of the Joch— Meyrin. 

I's Th 	f the Brunig. — ge• • to Engelberg . 	. 	99 
Lit 	o Meyringen and 34 Pass of the St. Gothard, — 
Wiens,  1 by Alpnacht 	and from Fluellen, on the Lake 
Sarni n 	. 	. 	• 	. 	.519 of Lucerne, to Bellinzona 	100 

   
  



- ,---- _ ..- \ _--- List of Routes — Switzerland. 	i% 

ROUTE 	 PAGE ROUTE 	 PAGE 
35 Pass of the Niifanen (No- 

vena), 	from 	Obergestelen 
to Airolo 	. 	. 110 

38 Pass of the Gemini. — Thun 

67 St.-Gall to 	Coire, by Ror-
schach, Rheineck, Alstetten, 
the Valley of the Rhine, 
and the Baths of Pfeffers .  183 

to 	the 	Baths 	of 	Leuk 68 St. Gall 	to 	Alstetten 	and 
(Liieche), and to Leuk in 
the Vallais 	. 	. 	111 

Coire by the Baths of Gais, 
Appenzell, and the Pass of 

39 Pass•of the Rawyl. — Thun, 
or Interlachen, to Sion, or 
Sierre, crossing the Grimmi 116 

Stoss, with excursions to the 
Weissbad, the Wildkirchlein, 
and the Hoch Senile 	

.191  40. Pass of the Sanetsch—Saanen 
to Sion 	. 	. 	. 	. 	118 

69 St. Gall to Rapperschwyl, 
on the Lake of Zurich, by 

41 Thun to Vevay, by the Sim- Herisau and Heinrichsbad 	194 
menthol; Baths of Weissen- 
burg, Saanen, Chateau d' 0 e r, 
and 	Gruyares ; 	footpath 
over the Dent de Inman 	.  119 

71 

72 

Schaffhausen to 	Coire, by 
Toggenburg and Wildhaus .  195 

Wesen to Glarus, the Baths 
of 	Stachelberg, 	and 	the 

42 Berne to Lausanne, by Frey- 
burg 	. 	. 	. 	122 

Pantenbruche.= Pass of  ilia 
Klanseo to Altorf . 	.  196 

43 Berne to Lausanne, by Morat 
and Avenches (Aventicum) 	126 

44 Berne to Neuchatel . 	.  128 
45 Bienne to Yverdun and Lau- 

74 Rapperschwyl to the Rigil 
and Schwytz, by Einsiedeln, 
with excursion to Morgar- 
trn 	• 	. 	. 	199 

sanne, 	by 	the 	Lakes 	of 75 Schwytz to Glarus, by the 
Bienne and Neuchdtel 	.  131 Muotta-that, the Pass of the 

48 Neuchatel to la Chaux des Pragel, and the Kliinthal 	.  206 
• Fonds and Lode 	. 	.  135 76 Glarus 	to 	Coire, 	by 	the 

49 Pontarlier (in 	France) 	to Sernft-thal 	. 	.  208 
Neuchatel, by Motiers Tra- 77 Coire to Anderinatt on the 
vers 	1-. 	. 	.'l36 

50 Yverdun to (sc.-lova, by Orbe, 
with excursion to Lac de 
faux 	. 	. 	. 	138 

St. Gothard, up t e Vall,  y 
of the Vorder Rhei 	Die- 
sentis, and across  • 	Ober- 
alp 	. 	4 	.  209 

x 	-• 

- 	53 Dijon to Geneva 	. 	.  140 
55 Lake If Geneva 	. 	.  151 

78 Pass of the Damian 	Dir.- 
sentis 	to 	Olivon  L 	the ,in 

56 Geneva to Martigny, by Lau- Val Blegno 	 .  '4111 
sanne, Pevay, Chillon, B CT  , 
and St. Maurice 	. 	.  153 

81 The Prettigau ; Ma  t, 	cl.l  to • 
Fideris and Day. 	.  V15 

57 Geneva 	to 	Martigny, 	by 
Thonon and Meillerie, along 
the south shore of the lake 

	

of Geneva 	. 	. 165 

82 Pass of the ..lidier, f 	Coln; 
up the Valley of 	mlb- 
stein, to the Ba 	r of St. 
Mauritz in the E 	inc . 2 

58 Bex to Sion, by les Diable- 
rets and Cot de Chenille 	.  166 

59 Passage of the 	Simplon. — 

83 Coire to Ponte in 
dine, by 	Wei.s, 
the Albula Pass 

Martigny to Milan, by Sion, 
Brieg, and Donzo d' Ossola 	168 

b4 The Engadine. — 
to Nauders, and 

60 Sion to Interlaken, by the FinstermUnz 
Loetschthal and Kander- 
steg 	 . 	. 	. 	178 

66 Constance to 	St. Gall.— 

85 Pass of the Bern 
madan, in the E ,  
Tirano, in the V 

Lake of Constance . 	.  180 Pontresina and P 

   
  



List of Routes — S'untzerland. 
ROUTE 
87 Caro to Spi 

Maya 
88 Pass of the 

gen to Chi 
Lake of Co 

89 Chiavenna 
and tha soi  
by tha Val  
the  i's of

the 
 

en to 

PAGE 	ROUTE 	 PAGE 
iigen, by the Pia 	91 Bellinzona to Magadino and 

. 	. 220 Locarno on the Lago Mag- 
iple7gen.— Splii- giore 	. 	. 	. 235 
avenna and the 92 Bellinzona to Lugano 	and 
mo 	. 	. 225 Como, by the Monte Cot 're  238 
o 	St 	NIauritz, 
nee of the Inn, 
i Bregaglia and 

93 Luino, on the Lago Mag- 
giore, to Menaggio, on the 
Lago di Como, across the 

'the" Maloya 	. 229 Lego Lugano 	. 	. 240 
Bernhardin. — 

Bellinzona 	.  231 

... 

"SECTION II. 
• ..,PS OF"

-
SVOY AND PIEDMONT. A 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION. — Page 246. 
SEELETON TOURS. — Page 246. 

.I.AGE ROUT-s1 	 it 	 PAGE 
Lago Maggiore, 
in the Val Sesia 247 

Mont Cerrtv, — Tour of 
Monte Rosa 	. 	. 265 

Varello, by the 107 From Turin to Cormayeur. 
tea  and the Col — The Val d'Aosta 	. 274 
. 	. 	. 	251 108 Martigny to Aosta. — Pass 
9 to Turin 	. 253, of the Great St. Bernard . 280 
Chatillon, in the 	.." 109 St. Branchier to Aosta, by 
ita, by the Passes  the Valley of Bagnes, the 
de Val Dohbia, the 	.. 
nzola, and the Col 

Glacier, of Charmontane, 
the Col de Fenetre, and the 

t.ossing the Val 	 Val Pellina 	. 	.  289 
ad the Val Chal- 	110 Martigny to Cormayeur, by 

.. 254 	Col de Ferret 	. 	. 293 IMF  , Tarloz — from 	111 Aosta to Ponte in Val d' Or- 
) lestertr..4 	". 257 	ca, by Cogne, Fenetre do 
in Val tfOssola 	• 
in the Valais„ln. 

0 	COgne, the Col de Reale, 
and  Val Soanna . 	.  294 

lnzasca, the Pass 112 Ponte to Villeneuve, by the 
rnte Moro acid the Val d'Orca, detour to the 
Saas 	• . 	.  257 C  ?  de Galese, the Col de 
dtillon, in the Val boi.r de I.ivolet, and the 
my the Pass of the ,Val Savaranoie 	. 	. 300 

   
  



ROUTE 
113 I 

114 

125 

123 1N 

List of Routes — The Alps, Savoy, and Piedmont. Id. 

PAGE ROUTE 	 PA,GT 
?rogne to Bourg St. Mau- 126 Pont Beauvoisin to Chem- 
.ice, in the Tarentaise, by berry, by Aiguebellette 	. 352 
.ho. Val de Grisanche and 127 Pont de Beauvoisin to l'u- • 
he Col du Mont . 	. 
ormayeur to Bourg St. 

304 rin, by les Echelles, Cham-
berry, and the Pass of Mont 

[aurice, by the Pass of the Cenis 	. 	. 	. 354 
Little St. Bernard, detours 128 Mont Cenis to Susa, by the 

'the Crammont and the Little Mont Cenis anti the 
Belvidere 	. 	. 306 Col de C/airee 	• 	. 360 
;eneva to Chamouny 	. 310 129 Grenoble to Briancon, by. 
:hamouny to 1\ rartigny, by Bourg d' °yams', and the 
the 	Tete 	Noire, 	Trient, 
and the Col de Forclaz 	. 326 130 

Col de Lautaret 	. 	. 
Briancon to Susa, by the 

363 

lartigny to Chamouny, by 4  Pass of the Mont Geneore Ser.  
the Col de Balme . 	. 328 131 Cesanne to Pigne'rol, by the 1 
hamouny to Cormayeur, Col de Sestrieres 	. 	. 369 
33, the Col de Bon-homme 132 Pignerol to Epbrun, by the 
md the Col de la Seiyne . 329 Vallies 	of the 	Vaudois,. 
['Benches to I ' llopital Con- and file  Cot de Croix 	. 370 
flans 	. 	. 	. 334 133 Embrun  to.  Saluzzo or Sa- 
eneva to Chamberry, by luces, by the Col de Viso . 374 

Geneva 
Annecy 	. 	. 	. 

to Chamberry, by 
336 134 St. Dalmazick to Embrun, 

by Barcelonette and the Col 
flumilly 	. 	. 	. 	. 341 d'Argentiere 	. 	. 377 
hamberry to Lanslebourg, 
3y, 	l'Hopital 	Confirms, 
Ifoutiers, Tignes, and the 

135 

	

Barcelonette to 	Briancon, 
by the Valley of the Ubayc 

	

and St. Veran 	. 	. 381 
Col d'Iseran 	. 	. 
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• 
INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION. 

1. PASSPORTS. 

A TRAVELLER cannot reach Switzerland without a passport from 
a minister of one or other of the states of Europe; and, though it 
is seldom called for while he is in the country, yet he must be pre- 
pared to produce it whenever it is required. 	At the 'gates of 
Geneva, Bern, and perhaps in one or two other capitals of the can- 
tons, passports are demanded on entering. 	Persons proceeding 
from Switzerland to the Austrian states, or Bavaria, must have the 
signature of the ministers of those countries attached to their pass- 
ports ; 	or they will not be allowed to pass across the frontier. 
Moat of the ministers accredited to the Swiss Confederation reside 
at Bern, or have their passport-offices there; except when they 
follow the Diet either to Zurich or Lucerne. 	Strangers, therefore, 

migould take care to secure their vise as they pass through Bern, or 
rough the.town where the Diet is sitting. 	The Sardinian mi- 

nister resides at Lausanne. 
2. MONEY. 

Tere is hardly a cluntry in Europe which has so complicated a 
Currency as Switzerlalid ; almost every canton has a Coinage of its 
own, and those coins that are current in one canton will not pass in 
the next. 	Let the traveller, therefore, be cautious how he over- 
loads himself with more small change than he is sure of requiring. 

Detailed tables of Swiss coins are given below, but it is scarcely 
worth the traveller's while to perplex himself with their intricacies; 
since he will find French Napoleons and francs current nearly all 
over Switzerland. 	They are, indeed, on the whole, the best coins 
he can take with him; and, except in some very remote situations, / 
on th. E. side of the country, the innkeepers always make out their 
bills in French francs, or wtll di, so if required. 	In lobe cantons'of I 
St. Gall, Appenzell, and Grisons, which border dh Germany, and 
where Bavarian florins (=2Q6pence) and kreutzers are in common 
circulation, zwanzigers (or 24 kreutztr pieces) are a very con-
venient coin, and will often go as far as a franc, in payment of fees, 
pour toires, &c. 
. 	1 zwanziger = 	6 batten 

7 	— 	= 42 — 	= 6 French francs. 
= 30 	— 	= 3 Swisl francs. 

anzigers are current throughout German Switzerland for com- 
urposes.  

s necessary, however, to prevent being cheated, that the tra- 
should know the value of one or two Swiss coins. lib wiss franc , cont%ining 10 batz = 11 French franc (1 franc 48 

-ents.), = (nearly) Is. 2d.•English. 
B. 	This distinction between the value of French and Swiss 
s should be particularly attended to. 

1 batz contains 10 rappen, and = ],id. (nearly) English. 
• e Swiss coins most frequently met•,Rith are pieces of 5 batzen, 

or i a Swiss franc ; 1 batz, i batzp and rappen. 	Pieces are also 
coined of 1, 2, 3, and 4 Swiss francs. 

   
  



§ 2. —Sioiss Money Table. 

Value of some Foreign Coins in Swiss Currency. 
1 French Napoleon = 14 Swiss francs. 
1 French 5 franc-piece = 35 batzen. 
1 Much franc = (commonly) 7 batzen or exactly 6 batzen 8 

rapps. 
1 English shilling = 9 batzen. 	 . 
1 English sovereign = 17 Swiss francs 4 batzen 6 rapps. 
1 Brabant dollar = 4 Swiss francs, or 40 batzen. 

swiss FRANCS AND BATZEN, — Reduced to their Value in the. 
Money of 

Swiss Prussia. Sarong. • Bavaria. France. England. 
Francs of Dollar of 30 Dollars of 64ngeinulzoefr. Francs of  'Found Sterling 
10 Batten. Silver Gros. 24 Grosehen. = 20d. Centimes. of 20 Shillings. 

41. 

Fr. B. D. Gr. D. Gr. F. Kr. 4Fr. C. £ s. d. 
— 1 — 1 2 ..-.. 9 — 4 1 — 15 — — 1 4 
— 2 — 2 4 — 1 8 — 8 3 — 30 — — 2 8 
— S — 3 6 --- 2 8 — 12 4 — 411 — — 4 1 
— 4 — 4 8 — 3 7 — 16 5 -- .59 — — 5 5 
— 5 — 6 0 —. 4 5 — 20 6 — 74 — — 6 9 
— 6 — 7 2 _ 5 5 — 24 8 — 89 — — 8 2 
— 7 — 8 4 — 6 4 — 28 9 I 4-- 9 6 
— 8 — 9 6 -- 7 3 — 33 0 1 19 — — 11 0 
— 9 — 10 8 — 3 3 — 37 1 1 SS — 1 0 4 

I — — 12 0 -- g 2 — 41 3 1 48 9.... 1 . 1 8 
• • 
2 — — 20 1 --- 18 3 ? 22 5 2 96 — 2 3 5 
3— 1 6 1 1 3 3 2 38 4 44 — 3 53 
4 — 1 18 1 1 12 7 2 P45 0 5 93 — 4 7 0 
5 — 2 02 1 21 8 ..3 263 7 41 — 5 88 
6 — 2 12 2 2 7 0 4 7 5 8 89 — 6 .10 5 
7 — 2 24 2 2 16 2 4 48 8 10 37 — 8 0 3 
8  — 3  6 S 3 I 3 *53001185-9 2.0 
9 — 3 18 3 3 10 5 6 11 3 13 33 — 10 3 8 

10 — 4 0 S• S 19 7 6 52 5 14 82 — 11 5 5 

20 — 8  0 6 7 15 3 13 45 0 29 63 1 2 11 0 
30 — 12 0 9 11 11 0 20 37 5 44 A5 1 14 4 5 
40 — 16 1 2 15 6 6 27 30 0 59 26 2 5 10 0 
50 — 20 1 6 19 2 3 34 22 5 .74 7I2 17 3 56  

60 — 24 1 9 22 22 0. 41. 15 0 88 89 3 8 9 0 
70 — 28 2 2 26 17 6 48 7 5 103 70 4— 2 5 
80 — 32 2 5 SO 13 3 55 41 0 4118 52 4 11 8 0 
90 — 36 2 8 34 9 

*
8 61 52 5 133 33 5 3 1 5 

100 — 40 3  1 38 4 j 68 45 0 148 15 5 14 7 0 
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§ 2. — Swiss Money Table. 

FRENCH FRANCS AND CENTIMES COBIPARED WITH SWISS FRANCS 
AND DATZEN. 

Swiss Francs. Swiss Francs. 
French Francs. I Fr of 10 Etc. French Francs. I Fr. of 10 Etz. 

I Btz of 10 Rapps. I BI' of10 litapps. 

• 
rr. C. Fr. Bz. R. Fr. C. Fr. Bz. It. 
— 5 — 0 S 14 — 9 5 2 

• — 
— 

I0 
10 • 

0 
1 

7 	, 
0 

15 
16 

— 
— 

10 
10 

2 
8 

0 
8 

— 0 1 3 17 — 11 5 6 
— 35 1 7 18 — 12 2 4 
sir ;11y . 2 0 19 — 12 9 2 
— .15 2 , 	3 20 — 13 6 0 
— '10 2 6 
— 151 — 3 0 21 — 14 2 8 

22 — 14 9 6 
— 50i 3 3 23 — 15 6 4 
— 5# 7 24 — 16 S 2 
— 60 4 0 25 — 17 0 0 
— 65 4 3 26 — 17 6 8 
— 70 4.  7 27. — 18 3 6 
— 75 5  0  28  — 19 0 4 _ 80. 5'  . 4  29  — 19. 7 2 
.....c' 85 5  7  30. — 20 4 0 
— 
-- 

90 
95 

1 	, 
5 35 — 23 8 0 

!4 40 — 27 2 0 
1 — 6 8 45 — 30 6 0 
2 3 6 50 — 34 0 0 
§ 2 0 4 55 — 37 4 0 

, 4 2 ' 7  2 60 — 40 8 0 
5 3  4 5'  65  — 44 2 0 
6 4  0  8  70  —` 47 6 0 
7 4 7 6 75 — 51 0 0 
8 5 4 4 80 — 54 4 0 
9 6 1" 2 

10 — 6 '8 0 85 —. 57 8 0 
90 — 61 2 0 

11 7 4 8  95 — 64 6 0 
12 — 8 1 6, 190 — 68 0 0 
]S 8 8 4 

•;::—f 

*.* In many ,IPstaribes, the coins. in 4tbe following tables are 
almost obsolete; and, where they still' exist, French francs and 
Swiss batzen are alp torrent, so that the traveller need rarely have 
recourse to them. 	o 	i 

   
  



§ 2.— Swiss Money. 	 xv 

Aarau, Bern, Basle, Freyburg, Soleure, Vaud, and Vallais. 
These cantons combined together in 1825 to adopt an uniform 

currency. 
• Swiss franc 	= 10 batzen. 	• 

" 	batz. 	= 10 rapps. 
" 	Gulden = 15 batzen = 60 kreutzers. 

French 5-franc piece = 3 Swiss fr. 4 batz 5 rappee. 
efppenzell, St. Gall, Schaffhausen, and Thurgovie. 

Accounts are kept in florins (24 gulden foot, as in Frankfurt, 
Baden, &c.). 

1 florin, of 60 kreutzers = 20d. English. 

1 Napoleon 	= 9 florins 21 kreutzers. 
1 Brabant dollar 	= 2 8. 	42 kr. 
I Ducat 	 = 5 fl. 	30 kr. 
1 Convention dollar 	= 2 fl. 	24 kr. 

Geneva. 
The canton of Geneva has adopted the Frelch monetary system, 

and has coined pieces of 5 and 10 centimes in copper, and of 25 
Centimes in bill w. 	The following are the old coins : — 

a Florins (petite monnaic) containing 12 sols = 12 deniers. 
b Livres, courants of 	 20 sols = 42 deniers. 
c French francs and centimes 
d Swiss francs, and batzen 

Genovese Currency. 
Liv. 	Sol. 	Den. 	Fl. 	Den. 

1 French 5-franc piece 	= 	S 	I 	9 	or 	10 	10 
1 French franc 	= 26 Genevese Sols. 	• 

• "I Brabant dollar 	:4  3 	10 	• 9 	or 	12 
(T11e pound sterling is usually worth 25 fr. 50 c.) 

Glarus.,:, 
1 Florin or •Gulden = 40 schillings. 

Grisons. 
Florin contains 15 (light) batzen, 60 kreutzers, or 70 blutzgers .=-- 1 French 

franc 76 centimes . 16d. English. 

Brabant dollar 	= 	3 Gr. florins 	20 kreutzers. 
French Napoleon 	= 11 fl. 	36 kr. 

" 	5-franc piece 	= 	28. 	53 kr. 
" 	1 franc 	= 	 34 kr. 

Swiss franc 	 = 	 51 kr. 
" 	piece of 5 batzen 	= one fl. 	30 lilutzgerkt-:, 	Q 
" 	" 	I batz 	= 	 6 b utzgers. 

I Bavarian florin 	= 	l 	o 	
1 Grison florin 14kreutzers. 

2 Zwanzigers 	= 	 1 Grison florin. 
Lucerne and Unteruitildtch. 

Florin of 15 (light) lytzen, 40 schillings, or 60 kreutzers. 

1 Louis d'or 	= 12 florins of Lucerne. 
1 5-franc piece = 	2 florins of Aawerne.,22 schillings. 

   
  



xvi 	 § 2. Swiss Money. —§ 3. Distances. 

Neuchdtel. 
Livres of Neuchatel of 20 sols and 12 deniers. 

Louis d'or = 161 Neuchatel livres. 
Schwytz and Uri. 

Florin of 15 (light) batzen, or 40 schillings, or 60 kreutzers. 

'• . 4.  or = 13 florins of Schwytz. 
Ticino (Tessin). 

gl he lira contains 20 soldi, each of 4 quatrini. 
at inns and for posting are kept in French francs." 
mes also in francs of Milan or Lire = 16 French 
lers in the Italian Cantons should remember this, 
they are not cheated by being made to pay in French 
harged in Italian francs. 

Lois d'or = from 34 to 37i lire. 

Zurich. 
.  ) batzen = GO kreutzers =  2 French francs 35 cents. = 

1 Bavarian florin 6 kreutzers. 

Brabant;flollar 	= 2 	Zurich florins 27 kreutzers. 
French 5-franc piece = 21 Zurich florins. 

" 	20-franc 	" 	= tq Zurich florins. 
The Zurich florin is also divided into 16 (good) batzen and 40 rapps, and 

againemto 40 schillings of 4 rapps each. 	. ,  
In 1834, twelve of the cantCos * agreed to aRooint a commis- 

sion to examine 	into the present complicated currency, and to 
devise a new and uniform *item of coinage. 	They have already 
altered and corrected the weights and measures of Switzerland, but 
the result of their labours regarding the currency has not yet 
appeared. 

.2. 	 41. T 3. DaoTAISCES. 

There is not less perplexity and variation hi the measurement of 
distances, than in the calculation of money, in Switzerland. 

Distances are reckoned throughout Switzerland not by miles, but 
by stunden (hours, i. e. hours' walking) or leagues. 	The measures 
of length given in the following routes have been taken from the 
'Most perfeavi.bles thlt could be procured ; but the Editor is aware 
that there must be many errors, and that an approach to accuracy 
is all that can be expected from them. 	The length of the stunde 
has been ealculated•at 5278 metres, = 1800 Bernese feet, or 3 Eng. 
miles, 1 furlong, 215 Pardg ; 21,137 of such stunden go to a degree 
of the equator. 	'to make this measurement agree with the actual 

* Zurich, Beni, Lucelne, Zug, GLIM, Freybc-g, Soleure, Basle, Schaffhausen, St. Gall, 
A argo vte, and ThafgoVie. 

   
  



§ 5.— Modes of Travelling — Posting. 	xvii 

pace of walking, it is necessary to advance 288 English feet in a 
minute. 

The Swiss stunde (hour or league) however varies according to 
the nattnt of the ground. 	In very steep ascents it does not ex- 
ceed 2 Eng. miles ; in lesser acclivities 2i miles, and in the moun- 
tains it is never more than 2} miles. 	It has been ascertained by an 
experienced Alpine traveller, that to clear 2 Eng. miles an hour up 
a steep mountain, requires very good walking. 

It is a reproach to the Swiss Government that no authorised 
measurement of the roads throughout the country should have ben 
undertaken by them at the public expense. 	Since the correction of 
weights and measures in 1833-34, 3.10ths of a metre (= 3 deci-
metres, or 132,988 Paris lines) hai been constituted the legal Swis„, 
foot., and 16,000 Swiss feet = 1 stunde. 	In canton St. Gall, 2' 
Swiss stundeu of 16,000 ft. make 1 post. 

Y 5. MODES OP TRAVELLING IN SWITZERLAND. 7  POSTING. 
The means of travelling in Switzerland have been greatlylm- 

proved and increased within the last fifteen or twor' f years. 	The 
great roads are excellent, and those over the A 	s stupendous 
in addition. 	Upon almost all of them diligences run ; and since 
1823, when the first experiment with steam was mdite on the Lake 
of Geneva, every one of the large lakes is navigated by steam-boats. 

Posting was scarcely known in any part of Switzerland before 
1830. 	It is now introduced into the cantons St, Gall, Grisons, 
Basle, Neuchatel, Aargovie ? Ticino, Vaud, Vallais, Geneva. 

The tarifs, as far as can be ascertained, are as follows :— 
Cantons Geneva, Vaud, Vieyburg, and Vallais. —The tafif is 

the same as ttm old French tarif, via., r fr. 50 centimes each horse 
per post, and 75 E. to the postboy, usually increased to 1 fr. 50 c. or 
2 fr. per post. 	 0 

The traveller with four horses need not take.two postilions unless 
he wishes.  

Bern.— Posting was established by the government in 184d, and 
afterwards suppressed ; but on tit% road from Bern to Freyburg 
the former postmaster will always supply horses at the above 
rate. 	 • 

Canton Ticino. — 3 French francs per post for each horse. Trink-
geld to postilion small. — C. D. 

Schaffhausen.— The taxe or fixed charges are at the rate of 15 kr. 
each horse per post more than the Baden tarif. 	Thus, in Baden, 
the charge is 	1 fl. 28 kr. ; 	in Schaffhausen j fl. 43e;.-c. 	Postilion 
20 kr. for each horse. 	o 

The only line on which post horses are kept is that from Schaff-
hausen to Bale ; an attempt to introduce them on the road to Zurich 
bas failed. 	 • 	0 

St. Gall— Tariff of n39.— The post is 2 stunden, each = 
16,000 Swiss ft. 	The charge for each horse per post is I fl. 12 kr. 
(the florin of the value of 20d.1 	The drink money for the postilion 
iS 12 or 15 kr. per post for one horse; 24 1.r. for two horses, and 

   
  



xviii 	§ 5. Posting. — § 6. Diligences — Luggage. 

36 kr. for more horses. 	Rather less than double the tariff satisfies 
the postilion. 

Tolls for roads and bridges are paid to the postmaster at each 
stage, who generally presents the traveller with a printea zettel or 
ticket. — C. D. 

Grisons.— The tariff is somewhat complicated; the charges for a 
post up-hill, or in ascending the valley of the Rhine, varying from 
those down-hill or on the plain, and the amount being reckoned in 

and kreutzers. 
• • 	..st  on the plain, for 2 horses and the postilion, one 

- 	r ' 	kr., or nearly 10 zwanzigers. The postilion's drink- 
`" 	.  to the postmaster (though not included in his bill), 

to give the driver something independent at the end 
2 zwanzigers is perhaps more than enough, and will 

im. — C. D. 
introduced upon the following routes :— From Con- 
. 	all,  and through the Grisons to Coire ; over the 

c  9  r 

Chiaventr. and Milan; over the Bernardin to Bellin-
o aid Milan ; from Geneva to Milan over the Simplon, 
. tires of the Lake Leman, by Lausanne or by Thonon ; 

over the St. Gothard to Airolo and Bellinzona ; Bern 
r 	 miff and Geneva by Freyburg ; Zurich to Coire by %Vallen- 

stadt and Ragatz ; 	Neuchatel to Yverdun and Geneva ; Basle 
to Zurich (17;posts) ; Basle to Lucerne (154 posts). 	The traveller 
may likewise post from Basle to Schaffhausen,and from Schaff-
hausen to Constance, if he choose the routes through Baden on 
the rt. bark of the Rhine. 

""illenerally, posting in Switzerlacl is far dearer than in Ger-
many or Italy, and, in fact, approaches very near to the English 
charges, especially where the tariff requires the traveller to take au 
extra horse. 	The remuneration to the postilion, however, both by 
tariff and extra, is much less, in proportion to the price for the 
horns, than in Germany and Italy." — C. D. 

6. piLiumgetEs — LUGGAGE. 
Diligences now run daily between most of the large towns of 

Switzerland, and there are few carriage roads in the country not 
traversed by them twice or thrice a week at least. 

They generally Wang to the government of the different cantons, 
and are attached to the post-office, as in Germany. 	The places are 
numbered, and all baggage exceeding a certain fixed weight is 

'charged extfA and often greatly increases the expense of this mode 
of conveyance, which is one Laason among many why travellers 
should reduce their baggage to the smallest possible compass. 	The 
public conveyances are by no means so well organised as in Ger- 
many. 	On some routes, particularly in going from one canton into 
another, pessengers are sometimes tratu'rerred into another coach, 
and run the chance of waiting several hours for it, being set down 
in a remote spot to pass the interval as they may, and this not un-
frequently in the middl, of the right. 

   
  



§ 6. Luggage. — § 7. Voiturier. 	 xix 

The conducteur's fee is included in the fare, but the postilion's 
trinkgeld is paid separately by the passengers in some parts of the 
country i.  in St. Gall, for instance, they expect from 6 to 9 kr. per 
stage. 

Travellers in Switzerland will frequently be glad to avail them-
selves of the public conveyances to forward their luggage from one 
place to another,while they are making pedestrian excursions 
among the mountains. 	In such cases, they have only to book their 
packages at the coach-office, after carefully addressing them, and, 
in some cases, entering a specification of their value in a prirlted 
form. 	They will then receive a receipt, and the article will be for- 
warded and taken care of until reclaimed. 

In making application for packases so consigned, as well as fox._ 
letters at the post-office, the Englishman should present his nanrE-
in writing, as our pronunciation is frequently unintelligible to 
foreigners, and without this precaution the applicant may be told 
that his luggage has not arrived, when in reality ibis all the while 
lying in the depot. 	The traveller may also request to look over the 
packages in search of his own. 	 • 

. 	Y  7. VOITURIEUr..-• LOIDIKUTSCHEIt. 
Posting, except along the routes mentioned aneady in p. xiii, 

ceases at the Swiss frontier, and those who have been travelling 
post must therefore engage a voiturier at the first Swiss town, with 
a suitable number of horses to draw their carriage. 	If it be light, 
and the party small, two horses will suffice; but the coachman 
must then drive from the box ; with a heavy carriage, three or four 
horses must be taken, and the driver will ride as pdstilion.• The 
towns of Bash, Schaffhausen, Zurach,•Bern, Thun, Lausanne, and 
Geneva, are theshead-quarters of the voituriers ;• at all of them 
there are many persons who keep job. horses for hire, and will either 
conduct the traveller thenvelves, or send coachmen in their em- 
ploy. 	At most of the frontier towns return horses are to be met 
with, and the traveller may save some days of back fare by availing 
himself of them. 	 4 	 , 

Before making an engagement, it is prudent to consult the land. 
lord of the inn, or sotne other respectable inhabitant, to recommend 
a person of approved character to be employed. 	As there are many 
very roguish voituriers, ready to take advantage of the traveller on 
all occasions, such a recommendation will be a guarantee, to a cer- 
tain extent, for good behaviour. 	The landlord should be referred to 
apart, not in the presence of the coachmanonor, itkieed, with hi 
cognizance. 	It is a bad plan tp intrust an inferior person with the 
negotiation ; he will most probably sell the traveller to the voiturier, 
and make a job for his own advantage. 	Ths most judicious mode 
of proceeding is, to discard all go-behteens and subordinates, to 
insist on seeing the princrvgl, the owner of the horses, and to make 
the bargain at once with him. Besides ascertaining that the voiturier 
is a respectable man, that his h6rses are good, and his carriage (when 
a carriage is also required) be clo3n and ,stout, it is desirable in 

   
  



xx 	§ 7. Voitte tem — Charges — Back Fare. 
many cases that he she ld speak French as well as German, and, 
in all, that he be acquai nted with the roads to be traversed. 	The 
engagement should, in 	he first instance, not be made for any spe- 
cific time, at least not 	r a long period, until man and horses have 
been tried and have gi 	en satisfaction. 	It is better to take him on 
from day to day, hold* 	g out the prospect of his being continued if 
he behav,es ‘‘,01. 

Some persons engage a voiturier for a certain sum, to perform a 
staked journey in a fixed number of days ; a bad plan, since it ties 
down tlic traveller to a prescribed route, without the power of di- 
% vilgiug, ;r  he choose to alter his plans, or of tarrying by the way. 
The employer should reserve to himself the power of dismissing his 
voiturier as soon as he reaches a post-road (see the map). 

`-'the  ..stalished charge throughout Switzerland, per diem, is 9 
Fr. francs 	r each horse, and I Fr. franc per horse trinkgeld for the 
drivo 	s includes the hire of a carriage when wanted. 

P 	nsideration the coachman keeps himself and his horses,  
qui 	sh ones 4 his own fall ill or lame ; he ought also to pay 
all tolls, ail, the charge for leaders (vorspann) to drag the carriage 
lip : tett 	'm ts. 	These two last conditions, however, are not 
i.lv. 1$ I 	al to, and these charges often fall upon the master. 

Wh 	'n.rAeller has no servant of his own, the voiturier cleans 
We c 	- gr greases the wheels, and assists in packing and unpack- 
ing the baggage. 

The usual rate of travelling is from ten to fourteen stunden, 
thirty-two to forty-six miles a-day, proceeding at the rate of about 
five miles an-hour — ten stunden a-day should be guaranteed by the 
drives. 	It it necessary to halt in the 'piddle of the day, about two 
hours, to rest the horses. 	On 41e days during which 	halt is made 
Ia a town or elsewhere, the charge is reduced one Ralf ; and, should 
the traveller require the horses for a short drive of an hour or two 
through the town, this should make no 4ifference. 

Back-Fare. —In addition to the daily charges while employed, 
the voiturier requires, if dismissed at a distance from his own home, 
to he paid back-fare for the nurreper of days necessary to take him 
thither. 	This payment should be calculated at the rate of the 
longest day's journey, say twelve stunden (nearly forty miles), which 
is not too much with an empty carriage. 	At this rate, the back- 
fare to be paid between some of the principal places in Switzerland 
would be nearly according to the number of days set down in the 
following table : — 
• •Illi 	• 	 Days of 

Stunden. 	Back-Fare. 
Basle to Bern, by Soleure. 	- • 	- 	184 	- 	li 

" 	by the Munster Thal 	221 	- 	2 
Coire • 	- • 	- 	- 	91 	- 	31 

PI 	Geneva 	- 	- 	- 	44 	- 	Si 
1, 	Lausanne 	- 	-. 0 331 	- 	24 
7/ 	Lucerne 	- 	- 	19 	- 	11 • • Neuchatel 	- 	- 	22 	- 	2 
" "Zurich • - 	• 	- 	161 	- 	1/ 

   
  



§ 7. Voituriers. — § 8. Chars-a-bane. 	xxi 

Days of 
Stunden. 	Back-Fare. 

	

Geneva to Berne 	- 	- 	284 	- 	2 o 	Coire 	- 	- 	76 	- 	6 
9 	f 5 	 NeuchAtel 	- 	- 	22i 	- 	2 . 	Schaffhausen 	- 	- 	64 	- 	4 " 	Soloure 	- 	- 	5S 	- 	24 

Zurich 	- 	- 	511 	- 	4 
St 	Lucerne 	- 	- 	96 	- 	Si • 

It is more for the traveller's advantage to take one set of horses 
through the journey than to trust to the chance of engaging thrin 
from one town to another — a method, subject to delay and vexation 
from the uncertainty of finding them at all times, and from the 
manceuvres of petty inn-keepers, who will often pretend that none 
are to be had, and will throw every impediment in the way of hit 
departure. 	Besides which, by such an arrangement, the employer 
must inevitably pay back-fare for every day, whereas, if lie.r,v,irtrre-
the same voiturier for a length of time, he may so war.  .-Se his tour, 
in a circle as it were, as to discharge him within one 	r two days' 
journey from his home, and thus considerably reditee t .: amount of 
the back-fare. 	It is sufficient to pay only half tilt 	sual drink- 
money for the days reckoned as back-fare, i. e. ha 	a franc per 
horse. 	 •  

It is adviseable, before setting out, to have an agrei. 	it drawn 
up in writing, including the stipulations which have been recounted 
above. 	A piece of money, called in German daraufgeld, in Italian 
la caparra, is then given by one of the contracting parties to the 
other, after which the bargain is held to be concluded. 

There are many excursionp in Switzerland that afe not to be 
made in a travelling carriage : in sugh eases it must either wait for 
the traveller, or Pie sent round to meet him at an appointed spot. 

The system of vetturino travelling,•with all its advantages and 
disadvantages, has been so.fully explained in the Handbook for 
North Germany, that it is unnecessary to enter again into fuller 
details here than have been given above. 

8. CHARSP1-13ANC. 
The char-a-bane, the national carriage of French Switzerland, 

may be described as the body of a gig, or a bench, as its name im-
plies, placed sideways upon four wheels, at a very little distance 
from the ground. 	It is surrounded by leather curtains made to 
draw, whence it has been compared to a four-post bedstead on wheels.' 
There is a larger kind of char, in which the bcnches Olt suspended' 
by thongs, not springs, across a kinid of long waggon, and are ar- 
ranged one behind the other. 	the char-a-bane is a very strong and 
light vehicle, capable of carrying two persons, or three at a pinch, 
and will go on roads where no other spe6es 13f carriage could ven- 
ture. 	It is convenient, from being so low that ode can jump in, or 
alight without stopping the horse, while it is going on ; but it is a 
very jolting conveyance. 	Such' a carriage is to be hired even in the 
smallest Swiss villages, and the LI- lel charge, inc1C.1g the driver, 
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is twelve French francs a-day ; but the 'charge will be doubled by 
back-fare if the driver cannot reach home the same night, after the 
time when he is dismissed. 

9. GUIDES-PORTERS. - C II AI SES -A-PORTEOUS. 
The services of a Guide are needful when the traveller is about to 

plunge into the recesses of the mountains on foot. 	He makes 
himself useful, not only in pointing out the way, but ,in acting as 
interpreter to those unacquainted with the language of the country, 
and also in relieving the traveller of the weight of his knapsack or 
tratelling-bag. 	As a general rule he may be said to be indispen- 
sable in ascending very lofty mountains, in exploring glaciers, and 
in crossing the minor passes of the Alps, not traversed by high 

-toads, but by mere bridle or foot paths, which, being rarely used, 
and in many places not distinctly marked, or confounded with 
innumerable tracks of cattle, will often bewilder the inexperienced 
traveller not a%quainted with the mountains. 	Nevertheless, travel- 
lers having a good knowledge of German, in addition to some ex-
perience of mountain journies, and provided with Keller's map, 
may cross some of these passes alone with impunity; but there are 
others, such as the Bonhomme, Col de Ferret, Mont Cervin, Mont 
Moro, Ramin, c&c., which no one would be justified in attempting 
without a guide. When snow is threatening to fall, or after a snow-
storm has covered the path and obliterated the footsteps of pre-
ceding travellers, a,,guide may be required in situations where, 
tinder ordinary circumstances, his presence might be dispensed 
with.  

Guides koprofession are.to_be met with in most parts of Switzer-
land; those of Chamounic(in Savqj are deservedly renowned, 
being regularly.bred to their profession, and subjected to examina- 

- tion as to character and fitjless before they are admitted into the 
fraternity. 	They are enrolled in a corps,placed under the control 
of a syndic appointed by the Sardinian 	 overnment. 	(Route 115.) 
In Switzerland they abound at Interlachen and Thun, Lucerne, and 
all the other starting-points from which pedestrian excursions are 
Ugun. 	Here, again, the travener had better trust to the innkeeper 
to recommend a lit person; but it is advisable, not to hire one for a 
length of time beforehand. 	He ought not to fie too far advanced in 
years. 

The established rate of hire is six French francs a-day ; but, in 
addition to this, there will'be a claim for money to return, if dis-
(missed at a .distance from home, unless the employer find him a 
fresh master to talt& back. ' For this sum the guide provides for 
himself, and is expected to ffischLrge all the duties of a domestic 
towards his employer. 

For the most part, , the, guides may be said to be obliging, intel- 
ligent, and hard-workiiig men. 	Few who have employed them but 
can bear testimony to their coolness, latrepidity, and tact, in mo-
ments of danger—in the difficult pass, in the midst of the snow- 
storm, or among the loping clefts of the glaciers. 	It is in such 
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situations that their knowledge of the mountains, their experience of 
the weather, their strong arm and steady foot, are fully appreciated. 
The traveller should always follow the guide in crossing glaciers, 
and, in going over tracts covered with snow, should allow him to 
choose what his experience teaches to be the safest path. 	In dan-
gerous situations the guide advances a-head, with cautious step, 
sounding with his pole beforehand as in a sea beset with shoals. 

A little civility and familiarity on the part of the employer—the 
offer of a cigar from the traveller's own case, or a glass of brandy 
from his private flask—will rarely be thrown away; on the con-
trary, itis likely to produce assiduity and communicativeness 6n 
the part of the guide. 	Many of them are fine athletic men, and to 
carry for 8 or 10 hours a-day, and for a distance of 25 or 30 miles, 
a load of 30 or 40 lbs. weight, is made light of by them. 	 co 

Some travellers content themselves with Keller's excellent map 
to guide them, and employ a mere porter to carry their baggage 
for them. 	Such a man is paid less than the profesgional guides ,.• 
3 or 4 fr. a-day will suffice for them; others are satisfied with 
taking a guide only to cross the mountains, trom one valley into 
another, where, as before observed, they are really indispensable. 
Those who travel in chars or on horseback will find that the 
driver, or the man who accompanies the horse, wile usually serve 
as a guide, and render unnecessary the employment of any other 
person in that capacity. 	At Chamouni, however, the guides must 
be hired distinct from the mules. 	Let it be observed that, when 
the travelling party includes ladies, a-guide is required to attend on 
each, during a mountain excursion, to lead down the horses, where 
the path is steep, and to lend their .arms to the fair travellers, 
when the exigencies of the care require them to dismount, and pro- 
ceed •  on.foot. 

Even the aged or invalid female is, by no means debarred the 
pleasure of taking a part in difficult mountain expeditions. 	Those 
who are too infirm either to 'ivalk or ride, may be carried over the 
mountains in a "chaise-d-porteurs" (Germ. Tragsessel), which is 
nothing more than a chair, carried in the manner of a sedan, upon 
poles, by two bearers ; two extra bParers must be taken to relieve 
in turn, and every man expects 6 fr. per diem, and 3 fr. return-
money for the days required to reach home. 

§ 10. HOUSES AND MULES. 

Previous to 1800, or even later, until Napoleon commenced the 
magnificent carriage-roads over the Alps, which will z,..-sist in im-u 
raortalising his name, the only mode of conveAng either passengers 
or goods across them was on tifa lick of horses or mules. 	Even 
now, upon all the minor passes, almost the entire traffic is carried 
on by means of them. 	In other instances, where the beauties of 
scenery attract an influx otstrangers, mules are kept for their con-
veyance, even where they are not required for the transport of 
merchandise. 	 1 

The customary hire of a horse oromule throughout Switzerland, 
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generally fixed by a printed tariff', amounts to 9 fr. a-day, including 
the man who takes care of it; at Chamouni it is 6 fr., but there a 
guide must also be taken. 	Back-fare must be paid if the -animals 
are dismissed at a distance from home, and at so late an hour of the 
day that they cannot return before night. 

The ponies that are used in the Bernese Oberland, on the Righi, 
and in other parts of Switzerland, are clever animals, that will carry 
you up and down ascents perfectly impracticable to horses unused 
to the mountains ; but they are far distanced by the mules of Cba- 
mouni and other parts of Savoy. 	Their sagacity, strength, and 
stzeness of foot are really wonderful. 	The paths which they ascend 
or descend with ease are steeper than any staircase, sometimes with 
ledges of rock, 2 or s ft. high, instead of steps. 	Sometimes they are 

,covered with broken fragments, between which the beasts must pick 
their way, at the risk of breaking their legs ; at others, they traverse 

• a narrow ledge of the mountain, with an abyss on one side and a wall 
of rock on the other; and here the mule invariably walks on the 
vc,y verge of The precipice— a habit derived from the animal's being 
accustomed to carry large packages of merchandise, which, if al-
lowed to strike against the rock on one side, would destroy the mule's 
balance, and jostle him overboard. 	In such dangerous passes, the 
caution of the ,animal is very remarkable: he needs no rein to guide 
him, but will pick his own way, and find out the best path, far better 
than his rider can direct him ; and, in such circumstances, it is safer 
to let the-reins hang•!oose, and trust entirely to his sagacity, than to 
perplex him by checking him with the curb, at a moment when, by 
confusing the animal, there will be risk of his losing his footing, 
and 	tumbling headlong. ,perhaps 

It is interesting to observe the patient animal, on reaching dan-
gerous ground, smelling with 'nis nose down like,a dog, and trying 
the surface with his foot, before he will advance a step, as the poet 
has accurately described hien : -7- 

" Shunning the loose stone on the precipice — 
+ 	Snorting suspicion— while with sight, smell, touch, 

Trying, detecting, where the surface smiled ; 
And with deliberate courisge, sliding down, 
Where, in his sledge, the Laplander had turn'd 
With looks aghast." — Rogers. 

1 L ITMUS INNS. 
Switzerland is well proyided with inns; and those of the large 

it towns, such, as the Baur, at.. Zurich, Gibbon, at Lausanne, the 
Faucon, at Bern, 'the"Bergues and Couronne, at Geneva, the 
Bellevue, at Thun, the Three Kits, .at Basle, yield, in extent and 
good management, to few hotels in either France or Germany. 
The great annual infirm of strangers into the country is of the same 
importance to Sudtzerland that some additional branch of industry 
or commerce would be, and renders olfie profession of host most 
lucrative. 	Many of the Swiss innkeepers are very wealthy; it is 
not uncommon to find tinindividual in this capacity who is magis- 
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trate, and it constantly happens that they are persons of such in-
fluence in their canton or commune that it is difficult to obtain re-
dress against them for an injury or act of insolence, owing either to 
the intrest they possess with the courts, or to their being abso-
lutely themselves the justices. 
" 	The approach to one of the first-rate hotels in the large towns, in 

the height of summer, exhibits rather a characteristic spectacle. 
The street before it is usually.  filled with several rows of vehicles of 
all sorts, from the dirty and rickety caleche of the German voiturier, 
to the neat chariot of the English peer, and the less elegant, but 
equally imposing, equipage of the Russian prince. 	Before the 
doorway is invariably grouped a crowd of loitering servants and 
couriers, of all nations and languages, and two or three knots ofi 
postilions and coachmen on the look-out for employment. 	During 
the height of the season, should the traveller arrive late in the 
evening, the chances are against his being admitted, unless he have 
sent or written beforehand to secure rooms. 	This object may 
sometimes be effected by the means of a fee Loathe courier of another 
party about to set out at an earlier hour. 	• 

Couriers, voituriers, guides, and boatmen, are apt sometimes to 
sell their employers to the innkeepers fora gratuityoso that travel-
lers should not always "implicitly follow the recommendations of 
such persons regarding inns; and it is hoped that the list of inns, 
drawn up with much care, and given in thii book, will render 
the traveller in future more independent of their recommendations. 
The innkeepers hitherto have been very much at the mercy of this'. 
class of persons, who invariably fare sumptuously, and eertain14 not 
at their own expense. 	It noieunfrequently happens that the attend- 
ance which-ought to be bestowed oh the master is showered upon 
his menials. 	Whtnever a new inn is started, it is almost invariably 
by the lavish distribution of high gratiknies to coachmen, couriers 
and the like, and by pampering them with the best fare, that the 
landlord endeavours to fill his house, to the prejudice both of. the 
comfort and the purse of their masters. 	With few exceptions, 
therefore (which are specified in the following pages), the writer 
has generally found himself best off in the old established houses. 

It may be laid dowitas a general rule, that the wants, tastes, and 
habits of the English are more carefully and successfully studied in 
the Swiss inns than even in those of Germany. 	At most of the 
large inns, there is a late Table-d'hote dinner at 4 or 5 o'clock, 
expressly for the English; and the luxury of tea mau,always ben 
had tolerably good. 	Several wealthy innkeeper t have even gone so 
far as to build English chapels fon their guests, or have endowed a 
clergyman with a stipend to perform the church service on Sundays, 
as at Thun, Lucerne, &c., as an inducement toiiEnglish travellers to 
pass the Sunday with them. 	Cleanliness is to be met with almost 
everywhere, until you reacl,the S. slopes of the Alps and the ap- 
proach to Italy. 	In canton Berp, in particular, the inns, even in 
the small and remote villages, are patterns of neatness, such as 
even fastidious travellers may be corftented pith. 

Spritz, 	 a 
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§ 11. Swiss Inns — Charges. 

The following list of usual Charges will serve to guide travellers, 
and to.  protect them from extortion and imposition on the part of 
those innkeepers or couriers who may be disposed to take advan- 
tage of them. 	Couriers have hitherto been too often in the habit 
of expecting a per tentage on the innkeeper's bills, besides being 
lodged and fed gratis, that is to say, at their master's expense, who 
of course, in the end, must pay for these perquisites. 	By promul- 
gating a statement of fair prices, the editor is assured by corre-
spondents, that he has contributed to poil this iniquitous trade on 
thc.,part of many of the couriers, while it deprives the landlord of all 
excuse for adding to his proper charges. 	It will render the inn- 
keeper independent of these gentry, instead of being liable to mali- 
pious slanders, calculated to injure or ruin his house, 	in case 
he runs the risk of offending them by opposing their unjust exac- 
tions. 	_ 

The usual Charges are, for dinner at the early table-d'hôte- 
3 gr. fr. = 20 batz. 	Later ditto, 4 Fr. fr. 

Dinner, in private,r0 fr. per head for 1 or 2 persons, at the more 
expensive inns; and from 3 to 4 fr. per head for a party at smaller 
inns. 

Beds, li to 2,1r. =10 to 13 bats. 
Breakfast or tea, li fr., with honey and bread and butter; lA to 

2 fr. = 10 to 14 batz, with eggs or cold meat. 
To this is added, in most of the larger inns, a charge of 1 fr. for 

a wax candle, to swell the bill ; but this ought always to be resisted 
unless the guest prefers wax candles to tallow. 

The charges for Rooms vary according to their situation on the 
lower floors, and the views •they command; but the best suite of 
apartments, in first-rate inns, ought not to.exceed4 •:r. a-day, for a 
sitting-room or salon, and 3 fr. for each bed. 

A party of 3 or 4 persons'Aaying a week or more, even in a first-
rate hotel, ought not to pay more than n fr. each, board and lodging, 
including servants, per diem. 

Hire of a carriage, with 2 horses, per diem, 18 fr. 	Ditto, for 
half a-day, 10 fr. 	Washing a cryriage and greasing the wheels, 3 to 
5 fr., according to its size. 	• 

It must be remembered that two sets of tharges are generally, 
and often most unfairly, made, one for natives, or Germans, and 
another for the English ; on the principle, that the latter have both 
longer purses, and also more•numerous wants, and are more diffi- 

„cult to serve.  
The servItits are bzmunerated nearly as in Germany-1 fr. a-day 

is ample from each person foL. the, whole household, including the 
cleaning of clothes, boots, and shoes... 

It is often remarkefl by the English that the Germans pay very 
little to the servants at. inns ; but they should bear in mind how 
much less trouble the Germans give, au' l how slight the attendance 
which they requires generally speaking. 

French is almost invariably spoken at the inns, even in the Ger- 
man cantons, except.L.  'remote parts, as in the side valleys of the 
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Grisons. 	Nevertheless, the German language is a very valuable 
acquisition to the traveller. 

Swiss inns have, in general, the reputation of being expensive, 
and the innkeepers of being extortionate. A recent journey through 

,  ;he greater part of the country has scarcely afforded an instance of 
either; but, where such cases have occurred, notice has been taken 
of them in the following pages. 	At minor and remote inns, ma-
nceuvres'are sometimes resorted to for the purpose of detaining the 
guests. 

Amon,* the mountains, the traveller may obtain, in perfection, 
the small alpine trout, which are of great excellence ; sometimes, 
also, chamois venison, which, by the way, is far inferior to park 
venison ; wild strawberries are very abundant, and, with a copious 
admixture of delicious cream, — the staple commodity of the Alps, 
— are by no means to be despised. 

Those who enter a Swiss inn, tired, hot, and thirsty, after a long 
walk or dusty ride, may ask for a bottle of " limdbade gazeuno,' 
under which name they will recognise a drink nearly' resembling 
ginger beer, but with more acidity, and, when good? very refreshing. 
It supplies here the place of hock and Seltzer-water on the Rhine. 

The best Swiss wines are those of Neuchatel andoVaud ; such as 
they are procured At 'inns, they merit no great praise. 	An effer-
vescing sweet Sardinian wine (via d'Asti) is common, and may be 
resorted to for a change. 
Notes of Information which ought to be hung up, by Innkeepers, on • 

the Walls of every Coffee-room for Travellers. 
",Prices of all Articles supplied by tljeZHotel. 	Mea.ls — Table- 

d'hbte — Winds — Baths — Carriages, &c. 
" Public Conviyances. 	Mails — their Time of Starting — Price 

to various Places — Time of Arrival •-f,  Diligences, ditto — Steam-
boats, ditto—Other Boats, ditto—Printed Papers of Steam-packets 
to England and down the Rhine — nacres.  

" There ought to be hung up on the walls a Map of the town, if 
there is one — Map of the adjacent nountry— Map of the kingdom. 
A Directory of the town, if published, should always be kept in the 
coffee-room. 	•  

"Distinct compartments on the walls• should be secured for dif- 
ferent advertisements, afJiches, &c. 	In large cities, lists of theatres 
and operas. 	Every hotel ought to have in the hall, or where the 
keys are kept, a large board with the numbers of eaeh,apartment,0  
and a space opposite in which the name of the occupier is written. 
The best hotels have this, andeNit il a very great convenience to 
enable travellers to discover their friends. 	A book is of little use, 
because it is never kept up to the time. 	 . its.. 

" If the card of the hotel has printed on 	reverse a small map of 
the town, with a dark spotictr the hotel, it is extremely useful. 

" Several hotels, on the Rhine and elsewhere, have charged a single 
traveller (who supped in the coffee-room and slept one night) a frank 
for wax candles. 	This is not to be admitted, tailess he have a private 

a 2 
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sitting-room. 	I have never paid it, finding it immediately with- 
drawn on remonstrance. 	If travellers will not remonstrate, they 
will be compelled to pay it on the plea of custom. 

"It is the interest of every hotel-keeper to supply his gdests with 
information, relative to the modes of leaving him : this renders their 
return more probable." — C. B.* 

i 12.—DIRECTIONS FOR TRAVELLERS, AND REQUISITES •ron A 
JOURNEY IN SWITZERLAND. 

The best season for travelling among the Alps is the months of 
July, August, and September, in which may, perhaps, be included 
the last half of June. 	The higher Alpine passes are scarcely 
clear of snow before the second week of June ; and before the 
middle of October, snow almost invariably falls on the high Alps : 
though the weather is often still serene, the nights draw in so fast 
as to curtail, inconveniently, the day's journey. 	During the long 
days, one ma, get over a great deal of ground. 	The judicious 
traveller will economize the daylight by rising, and setting forth as 
soon after sun-the as possible. 

The average daily expense of living at the best inns in Switzer-
land will vary 140tween 8 Fr. fr. and 10 fr. a-day; excluding all charge 
for conveyances, horses, and guides. The pedestrian who, with Keller 
in his pocket, can dispense with a guide, may travel in the remoter 
valleys of Switzerland at the rate of 5 to 7 fr. a-day, provided he 
knows-  German and French. 	The German students, who under- 
stand the art of travelling economically, always proceed in a party, 
and usually.send on one of their number a-head, to their intended 
nigh-quarters, to make terms with she innkeeper. 	There is. this 
advantage in travelling with a early, that numbers weInore welcomed 
at an inn and better attended to than a solitary individual ; on the 
other hand, when inns are fat, few stand a better chance than many. 
All arrangements for the hire of carriages, horses, or guides, should be 
concluded over-night : he that waits till the morning will generally 
find either the conveyances engaged by others, or the price demanded 
fbr them increased, and, at all events, his departure delayed. 

Saussure recommends those who are inexperienced in Alpine 
travelling to accustom themselves for some time before they set 
out to look down from heights and over precipices, so that, when 
they really enter upon a dangerous path, the eye may be fami-
liarized with the depths of the abyss, and the aspect of danger, and 

• the head raeved from the vertigo 	 ich the sudden sight of a pre- 
cipice is otiZrwise ajtt to produce. 	 . 

It is scarcely necessary to tepee the caution against " drinking 
cold water" or cold milk, when heated; but the guides,"and natives 
accustomed to motmtail travelling, never drink before resting; 
exercise afterwards will render the &mild harmless. 

• " Every steamer or other boat ought to have hag .up In it the tarif 'of prices. 	This is 
rarely omitted (except oit the Lake of GeneVa), Auld When omitted, travellers always suppose 
they arc charged higher than the natives. 

't Steam-boats ought also lobe furinsligil with printed lists of the tune of starting of mails 
and diligence:, from the points at which They stop." 
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It is tiresome and unprofitable in the extreme to,  alk along a level 
road at the bottom of a valley, where conveyances are to be had, 
and there is a carriage-road: here it is best to ride; the cost of a 
conveyance is counterbalanced by the economy of time. 

In crossing one of the minor passes of the Alps — those not 
traversed by carriage-roads, but merely by foot or bridle-paths — a 
guide should always be taken, as, in the upper part of the valleys, 
such paths almost invariably disappear, and become confounded 
with the foot-tracks of the cattle. 	This rule should especially be 
observed when the pass terminates in snow or glacier. 	It is %lso 
advisable to eschew short cuts, remembering the old proverb of 
"the longest way round." 

After the middle of June, when the season for travelling in Switzer-
land begins, little danger is to bb feared from avalanches, except 
immediately after snow-storms, which constantly occur among the 
high Alps, even in the height of summer. 	The precautions to be 
adopted in crossing spots exposed to avalanches aretstated in ?. 18. 

It is rash to attempt to cross a glacier mgthout a guide, mine 
should always be allowed to take, the lead, and the traveller follow 
his footsteps. 	The few instances of fatal accidents occurring to 
strangers among the Alps arise from their either not taking a guide 
with them, or neglecting to follow his advice. 	In the same way, in 
traversing Swiss lakes, notorious for their sudden storms, implicit 
reliance should be placed on the advice of the boatman, and no 
attempt should be made to induce them to launch their boats when 
they foresee danger. 

Avoid, sedulously, stopping for the night near the embouchure 
of a river, where it emptier" itself into a lake. 	The fnorassee and 
flatland, created by the deposits OF  tilt river, are the hotbeds of 
malaria, and inetitably teem with disease. 	To step in such situa- 
tions for the night will probably be *flowed by a fever; and it is 
even dangerous to sleep ha a boat or carriage in crossing such 
districts. 	Should, however, any accident compel the traveller to take 
up his night-quarters in such a spot, let him choose the highest 
house in the village, and the- uppermost room in the house : the 
malaria does not rise above a certain height; and let him close 
carefully the window,. 	It is, however, far better to walk on all 
night, should there be no other means of advancing or avoiding a 
spot so situated, than to run the risk. 	Such morasses are most 
dangerous in spring and autumn. 

Signs of the Weather among the Mountains. — When, in the 
evening, the wind descends the valley, it is itstially PTign of fine 
weather; the contrary when it kscands. 	The same may be said of 
the march of the clouds at all times of the day. 

When the roar of the torrent and the lie of the church-bell 
reach the ear, at one time loud and clear' at anotker, indistinct and 
apparently distant it is a kirning of rain. 

If, when the cl5tids clear off, after several days of rain, the moun• 
taro-tops appear white with flesh snow, steady, fine weather will 
almost invariably follow. 
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It is a bad sign when the outline of the distant mountain-peaks 
appears particularly sharp and defined—cut out, as it were, against 
the horizon. 

To cure blistered Feet. — Rub the feet at going to bed with spirits, 
mixed with tallow dropped from a candle into the palm of the 
hand; on the following morning no blister will exist. 	The spirits 
seem to possess the healing power, the tallow serving only to keep 
the skin soft and pliant. 	This is Captain Cochrane's advice, and 
this remedy was used by him on his " Pedestrian Tour." 	To pre- 
vent the feet blistering, it is a good plan to soap the inside of the 
stocking before setting out. 

At the head of the list of requisites for travelling in Switzerland 
pay properly be placed Keller's admirable road map of that country, 
which indicates, not only every place and every road, but distin-
guishes each kind of road, whether carriage, char, bridle-road, or 
foot-path ; marking at the same time the heights of the mountains, 
thl depths of She lakes, the waterfalls, points of view, and other 
remarkable objects. 	Jt almost enables the traveller to dispense 
with a guide. 	Of course, it cannot be faultless, but its errors are 

'remarkably few. 
Travellers should provide themselves with the Swiss edition of 

this ,map, 	published by Keller 	himself, at Zurich. 	Both the 
English and French copies of it are very inferior both in clearness 
and accuracy.  

Requisites for Travelling. — The following hints are principally 
addressed to thole'who intend to make pedestrian journeys. 

The shoes ought to be double-soled, provided with hob-nails, such 
as ar..e worn in shooting in England; vAnd without iron heels, which 
are dangerous, and liable-to slip in walking over rocbs ; three rows 
of nails are becter : the weight of a shoe of this kind is counter-
balanced by the effectual p..-otection afforded to the feet against 
sharp rocks and loose stones, which cause contusions, and are a 
great source of fatigue and pain. 	They should be so arge as not 
to pinch any part of the foot. 	The experienced pedestrian•never 
commences a journey with new shoes, but with a pair that have 
already conformed to the shape of the feet. 	Cotton stockings cut 
the feet to pieces on a long. walk; in their place, thick knit worsted 
socks, or cotton stockings with worsted feet, ought invariably to be 
worn. 	Gaiters are useful in wet weather to keep the socks clean ; 
at other times to prevent small stones from falling into the shoes, 
but they are liable to heat the ankles. 	It is advisable to travel in 

'cloth trowsg2s, not in/  linen, which affords no protection against rain 
or changes of temperature in monntain regions. 	A frock coat is 
better than a shooting jacket, which, though well enough in remote 
places, is strange, and will attract, notice in the streets of a foreign 
town. 

A very serviceade•artiele in a traveMr's wardrobe is a Blouse 
(Kittel in German), somewhat resembling a ploughman's smock-
frock in England, but by no means confined to the lower orders 
abroad, as it is a el:mm.1n travelling costume of nobles, gentles, and 

14. 
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peasants. 	It may be worn either over the usual dress, to keep it 
clean and free from dust, or it may be substituted for the coat in 
hot weather. 	This kind of garment may be purchased ready-made 
in any German town. 	The best colour is brown ; blue is usually 
worn by agricultural labourers only. 	A knapsack may be purchased 
at a much cheaper rate abroad, and on a much better plan than 
those made in England. 	Portmanteaus are better in England than 
any where else. 	A waterproof coat it cloak is almost indispensable, 
and it is difficult to procure one abroad. 

A flask, to hold brandy and kirschwasser, is necessary on moun-
tain excursions : it should be remembered, however, that spirits 
ought to be resorted to less as a restorative than as a protection 
against cold and wet, and to mix with water, which ought never to 
be drunk cold or unmixed during a walk. 	The best restorative in 
tea, and as there are some parts of the Continent in which this 
luxury cannot be procured good, it is advisable to take a small 
quantity from England. 	Good tea, however, may be bought in 
Holland, and in most of the large towns of Germany. 

Carey, optician, 181. Strand, makes excellknt pocket telescopes, 
about four inches long, combining, with a small %ize, considerable,  
power and an extensive range. 	Black glass spectacles are the best 
protection for the eyes against the glare of the men in a southern 
climate. 

A stout leather'or canvas bag, to hold silver crown pieces and 
dollars ; — cards, or pieces of parchment, for writing directions for 
the baggage (the managers of public conveyances abroad often insist 
upon each package being addressed, before they will take charge of 
it) ; —and one or two leather straps, to keep together books or4mall 
parcels, will lke found very &fut. 	• 

Paper, pen and ink, and soap, sltuld by all means be deposited 
in the,  knapsack, being articles difficult to meet with at every place. 
Berry's latent inkstands and fire-boxes are much to be recom-
mended for their portability! 

The pedestrian, in packing his knapsack, if be intend to carry it 
on his own back, should not allow its weight to exceed 20 lbs., even 
if he be strong. 	The most part of travellers, however zealous at 
first in bearing their4pwn pack, grow tired of it after a day or two, 
transferring it to a guide, who, if young and stout, will carry with 
the greatest ease a weight of 35 or 40 lbs. 

The alpenstock is an almost indispensable companion upon 
Mountain journeys, and may be procured everywhere in Switzerland 
for 2 fr. 	It is a stout pole, about 6 ft. long, with an ;;,ion spike a'1
one end for use, and a chamois' horn for slickly at the other. 	The 
pedestrian who has once tried :t, will fully appreciate its uses as a 
staff and leaping-pole, but chiefly as a support in descending the 
mountains ; it then becomes, as it were, a•third leg. 	It enables 
one to transfer a part of te weight of the body tom the legs to the 
arms, which is a great relief in descending long and steep hills. 
By the aid of it, the chamois-bunters glide down snow-covered 
slopes, almost perpendicular, checking the velocity of their course, 

4' 
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when it becomes too great, by leaning back, and driving the point 
deeper into the snow. 	In crossing glaciers, it is indispensable, to 
feel the strength of the ice, and ascertain whether it be free from 
crevices and able to bear the weight. 	 « 

When about to traverse the glaciers for any distance, the tra-
veller should provide himself with a green gauze veil to cover 
his face, and with coloured spectacles to protect his' 	eyes from 
the glare of the snow, which is very painful, and often pro- 
duces temporary blindness. 	I.ip-salve, or some' kind of grease;  
to anoint the skin of the face, and prevent it from blistering and 
peeling off, should also ln taken. 	Further requisites for such an 
expedition are — ropes to attach the travellers and their guides 
together, so that, in case one fall or slip into a crevice, his descent 
',:aay be arrested by the others; 	iron crampons for the feet—
the surface of the glacier, though soft in the middle of the day, 
becomes hard and very slippery as soon as the sun begins to de-
cline; a ladder, to cross those crevices which are too broad to leap 
over; and a hatchet, u•to cut steps or resting-places for the feet, in 
the ice. 

These preparations are quite unnecessary for a mere visit to the 
glaciers of Chamouni or Grindelwald, and are required only when 
a journey over them of many hours', or of one or two days' dura-
tion, is meditated. 
i 13. OBJECTS MOST DESERVING OP NOTICE IN SWITZERLAND - THE 

.1. 	COUNTRY AND PEOPLE. 

In order to travel with advantage in a country previously un-
know,n, something more seems necessary than a mere detail of 
certain lines of road, and.at, enymeration of towns, vglages, moun, 
tains, &c. 	The following section has been prepar-d with a view to 
furnish such preliminary information 'as may enable the tourist to 
turn his time to the best account ; to decide where to dwell, and 
where to pass quickly. 	The task is difficult : 	let this serve as an 
excuse for its imperfect execution. 

,Switzerland owes the subliiyity and diversified 	beauty of its 
scenery, which it possesses in a greater degree, perhaps, than any 
other country of the globe,.to, the presence of the Alps—the loftiest 
mountains of Europe, the dorsal ridge or back-bone, as it were, of 
the Continent. These run through the land, and occupy, with their 
main trunk, or minor spurs and offsets, nearly its whole surface. 
They attain the greatest,height along the S. and E. frontier line of 
Switzerland," but as they extend N., subsiding and gradually open-
ing out to allow a passage to the Rhine and its tributaries, they are 
met by the minor chain of the Jura, which forms the N. W. boun- 
dary of Switzerland. 	It is from the apex of this advanced guard, 
as it were, of the All* or from one of the intermediate outlying 
hills, that the tra)eller, on entering the ;country, obtains the first 
view of the great central chain. 	From the brow of the hill, at the 
further extremity or a landscape, composed of undulating country 
— woods, hills, villages)  lakes, and silvery, winding rivers —suffix 
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dent of itself to rivet the attention, be will discover what, if he has 
not before enjoyed the glorious spectacle of a snowy mountain, he 
will probably take for a border of fleecy cloud floating along the 
horizon.' The eye, unaccustomed to objects of such magnitude fails 
at first to convey to the mind the notion, that these clearly defined 
white masses are mountains GO or 70 miles off. 	Distance and the 
intervening atmosphere have no effect in diminishing the intense 
white or the snow; it glitters as pure and unsullied as if it had just 
fallen close at hand. 

There are many points of view whence the semicircular array of 
Alpine peaks, presented at once to the eye, extends for more than 
120 miles, from the Mont Blanc to the Titlis, and comprises be-
tween 200 and 300 distinct summits, capped with snow, or bristling) 
with bare rocks, 	having their interstices filled 	with 	towering 
glaciers : — 

4t. Who first beholds those everlasting clouds — 
Those mighty hills, so shadowy, so sublime, 
As rather to belong to heaven than earth 
But

OL- 
instantly receives into his soul 

A sense, a feeling, that he loses not — 
A something that informs him 'tis an hour 	

. Whence he may date henceforward and for ever." — Rogers. 

It was such a prospect that inspired those remarkable lines of 
Byron :— 

" Above me are the Alps, 
The palaces of Nature, whose vast walls 
Have pinnacled in clouds their snowy scalps, 
Ant throned Eternij in icy ball* 
Of cold.sublimity, where fonts and fills 
The Avalanche — the thunderyt of snow I 
All that expands the spirit, yet appals, 
Gather around the summits, as to show 

How earth may soar to heaven, yet leave vain man below." 	. 

The points from which such an "Vine panorama may be enjoyed 
to the greatest advantage are: — 

The Dole, above SO Cergues, on the.road from Dijon to Geneva; 
The Chaumont, aboveNeuchittel ; 
The Weissenstein, above Soleure; 
The Upper and Lower Hauenstein, on the road from Basle to, 

Soleure and Lucerne; 
The Albis, between Zurich and Zug; 	. 	-• 	r 
Monte Salvadore, rising amid ,the intricacies of the Lago Lugano; 
The Kamor, near Gais, in St. Gall; 
The Righi, between the lakes of Zug and Liticerne ; 
The Faulhorn, adjoining the Bernese Alps. 
The Upper and Lower fivenstein. 
The Rothhorn, above Brienz.,  
Of these the Righi is probably the finest, as it is certainly one of 

the most accessible; some give the Itteferenee to the Faulhorn, from 
a 5 	. 
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its proximity to the great chain, and the High Alps rising close at 
hand are seen from it to great advantage. The passion for climbing 
mountains, so ardent in a young traveller, soon cools; and they 
who have surmounted the Righi, the Faulhorn, or Rothhorn, and the 
Dole, may fairly consider any further ascents a waste of time and 
labour. 

For a near view of Alpine scenery, amidst the recesses of the 
mountains the spots which afford a concentration of the most grand 
and sublime objects are the valleys of the Bernese Oberland, and those 
around the base of Mont Blanc, including, of course, Chamouni. 
It is in these two districts that the combination of fine forms, and 
great elevation in the mountains; of vast extent of glaciers and 
,s,now fields, with the accompaniments of the roar of the avalanche 
and the rush of the falling torrent — are most remarkable. 	Here, 
in particular, the glaciers, the most characteristic feature of this 
country, are seen to greatest advantage—not only those fantastically 
fractured ruasszs of iceberg which descend into the low grounds, 
but those vast fields Ff ice, called Mers de Glace. 	To Chamouni, 
and the neighbourhood of Mont Blanc, of the two, must be given 
the preference, in point of sublimity ; and the traveller will, for this 
reason, do well,,in reserving Mont Blanc, with its attendant aiguilles 
and circumambient leagues of ice, for the termination of his tour, 
and the crowning act of his journey. 

The very best.delineations of Swiss scenery, glaciers, passes, 
travelling incidents, 4-c., are given in the large, lithographic views 
of Mr. George Barnard. 	They combine in a high degree pictures- 
queness with truth. 	Tboy are far superior to the views which are 
to b0 found in the Swiss print shops. , 

The Glaciers of the Aar', mar the Grimsel (which may be com- 
prised in the Bernese Oberland) ; that of the Rhone, near the 
Furca ; those of the Rhine, .above Spliigen ; and of the Bernina, in 
the Eugadine—are likewise deserving of mention from their extent. 
That of Rosenlaui is celebrated for its extreme purity, and the dark 
blue colour of its chasms. 

Lakes. — Madame de Steel /has somewhere remarked, on the 
proximity of lakes to mountains, that nature seems to-have placed 
them in the midst of her grandest scenes, at the foot of the Alps; in 
order to serve as mirrors to them, and multiply their enchanting 
forms. 	Lakes are verynumerous in Switzerland, and they certainly 
add a principal charm to its scenery. 	It is difficult to classify them 

(„,according to their respective merits, as almost every one has some 
peculiarity 41iich cimacterises it and renders it worthy of attention. 
The most remarkable are, the ,•Lake of Lucerne, which. exhibits in 
perfection savage grandeur and sublimity ; Wallenstadt, Thun, and 
Brienz, all thoroughly Swiss ; the Lake of Geneva, or Lac Leman, 
distinguished for, its great extent, and for the diversified character 
it presents, being at one end rugged an& sublime, at the other soft 
and smiling— it occupies an intermediate rank between the Swiss 
and Italian lakes.' ' These last, that is to say, Maggiore, Lugano, 
and Como, may be included in. the tour of Switzerland, either from 
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portions of them being actually situated within its territory, or from 
their vicinity to it. 	Their character is rather smiling than frown-
ing; they are blessed with a southern climate, in addition to their 
own attfactions ; their thickets are groves of orange, olive, myrtle, 
and pomegranate ; 	and their habitations are villas and palaces.. 
Along with the lakes named above must be mentioned the little 
Lake of Orta, which, though situated in Piedmont, lies so close to 
the Simplon, and possesses such high claims to notice from its 
surpassing beauty, that no traveller, approaching that corner of 
Switzerland to which it is a neighbour, should omit to visit it. a 

The attempt to fix an order of precedence for the Swiss water-
falls is not likely to meet with general approval, because much of 
the interest connected with them depends on the seasons and t11.9 
weather, as well as on the taste 'and temper of the spectator. 	A 
fine waterfall is, indeed, a magnificent spectacle ; 	but it will be 
appreciated, not merely by its own merits, but, to use a mer- 
cantile phrase, according to the abundance of the•supply. 	N4tw, 
in Switzerland, waterfalls are as numerouseas blackberries. 	The 
traveller, after a week or fortnight's journey? is pestered by 
them, and will hardly turn his head aside to look at a fall which, 
if it were in Great Britain, would make the .fortune 	of an 
English watering-place, and attract visiters half-way.  across our 
island to behold it. 	The fact seems to be that there IS a certain 
monotony and similarity in all falls of water; and, after the curiosity 
has once been satiated by the sight of three or four, it is tiresome 
to go out of one's way to visit another, unless it be much finer, and 
have a distinctive character from any seen before. 	Thus, ,then, 
there is utility even in an attempt to classify these natural obfbcts. 

1. ,The Falk of the Rhine, at Se haffhausen, deserves the first 
rank, from the Allan of water, but it is rather a cataract than a 
cascade—it wants height. 

2. Fall of the Aar, at II•ndek, combines a graceful 'shoot with 
great elevation; an abounding river, and a grand situatiop. 	It 
may be said to attain almost to perfection — (Tern being a perfect 
waterfall.) 	 • 

3. Fall of the Tosa, in the Val Formazza : remarkable less for 
its form than for the' vast volume of water, but in this respect very 
fine indeed, and well worth a visit. 

4. The Staubbach, or Dust Fall: a thread or scarf of water, so thin 
that it is dispersed into spray before it reaches the ground ; beau- 
tiful, however, from its height and graceful wavings. 	 r 5. The Giesbach, on the lake of Brienz. 	• 

G. The Fall of the Sallencha, near Martigny, sometimes called 
Pissevache. 

7. Reichenbach Fall. • 8. The Fall of Pianazzo, or of the Medessimo, ,on the Splagen. 
9. Turtmagne Fall, neat ;he Simplon road. 
Other falls, too numerous to mention, are not placed (to use the 

language of the racecourse); though, in any other country but 
Switzerland or Norway, they would' leserve especial notice. 

• a 6 
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The design of this enumeration is to spare the traveller a long 
walk, or a day's journey, to see a fall, probably inferior to others 
which he has already seen.  

The principal and most interesting of the Swiss Alpine Passes 
(see i 15) are the Simplon, the St. Gothard, the Spliigen, and the 
Bernardin, regarding at once their scenery, and the magnificent 
and skilfully constructed carriage-roads which have been made over 
them. Of passes not traversed by carriage-roads, the most striking, 
in point of scenery, are those of the Monte Moro and Cervin, be-. 
twenn the Vallais and Piedmont; the Tete Noire and Col de Balme, 
leading to Chatnouni ; the Grimsel, Furca, and the Gries, branching 
off at the head of the valley of the Rhone; the Gemnii, one of the 
Irtost singular of all the passes ; and the Great St. Bernard, chiefly 
visited on account of its celebrateil Hospice. 

Alpine Gorges.—Especially deserving of notice are some of the 
avenues leading up to these passes; in many instances mere cracks, 
ot-lssures, clea4ing the mountains to the depth of several thousand 
feet. 

None of these defiles at all approach the Ravine of the Via ;Willa, 
one of the most sublime and terrific scenes anywhere among the 
Alps. 	The gorge of the Schollenen, on the St. Gothard ; that of 
Gordo, on the Simplon ; .and that extraordinary glen, in whose 
depths the Baths of Pfeers are sunk — one of the most wonderful 
scenes in Switzefiand — also deserve mention. 

The most beautiful Swiss Valleys are those of Hasli, near Mey-• 
ringen ; the Simmenthal ; the Vale .of Sarnen ; the Kanderthal ; 
the Vallee de Gruyeres,-and Ormonds, or Pays d'en Haut Remand 
— all distinguished for their quiet pas::orail character, and the soft.; 
ness and luxuriance of their verdure. And here it may be remarked 
that the traveller in Switzerland must not suppdse that beauty of 
scenery is confined to the High Alps : the Jura, and the intermediate 
undulating country, which, though still greatly elevated above the 
sea, may be called the Lowlands, in reference to the Highlands of 
Switzerland, abound in peculiar and unobtrusive beauties—hills 
tufted with woods, among. width picturesque masses of bare rock 
project at intervals, slopes bursting with rills, and meadows which, 
by the aid of copious irrigation, yield three drops of grass a-year, 
presenting at all seasons a carpet of the liveliest verdure, and of a 
texture like velvet, equal to that of the best-kept English lawns ;-,-- 
such are the beautia.of these lowland scenes. 	The frequent hedge- 

avows, the efordens before the cottages, and the neatness of the 
dwellings—the irregular, winding roads, free from the straight 
monotony and everlasting aveauer- of France and Germany — re- 
mind one frequently of England. 	There are, besides, among the 
Jura, many seenes"of great grandeur; such, especially, is presented 
by the Val Moutiars, or Munster Thal, 1)etween Basle and Bienne ; 
the pass of Klus, at the foot of the Ohef-Hauenstein. 	The Lac de 
Joux. 	 . 
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With regard to the natural beauties of Switzerland, there can he: 
but one sentiment of admiration. 	On the subject of the moral condi-
tion of the Swiss, and of their character as a nation, there is much 
greater variety of opinion, though the larger portion of impartial 
witnesses will concur in a low and unfavourable estimate of them. 

The favourable anticipations awakened by historical associations 
in thee tnind of the traveller, as he-approaches the land of Tell and 
Winkelried, are wofully falsified, for the most part, on arriving 
upon the spot. 	If he take the trouble to inquire into the political 
state of the country, he will find a Government almost powerless, 
a confederacy without unity, split into parties by dissentient religibus 
and opposing political interests, and nearly every canton either torn 
by contending factions, or actually split into two, and as much dis- 
severed as though it consisted of etro separate states. 	Patriots are 
scarce in the land of Tell ; and that combination of petty republics 
which, while firmly united, not only' withstood the shocks of foreign 
invasion, secure in its mountain-fastnesses, but shattered and an-
nihilated the apparently overwhelming armlments of Austria arid 
Burgundy, not in one battle, but on almosreyev occasion when 
opposed to them, must now submit to be propped up by its neigh-
bours; and, as a necessary consequence, must endure and stomach 
the diplomatic insults which arc constantly heaped epon it. 

The poverty of the land, its slight capabilities for improvements, 
its deficiency of resources in proportion to the extent of its popula-
tion, have given rise to that venality of character which has passed 
into a proverb; a reproach by no means removed, even in the 
present day. 	Notwithstanding their long enjoyment of liberty and 
free institutions, in spite of„the glorious examples of their hitgory, 
we do not final the nation actuated lev that independence and noble- 
ness of sentiment which might be expected. 	On- the contrary, a 
spirit of time-serving and a love of noncy appear the influencing 
motives in the national character, and the people who have enjoyed 
freedom longer than any other in Europe, are principally distin-
vished for fighting the battles of any master, however tyrantical, 
who will buy their services ; for $epding forth the most obsequious 
and drudging of valets; for extortionate innkeepers; and, among 
the lower class of Swiss,. for almost universal mendicity : for to beg 
appears to be regarded as no degradation, and is taught by parents 
to their children less from necessity than as a sort of speculation. 
The Tyrolese, the neighbours of the Swiss, and their partners in the 
same cold climate and unproductive Alpine region, exhibit a re-
markable contrast to them in this and other respects. --go  

It is more pleasing to dwell,on another result of Swiss poverty, 
viz., the impulse it has given to commercial industry and manufac- 
tures. 	The natural disadvantages of an inland country, into which 
the raw material must be conveyed, almost eNclusively on the axle, 
over snowy passes, and bll long journeys, have ben overcome; and 
in the excellence of her manufactured articles Switzerland competes 
with England, while she often surpasses her in cheapness. 

The demoralizing effect produced upon -the Swiss by the great 
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influx of travellers into their country, is explained in the following 
temperate and judicious remarks from Latrobe's 'Alpenstock' : — 

" It cannot be denied that the character of the majority of the 
Swiss peasantry, whose habitations are unfortunately in the neigh-
bourhood of the main routes of travellers, or of the particular points 
of interest to which they lead, is most contemptible ; that in such 
parts it is not only vain to expect to find those simple and guileless 
manners which in time past were associated with the name•of the 
inhabitants of these mountains, but that even common morality is 
out of the question. 	There is a disposition in the majority of those 
who have been at all exposed to temptation to take advantage of 
the ignorance of travellers, to make the most exorbitant demands, 
and to go to the greatest possible length in the system of extortion 
:Ind deception. 	Even in those parts of the country where the open 
profligacy of the cases brought before them has excited the atten-
tion and provoked the surveillance of the magistrates, and where, 
in consequence, a kind of just price has been set upon various arti-
tries, opportunities are always greedily seized upon to turn a dis-
honest penny, wt)en it can be done without serious risk. 

"This the writer knows to be unquestionably the fact; yet he must 
candidly add, what be also knows from observation,. that the absurd 
conduct and ufireasonable folly of travellers have strengthened the 
spring of this dishonest propensity in a very great degree : and 
while many a jail-. complaint has been made against the extortion of 
those with whom the traveller must come in contact, many an un-
reasonable accusation has also been preferred, under circumstances 
which would not allow. the plaintiff to make his case good. 	An 
individual wLo is satisfied, while travelling in a country like this, to 
identify himself as much as p Jossible -with the people, among whom 
he is thrown —v...ho is contented.with the general style of living, with 
the produce of the country, ald, more especially, with the customary 
hours of eating and sleeping, has certainly reason to complain, if the 
mere circumstance of his being a stranger is deemed a sufficient 
apology for making him the object of unprincipled spoliation and 
imposition. 	 ,_ 

" But if the travellers be of another mind and order—if they pass 
through the country, as hundreds do, with their eyes shut to the 
style and manners of the people and difference of their habits from 
our own, and intent upon keeping up their usual style of corporeal 
indulgence as muchas possible --such have not the-same reason in 
their complaints ; which, is a lesson many have had to learn, by the 
refusal of t>'••:magistrate to interfere in the quarrel, or by having a 
verdict given against them. 	., 

" I have seen a party of English arrive at a mountain cabaret at 
nightfall, when the-host and his family would, in the usual course 
of things, have been tdinking of their beds ; they order dinner, and 
insist upon •baving flesh, fish, or fowl, fc.:eign wines and liqueurs, 
just as though they were at the Star and Garter at Richmond ; 
abuse the master  and the domestics, dine at eight or nine, and sit 
over their cheer till past midnight. 	Mine host can put up with a 
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good deal of extra trouble, with no small quantity of abuse, and will 
stay up all night with considerable temper, because he knows he 
can make them pay for it in hard money. 

" The next morning, as might be anticipated, he hands in a bill 
of nearly as many dollars as they had expected francs, without doubt 
exorbitant and overcharged, but at any rate there are plausible 
excuses for this exorbitancy. 

"The host will shrug his shoulders, in answer to their ill-expressed 
and angry expostulation, and merely say, that the gentlemen must 
not expect to have articles which, however plentiful in towns, are 
luxuries on the mountains, without paying well for them. 	0  

" The worst is that, little by little, the show of justice that there 
once existed, and the distinction which was made between the indi-
vidual who gave no trouble, and Was contented with what entertain 
meat was easily provided, and those last described, is fast waning 
away; and to be a foreigner is sufficient to excite the plundering 
propensities of mine host and his coadjutors. 	He bas frequently a 
regular system to pursue, according as the xisitor announced is'itti 
Englishman, a Frenchman, or a German. 	'The bitter obtains the 
most grace in his eyes, and pays perhaps only ten or twenty per 
cent. ; the Frenchman must ex-pocket something more in consider-
ation of his polish and politeness, and the old grudgb borne him for 

hast events ; and the poor Englishman may esteem himself very 
appy if, after partaking of the same fare, he finds himself desired 

to lay down a sum which only excites his surprise and keeps him 
on the grumble for the next three miles, and does not at once make 
him fly into a passion and get a prejudice for life against everything 
Swiss. 	 • 	ti 
"1  And it isonot only those parts of the country through which the 
great stream of travellers sets that they have by this means become 
degraded: the fame of these doings ha,; gone abroad throughout the 
greater part of the whole community, and very few are the retired 
corners where you do:not detect more or less of this dishonourable 
bent in the lower orders, if any way exposed to temptation. 	• 

" But it is not only in this point 	hat the moral character of the 
common people is debased. 	It will not be a matter of wonder that 
the present Swiss peasantry as a nation cannot longer be supposed 
to be the simple, virtuous, patriarchal race, that their forefathers 
were. 	It is evident, from the perusal of their history, that the 
deterioration had been steady and gradual for some time previous 
to the close of the last century; and that nothing contributed more 
to it than that system of foreign military service whilh, it would 
appear, had become necessary tp Ow existence of the community. 

" Then the overpowering deluge of the French Revolution swept 
over the Jura, and gave accelerated impulse to the downward cur-
rent of moral feeling in every rank of so1iety in this unhappy 
country. 	 o 

"What evil influence this had at the time upon the principles of 
the people in general, as well 'as the virtue of families and indivi-
duals, it would now be a difficult, and ungrateful task to decide. 
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Much of that evil may at this time be supposed to have been already 
obviated; yet, now that the waters of that fearful political pheno-
menon have retired, we may still see left behind the scum and the 
mud with which their polluted stream was heavily charged. 

" ' I have not been in the Oberland for years,' is an expression I 
have heard time after time from worthy natives ; and the reason is 
perfectly comprehensible. 	A true lover of his country may well 
grieve over the dishonour and the loss of moral feeling m Switzer- 
land, and avoid going where he must be constantly reminded of its 
do*nfall."—p. 324-328. 

Another point to be considered, in reference to the condition of 
the people, is, the influence of the Roman Catholic religion in those 
'cantons where it prevails. 	And'here it may be observed, that the 
least enlightened portions of the country at present are the Vallais, 
Uri, Unterwalden, Sebwytz, Tessin, a large part of the Bernese 
Oberland, and ,!he Grisons. 	In passing from a Catholic to a Pro- 
tilltant canton, the traveller will scarcely fail to remark a striking 
change. 	Yet, in, his comments thereon, let him bear in mind the 
charitable and meek precept, so beautifully conveyed in the following 
verses, composed in one of the Catholic cantons of Switzerland : — 

; 	... 
Doonfd, as we are, our native dust 

Td wet with many a bitter shower, 
It ill befits us to disdain 
The Altar, to deride the Fano 

Xliere patient sufferers bend, in trust 
i 	To win a happier hour. 

' 	 . I love, where spreadsr  the village lawn, 
Upon some ktrp-worn cell to gaze; 

Hail to-the firm, unmoving cross, 
Aloft, where pines their branches toss, 

And to the chapel far withdrawn, 
That lurks by lonely ways. 

Where'er we roam, along the brink 
Of Rhine, or by the sweeping Po, 4  

Through Alpine vale, or Champaign wide — 
Whateier we look on, at our side 

Be Charity— to bid us think 
And feel, if we would know, 

Wordsworth. 

We are so accustomed to look upon Switzerland as " the land of 
liberty," that the"generality of travellers will take the thing for 
granted ; 	and it is only Oiler diving to a certain depth in Swiss 
annals, that'the question arises, what was the nature of this freedom, 
and how far was „it calculated to foster nobility of sentiment and 
public spirit among the people ? 	Was the abolition of the Austrian 
dominion succeeded by a more equitable government, extending to 
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all the same privileges, and dividing amour," all alike the publiq 
burden ? Was political equality accompanied by religious tolerance 
and harmony ? 	Did the democratic principle produce fruit in the 
disinterestedness and patriotism of the children of the land ? 	To 
all these inquiries there remains but one answer—a negative. The 
cow-herds of Uri, Schwytz, and Unterwalden, who had so nobly, 
and with so much moderation, emancipated themselves from a 
foreign yoke, in process of time became themselves the rulers of 
subject states, and, so far from extending to them the liberty they 
had so dearly purchased, and which they so highly valued, they 
kept their subjects in the most abject state of villenage, so tl?at, 
down to the end of the last century, the vassals of no despotic 
monarch in Europe exhibited a picture of equal political debase- 
ment. 	The effects of this tyrannical rule were equally injurious to) 
the governors and the governed, and the marks of it may be traced 
in many parts of Switzerland, even down to the present day, in the 
degraded condition of the people, morally as welt as physically, 
It will be discovered from Swiss history that ambition, and a thion 
for territorial rule, is inherent in 	republitib as well as in mo- 
narchies, as we may learn from the encroachments and aggrandizing 
spirit of canton Berne. 	She retained, as tributary to her, for two 
centuries and a half, the district called Pays de Vaud; deriving from 
it an annual reventie of 1,200,000 francs, and yet denying to the 
inhabitants all share of political rights. 	Geneva, a weaker state, 
after throwing off the yoke of the dukes of Savoy, with difficulty 
escaped the wiles of the Beruese government, which would have 
plunged them in a slavery not more tolerable than that from which 
they had just escaped. 	 . • 	.. 

Religious dissensions wer:a sourte ofia long series of troubles to 
the Confederatiott, dividing it into rwo opposite parties, which not 
only were arrayed against each other it i the field of battle, but also 
interfered with the internal peace of the individual cantons. 	Al-
though by the laws the two parties in religion were allowed equal 
freedom of worship, the enjoyment of this privilege was embittered 
to either party, in the state•where the other faith was predominant: 
it was, in fact, but a nominal toleAnce. 	It is curious to observe 
that, even in these dap of liberal ideas and Catholic emancipation, 
a citizen of Lucerne is deprived of all political privileges, if he b.e 
a Protestant.  

Until the two French revolutions, the common people of Switzer-
land, except in one or two of the cantons, had no more share in the 
constitutional privileges, which all Swiss wers suppose'to possess 
as their birthright, than the subjects.of the despotic monarchies of 
Austria or Prussia. 	The goveriiment was vested in the hands of 
aristocratic oligarchies, as exclusive, and as proud of birth, blood, 
and descent, as the most ancient nobility in Etrope. 	The burgher 
patricians of the great to-ms managed, by gradui:1 encroachments; 
to deprive the lower orders 8f the exercise of their rights, and gra-, 
dually monopolized all places and offices for themselves and their 
children. 	Since 1830, democratic, principles have made rapid 
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strides in almost all the cantons, and the political constituents of 
Switzerland at present have, with much truth, been described as 
consisting of " an aristocracy enraged at its own weakness — a 
democracy eager to ride above them, and demanding for the people 
more rights than they desire ; for doubtful and unknown good, 
risking all that is most desirable — gentle sway, contented obe-
dience, simplicity of manners, tranquillity of life." 

The Towns of Switzerland exhibit many interesting marks of 
antiquity : their buildings are frequently found unchanged since a 
very early period ; and in Lucerne, Freyburg, Basle, Bellinzona, 
and in several other instances, the feudal fortifications, with battle- 
ments and watch-towers, remain perfectly preserved. 	One charac-
teristic and very pleasant feature are the Fountains, the never- 
<Tailing ornament of every Swiss town and village. 	They usually 
consist of a Gothic ornamented pillar, surmounted by the figure of 
a man, usually some hero of Swiss history, either Tell, the dauntless 
crossbowman„.or Winkelried, with his "sheaf of spears." 	Some- 
eines the figures of animals are substituted for the human form. 

A singular custom, connected with education, prevails in some parts 
of Switzerland',..which deserves notice here, from the influence which 
it exercises over society. In many of the large towns, children of the 
same age and sex are associated together by their parents in little 
knots and clubs — called Societe's de Dimanche. 	The parents seek 
out for their children an eligible set of companions when they are 
still quite young. 	The parties so formed amount to twelve or 
fifteen in number, and the variation of age between them is not 
more than two or three years. 	All the members meet in turn on 
Sumlay evenings, at the houses of their parents, while children, to 
play together and partake-of ,tea, cakes, and sweetreeats, attended 
by their bonne:: or nurses ; when grown up, to pass the evening in 
other occupations and amusements suited to their age. 	At these 
meetings not even brothers or sisters are present, except they be 
members of the society. 	From thus being constantly thrown toge- 
ther: on all occasions, a strict friendship grows up among the 
members of each brotherhood, or sisterhood, which generally lasts 
through life, evehafter the parties are settled and dispersed about 
the world. 	The females, even when grown-up, distinguish their 
companions by such endearing terms us " ma mignonne," " mon 
coeur," " mon ange," &c. This practice renders Swiss society very 
exclusive, and few strangers, however well' introduced, penetrate 
below the surface:. 

,. 	When soyoung weman marries, her husband is admitted into the 
society to which she belongs, and thus the wife determines the caste 
of the husband. 

.Ranz de raches.—It is not uncommon to find the Manz de 'aches 
spoken of, by persona unacquainted with Switzerland and the Alps, 
as a single air, "whereas they are a cl iss of melodies prevailing 
among and peculiar to the Alpine valleys. Almost every valley has 
an air of its own, but the original ai: is said to be that of Appenzell. 
Their effect in produein home sickness in the heart of the Swiss 
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mountaineer, when beard in a distant land, and the prohibition of 
this music in the Swiss regiments in the service of France, on 
account of the number of desertions' Occasioned by it, are stories 
often repeated, and probably founded on fact. 

These national melodies are particularly wild in their character, 
yet full of melody; the choruses consist of a few remarkably shrill 
notes, uttered with a peculiar falsetto intonation in the throat. 
They originate in the practice of the shepherds on the Alps of com-
municating with one another at the distance of a mile or more, by 
pitching the voice high. 	The name Ranz de Vaches (Germ. Kuh- 
reihen), literally cow-rows, is obviously derived from the order° in 
which the cows march home at milking-time, in obedience to the 
shepherd's call, communicated by the voice, or through the Alp-
horn, a simple tube of wood, wound round with bark, five or six feet 
long, admitting of but slight modulation,' yet very melodious when 
caught up and prolonged by the mountain echoes. 	In some of the 
remoter pastoral districts of Switzerland, from which the ancient 
simplicity of manners is not altogether banished, the Alp-11cm 
supplies, on the higher pastures, where no cif arch is near, the place 
of the vesper-bell. 	The cow-herd, posted on thehighest peak, as 
soon as the sun has set, pours forth the first four or five notes of 
the Psalm, " Praise God the Lord ;" the same notes are repeated 
from distant Alps, and all within hearing, uncovering their heads 
and bending their knees, repeat their evening orison,after which 
the cattle are penned in their stalls, and the shepherds betake them-
selves to rest. 

The traveller among the Alps will have frequent opportunities of 
hearing both the music of the horn and the songs of thi cow-herds 
and dairy-maids ; 	the latter have bean thus described by Mr. 
Southey : — " Sorely the wildest efforus that ever was heard by 
human ears : a song, not of articulatri sounds, but in which the 
voice is used as a mere instrument. 	of music, more flexible than any 
which art could produce, sweet, powerful, and thrilling beyond 
description." 	 • 

A word may be said on Swiss Husbandry to draw the attention 
of such persons as take an intered in the subject to one or two 
practices peculiar to iihe country. The system of irrigating the mea-
dows is carried to a very great extent, the mountain-torrents are 
turned over the fields by means of trenches and sluices, and not 
Unfrequently, when the ground is much inclined, the stream is con-
ducted to the spot where it is required through troughs hollowed 
out of the stem of a fir-tree. 	 wi. 

The drainings of dunghills, .cow-houses, 'and pigsties are not 
allowed to run to waste, bift are carefully collected in a vat by the 
farmer, and at the fit moment carried out in carts to the fields, and 
ladled over them, very much to their benefit, 'end to the equal dis-
gust of the olfactory nerv:s of all who pass ; the air, far and near, 
being filled with this truly Swiss fragrance. 

The Swiss mountaineers are skilful marksmen with the rifle, and, 
like their neighbours, the Tyrolese, meet constantly to practise and 
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engage in trials of skill. There are clubs or societies in most of the 
cantons, and every year a g: and federal rite-match is held in one 
or other of the large towns, at which all the best shots from the 
whole of Switzerland meet to contend for a prize. 

Annual contests in wrestling (called Schwing-Feste) are also held 
in different parts of Switzerland. 	The cantons which distinguish 
themselves for skill in this and other athletic exercises are Bern, 
Appenzell, and Unterwalden. 

i 14. SKELETON TOURS THROUGH SWITZERLAND AND PART OP 
SAVOY. 

, 	N.B. It is advisable to enter Switzerland from the side of Ger- 
many rather than by that of France,as the scenery of Chamouni, 
the grandest among the Alps, ought to be reserved for the conclu-
sion of the tour. 
„There are parts of Switzerland which cannot be reached in a 
travelling-carriage, g..id those who can neitber ride nor walk, and 
will not submit co be carried in a chair, must forego them. 

The pedestrian tours. in this list are laid down with the under- 
standing that only the more interesting scenes, and such as are 
impracticable/:by other conveyances, are to be travelled on foot, 
and that on high roads the pedestrian will ride, otherwise he will 
waste much time unprofitably. 	' 

A.—Cmtaw Toes or ABOUT Two Lauterbrunnen. 
MONTHS, beginning at Bail° and Griddelwald. This part of 
ending at Schaffhausen, perforn.A 
in 1837. it 

[Faulhom.] 	4, Meyringen. 
- Grime!. 

the tour, ms-
ceps the road 
of the St. Got, 
bard, can only 

The portion of' this tour within P..rea. be performed 
brackets would extend it beyond the St. Gothard. }in 	chars 	on 

horseback, 
two Months, and must be omitted if Altorf. and across the 
the traveller be pressed for time. . Lake of Lucerne. lake in a row 

Stanz. boat or steam. 
er. 

• Basle. Brunig. 
Miinsterthal. 	,. 

• Bienne. 	 . 
Meyringen. 

Thun. 
St. Peter's Island. 	- rf Berne. 	• 

i Neuchatel. Freyburg. 	 •  
Soleure. 	,..,„ , 
Weissenstein. 

Lausanne. 
Vevey and Chilton. 

Lucerne. 	 .. Geneva. 
Arth and the Righi. Send round the carriage to Mar- 
Weggis. 	,, 	 . tigny, which it may reach in 2 days 
Lake Lucerne to Ajtorf: 	' from Geneva. 
Entlibuch. InfiVm persons, not able to ride or 
Thtun. 	(Leav"e the, carriage.) walk over an Alpine pass, may retain interlfichen• 

..., 
their carriage as far as 	Sallenche, 
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proceed in a char-a-banc to Cha- 9 	Martigny. 
mouth, rejoin their carriage at Sal- t f Tete Noire. 
lenche, and then proceed by Thonon 10 I Chamouni. 
and St. Maurice to Martigny. 12 	Geneva—home thrptigh France, 
Sallenehe in a hired carriage. or by 
Chamouni in a char-a-bane. 13 	Bern. 
Montanvert. 14 	Basle. 
Flegere. 
Col, de Balme and Tete Noire to C. — TOUR OF THREE WEEKS OK 

Martigny, Poor. 
(Great St. Bernard, and back, on 

mules.] (Basle.—Munster Thal. 
Baths of Leuk. 	1 Leave carriage at 3 Weissenstein. 
Gemini 	 Sierra or Leuk. .J.  Soleure. 
Brieg. • 4 	Schintznach. 
Simplon. 5 	Schaffhausen. 
Dome d' Ossola. 6 	Zurich. 
Baveno. Wesen, and Lake of Wallen-

6 [Lago d' Orta.] 
Islands. 

. ..- 	r.
Borrotaean 

7 { 	stadt.' 
Pfefftes. 

Milan. 	(Rest a-.week.) 8 	Kalfeuser 'Mal to Glarus. 
Monza. 9  f Muotta. 
Lecco. 1 Klonthal. 
[Como.] Schwytz. 
Chiavenna. 10 	Rigid. 
Spliigen. 
Via Mala. 

1 1  Altorf. 
Andernuitt. 

Coire. 12 Furea. 

1 

Pfeffers' Baths. Grimsel. 
Lake of Wallenstadt. 	• 13 	Meyringen. 
[Glarus, Stacheiberg, and back.] 16 	crindelwald. 
Rapperschwyl. 	• 15  f Wengern Alp. 
Zurich. _ )2Lauterbrunnen and Interlachen. 
[Baden and Schintznach.] 16 	Gemmi — Baths of Leuk. 
Schaffhausen. 	

• 17 	Martigny. 
19 	r Tete Noire. 

B.—Toole OF A Fontraour. 1 Chamouni. 

Carriage-roads — • 	char-roads — 
t bridle or foot-paths, 	• 

2 
2
1 	

Geneva. 
Bern. 

Days D. — TOUR OP A 'MONTH on Ftva 

1 {

Schaffhausen. 	. 
Rhine Fall. 

Wcess. 

Zurich. Schaffhausen and Rbinefall. 
1 f 21- 	Righi. Zurich. 	51) 	• 

3 Altorf— St. Gothard. 
Andermatt. 	 a 

2 	Righi. 
g 	Lake of Lucerne. 

*1* Furca. 4 	Lucerne. 
4t Grimsel. 5 	f 11:runig. 
5t 	Meyringen. 
61- 	Grindelwald. 	• 

t ricyringen, 
6 	Susten Pass. 

7 	Lauterbrunnen and Thttn. 	„ 7 	St. Gerhard. 
t f Gemmi Pass. f Furca. 
8 	I.  Leuk. 	 rt L Grit.isel. 
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9 	Brienz. 28. Walked to 	Hospice of the 

10 	Lauterbrunnen. Great St. Bernard. 
11 	Grindelwald. 29. Back to Martigny (an improve- 
13  Thun. ment to go by the Col Ade Ferret, 

1..  Bern. Orsiares, and along the Dranse). 
14 	Freiburg. SO. Tete Noire to Chamouni (a 
15 	Simmenthal. new way is, to ascend from Val 
16 

-1.  
f Spietz. 

Kandersteg. 
Orsine to the: summit of the Col de 
Balme, on account of its magnificent 

17 	Gemini. view; thus including the finest part 
18.. 	Martigny. of both passes. 	It is not quite two 
19 	Great St. Bernard. hours longer than the straight road). 
20 	.f.  Aosta. 	 ' 

-I_ Cormayeur. 	. 
31. Ascended the Flegare ; then 

 crossed the valley to the Montanvert 
21 	Allee Blanche—Col de Seigne. to the Mer de Glace — Chamouni. 
22 	Col de Bonhomme. Sept. 1. Walked across the Col de 
23 24 Chamouni. Vosa to Contamines. 	The journey 
25 	Martigny, .5y Col de Balme and 4  would have been divided better by 

Tete Noire. ,..1 going on to the Chalets of Nant 
26 Bex. 

Chinon — Vevay. 
Bourant. 

2. Crossed the Col de Bonhomme 
28 Lake of Geneva—Lausanne. 

Geneva—Apme through France, 
by Chapiu, to Motet — (walked). 

3. Walked over Col de la Seigne, 
or by " through Allee Blanche to Comte- 

30 	Orbe, the 1161e, and Lac de year. 
Joux. 	 ' 4. To Aosta, in car. 	Might bedone Si 	Neuchatel. 	• • 5. Chatillon, ditto. 	easily in 1 day. 

) 

82 	Bienne. 6. On mules to Tournanche — on 
93 	IVIfinster Thal. foot thence to Breuil. 
94 	^Basle. 7., Crossed the 	Cervin (Matter- 

. 	... horn) on foot to Zen'oatt (fatiguing). 
E. — TOUR OF THIRTY-Y*0 DAYS, [Pierre 	Meytiet, 	mentioned 	by 

performed in the Autumn of'.: 837 Brockedon, is the best guide in the 
by W. and R. H., chiefly on foot. Alps3 
‘, ear longest walks never exceeded 8. Descended on mules to Visp ;  

10 or 12 leagues; but on turnpike- 
reads, such as the Simplon, we always 

Brieg.
9. 

walked thence to 
By char, across the Simplon, 

rode. 	For some of the.  passes, such 
as the Col de Bonhominc, the Cervin, 
and the Rawyl, guides are always 
necessary, but wherever there is a 

to Demo d' Ossola ; 10 hours. 
10. Off at

e 
 A. M., by courier, to S 

Baveno; arrived 7 A. 
g 

; re sailing- M. 	by 
boat, up the Logo Maggiore, to Lo- 

.ehemin traed ' guides at i a nuisance, carno ; by car to Bellinzona (arrived late).  
except after a snow-storm." 

... 11. By hired carriage to Airolo. 
London  to  Geneva in fourteen days,  

including two crags at Paris. to
1
H
2
0
. 
sp
W
it

n
a
l
i
k
.
ed over the St. Gothard 

19. By carriage to 	Fluellen, on 
Aug. 2G., Geneva,  the Lake of Uri. 
27. 	By eight o'Flock stei.mer to 14. Crossed lake to Brunnen, by 

Lausanne ; see the town ; by another Schwytz and Arth, to the summit of 
steamer to Villeneuve; by diligence the ttighi. 
to Bex. 15. On foot to Weggis ; by boat 

27. To Martigny (short day). to Lucerne; on foot to Winkel; 
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.. ,.. 	-'.• 	, 

.- 
crossed the lake to Alpnach ; walked 
to Sarnen. 

Rapperschwyl. 	/ :, 	 - 	• 
Zurich. 

	.,,... 	..., 
•-, 	.... 	''' 

16. Crossed the Brunig, on foot, 
to Brienz ;.by boat to the Giesbach; 
by char to Meyringen. 

Zug. 
Lucerne. 	 -'-, 

. Weggis. 	 ....'. • 	r  S'k 17. Rested at Meyringen ; Falls Righi. 
of Reichenbach. Schwytz. 

18. Walked to the Hospice of the Brunncn. 
Grimed ; thence to the glacier of the Fluellen. 
Rhone; and back to the Hospice to Altorf. 
sleep. Anderinatt. 

19. Returned to Meyringen; tak- A irolo. 
ing a 3 hours' walk up the Susten Val Formazza; Falls of Tosa. 
Pass:' Gries Glacier. 

20. Walked over the Scheideck 'Rhone Glacier. 
to 	Grindelwald ; 	thence 	over the Grimsel. 
Wengern Alp ; slept at the " Jung- Meyringen. • 
frau Gasthof," exactly opposite the Up the Brunig for £he view, and to 
Jungfrau Mountain, to see and hear Brienz for the Giesbach Fall. ... 
the avalanches. Meyrinien.• 

21. By Lauterbrunnen to Inter- Scheideck— Rosettlaui. 
lachen, on foot; in char to Neuhaus; Faulhorn. 
in steamer to Thun; in diligence to Grindelwald. 
Bern. Wengern Alp. 

22. Returned to Thun, by char, to Lauterbrunnen. 
Frutigen, on foot to Kandersteg. Thun. 

23. Across the Gemini to Leuk Spies. 
Baths, on foot ; thence direct to Sion. Kandersteg. 

24. Walked over the Rawyl to Gemtni. 
An-der-Leak. 	 • Leuk. 

25. On foot, Awn the Simmenthal Sir. ' 
to Thun; char filet& to Bern. (It Martigny. 
Would have been better to have gone St. Barnard. 
by Gruyares to 	Freyburg, Vert% Aosta. 
Soleure, and over the Hauenstein to Cormayeur, or Pre St. Didier. 
Basle.) Up the Mount Cramont and.bar.k. 

26. By dilir,ence to Basle. Allee Blanche. 
Basle to London by Rotterdam in 141ant Bourant, or Contamines. - 

seven days. • Chamouni. 
Flegare ; Montanvert. 

F.-- TOUR OF ABOUT TEN WEEKS. Jardin, &c. 
Schaffhausen. Col de Balme, and The Noire. 
Constance. Martigny. 
St. Gall. Bex. 
Sentis. Vevay. 
Wesen. 	 , 
Lake of Wallenstadt. 

Llusanne. 
Freyberg. 

Pfeffer% Bern. 
Kalfeuser Thal. Bienne• 
Glarus. Neuchatel. 
Stachelberg and Linth Thal. 	• Yverdun. 
Kra and Muotta Thal. 	. Orbe and the Dale. 

Geneva. Einsiedeln. 	 et 
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G. - A Summates Tong or THREE Wengern Alp, 
MONTHS, to include all the spots Grindelwald, 
best worth notice in Switzerland, Faulhorn, 27. 
passing as little as possible twice 
over the same ground. 

'I's* The figures are the numbers of 

Scheideck, 
Meyringen, 
Grimsel, 28.* 

30. 

a 

the Routes in which each place is Rhone Glacier,
9.  Gries Pass,  

described. Val Formazza ; Tossa Fall, 29. 
Basle, 1. Airolo, 34. 
Minster Thal, I. St. Gothard ; Devil's Bridge, 34. 
Bienne, 1 (Isle St. Pierre, 45). Altorf, 34. 
Neuchatel, 44. Schachen Thal, 
[Chauz de Fonds? 4]. 

' Yverdun, 45. 
Orbe, 50. 

Klausen, 
Stachelberg, 
Glarus, 

72.- 

Lac de Joux, 50. 
Murat, 43. 	,5  
Treyburg, 42. 

Klon Thal, 	175. Muotta, 
Schwytz, 17. 

J 	• Bern, 24. Morgarten, 1 74.  
Solcure, 3. Einsiedeln, J 
Wcissenstein, 3. 	- Wesel), 14. 
Schintznach, 6.,* Lake of Wallenstadt, 14. 
Schaffhausen,' 7.. 
Rhine Fall, 7. 

Proffers' Baths, 67. 
1Calfeuser Thal, 76. 

Constance, 7. 	 • ' Sernft Thal ; Segnes Pass, 76. 
St. Gall, 66. 	. Dissentis, 77. 
Gais and Appenzell, 68; Weisbad, 
Sentis ; 	Wildkirehlein, 68. 

68. Reichenan, 87. 
Coire, 67. 

Ramersclin5, 14. 
Zurich, 8. 	, ,i, 

Jut'er Pass; St. Mauritz, 82. 	i 
Engadine, 84. 	'. 

Zug, by the Albs, 15 and 16. Finstermiinz. 1 In Tyrol. See Hai 
Arth and Golden, 17. 	t: Stelvio. 	J book S. Germany. 
Rigid, 17. Bernjnn, 85. 
Weggis; Bay of Uri, 18. 
Brur.nen (Sehwytz), 17. . 

Maloya Pass, 99. 
Chiavenna, 88. 

Altorf, 34. Spliigen Pass, 88. 
Shrenen Pass, 31. " Via Male -back, 87. 
Engelberg, 31. 
Stanz, 31. 	..: 

Spliigen village, 87. 
Bernardin, 90. 

Lucerne, 16. 	• . Bellinzona, 90. 
Brunig, 19. 	i. Locarno, 91. 
Meyringen, 27. 	' Luino, 93. 

.Brienz and Giesbach, 27. Lugano; Monte Salvadore, 92. 
Interlachen;' .27. Logo di Como; Bellagio, 913. 
'nun, 27. 	- 	.. Como; Milan; Sesto, 59- [or Col 
Simmenthal, 41. Varese ; Arona, .59.] 
Sanetsch Pass, 40r 
Sion, 59, 	 r 

Logo d' Orta, 101 and 102. 
Baveno, 59. 

Rawyl Pass, 39.. ,,  
Splez, 	"' 

Donlon!' Ossola, .59. 
Simplon, 59. 

Unterseen, 	i 27. Dricg, 59. 
Lauterbrunnen, Baths of Leuk, 38. 

   
  



§ .15. — Alpine Passes. 
Gemini, and back, 38. 
Sion, 59. 

Strasburg, by Zurich, to the Splii-
gen village, 36 hours. 

Martigny, 59. Chamberry to Lyons. 	A railroad 
Great St. Vernard, 108. 
Aosta, 107. 

conveys passengers to Aix in i an 
hour, whence a steamer crosses the 

Prd St. Didier, 714. Lac de Bourget, and descends the 
Mont Cramont, 114. Rhone to.Lyous in 9 hours daily, ex- 
AIlee Blanche, 
Col de la Seigne, 
Col de Bonhomme, 
Chamouni, 115. 
Flegere ; Montanvert 

118. 

; 3Ier de Glace, 

cept Sunday. 

Agents for transmitting Goods 
or Baggage to England. .0  

115. The following lht of Mr. Chin- 
Col de Balms, and The Noire, 116, 

117. 	. . 
nery's agents, to whom goods may be 
% onsigncd to forward to England," 

Martigny, 59. will save travellers the trouble of 
Bex, 57. dragging after them large quantities 
Vevay, 	' of luggage, and the" annoyance ex- 
Chillon, 	55 and 56. 

j.  perienced in bringing goods throug3 
Lausanne, 
Geneva, 5-2. 	. the GermatPLearrue, French or Aus-

trian custom-hous°1s. 
Bale, 

Approaches to Switzerland, and 
Time required between Switz- Luce 

Berne,
rne 

Milan, 	' 
erland and England. Geneva, C. B. Freundler, Rue du 
London to Bask, by the Rhine, 

6 days. 
Rhone. 

' 	Turin, 
Basle to London, by the Rhine, 4 

days. 	 • 
Zurich, 
All packages and gotrtfs may safely 

London to Geneva, by Paris, 7 beeaddtessed to Mr. Chinnery, Cus- 
days, 5 nights (by diligence). tom House, London, through these 

Londup to Lucerne, 7 or 8 days. agent`. 	Those which 	are 	locked 
Lucerne to London, 6 days. must have the keys attached, in order 
Lucerne to Milan, by the St 'Go- 

thard, 3 days. 
that they may be opened and searched 
at the Custom House. 	• 

..... 
2 15. arxttinorassEs.  

No part of the Alps are more interesting, either in a picturesque 
or in an historical point of view, than the passable gaps or notches 
in the ridge of the great chain, whereby alone this colossal wall co_ 
Mountains may be scaled, and a direct passage and communication 
Maintained between northern and southern Europe. 	It has been 
through these depressions that the great tide of popvtion has. 
poured since the earliest times ; from these millets have issued the 
barbarian swarms which so ofteivdesUlated, and at last annihilated, 
the Roman empire. 

There are more than 50 passes over the $wiss portion of the 
Alpine chain alone, or immediately commtmicatinr, with the Swiss 
frontier. 	The following are the most remarkable* ;—The Simplon, 
,, * Mr. Brockedon has admirably illustrated them both with his pencil and pen in his 
wautifid work, entitled " The Passes of the Alps," 2 vols. 4t0, . 

Switz. 	 b A 

   
  



§ 15. — Alpine Passes. 
St. Gothard, Bernardine, Spliigen, Saanen-moser, Bramegg, am 
Stoss, 'VV ildhaus, all traversed by excellent high-roads, most skil- 
fully constructed, and passable for heavy carriages. 	To these may 
probably be added the Julier and Maloya. 	The Albula, Septi- 
mer, Bernina, Buffalora, Schallenger, Sattel, practicable for light 
chars : — and the Col de Trient, Col de Ferret, Grand St. Ber-
nard, Col de Fenetre, Cervin (Matterhorn), Moro, Gries Nii- 
fanen, 	Furca, 	Grimsel, Great and Little 	Scheideck, 	Gemmi, 
Rawyl, Sanetsch, Cheville, Susten, Surenen, Brunig Engstelen, 
Jochli, Klausen, Oberalp, Lukmanier, Kistengrat, Panix, Segnes, 
.1.& Foppa, Lenzerheide, Stutz, Greina, Vago, Casanna, Monte del 
Oro, Druser and Schweitzer-Thor, Schlapmer Joch, &c. &c., which 
are either bridle-paths or mere foot-paths, and more or less difficult 

*and dangerous. 	 • 
In seeking a passage over the Alps, the most obvious course was 

to find out the valleys which penetrate farthest into the great chain, 
following the &ourse of the rivers to their sources, arid then to take 
the lowest traversable part in order to descend to the opposite side. 
The variety and. sudeen transition presented by such a route are 
highly interesting. 	In the course of one day's journey the traveller 
passes from the climate of summer to winter, through spring. 
The alteratiomin the productions keeps pace with that of the tem- 
perature. 	Leaving behind him stubble-fields, whence the corn has 
been removed and housed, he comes to fields yet yellow and waving 
in the ear; a few miles farther and the crop is still green; yet 
higher, and corn Teases to grow. 	Before quitting the region of 
corn he enters one of dark, apparently interminable forests of 
pine and larch, clothing the mountain-sides in a sober vestment. 
Above this the haymakess are collecting the short grass, the only 
produce which the ground »ftl yield. 	Yet the granger must not 
suppose that all is barrergess even at this elevation. 	It seems 
as though nature were determined to make one last effort at 
the confines of the region of vegdtation. 	From beneath the 
snow-bed, and on the very verge of the glacier, the profusion 
of flowers, their great variety, and surpassing beauty, are exceed- 
ingly surprising. 	Some of the greatest ornaments of• our gar- 
dens, here born to blush unseen, — gentiana and lillies, hyacinths 
and blue bells, intermixed with bushes of the red rhododendron, 
the loveliest production of the Alps, scattered over the velvet turf, 
give it the appearance of a carpet of richest pattern. 	The insect 
world is not less abundant and-varied, — thousands of winged crea-
tures are Been hovering over the flowers, enjoying their short exist-
ence, for the surnmdt at these elevations lasts but for 3 or 4 weeks: 
the rapid progress of vegetCtiorp to maturity is equalled by the 
rapidity of its decay, and in 8 or 10 days flowers and butterflies 
have passed away. 	Above this region of spring, with its gush of 
springs, its young herbaga.and vivid grgensward, its hum of insects 
Just burst forth, and its natural flower-beds glittering with rain- 
drops, that of winter hi 'Lapland ex Siberia succeeds. 	All around 
the summit of a pass over the high Alps is either snow, glacier, or 

   
  



§ 15. — Alpine Passes and Carriage Roads. 	li 

bare rock. 	The only plants that grow are dry lichens, which seem 
intended but to keep up the semblance of vegetation, and to perpe- 
tuate Nature's cheerful hues of green. 	The rarefied air is icy cold, 
and exercise and quick motion are necessary to keep up the circu- 
lation of the blood. 	The agreeable murmur of falling water, which 
has accompanied the traveller hitherto incessantly, here ceases,—all 
is solitude and silence, interrupted only by the shrill whistle of the 
marmot, or the hoarse cawing of an ill-omened raven. The ptarmi-
gan starts up from among heaps of unmelted snow at the traveller's 
approach, and the lammergeyer (the condor of the Alps); disturbed 
in his repast on the carcass of a sheep or cow, is seen soaring up-
wards in a succession of corkscrew sweeps till he gains the ridge of 
the Alps, and then disappears. 

Such are the remarkable gradations which the stranger encoun- ' 
ters in the course of a few hours, on a single pass of the Alps; but 
the most striking change of all is that from the region of snow and 
ice on the top 'of the mountain, to the sunny clime aixl rich vege-
tation of Italy, which awaits the traveller at thy S. foot of the Alps:' 

The works of Nature, however, will not entirlly occupy the atten-
tion and wonder of the wanderer in such a pass ; at least a share 
will be demanded for admiration of the works of man. 	The great 
highways, passable for carriages, over the high Alp', are, indeed, 
most surprising monuments of human skill and enterprise in sur-
mounting what would appear, at first sight, to be intended by Nature 
as insurmountable. 	These proud constructions of art thread the 
valleys, cross the debris of rivers on long causeways, skirt the edge 
of the precipice, with walls of rock tottering over them, and tor- 
rents thundering below. 	Where the steep and hard sun%ce of the 
cliff has left noj an inch of ttiace fox a coat to climb along, they 
are conducted upoo high terraces °Mond masonry,• or through a 
notch blasted by gunpowder in the wall e rock. 	In many instances 
a projecting buttress of the mountain has blocked up all passage 
for ages, saying " thus far "and no farther :" the skill of the 
modern engineer has pierced through this a tunnel or gallery ; :aid 
the difficulty is vanquished, without the least change in the level of 
the road. 	 4ii 

Sometimes an impediment of this nature is eluded by throwing 
bridges over the dizzy gorge, and shifting the road from side to 
side, frequently 2 or 3 times within the space of half a mile. 	Often 
the road reaches a spot down which the winter avalanches take their 
habitual course every year, sweeping everything before them, and 
which, even in summer, appears reeking and dripping witbthe fin- 
gering fragments of snow which it has left beTlind. 	Will not so 
irresistible an antagonist arrest thu course of this frail undertaking 
of man? 	Not even the avalanche; —in such a situation the road 
either buries itself in subterranean galleries, driven through the 
mountain, or is sheltered by massive arcades of mascnry, sometimes 
half a mile or three quarters of a mile long. 	Over these the ava- 
lanche glides harmlessly, and is toirned into the depths below. 

Every opportunity is seized of
f 2 

gaining, by easy ascents, a higher 
P 
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level for the road ; at length comes the main ascent, the. central 
ridge, to be surmounted only by hard climbing. 	This is overcome 
by a succession of zigzag terraces, called tourniquets or giravolte, 
connected together by wide curves, to allow carriages to:turn easily 
and rapidly. 	So skilful is their construction, with such easy bends 
and so gradual a slope, that in many alpine roads the postilions, 
with horses accustomed to the road, trot down at a rapid pace. 
Sometimes as many as 50 of these zigzags succeed one another 
without interruption ; and the traveller, as he passes backwards and 
forwards, hovering over the valley, is as though suspended to a 
pendulum, and swinging to and fro. 	The road itself has a most 
singular appearance, twisted about like an uncoiled rope or a riband 
unwound. 

,. O'er the Simplon, o'er the Spliigen winds 
A path of pleasure. 	Like a silver zone, 
Flung about carelessly, it shines afar, 
catching the eye in many a broken link, 
In man,vi  a turn and traverse as it glides; 
And oft above and oft below appears, 
Seen o'er the wall by one who journeys up 
As though it were another, through the wild, • 
Leading along, he knows not whence or whither. 
Yet through its fairy course, go where it will, 
Thel.orrent stops it not, the rugged rock 
Opens and lets it in, and on it runs, 
Winning its easy way from clime to clime, 
Through glens lock'd up before."—Rogers. 

The tr,..-felling-carriage descends sometimes rapidly and without 
interruption for an hour.. A drag of tempered iroo. is quickly worn 
down, in that time, as thin as the blade of a knife, so great is the 
friction. 	It is advisable t.s substitute for the iron drag a wooden 
sabot, formed of the section of a fir-tree, with a groove cut in the 
centre to admit the wheel. 

The winter's snow usually falls upon the Alpine passes more 
than 5000 ft. high about the second week in October (sometimes 
earlier), and continues till the first or second week in June. 	Yet 
even after this, the passage across the neck or Col, as it is called, 
is not stopped, except for a few days, until the snow can be cleared 
away. 	In some of the• minor passes, indeed, traversed by a mere 
rough foot path, or biidle-path, the traffic is much increased after 
the fall of the snow; which, by filling up depressions and smoothing 
the way..rpermits..the transport of heavy merchandise on sledges, 
which move easily  Itiver the surface as soon as it has hardened. 

Along the lines of the pleat =carriage-roads strong houses are 
erected at intervals, called Maisons de Refuge, Case di Ricovero, 
occupied by persrns called Cantonniers, who are employed in 
mending Ole rt.nd and keeping it free from snow in winter, and are 
also paid to assist travellers in danger during snow-storms. 

As near as possible to the summit of the pass a Hospice is gene-rally erected', usually occupied by a band of charitable monks, as in 
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the case of the Great St. Bernard, the Simplon, Cenis, St. Gothard, 
&c. 	The direction of the road across the summit of the ridge is 
marked by a line of tall poles, which project above the snow, and, 
from being painted black, are easily recognised. 	Patrols are sent 
out from the hospice in tempestuous weather, when the tourmente 
is raging, and the mist and falling snow hide the land-marks, tn 
guide the travellers on their way and rescue those in danger. 	Bells 
arc also rung at such times that the sound may aid when the sight 
fails. 

The morning after a fall of snow labourers and ,  peasants are 
assembled from all sides to shovel it off from the road. 	Where it 
is not very deep it is cleared away by a snow-plough drawn by 6 or 
8 oxen. 	As the winter advances and fresh falls occur, the snow 
accumulates, and the road near the summit of a pass presents the' 
singular aspect of a path or lane, cut between walls of snow, somet 
tihies 10 or 20 ft. high. 	Carriages are taken 'off their wheels and 
fastened upon sledges ; ropes are attached to the roof, which are 
held by 6 or 8 sturdy guides running along oneach side, to prevent 
the vehicle upsetting and rolling over the slippery ice down a pre- 
cipice. 	In this manner very high passes are crossed in the depth 
of winter with little risk. 	The spring is a season during which 
far greater danger is to be apprehended from the avalanches which 
then fall. 	" 	 t 

16. CHALETS AND PASTURAGES.  
. From the mountainous nature of Switzerland and its high eleva-
tion, the greater part of the surface, more than 1800 feet above the 
sea, which is not bare rock,ais pasture-land. 	The wealth of 'the 
people, like thtit of the patriarchs of eld, In a great measure, lies in 
cattle and their ptbduce, on which account the pastoral life of the 
Swiss deserves some attention. The brignt verdure of the meadows 
which clothe the valleys of Switzerland is one of the distinguishing 
features of the country ; and the music of the cow-bells, borne 
along by the evening breeze, is one of the sweetest sounds that 
greets the.traveller's ear. 	e 	 , 

The Alps, or mountain-pasturages, for that is the meaning of the 
word Alp in Switzerland and Tyrol, are either the property of indi-
viduals or of the 'commune ; to a certain extent common land, in 
which the inhabitants of the neighbouring town or village have the 
right of pasturing a certain number of head of cattle. 

' In the spring, as soon as the snow has disappeared, and the 
young grass sprouts up, the cattle are sent frelm the villa es up to-' 
the first and lower pastures. 	Should. a certain portion of these be 
exhausted, they change their quarters to another part of the moun- 
tain. 	Here they stay till about the 101h or 12th of June, when the 
cattle are driven to the middle ranges of pastufes. 	That portion of 
the herds intended for a summer campaign on the highest Alps, 
remain here till the beginning of July, and, on the 4th of that 
month, generally ascend to them ; return to the middle range of 
pastures, about 7 or 8 weeks afterwards, spend there about 14 days, 

b3 
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or 3 weeks, to eat the aftergrass ; and finally return into the valleys 
about the 10th or 11th of October; where they remain in the vici-
nity of the villages, till driven by the snow and tempests of winter 
into the stables. 

" That portion of the cattle, on the other hand, which is not des-
tined to pass the summer on the higher Alps, and are necessary for 
the supply of the village with milk and butter, descend from the 
middle pastures on the 4th of July, into the valley, and consume the 
grass upon the pasturage belonging to the commune, till the winter 
drives them under shelter. 	The very highest Alpine pasturages 
are never occupied more than 8 or 4 weeks at the furthest.' — 
Latrobe. 

Sometimes the owners of the cattle repair in person to the Alps, 
and pass the summer among them, along with their families, super-
intending the herdsmen, and assisting in the manufacture of butter 
and cheese. 	The best cheeses are made upon pastures 3000 ft. 
above the sea-level, in the vales of Simmen and Saanen (Gruyere) 
and in the Emmenthal. 	The best cows there yield, in summer, 
between 20 lbsi and 40 lbs. of milk daily, and each cow produces, 
by the end of the season of 4 months, on an average, 2 cwt. of 
cheese. 

The life of the cow-herd ( Vacher or Senner) is by no means such 
an existence of pleasure. as romances in general, and that of 
Rousseau in particular, have represented it. 	His labours are ar- 
duous and constant ; he has to collect 80 or 90 cows twice a-day, to 
be milked, to look after stragglers, to make the cheese and keep all 
the utensils employed in the process in the most perfect state of 
cleanliness.' 	. 	 - 

The Chalet (Germ. Sennhutte) in which he resides, is literally a 
log-but, formed of trunks of pines, notched at tile extremities so as 
to fit into one another at the angles of the building, where they 
cross : it has a low flat roof, weighted with stones to keep fast the 
shingle-roof and prevent its being blown away by the wind. 	A 
building of this kind is rarely air-tight or water-tight. The interior 
is usually blackened with smoke and very dirty, boasting of scarcely 
any furniture, except, perhaps, a table and rude bench, and the 
apparatus of the dairy, including a huge kettle for heating the milk. 
A truss of straw, in the loft above, serves the inmates for a bed. 
The ground around the but on the outside is usually poached by the 
feet of the cattle, and the heaps of mud and dung render it difficult 
to approach the door, 	This description applies to the commoner 
sort of ,nalets ; those in which the owners themselves reside are 
generally better, but they are-also less numerous. 	There is another 
kind of chalet, a mere shed or • barn, in which the hay is housed 
until the winter, when it is conveyed over the snow in sledges down 
to the villages below. 	A pastoral Swiss valley is usually speckled 
over with huts of this kind, giving it the appearance, to a stranger, 
of being much more populous than it is in reality : in the Simmen-
thal alone there are, it is said, 10,600 chalets. 

The herdsmenslat their habitations from the lower to the upper 
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pasturages, as their cattle ascend and descend the Alps, at different 
seasons, and they sometimes have 2 or 3 places of temporary abode. 
The weary traveller in search of repose and refreshment, after a 
long day's journey, is often disappointed, on approaching what he 
conceives to be a human habitation, to find either that it is a mere 
hay-barn, or else a deserted chalet; and thereby learns, with much 
mortification, that he has still some tedious miles to trudge before 
he can reach the first permanently-occupied dwelling. 	What an 
agreeable contrast to reach a • well-appointed chalet of the better 
sort, where delicious milk, cooled in the mountain stream, fresh 
butter, bread, and cheese, are spread out on a clean napkin before 
the hungry and tired stranger ! 	- 

The cattle are frequently enticed home, at milking-time, by the 
offer of salt, which they relish bigtly, and which is, besides, con= 
sidered wholesome. 	The allowance for a cow, in some parts of 
Switzerland, is 4lbs. or 5 lbs. of salt in a quarter of a year. 

?' 17. GLACIERS.* 	.. 
The glaciers, one of the most sublime features of the Alps, and 

one of 'the most wonderful phenomena of nature, are composed of 
the accumulated snow which falls during nine months of the year 
on the higher summits and valleys, and which remains for several 
months a dry and loose powder, until the heat of the summer sun 
begins to melt and consolidate it. 	Under the influence of solar 
warmth, the snow assumes first a granular form ; and to pass over 
it in that state is like walking among rice or peas, in which the foot 
sinks up to the knees. 	Lower down, or as the heat increases, so as 
to melt a considerable portios, and cause the water toliercolate it, 
it becomes a &ompact mass. 	The foostirs  temperature of the night 

' hardens that whic% has been dissolved in the day ; and thus, after 
repeated thawings and freezings, the whole 	undergoes a fresh 
crystallization, being converted into ice of a coarser grain and less 
compact substance than common ice. 	Thus there appears to be a 
regular transition or passage from the loose powdery snow, to the 
more dense ice of the glacier. The Swiss, indeed, have two distinct 
terms for these modifications of the snowy covering of the high Alps. 
The upper granular 'And unconsolidated part they call Firn, Haut 
Neve in French, (which, for want of any corresponding English word 
we may represent by Snow field), and apply the term glacier (glet-
scher) to the lower limbs of more solid ice, which stretch down into 
the valleys. The Firn, or Neve, presents a smooth concave surface 
of dazzling white, while that of the glacier is convex; iti crevassee 
are wider and more irregular,..and- are thinly covered over with 
treacherous snow. 	It is a region of complete desolation ; no animal 
intrudes upon it save a chance insect, and only the scantiest lichens 
appear on the rocks around it. 	The first ocrcurs only at a height 

• The last and most recent information respecting glaciers is to be found in " Agassis's 
Etudes our lea Glaciers," in an excellent article in the "Edinburgh Review," No. CV I., 
and in Nugi's " Natur.historische Alpenreise ;" but the groundwork IS the excellent de-
tertpticu of Saussure in his " Voyage dans le

b
s Aloes." 
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where the snow which falls in the winter does not entirely disappear 
in the course of the following year; while that which falls on the 
lower glacier is almost always melted in the course of the summer, 
and never combines with the ice. 	Hugi maintains that the point at 
which firn changes to glacier is unvariable among the Alps ; and 
his investigations fix it at an elevation of about 7800 feet above the 
sea-level.* 

Ebel has computed the number of glaciers among the Swiss Alps 
at 400, and the extent of surface occupied by them at 130 square 
leagues; this, however, must be but a vague estimate. 	They vary 
frdm a few square yards to acres and miles in extent, covering, in 
some instances, whole districts, filling up entirely the elevated 
hollows, and basins between the peaks and ridges of the Alps, and 
sending forth arms and branches into the inhabited valleys, below 
the region of forests, and as far down as the level at which corn 
will grow. 

It is such orsets of the glacier as these that are presented to the 
View of the traveller ,from the villages of Chamouni and Grindel- 
wald. 	These, bpwever, are, as it were, but the skirts and fringes 
of that vast, everlasting drapery of ice which clothes all the tipper 
region of the Alps. 	These fields or tracts of uninterrupted glacier 
have been called " Seas of Ice" (Mors de Glace, Eismeeren), and 
there are three such among the Swiss and Savoyard Alps which 
merit especial mention; that around Mont Blanc, that around the 
Monte Rosa and the Cery in, and that of the Bernese Oberland, around 
the Finster-Aar-horn. 	The last sends out no less than thirteen 
branches, and its extent has been estimated at 125 square miles. 

The grei.:Jst thickness.of the glacie"s has been commonly esti- 
mated at between 600 and 8031feet. 	This is probably an exaggeraz 
tion. 	Hugi rat el y met with any thicker than 150 ,.het ; he estimates 
the.average depth at betvg..en 60 and 100 feet, and the greatest 
thickness of the Mer de Glace near Chamouni at 180 feet. Saussure 
had calculated it at 600 feet. 

Notwithstanding their great extent and solidity, the glaciers are 
by no means stationary, excepkoin the winter, although the move- 
ment is slight. 	They are undergoing a perpetual process of reno- 
vation and destruction. 	The arms or skirtt- descending into the 
lower valleys are gradually dissolved by the increased temperature 
which prevails at so low a level. 	The summer sun, aided by par- 
ticular winds, acts upon„ the surface, so that, in the middle of the 
day, it abounds in pools, and is traversed by rills of water. 	The ... • • A serious error is converted by the common expression, " the line of perpetual snow,',  or, " where snow never melts." 	'There iz,no spot on the Alps, nor on any other snow-clad 
mountains, where snow does not melt Wider ere influence of a slimmer sun at mid-day. 
it melts even on the top of Mont Blanc ; but there, and on the summits of the other high 
Alps, the accumulation of snow is so great, and the duration of the sun's heat so short, that, 
In the end, there is far more snow than the sun can dissolve. 	what is called "Me snow- 
tine," does not depend en elevatiod alone, and can be taken only as a very general test of 
it. 	independent of its variation, according to the degree of latitude in which the mountain 
is situated 	it varies on the two aides of the same mountain, being higher on the S. side 
than the N. 	The now will likewise rest longer, and extend lower 110WD, upon a mountain 
of grarinto than upon one of limestone, in proportion as the two rocks arc good or bad con. 
chain. 

0  of heat, and this is the case even to contiguous mountains, members of the same 
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constant evaporation from every part exposed to the air produces 
great diminution in the upper beds; but, above all, the temperature 
of the earth, which is at all seasons greater than that of ice, is con- 
stantly welting away its lower surface. 	The vacancy thus caused 
from below is entirely filled up from above by the winter's snow 
falling upon the mountain-tops, and on the whole upper region of 
the High Alps, which is drifted into the higher valleys, and pressed 
down by its own weight. 	After it has concreted into ice, the slope 
of the mountain sides, and the descent of the valleys in which the 
glaciers lie, serve as inclined planes, down which the ice slides by 
the force of gravity, assisted by the melting on its under surffice, 
*which prevents any adhesion to the rock below it. Indeed the Ger- 
man word Glet.scher comes from glitschen, to glide. 	Hugi, in one 
of his journeys, found his way under a glacier, by following the 
bed of a dried-up torrent which passed below it. 	He wandered 
about beneath the ice for the distance of a mile. The ice was every-
where eaten away into dome-shaped hollows, varying from 2 to 12 
feet in height, so that the whole mass of the glacier rested at intery 
vals on pillars or feet of ice, irregular in size and 'bailie, which had 
been left standing. 	As soon as any of these props gave way a por- 
tion of the glacier would of course fall in and move on. A dim twis 
light, scantily transmitted through the mass of ice above, prevailed 
in these caverns of ice, not sufficient to allow one to read, except 
close to the fissures which directly admitted the day-light. 	The 
intense blue of the mass of the ice contrasted remarkably with the 
pure white of the icy stalactytes, or pendents descending from the 
roof. 	The water streamed down upon him from all sides, so that 
after wandering about for 2i  hours, at times bendingc.ral creeping 
to get along einder the low vaults,ilie returned to the open air, 
quite drenched and half frozen. 

The surface of the mountain, howev,ir hard, is subjected to au 
extraordinary process of grinding and polishing from the vast masses 
of ice constantly passing over it. 	The harder fragments, such as 
crystals of quartz interposed between the ice and the rock,  act like 
diamonds on glass, and scratch deep and long grooves on the sur- 
face. 	The seat 	 ancient glaciers, 'Which have now entirely disap- 
peared, may still be iiscovered by the furrows left behind them on 
the rocks. 

The nature of the upper surface of the ice depends upon that of 
the ground on which it rests ; where it is even or nearly so, the ice 
is smooth and level; but whenever the supporting surface becomes 
slanting or uneven, the glacier begins to split and gape,-4n all di- 
rections. 	As it approaches a steeper decli&y or precipice the 
layers of ice are displaced, upheaved, and squeezed one above an-
other; they rise in toppling crags, obelisks, and towers of the most 
fantastic shapes, varying in height from p to 80 feet. 	Being un- 
equally melted by the wind and sun, they are em.tinually tottering 
to their fall, either by their own weight or the pressure of other 
masses, and tumbling headlong, are shivered to atoms with a roar 
like thiwder. 

b 5' 
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In those cases in which the glacier passes over two or more steep 
declivities, these aiguilles and obelisks of ice being pressed to, 
gether at the bottom of the descent, close up again, and, as soon as 
the surface of the mountain below them is level, assum.) a nearly 
level and compact character on their own surface. 

The glaciers assume this fractured character only when the 
foundation on which they rest is very uneven, generally near their 
lower extremity, when they begin to bend down towards the valley. 

The Crevasses, or fissures, which traverse the upper portion of 
the glacier, before it becomes entirely fractured and disruptured, 
run in a transverse direction, never extending quite across the ice-
field, but narrowing out at the extremities, so that when' they gape 
too wide to leap across they may always be turned by following them 

-to their termination. 	These rents and fissures are the chief source 
of danner to those who cross the glaciers, being often concealed by 
a treacherous coating of snow, and many a bold chamois-hunter 
has found a grave in their recesses. 	Ebel mentions an instance of 
a shepherd who, in driving his flock over the ice to a high pas-
turage, had the misfortune to tumble into one of these clefts. He 
fell in the vicinity of a torrent which flowed under the glacier, and, 
by following its bed under the vault of ice, succeeded in reaching 
the foot of the glacier with a broken arm. 	More melancholy was 
1 he fate of M. Mouron, a clergyman of Vevay : he was engaged in 

 making some scientific researches upon the glacier, and was in the 
act of leaning over to examine a singular well-shaped aperture in 
the ice, when the staff on which he rested gave way ; he was pre-
cipitated to the bottom, and his lifeless and mangled body was re-
covered fr.:;:s the depthp.of the glacier, a few days after. 

These crevasses, though,  chiptly formed mechanically by the move-
ment of the glacier to fill up vacancies, and the naequal pressure of 
its different parts, are greasly assisted by the action of the sun and 
wind. 	The S.E. wind, in Uri and among the Bernese Alps, is very 
instrumental in causing the glacier to split, and the loud reports 
thud occasioned, called by the herdsmen the growlings (brullen) 
of the glacier, are regarded as a sign of bad weather. 	The traveller 
who ventures to cross the Mee de Glace of Chamouni or Bern may, 
at times, both hear and see the fissures widen:rig around him. 	The 
crevasses exhibit in perfection the beautiful azure blue colour of the 
glacier; the cause of which has not been satisfactorily accounted for. 
It is the same tint of-ultramarine which the Rhone exhibits at 
Geneva, after leaving all its impurities behind it in the lake; and 
the write.. has even observed the same beautiful tint in footmarks 
and holes made in fresh-fallen snow, not more than a foot deep, 
among the High Alps on the borders of Tyrol. 

The traveller who has only read of glaciers is often disappointed 
at the first sight of them, 	the appearance of their surface, which, 
except when co vreil with fresh-fallen snow, or at very great heights, 
has none of, the purity which might be expected from fields of 
ice. 	On the contrary it exhibits a surface of dirty white, soiled 
with mud, and often covered with stones and gravel. 	Such beds of 
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stone, dirt, and rubbish are common to most glaciers, and are called 
.Moraines, in German Gaffer, running along the glacier in parallel 
lines at the sides (called Moraines laterales, or Gandecker), or in 
the middle (Gufferlineen, or Moraines medeanes). They are formed 
in the following manner. 	The edges of the glacier, at its upper 
extremity, receive the fragments of rock detached from the moun- 
4ains around by the destructive agency of moisture and frost; but 
as the glacier itself is constantly descending, this fallen rubbish 
goes along with it, increased from behind by the debris of each 
succeeding winter, so that it forms a nearly uninterrupted line 
from the top of the ice-field to the bottom. 	Wherever the glazier 
from one valley meets that of another, the moraines from the two 
unite and form one, running down the centre of the united glacier 
instead of along its margin, as before. Such a confluence of moratner 
is well seen on the glacier of the Aar (Route 28.), and upon the great 
,glaciers descending from Monte Rosa six or eight may be seen run- 
ning side by side, each traceable to its origin by the nature of the • rocks composing it. 	 .t. 

The waters collected by the melting of thS ice from all parts of 
the surface of a glacier often accumulate into torrents, .vhich, tra-
versing the glacier, at length precipitate themselves into a hole or 
fissure in its surface in the form of a cascade. 	• 

A singtdar circumstance occurs when a single large mass of rock 
has fallen upon the glacier; the shade and protection from the 
sun's rays afforded by the stone prevents the ice on which it rests 
from melting, and, while the surface around is gradually lowered, 
it remains supported on a pedestal or table, like a mushroom on a 
stalk, often attaining a height of several feet. 	The Elaciers of the 
Aar furnish gne examples df these laNes des glaciers as they are 
called. 	The surface of the glacieP has been ascertained to lose 
3 feet of surface by melting in as many weeks. 	An exactly oppo- 
site phenomenon occurs when a small stone, not more- than an inch 
thick, rests upon the ice. 	`As it absorbs the sun's rays with greater 
rapidity than the ice, not merely their surface but its entire, sub-
stance is warmed through, and instead of protecting melts the ice 
below it, and gradually sinks, fot4iiing a hole which not loth - 
quently pierces the glacier through and through. 	When a leaf, in- 
sect, or such light body falls upon the ice, it gradually sinks, and 
at length disappears. 

Another circumstance peculiar to the surface of the glacier is the 
occurrence of Red Snow. 	This phenomenon, which at one time 
was treated with incredulity, is of common occurrence ..7mong the 
High Alps, and is produced either by minute %sects an 	their eggs, 
or by a species of fungus, called Falmella Nivalis, or Protocoecus, 
a true vegetable, which plants itself on the surface of the snow, 
take, root, germinates, produces seed, and flies. 	In the state of 
germination it imparts a pale carmine tint to the snow; this in-
creases? as the plant comes to maturity, to a deep crimson blush, 
which gradually fades, and, as the plant decays, becomes a black 
dust or mould. 	By collecting some of the coloured snow in a 
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bottle, and pouring it on a sheet of paper, the form of the plant 
may be discovered with a microscope, as soon as the water has 
evaporated. 

It has been already observed that the vacancy caused by the melt-
ing of the lower portion of the glacier' is filled up by the winter 
snow from above. 	But, as may be supposed, it often happens, after 
mild winters and warm summers, that the supply is not equal to the 
void, and vice versa : after severe winters and rainy summers, the 
glacier is overloaded, as it were; indeed, it is scarcely possible that 
an exact equilibrium of supply and consumption should be pre- 
seioied. 	Yet it seems probable, after all that has been said on the 
subject, that there is no material variation either in the extent or 
position of the glaciers among the Alps. 	The glaciers throughout 
:he Alps appear to have made a. general movement in advance be-
tween the years 1817 and 1822, in consequence of the coldness of 
the six preceding summers. 	The glaciers of Boissons and Bois, in 
the valley of chamouni, and that of Grindelwald, in the Bernese 
_tips, extended so far in width as well as length as to overthrow 
large trees of the growth of many centuries. 	Afterwards they began 
to retreat, and soon regained their original limits. 	Instances have 
occurred of the sudden advance of a glacier, as in the Gadmenthal 
(Route 32), wt ere a road has been destroyed by this cause, and 
even of the formation of new glaciers within the memory ofwan, 
as in the Upper Engadine..(?), and at the base of the Tiflis ; but 
these have been followed by a similar retrocession,' and the newly- 
formed ice-fields.'sire rarely permanent. 	It is certain that, at pre- 
sent, both the Mer de Glace, under Mont Blanc, and the Grindel;  
wald Glacier. appear to have shrunk; and sunk considerably below 
the level they once attained ;but thii may be merely temporary, 
or even only their dimensions in summer, wh?n most reiuced. 
Another circumstance has .5een lost sight of in the consideration 
of this subject, viz., that the erosive powers of the ice perpetually 
grinding down the surface of the rock beneath it may have, in 
many instances, considerably enlarged the bed of the glacier. 

Professors Agassiz and Hugi have recently made some interesting 
eiperiments and observations upon the movement and rate of pro- 
gress of the glaciers. 	In 1829 Hugi noted the oosition of numerous 
loose blocks lying on the surface of the lower glacier of the Aar, 
relatively to the fixed rocks at its sides. 	He also measured the 
glacier and erected signal-posts on it. 	In 1836 he found everything 
altered ; many of the loose blocks had moved off and entirely dis- 
appeared, along with- the ice that supported them. 	A hut, which 
he bad hastily erected; to .shelter himself and his companions, had 
advanced 2184 feet r• two blockii.of granite, between which it stood, 
then eight, feet apart, had been separated to a distance of eighteen 
feet, the beams and _timbers had fallen in between them, and the 
nails and pieces ..f iron used in fastening them exhibited not the 
slightest trace of rust. 	A mass of granite, containing 26,000 cubic 
feet originally .buried under the snow of the firn, which was now 
converted into glacier, ‘iad not only been raised to the surface, but 
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was elevated above it, in the air, upon two pedestals, or pillars, of 
ice; so that a large party might have found shelter under it. 	A 
signal-post, stuck ,into a mass of granite, bad not only made as 
great an .advance as the hut, but the distance between it and the 
but had been increased 760 feet by the expansion of the glacier. In 
1839 M. Agassiz found that Hugi's cabin had advanced 4400 feet 
from the position it originally occupied, when first built in 1827 ; 
and, in 1840, it was 200 feet lower. 	The advance of the ice-field 
of the Mer de Glace is calculated at between 400 and 500 feet yearly, 
and for eight or ten years past, the mass of the glacier has been 
shrinking and retiring gradually. 	 e 

At the extremity of almost all glaciers a high traverse ridge of 
rubbish, called The Terminal Moraine, exists; it consists of the 
fragments of rock which have fallen from the surrounding moan. 
tains, the transported debris of the Guffer, (or lateral and medial 
moraines), and of masses detached by the glacier itself. 	These 
are heaped up sometimes to a height of 80 or 100 feet. 	Not 
unfrequently there are 3 or 4 such ridges, one behind the other; 
like so many lines of iutrenchment. 	The brtken stones, mud, and 
sand, mixed with shattered fragments of ice, of which they are 
composed, have an unsightly and shabby appearance, being per-
fectly barren of vegetation ; but each heap is, as tt were, a geo- 
logical cabinet, 	containing -specimens of all the neighbouring 
mountains. 	The glacier, indeed, has a natural tendency to purge 
itself from impurities, and whatever happens to fall upon it is 
gradually discharged in this manner. 	It likewise exerts great me- 
chanical force, and, like a vast millstone, grinds down not only the 
rock which composes its channel, but all the fragments interposed 
betyieen- it tine the rock ; forming, iv the end, a sort of stone-meal. 
The extent of the& moraine depends on the character of the strata of 
the mountains around the glacier : -ere they are of granite, or 
other bard rock, not easily decomposed by the weather, the moraine 
is of small extent; and it is largest where the boundary rocks are 
of brittle limestone and fissile slate. 	Recent researches of Swiss 
naturalists (Agassiz and Charpentker) have discovered extensive 
moraines, not only in the lower part of the Vallais, but even on the 
shores of the Lake Inman, at a height of not more than 200 or 300 
feet above it; clearly proving that, during some anterior condition 
of our planet, the valley of the Rhone was occupied by glaciers, in 
situations at present 40 or 60 miles distant from the nearest ex- 
isting ice-field, and 3000 or 4000 feet below it. 	 a r 

It is highly interesting to consider how imnorti...it a 9trvice the 
glaciers perform in the economy of _nature. 	'These dead and chilly 
fields of ice, which prolong the reign of winter throughout the year, 
are, in reality, the source of life and the springs of vegetation. 
They are the locked-up reservoirs, the sepled•fountains, from which 
the vast rivers traversing the great continents of ,,ur globe are sus- 
tained. 	The summer heat, which dries up other sources of water, 
first opens out their bountiful supplies. 	When the rivers of the 
plain begin to shrink and dwindle within their parched beds, the 
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torrents of the Alps, fed by melting snow and glaciers, rush down 
from the mountains and supply the deficiency; and, at that season, 
(July and August), the rivers and lakes of Switzerland are fullest. 

During the whole summer, the traveller who crosses the glaciers 
hears the torrents rustling and running below him at the bottom of 
the azure clefts. 	These plenteous rills gushing forth in their sub- 
glacial beds, are generally all collected in one stream, at the foot of 
the glacier, which, in consequence, is eaten away into a vast dome-
shaped arch, sometimes 100 feet high, gradually_ ncreasing until 
the constant thawing weakens its support, and it gives way and 
fel:3 in with a crash. 	Such caverns of ice are seen in great per- 
fection in some years, at the source of the Arveyron, in the valley 
of Chamouni, and in the glaciers of Grindelwald. 	The streams 
issuing from glaciers are distinguished by their turbid, dirty-white, 
or milky colour. 

1 18. AVALANCHES AND SNOW-STORMS. 

" The avalanche, — the thunderbolt of snow."—Byron. 

Avalanches (Germ. Lawinen) are those accumulations of snow 
which precipitate themselves from the mountains, either by their 
own weight or by the loosening effects of the sun's heat, into the 
valleys below, sweeping everything before them, and causing, at 
times, great destruction of life and property. 	The fearful crash 
which accompdnies their descent is often heard at a distance of 
several leagues.  

The nativgs of the Alps distinguish between several different 
kinds of avalanches. ' The staub-lawinen (dust avalanches) are 
formed of loose fresh-fallen snow, heaped• up by tthe wind early in 
the winter, before it has begun to melt or combine together. 	Such 
a mass, when it reaches the edge of a cliff or decliVity, tumbles from 
point to point, increasing in quantity as well as in impetus every 
instant, and spreading itself over a wide extent of surface. 	It de- 
scends with the rapidity of lightning, and `has been known to rush 
dawn a distance of 10 miles from the point whence it was first 
detached; not only descending one side o,f; a valley, but also 
ascending the opposite bill, by the velocity acquired in its fall, 
overwhelming and laying prostrate a whole forest of firs in its de-
scent, and breaking down another forest, up the opposite side, so 
as to lay the heads of the trees up the hill in its ascent. 

Another„kind of itvala nche, the grund lawthen, occurs in spring, 
during the months of • April and May, when the sun becomes 
powerful and the' snow thaws rapidly,  under its influence. 	They 
fall constantly from different parts of the mountains,' at different 
hours of the day, aticordi ng as each part is reached by the sun: 
from the E. sideebetween 10 and 12, from the S. side between 12 
and.2, and later-in the day from the W. and N. 	This species is 
more dangerous in its effects, from the snow being clammy and 
adhesive, as well as hard and compact. 	Any object buried by it 
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can only be dug out by the most arduous labour. 	Men or cattle 
'overwhelmed by the staub-lawine can sometimes extricate them-
selves by their own exertions; or, at any rate, from the snow being 
less corntoact, may breathe for some hours through the interstices. 
In the case of the grund-lawine, the sufferers are usually either 
crushed or suffocated, and are, at any rate,so entangled that they 
can only be rescued by the aid of others. 	Such avalanches falling 
upon a mountain-stream, in a narrow gorge, have sometimes been 
hollowed out from beneath by the action of the water, until it has 
forced a passage under them ; and they have then been left stand-
ing for the whole summer, serving as a bridge over which men'and 
cattle might pass. 

The avalanches have usually a fixed time for descending, and an 
habitual channel down which thdy slide, which may be known by 
its being worn perfectly smooth — sometimes even appearing po- 
lished, by the heap of debris at its base. 	The peasants, in some 
situations,await with impatience the fall of the regular avalanches, 
as a symptom of the spring having fairly setwin. 	 0 

Danger arises from avalanches either by their1falling unexpect-
edly, while persons are traversing spots known to be exposed to 
them, or else (and this is the more fearful source of catastrophes) 
from an unusual accumulation of snow raised bythe wind, or, in 
consequence of the severity of the season, causing the avalanche to 
desert its usual bed, and to descend upon cultivated spots, houses, or 
even villages. 	There are certain valleys among the Alps in which 
scarcely any spot is totally exempt from the possible occurrence of 
such a calamity, though some are naturally more exposed than 
others. 	The Val Bedretto. in canton Tessin, the kleyenthal, in 
canton Uri, oand many others, arei,fings dreadfully exposed. 	To 
guard as much at possible against accidents, very large and massive 
dykes of masonry, like the projecting bastions of a fortification, are 
in such situations, built against the hill-side, behind churches, 
houses, and other buildings, with an angle pointing upwards, in 
order to break and turn aside the snow. 	In some valleys, great 
care is bestowed on the preservation of the forests clothing their 
sides, as the best protection of the district below them from such 
calamities. 	These may truly be regarded as sacred groves ; and no 
one is allowed to cut down timber within them, under pain of a 
legal penalty. 	Yet they not unfrequently show the inefficiency 
even of such protection against so fearful an engine of destruc- 
tion. 	Whole forests are at times cut over and laid prostrate by the 
avalanche. 	The tallest stems, fit to make maats for a firtb-rate man- 
of-war, are snapped asunder like a lift of wax, and the barkless and 
branchless stumps and 'relics of the forest remain for years like a 
stubble-field to tell of what has happened. 

A mournful catalogue of catastropheis, which have occurred in 
Switzerland, since the records of history, from avalanches, might 
be made out if necessary; but it will suffice to mention one or two 
instances. 

In 1720 an avalanche killed, in Ober-Gestelen (Vallais), 84 men • 
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and 400 head of cattle, and destroyed 120 houses. 	The same year, 
40 individuals perished at Brieg, and 23 on the Great St. Bernard, 
from a similar cause. 

In 1749 the village of Ruaras, in the Tavetsch Thal, was carried 
away by an avalanche ; 100 men were overwhelmed by it, 60 
of whom were dug out alive ; and several of the houses, though 
removed to some distance from their original site, were so little 
shaken that persons sleeping within them were not awakened. 

In 1800, after a snow-storm of three days' continuance, an enor-
mous avalanche detached itself from the top of the precipice of 
Klifeas above Trons, in the valley of the Vorder Rhein ; it crossed 
the valley and destroyed a wood and some chalets on the opposite 
pasture of Zenin,; recoiling, with the force it bad acquired, to the 
side from which it had come, it did fresh mischief there, and so re; 
volving to and fro, at the fourth rush reached Trons, and buried 
many of its houses to the roof in snow.  

In 1827 the greater part of the village of Biel, in the Upper Val- 
His, was crushed bene^th a tremendous avalanche, which ran down 
a ravine, nearly two leagues long, before it reached the village. 

One of the most remarkable phenomena attending the avalanche 
is the blast of air which accompanies it, and which, like what is 
called the wind 'Of a cannon-ball, extends its destructive influence 
to a considerable distance on each side of the actual line taken by the 
falling mass. 	It has all the effect of a blast of gunpowder : some- 
times forest-trees,•growing near the sides of the channel down which 
the snow passes, are uprooted and laid prostrate, without having been 
touched by it. 	In this way, the village of Randa, in the Visp-Thal, 
lost many of' i:s houses by the current et' an avalanche which fell in 
1720, blowing them to atonts, ard scattering the materrals like chaff. 
The E. spire of the convent of Dissentis was thrdwn down by the 
gust of an avalanche, whichtell more than a quarter of a mile off. 

Travellers visiting the Alps between the months of June and 
October are little exposed to danger from avalanches, except imme.4 
diately after a snow-storm ; and, when compelled to start at such 
times, they should pay implicit obedience to the advice of the guides. 
It is a common saying, that there is risk of avalanches as long as 
the burden of snow continues on the boughs i.of the fir-trees, and 
while the naturally sharp angles of the distant mountains continue 
to look rounded. 	.. 

It is different with those who travel from necessity in the spring, 
and before the annual,avalanches have fallen. 	Muleteers, carriers, 
and such parsons, us.. great caution in traversing exposed parts of 
the road, and with •these they ore well acquainted. 	They proceed, 
in parties, in single file, at a little distance from one another, 
in order that, if the snow should sweep one off, the others may be 
ready to render assistance. 	They proceed as fast as possible, care- 
fully avoiding anPnoise, even speaking, and, it is said, will some-
times muffle •the mules' bells, lest the slightest vibration communi-
cated to the air should disengage the nicely-poised mass of snow 
above, their heads. 
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The avalanches, seen and heard by summer tourists on the sides 
of Mont Blanc and the Jungfrau, are of a different kind from those 
described above, being caused only by the rupture of a portion of the 
glaciers„which give way.  under the influence of the mid-day sun 
and of certain winds, during the summer and autumn, when other 
avalanches, generally speaking, bare ceased to fall. 	They differ, 
also, in this respect, that, for the most part, they do no harm, since 
they fall on uncultivable and uninhibited spots. 	It is more by the 
roar which accompanies them, which, awakening the echoes of the 
Alps, sounds very like thunder,than by the appearance which they 
present, that they realize what is usually expected of avalanches. 
Still they are worth seeing, and will much enhance the interest of 
a visit to the Wengern Alp, the Cramont (on the S. side of Mont 
Blanc), or the borders of the Mer,de Glace ; especially if the spec-
tator will bear in mind the immense distance at which he is placed 
from the objects which he sees and hears, and will consider that, 
It each roar, whole tons of solid ice are broken off from the parent 
glacier, and, in tumbling, many hundred feet, perhafs, are shattertd 
to atoms and ground to powder. 	• 

The Snow-storms, Tourmentes, or Guxen, which occur on the 
Alps, are much dreaded by the Chamois-hunter, the shepherd, and 
those most accustomed to traverse the High Alps ; „how much more 
formidable must they be to the inexperienced traveller ! 	They 
consist of furious and tempestuous winds, somewhat of the nature 
of a whirlwind, which occur on the summit-ridges and elevated 
gorges of the Alps, either accompanied by snow, or filling the air 
with that recently fallen, while the flakes are still dry, tossing them 
about like powder or dust.. 	In an instant the atmosphere is filled 
with snow ; garth, sky, mountain, abyss, and landmark of every 
kind, are obliterated from view, as though a curtain were let down 
on all sides of the wanderer. 	All trace of path, or of the footsteps 
of preceding travellers, are at once effaced, and the poles planted 
to mark the direction of the road are frequently overturned. 	In 
some places,  the gusts sweep the rock bare of snow, heaping it up 
in others, perhaps across the path, to a height of 20 feet or more, 
barring all passage, and driving du wayfarer to despair. 	At every 
step he fears to plunge into an abysseor sink overhead in the snow. 
Large parties of min and animals have been overwhelmed by, the 
snow-wreaths on the St. Gothard, where they sometimes attain a 
height of 40 or 50 feet. 	These tempests are accompanied almost 
every year by loss of life ; and, though of less frequent occurrence 
in summer than in winter and spring, are a chief reason why it is 
dangerous for inexperienced travellers to attempt to• c';',iss remote 
and elevated passes without a gni& 

The guides and persons residing on the mountain-passes, from 
the appearance of the sky, and other weather-signs known to them, 
can generally foresee the occurrence of tobrmentes, and can tell 
when the fall of avalanches is to be apprehended. 
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f 19. GOITRE AND CRETINISM. 

" Quis tumidum guttur miratur in Alpibus."—Jun. 

It is a remarkable fact that, amidst some of the most magnificent 
scenery of the globe, where Nature seems to have put forth all her 
powers in exciting emotions of wonder and elevation in the mind; 
man appears, from a mysterious visitation of disease, in his most 
degraded and pitiable condition. 	Such, however, is the fact. 	It is 
in the grandest and most beautiful valleys of the Alps that the 
ma'adies of goitre and cretinism prevail. 

Goitre is a swelling in the front of the neck (of the thyroid gland, 
or the parts adjoining), which increases with the growth of the in-
dividual, until, in some cases, it attains an enormous size, and • 
becomes "a hideous wallet of flesh," to use the words of Shakspeare, 
hanging pendulous down to the breast. It is not, however, attended 
with pain, and generally seems to be more unsightly to the spectator 
than inconvenient or hateful to the bearer, but there are instances 
in which its increase 4) so enormous that the individual, unable to 
support his burden, crawls along the ground under it. 

Cretinism, which occurs in the same localities as goitre, and evi-
dently arises from the same cause, whatever it may be, is a more 
serious malady, inasmuch as it affects the mind. 	The cretin is an 
idiot — a melancholy spectacle — a creature who may almost be 
said to rank a step below a human being. There is a vacancy in his 
countenance ; his head is disproportionately large ; his limbs are 
stunted or crippled ; he cannot articulate his words with distinct-
ness ; and there is scarcely any work which he is capable of exe- 
cuting. 	He spends his days basking in the snn, and, from • its 
warmth, appears to derive groat gratification. 	When a stranger 
appears, he becomes a clamorous and importunate beggar, assailing 
him with a ceaseless chattering ; and the traveller is commonly 
glad to be rid of his hideous presenco at the expense of a batz. 
At times the disease has such an effect on the mind that the sufferer 
is unable to find his way home when within a few feet of his own 
door. 	 qe 

Various theories have been resorted to, to account for this com-
plaint : some have attributed it to the use of 'water derived from 
melting snow ; others, to the habit of carrying heavy weights on the 
head; others, again, to .filthy habits; while a fourth theory derives 
it from the nature of the soil, or the use of spring-water impregnated 
with calcareous matter. 

As the goitre occur, in Derbyshire, Notts, Hants, &c., where no 
permanent snow exists — and nv rivers spring from glaciers — also 
in Sumatra, and in parts of South America, where snow is unknown, 
it is evident that the first cause assigned is not the true one ; as for 
the second and third, they would equally tend to produce goitre in 
the London porters, and in the inhabitants of the purlieus of St. 
Giles's. 	If the limestone theory. be  true, all other rocks should be 
exempt from it, which is not the case, as far as our experience goes. 
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Goitre is found only in certain valleys ; nor, when it does occur, 
does it exist throughout the valley. 	It appears in one spot ; higher 
up it is unknown, and in another situation, a mile or two distant, 
perhaps, it is again prevalent. A curious example of this is afforded 
by the valley leading up to the Great St. Bernard. 	Goitre is un- 
known above Liddes ; abounds at Vercheres, 800 feet lower down, 
and almost universal at Orsieres ; had the disease depended upon 
the glacier water, it would, of course, be more prevalent near to 
them and in the upper part of the valley. 

A careful attention to the circumstances accompanying its ap-
pearance will show that it is connected with the condition of•the 
atmosphere, and is found in low, warm, and moist situations, at 
the bottom of valleys, where a stagnation of water occurs, and 
Where the summer exhalations and autumnal fogs arising from it 
are not carried off by a free circulation of air. 	That it is, in fact, 
one of the many injurious effects produced by malaria. It prevails in 
places where the valley is confined, and shut in, as it„were — where 
a free draft is checked by its sides being clot4ed with wood, or by e. 
sudden bend occurring in its direction — ware, eft the same time, 
the bottom is subject to the overflowings of a river, or to extensive 
artificial irrigation. 	The conjecture which derives the disease from 
breathing an atmosphere of this kind, not liable to she purified by 
fresh currents of air to carry off the vapours, is, perhaps-, not un-
deserving of consideration, and further investigation on the part of 
the learned. 

Goitre is much more common in females than in males, and 
usually occurs about the age of puberty. 	It becomes hereditary in 
a family, but children born and educated on spots distalit from home 
and in elevatod situations are often exempt from it. 	At Sion, in 
the Vallais, which may be regarded as the head quarters of goitre, 
children and even adults are often reinc4ed to the mountains from 
the low ground on the first symptoms of the malady, and the 
symptoms disappear where This is resorted to in time. 	Iodine has 
been applied with success as a remedy in some cases ; but, as it is 
a dangerous remedy, the administration of it must be resorted to 
with the greatest caution. 	o 

   
  



ABBREVIATIONS, &c. EMPLOYED IN THE HAND-BOOR. 

The e points of the compass are marked by the letters N. S. E. W. 
(rt.) right, (l.) left„—applied to the banks of a river. 	The right bank is 

that which lies on the right hand of s person whose back is turned towards 
the source, or to the quarter from which the current descends. 

Miles.—Distances are, as far as possible, reduced to English miles ; when 
miles are mentioned, they may be understood to be English. 

The names of Inns nrecede the description of every place, (often in a 
parenthesis,) because the first information needed by a traveller is where 
to lodge. 

Instead of designating a town by the vague words " large," or " small," 
the amount of the population, according to the latest census, is almost in-
variably stated, as presenting a more exact scale of the importance and size 
of the place. 

In order to avoid repetition, the Routes are preceded by a chapter of pre-
liminary information ; and, to facilitate reference to it, each division or para-
graph is separately numbered. 

Each Route is 'numbered, with Arabic figures, corresprsading witfi the 
figures attached to the Route on the Map, which thus-serves as au Index 
to the Book ; at the same thin that it presents a tolerably exact view of the 
great and minor roads of Switzerland, and of the course of public convey- 
ARCM 	

• - . 
The Map is to be placed at the end of the Book. 
The view of the Bernese Alps tr face page 67. 

Mont Blanc from the Brdvent, 321. 
•ar' The Coats of Arms on the cover are those of the 22 Cantons forming 

the Swiss Confederation.    
  



SECTION I. 

SWITZERLAND. 

ROUTE 1. important are those of ribands and 
'raper. 

English travellers 	have hitherto 
BASLE TO BIENNE AND BERNE BY TILE , boon too much in the habit of con- 

VAL SIOUTIERS (MUNSTER THALh sidering Basle merely as a halting- 
WITH EXCURSION TO THE WEISSER- 

srT ni• 

BASLE, 	or 	Bale. 	(Germ. 	Basel, 

place for t6 	night, which they quit" 
as soon as trey ale furnished with 
horses ; 	vet its situation on high, 
sloping banks, overlooking the Rhine, 

Ital. Basilea.)—Inns : Drei Kiinige which rushes past ilh a full broad 
(Three Kings), well situated, over- flood of a clear, light green, bounded 
looking the Rhine, which washes its by the hills of the Black Forest on 
walls — a good inn, but expensive ; the one side, of the Jura on the other 
by far the best,bere; the house has — but, above all, its Minster, and its 
been rebuilt' on a grand scale, and 
much improved, 1842 ; Sauvage, in 

Gallery of the Works of Holbein, 
deserve some attention. 	It must be 

the town ; Kopf (nte d'Or); Krone remembered that Basle though poll- 
(Crown); 	Cigogbe (Storch), by the away a'portion of the Swiss Con- 
river side, a sort of commercial house, 
decent 	accommodation, good 	table 

federation, is yet, historically, a part 
of Suabta. and that it retains many of 

d'hote, but hardly fit for a familx,. — the characteristics of an Imperial free 
F.. P. 	Not very clean. town more distinctly than many of 

Basle, capital of the now subdi- 
tided canton called Basle-town, is 
situated on the Rhine, and the larger 

those which have continued German, 
and., have become 	incorporated in, 
modern sovereignties. 

portion lies on the I. balk., which is The Cathedral, or Munster, on the 
connected with the rt. by a bridge of high bank on the I of the Rhine, 
'ood, partly supported on stone piers. above the bridge, distinguished by 
The territory of the town extends for its 	two 	spires, and 	the 	deep-red 
about 4 miles on the rt- side of the colour of the sandstone of which it is 
river. 	It 'has 22,199 inhab., and it built, is an interesting and picturesque 
enjoys considerable prosperity from edifice, though snot of beautiful arcbi- 
the residence of many rich merchants, 
bankers, and families of ancient de- 

tectnre. It was begun by the emperor 
Henry H. in 1010, and consecrated 

scent, and from its position in an 1019: 	the choir, the lower part of 
angle on the frontiers of 	France, the E. owl, and the crypt beneath, 
Germany, and 	Switzerland, a few are of this period, and exhibit a style 
Miles below the spot where the Rhine of ornament widely different from 
first becomes navigable. 	It has some what is usually termed 	Saxon or 
Manufactures, of which 	the 	most Norman. 	The 4 columns, formed 

Switz. 
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	Route 1. — Basle — Minster — Holbein. 

of groups of detached pillars, with 
singular and grotesque capitals ; the 

the river, planted with chesnut trees, 
and commanding a beautiful view 

tomb of the empress Anne, wife of over the Rhine, the town, and the 
Rudolph of Habsburg, and mother Black Forest hills. 	Cl'ise to it is 
of the line of Austrian princes, whose the Club called Cassino, containing 
body was removed to St. Blaize in a reading-room, &c.. 
1770; and a stone font (date 1465) The Minster is situated in a square 
are worth notice in this part of the of considerable size—in one corner 
building. 	So likewise is the portal of which, in 	a recess, stands the 
of St. Gallus, leading to the-N. trim-- Public 	Library, 	containing 50,000 
sect, and decorated with statues of volumes—among them, the Acts of 
Christ and St. Peter, and of the wise the Council of Bide, 3 vols., with 
and foolish virgins. 	In the W. front chains attached to the binding, many 
are groups of statues: St. George and very important MSS., of which there 
the Dragon, and St. Martin and the is a good catalogue, and a few of 
Beggar, stand forth with great bold- the books of Erasmus ; also, a copy 
ness. 	The church is used now for of his " Praise of Folly," with mar- 
the Protestant service, and the altar ginal 	illustrations 	by the 	pen 	of 
stands between the choir and nave, 
nearly 	underneath a -rich 	Gothic 

Holbein. 	There are autographs of 
Luther, Melancthon, Erasmus, and 

gallery or rood-loft (date 1381). 	On Zuinglius. 	Those who wish to see 
the L of the' altar, against a pillar, is the library should apply early, as the 
the red marble. tombstone of Eras- librarian is 	usually absent 	in 	the 
mus, who died here in 1536. 	A afternoon. 	On the ground-floor is 
staircase, leading out of the choir, 
conducts into a small apartment — 

the Gallery of Paintings and Draw-
ings by the younger Holbein —a highly 

the Chapter House, or 	Concilium's interesting collection of the works'of 
Sad — in which some of the meet- that master, including the Passion of 
jogs of the Council of Basle,•or rather Christ, in 8 compartments, full of 

of its commitoesovere held between life, and carefully finished; also eight 
1436 and 1444. 	It is a loW rtani, 
with four Gothic windows— distin- 

sepia drawings of the same subject; 
a dead Christ 	formerly in the Min- 

guished 	not only in an hLtorical 
point of view, but slid as being 

.ster ; Holbein's Wife and Children, 
with countenances full of grief and 

quite unaltered since the day of the misery ; 	portraits 	of Erasmus, of 
Council. 	On the S. side of the choir Froben the printer — excellent ; of a 
are situated the very extensive and Mlle. von Offenhurg, inscribed "Leis 
picturesque 	Cloisters — a emcees:ion Corinthiaca "—twice repeated ; two 
of quadrangles and opeti halls— representations of a School, painted 
which, with the space they inclose, 
still 	serve, as they have done for 

by the artist at the age of 14, and 
hung up as a sign over a school- 

centuries, as a burial-place, and are mhster's door in the town of Basle. 
Ailed with tombs • among Which are Among the drawings are Holbein's 

monuments of the 3 Reformers, 
fEcolampadius, Gryntaus, and Meyer. 

own portrait— a work of the highest 
excellence; heads of the family Meyer, 

The 	cloisters were 	constructe,' in sketched for the celebrated picture 
the 14th century, and eitend to the now in the Dresden Gallery; original 
verge of the 	hill 'overlooking the sketch for the famous picture of the 
river. 	It is not unl.kely they may family of Sir Thomas More —the 
have 	been 	the . favourite resort of names of the different personages are 
Erasmus written on their dresses; 5 sketches 

Behind the Minster is a Terrace, 
called Die Pfalz, dead!,  60 ft. above 

for the frescoes which formerly deco-
rated the Rathbaue in Bade, with 

   
  



Route 1. — Basle — Ratlthaus — Arsenal. 
one or two fragments of the frescoes ticians, and natives of Bask, 	The 
themselves; sketches in ink for glass University has been greatly -injured 
windows, for the sheaths of daggers, 
for the organ in the Minster ; the 

by the recent and unjust seizure of 
parts of its funds by the country 

Costumes of Basle, &c. &c. 	Mere division of the canton. 	Besides the 
are also preserved some fresco fag- Library mentioned above, there is a 
ments of the original Dance of Death, 
which once adorned the walls of the 

small and not very important Museum 
of Natural History, placed in a build- 

Dominican Church in Basle, and a ing near the Minster. 
set of coloured drawings of the whole 
series of figures. 	The 	Dance of 

The Rathhaus,in the Market-place, 
is a building of pleasing Burgundian 

Death has been attributed without 
cause to Holbein, since it existed at 

Gothic architecture, founded 1508, 
and recently repaired without chang. 

the time of the Council of Basle, at ing its character. 	The frescoes, how- 
least 50 years before his birth. 	Hol- 
bein was born at Basle in 1489: his 

ever, said to be designed by Holbein, 
previously partly obliterated, are now 

circumstances were by no means pros- removed. 	The frieze contains the 
perous ; he was even reduced to work emblazoned shields ,„pf the original 
as a day-labourer and house-painter, 
and painted the outer walls of the 

Swiss cantons ; the armorial bearing• 
of canton Bitsle is said to be meant 

houses of the town. 	It is related of to represent the cafe of a cross-bow. 
him that, being employed to decorate At the foot of the stairs is placed 
the shop of an apothecary, who was a statue of Munatisis Planets, the 
intent on keeping the young artist founder, according to tradition, of 
close at his work, and being disposed Bide and of the Roman colony of 
to repair to a neighbouring wine- Augst. 
shop, he painted a pair of legs so The greater and lesser councils of 
exactly like his own on the under- the canton hold their sittings in the 
side of die scaffolding, that the also- apartments above. 
thecary, seated below, believed him The Arsenal contains limited col- 
to be constantly Present and diligently legion 'of ancient armour, of which 
employed. 	Erasmus, writing from the only,  curiosities see a suit of chain 
Bide a letter of introduction for the :nail, .nice gilt, with plate mail be- 
painter to one of his friends, som- neath it, worn by Charles the Bold 
plains that " hic frigent sites, 	and at the battle of Nancy; two Bur- 
the, want of encouragement, drove gundian cannon, of iron bars bound. 
Holbein to seek his fortune in Eng- round with hoops; and several suits 
land, where be met with high pa- of Burgundian and Armagnac ai; 
tronage, as is well .know it. mour. 

In the lower story of-the Library The terraced Garden of M. Vis- 
are also deposited a number of anti- cher, an eminent banker, overlooking 
guides, bronzes, fragments of pottery, 
coins, &c., from Augst, the site, of 
the Roman Augusta Rauracorton, 7 

the Rhine, is a very pretty spot. 
The gateways, battlemented works, 

watch-towers, and ditch, which formed 
Miles from Basle (see p. 8.). the ancient defences orAie town, 

The University of Basle, founded, remain in a good state of preserve- 
1460, was the first great seminary tion. 	The Paulusthor retains its ad- 
for 	the 	advancement 	of learning vanced work or Barbican, similar to 
established in Switzerland : 	it once those which formerly existed at York 
enjoyed a high reputation, and num- and, with its donut° portcullis and 
bered among the lists of its professors two flanking towers, is particularly 
the names of Erasmus, Euler, and picturesque. 	The 	machicolations 
Bernouilli—. the two lest, matheina- are supported by strange but clever 

• a2 
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Route 1.— Bask. 

figures 	approaching 	to 	the 	gro- Auf Gott ich meine hotThun, 
Und Wohnc in der inten Saunates  

Basle is a tolerably clean town : In God my hopes of grace I big. 
And dwell within the Ancient Pig: "'f.' 

its streets are 	plentifully 	supplied Wacht auf ihr menschen urtd thut Bust, ' with fountains; it would indeed be a kb Reiss stun goldenen ltinderfuss. 	. 
reproach to the inhabitants, if, with Wake, and repent your sins with grief; 
the rapid and abundant current of I'm call'd the Golden Shin of Beef. 
the Rhine to cleanse them from all Even now, should the traveller arrive 
filth, they were allowed to remain at the gates of the town on Sunday 
dirty. during church-time, be will find them 

gown to the end of the last cen- closed, and his carriage will be de- 
tury (1795). the clocks of Basle went tained outside till the service is over. 
an hour in advance of those in other The spirit of trade, however, went 
places of Europe—a singular custom, 
he origin of which is not precisely 

hand in hand with that of religion—
and Basle has been called a city of 

known. 	According to tradition, it usurers ; 	5 per cent. was styled a 
arose from the circumstance of a " Christian usanee " (einen Christ- 
conspiracy to daliver the town to an lichen Zins), and a proclamation of 
enemy at midnight having been de- the magistrates (1(192-84) denounced 
feated by the clock striking I instead those who lent money at a discount 
of 12. of 4 or 31 per cent, as " selfish, eyed- 

Attached to the clock-tower on the cious, and dangerous persons ;" those 
-bridge is a gr• tesque head, called who lent their capital at a lower rate 
LallenhUnig, which, by the movement 
of the pendulum, is constantly pro- 

were liable 	to have it confiscated, 
because, forsooth, such persons, "by 

ruding its long tongue and rolling their avarice, did irremediable injury 
its goggle eyes—making faces, it is to churches, hospitals, church pro- 
said, at Little Basle, on the opposite perty, &c.,and are the ruin of poor 
side of the river. 	•-• widows and orphans." 

The ancieut 	sumptuary laws of The dissensions which broke out 
Basle were singuilhr and severe. 	;On soon after the Revolution of 1830 
Sunday all must dress in black to go between the itil.tibitants of the town 
to church ; females could nor have 
their hair dressed by men i carriages 
were not permitted in the town after 

of Basle, and those of the country, 
led to a civil war between the parties, 
and a bloody contest near Liesthal 

.10 at night, and it was forbidden to 
place a footman behind a carriage, 

occasioned the Swiss Diet, in 1832, 
to pass an act for the formal separa- 

The official censors, called Unzicliter- 
herrn, had the control of the number 

tion of the canton into two parts, 
called Basle Ville and Basle Cam- 

of dishes and wines to be allowed at pagnc. 	The latter consists of twe- 
e dinner party, and their authority thirds of the territory of the whole 
was supreme on all that related to canton, and has for its capital Lies- 
the cut and quality of clothes. 	At that. 	Each sends a deputy to the 
one time they waged desperate war Diet; 	but the two divisions enjoy 
against slashed doublets and hose. only half a vote each, and when the 

Since the Reformation; Basle has deputies of the two parts take oppo- 
been regarded as the stronghold of site sides (which hitherto has been 
Methodism 	in 	Switzerland. 	The invariably the case), their vote does 
pious turn of its citizens was remark- not count. 	This Revolution has left 
ably exhibited in the mottoes and the town of Bide saddled with a debt 
signs placed over their doors. 	These of two millions of franks. 
have now disappeared ; but two very 
singular ones have been recorded— 

 About two miles out of the town, 
just within the French frontier, is the 

   
  



Route 1. — Basle to Bienne — St. Jacob — Dornacli. 5 

ruined fortress of Miningen, erected passes through the ancient bishopric 
by Louis XV. to overawe his Swiss of 	Basle, now 	united to canton 
neighbours, and dismantled in 181.5. Berne. 

A 	good' representation 	of 	the The valley of the Birs, commonly 
Dance of Death, in burnt clay, may called the Vat Moutiers (Miinster 
be purchased of Maehly and Schab- Thal, in Germ.), through which this 
lit; who have a manufactory peculiar excellent road 	passes, is 	the most 
(it is believed) to the spot of "figures interesting and romantic in the whole 
plastique en terre cuite." range of the Jura. 	It consists 'of a 

The traveller, entering Switzerland 
by Basle, is particularly recommended 

series of narrow and rocky defiles, 
alternating 	with 	open 	basins, 	co- 

to take the following route, by the vered with black forests above, and 
Val Moutier, or Minster Thul, on verdant meadows below, enlivened 
his way either to Berne or Geneva. liy  villages, mills, and 	forges. 	A 

Although posting was established road was originally carried through 
throughout 	canton Basle in 1839, 
(see § 5. Introduction,) yet, as it does 

the Val Moutiers by the Romans, to 
keep up the communication between 

not extend into the adjoining cantons, Aventicutn, 	the 	Ilelvetian capital, 
Berne and Zurich, travellers engage and Augst, Vheir great fortified out.' 
voiturier's horses here to carry them post on the Rhine. 
on their journey. 	Return-coachmen At St. Jacob, about a quarter of a 
are generally to be found at all the mile beyond the gates of Bide, in the 
inns, and there are persons in the town angle between two 	roads, a 	small 
who keep horses and carriages for hire. Gothic cross has been 	erected, 	to 

Steamers go daily (except Sunday) 
from Basle to Strasburg. As they are 

commemorate the battle of St. Jacob, 
fought in 1444, when 1600 Swiss 

large enough 	to hold only 2 car- bad the boldness to attack, and the 
riages, places should 	be bespoken- courage to withstand for 10 hours, a 
for them betimes. 	They start at . 
past 4, or 5 5.ot., and reach Kehl 

French army tenfold more numerous, 
commanded by the 1iauphin, after- 

Opposite Strasburg ig 7 hours. walls Louis XI. 	 Only 10 of the 
There is a Railway from Basle to Swiss ,:acaped alive, the rest were 

Strasburg by Colmar and Millhausen. left dead on the field, along with 
Trains go.2 or S times a day.* thrice their own 	number of foes, 
See HANDBOOK FOR FRANCE. whom they had slain. 	This almost 

'Diliocuccs daily, in 2 days and S incredible exploit first spread abroad 
nights, to Paris ; to Berne and Neu- through Europe the fame of Swiss 
chatel, by Moutiers and Bieune ; to valour; and Louis, 	the 	Dauphin, 
Chaux de Fonds and *Geneva ; to wisely seeing that it was better to 
Olten, 	Soleure, 	and 	Lucerne ; 	to gain them as friends than to oppose 
Aarau; to Zurich; to Schaffhausen; them as enemies, courted their al. 
to 	Baden, 	Strasburg, 	Frankfurt liance, and first enrolled them as a 
a AL permanent body-guard about his per- 

Btik to Biel, or Menne, son — a practice continwid by the 
. 	161 Swiss stunden=54 Eng. miles. French monarchs down to Charles X. 
. Thence to Berne by Aarberg, D Tie Swiss themselves refer to the 
stunden = 23 Eng. miles. battle of St. Jacob as the Thermo- 

A diligence runs daily to Berne pylre of their history. 	The vineyards 
and Nettchatel.• With a voiturier the 
journey to Berne occupies 2 days, 
stopping the first night at the good 
inn of Tavannes. This route is some- 

near the fielll pr"duce a red wine, 
called Schweitzer Blue (Swiss blood). 

A few miles farther, near Reinach, 
on the opposite bank of the Birs, is 

times called de l'E.ache, because it another bat:le- field — that of Dornaels 
5 3 

   
  



6 	Roulet— Basle to Bienne — Moutiers Tavannes. 

.where the Swiss gained a victory bits marks of some great convulsion 
over a much larger Austrian force in of the earth, by which the strata of 
1499, during the Suabian war. 	The limestone 	(Jura-kalk) 	have 	been 
bone-house, in which the remains of thrown into a nearly Artical posi- 
the slain were collected, still exists don, and appear like a succession of 
near the Capuchin convent, and is gigantic walls on each side of tho 
filled with skulls gathered from the road. 	The gorge terminates in an- 
field. 	In the church of the village other open basin, in the midst of 
Maupertuis is buried. A monument, 
set up to his memory by his friend 

which lies  
11 Moutiers Grandval, or MUlt. 

Betnouilli, was destroyed by the curd ster —(Inn : Krone, good)—a village 
of the village, who was in the habit of 1250 inhabitants, named from a 
of repairing his hearthstone when very ancient Minster of St. Germanus 
broken, with slabs taken from the on the height, founded in the 7th 
churchyard. 	It has been replaced century, and now fast falling to ruin. 
by a fresh monument set up at the There is a car road from Moutiers 
expense of canton Soleure. to the summit of the Weissenstein, a 

Beyond Oescii the road enters that . distance of about 10 miles, up-hill 
part of the canton Ber_l which an- nearly the whole way, and the latter 
ciently belonged 0 the Archbishop part very rough and bad ; fit only 
of Basle ; the valley contracts, in- for the cars of the country, one of 
creasing in picturesque beauty as you which, drawn by two horses, may be 
advance. 	The castles of Angerstein hired here to go and return for 20 fr. 
and Zwingen are passed before reach- It passes 	through 	the 	villages of 
ing Grandval (Grossau) and Ganzbrun- 

44 Lauffen, —a walled village. nen ; the ascent occupies 34 hours, 
24 Soyhiere (Germ. Saugren) —a and the jolting is very severe. 	The 

village prettily situated, with a small Weissenstein is described in Route 3. 
country inn, tolerably good. 	A con. At the upper end of the basin of 
tracted pass, tite.'irocks of which on Moutiers 	the 	road_ 	is 	conducted 
the rt. are surmounted by a convgnt, 
leads into the open basin of D-7dmont 

through another Oefile, equally grand, 
at the bottom of which 	the • Birs 

(Delsberg) ; but it is uneccessary to foams and rushes, overhung by per- 
pass through that little town (situated pend:cular cliffs and funereal firs. To 
on the way to Portentruy), as our this succeeds the little plain of Ta- 
road turns to the 1., and, continuing vannes, in which are situated' the 
by the side of the Birs, enters a defle villages 	of Court, 	Malleray, 	and 
higher, grander, and more wild than Dachsfelden, or 
any that have preceded it. 	This is, 
properly speaking, 	the commence.. 
ment of the Val Moutiers. 	Rocky 

Si Tavannes (Inns, Couronne, very 
good, and most moderate in charges, 
beds 1 fr. 50 e.; Croix also good. There 

precipices overhang 	the 	road, and are foot-paths over the mountains from 
black forests of fir cover the moun- 
tains ahoy. 	In the midst of it are 

Court and Bernard to Reuchenette, 
by which some distance is saved on the 

the iron fionaces and forges of way to Bienne, but the Pierre Pertuis 
11 Courrendelin, supplied with ore :s thus missed. 	The valley to. the.E. 

in the shape of small granulated 
red masses, varying from the size of a 

of Court, called Chaluat (Tschaywo), 
is inhabited by the descendants of 

pea to that of a cherry, Corn the the Anabaptists, expelled from Berne 
neighbouring minus. 	The remark- in 1708.-11. 	They are distinguished 
able rent by which the Jura has been by their industry and simple man- 
cleft•fiom top to bottom, so as to ners: the young men wear beards. 
allow a passage for "the Birs, WU- A few miles above Tavannes is the 

   
  



Route 1. — Pierre Pertuis Sonceboz — Bienne. 	7 
source of the Birs ; before reaching ber of inhabitants, chiefly Protest- 
it our road quits the valley, mount- ants, amount to 3000. 	The town 
lag up a steep ascent, in the middle anciently belonged to the Bishop of 
of which iti passes under the singular Bale, but the citizens, early imbued 
and picturesque archway formed in with the spirit of freedom, formed a 
the solid rock, called 	• perpetual 	alliance 	with 	Berne 	in 

. Pierre Pedals. 	It is probably 1352, for the defence of their liber- 
a natural opening, enlarged by art. ties, in revenge for which the town 
It existed in the time of the Ro- was burnt by their liege lord. 	The 
mans, as is proved by a defaced in- Reformation 	further weakened the 
seription on the N. side. 

NUMMI AUGS 
connection between the town and its 
ecclesiastical ruler, and at 	the be- 
ginning 	of the 	17th 	century 	his VIII — 

VIA 	CTA 	PERM AY authority became nominal. 	Bienne 
DV — Vhf PATER — 
11. Via — COL HELVET — 'is an industrious town, situated at 

the junction of the high roads from 
• It stood on the boundary line, se- 
parating the people of the Rauraci, 
who extended to Bale, from 	the 

Berne, Bale, Soleure, and Neuchatel, 
between all which, places there are 
public cotweyanees daily. 	The nor 

Sequani. 	The archway 	is about road, recently completed, along the 
40a. high and 10 or 12 thick. 	The W. shore of the lake, shortens the 
pass was fortified by the Austrians in distance to Neuchatel by nearly 8 
1813. miles: 	it passes sear the. Isle 	St. 

i Sonceboz— (inn not very good) Pierre, celebrated as the residence of 
— a village in 	the Val St. Imier Rousseau, and is described in Route 
(Germ. Erguel), up which runs a 45. 	There is a steamer op the 
good road to Chaux de Fonds, and lake. 
out of which another branches S. to Those who have a taste for climb- 
Neuchatel from Villaret. 	The road ing 	may gratify it 	by ascending 
to Bienne devends the valley along from recce the Chafseral, one of the 
the 1. bank of the Siize, which forms 
several small 	cascades. 	The pro- 

Highest 	mountains 	of 	the Jura, 
36169. above the lake, and 4936 ft. 

jecting rock of Rond Chfitel was above the sea, with the certainty of 
occupied in feudal times byes fort, 
and held by the powerful Bishops of 

being rewarded with a'- magnificent 
view if the weather be clear, but the 

'Mille, to whom it gave the command 
of this pass. 	The view from the last 

ascent will occupy 5 hours, 
-,) Quitting Bienne the high-road Irst 

dope of the Jura, over Bienne, and crosses the Suze, on its way into the 
tin take, backed in clear weather by lake, and a quarter of a mile farther 
the snowy range of the Alps, is ex- on, the Thiele (Zihi), on its way out 
ceedingly beautiful. of the lake. 	The last is a navigable 

S Bienne (Germ. Bid) — Inns: river which drains the 3 lakes of 
II. du Jura, outside the town, good ; Bienne, Neuchatel, and Morat, and 
Couronne, within the town, fair ac- joins the river Aar alryat 	4 miles 
commodation, and moderate. Bienne lower down. 	On the margin of the 
is prettily situated at the mouth of 
the valley of the Suze, at the foot of 

Take, at the outlet of the Thiele, 
stand Nydau — (Inn : Bear) — and 

the Jura ; here mantled with vines, 
and about a mile from the head of 

its castle, %inked by round towers and 
surna9unted by a tall square keep. 

the lake of Bienne (Route 45). 	It is The lords of Nydau, an extinct fa- 
still surrounded by its ancient walls may, to whom it once belonged, were 
and watch-towers, and is approached foes of Berne; their stronghold now 
by several shady avenues, The num- bears on Its front the Bernese bear, 
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8 	Route 2. — Bak to Schaffhausen — Augst. 

painted of colossal dimensions, and the quantity of Roman remains that 
is converted into the cantonal salt- have been, and still are, discovered 
warehouse. 	From the slope of the wherever the ground is turned up. 
hill, near Belmont, a good view is There are indications of an amphi- 
obtained of the lake and of St. Pe- theatre, now converted into pleasure 
ter's Isle. grounds; but the remains of build- 

2j Aarberg (Inn :. Krone, see R. ings are very slight. 	" The relics 
,44.) is a town 	of 864 inhabitants, 
on a rocky promontory, nearly stir- 

which have been found are curious, 
though the proprietor of the ground 

rounded by the Aar, which, indeed, 
at high water, actually converts it 
into an island. 	The road enters and 

has arranged them in the style of a 
tea garden. 	There are several co-, 
lutnns, inscriptions, tombs, and frag- 

quits the town by 2 covered bridges. meats of statues, all of the lower em- 
" On the summit of a hill a little be- pire ; but which the antiquary would 
yond Aarberg is a monument com-- do well to examine as they are in- 
memorating an engagement between edited."-- F. P. 
the Swiss and French 	in the re- 14 Rheinfelden — ( /int: Drei Kii- 
volutionary wart 	Hence there is 'a nige) — a town of 1500 inhab., sur. 
good view of the district of Bienne." rounded by walls and closed at either 
C. D. end by gates in the true Swiss fashion. 

44 BERNE — in Rdute 24. It stands on the 1. bank of the Rhine, 
here crossed by a wooden bridge, 

 above and below which the rocks in 
ROUTE 2. the river bed form considerable rapids 

and falls. 	On the island in the mid- BASLE TO SCHAFFIfAUSEN, 

174 stunden := 564 Eng. miles. 
dle of the river, which serves as a pier 
to support the bridge, rise the ruins 

There are two roads of nearly equal of the feudal Castle of Stein, which 
length, one on 	the 1. bank of the was destroyed by the army of the 
Rhine, which .is traversed 'by the Swiss Confederacy in 1445. 	Duke 
daily diligence (1.5. sours is thb tip e Bernard of Saxe Weimar gained. a 
'occupied in the gurney) ; and the battle here in the thirty years' war 
other on the rt. bank, through ti;:, ter- (1538) in which the Duc de Rohan 
ritory of Baden, which is .provided perished. 
with post horses at the following sta- 44 tauffenburg — (Inn: post so 
tions : — Bengen, 24 Germ. miles ; so),..— a town of 900 inhabitants, con- 
Sakingen, 2 (Inn : 13adhnus best); nected by a wooden 	bridge with 
Lattlfenburg, 14; Waldshut, 14; Lai.: Klein Lauffenburg, on the rt. bank 
chringen, 14; Riederer, 14; Jestetten, of the Rhine. 	The river is here in- 
14 ; 	Schaffhausen, 	1. 	, rime taken terrupted by more rapids and falls, in 
with 	post horses, 10 or 12 hour§. German called Latiffen, whence the 
In going from Schaffhausen to Basle name of the place. 	Small boats can 
the stations are to Neuhaus 2 .Perm. only pass them by unloading their 
miles; Lauchringen, 14. cargoes above, and being let down 

The roac: ..in the Swiss side of the gradually by stout ropes, held by men 
Rhine passes through the two vil; stationed on the bank. 	It was in 
lager of 	 ... descending these rapids in this man- 

2 Angst, which standon each side 
of the river Ergolz, On the site of 

ner that a young English nobleman, 
Lord Montague, the last male of his 

he Roman city Aug sta lianrOcornm, 
founded by MunatiusPlancus, in the 

line, was drowned—on the same day 
that his family mansion, Cowdrny, in 

reign of Augustus. 	Its existence on &RISC; was burnt to the ground. 
this spot is sufficiently proved 	by The accident is commonly, but erro- 

   
  



Route 9. -. Basle to Soleure — Liesthal — Ober Hauenstein. .9 

heously, referred to the Rhino fall at 	try-boxes. 	The pretty and smiling 
Schaffhausen. valley of the Ergolz, in which it is 
• The road, leaving on the rt. that situated, was the scene of a shocking 
which leatls to Baden and Zurich 	massacre in 1833( August 3). In con- 
( It. 6.), here crosses the Rhine, enters 	sequence of the aggressions of the 
Baden, and proceeds along the rt. 	country people the inhabitants of Bale 
bank to 	 town were compelled to march against 

2t 	Waldshut — (Inn, 	Rebstock 	them a force of about 1500 men, 
(Vine), tolerably good) ; — a walled 	chiefly citizens, merchants, and shop- 
town of 	1000 inhabitants, on the 	keepers, little skilled in the arts of 
skirts of the Black Forest. war. The countrymen, having gained 

A mile above this, near a small intelligence 	of the 	movement, 	at 
village called Coblenz (Confluentia), 
the Rhine is joined by the Aar. 	At 

the instigation of a number of foreign 
,refugees, placed themselves in am- 

Waldshut our road turns away from 
the Rhine, and proceeds by Thien- 

bush elem..
' 
 the sides of a narrow 

defile 	overlooking 	the 	high 	road. 
gen and Erzingcn to No sooner were the incautious towns- 

5; Neunkirch, a Swiss village, in men completely enclosed within dm 
the canton of Schaffhausen. snare, than *merciless fire was opened 

2i SCHAFFHAUSEN. Route 7. p.19. upon them by their enemies from 
behind rocks and bushes. 	They were 
instantly seized witlla panic, became 

ROUTE S. totally disorganised; and, throwing 
BASLE 	TO 	SOLEURE, THE 	WEISSER- 

STEIN, AND BIENNE, BY THE OBER 
11AUENSTEIN. 

away their arms, attempted to save 
themselves by flight. 	Hemmed in, 
however, on all sides, they were com-
pletely exposed to the deadly aim of 

To &hum 12 stunden =391English_ the rifles of their opponents, who 
Miles ; thence foiBienne si stunde. picked off the officers.and butchered 

TIM road, on quitting Bale, crosses indiscriminately many of the wound- 
the river Birs, and proceeds along the etlitteid prisoners. 	While of the Bale 
1. bank of the 	Ithile till within a country men 	scarcely 	a 	man 	was 
short distance of Angst (p. 8), where touched, 70 of the townsmen, indud- 
it turns S. to 	 Q ing some members of the 'first fami- 

S Liesthal— Inns : 	SchlUssel 	(le lies of Bale, were killed, and 200 
C15); — Baselstab. 	. wounded, in an affair which, from the 

Chief town of the division of the ad”antages 	both of numbers ant: 
canton distinguished as Bale Cam- position on the side of the country- 
pagne 	(Basel 	Landscleaft), which, 
having revolted from the town of 

men, deserves the name of a whole-
sale murder rather than of a battle. 

Bale after the July revolution, was Beyond Liesthal the valley con- 
separated from it by an act of the tracts and assumes a very romantic 
Diet in 1832, though the two divi- character on approaching. 
sions are still regarded in the Diet but 2i 'Waldenburg — a smil village 
as one estate. 	Bale Campagne in- of 600 inhabitants, at the S. base of 
dudes 53 parishes, with about 36,000- th&Jura, and at the commencement 
inhabitants, or about four-fifths of the of the ascent of the Ober-Hauenstein. 
canton. 	Liesthal contains 2170 in- On the height to the E. may be seen 
habitants, and since the Revolution the ruins of die c .stle, destroyed in 
has been hurriedly fitted up with the 1798. 
apparatus of government, a 4,  kanz- The road over the Ober-Hauen- 
ley," or chancery, an arsenal, a pri- stein, once formidable from the ab- 
sent two gens d'arme_s, and three sen- 	rustness of the ascent, has been greatly 
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10 	Route S.—Basle to Soleure — Ballstlial— Soleure.' ' 
improved, and the steepness of the in a military point of view, as one of 
slope so much diminished, that extra the main portals into Switzerland. 
horses are unnecessary except for very In the middle ages it was com- 
heavily laden carriages. 	A gradual mended by 3 castles ; that of Ness 
ascent, easily surmounted in an hour, 
leads to the summit. 	A heavy toll, 
amounting to 21 batz for a carriage 

Falkenstein 	at 	its N. entrance, on 
the S. by the Bechburg, and on the 
E. by the Blauenstein, whose owners 

with two horses, is paid on crossing constituted 	themselves 	into 	toll- 
it. 	Ott,this account the Swiss voi- gatherers, levying taxes on their own 
tuners generally avoid 	this 	road. behalf from all who passed. 	At the 
The correction which the road has N. of the pass stands the village of 
undergone carries it through the vil- Klus, with 	its 	iron 	furnaces, 	in 
lage of Holderbank, lower down than which the pea-like iron ore (bohnr 
the ancient route, which passed over•  erz), so common in 	the Jura, 	is 
the crest of the mountain. 	Down to smelted. 	Near Klus the traveller is 
the end of the last century so steep greeted by a fine view of the snowy 
was the old road that loaded waggons chain of the Alps. 	The Castle of 
were drawn up %n one side and let Blauenstein was built in the 12th 
down the other with a row and wind- 
lass. 	 • 

century, by the Counts of Falkenstein, 
a powerful fmnily, from which many 

2 Ballsthal—(Inns: Riissli (horse); Swiss abbots and other ecclesiastical 
Uwe); — a village at the S. foot of dignitaries proceeded, while the main 
the HauensteinAeautifully situated branch followed the profession 	of 
in a charming valley watered by the robber-knights. 	It was one of these 
clear stream of the Diinncrn, where Falkensteins who burnt the town of 
picturesque remains of feudal ages Brugg. 	The pass terminates below 
enhance the natural beauties of the 
scenery. 	Above 	it, and 	over 	the 

the small village of Aussere Klus, 
and the road descends into the valley 

road, tower the imposing ruins of the of the Aar. 	On the left bank of the 
Castle of Falke.nstein; it rises mid- 
way between the vvo roads to Bilerby 

Aar rises the ruine4, Castle of Bipp, 
(castrum 	Pepiniv) built 	by Pepin 

the Hauenstein and by the Paliwang, 
which both unite here. 	This posi- 

Illaire du Palais. 	The eminence on 
which it stands is crowned with fine 

tion gave to its ancient owners the chestaut trees, and the view from it 
power of levying black-mail upon is superb.  each of these passes. 	It belonged at 2} Wiedlisbach. 
elle time to Rudolph von Wart, wilo 2 SOLEUES — (Germ. Solothurn). 
was broken on the wheel for his share —Ian: Couronne. 
in the murder of the Emperor Albert, 
and was consoled in his agony by the 

Soleure (a corruption of St. Ours), 
the capital of the canton, is pret-t 

presence and fortitude of his wife. tily situated on the Aar, at the foot 
(See Route 6. p. 17.) The castle was of the Jura range, and has 4250 in- 
destroyed by the men of Basle,because habitants. 	In 	the 	middle of the 
a waggon/kitten with saffron, belong- 17th century it was surrounded by 
ing to their merchants, had been pil- fortifications of great extent, which 
laged by the lords of Falkenstein. • took 60 years to complete, and con- 

Below Ballsthal the road traverses sumed vast sums of money. 	In 1855 
the singular and romantic' defile of the removal of these costly and use- 
Kiss, a rent whiff') severs *be Jura less works was decreed by the Great 

'chain from top to bottom. 	erives Council of the canton, and they have 
its name from having been c 	sed already, in part, been levelled. 	It is 
(clausus) in ancient times by g 	e On the whole a dull town, with little 
and wall. 	It is of muchimporttute trade and few manufactures. 	The 

   
  



Route S. Soleure Arsenal — Museum. 	11 

following objects are most worth no- near Soleure, which will be viewed 
tice. with great interest by the geologist. 
• ' At the end of the principal street, 
approached by a flight ofsteps, flanked 
by fountains, stands the 'Cathedral of 

There are nearly SO specimens of 
fossil turtle, rarely found elsewhere, 
together with teeth and palates of 

St. Ursus (a soldier of the Theban fish, and numerous 	fragments 	of 
legion), a modern building of Italian saurians, derived from a formation 
architecture, 	finished 	1779; 	distill- which is believed to correspond with 
guished by its size, and on the whole the Portland stone of England. 	The 
handsome. jaws of mammalia are said to come 

The 	clock 	tower 	(Zeitglocken- from the same locality (?) 	A suite 
thurm), in the market-place (a con- of specimens of the rocks of the Alps 
Valuation of the same street), is stated Were collected in numerous journeys 
by the guide books to be a Roman .by Professor Hugi, to whom belongs 
work, while a German inscription the merit of forming and arranging 
upon it attributes its foundation to a this cabinet. 
period 500 years 	earlier than the The Ambassador.of France to the 
birth of Christ ; but it owes its origin Swiss 	Confederation 	resided 	here 

'5h reality to the Burgundian kings. until the.  Wrench 	Revolution : 	his 
It is square in form, and constructed hotel is converted into a barrack. 
of the most solid masonry, rough The Catholic Bishop of Bale lives 
butside, without window or 	other here. 	The clergy ore numerous and 
opening, for 80 feet. 	If we are to powerful, -both in the town and can- 
believe the two Latin verses on the ton. 	There are several convents at 
front of this building, Soleure is the Soleure. 	The sisters of St. Josephs 
most ancient city in N. W. Europe 
except Treves. 

Nunnery, outside the Berne gate, 
make artificial flowers, sweetmeats, 
and other articles, which they sell at 

In Celtic nihil est Solodoro anliquius, nub the grating. 	Their pincushions are E.:means Treviriverum ego dicta sow. clumsy 	and themselves not very in.. 
The Arsenal (Zeipghaus), not far teresting. 	• 

from the Cathedral, contains the most Thadeus Kosciusko, the Pole, spent 
extensive and curious collection of the last years of his life here; his 
ancient armour in Switzerland. °Here house, in which he died, is next door 
are shown several standards, said to to the Post-office, No. 5, Gurzelen- 
have been taken by the Swiss in their gasse. 	His entrails are interred in 
victories over the Burgundians and the church-yard of Zuchwyl, a milt 
Austrians. 	Those, 	however, 	attri- distant on the opposite side of the 
buted to Morat and Sethpach, prove, 
on examination, to be nothing but 

Aar, under a stone inscribed " Vis-
cera Thaddei Kosiussko." 

pieces of coarse canvass painted on '21bout two miles N. of Soleure, be- 
one side; the yellow flag with the yond the village of St. Nicholas, lies 
Austrian eagle, said to have been the chapel and Hermitage of St. 
brought from Dornach, is probably Verrna, at the extremity If a pretty 
genuine. - Among 600 or 800 suits valley, hemmed in by rocks, em- 
of armour are many called Frenclf bolvered in trees, and traversed by a 
and Burgundian. 	Several specimens sparkling 	rivulet. 	It 	is 	rendered 
of wall pieces, or long swivels, for accessible by ,paths, originally formed 
the defence of a fortress, are curious. by the French etfilgros, who, at the 
'Some of the armour is for sale. outbrekk of the French Revolution, 

The Museum, close to the bridge sought an asylum here, to the number 
over the Aar, contains a collection of of many hundred, under the guidance 
Jura 	fossils, chiefly from 	quarries of, M. de Breteuil. 	The valley 
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12 	Route 3.— SokureZ *St. Verena— The Weissenstein. 
abounds in caves and grottoes, partly tion, though homely, is good.. 	The 
natural, partly artificial, and at its charges are — for dinner at 	table 
further extremity, within a natural d'hOte, without wine, 	1 fr. 20 rap. ; 
shelf of over-arching cliff, stands the supper 1 fr. bs. ; breakfast of tea or 
little Chapel of St. Verena ; behind coffee alone, 50 rp. ; beds from 8 to 
the altar a small cave has been cut 10 batz. 
in 	the rock, and now contains a The dairy of the establishment is 
representation of the holy sepulchre. supplied by 60 cows, fed on the pas- 
This saint, a pious maiden who ac- 
companied the Theban legion, suf- 

ture on the summit of the mountain, 
so that milk and cream may be had 

fered severe temptation in this soli- here in perfection. 
tude, according to the legend, front Many invalids take up their resi- 
the devil, who, on one occasion, was dance here 	during 	the 	summer 
on the point of carrying her off, when 
she saved herself by clinging fast to' 

months on account of the fresh air, 
or for the " cure de petit lait " (goat's 

the rock, where the hole made by her whey), &c., which is recommended 
finger-nails still remains. On the way in 	certain 	complaints. 	The 	daily 
to the hermitage, near the church of charge for those who remain here 
St. Nicholas, the Chcileaoof Wahlegy more than a week " en pension," is 
is passed; its old-fashioned gardens, 
laid out in terraces, are worth notice. 

6 F. francs. 
The greater portion 	of visitors, 

The Weissenstein. — The most in- however, resort hither merely on ac- 
teresting excursion, however, in the count of the view, remaining on the 
neighbourhood of 	Solcure, is that summit one night to enjoy the sunset 
to the summit of the Weissenstein and sunrise. 
(Whiterock, probably named from its The Inn of the Weissensteir, and 
white cliff's of limestone), the moun- the still more elevated summit of the 
thin immediately behind the town. mountain, called Rothi-flue, 2 miles 
The distance is about 8 miles, and to the E. of it, command one of the 
the time occupied in the ascent 3 finest distant prospects of the Alps 
hours. 	The maintain isyniade ,ste- which can be named. 	The great 
cessible for char4-a-banc, by,a road 
somewhat steep, passing through the 

chain of snowy leaks, &c., here seen, 
• spread out along the horizon, extends 

villages Langendorf and Oberdorf, 
behind which it is carried up the face 

for a, distance of nearly 200 miles, 
from the Sentis on the E., to the 

' of the mountain in a series of zig- Mont Blanc in the W. 	Immediately 
, Zags. in front rise the Jungfrau, Schreck- 

A char-a-banc, drawn by 2 boAes, 
may be hired at the Conronne, in 

horn, and other giants of the Bernese 
chain. 	In tine foreground, amidst a 

Soleure, for 10 or 12 Swiss francs to varied expanse of wooded bill and 
go and return. 	If it be detained on verdant vale, are seen the lakes of 
the mountain for the night, 2 francs Morat, Neuchatel, and Bienne, while 
extra are paid. 	Pedestrians may find the silvery Aar, on which stands the 
a short cut, and reach the top easily town of Soleure, winds like a snake 
in 24 hours; they may visit the Her- at the foot of the mountain. 
mitage of St. Verona in their wa; to Keller has engraved a Panorama of , 
or fro. 	 . the Weissenstein, 	in 	which 	every 

A hotel and Bathhouse has been mountain, town, village, and other 
built at the expense o: the ,town on 
the brow of the mountain, 3950 feet 

object of interest visible from the top, 
is marked. 	One or two copies of it 

above the sea level, and 2640 above are hung up at the inn for the con- 
the Aar, at Soleure. 	It furnishes 'ienience of visitors. 
about SO beds, and the,accommoda- 	Another road 	practicable 	for 	a 

   
  



Route 3. — Soleure to Bienne. 	4. — Bask to Lucerne. 	13 

char-a.banc, but very rough, descends Soleure, a fine view is obtained of the 
the opposite side of the Weissenstein, 
into the Val Moutiers (described in 

great chain of the Alps. 
24 Olten (Inns : Krone; — Halber 

p. 6). 	• Mond — Half Moon), 	though it 
— contains but 1.500 inhabitants, pro- 

From Soleure to Bienne is a dis- 
tance of 34 stunde = 10 or 12 Eng. 

miser to rise into a flourishing town, 
to the prejudice of Solcure, of which 

miles. — The road runs along the S. it is becoming the rival. 	Its 'pros- 
base of the Jura. 	The inn on the perity is greatly promoted by its po- 
top 	of the Weissenstein continues sition on the new road of the Uuter 
long a conspicuous object. Hauenstein. 	It is built on the left 

li Selzach. bank of the Aar, and is said to be 
On the rt. of the road lie the Baths the Roman Uninunt. 	The roads from 

of Grange (Grenchen) a large build- Bale to Lucerne, and from Zurich 
ing. 	At Boujean (Botzingen) almost 'to Soleure and Neuchatel, cross here. 
a suburb of Bienne, our road falls in The old parish church, converted into 
with that from the Miinster Thal a wood warehouse since the new one 
(Route 1). was built, is of gloat antiquity : it 

24 Bienne, (p. 7). is mentione in records as early a 
1240. 	• 

Our road crosses the Aar by a 
ROUTE 4. wooden bridge, and proceeds along its 

BASLE TO LUCERNE, BY THE UNTER. rt. bank, through tleasing ,scenery, 
ITAUENSTEIN, OLTEN, AARBURO, AND to 
SEMEACIL 	• i Aarburg—(Inns: Bin;—Krone), 

an old town of 1500 inhabitants, dis- 
194 stunden = 64 Eng. miles. tinguished by its extensive Citadel 
A diligence goes daily. on the heights above, constructed in 
The road threughout is good.—As 1660; the only fortress belonging to 

far as the Swiss Confederdtion, but of no 
3 	Liesthal, Cit 	is 	the 	same 	as u* nee fortification, for although it 

Route 3 : here, instead of turning S., 
it ascends the vale of the Ergolz, as 

has b."ab-proof °actuates hewn out 
of the rock, its works have been al- 

far as lowed to go to decay. 	It, serves as a 
14 Sissach, 	a village of 1100 in- military storehouse for the Swiss Con- 

habitants, and federation, and forms a picturesque 
2 Liittfelfingen. 	The pass of the object in the landscape, such as is 

Unter•Hauetistein (the hewn rock), 
which now commencers, is of great 

met with in the background of old 
German pictures. 	Outside the town 

importance as an outlet for the mar- is an extensive cotton factory. 
chandise of Switzerland, and as the 
most direct line of communication 

At Kreutzstrasse, a mile farther, 
the high road from Zurich to Berne 

from W. Germany to Italy by the (Route 13).arosses our route. 	The 
St. Gotthard. 	The 	improvements Lion is a good inn here. 
completed between 1827 and 1830, 
at an expense of 260,289 fr., have 

The road continues alln?g a pretty 
volley, distinguished by its verdant 

rendered the slope on both sides so pasture : 	its 	substantial - looking 
gradual, that extra horses are rarely 
required for carriages. 	A toll of 5 

houses, many of them with gardens, 
whose avallsaare often covered with 

batz per horse is paid, but nothing is thin plates of wood overlapping each 
charged for Vorspann horses. 	From other like fishes' scales. 	It is bor- 
the summit of the pass, after cross- dered by a varied outline of wooded 
ing the boundary-line of Bale and heights. 	, 

   
  



14 	Route 4. — Basle to Lucerne — Sernpach. 
••• .. 

1 Zoffingen. 	A fragment of the of the noble devotion of Arnold of 
castle of Reiden, and a solitary tree it iinkelried. 
perched on a rock beside it, become He of battlemtartyrs chief! 
conspicuous before reaching the vii. Who, to recall his daunted jeers. ; 
lege of Reiden, where a toll of 8 batz, 
including all the road to and from 

fleyrialigriqhwalig aanviregtcliCe, 
Into his single heart, a sheaf 

this to Lucerne, is paid. Of fatal Austrian spears. 
A.,view is obtained of the Lake of - 	 Wordsworth. -i  

Sempach, and of a smaller lake called He was a knight of Unterwalden, 
Maucnsee, from the height above. who, observing all the efforts of the 

4 Sursee—(Inn! Hirsch ; bad and Swiss to break the ranks of their 
dear) —an old walled town,whose 
gate-towers 	still 	bear the double- 

enemies foiled by their long lances,  
exclaimed, " Protect my wife and 

beaded eagle of Austria carved in, 
stone. 	" The traveller may well em- 
ploy a few moments in examining 

children, and I will open a path to 
freedom." 	He then rushed forward, 
and gathering in his arms as many 

the Bathhaus, much dilapidated, but lances as he could grasp, buried them 
*fording a goal specimen of the in his bosom. The confederates were 
peculiarities of the German-Burgun- enabled to take advantage of the gap 
dian style. 	The g-neral outline re- thus formed in the mail-clad ranks 
sernbles the old Tolbooth of Edin- of the foe, before the Austrian lancers 
burgh."—P. 	St, rsee lies at the dis- had time to extricate their entangled 
tance of about a mile from the N. weapons from his corse. 	In order to 
extremity of the Lake of Sempach, 
which is seen over and among the 

oppose the Swiss, who fought on foot, 
many of the Austrian nobles had 

orchards on the left of the road in dismounted to form a serried pha- 
going to Lucerne. 	It has no preten- lanx i but the armour which ren- 
sions to great beauty, but is pleasing, 
and 	highly 	interesting 	historically 

dered them almost invulnerable on 
horseback, and 	which, while 	they 

from the famous Battle of Sempach remained united and i.71 close column, 
(MO—the second of-those great had formed so imnenetrable a barrier 
and 	surprising victories by.::-vhich to the attack of the Swiss, now that 
Swiss independence was established. their ranks were 	broken, disabled 
It was fought on the E. shore of the them :rom coping with their light- 
lake, behind the little town of Sent. armed and active foes. 	600 nobles 
pack, opposite which •the lake comes were slain, and more than 2000 corn- 
i:.to full view from our road. 	In mon soldiers ; while the entire force 
1805, a portion of the water of the of the 	Swiss, 	who 	achieved 	this 
lake was let off, in order to gain land victory, is said not to have exceeded 
along its banks;, thus its extent is 1900 men. 
diminished, its surface 'lowered, and At Buttisholz, a village about 8 
its form somewhat altered from what miles from Sursee, and on the S. of 
it was at the time of the battle. our road, may be seen a mound, 

A small chapel, in the form of a called the English barrow, because it 
portico, is erected to commemorate contains the bones of 3000 of our 
the victory, on the spot where Le.- countrymen, followers of the eele- 
Fold of Austria (son of' the Duke of brated Condottiero leader, Ingelram 
the same name. who, had been de- 
feated 71 years bef...e.at Moigarten) 

de Coucy, who were defeated here, 
1376, by the inhabitants of Entle- 

lost his life. 	The names of those buck. 	This Ingelram de Coucy was 
who fell, both Austrians and Swiss, 
were inscribed-on the walls, which 

sop-in-law of Edward III., king of 
England, 	and 	Earl 	of 	Bedford. 

also bear a rude fresco rep:esentation Having a feud against Leopold of 

   
  



Route 5.— Basle to Aarau. 6. — Bask to- Zurich. 15 

Austria, he not only laid waste his gogne. — The chief town of the can- 
territories, but made devastating in. ton, Argovie, which was first in- 
roads into the neighbouring Swiss 
cantons, from the Jura to the gates of 

chided in the Confederation 1803, 
having previously formed a subject 

Berne and Zurich, until his career province of canton Bern, contains 
was suddenly arrested here by a few 4500 inhabitants, and is situated on 
hundred Swiss peasants. 	This ac- the rt. bank of the Aar: the bridge 
tion put an end to a struggle known over it was swept away by an inun- 
in Swiss history as the English war. dation in 1831. 	Simond called it, in 

.The 	approach 	to 	Lucerne 	is 1817, "an odious. little place;" but 
charming : 	on the 1. rises the Rigi, 
in shape somewhat resembling a 

it has much improved and increased 
since then. 	It lies at the S. base 

horse's back ; on the rt. the Pilatus of the Jura, here partly covered with 
is distinguished by its serrated ridge. .vineyards. There are many extensive 
After crossing the small stream of cotton-mills here. 
the Enune by a wooden bridge, we The Rathhaus, in which the can- 
reach the banks of the green Reuss, 
rushing out of the lake of Lucerne. 

tonal 	councils 	are 	held, 	includes 
within its circuit thetower of a feudal 

On the rt. the new road to Berne, by castle of the Counts von Rore, which 
the Entlebuch, is passed. 	Lucerne is may be regarded as the nucleus of 
surrounded on this side by a battle- 
mented wall, flanked at intervals by 

the town. 	In the parish 	church, 
Protestant and Catholic services are 

a number of tall watch-towers, de- performed alternately. 
&ending to the margin of the river. Henry Zschokke, the historian and 

4 LUCERNE. 	Route 16. novel-writer, resides 	here. 	When 
the armies of the French Revolution 

ROUTE S. took 	possession 	of 	Switzerland in 
BASLE TO AARAU, BY THE STAPTELECK. 1789, and destroyed its ancient fortis 

of government, Aarau was made 
19 stunden 	624 Eng. miles. capital,of the Helvetian Republic, but 
Diligences. dilly. itikvas soon transferred to Lucerne. 
The road is thecbame as Route 2, 

as far as 
Thr. baths of Schintznach (p. 18.) 

are about 10 miles from this. 	The 
Si Rheinfelden (p. 8.) At Stein it road to them runs along the rt. bank 

quits the side of the Rhine, and as- 
cends the Frickthal to 

of the Aar, passing several castles, 
the most conspicuous of which is 

si Frick— (the Ange is not a good that of Windeck. 	Close to Schinr- 
inn) —a village of 1800 inhabitants, 
with a church on a height. 	Here 

mach rise the ruins of the Casa• of 
Habsburg, the cradle of the House of 

our route branches out of the high 
road to Zurich. (It. 6.) 	The Frick- 
that and surrounding district belonged 
to Austria down to 1801. 

Austria (p. 17.). 

ROUTE 6. i 
11 Staffelegg. 	Above this 'village 

IS a depression or col in the chain of BASLE TO ZURICH, BY OUCH, THE 

the Jura, over which an easy carriage. BATHS OF SCHINTZNACH AND BA- o 
road has been constructed at the ex- DEN. 

pense of the government of the caa- 
ton. 	A gradual descent leads down 

16 	stunden = 53 	Eng. 	miles, 
reckoner]. 17 'posts 

into the valley of the Aar, which is Diligences go daily. 	The road 
Arossed in order to enter follows the Rhine as far as 

14 Aarau— Inns : 	Wilder Mann, Itheinfelden (2 posts). ( R. 2. p. 8.) 
(Sauvage) — Ochs 	(Bend) .— Ci- _ Stein (2,:z pests), at the entrance of 

   
  



16 	Route 6. --, Basle to 2"zirkh— Bru0 — Vindonnissa. 

the Frickthal, has a comfortable inn, 
and commands a pretty view across 

below Brugg, at a place called Cob-
lens. 

the river, to the village and chateau Close upon this meeting of the wa- 
of Zecking, on the opposite side. ters, and on the triangulates tongue of 

7 Frick. — (inns: "L'Ange ; very 
indifferent 	and 	very 	exorbitant. 

laud between the Aar and Reuss, 
stood rindonissa, the most important 

There is another, which is at least settlement of the Romans in Helve- 
worth trying." de S.) Passing through tia, as well as their strongest fortress 
the villages Hornussen and Effingen, on this frontier, on which they placed 
The road crosses the hill of Biitzberg, 
whose culminating point, 1850 ft. 

their chief dependence for maintain- 
ing this portion of their empire. 	Its 

above the sea, commands a fine view of works extended 12 miles from N. 
the Alps. It was called Mons Vocetius to S. 
by the Romans, who constructed a. Yet scarcely any portion of it now 
highway across it; and on this spot, 
according to Swiss antiquaries, was 

appears above ground ; traces of an 
amphitheatre, a subterranean aque- 

fought the battle so fatal to the Het- duct, which conveyed water from 
yeast/is, in which•they were defeated Brauneggberg, 3 miles off, founds- 
liy Ccecina, and the Legiqp called by tions of walls, broken pottery, in- 
Tacitus Rapax, from its exactions sctiptions, 	and 	coins 	have 	been 
and cruelty, A. D. 69. turned up by the spade from time to 

Opposite the small but pleasant time, and its name is preserved in 
inn, " An der Lidllen," there is a re- that of the miserable little village of 
markably fine view of the Castle of Windisch. 
Habsburg and town of Brugg, with " Within the ancient walls of Vin- 
the Aar in front, and the distant donissa, the castle of Habsburg, the 
chain of Bernese Alps behind, in- abbey of Konigsfeld, and the town of 
eluding the Jungfrau and Blumlis Bruck, have successively arisen. The 
Alp. 	The road descends a long hill philosophic 	traveller may compare 
to Brugg, croaing the Aar. by a 
wooden bridge, 76ft. long. 	• 

the monuments of Ripen conquests, 
of feudal or Austrian tyranny, of 

3 Brugg, or BrUck—(Innstogitern, monkish superstiton, and of indus- 
Etoile ; — Rotbes 	Haus, 	Dlaison trious freedom. 	If lie be truly a 
Rouge) — a walled town of great an- philosopher, 	he 	will 	applaud• the 
tiquity, having been an ancient pos- merit and happiness of his own 
session of the House of Habsburg, 
containing 800 inhabitants. The elit 

time."— Gibbon. 
Half a mile beyond the walls of 

and entrance to it are guarded by high Brugg stands the Abbey of Kiinigs- 
eonical-roofed towers and gates. 	It 
a the 	birth-place of Zimmerman, 
ihysician of Frederick the 	Great, 

on4Solitude. ,_wrote 

felden (King'1, field), founded, 1310, 
by the. Empress Elizabeth, and Ag-
nes, Queen of Hungary, on the spot 
where, two years before, their hus- 

wh•:y around Brugg is 
I li

- 	counC 
13 5th in a geographical Isit  

interests 	.aVpoint of view. 	In the 
and.  instor,k‘ below the town, three 

band and father, the Emperor Albert, 
was assassinated. 	The convent was 
suppressed in 1528, and is now con-
alerted into a farm-house, an hospital, 

Own, a link 	fivers of.Switzerland and a' mad-house; the rest is ra- 
of the prineili. 	N.. slopes of the 
which drain th 	ens 'to thp Jura, 

pidly falling to decay. 	The Church, 
though dilapidated, contains some fine 

Alps, from the G 	ss, mid the Aar, 
the Limmat, the Re ,, united under 

painted glass; 	and the effigies in 
stone, as large as life, of a long train 

form a junction, an 	brow them- of nobles, who fell in the battle of 
the name of the Aar, 	t 10 miles 
selves into the Ithiiie abo 

Sempach. 	The large vaults beneath 

   
  



Route 6. — Konigsfelden — Castle of Habsburg. 	17 

Were the burial-place of many mem- Agnes gratified her spirit of ven- 
bets of the Austrian family, includ- geance with the sight of these horrid 
ing Agnes, and Leopold, who fell at executions, exclaiming, while 63 un- 
Sempach, But they were removed fortunate men were butchered before 
hence into the Austrian dominions in her, " Now I bathe in May-clew I" 
1770. 	According to tradition, the She ended her days in the convent of 
high altar stands on the spot where Kiinigsfelden, which she had founded 
Albert fell. 	He had crossed the and endowed with the confiscated 
ferry of the Reuss in a small boat, 
leaving his suite on the opposite bank, 
and attended only by the four con- 

property of those whom she had 
slaughtered. 	Penance, prayer, and 
alms-giving could avail but little to 

spirators. 	The chief of them, John stifle the qualms of a guilty con- 
of Suabia, nephew of Albert — who science for the bloody deeds which 
had been instigated to the design by sbe had committed ; and it is recorded 
the wrong he endured in being kept that a holy hermit, to whom she had 
out of his paternal inheritance by his applied, for 	absolution, replied 	to 
uncle — first struck him in the throat her — " Woman ! God is not to be 
with 	his 	lance. 	Balm 	ran 	him served with bloody hatds, nor by the 
through with his sword, and Walter slaughter of onnocent persons, nor by 
von Eschenbach cleft his skull with convents built whir the plunder of 
a felling-stroke. 	Wart, the fourth, 
took ns share in the murder. 	Al- 

orphans and widows, but by mercy 
and forgiveness of injuries." 	The 

though the deed was so openly done building in which she passed 50 years 
in broad day, almost under the walls of her life is destroyed; that which 
of the Imperial Castle of Habsburg, 
and in sight of a large retinue of 

is shown as her cell is not so in 
reality. 	There was a grove of oaks 

armed attendants, the murderers were on the spot at the time the murder 
able to escape in digerent directions; was 	committed. 	The 	tree under 
and the imperial 	took to _retainers which Albert fell was converted into 
flight, leaving thsir dying master to a chest to hold Agnes jewels, and is 
breathe his last in the arms of a poor stilliweserved. 
Peasant who happene8 to pass. Ahoy'. 'two miles from Brugg, on 
A peasant-girl that royal head upon her 

bosom laid, 	 ^ 
a wooded height called Wiilpelsberg, 
stand the remains of the Castle of 

And, shrinking not for woman's dread, the 
face of death survey'd : Habsburg, or Habichtsburg CHawk's 

Alone she sate. 	From bill and wood tow Castle), the cradle of the House of 
sunk the mournful sun; 

rasrgUshed the fount of noble blood. 	Tree- 
son his worst had done. 

	

Aurtria 	built in the 1 1 th century - 	'  by Bishop Werner, o£• Strasburg, an ho 
With her long hair she vainly pressed the 

wounds to staunch their tide; 
Unknown, on that meek, humble breast, 

ancestor of the 	family. 	A mere 
fragment of the original 	building 

. 	imperial Albert died. now exists. 	The tall, square keep of 
Mrs. Hemans. rough stones has walls 8 ft. thick ; 

A direful vengeance was wreaked 
by the children of the murdered 

and beneath it a dungeon, to be en-, 
tered only by a trap-door in•the floor 

monarch ; not, however, upon the above. 	The view from it is pie-,  
Murderers — for, with the' exception turaque and interesting ; 	the eye 
of Wart, the only one who did not ranges along the course of the three 
raise his band against him, they all rivers, over the site of the Roman 
escaped—but upon their families, 
relations, and friends; and 1000 vie- 

Vindonissa 	and 	leS,nigsfelden, the 
sepulchre of imperial Albert: On the 

tuns are believed to have expiated, 
trith their lives, a crime of which 

S. rises the ruined castle of Braunegg, 
which belonged to the sons of the 

they were totally innocent. 	Queen tyrant Omit,: ; and below it Birr, 

   
  



18. 	Route 6. — Baths of Schintznach — Baden. 
where Pestalozzi, the teacher, died, 
and is buried. 	It takes in at a single 

in cutaneous disorders, in rheumatism 
and gout, and for wounds. 	&Mintz- 

glance the whole Swiss patrimony of nach owes little to nature except its 
the liabsburgs— an estate far more waters. 	Some pretty 'walks have.  
limited than that of many a British been made near the houses, and wind- 
peer 	from which 	Rudolph was 
called to wield the sceptre of Cherie- 
magne. 	The Honse of Austria were 
deprived of their Swiss territories by 
papal ban,- 150 years after Rudolph's 

ing paths, under the shade of trees'', 
lead up the hill to Habsburg. 

BASLE TO ZURICH -•••• (continued). 
elevation ; 	but it is believed 	that On 	(-pitting 	Brugg, 	the 	road 
the ruin has again become the pro- 
perty of the Austrian Emperor by 

passes the convent of Kiinigsfelden, 
traversing Oberdorf (near which are 

purchase. 	 • scanty remains of a Roman amphi- 
Below the castle, at the foot of the theatre), and skirts on the I. the vil. 

Wiilpelsberg, 	and 	about 	3 	miles loge of Windisch (p. 16.), before it 
from Brugg, lie the Baths of Schintz- crosses the 	river 	Reuss. 	It then 

.nach, also called 	Hahsburger Bad, 
the most frequented uttering-place 

proceeds up the 1. bank of the Lim-
mat, to 

in Switzerland. 	The principal build- 2. Baden — (Inn : 	Waage (Be.. 
ings are the Great /an (Grosser Gast- lances) tolerable hotel and civil land- 
hof) and the Bitth-house, in a semi- lady; — will suit those who do not 
circular form: 	"There are six apart- wish to cross the water to the bathi 
ments, with large sitting-rooms, and where the best hotels are. —L. de S. 
360 beds. 	The table clluite saloon is This ancient walled town, of 1800 
180 Fr. ft. long, and., 500 persons 
frequently sit. down to dinner to- 

inhabitants, is squeezed within a liar.,  
row defile on the 1. bank of the Lim- 

gether in tha'season. 	There are 160 mat, here crossed by a wooden bridge. 
bathe all exactly alike, 	lined with The ruins of the 	Castle, nearly as 
Dutch tiles. 	Each. visitors has his large as the place itself, overlook it 
own bath for the time he remains, 
and there is an admirable calikrivance 

from a rocky cipinence. 	.It was an- 
ciently the strong-hold of the Aus- 

for ventilating it. 	What pleased us trian princes, and their residence while 
most in this vast establishment was Switzerland belonged to them. Here 
the attention which is paid to the were planned the expeditions against 
wants of the poor. 	There is accom- the Swiss, which were frustrated at 

• modation for 90 persons both in Ilttbs Morgarten and Sempach. 	At length 
and beds, and they are provided with when the Pope, in 1415, excommu. 
these, as well as with medical attend- nicated theArchduke Frederick, the 
ance, free of all expense. - 	There are Swiss took it and burnt it. 	In the 
funds, likewise, for their maintenance, 
which are increased by a poor-box 

Bathhans of Baden the preliminaries 
preceding the treaty of peace which 

carried round every Sunday by a lady 
and gei..leman at-the table-d'h&e. 

terminated the war of Succession, 
were arranged by Prince Eugene on 

There are two. resident physicians. the part of Austria, and by Marshal 
The Water is 60° Fehr. ; 	it tastes ' Villars for France, in 1712. 
strong of sulphur, Epiom and Glauber Baden, like its namesakes in Ba- 
*tilts, by no means a palatable draught. den and Austria, was frequented on 
The visitors are chiefly French,— account of its mineral waters by the 
very few English ; hence, 	though Romans, who called it Therms Hel- 
proviaions are dear in this country, 
the 	table-d'irke 	costs 	only S fr." 

, veticee. 	It was sacked and destroyed 
by Ccecina. 

L. Fm." The waters are efficacious The Baths —( Inns : Stadtbof,best t 

   
  



Route 6. — The Baths. 7.— Schaffhausen. 	19 
.—Ilinterbof;— Raabe)— are situ- the rt. bank of the Limmat. 	It 
aced on the borders of the Limmat, 
a quarter of a mile below, or. N. of 

passes at the distance of about two 
miles the convent of Wettingex, a vast 

the town. a 	They are 	resorted to 
between the months of June , and 

palatial building with many courts, 
gardens, 8:e. surrounded by a high 

September by 	numerous visitors, 
chiefly natives of Switzerland. 	The 

wall, situated in an angle formed by 
a bend of the river, suppressed by 

waters are warm and sulphureous, 
having a temperature of 38 Ream., 
and are good for rheumatism, &c. 

the council of the Canton. 	Its church, 
founded in 1227, contains tombs of 
some early counts of Habsburg and 

The Great Baths, on the 1. bank 
o1 the river, are frequented by the 

Eyburg, painted glass, carved stalls, 
&c. 

upper classes—those on the opposite The route taken by the diligence 
side by the lower orders. follows the 1. bank of the Limmat to 

The 	Swiss 	Baden,• though not 21 	Dietikon. 	Near this village 
equal in beauty to its namesakes in the French, under Massena, crossed 
other parts of Europe, has consider- the river, Sept. 24, 1799,—a masterly 
able attractions in the country around movement, which led to the defeat of 
it, which is particularly interesting to the Russiaos and 	the 	capture of`• 
the geologist, as affording proofs of Zurich. 	• 
the great convulsion of nature, by 
which the Limmat and other rivers 
descending from the 	Alps 	forced 
their way through the opposing bar- 
vier of the Jura, to join the Rhine 

It ZURICH. 	In Route 8. 

ROUTE 7. 

and the sea. 	The rocky heights on SCHAFFHAUSEN TO CONSTANCE. 

each side.of the river — the one sur- SCHAFFHAUSEN. .— (Inns: Hotel 
mounted by the ruined castle, the Weber, a new establishment / mile 
other partly covered by vineyards — outside the town, near the entrance 
form the portals  through which this from the side of Gerniany, command,. 
great eruption of waters was poured 
out. 	Before this gSrge was formed, 

inea view of the Rhine fall and Alps, 
80 too-.:;; 	table d'hiite at 1 and 6; 

Baden and the country aboveit must omnibus to meet the steamers and 
have been a vast lake. 	^ coaches. 	Faucon. 	Couronne, good 

Agreeable walks are made for and clean. 	Lion, small, but cornfot(A 
invalids by the side of the Limmat, 
and many pleasant excursions may be 

able. 	There is an inn close to the 
Rhine fall, about 2 miles out of too  

made in the country around — the town, not very good.) 	There is a 
anost interesting being that described Swiss Extra-post house here, where 
above, to Schintznach (8 miles), by horses are supplied for the first stage 
Windisch, Klinigsfelden, and Habs- on the roads to Constance and Bide. 
burg. Schaffhausen, a town of 7500 inha. 

Roman relics are constantly dis- bitants, stands on the rt. bank of the 
covered in this district. 	Gambling Rhine, just above the spot. where the 
appears to have been a prevailing rapids and falls commence, which 
vice among the visitors to the baths, 
and the •Roman Legions stationed 

resider that river unnavigable as far 
as Basle. 	It was originally a landing.. 

here, since a neighbouring field has place and magazine, at which the 
obtained the name of Dice Meadow portage of goods :vegan and ended, 
(Wurfel Wiese), from the quantity and owes its origin and name to the 
of dice dug up in it. boat or skiff houses, here erected. 	It 

The pleasantest road 	to 	Zurich is distinguished above almost every 
from Baden is said to be that along odder town^ in Switzerland by the 
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antique architecture of its 	houses, 
whose fronts 	and projecting oriel 

1799, and is replaced by one of the 
most ordinary construction. A model 

windows are decorated with carvings of the original may be seen in the 
and stucco work. Many of them were town library ; 	the architect was a 
originally entirely covered externally carpenter from 	Appeozell, named 
with fresco paintings, but of these Grubenman. 
there are now few examples; the house The Town Library contains the 
called Zum Ritter, nearly opposite the collection of books of the celebrated 
Couronne, is one of the most re- Swiss historian Muller, who was born 
markable of those that remain. 	The here. 
houses or halls of the ancient Guilds, 
or Zilsfis, are worthy of attention on 

Diligences go daily hence to Zurich 
and Offenburg (on the road to Stras- 

account of their quaint inscriptions burg and Frankfurt) ; to Constance ; 
and allusive ornaments. 	The wal' to Berne (by Sursach, Brugg, and 
and turreted gateways of the town Schintsnach) ; 	to Stuttgart, and to 
have been preserved, and furnish very Ulm and Augsburg. 
picturesque subjects for the pencil. A steamer runs 	daily 	between 

It is almost exclusively on account 
of its vicinity to the celebrated Falls 
of the Rhine that Schaffhausen is 

Schaffhausen and Constance. 

THE FALLS OF THE RHINE. 

visited. 	It has little resort, except The Falls are about 3 miles below 
from the passage of 	travellers, it Schaffhausen ; the road to Zurich 
being one of the portals of Switzer- passes within a quarter of a mile of 
land, and there is little within the 
town 	to 'deserve notice. 	On the 

them. 	At the village of Neuhausen, 
10 minutes walk from the fall, there 

height above it rises the curious and is 	a 	small 	inn, 	Zum 	Rheinfall : 
perfect feudal castle called Unnoth or charges—beds 2 fr. ; dinners S fr. ; 
Munnoth. 	Its towers have walls of breakfast 11 f. 
great thickness (18 feet), said to be These quarters are convenient for 
of Roman (?) construction ; the build- those who would en,k3y the aspect of 
ing, however, was not finished in.  its the cataract at various hours, at sun- 
present state till 1564. It i?4,rrovided rise and by moonlight. 	It will take 
with bomb-proof casemates, capable at least 2 hours to see the falls tho- 
of sheltering many hundred persons. roughly and return to Neuhausen, 
Many subterranean passages lead from including the time occupied in cross- 
it. ing and re-crossing the river. Close to 

m 	The Minster —originally the Alitey the fall is an iron furnace ; the wheels 
of All Saints—was founded 1052. It of the hammers are turned by the 
is a building in the Romanesque, or fall, and the draught caused by the 
round arched style, remarkable for its rush of the waters supplies the place 
antiquity, the solidity of its construe- of bellows. 
tion, and as eXhibiting an unaltered The best 	mode 	of visiting the 
specimen of that style. 	The arches falls from Schaffhausen is to hire a 
of .the nave lire supported by single 
circular columns, and those, in the 

boat from thence (costs 48 kreutz.), 
and descend the river, which already 

centre of the transept by square piers 'forms a succession of rapids, by no 
of the most massive kind. 	The clois- means dangerous under the guidance 
ter attached to the church contains a of a boatman accustomed to the river. 
profusion of inch.uments o9 the ma- When the increased celerity of the 
gistrates and patrician families. current, and the audible roar announce 

The celebrated wooden bridge over 
the Rhirie, of a single arch, 365 feet 
in  span, was burnt by the French .in 

that the skiff is approaching the falls, 
the steersman makes for the 1. bank, 
and lands his passengers under the 
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picturesque castle of Lauffen, situ- memory of man must be soosider- 
ated on a high rock overlooking the able. 
fall, within the Canton of Zurich. It The river, after its leap, forms a 
is occupied aand rented by an artist large semicircular bay, as it were to 
who speaks English, and charges 1 
franc admission for each person. 

rest itself; 	the sides of which are, 
perpetually chafed by the heaving 

The advantage of approaching the 
fall on this side is, that nothing is 

billows. 	Here, in front of the fall, 
on the rt. bank, stands the Castle of 

seen of it until it isat once presented Mirth, a square tower, containing a 
in its most magnificent point of view, 
from the little pavilion perched on the 

camera obscure, which shows the fall 
in another and a very singular point 

edge of the cliff immediately above of view. 	From this tower to the foot 
it. 	Its appearance from the opposite of the rock on which the castle of 
side of the river is tame in compari. 
son, and the first impression from 

Lauffen-stands, several ferry-boatsply, 
to convey visitors across, charging 4 

thence, made by the finest cataract batz each. 	The 	boats 	are much 
in Europe, will most probably prove tossed about in their' passage, but 
disappointing. 	Several 	flights 	of sometimes approach She base of the 
very rude and slippery wooden steps pinnacles atipve mentioned without 4  
conduct from this pavilion to a pro- risk, provideB theyokeep clear of the 
jetting 	stage, or rude balcony, of eddies. 
stout timbers, thrown out, like the Schaffhausen to Constance. 
bowsprit of a ship, from the ver- 9 stunden = 29,1 English miles. 
tical cliff to within a few feet of the A diligence goes daily, along the 
fall. 	It actually overhangs the roar- S. or Swiss bank of the Rhine, in 5 
ing 	shoot, 	and, 	though 	perfectly hours. 
secure, seems to tremble under the A steamer goes daily, ascending 
impulse of the water. 	Here, covered the Rhine to Constance in 6 hours 
with the spray, the traveller may en- against the current : descending in S 
joy the full grandeur of this hell of hours. 	It does not fate carriages. 
waters; and it i's only by this close 'she journey may be made more 
proximity, amidst 	she 	tremendous expediti•-•ssiy by following the road 
roar and the uninterrupted rush of through Baden, on the N. side of the 
the river, passing with the swiftness Rhine, than along the Swiss side of 
of an arrow above his head and be- the river, because it is provided with 
neath his feet, that a true tiotion can post-horses. 
be formed of the stupendous nature 
of this cataract. 	The best time for 

The relays are — 	 , 
1 i 	Randegg. 	Here is the Baden 

seeing the fall isithout Sein the morn- Custom 	House. 	Beyond 	this 	is 
ing, when the iris floats within the passed— 
spray (provided the sun shines), and Singer. 	Near this place you pass 
by moonlight. 	The river is usually at the foot of Hohentwid. 	The castle 
most full in the month of July. 	The is now dismantled. 	The lofty rock 
Rhine, above the fall, is about 300 upon which it stands gives, 	the ap. 
feet broad ; the height of the fall is pearance of an Indian hill fort. 
reduced to 70 feet. 	Two isolated. 
pillars of rock standing in the middle 

tii 	Radolfszell — (Inn : 	Poste, 
good) — a desolate town, with a fine 

of the stream divide the fall into 3 church, in the true German-Gothic 
shoots. 	Seen from behind, these pm- style. 	. 	• 
nacles appear eaten away by the con- The scenery throughout the  whole 
Stant friction of the water, and tot- 
tering to their fall ; 	indeed, as the 

of this road is exceedingly agreeable, 
often striking. 	The woods abound 

rock is soft, the waste of it within the in most splendid butterflies. 	Col- 
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lections of these insects may be bought AboVe Stein the Rhine expands 
at Singer', and also at Radolfszell. into a lake called 	Untersee (lower 

The Rhine here, suddenly con- lake), connected again by the Rhine 
tracted from a lake to a river, is at its upper extremity with the larger 
crossed by a wooden bridge, in order Lake of Cohstance. 	In the midst of 
to reach it is the pretty island 	Reichenau ; 

S Constance. (In the next page.) near Stein a smaller island (Word) 
The Swiss Road runs along the 1. is passed. 	Feldbach, also a nun- 

bank of the Rhine, past the Nunne- nery, belonging to sisters of the Cis- 
ries of Parodies and Katherinetbal, 
the former belonging to the order of 

tercian order, is passed before reach-
ing 

St. Clara, the latter of St. Dominic ; 2 Steckborn. 
but the revenues and the number of 
sisters in both are now much reduced, 

Itznang, a small village on the op.,  
posite shore of the lake, within the 

. The Austrian army under the Arch- territory of Baden, is the birth-place 
duke Charles crossed the Rhino at of IVIesmer, the inventor of animal 
Parodies 1799. magnetism. 

li Diessenhdfen. Near the village of Berlingen the 
' 2 Stein— ( Inns : Schwan; Krone) pretty chateau of the 	Duchess of 

—a town of 1270.inhabitants, on the Dino appears, and a little further 
rt. bank of the Rhine, belonging to that of .drenaberg, once the residence of 
Schaffhausen, 'united by a wooden 
bridge with a suburb•on the 1. bank. 

the late Duchess of St. Len( Hortense, 
ex-Queen 'of Holland), and of her 

The Abbey of St. George is a very son 	Prince 	Louis, before 	he at- 
ancient ectlesiastical foundation. The tempted 	his 	futile 	revolution 	at 
owners of the ruined castle of Ho- Strassburg, 	and his descent upon 
henklingen, situated on the 	rocky Boulogne. 
height, 	wero originally the feudal 11 Ermatingen.' 
Seigneurs of the town, but the citizens The island of Reichenau formerly 
obtained 	ind4endence toga their belonged 	to the 	rich 	Benedictine 
masters by purchase. 	• Abbey situated on it, founded 724, 

Three miles e. of Stein, 311* height and sequestrated 1799. 	• The estates 
of between 500 and •600 feet above belonging to it were so numerous and 
the Rhine, are situated the Quarries 
of 	Cehningen, remarkable 	for 	the 

extensive, that it is said the Abbot, 
on his way to Rome, need not sleep a 

vast abundance of fossil remains of night out of his own domains. Within 
eterrestrial and 	fresh'-water animals the Minster Church (founded 806) 
found in them, including marnmalia, 
birds, reptiles, fishes, 	shells, insects, 
and plants, some of them identical 

Charles the Fat is buried ; he died 
here in wan& 888. 	The church pas- 
sesses, 	among its treasures, one of 

with species now 'living. 	The most the waterpots used at the marriage 
curious discovery is that of the perfect of 	Cana I 	an 	emerald, 	weighing 
skeleton of a fossil fox, made by Mr. 281b., presented by Charlemagne, now. 
Murchisigi ; -a very large tortoise had ascertained to be glass, &c. 
previously been brought 	to 	light. The Castle of Gottlieben, on the I. 
The beds of rock in which the (Isar- eof the road, built by the Bishops of 
ries 	are 	worked consist of marls, 
limestones, shales, and building-stone. 

Constance 1250, on the Rhine, at the 
point where it enters the Untersee, 

They Jie imMediasely iboveithe form- is remarkable for having been the 
ation called 	Molasse, and differ in prison of John Huss and Jerome of 
their organic contents from all other Prague, who were confined within its 
fresh-water formations hitherto dis- 'dungeons by order of the Emperor 
covered. 	 - Sigismund and Pope John XXIII 
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The latter was himself transferred a very remarkable, as being of English 
few months later to the same prison, 
by order of the Council of Constance. 

brass; which is fully proved by the 
workmanship. 	It was probably sent 

In 1454 Nix Hiimmerlin (Malleo- over from England by his executors. 
lus), the most learned and enlightened 
man of his time in Switzerland, was 

Two sides of. the ancient cloisters, 
whose arches are filled in with ex- 

also imprisoned here. 	The building quisitely beautiful 	tracery, are yet 
is now private property. standing. 	The other sides were not 

24 	Coss-votes. — (Inns : 	Post, long since destroyed by fire. 	By the 
(Golden Adler ; 	Aigle d'Or, good ; side of the 	cathedral is a curious 
Brochet (Hecht), very good, looking 
over the lake, partly new, and very 

circular chapel, perhaps a baptistry', 
in the centre of which is a Gothic 

attentive landlord, model of the Holy Sepulchre. 	The 
Constance, a decayed city, of 7200 chambers on the cloister portion of 

inhabitants, instead of 40,000 which the ancient Episcopal palace contain 
it once possessed, is remarkable for its many curious vestments and dusty re- 
antiquity, since its streets and many lies of the past grandeur of the see." 
of its 	buildings remain 	unaltered — P. 	• 
since the 15th century. 	Although a The Drinican Convent, now a.' 
situated on the L or Swiss bank of cotton-printing estiiblishment, is very 
the Rhine, it belongs to Baden. 	It interesting. 	The place is still shown 
is connected with the opposite shore where Huss -wasconfined, though the 
bra long Wooden covered bridge, and 
occupies a projecting angle of ground 

stone chamber itself has been removed, 
(at least all that remained of it) to 

at the W. extremity of the Bodensee, 
or lake of Constance; its agreeable 

the Realities. 	The church forms a 
most picturesque ruin, in the earliest 

position and interesting historical as- style of German Gothic. 	The clois- 
soeiations make amends for the want ters are perfect. 	'The little island 
of life perceptible within its venerable upon which this building stands was 
walls. 	It has of late, however, re- fortified by the Romafis, and a portion 
vived consideraBly ; the government of the wall, towards the lake, can yet 
have formed, at a* large 	expense, 
a port on the lake, which facilitates 

be discared."—P.' 
In a Hall of the Kaufhaus (an 

the navigation while it is an ornament 
to the town. 

ancient edifice, dating from 1388), 
looking towards the lake, the Great 

The Minster is a handsome Gothic 
structure, begun in 1052: 	the doors 

Council of Constance held its sittings, 
1444-18, in  a large room sups 

of the main portal, between the two ported 	by wooden pillars. 	That 
towers, are of oak, curiously carved famous assembly, composed, not of 
with a representation or the Passion bishops alone, like the ancient coun- 
of our Lord, executed in 1470 by one cils, but of deputies, civil and eccle- 
Simon Bainder. 	The nave is sup- siastical, from the whole of Christen- 
ported by 16 pillars, each of a single dom, 	including 	princes, 	cardinals 
block, and dates from the 13th. cen- 
tury. 	The spot where the " Arch- 

(30), patriarchs (4), archbiakops (20), 
bishops (150), professors of univer- 

heretic Huss " stood, as sentence og 
death by burning was pronounced on 

sillies and doctors of theology (200), 
besides a host of ambassadors, inferior 

him by his unrighteous judges, is still prelates, abbots, priors, 8:c., was con- 
pointed out. Robert Hallam, Bishop vened fqr tht puriaese of remedying 
of Salisbury, who presided over the the abuses of the church ; and as those 
English 	deputation 	to 	the 	coon- abuses began with its bead, the pro- 
eil, is buried here, in front of tItO eeedings were prefaced by a declaration 
high altar, a under a tomb, which is that a council of the church has to. 
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ceived, by Divine right, an authority Confederation, which put an end to 
in religious matters, even over that of the contests which had endured for 
the Pope. 	It exerted its influence in more than a century and a half, be- 
curbing the Papal power, by deposing ginning with the fights og Morgarten 
the infamous John XXI1I. and lie- and Sempach. 	Constance belonged 
nedict XIII., and by electing in their to the crown of Austria from 1549 to 
place Martin V. 	But there is one 180.5, when, by the treaty of Pro- 
ne, of this council which fixes more burgh, it was transferred to Baden. 
lasting and odious celebrity than all Since 1802 it has ceased to be a 
the rest—the treacherous seizure and bishopric. 	The spirit of industry is 
cruel murder of John Huss and Je- reviving of late in 	Constance, .and 
some of Prague, in spite of the safe several manufactories of cotton, two 
conduct granted to the former by the of muslin, and one of silk have re- 
Emperor Sigismund, the president of cently sprung up. 
the assembly. 	 • Petershausen, on the opposite bank 

The chairs occupied by the empe- of the Rhine, was until 1803 a Bene- 
ror and pope, the Bible of Huss, the dictine monastery : it is now a chit- 
door of the duggeon, now destroyed, teau of the Grand Duke. 	It is still 

Alin which he was confined, the hurdle surrounded by its ancient fosse and 
on which he was dragged to execu- ramparts. 	An excursion to the little 
Lion, the pulpit from the Minster, 
supported by a figure of Abraham, 

island of Meinau, about 4 miles N. 
of Constance, will well repay the 

• which the people mistook for Huss, 
and defaced accordingly, and some 

trouble: it is decidedly one of the 
prettiest spots on the borders of the 

other relics of the council, still re- Bodensee. 
main in the hall, besides a collection The lake of Constance is described 
of Romer! 'and German antiquities, 
dug up in the neighbourhood. 	Ad- 

in Route 66. 	Eight steamers run 
daily between Constance and the dif- 

mission is obtained on payment of ferent ports of the lake/ 	They cor- 
1 F. fr. 	. 	• - respond with the diligences to Milan, 

The house in which Huss•lodged, 
bearing a rude 4ikeness 4Wiim, is 

at Rorschach ; with !lie Eilwagen for 
Stuttgard 	at 	Friedrichshafen, 	and 

pointed out in the Paul's strMse, near with that to Augsburg and Munich 
the Schnetzthor. 	He was thrown at Ligdau:— thus maintaining a daily 
into prison soon after his arrival, in communication between 	Constance 
the Franciscan Convent, now a ruin, 
whence he was removed to a more 

irksome dungeon, affording scaraly 

and these cities. 
Diligences 	run 	daily to Zurich, 

Schaffhausen, Coire, St. Gall, Strass. 
room to move, in the before men- burg, and Fikukfurt. 
tioned Dominican Convent. A steamer runs also to Schaffhausen 

The field — outside of the town, in in 9 hours, returning in 6, every day 
the suburb of BrUhl, in which he 
suffered martyrdom; with a fortitude 
which moved even his judges and 
executioners to admiration—nay, even 
the place where the stake was plait- 

from April to October. 

ROUTE 8. 

ed, are still pointed out; and rude • SCOAPFHAUSEN TO ZURICH, BY 

images of Huss and Jerome, formed EGLISA U. 

of clay taken from the spot, are offered 9 stunden = 291 Eng. miles. 
, 	Mb for sale to tne stranger. 	• Diligence daily, in about 5 hours. 

In 1474 a Ikrpetual treaty of peace There is another road, somewhat 
was concluded at Constance, between longer and more hilly, on the L side 
Sigismund of Austria aiLd the Swiss of the 	Rhine, 	by Andelfingen —, 
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One : Biir)— a village of 2000 inha- large portion of the ramparts are 
bitants, and the large manufacturing already swept away, and the stranger 
town of Winterthur (5 stunden), de- finds himself within its walls without 
scribed in Route 9. encountering drawbridges and has- 

The route by Eglisau passes within lions as heretofore. 
a short distance of the 	Rhine-fall. 13 ZURICH 	Inns : Hotel Baur, a 
The roar of the cataract is audible new, large, handsome, comfortable, 
4 or 5 miles off in a calm night, and and well managed house, with 	a 
the column of vapour from it — reading-room and a belvidere on the 
"rising like incense from the altar roof, commanding the view of the 
of nature"— is visible at a consider- lake and Alps, situated opposite the 
able distance. 	A corner of the tern- new post office, on the 1. bank of the 
'tory of Baden, including the villages Limmat. 	Charges as at other first 
of Jestetten and 	Lostetten, is tra- class inns. 	Table d'hite, at one, with 
versed before reaching wine, 3 fr. ; 	at five, 4 fr. ; 	in pri- 

4 Eglisau—(The Lion d'Or is a vate, 6 fr. 	Charge for servants (boots 
clean little inn by the river side ; included), 1 fr. 	H du Lac, also new 
Hirsch, Stag).—A little town of 1600 and highly recommended ; the land- 
inhabitants, in a contracted valley on 
the rt. bank of the Rhine, which here 

lord professeseeither to bribe couriers, 
nor to overcharge teavellers. — Cott- 

flows in a dark green stream, between ronne (Krone), on the rt. bank of 
wooded hills. 	At the end of the 
wooden 	bridge 	which 	traverses it 

the Limmat, commands a fine view, 
and is good. 	These inns are all new. 

rises,  a tail,— square watch-tower of Schwerdt (Epee) improved under a 
Massive masonry ; 	it belonged to a new master; Bellevue (formerly Cor- 
castle now removed. 	Close to it is a beau). 
toll-house. 	This road is much tra- Zurich, the most important menu- 
versed by pilgrims to the shrine of facturing town of Switzerland, and 
our Lady of Einsiedeln ( Route 74); the capital of a canton.distinguished 
and the traveller ',mounters, at every above all. others for prosperous in- 
step, troops of the poor peasantry of dust, has 14.500 inhabitants, and 
the Black Forest, religamsly counting lies at at N. end of the 	lake 
their beads, and muttering their ayes of Zurich, and on the banks of the 
and paternosters. 	From the heights Limmat, just where it issues out of 
above the town of the lake in a rapid and healthful 

11 Biilach (4000 inhabitants) the stream, clear as crystal. 	A Roman 
tnowy Alps may be discerned in 
fine weather, with the Righi in the 

statiesa, 	Turicum, fixed on this spot, 
probably gave rise both to the town 

Middle distance. 	• and its name. 	Zurich is the seat of 
' 	2 Kloten. 	" the Swiss Diet (Vorort) alternately 
. 	The descent upon Zurich, between with Berne and Lucerne, for a period 
vineyards and gardens, amidst neat of two years together. 	The flourish- 
villas and taverns, with the windings ing condition of the town is visible in 
Of the Limmat, and the lake and the improvements going forward in 
town of Zurich in front, is very pleas- it, in the number of the new build. 
log. 	A little to the rt. of the road logs Iti and around it. 	The banks of 
Vises the hill of Weid, 8 miles from the lake and Limmat, and all the 
Zurich, commanding the finest view neighbouring hills, are thickly dotted 
of the town and neighbourhood. 	A over with houses., brittle removal of 
short distance outside of the town the useless and 	inconvenient ram. 
may be seen the junction of the Sihl 
with the Litmnat. 	Since 1833, Zu- 

parts, now united with the town itself, 
forming a wide circle of suburbs. 	• 

rich has ceased to be a fortress: a Apart from 4ts agreeable situation, 
Steitz. 	 c 
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and thriving manufactures, there is Ebel, author of the Swiss Guide, and 
not much to be seen in Zurich. 	There Escher von der Linth (p. 32), are 
aro no fine buildings here: that of also buried. 
the most consequence is the Cathe- The RatMeaus, a massive square 
dral, or 	Gross Miinster, on the rt. 
bank of the Limmat. 	It is vene- 

building close to the lower bridge, 
and opposite the Swotd Inn, is the 

cable from its age, having been built place of meeting of the Diet, when it 
in the 10th or I I th century, and assembles at Zurich. 	Its the council- 
worthy of respect from having been chamber is an extravagant painting 
the scene of Zwingli's bold preach- of the Oath at Grutli, by Henry 
ings of reformation in the church, 
and amendment of morals. 	It is a 

Fuseli (properly • Fiissli), who was 
born here. 	- 

heavy, massive building, in a style The Town Library, close to the 
of architecture resembling that callfd New stone bridge, in a building for. 
Norman in 	England ; 	very plain merly a church (Wasserkircbe), con- 
within and without, but interesting tains, in addition to 45,000 printed 
in the eye of the architect and anti- volumes and MSS., three autograph 
query. 	Its ?lave is supported on Latin letters of Lady Jane Grey, ad- 
square pillars and 	mound arches ; dressed to Bullinger, in a beautifully 
beneath it is asvery perfect crypt. clear and regular hand—a few gram. 
Its circular portal, and the adjoining matical errors have been remarked in 
cloisters raised , upon small low triple them ; Zwingli's Greek bible, with 
arches, with 	slender columns and marginal notes (chiefly Hebrew) by 
capitals of various patterns; fames- himself; a Roman inscription, giving 
deal!),  carved, are.yery curious. the ancient name of Zurich. Turieum i 

The house in 'eebich the reformer a bust of Lavater, by Danneeker ; a 
Zwingli passed the last six years of 
his life is still standing: it is No. 185 

portrait of Zwingli and his daughter, 
by Hans Asper; a model in relief of 

in the Grosse Stack. 	" a large part of Switzerland; some 
The Chur.c% of St. Peter.(with the 

large clock), qp the I. bank ef the 
very curious fossili from tEhningen, 
including one described by Scheuch• 

Limmat, had for its migrater, for 23 zer as a hultutn skull, though in 
years, Lavater, the 	author of the reality a portion of a lizard—fossils 
renowned work on Physiognomy, who 
was born at Zurich. 	On the capture 

of .the Glarus slate, chiefly fishes, 
from the Plattenberg. 

of the town by the French army, The Old Arsenal (Alt-Zeughaus) 
September 26, 1799, he wasoshot, 
within a few steps of his own door, 
by a brutal French soldier, to whom, 
but two minutes before, he bad given 

contains some ancient armour ; also 
a cross-bow said to be (?) that with 
which William Tell shot the apple 
from his son's head; and several tat• 

wine and offered money, and while tered standards, taken by the Swiss 
he was in the act of assisting another from their enemies, including one of 
soldier who had been sounded. 	A Charles the Bold of Burgundy. This 
high reward was offered by Massena, 
the French commander, for the dis- 

collection is inferior to those in 'eve-. 
ral other Swiss cantons. 

cover). of the murderer ; but, through In 1832-3, a University was este* 
known to Lavater and his family, he blisbed at Zurich, and many proles. 
refrained from informing against him. sors, expelled from other countries for 
After lingerinnsthrottgh three months their political opinions, have repaired 
of excruciating. agony, he expired, hither as teachers. 	The most env' 
Jan. 2. 1801, at the parsonage : his neat among them is Oken. 	As yet 
grave is marked by a,simple stone in 
the churchyard bpi' Meilen. i  where 

the number of students is not great, 
The building of the suppressed litt• 

• 

   
  



Route 8. -- Zurich — Cats „Bastion— Promenades. 27 
gustine 	convent has been appro- monkery of Solomon Gessner, author 
prated to its use, and considerable. of " The Death of Abel," who was a 
additions to 	it 	are 	contemplated. native of Zurich. 
'The Library contains many original Zurich is historically remarkable 
MSS. of the early reformers; and the as the place where the Reformation 
Museum of Natural History tome first commenced in Switzerland, tut. 
good specimens of Swiss minerals der the guidance and preaching of 
and fossils, together with the Herbs- Ulric Zwingli, in 1519. 	It had al- 
riurn of John Gessner, and a zoologi- ready, at an earlier period, afforded 
cal collection. safe and hospitable shelter to Arnold 
• ,One of the most pleasing features of Brescia, when driven out of Italy 
about Zurich is its Promenades and for inveighing against the temporal 
points of view. 	One of the best of power of the Pope. 	It was the 
them is an elevated mound, once asylum of many eminent English 
forming part of the ramparts, and Protest/wits banished by the persecu- 
called Cats' Bastibn, now included tions of the reign of Queen Mary: 
in the New Botanical Garden, which they met with a friendly reception 
is prettily laid out 	in walks and from its 	inhabitantO during 	their 
Shrubberies, and open to the public exile. 	The (forst entire English version' 
Without restriction, a privilege not of the Bible, by Miles Coverdale, was 
abused : it commands a delightful printed here in 1535. 
view of the tawn,.lake, and distant Zurich is the native place of Ham- 
Alps. Nothing can be more delightful merlin, the reformer; of Gessner, the 
than the view at sunset from this poet, and 	Gessner, 	the naturalist ; 
Point, extending over the smiling and of Lavater ; and of Pestalozzi, the 
Populous shores of the beautiful lake teacher.  
to the distant peaks and glaciers of The principal Manufactures 	are 
the Alps of Glarus, Uri, and Schwytz, 
tinged with the most delicate pink 

those of silk, the weaving of which 
occupies many thousands in the town 

by the sinking mgrs. 	The most pro- and slow the shores' of the lake. 
raiment and interesting of the Alpine Theve are one or two large cotton- 
Peaks seen from thisoare, beginning factoriesd/The cotton and silk goods 
at the E., the Sentis in Appenzell, made in the neighbourhood, and in 
Gliirnisch, Diidi, Klariden in Glarus, other parts of the canton, are the 
Achsenburg, Itossberg, and Uri Roth- object of an extensive commerce with 
Stock. Germany and Italy. 	Mr. Escber's 

The Hohe Promenade, another ram- large manufactory of machinery em- , 
Part on the rt. bank of the Limmat, 
also commands a good vie', but more 

ploys 700 persons, including several 
English overseers. 	Most of the iron 

confined than the former. 	Those steamers plying on the Swiss lakes 
who desire a 	complete 	panorama are made by him. 	Many of the 
Should ascend either the Hiitliberg, 
about 3 in. E. of Zurich, one of the 

manufacturers of Zurich have the 
reputation of great wealth, without 

Albis range of hills, or the Weld, a bill 
about 3 m. N. of the town, where 

much polish ; hence the exaression, 
" Grossier comma un Zurichom." 

lb inn has been built. a 	As fine Hospital behind the new 
The triangular piece of ground at promenade, an Orphan House (Waisen- 

the junction of the Limmat and Sihl, 
below the town, called Untere Pro- 

haus), an Asylum for blind and deaf 
(Blinden Instivtit), awl a stone bridge 

tnenade, or Plate, is also a public over the river, have risen up within 
Walk : 	it 	is 	planted 	with 	shady a few years. 
avenues, but commands no view. The Museum Club contains a ca- 
here is a simple monument to the pital readingiroom, where Galignani, 

c 2 

   
  



'28 	:Route 8. — Zurich. 	9. — Zurich to Constance. 

The Times, John Bull, Examiner, history as the scat of a powerful 
Athenmum, 	and Literary Gazette, family of counts, who, between the 
Quarterly and Edinburgh Reviews 9th and 13th centuries, gained pos- 
are taken in; besides more than 300 session of the N. of Switzerland, as 
of the 	best 	Continental 	journals. far as the Rhine and lake of Constance, 
Travellers can be introduced for a and riumbered as their dependents and 
few days by a member. 	Open from vassals 100 lords of minor castles, now 
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. for the most part in ruins. 	The line 

At the shop of Henry Fiissli and becoming extinct in 1264, their do- 
Co., near the stone bridge, will be mains fell to the share of Rudolph 
found the best collection of maps, 
views, &c., such as travellers often 

of Habsburg; and the Austrian fa-
mily, though long since deprived of 

tequire to supply themselves with. them,, still retain among their titles 
The NCI° Post and Diligence Of fice that of Count of Kyburg. 

is built near the Liebfrauen Kirche. The ancient Dominican Convent 
A letter reaches England in 6 days. of Toss, on the road, now converted 

Diligence. go daily to Schaffhausen, into a factory, was the chosen retreat 
Constance, Bate, Bern, Neuchatel, of the Empress Agnes after the mur. 
Lucerne, Schwytz, Wiaterthur, and der of her father, Albert of Austria. 
St. Gall, Rapperechwyl, and Coire; Here her daughter-in-law, St. Eliza. 
four times a-week to Glarus. beth of Hungary, took the veil, and 
. 	Steam-boats goe twice a-day from died in 	the odour of sanctity:. her 
Zurich 	to 	the .'other 	end 	of the monument, with the arms of Hun- 
lake (Rapperschwyl and Schmiirikon) gary, is visible in the existing church. 
and back. 	Diligences convey pas- The cloisters, built with the church 
sengers thence to Wcsen, where an- in 1969, are ornamented with fresco 
other steamer is prepared to carry paintings from the Old and New 
them across the lake to Wallenstadt. Testaments. 
(Route 14.) 	Travellers proceeding 4. Winterthur — (Inns: Wilder 
to the Righi•may take the, boat as Mann, good; — Soine)— au Indus- 
far as Horgen. (p. 91.) 	• 	• trious manufacturing town, of nearly 

The voituriers (Lohnaillehers) of 3500 inhabitants; 	consisting of two 
Zurich have the reputation of being long parallel streets, crossed by eight 
extortioners and uncivil. 	The writer smaller ones at right angles. 
ean, from experience, recommend as The weaving of muslin and the 
an exception to this rule (if rule it printing of cotton are the most tltriv- 

• be) one Jacob Aberli, living inithe ing branches of industry here. 
Hirschgasse, as having ,served him 
with honesty, punctuality, and civi- 

21 Frauenfeld — (Inns: 	Krone, 
best and chum ; Hirsch) — the chief 

lity. for more than four weeks. town 	of 	the 	canton 	Thurgovie 
(Germ. Thurgau), has 1200 inhabit. 

ROirrE 9, 
zufttcuebro coxersarcis, BY WINTER'. 

ants, and is situated on the river 
Murg, which 	sets 	in 	motion the 
wheels of numerous cotton, dyeing, 

Tuve. and printing mills. 
12 stunden = 591 Eng. miles.• 	• The stately Castle, on the summit 
A diligence drily in 9 hours. of a rock, was built in the llth cen- 
The road passes through Schwfttn. tury by one of the vvss•ls  of the 

;nendingen and"Bassersdort Counts of Kyburg. 
On the Blinks of the Toss, about On a hill to the S. of the town 

9 miles on the rt. of the road, and stands the Capuchin Convent, founded 
nearly 4 miles from Winterthur, rises in 1595, now occupied by only seven 
the Castle of Kyburg, inemorable in or eight brothers. 

   
  



Routes'10, 13. — Zurich to St. Gall — Zurich to Berne. 29 
I Pfyn, a village on the Their, was, g Lenzburg—(lans: LiJwe, good : 

in 	Roman times, 	a frontier fort, 
called Ad Fines ; whence its modern 

Krone ;)— a manufacturing town of 
2000 inhabitants, on the An, a stream 

name. 	• which drains the lake of Halwyl. 
1 Miihlheim. The old gothic castle on the summit 
14 Wiildi. 	A wooden tower has of a sandstone cliff is now converted 

been erected on the summit of a into a school, on the plan of that at 
hill near this, called Hohenrain, on Hofwyl. 
account of the extensive view it corn- 
mends. 

At a village called Hunzenschwyl, 
the road to Aamu turns off to the 

24 CONSTANCE, in Route 7. right, and that from Schintznach and 
Brugg joins our route. 

13 Suhr. 	On the right rises the 
ROUTE 10. ancient fortress of Aarburg (p. 13). 

ZURICH TO ST. GALL. 23 Kreutzstrasse—( Ina : ',Owe. )— 
143 Maiden = 48 English miles. The high road from Bale to Lucerne 

here crosses our route. 	At Rothrist, A diligence goes daily. 13 farther on, there•is a good inn, The road is the same as Route 9 
as far as 

44 Winterthur.. Hence by Elgg and 
1)utwyl, crossing the Murg to 

33 Miinchwyl, 
1 Wyl, 
2 Flahwyl, station of post-horses, 

(Cheval Blow — Riissli), kept by a 
civil landlady. 	The road runs along 
the rt. bank of the Aar to 

II Morgentbal — (Inn : Liiwe, 
gaol) 

24 	Herzogenbucbsee — 	(Inn : 
Sonne ;) — a village of 4500 Tba- 4 the Kratzeren bridge (Route 69), 

to 
34 St. Call. 	Route 66. 

•.., The post-distances 	on 	this road 
within Canton 	 t.§ 	Gall (§ 5. Intro- 

bitants 
13 Hochstetten. 
14 Alchenfiuh. 
II Ilindelbank. 

duction) are, from St. Gall to In the village church is the cele-
bated ilianntent of Madame Lang. 13 Matey]. haus, wilof the clergyman, who died I i Wyl. in child-birth. 	It is by a sculptor 
named Nahl, and represents her with 

• ROUTE 13. her 	child 	in 	her 	arms, 	bursting 
through the tomb at the sound of the ZURICH TO sinews, aT BADEN AND la* trumpet. 	Its merit, as a work 

• LENSED/M. of art, has been much exaggerated. 
• 23 stunden = 753 English miles. Its chief excellence seems to be the 
A malleposte goes daily in 14, and a natural manner in which the crack 
diligence in I? hours. — As far as in the stone 	is 	represented. 	The 

41 Baden, the road 	is the same epitaph was written by Haller. 	This 
as Route 6. 	This route is very cir- tomb is formed of sandstone, and is 
Cuitous. There is another direct road let info the pavement of ti 	church. 
to Lenzburg by Bremgarten, but it The chief figure is injured by the 
is a mere cross road, not practicable lots of the nose, which Gliitz Blow 
for heavy carriages. heim asserts (it is to be hoped un- 

A t Mellingen, the river Reuss is foundedly) was the wanton act of an 
crossed by a wooden bridge. 	Some Englishipum.• 	dr 
have supposed 	that 	the 	battle in The 	Castle on the neighbouring 
which the Roman general Cncina, height belongs to the Erlach family4 
beat the Helvetians, A. D. 70, was 23 BERNE, (in Route 24. ) 
fought here. • c 3 
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g0 	Route 14. -:= Zurich to Coin • -. Lake of Zurich. . 

• ' ROUTE is. daily by diligences. 	The Mill to 
sunsets TO e011tli, UT THE LAKES Of' Wallenstadt and Coins ions along the 

semen axe WALLENSTAeT. 
• 

rt. or N. bank.,  The Lake of Zurieh fins no prm 
• 25 stundcn = 82 Eng. miles. 	. tensions to grandeur of seenelyV that 
A diligence goes daily, performing must be sought for pit the silent 'end 

the journey in 12 hours. 	It is now savage shores of the hiked of Lilcizlici 
possible to post the whole iv.ay to Geneva, and ' Wallenstadt; •but 	it 
Coire, except from Zurich to 'Ran.,  
perschwyl, for which distance either 

has a charm peculiarly its Own • ,.t 
that of life and rich cultivation,' 	Its 

the travellei may • embark 	on 	the borders ores as. 'a bemliiire, teething 
steamer, or voiturier's 'horses must • with. population, and are embellished 
be used. 	The stations from Zurich and enlivened at every step by the 
are to Rapperschwyl ; posts :. 	HU, work Of map. 	Its character IS snail- 
!inch, 1i pest; 	Wesen, II post; 	by big and cheerful. 	The kills around 
steamer 'to Wallenstadt ; to Ragati, it arc less than 3000 feet high above 
24 posts ; Coire, 24 posts, or 14 Grison the sea, end descend in 'gentle' afopea 

roost. 	• 	 , down to the water's edge : WOOded 
Steam-boats traverse *e Lake of On their tons; chid with 'vineyards, 

Zurich, to and fret twice a day, in orchards, and gardens on their slenes; 
24 or :flu:airs: starting from Zurich to and oatpeted with Verdant pastures, 
Schiniirikon, abOut 8 a.m., daily : and or luxuriantly waving crops of grain 
again in the afternoon, 5 times a week; at their feet. 	But the principal' rpm 
zetuining from Schmiirikon to Zurich; ture in this landscape is the initeber. 
at 2 r.ss. They zigzag from one side of humap habitations: the hilliefnmt 
of the lake to the other, to take in and one extremity to the Other arc dotted 
let out passengers at the' different with white houses, villas of citizens, 

• towns. 	The fares are less high than cottages, and fanifs, while along' the 
at first ; 	from 	Zurich 	to •• Walton- margin of the lake, and' ou the '.high 
stadt, 9 fr: 51:Togs 	to Scluniirikon, road, they gather intosfrecpient clusters 
4 fr. 50 c.; Rapperschwyl; 3 fr. 60'e.; around 	church, forming 	villagesi ,'a 
Arth, at the foot Of the, VW, 5 fr. and unpin almitt without number. 
50 c. 	As the'vessels on both lakes. Every little stream descending from 
and the diligences, 	are under the the hills is compelled to de' duty by 
same adininistration, the fare may 'be turning sdthe mill i at the moldths be 
paid at once. For a carriage, S horses, 
and S masters, .and 	a servant, grii 

the valleys enormous factories are 
erected; and thus the shores -Of the 

hones from Wallenstadt to Zurich. lake, on either side, have the appear- 
Carriages: Zurich to Wallenstadt, awe of • one•vast uninterrupted vit.:. 

45 fr. ; horses, 2 fr. lage. 
Vonueyouees are provided by the The °Met of this lively foreground 

company at Horgen for Arth 	the ,at is heightened by the appearance cif 
foot .  f the Rigi, and at Schmiirikon the snowy peaks of the Semis, Di di; 
for Weseii, or passengers may go by and 	Gliirtlisch, 	Which are seen 	at 
water in a row,bbat along the Linth different points peering above the 
Canal, between the last twti::places.• nearer hills. 	The charms of the 
. 	Diligence:: are in readiness On the lake of Zurich inspired the 	Idyll's 
arrival of , the steamii- at Rapper of Gessner : they are celebrated in an 
sehwyl an4 Waftwastadtt tot`sarry on ode of Klispstock,land in the prose 
the passengers to Coire, St. 	Gall, Of Zimmerman. 	The kike is a long 
Glarus, &c, 	 • and narroiv strip of water, about 26 

Goodearriage,roads run along both miles hi 	length • from ' Zurich 	to 
aides of the lake, and ate traversed Schmerikon, and not m,iore than S 

   
  



Route 14. —Rapperschwg Bridge. 	SE 

broad at the wisest part, between shrine usually disembark here. 	(See 
Stiifa and Wridensweil. 	The princi- Route 74.) Zimmerman resided Mere 
pal river falling into it is the Linth, 
which issue out at Zurich, under the 

as physician, and in his work on " So. 
litude " praises the beauty of this spot. 

name of Limmat. (I.) if Stan, — (Inns: 	Krone; 
• Scarcely any of the 	villages 	or Stern ;) — an industrious village of 
towns on the lake are at all remark- 3026 inhabitants, by whom much 
able except as the seats of flourishing silk and cotton is woven. 	Tho ex- 
industry. 	A few only of the prinei- tremity of the lake beyond this lies 
pal places are enumerated below, with out of the limits of the canton Zurich. 
their distance by land from Zurich; It has been calculated that the nUM• 
the banks are distinguished as rt. and ber of inhabitants 	on each of its 
1., in reference to the course of the banks, hence to the town of Zurich, 
Limmat. a distance of 16 miles, is not less than 

(1.) The high ridge rising on the 12,000. 
W. of Zurich, and bordering the lake On approaching Rapperschwyl and 
for more than 12 miles, is the Albis. its long bridge, the pretty little isle 

(rt.) 11 Kussnacht—( Ina : Sonne) of Aufnau becomes* a conspicuous 
... a village of 2114 inhabitants; not feature and 	to the landscape:0m ornament 
to, be confounded with its namesake It has some celelnity as the retreat 
on the Lake of Lucerne, famous in 
the history of Tell. 

and burial place of Ulric Von Hutten, 
a Franconian knight, the• friend of 

(I.) RUschlikon ; behind this are Luther and Franz of Sickingen, dis- 
the baths of Nydelbad, with a bath- tinguished equally 	for 	his 	talents 
house. and chivalrous bravery, but withal a 

21 Thalwyl — (Inn : Adler.) bit of a roué. 	His satirical writings 
Lavater is said to have written a contributed not a little to the spread 

portion of his Work on physiognomy of the Reformation, but raised up 
at the parsonage of the village of against him such a host of enemies, 
Ober-Rieden, ,out si miles farther that he was forced 4o fly from the 
on. court of Charles V., and take refuge 

(1.) 1 Horgen --'(Inn : Schwan ; from 	IOW persecution, first, with 
LOwe.) —Here passengers, bound for Franz of Sickingen, and, 	after his 
the Righi, by way of Zug, slisem- death, in this little island. 	Zwingli 

, bark and cross the hills. ( Route 15.) 
(rt.) i 	Meilen — (Inns : Lowe ; 

had procured for him an asylum here, 
in the house of the curate, where he 

Sonne ;) — a very considerable village digd a 	fortnight 	after 	his 	arrival 
of 3036 inhabitants, with a Gothic (1523), at the age of 36. 	He will 
church, built 1490-9. *Its poorer in- buried by a faithful friend, but all 
habitants are chiefly silk-weavers. record of the spot in which he lies 

(I.) 1 Wiidenschwyl, — a pretty has long since disappeared. 
Village of 4357 inhabitants, contain- The Bridge of Rapperschwyl is 
ing silk factories. 	Above it stands probably the longest in the world; it 
the castle, formerly residence of the extends from the town to a tongue of 
bailiff (ober-amtman), 	now private land on the opposite side,Tompletely 
property. 	 • aeross the lake, a distance of 4800 
i 	(1)1 Richtensweil, — here is one feet, or more than; of a mile. 	It is 
of the largest cotton factories op the only 12 feet broad, is formed of loose 
borders of the lake. 	The village is 
built on the boundary line of cantons 

planks laid (not ailed) upon piers, 
and is s?nprovided with railing at the 

Zurich and Schwytz ; behind it the sides, so that only one carriage can 

road to Einsiedeln ascends the hilts. safely pass at a time. 	The toll is 
-The pilgrims bound to that celebrated heavy— 2, batz for a char-d-banc. It 

c 4 

   
  



32 	Route 14..— Zurich to Glarus — Lind Canal. 
was originally constructed by Leopold with the snowy mountains near its 
of Austria, 1858: the existing bridge head; a very beautiful prospect. 	Out 
dates from 1819. of this valley issues the river Lintb, 

A small stone pier has been thrown 
out into the lake, a little below the 
bridge, outside the gate of the town, to 

an impetuous torrent, fed by glaciers, 
and carrying down with it vast quan, 
tities of debris, which had aecumu- 

receive passengers from the steam-boat, lated to such an extent twenty years 
. 	(rt.) 14 Rapperschwyl — (Inns: ago, that its channel was obstructed, 
Pfau (Peon d'Or), outside the town, 
best, a very pleasant inn, but dear ; 

and its bed raised many feet above 
the level of the lower part of the val. 

post-horses are kept here, and through- ley. 	From this cause arose repeated 
out canton St. Gall (§5. Introduct.); and 	most 	dangerous 	inundations, 
Freienhof. — This is a very pic- which covered the fertile district on 
turesque old town, in canton St. Gall its banks with stone and rubbish, and 
still partly surrounded by walls, and converted the meadows into a stag- 
surmounted by an old Castle and a nant marsh. 	Nearly the entire valley 
Church, near which, from the terrace between the lakes of Zurich and Wal. 
called Lindenliof, a fine view is ob. leustadt was reduced to a desert, and 
tanned. its inhabitants, thinned in numbers by 

Rapperschwyl Ili aro& 18 miles 
from Zurich, and the same distance 

annual fevers, arising from the pesti, 
lential 	exhalations, abandoned 	the 

from Wesen. 	The diligence takes spot. 	The valley of the Linth was 
about 34 hours either way. 	A char relieved from this dire calamity by 
costs 12 f. ; and a caleche with two Mr. Conrad Escher, who suggested 
horses, 20 to 24 f. 	Roads run from to the Diet, in 1807, the ingenious 
hence to St. Gall, and across the plan of digging a new bed for the 
bridge to Einsiedeln.....( Route 74, 
and Glarus, by Lachen. R. 72.) 

waters of the Lind'
' 
 and turning it 

into 	the 	lake 	of Wallenstadt, 	in 
At Schmerikon, the road,quits the whose depths it might deposit the 

lake of Zurich othe castle of Grynau, 
on the rt., standrnn the Ling a little 
above its cntrance'into thee. Pe- 

sand and gravel wlich it brought 
down, without doing any damage, 
He at the same time proposed to im- 

destrians will find the towing path 
along the Linth canal shorter than 

prove the issues of the lake of. Wal, 
'costa/it by digging a navigable canal 

the carriage-road from Schmerikon to from it to the lake of Zurich, so as tO 
Wesen. carry off the waters of the Linth, and 

21 Uznach,— a small town of 9_00 the other streams falling into it, so 
%habitants, on 	an 	eminence, 	The that it might drain the intervening 
summit of which is occupied by a valley, insteat of inundating it. 	This 
small square tower of the ancient important and useful public work was 
castle and by that of the church. 	The completed by Escher in 1822, and 
road to St. Gall (Route 69) turns off has been attended with perfect sue. 
here. 	There are mines of, brown cess. 	In consequence of it the valley 
coal at Oberkirch, about a mile from is no longer sterile and unwholesome, 
Uznach, illt a hill 	1500 feet high. and the high road to Wiesen, which 
Near Uznach is an immense cottsn has often cut off and broken up by 
mill, driving, 24,480 spindles, 	and inroads of the river, is now carried 
having 100 windows, on each side. in a straight line along its rt. bank, 
It is supplied Nh water from 	a Immediately opposite the opening of 
mountain-torrent—dascendhige irnme- the valley of the Lind], at whose ex. 
diately behind it. 	, tretnity the mountains of Glarus now 

Soon after leaving 	Uznach, the appear in all their grandeur, a simple 
valley of Glarus opens ouLinto view, monumental tablet of black marble 

   
  



Route 14. Zurich to Glarus — Lake of Wallenstadt— Sg 
A 

boa been let into the face of the rock cence. 	Diligences start from Wesen 
by the road side, to the memory -of to &hmerikon and Glarus after the 
the public-spirited citizen who con- arrival of the steamers. 	Passengers 
ferred this) great benefit on the sur- can proceed along the Linth canal tO 
rounding country. 	He earned from Schmerikon in barges. 	The distance 
it, in addition to his name, the title by land is reckoned 21 posts. 	A 
Yon der Lindt, the only title which a carriage may be hired from Wesen 
republic could properly confer, and of to the Righi by way of Einsicdeln 
which his descendants may be more (Route 74). 	The journey takes up 
proud than of that of count or baron. two days, halting at Einsiedeln the 
The Linth is here crossed by a bridge first night. 	The road turns out of 
called Ziegelbrucke, over which runs that to Zurich at the New Inn, Zum 
the road to Glarus. 	(Route 72.) Escher Linth, crosses the canal, and 
Near it are a cotton manufactory and .proceeds through a pretty country by' 
an establishment for the education of Galgenen and Lachen (Ox a good 

' , the poor of the canton Glarus. 	It is inn), where it fails into the route 
called the Linth Colony, because it from Rapperschwyl. 
owes its origin to a colony of 40 poor 
persons, afterwards increased to 180, 

Glarus is six miles front Wesen, 
(Route 721. 

• who were brought hither by charitable 
individuals from 	the 	over-peopled 

0 

villages of the canton, and settled LAKE OP WALLENSTADT. 
on this spot, which was the bed of the A steam-boat runs betWeen Wesen 
Linth previous to Escher's improve. and Wallenstadt, to and fro, twice a 
ments. in order to reclaim it by re- day in summer. 	The voyage takes 
•moving the stones and rubbish, and up about 14 hour; fare about is. 8d. 
rendering it fit for cultivation. 	They English. 	Carriages 	are 	taken 	at 
were lodged. fed, and allowed a small about 5s. English, being shipped and 
sum for wages, the expense being de- landed free of expense, 	except 	a 
frayed by subsciiption. After having, 
in combination with the correction of 

trinknId. 	• 
Diligences are trovided at eithet 

the Linth, described above, restored end of alleloke to carry on passengers 
the valley to a state fit for agricul. as soon as landed. 
tune, and having, above all,, been Previous to the construction of the 
saved themselves from starvation, in Linth canal, the only outlet for the 
a. season of scarcity, they were dis- lake 	of Wallenstadt was a 	small 
Missed to seek their fortunes with stwain called the Magg, which en. 
some few savings to begin the world ; countered the Linth, after a coersd 
and, what was of most importance, 
with industrious habits, which they 

of about 2 miles, and was arrested 
by the debris and stones, brought 

had learned while settled here. 	In down by that river, so that not only 
the school which now replaces the were its waters often dammed up be. 
colony, children from 6 to 12 are hind, but the surface of the lake was 
taught, and 	teachers are 	also 	in- raised several feet above itl,ordinary 
structed. 	There is a good inn, Zum level, in consequence of nTlich they 
Escher Linth, about a mile before overflowed the valley both above and 
entering Wesen. below it, and laid the villages of Wal. 

S Wesen. — Inn : L'Epee, well 
situated. 

lenstadt, at the one end, and Wesen, 
at the other,•undeirwater for many 

Weseu is a village of about 500 months during the spring. 	By Es- 
inhabitants, at the W. extremity of cher's correction of the course of the 
the lake of Wallenstadt, and in IA Linth, 	its waters are 	now carried 
midst of scenery of great =gni& into 	the 	joke, 	where 	they have 

c 5 

   
  



31 	Route 14. — Zurich to afro— Lake of Wallenstadt:. 
already formed, by their deposit of lake; but-they dwindle into insignifi. 
mud and gravel, a delta nearly half cance by the end of summer, and add 
a mile long. 	Another canal, deep no beauty to the scene. 	The prin.,. 
and protected at the side with strong cipal ones are the Beyerbach, 1200 
dykes, now supplies the place of the feet high (above which lies Ammon), 
Mang, and drains the lake of Wallen- and the Sarenbach, 1600 feet high. 
static into that of Zurich. The hamlet of St. Quieten is the 

The lake of Wallenstadt is about only one on this side of the lake. 
12 miles long by 3 broad; its scenery On the opposite (S.) side there are 
is grand, but not first rate; far infe- numerous villages at the months of 
rior to that of the lake of Lucerne. the streams and gullies. 	The prin. 
Its N. shore consists of colossal cliffs cipal of them is Murg, near which a 
of lime 	and sand-stone, 	regularly large cotton-factory has been recently 
stratified, and so nearly precipitous. built. 	Behind it rises the mountain 
that there is room for no road, and Murtschenstock. 	Its summit, 7270 
only for a very few cottages at their feet high, and almost inaccessible, is 
base, while their steep surface, almost traversed through and through by a 
destitute of verdure, give to this lake 
tt savage and arid characte& 	The S. 

cavern, which, though of large size, 
looks from the lake like the eye of 

side consists of more gradually slop- a bodkin. 	The bole is best seen' 
ing hills covered with verdure and when abreast of the village of Miihle- 
overtopped by the tall bare peaks 
of more distant mountains. 	On this 

horn; by those not aware of the fact, 
it might be mistaken for a patch of 

side there are several villages, and a snow. 	This peak is the favourite 
very rough and irregular road runs resort of chamois. 
along it. 	The lake had once the The N.E. extremity of the lake is 
reputation of being dangerous to na- bounded by the seven picturesque 
vigate, on account of sudden tern- peaks of the Sieben Kurfursten (7 
pests; but in this respect it does not Electors; some say Kuhfirsten). At 
differ from 	other 	m,ountain;lakes ; their feet lies the 'tinge of 
and there can be little risk in in. 4 Wallenstadt. — (lass : 	Riissli 
trusting oneself td' experialleul boat- (Cheval); 	Hirsfill (Cerf, or Poste); 
men. 	Tho courier who has passed Aigle d'Or, nearest the steamer, not 
it three times a-week for many years good. J840. 	All inferior inns. 
remembers no instance of an acci- Wallenstadt is a scattered town. 
dent. ship of 800 inhabitants ; nearly half 

The precipices along the N. bailk a mile from the lake, of which it 
vary between 2000 and .'000 feet in commands no view. 	The flats of the 
height, and the stranger is usually valley around and 	above it 	are 
surprised to learn that above them marshy, and the neighbourhood was 
are situated populous villages and ex- formerly very unhealthy, so long as 
tensive pastures crowded with cattle. the irregularities of the Liuth ob- 
Such a one is the village of Ammon, 
containing 3000 inhabitants, nearly 

structed the passage of the waters of 
the lake. 	The evil might be entirely 

2500 feel' above the lake, with a cured were similar measures adopted 
church, gardens, and orchards. 	.It jo confine and regulate the course of 
is approached by one narrow and the Sees, which still overflows the 
steep path, which 	may.  be traced valley at times. 	Wallenstadt is a 
sloping upwardr,Jrom.Wesen..along dull place, and travellers had better 
.the face of the mountain. • Several avoid stopping here. 
waterfalls precipitate themselves over There is considerable beauty in the 
this wall of rock, or descend, by scenery of the valley of the Scez, be. 
gashes or rents in its sids, into the tween Wallenstadt and 

   
  



Routes 14, 15. — Zurich to Coire, Zurich to Zug. 35 

Sargans — (Inns ': Kreutz (Croix and the Righi, but it is practicable 
Blanc); Uwe ;)—a town of '723 for heavy carriages no farther than 
inhabitants, on an eminence 	sur. Horgen; they must therefore be sent 
mounted br a castle, near the junction round by way of Knonau (Route 16) 
of the roads from St. Gall and Zurich to meet their owners at Zug or LW 
to Coire. 	It stands upon the water- cerne. 	As far as 
shed, dividing the streams which feed 3 Horgen, the road runs along the 
the Rhine from those which fall into 
the lake of Wallenstadt; and this na- 

W. shore of the lake of Zurich, 
described at p. 31. 	The best mode 

tural embankment is so slight (about of proceeding thus far is in the steam- 
200 paces across and less than 20 feet boat (p. 30). 	At Horgen — (Inns: 
high) that, as the deposits brought Schwan, rather dear ; —1.iiwe) —a 
down by the Rhine are constantly char-ti-bane, with one horse, may be 
raising its bed, it is not impossible, 
though scarcely probable, that the 

hired for 12 or 14 francs to Zug, a 
'drive of about 21 hours. 	A brown 

river may change its course, refill. 
quish its present route by the lake of 

coal or lignite is obtained at Horgen, 
but it will not answer as fuel for 

Constance, and take a shorter cut by steam engines. 	The ascent of the 
the lakes of Wallenstadt and Zurich. Albis rid gs behind Horgen is very 
It was calculated by Escher von der steep, but Tommands a fine view of 
Linth, from actual measurements, 
that the waters of the Rhine need 

the lake as far as Rapperschwyl and 
is long bridge. 	The steep descent 

rise but 19/ feet to pass into the lake which follows leads down to the vit. 
of Wallenstadt ; 	and it is, indeed, 
recorded that the river, swollen by 

lege of 
11 Sihlbriicke, so called from a 

long rains in 1618, was only pre. bridge over the Sib!, which conducts 
vented taking this direction by the the traveller from canton Zurich into 
construction of dams along its banks. - canton Zug. 	From the ridge which 
Geologists argue, from the identity succeeds, the Righi and Pilatusrnoun- 
of the deposits,of gravel in the valley tains are first seen, ard soon after the 
of the Upper "Rhine with those in bordert of the lake of Zug are 
the vale of Scez, that the river ac. reached/ • 	• 
tually did pass out this way at one 
time. 

14 Zug — (Inns : Hirsch, 	Cerf, 
good ; Ochs, comfortable and cheap, 

The remainder of this route up the but not well suited for a family ;)—. 
valley of the Rhine by capital of canton Zug, the smallest 

Posts 21 Ragatz to state of the Confederation, bas 3200 
II Coire, together with the excur.. irembitants, and is prettily situates 

anon to Pfeffers. Bath%which no one at the N.E. corner of the lake. 	It 
Who passes this way should omit, are has an antiquated look, surrounded 
described in Route 67. by its old walls, and, being without 

N. B. 	Ragatz to Coire is 21 St. trade, has a silent and deserted air. 
Gall posts, but Coire to Ragatz is 11 Its inhabitants, exclusively Roman 
Grisons post. Catholics, are chiefly occupied with 

agricultural 	pursuits. 	'he 	rich 
cops, vineyards, orchards, and gar- 

ROUTE 15. dens, on the borders of the lake, pro-
claim a soil not ungrateful to the 

ZURICH TO ZUG AND LUCERNE, BY cultivator. 	• 
SWEGEN AND THE RICH!. The& is a Capuchin Convent and a 

Nunnery here. 	The picture by Ca- 
13 stunden =421 Eng. miles. 	• racci in the former, mentioned by the 
This is the most direct road to Zug guide-boots, is none of his, but is by 
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`:36 • 	ROuta 15, 16. = Zito Zurich to Lucerne. 
I 	• 

au inferior artist, flamingo, and of Arth. 	The road to Arth winds 
no great merit, round the base of the Rossberg, 
• The Church of St. Michael, a little which has obtained a melancholy ce- 
way outside. of the town, has a cu- lebrity from the catastrophe caused 
rious bone-house attached to it, con- by the fall of a portion of it. 	(See 
taming many hundred skulls, each 
inscribed with the name of its owner. 

Route 17.) 	Near the chapel of St, 
Adrian a small monument has been 

The church-yard in which it stands erected on the spot where the arrow 
is filled with quaint gilt crosses by is supposed 	to 	have fallen which 
way of monuments, and the graves Henry von Hunenberg shot out,. of 
•are planted with flowers. 	The Ce- the Austrian lines 	into. the 	SIPI. 4 
inetery deserves a visit ; the display of 
armorial bearings, coats, and crests, 
even on the humblest tomb, is a re- 

camp, before the battle of Morgartet., 
bearing the warning words, " Bewao I 
of Morgarten." 	It was in cone=  

markable decoration in a republican quence of this that the confederates 
state I occupied the position indicated, and 

In the year 1435 it is recorded it contributed mainly to their victory 
that a part of the foundations of the on that memorable field. 	Morgarten 
'town, weakened probably by an at- (R.74.) lies witbin this canton, about 
tempt to draw off part of the water 14 miles W. of Zug, on the lake of 
of the lake, gave way, whereby two Egeri. 
streets, built on the ground nearest 
the water, were broken off and sub- 

3 Arth — (Inn : Scbwarzer Adler', 
Aigle Noir ;) is the best point from 

merged ; 26 houses were destroyed, 
and 	45 	human 	beings 	perished; 

which 	to ascend the Righi ; but 
Arth—the Righi— and the rest of 

among them the chief magistrate of the road to 
the town. 	His child, an infant, was 4 LUCERNE, are most conveniently 
found floating in his cradle on the described in Route 17.. 
'surface of the lake; he was rescued, 
and afterwards ,became landamniann 
of the canton. 	 - .!' ROUTE' 16. 

Diligence: go daily
; 
 frott... Zug to ZURICH TO LUCERNE, OVER THE 

Lucerne and Zurich. 
The Lake of Zug, whose surface is 

• ALM. 

.1340 feet above the sea, is tr miles 10 sttinden =32* Eng. miles. 
long, and about I broad. 	Its banks A diligence daily in 7 hours. 
are low, or gently-sloping hills, ex- The high chain of the Albis inter- 
cept on the S. side, where the Rigid, 
rising abruptly from the water's edge, 
presents 	its 	precipices towards it, 
forming 	a feature of considerable 

venes between Zurich and Lucerne, 
running nearly parallel with the lake 
of Zurich. 	Two roads are carried 
across it — a. 	The most northern; 

grandeur, in conjunction with the and the longer, erases the mountain 
Pilatus rising behind it. - The Raft, 
or 	Ross-berg, rising 	in 	the 	S. W. 

where it is lowest, as it were turning 
the flank of the chain, and going 

corner, isb also lofty and steep; the round its N. extremity. 
lake, at its haw, is not less than It commences the ascent of the 
1200 ft. deep. 	A capital carriage- 
road has been formed along the water- 

Albis at the village of Albisrieden, 
about 3 miles from Zurich, passing 

side 	from Zug to Arli',.and Im- under the highest summit of the 
mensce. 	Boats are to be fottnd ott all chain; 	called 	II iitliberg, 	2792 ft. 
these places, and the fare across, with above the sea-level, and commanding 
two rowers, is 20 bats. 	It takes Gum its top —which may be reached 
about 2 hours to go by teeter to by a foot-path in 1,i hour from &ale'. 

   
  



Route 16. — Zurich to Lucerne— 

-,-- ari extensive view. 	On the oppo- 
site descent the road reaches 

The Albi' s— Oppei:. 	1 	', 
;.- ..i, 	,>, 

at the foot of the In Stitaifs; lot Pt,. 
from it the church o 4apret, odyp . 

• 21 Bonstetten ( Inn : Liiwe). Zwingli died ; farther dr, th'Oalite of,- 
2i Knott:wt. 	There is an inn at Zug, and behind it toWetAlle Right' 

the castle. 	At this place the two and 	Pilatus 	snountains,--dsseloaing 
roads unite. 

• 

between them a little bit of the lake 
of Lucerne. 	The grandest feature, 
however, of the view is the snowy 
chain of the Alps, from the Sends to • 

b. 	The second road, and the one the Jungfratt, which fills up the hod- 
commonly taken since the recent im- zon. 	The panoramic view from the 
provements, crosses the High Albia, 
and is so judiciously carried up the 

Albis has been engraved by Keller. 
The greatest height which the road 

tteep mountain side, in inclined ter- attains is 2404R., aftdr which it de- 
races or zigzags, that unless a carriage scends, passing on the rt, the littld 
be very heavy, only 2 horses will be lake of Turl, by Bifferschwyl to 
required to surmount it. 	It is, how- 2j Knonau (a decent inn to dind 
ever, completed only as far as the at). 	Persons boundsoto the Righi, 
Zug frontier, beyond which it is very and travelliw on foot, or in a light 
bad (1839). 	This line of route is char, may procced 4at once from the 
remarkable 	for 	the very beautiful summit of the Albis to 	Zug by' 
view of the chain of the Alps, and of Hansen, and Cappel (5 miles from 
a large part of Switzerland, which is the Albis inn), a village of 600 in4 
seen from its summit. 	It skirts the 
shore of the lake as far as Adliswyl, 
where it crosses the river Sihl, and 

habitants, which has obtained a woe-,  
ful celebrity in Swiss history as the 
spot where the Confederates, embit- 

ascends to the tered against each other by religious 
4 Albis Wirthsbaus, or Inn of the discord, dyed their hands in the blood 

Alb's, which affords-only moderate of one another, and where Zwingli 
fare or accommodation, but a magni- the reformer fell in dive midst of hid 
ficent 	prospect. 	The 	best 	point, 
however, for seeing *he view, is the 

flock oethe 11th of October, 1581. 
Many of...-..'e best mid bravest of the 

Signal (Hochwach, called also Selma- citizens of Zurich perished on that 
bel), a height off the road, about a day of civil broil, overpowered by the 
mile above the inn : it takes in nearly numbers of their opponents, the men 
the whole of the 	Zurichsee. 	At 
the foot' of the mountain, between 

of the 4 inner cantons. 	Zwingli, 
who, in accordance with the custom 

it and the lake, the vale of the Sihl of the time and country, attended his 
intervenes. 	Its wooded slopes were 
the favourite retreat of the pastoral 

flock to the field of battle, to afford,  
them spiritual aid and consolation; 

poet Gessner : they were occupied in was struck down in the fight, and 
1199 by two hostile armies— that 
of the French under Itlassena, who 

found by a soldier of Unterwalden, 
who did not know him, but who, as- 

encamped on the slope of the Albis, 
and that of the Russians, who occu- 

certaining that be refused to call orr 
the Virgin and saints, despattited him 

pied the right bank of the Silt'. They with his sword as a dog and a heretic. 
watched each other from hence for His body, when recognised by his 
snore than three months ; until Alas- foes, was burnt by the COMM(*) hang- 
sena, by a masterly movement, crossed man, and even, his sites subjected to 
the Limmat, cut off part of the Rus- the 	vi/ea 	indignities 	that 	malice 
sian force, and compelled the rest to could suggest. 	A handsome menu- 
a hasty retreat. 	On the S. are seen meat, consisting of a rough massi ve 
the little lake of Turl (Turler See), block of stope by the road side, has 

   
  



58 	 Route 16.••5- Lucerne — Bridges.. 

taken the place of the tree which number and length of its bridges. 
marked the spot .where he fell. 	It The lowest, 43r Mill-bridge, is bung 
bears, on metal plates, inscriptions in with paintings of the Dance of Death; 
German and Latin. 	The Gothic the second, or Reuesbriicke, is the 
church of Cappel,:anciently attached only one uncovered and passable for 
to a convent suppressed soon after the carriages; the upper, or Kapell-briicke 
.commencement of the Reformation, 
was built in 1280. 

runs in a slanting direction across 
the mouth of the Reuss, whose clear 
and pellucid sea-green waters may 

....---. 	. here be surveyed to great advantage, 
as they rush beneath it with the 

The road front Knonau to Lucerne swiftness 	of 	a 	mountain-torrent. 
proceeds by Riirneltiken and Against the timbers supporting the 

li St. Wolfgang—where a good roof of this bridge are suspended 77 
carriage-road turns oft" on the left to pictures; those seen in crossing from 
Zug and ilie Righi: thence it pro- the rt. to the 1. bank represent the 
ceeds along the banks of the Reuss to life and acts of St. Leger and St. 

2 Gysliker-Priicke, Dierikon, Ebi- Maurice, 	Lucerne's patron 	saints. 
kon, and, passing near the monu- The subjects of those seen in the op. 
mont of the Swiss Guards (p. 39), 
enters 

posite direction are taken from Swiss 
history, and are not without some 

I, A LUCERNE. 	Inns : Schwan — a merits. 	Near the middle of the 
new house, in the best situation, and 
good ;— Balances (Waage)—an old- 

Kapell-briicke,rising out of the water, 
stands a very picturesque watch. 

established house, tolerable, and mo- tower, called Wasserthurm, forming a 
derate charges. Eschmans' Pension is link of the feudal fortifications of the 
recommended ; the master obliging, 
charge 6 fr. a day. 	Riissli (Cheval). 

town. 	It is said to have once served 
as a light-house (Lucerne) to boats 

There is a good pension, overlooking entering the Reuss, and hence some 
the lake close 'o the Kapel Briicke. have derived the present name of Lit- 

Lucerne, chief town of the canton, 
and one of the C.re'i' Vol -,er, or al- 

ceme. 	The Hofbrticke, the longest 
of all the bridges, was originally 1380 

ternate seats of the Diet, lies at the feet long, but has lost 300 feet since 
N. W. extremity of the lake of Lu- 
cerne, and is divided into two parts 

1835. 	It extends across the lake, 
within a few feet of the shore to the 

by the river Reuss, which here issues church of St. Leodegar, 	and the 
out of it. 	Its population is about Convent and Court (Hof) of its for- 

' 8339, all Roman Catholics, except mer abbots. 	The paintings in its 
about 200 Protestants. 	Lucerne is roof illustrate the Scripture. 
the residence of the Papal Nuncio. .. Dissent for every heart; a Bible for all 

It is not a place of any considerable eyes." 
trade or manufactures, but their ab- It commands a charming view of the 
Bence is more than compensated by lake, the Alps, the Righi, and the 
the beautiful .scenery in which. it is Pilatus. 	Near the middle of it is an 
situated"an the borders of the finest index printed on a board, the diverg- 
and most interesting of the Sf,i£9 lines of which point to the differ-.ing 
lakes, between the giant Pilatus and ent 	mountains 	and 	peaks 	visible 
Righi, and in sight of the. snowy from hence, each of which is named 
Alps of Schwvtz and_ Engelberg. for the convenience of strangers. 	A 
The town is still surroundedsby a very considerable portion of ground has 
picturesque circle of ,feudal watch- been gained from the lake by cur- 
towers, and is walled in on the land ...ailing this bridge, and throwing out 
side; but its chief peculiarity is the a sort of quay; the new inn of the 

   
  



Route 16. —... Lucerne — The Arsenal — Thortoaldsen's Lion. 89 

Swan stands on this space. 	This is Diet, whose sittings are open to the 
also the landing-place of the steam, 
boat, 

public. 	The Council of the canton 
also.assembles in it. 

In 	churches 	and 	other 	public General Pfyffer's model (in relief) 
buildings Lucerne has no very pro- of a part of Switzerland may interest 
aliment objects, though several which those who desire to trace on it their 
are highly pleasing as monuments past or future wanderings; but it is 
of the progress of the nation, and of not so extensive nor so well made as 
its manners and customs, exist. 	The that at Zurich ; besides which 1 fr. 
church of St. Leger, also called Hof-, 50 c. is demanded for admission — 
Ox Stills-kirche, is a modern building, 
except the two towers, which date 

decidedly more than it is worth. The 
Gothic Fountains 	which are to be 

from 1506. 	The adjoining church- observed in all parts of Switzerland 
yard is filled with quaint old menu- 
ments, and the view from the cloister 

are here of singular beauty and mi.-, 
giliality. 

windows is fine, but similar to that The 	English 	church service 	is 
from the bridge. performed every Sunday at 11 and 

The Arsenal, near the gate leading 6 in the German Protestant church ; 
to Berne, is one of those venerable the landlord of the Swan hotel, though 
repositories 	common 	to . the 	chief a Roman eitholics  having given a 
towns of all the cantons, in which stipend of 401. a year to the clergy. 
ate deposited the muskets, artillery, man.  
&c. for arming their contingent of 
troops. 	It contains some rusty suits 
of ancient armour, and several histo- 

At Meyer's shop, near the Swan, 
books, prints, panorama% and maps, 
relating to Switzerland, may be had 

rical relics and trophies 	of 	Swiss in great profusion. 
valour, such as the yellow Austrian One of the most interesting of the 
banner, and many pennons of knights sights of Lucerne is, without doubt. 
and nobles taken at the battle of Sew- the Monument to the memory of the 
pach ; the coat of mail stripped from Swiss Guards, who fell, while defend. 
the body of Duke Leopold of Austria, 
who fell there; the icon cravat, lined 

ing the 'Royal Family of France in 
the bloott /massacre of the French 

with sharp spikes, destined for the Revolution, August 10, 1792. 	It 
neck of Gundoldingen, the Schuh- 
heiss and general of the men of 

is situated in the garden of Gen, 
Pfyffer, lees than } of a mile outside 

Lucerne, who died in the hour of the Weggis gate. 	The design is by 
victory. 	A sword of William Tell, 
and a 	battle-axe, borne 	by 	Ulric 

Thorwaldsen, executed by Aborn, a 
scuiPtor of Constance. 	It represents' 

Zwingli, at 	the 	hattll of Carmel a lion, of colossal size, wounded to 
(p. 57), are of very doubtful authen- death, with a spear sticking in his 
ticity : though the malice of the ene- side, yet endeavouring in his last gasp 
Mies of Zwingli may have led to the 
assertion that he took active part in 

to protect from injury a shield bear, 
ing the fleur-de-lis of the Bourbons 

the fight, it is believed that be assisted which he holds in his paws. 	TL/ 
his countrymen merely with exhort. figure, hewn out of the livkat sand• 
ations and consolations of religion. stone rock, is 28 ft. long, and 18 
Several Turkish standards depcsited high, and its execution merits very 
here were captured at the battle of great praise. 	Beneath it are carved 
Lepanto, by a knight of Malta, who the names of the soldiers and officers 
was a native of Lucerne. who fell in defending the Tuileries&  

The Stadthaus, on the rt. bank of Aug. 10, 1792. 	The loyalty and 
the Reuss, a little below the Kapell,  
briicke, is the place of meeting of the 

fidelity of this brave band, who thus 
sacrificed thgir lives for their adopted 

   
  



4CI . 	Pottle 16. — Lucerne-  —Mount Pilatus. 

SoVereign, almost make 'It's forget that to the Oberland may 'send round 
they 	were 	mercenaries, 	especially their carriage to meet them at Thun. 
standing forward as they did, as the (See p. 72.) 
protectors of Louis and his family, at No one should leave Lucerne with- 
a moment when deserted, or attacked, 
by his natural defenders, 	his own . 

out exploring the beauties of its Lake 
—called in German Vierwaldstadtcr 

subjects. 	There is a quiet solitude See—the grandest in Europe in point 
and shade about the spot which is of scenery, particularly 	the farther 
particularly pleasing and refreshing. end of it, called the bay of Uri ; and 
The rocks around are mantled with 
fern and creepers, forming a natural 

much additional pleasure will be de,  
rived if the traveller who understands 

framework to the monument ; and a German will take Schiller's " Wit- 
streandet of clear water, 	trickling 
down from the top of the rock, is 

helm Tell " as a pocket companion, 
in which admirable poem so• ninny 

received boo a basin-shaped hollgw of the scenes are localized. 	(Route 
below it, forming a mirror in. which 18.) 
the sculpture is reflected. 	One of Those who intend to traverse the 
the very few survivors of the Swiss lake, and visit the Righi, and to re. 
Guard, dressed in its red uniform, 
now rusty and potcheX resides in a 

turn afterwards to Lucerne, should 
combine the two expeditions, which 

cottage hard by, as guardian of the may be effected in two days, thus —• 
monument, and cicerone to the stran- go by land to Arth, or by water to 
ger. 	The cloth for the altar of the Weggis, descending next day on the 
little chapel adjoining was embroi- opposite side, and embarking on the 
dcred expressly for it by the Duchess lake, either at Weggis or Brunnen; 
d'Angou/eme. pass up the bay of Uri, at least as 

There are many pretty walks and far as Tell's chapel, and return by 
points of view near Lucerne; one of water to Lucerne the 2nd evening. 
the best is the villa called Allenwinden, 
perched on the top of a hill outside 

A steamer plies regularly between 
Lucerne and Fluellgn, calling at the 

the Weggis gate, from which it may intermediate places. 	Further par.. 
be reached in a balk of 	minutes, 
by a path winding up the hill outside 

ticulars respecting it, and the hire of 
boats, which may be found on the 

the town Irani. shore opposite the Swan 	inn, are 
Gibraltar, —a height on the oppo. given in Route 18. 

site aide of the 	Reuss, outside the Dit.mexces go daily from Lucerne 
Basle gate, also cotinnands a fine to Aarau ; 1351e; Berne, by Summis. 
prospect. 	 •  wald ; 	Berne, 	by Entlibuch ; 	So. 

Mount Righi, so celebrated for its leure ; Zug and Zurich ; 4 times ar  
panoramic view, is about 10 miles ?seek to Schwytz, by Kussnacht and 
from Lucerne (i. e. the base of the Arth. 
mountain). 	To reach the summit Mount Pilate is sometimes ascended 
will occupy 5 or 6 hours, exclusive of from Lucerne, but the journey is 
stoppages, from Lucerne, (or 4 or 5 difficult, occupying 	64 	hours; 	the 
hours Ming the steamer to Weggis,) greater part must be performed on 
so that travellers will regulate their and the view from the top is .foot, 
departure accordingly, remembering decidedly inferior to that from the 
that it is of much consequence to Righi. 	The path up it from Lu. 
arrive at the topkfore pinset. 	There 
are several ways to it, be land, to 

come proceeds in a S.W. direction, 
by the side of a wild torrent, which, 

Kussnacht and Arth; or by water to when swollen by rain, is very injuri. 
Kussnacht and Weggis... (Sec Route *us to the habitations on its banks; 
17.) 	Travellera'going from Lucerne and, in the last century, destroyed 

   
  



Route 16. — Mount Pilatus.. 	 *z 
many houses in the town. 	Skirting which burst upon the lake of Lu. 
the base of the mountain, it passes cerne gather and brew on its summit. 
through the hamlets of Krienz, Ober- This almost perpetual assembling of 
nau, and Herrgotteswald; then, cross- clouds was long attributed by the 
lag a ridge covered with pasturages, 
descends into the Alpine valley of 

superstitious to 	the unquiet spirit 
still hovering round the sunken body, 

Eigentbal. 	Beyond this, the path which, when disturbed by any' in- 
becomes steeper, and is only practic- truder, especially by the casting of 
able on foot. 	It takes nearly 5 hours stones into the lake, revenged itself 
to reach the Chalets on the Briindlen by sending storms, and darkness, and 
or Briindlis Alp,—the highest habits- hail on the surrounding district. 	So 
tiara, occupied by shepherds only in the prevalent was the belief in this super4 
summer months. 	The traveller may stition, even down to times compare. 
here obtain shelter for the night, but tively recent, that the government of 
nothing deserving the name of accom. Lucerne forbade the anent of the 
rnodation. 	There is a very remark. mountain, and the naturalist Conrad 
'able echo 	near the 	Briindlis Alp. Gessner, in 1555, was obliged to pro. 
Above 	this vegetation ceases, and vide himself with a gisecial order re- 
naked rock succeeds. 	A cave in the moving the interdict in his case, to 
face of the precipice, 	near this, is enable him To caner on his researches 
called St. Dominick's Hole, from a upon the mountain. 
fancied resemblance in a stone, stand- The lake, the source of all this 
lug near its mouth, to a monk. 	The tenor, turns out, from recent invest'. 
cavern was reached, in 1814, by a gation, to be beyond the limits of 
chamois bunter, Ignacius Matt, at the canton Lucerne, and on the opposite 
tisk of his life. or the E. side of the Tomlishorn; 

The Tomlishorn, the highest peak so that the Town Council had no 
of the mountain, is 5766 feet above jurisdiction over that 	part of 	the 
the lake, and 7116 feet above the sea mountain which belongs to Alpnacb. 
level ; but the visa from it is said to It is yeller a pond 'than a lake, is 
be inferior-to-that from another peak, 
the 	Esel (ass). 	There is another 

dried up the greater part of the year, 
and reduall to a heap of snow, which 

path from the summit down the being melted in the height of sum. 
opposite side of the mountain, by mer, furnishes water to the herds 
which Alpnach may be reached in upon the mountain, which resort to 
'3 hours. it to slake their thirst. 	There is no 

According to a wild tradition of tulip. lake upon the mountain. • 
considerable antiquity, this mountain According to some, the name Pita- 
derives its name from. Pilate, the tus is only a corruption of Pikatus 
wicked governor of Judaea, who, 
having been banished to Gaul by Ti. 

(capped), arising from the cap of 
clouds which rarely quits its barren 

berius, wandered about among the brow, and which is sometimes seen 
mountains, stricken by 	conscience, 
until he ended his miserable existence 

rising from it like steam from a 
cauldron. 	The mountain consists; 

by throwing himself into a lake on from its base to its summit of num. 
the top of the Pilatus. 	The moun, 
taro, in consequence, labours under a 

malite limestone and sandstone ; the 
strata incline to the S., and abound 

Nary bad reputation. 	From its posi- in fossil remains, especially near the 
tion as an outlier, or advanced guard summit, around 	OOP Briindlis Alp 
of the chain of the Alps, it collects all and the eastelen Alp. 	Nummuliteso 
the clouds which float over the plains as large as a crown-piece, are found 
from the W. and N. ; and it is re! near the top. 
Marked that almost all the storms 

   
  



42 	Route 17.— Lucerne to the Righl — The Hollow Way. 

ROUTE 17. wait for his enemy, and shot him as 
LUCERNE TO SCIINOTTS AND BRUNNEN, he passed, from behind a tree, with 

INCLUDING TUE FALL OF TUE ROSS+ his unerring arrow. 	It is somewhat 
BERG 	AND TUE 'ASCENT OF rim remarkable that recent relearches into 
BIGIII. the archives of Kiissnacht have clearly 

proved that the ruin called Gessler's 
To Schwytz 64 stunden .. 22 Eng. Castle never belonged to him. 	At 

miler:* the end of the lane, by the road-side, 
To Arth, at the N. base of the stands Tell's Chapel. 	By a singular 

Righi, 4istunden = 154 Eng. miles. anomaly, a place of worship origin- 
There is a good carriage-road all ally dedicated to " The Fourteen 

the way to Schwytz, traversed by a Helpers in Need" (Our Saviour, the 
diligence 4 times a-week. Virgin, and Apostles), now comme- 

The shortest way from Lucerne V morates a deed of blood, which tut- 
the top of the Righi is to go by water dition, and its supposed connection 
to Weggis, and there commence the with the origin of Swiss liberty, ap- 
ascent. 	In this way the summit may pear to have sanctified in the eyes of 
be reached in Ilai or 5 hours from the people, so that mass is periodically 
Lucerne, and even less lior the aid of said in it, while it is kept in constant 
the steamer. 	Ths best point of as- repair, and 	is 	adorned with rude 
cent, however, is Arth, which may frescoes, representing Gessler's death 
be reached as follows, —returning by and other historical events. 
Weggis. A little way past the chapel the 

The road to Kiissnacht inns nearly lake of Zug appears in sight, and the 
all the way in sight of the lake of road continues by its margin round 
Lucerne, and of' the Alps of Engel- the hem of the Righi, through Im- 
berg and Berne beyond. On a head- mensee to 
land at the angle of the green bay of ft Arth — Inn : Schwartzer Adler 
Kiissnacht, stands the ruined castle of (Black Eagle); complaints have been 
New Habsburg! 	 • 

2i Kiissnacht — Inas: Schwarzer ; 
made of wilful deteottion at this inn, 
not creditable to its owners; travel. 

Adler (Aigle Notr); BlisliPlib(Cheval) lens usually him here 	while 	the 
— lies at the bottom of this bay, at horses are getting ready to carry 
the foot of the Righi, whose top may them up the mountain. 	Arth, a vil. 
be reached from hence by a steep path lage of 2129 inhabitants, occupies 
in. Si 	hours (see 	p. 49). 	Mules, a charming position on the lake of 

..guides, ehars;• and boats may be liked Zug, between the base of the Righi 
here. 	.• and the Rossberg. 	There isa Capu. 

On the slope of the Righi, above chin convenbhere. 	In the Treasury 
the village, a ruined wall may be of the Church some interesting curiosi- 
seen, 'which goes by the name 	of ties are preserved, including an an- 
Gessler's Castle, and is believed to be dent and richly-worked crucifix and 
the one to which he was repairing* chalice of silver, which belonged to 
when skt by Tell. 	This event oe- Charles the Bold, and were left by 
purred i7 the celebrated Hollow Way him to his Swiss conquerors on the 

. (Cheinin 	emu: — Hohle 	Game), 
through which the road to Arth 

.field of Gransom, besides some gaudy 
priests' robes. 

passed, about a mile out of Kiiss. The Rossberg, a dangerous neigh.. 
nac.ht. 	It is wanarrow green lane, 
overhung with trees growing from 

hour, threatens no danger to Arth, 
because its strata slope away from the 

the high banks on each side. 	Here village. 	The Righi is a source of 
Tell, after escaping from Gessler's "considerable gain to Arth, from the 
boat on the lake of Lueorne, lay in number of guides and mules furnished 

   
  



Route 17. Goldau —Fa11 of the Romberg. 	0 
by the villagers to travellers to ascend are tilted up from the side of the: 
the mountain. 	The ascent properly lake of Zug, and slope down towards 
begins at G.oldau, about two miles Goldau like the roof of a house. 
farther on the road, since few persons The slanting direction of the seams 
are willing to avail themselves of the which part the strata is well seen on: 
shorter but very difficult and fatiguing 
footpath direct from Arth. 	Those 

the road from Arth. 	If, therefore, 
the clay which fills these seams be 

who ascend the Rhigi must quit their washed out by rains, or reduced to 
carriages at Golden. the state of a viscous or slimy mud, 

it is evident that such portions of the 
FALL OF THE ROSSBERCI. rock as have been detached from the 

" Mountains have thllen, rest by the fissures above alluded to, Leaving 	gap In the clouds, and with the 
shock must slip down, like the masses of 

Rocking their Alpine brethren; filling up show which fall from the roof of a 
The ripe green valleys with destruction's 

splinters, house as soon •as the lower side is 
Damming the rivers with a sudden dash, thawed, or as a vessel when launched 
Which crusied the waters into mist

adc
, and slides down the inclined plain pur- 

Therrtuntains and another channel — posely greased to halm its its descent. 
thin, Within the period of human records 

Thus, in its old age, did Mount Rosenberg." destructive landslips had repeatedly Byron. fallen from the Rossberg, and a great 
. On approaching Goldau the tra. part of the piles of earth, rock, and 
yeller soon perceives 	traces of the stones, which deform the face of the 
dreadful 	catastrophe which 	buried valley, derive their origin from such 
the original and much larger village catastrophes 	of ancient 	date ; 	but 
of that name, and inundated the vat- the most destructive of all appears 
ley for a considerable distance with to have been the last. 	The vacant 
a deluge of stones and rubbish. 	The space along the top of the mountain 
mountain which caused this calamity caused by the descent of a portion of 
still 	remains 	warred from top to it, calculated to have been a league 
bottom : 	nothing grows upon its 
barren surface, and likes must elapse 

long, 1009S. broadond loo ft. thick, 
and a sm"511 fragment at its farther 

before the aspect of ruin can be re- extremity, which remained when the 
Moved. rest broke off; are also very apparent, 

The Rossberg, or Rufiberg, is a and assist in telling the story. 	The 
Mountain 4958 ft. high ; the upper long and wide inclined plain forming 
Part of it consists of a conglomerate the. side of 	the 	mountain, 	now 
or pudding-stone, formed of rounded ploughed up and scarified as it were, 
Masses of other rocks cemented to- 
gether, and called by the Germans 

was previously covered with fields, 
woods, and houses. 	Some of the 

blagelflue, or Nail-rock, 	from 	the buildings are still standing within a 
knobs and protuberances which its few yards of the precipice which 
surface 	presents, 	resembling 	nail- 
beads. 	From the nature of the struc- 

marks the line of the fracture, 
The catastrophe is thus &scribed 

ture of this kind of rock, it is very in 	the 	narrative 	published at the 
liable to become cracked, and if rain-. tinge by Dr. Zay, of Arth, an eye.- 
Water or springs penetrate these fis- witness:— 
tures they will not fail to dissolve or .‘ The summer of 1806 bad been 
Moisten the unctuous beds of clay very nip sad onethe 1st and 2nd 
which separate the nagelflue from the September 	it 	rained 	incessantly. 
strata below it, and cause large por- New crevices were observed in the 
tions of it to detach themselves from flank of the mountain, a sort 	of 
the mass, The strata of the Rossberg cracking noise was heard internally, • 

   
  



44 	Route 17.— Fall of the Rossberg. 

stones started out of the ground. separated frOm the child.' 	When the 
detached fragments of rocks rolled motion 	stopped, she found herself 
down the mountain ; at two o'clock jammed in on all sides, with her bead 
in the afternoon on the 2nd of Sep. downwards, much bruises, and in ex- 
tember, a large rock became loose, 
and, in falling raised a cloud of black 

treme pain. 	She supposed she was 
buried alive at a great depth ; with 

dust. 	Toward the lower part of the much difficulty she disengaged her 
mountain, the ground seemed pressed right hand, and wiped the blood fronx 
down from above ; and when a stick her eyes. 	Presently she heard the 
or a spade was driven in, it moved of faint moans of Marianne, and called 
itself. 	A man, who had been digging to her by her name; the child an- 
in his garden, ran away from fright swered that she was on her back 
at these extraordinary appearances ; among stones and bushes, which held 
soon a 	fissure, larger than all the 
others, was. observed; 	insensibly it 

her fast, but that her hands were free, 
and that she saw the light, and even 

increased ; springs of water ceased all something green. She asked whether 
at once to flow ; the pine-trees of the people would not soon come to take 
forest absolutely reeled; birds flew them out. 	Francisca answered that 
away screaming. 	A fpw minutes it was the day of judgment, and that 
before five o'clock, the symptoms of no one was left to help them, but that 
some mighty catastrophe became still they would be released by death, and 
stronger; the whole surface of the be happy in heaven. 	They prayed 
mountain seemed to glide down, but together. 	At last 	Francisca's ear 
so slowly as to afford time to the 
inhabitants to go away. An old man, 
who had often predicted some such 

was struck by the sound of a bell, 
which she knew to be that of Steinen- 
berg: 	then seven o'clock struck in 

disaster, 	was 	quietly 	smoking his another village, add she began to hope 
pipe, when told by a young man, 
running by, that the mountain was in 

there were still living beings, and 
endeavoured to comfort the child. 

the act of falling; he rose and looked The, poor little girl was at first cla- 
out, but came hip his liguse again, 
saying he had time to fill another 

morous for her supper, but her cries• 
soon became fainter, and at last quite 

pipe. 	The young man, continuing died away. 	Francisca, still with her 
to fly, was thrown down several times, 
and escaped with •difficulty ; looking 

head downwards, and surrounded with 
damp earth, experienced a sense of 

back, he saw the house carried off all cold in her feet almost insupportable. 
.itt once. 	 • After 	prodigious 	efforts, she sue- 

"Another inhabitant, being alarmed, 
took two of his children and ran away 

ceeded in disengaging her legs, and 
thinks this levied her life.. 	Many 

with them, calling to his wife to fol- 
low with the third ; but she went in 

hours had passed in this situation, 
when she again heard the voice of 

for another, who still remained (Ma- Marianne, who had been asleep, and 
rianne, aged fiVe): just then, Fran- now renewed her lamentations. 	In 
Cisca Utrich; their servant, was cross- 
ing the room, with this Marianne, 
whom she'beld by the hand, and sftw 

the mean time, the unfortunate father, 
who, with much difficulty, bad saved 
himself and two children, wandered 

her mistress; at that instant, as Fran- about till 	daylight, when he came 
cisca afterwards said, ' The house ap- among the ruins to look for the rest 
peered to be•tonikfrom4Its foundationo  of his family. 	He soon discovered 
(it was of wood), and spun round and his wife, by a foot which appeared 
round likes tetoturn ; I was some- %hove ground : she was dead, with a 
times on my head, sometimes on my child in her anus. 	His cries, and the 
feet, in total darkness, and violently noise he made in digging, were heard- 

   
  



Route 17. — Fall of the Rossberg. 	45 

by Marianne, who called out. 	She milesoff in a straight line), wheresome 
was extricated with a broken thigh, 
and, saying that Francisca was not far 

strange commotion seemed taking 
place, which they themselves (the four 

off; a farthe; search led to her release behind) were observing with a tele- 
also, but in such a state that her life scope, and bad entered into converse- 
was despaired of: she was blind, for tion on the subject with some strangers 
some days, and remained subject to just come up; when, all at once, a flight 
convulsive fits of terror. 	It appeared of stones, like cannon-balls, traversed 
that the house, or themselves at least, 
bad been carried down about one 

the air above their heads ; a cloud of 
dust obscured the valley ; a frightful 

thousand five hundred feet from where noise was heard. 	They fled ! 	As 
it stood before. soon as the obscurity was so far dissi. 

" In another place, a child two 
years old was found unhurt, lying on 

pated as to make objects discernible, 
they sought their friends, but the vil- 

its 	straw lnattress upon the mud, 
without any vestige of the house from 

lbge of Goldau had disappeared under 
a heap of stones and rubbish 100 feet 

which he had been separated. 	Such in height, and the whole valley Are- 
a mass of earth and stones rushed at sented nothing but g perfect chaos! 
once into the lake of Lowertz, al- Of the unfortunate survivors, one lost 
though five miles distant, that one 
end of it was filled up, and a pro- 

a wife to wWbm he was just married, 
one a son, a third the two pupils under 

digious wave passing completely over his care : all researches to discover 
the island of Schwanau, 70 feet above their remains were, and have ever 
the .usual level of the water, over- since been, fruitless. 	Nothing is left 
whelmed the opposite shore, and, as of Golden but the bell which hung in 
it returned, swept away into the lake its steeple, and which was found about 
many houses with their inhabitants. a mile off. 	With the rocks torrents 
The village of Seewen, situated at the of mud came down, acting as rollers; 
farther end, was inundated, and some but they took a different direction 
houses washed away, and the flood when in the valley,01,0 mud following 
carried live fish into the village of the slope of the ground towards the 
Steinen. 	The chapel of Olten, built lake of Letertz, while the rocks, pre- 
of wood, was found half a league from serving 	a straight course, 	glanced 
the place it had previously occupied, 
and many large blocks of stone com- 

across the valley towards the Righi. 
The rocks above, moving much faster 

pletely changed their position. than those near the ground, went 
" The most considerable of the farther, and ascended even a great 

villages overwhelmed in the vale of wall up the Righi: its base is covered"' 
Arth was Goldau, and its name is with large blocks carried to an incre- 
now affixed to the whore melancholy dible height, and by which trees were 
story and place. 	I shall relate only mowed down, as they might have been 
'one more incident : — A party of by cannon. 
eleven travellers from Berne, belong- " A long track of ruins, like a 
iug to the most distinguished families scarf; hangs from the shoulder of the 
there, arrived at Arth on the 2nd of Rossberg, in hideous barreilltess, over 
September, and set off on foot for the Ow rich dress of shaggy woods and 
Righi a few minutes before the ea: green pastures, and grows wider and 
tastrophe. 	Seven of them had got wider down to the lake of Lowertz 
about 200 yards a-head, — the other and to the Righi, toolibtance of four 
four saw them entering the village of or five miles. 	Its greatest breadth 
Goldau, and one of the latter, Mr. may be three miles, and the triangular 
'R. Jenner, pointing out to the rest area of ruins is fully equal to that of 
the summit of the Rossberg (full four Paris, taken at the external boule- 

   
  



46 	Route rt:'-- Fall of the Rossberg — Goldau. 

yards, or about double the real extent across, but on his return be found it 
of the inhabited city. 	I notice, bow- so much widened that he could not 
ever, that the portion of the strata at venture to repeat his jump, and was 
the top of the Rossberg, which slid obliged to make a eirceit to reach 
down into the valley, is certainly less home. 	By the Gth July. the rent 
than the chaotic accumulation below ; bad increased to a width of 40 or 50 
and I have no doubt that a consider- feet, and to the depth of nearly twice 
able part of it comes from the soil of that number of feet. 	Great appro.. 
the :valley itself, ploughed up and hensions were entertained lest the 
thrown into ridges like the waves of mass thus separated should in falling 
the sea, and hurled to prodigious dis- take the direction of the Inn and 
Lances by the impulse of the descend. Church of Golden : however, on the 
ing mass, plunging upon it with a 11th, after the crack had widened to 
force not very inferior to that of a 150 feet, with a depth of 120 and a 
cannon-ball." 	 • length of 200, down camb the huge 

The areas of this terrible convul. fragment ; it was shattered to pieces 
sion were the entire destruction of in its fall, and threw up the waters 
the villages Goldau, Bussingen, and of the lake of Lowertz 5 feet, but did 
Rothen, and a part of Lowertz ; the no damage. 
rich pasturages 	in the valley and Those who desire a near view of 
on the Aux of the'mountain entirely the landslip should ascend the Gnyp- 
overwhelmed by it and ruined, were enstock, 	whose 	summit 	may be 
estimated 	to 	be 	worth 150,0001. ; reached in three hours from Arth. 
111 houses, and monthan 200 stables 
and chalets, were buried under the 
debris of rocks, which of themselves 
form hills several hundred feet high. 
More than 450 human beings perisred 

em..... 

Goldau to Brannen. 
by this catastrophe, and whole herds At Goldau one of the most fre- 
of cattle were ,,,swept away.• 	Five guelited bridlepaths up the Righi 
minutes sufficed to complete the work strikes off to the rt. • (See p. 49.) 
of destruction. 	.The inhabitants of The new chsirch and one of the 
the neighbouring towns and villages inns at Goldau stand on the site of 
were first roused by loud and grating the village overwhelmed by the Ross. 
sounds like thunder : 	they looked berg ; its inhabitants, thus destroyed 
towards the spot from which it came,  
and 	beheld 	the 	valley 	shrouded 

in the midst of security, are said to 
have been remarkable for the purity 

`'in a cloud of dust; when it tad of their 	manners and their per. 
cleared away they, found the face of sonal beauty 	The church contains 
nature changed. 	The houses 	of two tablets of black 	marble in- 
Golden were literally crushed 	be- scribed with the names of some of 
neath the weight of superincumbent the sufferers, and with particulars of 
masses. 	Lowertz was overwhelmed the sad event. 	The high-road tra. 
by a torrent of mud. verses the talus or debris, which ex. 

The wilanger of further calamity tends from the top of the Rossberg 
from the fall of other portions of te far up the Righi on the et. It ascends 
mountain is by no meaUs past even :vast hillocks of rubbish, calculated to 
now. 	On July 3d, 1823, a shepherd be 30 ft. deep hereabouts, but near 
boy Climbed up4o the. peak of the the centre of the valley probably 200 
.Rossberg called -Spitzbilhel so gather ft., and winds among enormous blocks 
herbs. In crossing over towards Zug of stone already beginning to be moss- 
be Came to a fissure, which he leaped grown, and with herbage springing 

   
  



Route 17.... Lowertz. Lucerne to Schwyta. 	4.7 
UP between them. 	Among these 14 mile shorter than that by Scbwytz, 
Mounds and masses of rock, numerous but is not good. 	 t 
pools 	are 	enclosed, 	arising 	from 1 Seliwytz —Inns : Hirsch, good; 
springs dagimed up by the fallen — Itiissli. 	 1 
earth. Schwytz, a mere village, though 

1,j Lowertz, standing on the mar- the chief place in the canton — " the 
gin of the lake round which our road heart's core of Helvetia" — from 
is carried on a terraced embankment, 
lost its church 	and 	several of its 

which comes the name Switzerland, 
contains a population of 5225 in. 

houses in the same catastrophe. 	The habitants, 	including 	the 	adjoining 
lake was diminished by one quarter scattered houses and villages, which 
in consequence of the avalanche of all belong to one parish. 	It lies 
mud and rubbish which entered it, 
and its waters were thrown up in a 
wave 70 ft. high to the opposite bank, 
so as to cover the picturesque island, 
and sweep away a small chapel which 

picturesquely at the foot of the very 
conspicuous double-peaked mountain, 
!ailed Mythe (Mitre) and Backe, 
(9598 ft.) 	 • 

Adjoining 	the Parish Church, a 
stood upon it. 	The ruined Castle of modem building, finished in 1774,, is 
Schwanau, still existing upon it, has 
an historical interest from having been 

a small Gothic chapel, called Kerber, 
erected, acilbrding to tradition, at a 

destroyed at the first rising of the time when admission to the church 
Swiss Confederates in 1308, to avenge was denied the people by a ban of 
anoutragecommittedby the Seigneur, 
in carrying off a damsel against her 

excommunication from the Pope. It 
was built in great haste, half of it 

will, and detaining her in confine- within three days, and the mass was 
ment. 	" There is a wild and sombre secretly administered within it. 
tradition attached to this island, that In the cemetery of the Parish 
' once a year cries are heard to come 
from it, and suddenly the ghost of the 

Church is the grave of Aloys Reding, 
the patriotic leader ( Landeshaupt- 

tyrant is seen to pass, chased by the man) of the Swiss against the French 
vengeful spirit tf a pale girl, bearing Republicans, in 1798. 
a torch, and shrieking wildly. 	At The Jt#hhaus, se building of no 
first he eludes her swiftness, but at great antiquity or beauty, in which 
length she gains upon him, and forces the Council of the canton holds its 
him into the lake, where he sinks sittings, is decorated with' portraits 
with doleful struggles ; and, as the of 43 Landaromen, and a painting 
waves close over the condemned, the representing the events of the early 
shores ring with fearful and unearthly &Viso history. 
yellings.' " The Arsenal contains banners taken 

Near the village of.Lowertz ano- by the Schwytzers at Morgarten, and 
thee footpath strikes up the Rigid, 
which is shorter than going • round by Goldin' for travellers approaching 

others borne by them in the battles 
of Laupen, Sempach, Cappel, Morat, 
&a. ; 	also a consecrated standard 

from Schwytz or Brunnen. 	About presented by Pope Julius IL to the 
3 miles above Lowertz it faUs into 
the path from Golden, p. 49. 	The 

Schwytzers. 	 slr,  
 The Archie (record office) is a 

Itigi Cuim may be reached by it in tower of rough masonry several stories 
3 hours. high, and was probably once a castle: 

Sewen, (Ina : 	Zum Kreutzl—a its walls area reinaslobly thick, and 
village at the E. extremity of the beneathsit are dungeons. 	• 
lake, is resorted to on account of its Schwytz possesses a Jesuits' college 
ehalybeate springs. 	A direct road ito (1837), a Capuchin convent, and a 
8 rumen here turns to the rt.: it is Dominicaia nunnery, founded in 1272. 

   
  



48 	-Route 17.— Schtoytx — Ascent of the Righi. 
A diligence goes once a day to ASCENT OF THE RIOHI. 

Lucerne and back. The summit of the Righi may be 
The Schwytzers first became known reached in about 11 hours from Zu- 

in Europe about the year 1200, in a rich and 5 or 6 from Luceane, exclusive 
dispute which the natives of this dis- of stoppages. 	Heavy carriages can 
trict had with the tenants of the approach the foot of the mountain at 
monks of Einsiedeln. 	The holy Fa- Arth (Goldau), and Kiissnacht ; and 
thera, concealing from the Emperor 
the very existence of such a race as 

if the traveller ascend from the one, 
he may send round his carriage to 

the men of Schwytz, had obtained meet him on his descent at the other 
from him a grant of their possessions, 
as waste and unoccupied lands. 	The 

place. 
The Righi, or Rigi (Regina Mon- 

Schwytzers, however, were able to tium is only a fanciful derivation of 
<maintain their own property by their the name), a mountain, or rather 
own sword% until at length the not group of mountains, rising between 
peror 	Frederick I I. confirmed to the lakes of Zug and Lucerne, owes 
them their rights. its celebrity less to its height, for it is 

The name Swiss (Schwytzer) was only 5700 ft. above the sea, than to 
first given to the inhabitants of the its isolated situation ; separated from 
three Forest cantons aftt the battle other mountains, in 	the 	midst of 
of Morgarten, their earliest victory, 
in which the men of Schwytz had 

some of the most beautiful scenery 
of Switzerland, which allows an un- 

taken 	the 	lead, 	and 	prominently 
distinguished themselves above the 

interrupted view from it on all sides, 
and converts it into a natural °b- 

others. , servatory, commanding a panorama 
At Ibach, a village on the Muotta hardly to be equalled in extent and 

(through which the road to Brunnen grandeur among the Alps. 	It has 
passes), may be seen the place of as. also the advantage of being very ac- 
semblage where the Cantons-Landes- cessible ; 	no less than 3 mule paths 
Gemeinde—consisting of all the male lend up to the sutnnniit, so that it is 
citizens of the canton—formdrly met daily resorted to in summer by hun- 
in the open air to choosilitheir inn- drcds of travellers of all countries 
gistrates, 	from 	the 	 Landammans and ages, and of both sexes. 	The 
down to the lowest officer. 	IIere upper part of the mountain is com- 
they used to deliberate and vote on posed, like the Rossberg, of the brec. 
the affairs of the state, decide on elated rock called Nagelflue. 	Ex- 
peace 	or 	war, 	form 	alliances, or ternally, the entire summit is clothed 

Mespatch embassies — a singular Tx- with verdant pastures, which support 
ample of universal suffrage and the more than 2Q00 head of cattle in 
legislation of the masses. 	The busi- summer, and the middle and lower 
Bess was opened by prayer, and by region are girt round with forests. 
the whole assembly kneeling, and Owing to the uncertainty of the 
taking an oath faithfully to discharge atmosphere, at high elevations, tra- 
their legislative duties. 	According sellers should prepare themselves for 
to 	the constitution of lass, the disappointment, since the trouble of 
'General Assemblies or the catnip an ascent is often repaid with clouds 
are now held at ROthenthurrs, on the and impenetrable mist, instead of a 
toad to Einsiedeln. 	At-present the fine sunrise and extensive prospect. 
meeting of the Ciygle only is held here. He is wise, therefore, who, in fine 

The road up the Muottethal.— weather, manages to reach the swnmit 
`which opens out here — is described 
in  Route 75. 	-* 

before the arm goes down: he, at least, 
has two chances of a view. 	It not 

• I Brunnen. 	(B.oute 14.) unfrequently happens, however, that 

   
  



Route 17. — Ascent of the Rigi from Goldau. 	49 
the traveller who has commenced the tect the 	traveller from 	the after- 
ascent in sunshine and under a clear noon sun, and shut out all view until 
sky is overtaken by clouds and storms the summit is reached, where it bursts 
before lie reaches the top. at once upon the sight: 	the other 

paths wind round the exterior of the 
Horses and Guides. mountain. 

The 3 principal bridle-paths to the At Goldau a, toll of 5 batz, = 15 
Calm, or top of the Righi, are those sous, is paid for each horse, and goes 
from Goldau, Kiissnacht, and Weggis. to keep the path in repair. 	The path 
At each of these places, as well as at strikes at once from the inn of the 
Arth, Lowertz, and Brunnen, horses, 
guides, and porters may be hired at 

Cheval Blanc up the side of the 
mountain ; at first across fields strewn 

prices regulated by tariff fixed by the 
government of the canton, which is 

with 	blocks 	from 	the 	Rossberg, 
w,hich, by the force acquired in their 

always hung up in the inns. descent down one side of•the valley, 
The usual charge for a horse is 9 Fr. were actually carried up the opposite 

francs to the top, and 6 to return slope. 	 is next day by the same road ; 7i by a Near a small public-house, called 
different road on the opposite side of Unter 	Diicliii, 	where 	the 	guides 
the mountain, with a drink-money of usually stop to give breath to their 
5 or 6 bats to the boy who leads the animals and a glass of schnaps to 
horses. 	A porter, to carry baggage, themselves, the path is very steep in- 
6 fr., and 3 to return: 	A horse may deed, carried up a 	rude 	staircase 
be hired for 6 fr. up to the convent formed of trunks of trees fastened 
of Maria Zum Schnee, below which between the rocks. 
is the steepest part of the ascent. This is a good point for surveying 
Chaises a porteur may be procured the fall of the Rossberg and the vale 
for ladies who do not like to ride or of Goldau below, mourning in ruin 
walk, and each bearer receives 9 fr. and desolation. 	The 	train of along 
up and down. On the height of rubbish thrown down by that con- 
summer, 	when 	the 	concourse 	of vulsion is lopn stretching across to 
visitors is immense, it is a good plan the lake of Lowertz, which it partly 
to send a lad up the mountain before filled up (see p. 45). 	A steep foot- 
pu to secure beds at the Rigi-culin path from Arth falls into our road 
inn. 	The pedestrian, unless he desire here. 	Here begin " the Stations," a 
to bey relieved of his baggage, has series of 13 little chapels, each with 
scarcely any need of a guide, as the a paining representing an event in 
Paths are most distinctly marked, and our Lord's Passion, which lead up to 
are traversed by so many persons that the pilgrimage church of Mary-of- 
he can scarcely miss his way. 	To the-Snow. 	The steepest part of the 
those who ride on horseback, the man road is over at the 4th station. 	At 
who leads the horse will serve as the chapel of Malchus, containing the 
guide. Bearing of the Cross,. the path from 

Ascent from Goldau, — 34 hours ; Lowertz falls into our route. ar 
descent 24. 	Travellers usually make Notre Dame des Neiges, or Maria 
Arth (p. 42) their starting place (4 of Zum•Schnee, is a little church much 
an hour farther off), because the inn frequented by pilgrims, especially on 
is better there; but the ascent of the the .5th of August, on gcount of the 
Mountain begins at Goldau. 	This indulgences granted by the Pope at 
is, indeed, the best point to ascend the end of the 17th century to all 
from, because the path runs along a „who make this pious journey. 	Ad. 
'deep galley, in the interior of the joining it is a small hospice, or con- 
Mountain, the sides of which pro- vent, inhabited'all the year by 3 or 4 
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50 Route 17. — The Rigi — Ascent from Kiissnacht or Weggis. 

Capuchin brothers, who do the duty to a singular natural arch (called 
of the church, being deputed by the Hochstein, or Felsenthor), formed by 
fraternity at 	Arth on this service. two vast detached blocks of nagel- 
The church is surrounded by a group flue (pudding-stone), 	holding 	sus- 
of inns, the 	best of which 	(the pended a third, beneath which the 
Schwerdt and Sonne) are sometimes path is carried. 	These broken frag- 
resorted to by invalids, who repair ments serve to illustrate the tendency 
hither to drink 	goat's whey, and which this rock has to cleave and 
might even afford a homely lodging split, and to this cause may be attri- 
to travellers benighted or unable to 
find room in the two inns on the top 

buted a singular torrent of mud, 
which, in the year 1795, descended 

of the mountain : 	the others are, 
public-houses, 	chiefly 	occupied by 

from the flank of the Rigi upon the 
village of Weggis, 	destroying 30 

pilgrims. Half an hour's walking up, 
gently-sloping meadows, brings the 
traveller to the inn called Rigi-Staffel. 

houses and burying nearly 60 acres 
of good land. 	It advanced slowly, 
like a lava current, taking a fortnight 

.-- to reach the lake, so that the inhaL. 
Aacent from Kiissnacht. —34 hours bitants had time to remove out of its 

to mount ; 21 to deselkid. r A mule way. 	It is supposed to have• been 
path, as long as that from Golden, 
and more steep. 	A toll of 10 batten 

produced by springs, or rain. water, 
percolating the cracks of the nagel- 

is paid on this road. 	By .a detour of 
i an hour, Tell's Chapel (see p. 42.) 

flue, and converting the layer of clay, 
which separates it from the beds be- 

may be visited in going or 'returning. neath it, into soft mud. 	Had .there 
Leaving Kiissnacht and passing on been any great fracture in the nagel- 
the 1. the ruins of .Gessler's Castle (p. flue, it is probable that a large per. 
42.), it is carried in zigzags up the tion of the mountain would hat* 
steepest part of the mountain, through given way and slipped down into the 
forests, and agross the pastures called lake, since the strata of the Rigi 
Seeboden. 	The lake of Lucerne is slope at a very steep angle. 	Had 
in sight almost4the why way* The 
path emerges on the brow of the hill 

this been the 	case, a catastrophe, 
similar to that of the Rossberg, might 

in front of the Staffel inn. 	.. have ensuedo , As it was, the softened 
Ascent from Wiggle. — Weggis— clay was squeezed. out by the weight 

Inn: Liiwe (Lion), —a small village of the superincumbent mass of the 
on a little ledge at the foot of the mountain, and formed this deluge of 
Rigi, on the lake of the Font Can- mud, traces of which are still visible 
tons, is the spot where those who ap- on the side of the mountain. 
proach the Rigi by water land. 	It About half an hour's walk above 
supports 12 or 15 horses, and guides the arch lies the Cold Bath (kaltes 
in 	corresponding 	numbers. 	The bad), where a source of very cold 
steamer to and from Lucerne touches water, issuing out. of the rock, sup- 
here daily. 	A bad path, winding 
rand" the foot of the Rigi, connects 

plies a small bathing establishment.,  
A new inn, of wood, has been 

Weggis with Kiissnacht; but the chief constructed here, containing 26 •bed- 
communication is carried on by Later. rooms and 6 baths. 	It was once the 

The mule-path up the Rigi from custom for patients to lie dowrn in 
Weggis is lass steep and a, little the bath with their clothes me, and 
shorter than the two preceding : si afterwards to walk about in the sun 
hours up ; si down. 	It winds along until they dried on the bacld ; but 
the outside of the mountain, in con, 
stant view of the lake, passing, first, 
the little chapel of Ileiligenkreutz, 

this method is no longer rega 	as 
essential to effect a cure. 	ose to 
the cold-bath is a little chapel ,dedi- 

(Holy Cross), and then.:stretchik up cated to the Virgin, to which pi'Igrims 

   
  



' Route 17. — The Rigi—Staffel--Suntmit. 	151 

repair, and in which mass is daily turned away from .the doors, and it 
said for ,  the shepherds on the Itigi. is difficult to procure beds, food, or 
. 	The spring is called the Sisters' even attention. 	The house presents 
Fountain, from a tradition .that S fair 
sisters sought refuge here from the 

a soene of the utmost confusion, 
servant maids hurrying in one direc- 

pursuit of a wicked and tyrannical tion, 	couriers and guides in ano- 
Austrian bailiff; and spent the re- ther, while gentlemen with poles and 
mainder of their days amidst the knapsacks block up the passages. 
clefts of the rocks in the exercise of, 
piety. 

Most of the languages of Europe, 
muttered usually in terms of abuse 

Summit o the Ri r 	, 	. 	 f 	g!. or complaint, and. the all-pervading 
fumes of tobacco, enter largely as in- 

All the principal paths, except the gredients into this Babel of sounds 
short Cuts from. Arch and Goldau, 
converge and unite in front of the 

apd smells, and add to the discomfort 
of the fatigued traveller, 	In the 

8/zee/haus, a humble inn to which evening the guests are collected at 
travellers are sometimes driven for a a table 4:finite supper • after which 
.night's lodging by the crowded state most persons are glee to repair to 
of the inn on the summit. 	It is half 
an hour's walk below the Culrn, and 

rest. 	It talips some time, however, 
before the hubbub of voices and the 

it is .a bad plan to stop short of it, 
since those who rest. here must get 

trampling of feet subside; and, not 
unfrequently, a few roystering Ger- 

up half an hour earlier next morning man students prolong their potations 
if they wish to catch the sunrise from and noise far into the night. 	The 
the top. 	, 	 - beds, besides, are not very inviting to 

The Cuhn,, or culminating point.of repose ; but whether the inmate have 
Alm Rigi,isan irregular space ofground slept or not, he, together with the 
.of some extent, destitute of trees,.but whole household, is roused about -an 
covered with turf. 	On the top stands hour before sunrise by the strange 
the inn, a large building of wood, of- sounds of a long wooden horn, which 
fording tolerable accommodation, con- is played uniil every.partiele of sleep 
Adoring the height, lkitich, 	exceeds is dispelled trom the household. Then 
that of the most elevated mountain commences a general stir and corn- 
in Britain, 5676 ft. above the sea level. motion, and everybody hastens out 
Travellers 	should 	bring 	all 	their with shivering limbs and half-open 
cloaks with them, as the cold is often eyes to gaze at the glorious .prospect 
-very intense, and the thermometer at of aisunrise from the Riga. 	For- 
times varies as much as 20° Reaumur, 
within the 24 hours. 	Toe house is 

tunate are they for whom the view 
is not marred by clouds and.rain, a 

'warmed with, stoves even in summer. very common occurrence, as the leaves 
The following notice, relative to the of the Album kept in the inn will 
Counterpanes, is hung up in every testify. 	Indeed the following verses 

'room .:---" On avertit MM. les &ran- describe the fate of a large majority 
gers que ceux qui prennent les cote, 
vertures de lit.pour sortir au sommet 

who make this expedition: --,m. 
Seven weary uphill leagues we sped, 	, 

Paieront dix batz ;" a threat which Toe settles sun to see ; 

seems more likely to suggest than 
Prevent the commission of so mum. 

Sullen and grim he went to bed, 
Sullen and grim went we. 

Nine sleepless hours of night we passed 
Sortable an offence. The rising sun .go see; I 

Sullen and grim be rose non, 
During the height of summer, Sullen and grim rose we. 

'when -travellers are most numerous, 
the Claim inn is crammed to over- P 	View from the Rigi. 
flowing every evening; numbers are Long befort dawn an assemblage 
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52 	Rout;17.— Summit of the Rigt. 
of between 200 and SOO persons is of Arth; at the end of the lake the 
often collected on the- Rigi Culrn, 
awaiting the sunrise, to enjoy this 

town of Zug, and behind it the spire 
of the church of 	Cappel, 	where 

magnificent 	prospect. 	A glare of Zwingli, the Reformer,sfell in battle. 
light in the E. which gradually dims This is backed by the chain of the 
the flickering of the stars, is the first Albis, and through gaps in its ridge 
token of the morning; it soon be- may be discerned a few of the houses 
comes a streak of gold along the of the town of Zurich, and two little 
horizon, and is reflected In a pale bits of its lake. 	Over the 1. shoulder 
pink tint upon the snows of the Ber- of the Rossberg a peep is obtained 
nese Alps. 	Summit after summit into the lake of Egeri, on whose 
slowly catches the same golden hue; shores the Swiss gained the victory 
the dark space between the horizon of Morgarten. 	The N. horizon is 
and the Rigi is next illuminatql ; bounded by the range of the Black 
forests, lakes, 	hills, 	rivers, 	towns, 
and villages, gradually become re- 

Forest hills. 
The prospect on the W. is more 

vested, but look cold and indistinct open and map-like, and therefore less 
until 	the 	reit orb 	surmounts the interesting. 	Close under the Rigi lie 
mountain top, and shots his beams Tell's chapel, on the spot where he 
across the landscape. The shadows are shot Gessler, and the village and bay 
thererolled back, as it were, and, in a of Kiissnacht. Farther oll; nearly the 
few moments, the whole scene around whole canton of Lucerne expands to 
is glowing in sunshine. 	The view is view ; — the Reuss winding through 
best seen during the quarter of an the midst of it. 	Above the Reuss is 
hour preceding and following the the lake of Sempach, the scene of 
first appearance of the sun ; after another triumph 	of Swiss valour. 
that the mists begin to curl up, and 
usually shroud parts of it from the 

Lucerne, with its coronet of towers, 
is distinctly seen at the W. end of 

eye. the lake, and on the 1. of it rises the 
The most striking feature in this gloomy Pilatus, clotting the sky with 

wonderful panorama, ishich is said its serrated ridge. 	The remainder 
to extend over a circumference of of the W. horizon is occupied by the 
SOO miles, is undoubtedly the lakes chain of the Jura. 
of Lucerne and Zug ;..the branching On the S. the mass of the Rigi 
arms of the former extend in so forms the foreground, and touching 
many different directions as to be- the opposite mountains of Unterwal- 
wilder one at first, and both lore the den, only allows here and there a 
base of the mountain so closely that small portion of the lake of • Lucerne 
the spectator might fancy 	himself to be seen* 	On this side the objects 
suspended in the air above them, as in visible in succession, from rt. to 1., are 
a balloon, and think, by one step from 
the brow of the precipice, to plunge 

the lakes of Alpnach and Semen, 
buried in woods, by the side of which 

into them. 	The peculiar greenish runs the road to the Brunig ; 	the 
bluasaint which sheets of water as- mountains called Stanzer and Buochs- 
sume when seen from a height has erhorn, and behind them the mag- 
also something exceedingly beatitiful. nincent white chain of the high Alps 
It is said that 11 other. lakes may be of Berne, Unterwalden, and Uri, in 
seen from tke Rigi, but they are so one unbroken ridge of peaks and 
small and distant Is to. "look like 
pools ; some almost like water spilt 

glaciers, 	including 	the 	Jungfrau, 
Eigher, limner Aachen), the Titlis 

upon the earth." 	 . (the highest peak ,in Unterwalden), 
On the N. side tile eye looks down the Engelberger Rothstock, and the 

into the lake of 4itg,•and the streets Bristenstock, between which and the 
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Seelisberg runs the road of St. Gott- 
hard. 

bow, and this sometimes doubled, 
when the mist is thick. 

• On the E. the Alpine chain coati- Two melancholy accidents have 
nues to stretch uninterruptedly along occurred on the top of the Rigi : — 
the horizon; and includes the pre- in 1820 a guide, who had attended 
eminent peaks of the Diidi, on the an English family, was struck dead 
borders of the Grisons, of the Gliir- by lightning as he stood watching the 
nisch, in canton Glarus, and of the clouds; in 1826, a Prussian officer, 
Sentis, in A ppenzell. • In the middle who had reached the summit, accom- 
distance, above the lake of Lauertz, 
lies the town of Schwytz, the cradle 

ponied by his wife and children, fell 
from a very dangerbus seat which he 

of Swiss freedom, backed by the two had selected on the brow of a preci- 
singular sharp peaks called, from their pice (the only spot where the summit 
shape, the Mitres (Mythen). 	Above is.really a precipice), and was dashed 
them peers the snowy peak of the to pieces at the bottom. 	'According 
Glarnisch ; and to the rt. of them is to another 	account, 	the 	miserable 
the opening of the Muotta ThaI, 
famous for the bloody conflicts be- 

man threw himself off, having pre-
viously announced hit intention of 

tween Suwarrow and Massone, where committing *tickle to his wife, who 
armies manoeuvred and fought on 
spots which before the shepherd and 

summoned the guide to arrest him, 
but, after a severe struggle her bus- 

chamois hunter 	scarcely dared to band 	got 	loose, 	and .effected 	his 
tread. 	Farther to the 1. rises the purpose. 
mass of the Rossberg, — the nearest The steamer from 	Lucerne 	to 
Mountain 	neighbour 	of the Rigi. Fluellen calls every day at Weggis, 
The whole scene of desolation caused at the foot of the Rigi, for passengers 
by its fall (see p. 48.); 	the chasm 
on the top,.whence the ruin came; 
the course of the terrific avalanche 

going and returning. 

. 
of stones, diverging and spreading in ROUTE 18. their descent; the lake of Lowertz, 
partly filled up by it,•and the pools 
and puddles caused in the valley by 
the stoppage of the watercourses ; are 
at once displayed in a bird's-eye view. 

In 	. 	 . 
TUE LAKE OF LUCERNE. 	LUCERNE 

TO FLUELLEN. 

" That sacred lake, withdrawn among the 
hills, 

• The very distant snowy peak seen Its depth of waters (tanked as with a wall 
above the top of the Rossbcrg is the ',Zit:fent:, eiisc' :oust; mace beforebuorinspires 
Sentis. Hol delight, lifting our thoughts to God i 

The Spectre of the RAyi is an at- 
Mospheric phenomenon 	not unfre- 
quently observed on the tops of high 

From.. 	01 	1. 	F • 	• _,-. 	• etsat in theliome  desert nsowers the seeds of life, 
Training a band of small republics there, 
which still exist, the envy of the world! 

Mountains. It occurs when the cloudy Whot
o
v
u
ou31_not land in each, and tread the 

vapours happen to rise perpendicu- Land where Tell leaped ashore — and climb 
larly from 	the saucy beneath 	the to drink 
Mountain, on the side opposite to the Of the three hallowed fountains 7 411fte that 

(toes 
sun, without enveloping the summit Coatis back the better. 	. 	. 	. 
of the Ri 	itself. 	Under these cir- gi Each

mo
c

i
lLand head-land, and green pro- 

cumstances the shadows of the Rigi Graven with
, 
 records of thumst 

etilm and of any persons standing on Excites to Iro wership.". 	. 	• 	• 7:-. 
the top are cast upon the wall.of Mist, 
in greatly magnified proportions. The 

... 	 Rogers. 
The length of the lake between 

Shadow is encircled by a halo, assuni- Lucerne and Fluellen is about 7% 
ing the prismatic colours of the rain- stunden == 204 Eng. miles. 
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A Steamer plies between. Lucerne Uri as to prevent the progress of ant 
and Fluellen, performing its daily row-boat, and 	renders 	it doubtful 
course from 1st May to 30th Oct., as whether even a steamer will be able 
follows; — From Lucerne to Fluellen, 
at 8 o'clock each morning, — from 

to face it. 	During finci,  weather, in 
summer, the north wind blows along 

Fluellen to Lucerne, at 2 o'clock the bay of Uri from ten to three or 
each afternoon. 	The passage 	to four, after which it dies away, and. is 
Fluellen and back the same day costs succeeded by the Fain, blowing from 
6 Fr. f. 16 sous, and takes 3 hours ; by the S. 	The boatmen, in coming 
a row or sailing boat,6 were required. front Lucerne, endeavour to reach 
It 	touches 	at 	Allstadt, 	Weggis, Fluellen before the wind turns. 	The. 
Buochs, Gersau, Brunnen, Fluellen, 
and, on certain days, Stanzstadt. - 

only resource, when a storm arises, 
is to run before the .wind. 

Boats may be hired at all the ports The Lake of Lucerne, or of The 
on the lakes but are little used since Four Forest 	Cantons (Vier-Wald- 
the steamer 	was launched. 	The stiidter-See), so called from the can- 
charges are fixed by tariff, 	which 
may be seen atlithe inns. 

tons of Uri, Unterwalden, Schwytz, 
and Lucerne, which exclusively form 

In hiring a boat to iluellen, the its 	shores, 	is 	distinguished 	above 
employer 	should 	stipulate 	to 	be every lake in Switzerland, and per- 
landed at Gersau, Grath, and the haps in Europe, by the beauty and 
Tellenplatte, at his discretion, in order sublime grandeur of its scenery. 	It 
that he may visit these spots by the is hardly less interesting from the 
way. historical recollections connected with 

Much has been said of the dangers it. 	Its shores arc a classic region—. 
of the,lake of Lucerne, arising from the :sanctuary of liberty ; 	on them 
storms; that it is subject, to sudden took place those memorable events 
and tempestuous winds admits of no which gave freedom to Switzerland 
doubt; but the boatmen can always — here the first Confederacy was 
foresee the apifroach of 'a storm, and formed ; and, above, all, its bordets 
are very careful pot to object them- were the scene of the heroic deeds 
selves to any risk. 	The clumsy flat- and signal vengeance of WILLIAM 
bottomed 	boats, 	indeed, 	have 	an TELL, on which account they are 
unsafe look, and, in windy weather, 
heave and roll about' immoderately ; 

sometimes called Tell's Country. 
The lake lies at a height of 1906 ft-. 

yet instances of accidents are hardly, 
known — either the boatmen wilt,  not 

above the sea-level: it is of very ir-
regular shape, assuming, near its W.. 

stir out in bad weather, or put into extremity, the form of a cross. 	Its 
shore on the slightest appearance of various bays, branching in diffetent 
danger. 	Those who trust themselves directions, are each named after the 
on the lake should implicitly follow chief town or village 	situated on 
the advice of the boatmen, and not them: thus the W. branch is pro. 
urge them to venture .when disin- perly the lake of Lucerne; 	then 
clinecliso  come the bays of Alpnach on the 

The winds on the lake are singe- 
larly capricious and variable, blosling 

S., Kiissnacht on the N., Buochs, 

at the same time from Opposite quar- 
stretching E. and W. ' • and lastly, the 
bay of Uri, running N. and S., en- 

ters of the compass iii different parts tirely enclosed within the mountains 
of it, so that lithe 'batmen say that of that canton. 
there is a new wind •belfuni- every 031110ing 	Lucerne, 	and passing 
promontory. 	The most violent is the •the long Hof Briicke, the steam- 
south wind, or Filin, which often boat 	will soon 	arrive a-breast 	of 
rushes so furiously doyen the bay of a promontory on the I., called Meg- ... 	 • 
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genhorn, close oil' which lies a small dant 	pastures, 	feeding a hundred 
island, the only one in the lake. 	A flocks ; —an agreeable contrast to his 
Frenchman, the Abb5 Reynal, took neighbour Pilate. 
Upon himself to raise upon 	it a After weathering the promontory 
monument to the ,founder of Swiss of Tanzenburg a spur or buttress • 
liberty : 	it consisted of a wooden descending from the Rigi, the vil- 
obelisk, painted to look like granite, 
with Tell's apple and arrow on the 

lage of Weggis appears in sight: it is 
the usual port of diFembarkation for 

top I 	This gingerbread memorial'of those who ascend the Rigi from the 
Vanity and bad taste was luckily de- water (seep. 50.), and may be reached 
stroyed by lightning. 	Thus far the in about an hour from Lucerne. 
shores of the lake are undulating The high precipices opposite Weggis 
hills, clothed with verdure, and dotted belong to canton Unterwalden, but 
with houses and villas — a smiling the narrow ledge of meadow at their 
scene, to which the dark ridge of ease is in canton Lucerne. 
Pilatus adds a solitary feature of Two rocky headland; projecting 
grandeur. 	After doubling the cape from the Rigi on one side, and the 
of the Meggenhorn, the bay of Kdss- 
audit opens out on the 1., that of 

Bfirgenburg on the other— signifi, 
candy callei the Noses ( Nasen)— 

Alpnaeh on the rt., and the traveller now appear To close up the lake; but 
finds himself in the centre , of the 
cross or transept (so to call it) of the 

as the boat advances, a narrow strait, 
not more than LI mile wide, is dis- 

lake. 	From this point Mount Pilate closed between them. 	Once through 
is seen to great advantage — clouds these narrows, and the noses seem to 
and darkness almost invariably rest have overlapped each other, and the 
upon his head, and his serrated ridge traveller enters, as it were, a new lake 
and gloomy sides have a sullen air in shut out by high mountains from that 
the midst of the'sunny and cheerful which he has traversed before. 	This 
landscape around. 	The superstitions oval 	basin 	is 	called the Gulf of 
connected with*  this mountain are Buochs, from the little village at the 
mentioned at p. 41. It is the weather- 
glass of the boatmensand shepherds, 
and, according to the common saying, 

(Wann Pilaus Wig setts Hut 

bottom of the bay on its S. shore, 
behind wheel: rise two grand 17110U114 
thins, 	the 	Buochser and . Stanzer. 
Horn. 

Dann wird das Wetter gut) . On the opposite shore, at the foot 
it is a bad sign when Pilate is free of the Itigi, nestles the little village 
from cloud, or doffs his hat in the Gegai, — (Inn : Bonne, small, bat 
morning; but when the clouds rest clean) — which, with the small strip_ 
steadily on his foreheigl till late in of cultivated and meadow land behind 
the afternoon, fair weather may be it, formed, for four centuries, an in- 
expected. dependent 	state, 	undoubtedly 	the 

Looking up the bay of Kfissnacht smallest in civilized Europe. 
the ruined castle of Neu Habsburg is Its entire territory consists of a 
seen on the L perched on a cliff; and, 
at the further extremity of the vil- 

slope leaning against the side of the 
mountain, produced probalfFrby the 

lege of Kfissnacht, a fort belonging to earth and rubbish washed down from 
the counts of that name. 	The co- above, 	by 	two 	mountain-torrents 
lossal mass of the Rigi occupies the breaking out of ravines behind it. 
other side of the bay. 	Its sides are The whole extent sof land cannot 
girt with forests, below which runs a measures more than three miles by 
fringe of fields and gardens, dotted two, which would make a very small 
with cottages ; 	while, above, it b parish in England ; scarcely an acre 
clothed to its very summit with ver- of it is level ground, but it is covered 
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56 	Route 18. — Lake of Lueenne— Gersau.— Brunnen. 
with orchards, and supports a po- reaches. 	It is the deptit for goods 
pulation of 1348 souls, dwelling in going to and front Italy, over the 
174 houses, 82 of which form the 
village. 

Saint 	Gotthard. 	The 	warehouse, 
called Sust, bears on its outer walls a 

It is recorded that the people of rude painting of the three Concede. 
Gerson bought their freedom from a rates, to commemorate the first al- 
state of villenage in 	1390, with a fiance which was formed on this spot 
sum of 690 lbs. of pfennings, scraped 
together after 10 years' of hard toil, 
to satisfy the Lords of Moos, citizens 

between the Forest Cantons in 1315, 
after the battle of Morgarten. Aloys 
Reding here raised the standard of 

of Lucerne, 	whose serfs they had revolt against the French in 1798.. 
previously been. 	They maintained Those who intend to ascend the 
their independence apart from any Rigi from this, usually take a char to 
other 	canton, and governed by a Golden (charge 60 batz); 	for pe- 
landammanand council, chosen fronli destrians there is a shorter footpath 
among themselves, until the French from Lowertz. 	It takes five hours to 
occupied Switzerland in 1798, since reach the top (see p. 48.). 	Saddle- 
which they hay* been united with the horses may be hired here.  
canton Schwytz. 	Thoogh Gersau Boats swarm upon the shore: the 
possessed a criminal jurialiction of its charges are somewhat exorbitant. 	A 
own, together with a gallows still left large boat to convey a carriage to 
standing, no instance of a capital exe- Fluellen costs 100 batz ( = 14f. Fr.) 
cution occurred during the whole of — a smaller one, 9f. Fr. The steamer 
its existence.aS a separate state. now touches 'here twice a-day. 
• There is something very pleasing Opposite Brunnen, the lake of the 
in the aspect of Gersau on the mar- Four Cantons changes at once its di- 
gin of its quiet cove, shrouded in rection and its character. 	Along the 
orchards and shut out from the rest bay of Uri, or of Fluellen as it is 
of the world by the precipice of the' sometimes called, it stretches nearly 
Rigi ; for although there is a path N. and S. 	Its bordtws are perpendi- 
hence to Brunnen, and...another to 
the top of the itiountair, they are 

cuter, and almost uninterrupted prc, 
cipices ; the basements and buttresses 

difficult and 	little used. 	Its pie- 'of colossal mountains, higher than 
turesque, broad-brimmed cottages are any of those which overlook the other 
scattered among the fields and ches- branches of the lake; and their snowy 
nut woods nearly to the .summit of summits peer down from above the 
the slopes ; some perched on sloigng clouds, or through the gullies in their 
lawns, so steep that they seem likely sides, upon the dark gulf below. 	At 
to slip into the lake. 	 ' the point of gee promontory, opposite 
• Gerson may be reached by a row- Brunnen, stands a small inn, called 
boat in 21 hours from Lucerne. 	As 
soon as it is left behind, the singular 

Treib, with a little haven in front, 
in which boats often take 	shelter. 

bare peaks of the Mythen (Mitres) When the violence of the F'ohn wind 
start u 	into view, — at,their foot the renders the navigation of the lake 
town ochwytz is built, and in front to Fluellen 	impracticable, travellers 
of them stands the village of Brunnen sometimes-take a footpath front Tre.ib 
—(bin: Goldener Adler; ; best, not 
very good) — the port of the canton 

over the mountains 	by 	Selisberg, 
Bauen, Isenthal, and Seeded.  There 

Schwytz, built out the &tooth of the is a similar and equally difficult path 
river Muota. Its position in reference 
to the surrounding scenery is one of 

from Schwytz by Morsebach, Sisikon, 
Tellenriith, 	to 	Altorf, which 	was 

the most fortunate-on the lake, coin- trevertheless traversed by the French 
manding a View along tsvq,of its finest General, Lecourbe, with his army, in 
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pursuit of Suwarrow, in the night, by from the oppression of their Austrian 
torch-light, in 1799. 	The want of governors. 	They here " swore to 
boats to transport his forces across be faithful to each other, but to done 
the lake compelled him to this daring 
exploit. 	On turning the corner of 

wrong to the Count of Habsburg, 
and not to maltreat his governors." 

the promontory of Trcib, a singular " These poor mountaineers, in the 
rock, called 111.atenstein, rising like an 14th century, furnish, perhaps, the 
obelisk out of the water, is passed, 
and the bay of Uri, in all its stupen- 

only example of insurgents, who, at 
the moment of revolt, bind themselves 

dous grandeur, bursts into view. as sacredly to be just and merciful to 
" It is upon this that the supe- their oppressors as to be faithful to 

riority of the lake of 	Lucerne to each other." 	The scheme thus em- 
ail other lakes, or, as far as I know, 
scenes upon earth, depends. 	The 

cerled was carried into execution on 
the following New-year' day ; and 

vast mountains rising on every side such was the origin of the Swiss Con- 
and closing at the end, with their federation. 
rich clothing of wood, the sweet soft According to populist. belief, which 
spots of verdant pasture scattered at everywhere in Switzerland connects 
their feet, and sometimes on their 
breast, and the expanse of water, un- 

politicalevetts with notionsofreligion, 
the oath of the Grath was followed 

broken by islands, and almost un- by a miracle, and 3 springs gushed 
disturbed by any signs of living men, 
make an impression which it would 

forth from the spot upon which the 3 
confederates had stood. 	In token of 

be foolish to attempt to convey by this every stranger is conducted to a 
words.. 	‘-' little but built over the 3 sources of 

" The only memorials which would pure water, and is invited to drink 
hot disgrace such a scene are those of out of them to the memory of the 3 
past ages, renowned for heroiSm and founders of Swiss freedom.- 	It is 
virtue, and no part of the world is 
more full of suclPvenerable ones." — 

doubtful whether thess sources are, 
not merely 1 split into 3; but few 

Mackintosh. would scarce to detect " the pious 
After passing the Nirldenstein about fraud." 

a mile, the precipices recede a little, 
leaving a small ledge, formed by earth 

The view from Griltli is delightful. 
A small scar' may be observed from 

fallen from above, and sloping down hence on the face of the opposite 
to the water's edge. 	A few walnut preciaiceof the Frohnalpstock, formed 
and chesnut trees have here taken by. tliF fall of a piece of rock. 	" The 
root, and the small space of level fragment which has left such a trifling 
ground is occupied by a ifteadow con- blemish was about 1200 feet wide; 
spictious 	among 	the 	surrounding when it fell it raised such a wave on 
Woods from the brightness of its vi-s- the lake as overwhelmed 5 houses of 
dure. 	This is Grittli, or Rath, the the 	village of 	Sissigen, 	distant 1 
spot pointed out by tradition as the mile, and 11 of its inhabitants were 
rendezvous of the S founders of Swiss drowned. 	The swell was in at 
freedom, — Werner Stauflitcher, 	of Luce me, more than 20 miles off."— 
Steinen, in Schwytz ; Erni (Arnold) Simond. 
tin der Holden, of Melchthal, in lin- The immediate shores of the bay 

.terwalden ; and Walter Furst, of At- of Uri are utterly, pathless, since, for 
tingbausen, in Uri. 	These " honest 
conspirators" met in secret in the 
dead of night, on this secluded spot, 
at the end of the year 1307, to form 

the most past, its sides are precipices, 
descending vertically into the water, 
without an inch of foreground be- 
tween. 	Here*  and there a 	small 

the plan for liberating their country sloping ledge intervenes, as at Griitli, 
• D 5 

   
  



58 	Route 18. — Tell's Chapel — Lake of Lucerne. 

and on one or two other spots room 
has been found for a• scanty group 

marred the designs of the confede-, 
rates by precipitating events before 

of houses, as at 	Sissikon, 	Bauen, the plan was properly matured. 	Yet 
Isleten, &c. there is something so spirit-stirring 

A little shelf, or platform, at the in 	the history of " the mountain 
foot of the Achsenburg, on the. E. Brutus," that there is no doubt the 
shore of the lake, called the 	Tellen- mere narration of it contributed as• 
Platte, is ocupied by TELL'S CHAPEL, 
and may be reached in i of an hour 

much towards the success of the in-
surrection and the freedom of Swit. 

from Grtitli. 	Here, according to the zerland, by rousing the minds of a 
tradition, Tell sprung on shore out whole people, as the deep and well- 
of the boat in which Gessler was concerted scheme of the S conspirwl 
carrying hint a prisoner to the dun- tors of Griitli. 
geon of Kiissnacht (see p.42.), when? The view from Tell's chapel is er- 
as is well known, the.  sudden storm ceedingly fine. 	The following are• 
on the lake compelled him to remove the remarks of Sir James Mackintosh 
Tell's fetters, inaorder to avail him- on this scene: —" The combination • 
self of his skill as steersman ; 	thus of what is grandest in nature,' with 
affording the captive anebpportunity whatever is pure and sublime in hu- 
to escape. The chapel, an open arcade man conduct, affected me in this pas. 
lined with rude and faded paintings, 
representing the events of the delivery 

sage (along the lake) more power-
fully than any scene which I had ever 

of Switzerland, was erected by can- seen. 	Perhaps neither Greece nor 
ton Uri in 1388, poly 31 years after Rome would have had such power 
Tell's death, and in the presence of over me. 	They are dead. 	The pre. 
114 persons who had known him per- sent inhabitants are a new race, who 
sonally —a strong testimony to prove regard with little or no feeling the 
that the events of his life are not a 
mere romance.. Once a year, on the 

memorials of former ages. 	This is, 
perhaps, the only place in our globe 

lira Friday after the Ascension, mass where deeds of pule virtue, ancient 
is said and a sermon preikbed in the enough to beovenerable, are conse- 
chapel, which is attended blthe in- 
habitants on the shores of the, lake, 
who repair hither in boats, forming 

crated by the religion of the people, 
and ..continue to command interest 
and reverence. 	No local superstition 

an aquatic procession. so beautiful and so moral any where 
The murder of Gassier by Tell, exists. 	The inhabitants of Thermo. 

' notwithstanding the provocatiod? was pylw or Marathon know no more of 
a stain 	on 	the 	Swiss 	revolution, 
marked as it was equally by the just 

these famous spots than that they are 
so many %dare feet of earth. 	Eng- 

necessity which led to it and the wise land is too extensive a country to 
moderation which followed it, in pre- make Runnymede an object of na- 
venting 	the shedding of blood, so tional affection. 	In countries of in- 
that even the tyrannical bailiffs of the dustry and wealth the stream of events 
En-0%r were conducted unharmed sweeps away these old remembrances. 
beyond the limits of the ColifedeLacy, 
and there set free : an set of forbear- 

The solitude of the Alps is a sane-
tuary destined for the monuments of 

ance the more surprising considering ancient 	virtue ; 	Griltli and Tell's 
that many of he Swass leaders were chapel are as much reverenced by the 
smarting under personal evrongs in- Alpine peasants as Mecca by a devout 
flicted by these Bailiff; or Zwing- Musselman ; and the deputies of the 
Herrn. 	 — 	 • 3 ancient cantons met, so late as the 

Tell, acting by the impulse of his year 1715, to renew their allegiance 
individual wrongs, 	ad 	well nigh . and their oaths of eternal union." 

   
  



Route 10. -+!, Past oldie Brunf&-- AOmach. Slide.' 59 

.,.1110 ,depth of the, lake,•, opposite Austrians of wbitilit  the. Swiss .eonfe- 
Teill's 09114 is tan feet. 	 After derntes (p.'57,.) gained possession on 
roinftling tlie cape,  n Which id !Minds, Niter -year's day, 1S08. 	One 'of the 
Fluellen appears in view. 	On the party, the accepted lover ,  of a damsel 
W. shore the valley, of Isenthal, opens Within the castle, being, according to 
Oqt; , the vista up it ,is, terminated the practice of Swiss lovers, even at 
by, the mind snowy.peaks•of the Pri the present time, admitted by a ladder 
Ttqtbstock, , 	 f 	. of ropes to a midnight interview. With 
ii  rleellen,„the .pert of, the canton lift mistress, a girl, living ividtin ,its 
4:Iti,, miiyobe reached in halfion,  hour walls, succeeded in introducing, in 
from TeIN chapel. 	Here begins the the same way, go of his companictis; 
tar.riage ,r0intover the.,  St. Hotthard. who found no difficulty,  in surprising 
(Route 34.) 	• 	, 

• , 
and overpowering the garrison 	The 
loves of Jitgell and Anneli have, 
from that day forth, been celehmted ROVER 19* J„ , 	i 	- 	1 	. in Sitio; song.' 	A series of iimith. 

illgE  470., or  *. Sauxt90-7--ituQERNE tarieout risings in ogler parts of the 
• ,Ito ,),ETNIMEN AND •oaths; 	13,t,  Forest' Cantons proved equally sue: 
. 4Lr144011! AND SAIVNEN. eessfel, ratidelp 24 hours the country 
••140tatundetv=35 Englisly Oiliest leas freed from the Austrian mile., 
,. ,The 	Sleitowlipat • from . Lucerne 

touches ,once or twice n-week 	at 
Gestad, at the S., end of the bay, 

14 hour from Winkel (Ina—Wt icces 
Sbinutadt: 	i 	, 	, 

' From Alp:Inch ,Oestail) to Ion 
Ross) is the port for all going to or 
coming from the trunig. Chars may 

gem the. road is practicable for chars; hired here. 
thebec,,oyer :the mountain to HOY.:  s4 Rebind ,it is seen the taper 
tingen is ,only a bridle' path. 	The spire of Mpntwiti or Mpnechtitiboet 
traveller may either take a' boat at 14 Mile distant from the water-:tide: 
once, from Lucerne to Alptuteli, or go 
in a eher;to Winkel (about an hour's 

It is a village of 1400 inhabitants, 
situated at the foot of the Pilaw! 

and there embark; by.  which .drive), (p.40.). 	Tide extensive forests which 
save some daDDICO. 	Ges. he N M 	 " clothe the sides of that mountain bb 

tad iso2,1hours(with.S rowers) from long, Sir the most part, to Alp:Inch, 
,-Iinicerne. 	The charge is I fr. 50 c. and would be a source of wealth to 
for the . boat, and 2 fr. each boatman. its inhabitants if they could be got at' 
.The rowers expect a franc extra for more easily. 	It was with a view of 
dviekrinoney. 	A boat and S rowers turning to account the fine timber 
from, Winkel cbsth S fr. 	See the growing on spots barely accessible 

. Tariff. 	A 1 horse car 'from Coded by ordtnary means, owing to..their 
to -Luagern costs 12 fr. and drink- heights and the ruggedness of the 
Money 1 fr.; a 2 horse earringe 20 fr. ground; that the celebrated' Slide of 
and 2 fr. drink-mon90' ilipiuree was constructed. 	This was 

Prom Winkel, whose the char road a trough of wood formed of nearly 
oases, 	the traveller Treece& 	by 30,000-trees, fastened togethembingtly• 
hater • through a narrow strait be- wise 5 or 6 feet wide at the top, and 
tween the village of Skanzstadt (p. S dt: 4 feet deep, extending from a 
55.), on the 1,, and a spire of the Pi- height of 2500 feet down to the we- 
latot, called Lopper, on the rt., into ter's-edge. 	It was pOistred and ex4. 
the. ,beautiful rind retired gulph of eented 'by, a Skilful engineer from 
the lake of the Four Cantons; called Wiirtembrerg, named Rupp. 	The 
Lake of Alenaoh. 	The castle of., course of this vast inclined plane was 
Itotsberg, on its E. shot°, is 'remark- hi some ,places circuitous ; 	it was 
able as the first strong-hold of the supported tinily on uprights; and - 	 D 6 

   
  



60 	Route 19. — Slide of Alpnach — Sarnen. 
thus was carried over 3 deep ravines, 
and, in two instances, passed under- 

are common throughout the great 
forests of the Tyrol and Styria. 	(See 

ground. 	Its average declivity did Hand-book for S. Germany.) 	Since 
not exceed 1 foot in 17, yet this suf- 1833 some French speculators have 
fixed to discharge a tree 100 feet long constructed a cart road up the Pilatua 
and 4 feet in diameter,. in the short into the centre of its forests, and the 
space of 6 minutes, from the upper timber squared or sawn into planks 
end of the trough, where it was 
launched, into the lake below, a dis- 
tance exceeding 8 English miles. The 

is now brought down on the axle, 
drawn by 20 or 30 horses and oxen, 
without sustaining any injury in its 

trees were previously prepared by descent. 	 I 
being stripped 	of their 	branches, 
barked, and rudely dressed with the 

The Merck of Alpnack, a handsome 
modern edifice, was built with the 

axe. 	The bottom of the trough was timber brought down by the slide. 
kept constantly wet by allowing a The canton Unterwalden, which 
rill of water to trickle down it, and we are about to traverse, is totally 
thereby diminisk the friction. 	Pro. unprovided with milestones, for this 
fessor Playfair, who has written a reason, that, by an ancient and re- 
most interesting accountof the slide, 
says, that the trees shot downwards 

spected law, every inhabitant is bound 
to guide the stranger who questions 

with a noise like the roar of thunder him, on his way, without fee or charge. 
and the rapidity of lightning, seem- The road ascends the valley along the 
ing to 	shake the earth 	as 	they left bank of the Aa to 
passed. Though the utmost care was 11 Sarned.—(Inn: Schliissel (key); 
taken to remove every obstacle, it not very good or clean). 	This vil- 
sometimes happened that a tree stuck lage, of 1030 inhabitants, is the capital 
by the way, or, being arrested sud- of the division of the canton called 
denly in its progress, leaped or bolted Obwalden, and the seat of the Go-' 
out of the trout* with a foreecapable vernment. 	It is pleasingly situated 

lief cutting the trees growing at the side at the extremity of the lake of Sar- 
short off, and whikit oftme dashed the nen, at the foot of an eminence called 
log itself to atoms. 	To prevent such Landenberg,a sett memorable in Swiss 
accidents, watchmen were stationed at history as the residence of the cruel 
regular distancesalong the sidesduring Austrian bailiff of that name who put 
the operation of discharging the wood, 
and a line of telegraphs, similar to 

out the eyes of the aged Henry An 
der Heiden. 	This act of atrocity 

those in use on modern railways,ewere made a deep impression on the popu- 
established, showing, by a concerted lar mind, contributing, with other 
signal, when anything went wrong. events, to the out-break of the Swiss 
Te timber when discharged was insurrection. 	On New-year's morn- 
collected on the lake and floated down ing, 1308, 20 peasants of Obwalden 
the Reuss into the Rhine;'where it 
was formed into rafts,' such as are 
comessply met with on that river, 
and sold in Holland fa ship-building 

repaired to the castle with the ens-, 
tomary presents of game, poultry, 
&c., for the seigneur, who had gone 
at that hour to mass. 	Admitted 

and other purposes. 	Napoleon tad  within the walls, they fixed to their 
contracted for the greater part of the staves the pike-heads which they had 
timber, to surly hisdock-yards; but concealed beneath their dress, blew 
the peace of 1T15, by diminishing the a blast as a signal to 30 confederates 
demand, rendered the ;peculation un- 
profitable, and the slide, having been 

,who lay in ambush, under the alders, 
.outside of the gate, and, in conjune- 

long abandoned, was taken down in tion, captured the strong-hold almost 
1819. 1 	Similar slides, litarly as long, without resistance. 	No vestige of 
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the castle now remains: the terrace Holden, one of the conspirators of 
which occupies its site, and commands Grihli (p. 57.). 	While ploughing 
a most beautiful view, has since 1646 his field near Schad, be was inter- 
served for she annual convocations of rupted by a messenger sent from the 
the citizens of the canton, who meet bailiff Landenberg to seize his yoke 
there to exercise the privilege of elect- of oxen. 	Enraged by the insolence 
ing their magistrates. 	Adjoining it of the servant, and the injustice of the 
is the public shooting-house, for the demand, Arnold beat the man so as 
practice of rifle shooting. to break his finger; and fearing the 

The .Rathhaus, a plain edifice, not tyrant's 	vengeance 	fled over 	the 
unlike the court-house of an English mountains into Uri, little anticipating 
county town, contains, in its " busi- that his rash act would be visited by 
ness.like council chambers," portraits the tyrant upon his father, by depriv- 
of the landatnmen for several ages. jng him of sight. 
1,  The artists have been particularly The valley of Sarnen„ bounded by 
successful in delineating their beards." gently sloping hills, has nothing Al- 
There is one picture, however, better pine in its scenery ; its character is 
than the rest, of Nicholas von der quiet, and pastoral, mild pleasing. The 
Flue, one of the worthies of Switzer- successful vperiment of letting oft' 
land, more particularly respected in the waters of the lake of Lungem 
this canton, where effigies of him has led to a similar project of re- 
abound. 	He enjoys the rare repute- 
tion of .a patriot, and 	the same ,at 

ducing that of Sarnen, which will, 
probably be carried into effect sooner 

time, a peace-maker, having spent his or later. 
life in allaying the bitterness and dis- The road skirting the E. shore of 
sensions 	between 	his 	countrymen, 
which, at one time, threatened the 

the lake traverses the pretty village 
of 	Sachslen. 	Within 	the 	Parish 

destruction of the Helvetian Repub- Church, Nicholas von der Flue, the 
lie. 	In the vigour of his years he hermit and saint, is interred. 	His 
retired from the world into the re- 
mote valley of Melchthal, where he 

bones lie, but do Rot repose, in_a., 
richly oruasiented shrine, ender two 

passed his time as a hermit in a hum- high altar ; for at Stated seasons they 
We cell, in exercises of piety. 	His are raised in order to be exhibited to 
reputation, however, for wisdom as the crowds of pilgrims who repair 
well as virtue, was so high that the hither to pay their vows to the saint. 
counsellors of the confederacy flocked Costly robes cover the skeleton, leav- 
to him in his solitude to seek advice, 
and his sudden appearance before the 

ingare only the skull, (adorned with 
gold and jewels,) and the bony fingers; 

Diet at Stanz, and „his conciliating gems true or false supply the place of 
counsels prevented the dissolution of eyes and teeth, and from the breast 
the confederacy. 	After enjoying the hang several military orders gained 
respect of men during his lifetime, 
he was honoured after his death (1487) 

'by natives of Unterwalden in mili-
tary service, but offered up to the use 

as a saint, of the dead saint. 	He is known to 
The Melchthal, mentioned above, 

opens out to the E. of Sarnen. 	At 
its mouth, close to the chapel of St. 

the peasants by the name drirruder 
Maus. 	The walls are lined, brie, 
votees, with votive tablets offered to 

Niklausen, stands an isolated tower, 
one of the most ancient buildings in 

the shrine of St. Nicholaserecording 
miracles supposed tenure been per- 

the canton, dating from the earliest formed by him. 	The village Gyswyl, 
Christian times, when it was erected, 
probably as a belfry. 	Mcichthal As 

on the rt. of the road, was half swept 
away in 1629 by an inundation of the 

the native place of Arnold An der torrent Lavibach, which brought so 
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much rubbish into the valley as t6 the lower valley, or loss of life to.those 
dam up the waters of the Aa. r A.' employed. Having with much labour 
lake; thus treated, lasted 	for 180 driven the tunnel as near to the bed 
years, when it was finally let off by of the lake as the excavations could 
an artificial canal into the lake' of with safety be carried, it became ne- 
Sarnen. 	"The summit of the Roth- cessary to guard against any sudden 
horn, celebrated for its view, may be 
reached in 6 hours from Gyswyl ; the 

irruption. 	With this object in view, 
he at first proposed to bore a number 

path, at least for • the first 8 hours, is of small holes with an auger through 
good; the descent into thevalley above the intervening rock, and to close 
Sorenberg is not so good." 	(See them with cocks to open and shut at 
p.87.) 	T. D. 	 .. i  pleasure. 	A boring-rod, 12 feet in 

The steep ascent of the Kaiserstuhl length, driven through the rock, was 
requires to be surmounted before the followed by a discharge of mud and 
road reachese higher platform in th; water, and a blow struck with a barn- 
valley occupied by the Lake of bun- mer by the miner from within was 
gent, reverberated on the surface of the lake 

This lake was,  formerly a beautiful so as to be perceived by persons star 
tioned in a boat above the spot—. sheet of water, embowereQ in woods 

sweeping 'down to 'its 	 argin, and proving that the basin of the lake had 
partly inclosed by steep banks. 	The been perforated.  
dwellers on its shores, less influenced The engineer now, however, dia.. 
by admiration of its picturesqueness, 
than by the prospect of enriching 

covered that ,the friable nature of the 
rock traversed by the rod, and the 

themselves in the acquisition of 500 clay and sand above it, rendered the 
acres of good land, previously buried plan of draining the lake bya number 
under water, have recently tapped it, 
lowering its surface by about 1'20 feet, 
and reducing its dimensions — and 

of small perforations impracticable; 
He was thus compelled to have re.. 
course to a mine, and for this poi,. 

..t_hereby its beauty— by nearly one pose he enlarged the qiod of the tunnel 
f. 	The works designcbd to effect bydriving a shaft or chamber, about 

this object were dbmmenced in 1788, 
but had been repeatedly interrupted 

6 ft. square, upwards, so as to reach 
within 6 ft. of the water. 	A cask; 

by want of funds, and by political containing 950 lbs. of powder, was 
commotions. 	They owe their recent 
completion to a joint-stock company, 
consisting of the inhabitants °rifle 

then conveyed to the end of the shaft, 
and finally hoisted into this vertical 
chamber, by propping it upon logs of 

district, aided by a skilful engineer, 
named Sulzberger. 	The earlier at- 

wood; then, a fusee being attached 
to it, the etl of the tunnel 	was 

tempts had been limited to the boring rammed tight with sand many feet 
of a tunnel through the ridge of the thick, to prOvent the mine exploding 
Kaiserstuhl, which, crossing-the valley • 
between the lakes of Sarnen and Lun- 
gem, forms a, natural' darn to the 

backwards,- 	Upwards of 500 men, 
relieving each other day and night, 
were employed to execute this part 

waterilMothe latter. The tunnel begins of the task, the difficulty of which 
name Burglen, and is carried in• a consisted not merely in the weight to 
sloping direction gradually upwards be transported along a passage no- 
towards?Itte lake. 	Befpre Sulzberger where more than a foot wider than 
took the mattdtkin hand it had made the cask on any side, but in the foul- 
considerable progrear; 	butestill -the ness of the air inhaled by so many 
most difficultpartof the task remaine3,' labourers, which soon became so bad 
viz., to complete it,,and break a past a% to extinguish all the lights; while 
sage into the lake without injury to ti  the constant influx of water, pouring 
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in through the crannies of the gallery, 
threw further impediments in the way 

many of the tributary ttprents are 
frozen or dried up.. 	. 	, 	I 

of the miner. 	As it was impossible The drainage of the lake of Ltm. 
to 	renew the air by ventilation, it gem was effected gradually and safelyi 
became necessary to withdraw the men In six days the- water fell l4 feet, snit 
for several hours at a time. 	In ad- in ten days more the lake had sunk 
dition to all this a great part of the to a level with the mouth ofthe lake of 
operations were necessarily performed 
in the dark. 	 . 

tunnel. 	Thelake of Gyswyl, indeed., 
was filled again, and lasted for a few. 

The length of the tunnel was 1590 days, during which it laid several.] 
feet. 	'Strong good-gates had been houses under water, but it was soot 
erected at 	its lower extremity to drained off. On the shores of the lake 
modify and restrain the issue of the of Lungern, appearances were at first 
flood. 	All things being thus pre- alarming. The steep banks, deprived 
pared, on the morning of January 9, on a sudden of the.. suwort of the 
1836, a cannon-shot, fired from the water, began to crack; large masses 
Kaiserstuhl, answered 	by another broke off, and a very considerable 
on the Landenberg, gave notice to fissure appeared netts the village,  of 
the whole valley of what was about Lungern, which threatened injury to 
to happen, and a bold miner, named it, so that The church and many of 
Spire, was despatched with two com- the houses were dismantled and abet. 
panions to fire the train. 	The length cloned, and the bells removed from 
of the match' was so •regulated-  as the tower. 	A piece of ground, seve. 
to give them ample tithe to escape rd acres in extent, did, indeed sepa. 
through the tunnel : and their return rate, and slide into the water, just 
to daylight was announced by the after a house and shed which stood. 
firing of a pistol. 	A multitude of on it had been pulled down and re- 
spectators had collected on the sur- moved. 	Fortunately this was the 
rounding hills to witness the result of extent of the mischief, and church 
the experiment which had cost so and village are still. safe. 	The u_n. 
much time and money to execute, and covered had. presented, wear sd. 
in which many wei% so deeply in- months, only a blaftk surface of mud 
terested — while considerable anxiety and sand, to which the crows resorted 
prevailed as to its happy result. 	Ex- in great numbers to feed on the 
pectation was now at the utmost worms and shell fish left dry in the 
stretch ; ten minutes had elapsed be- mud by the receding waters. By the 
yond the time allotted to the match, 
and nothing was heard. 	Some began 

latir end of the year a scanty crop.  of potatoes was raised on part of it ; 
to fear; — in a minute' two dull ex- but some time must elapse before it 
plosions were heard ; but they neither can become valuable for agricultural 
shook the ground above, nor even purposes, or cease to be unsightly to 
broke the ice which at that season the eye : indeed much of the lake-bed 
covered the lake. 	No one doubted was bare rock. 	The aqueous deposits 
that the mine had failed, when, on a brought down into the lake b_y_tribu- 
sudden, a joyful shout from below tary brooks, and laid bar 	this 
announced its success, as a black drainage, will be remarked w. 	.. 
torrent of mud and water intermixed terest by the geologist, as illu rating 
was seen by those stationed near the. 
lower end of the tunnel to issue from 

the progress of the fo
d
4
r
iOialeof strata, 

and the variation of 	en. dip. Much 
its mouth. 	The winter season had float wood was found in the bed of 
been expressly chosen for the con- the lake ; it had assumed the appear- 
summation of the undertaking, be- ante of brown coal. 
cause the waters are then lowest, and , ,The coo of this enterprise was 

   
  



64 Route 22.—Lucerne to Berne, by Entlebuch--The Emmenthal. 
51,826 f. (000/.) and 19,000 days' — these are the falls of the Reichen- 
labour performed by the peasants. bad). 
- 3. Lungern (bans: Sonne, better 1# Meyringen. (Route 27.) 
than that at Sarnen ; Li we), the last 
village in the valley, situated at the 
foot of the Brunig, and at the S. end 

•  

ROUTE 22. 
of the lake, now removed by the LUCERNE TO BERNE, OR THUN, BY TUE 
drainage some distance from it. Here 
the char-road ceases, and the rest of 
the way must be travelled on foot, or 

ENTLERUCR. 

17i stunden, = 56 Eng. miles. 
on mules, which are kept here for A diligence goes daily in .summer. 
hire. 	(§ 10.) 	As the ascent of the This is the best and shortest of the 
Brunig is not very long, and as, espe. two carriage-roads to Berne. 
dally in wet weather, the large smooth 3 The road over the Bramegg 
stones in the_ steep path are very slip- (passing the baths of Farnbuhl, a 
pery, it is advisable for the pedestrian solitary inn), though shorter, has been 
to dispense with horses here, which, 
especially in descent, 	delay 	rather 

nearly abandoned by travellers, and, 
consequently, allowed to fall out of 

than advance his progress repair, being superseded by the more 
From Lungern to Meffingen is a level, though circuitous route, passing 

journey of between S and 4 hours. A the convent of Werthenstein, which 
steep path leads up to the summit of avoids the steep ascent of the Bramegg 
the Brunig, MO feet above the sea- altogether. 	It takes about 4 hours 
level, where a from Lucerne to reach the village of 

1 Toll-house (furnishing beds in 2A Entlebuch, at the W. foot of 
case of need) marks the frontier of the Bramegg, (inn : Au Borde— to- 
canton Berne, and the culminating prettily situated on a slope .lerahle) 
point of the pass. 	From a little (Borde), with the torrents Entle and 
chapel near this, a charming and first. Emme roaring beneath it. 
ate view is obtained along the entire The vale of Entlebech is about 30 .. 

1::"ey ofsWithvalden; heed by the miles long, and is flanked by moun- 
Filatus, with the P.ungern See for a tains covered with woods and pas.. 
foreground, forming altogether <4 one tures. 	The men of the valley are 
of the most delicious scenes in Switzer- celebrated as the best wrestlers in 
land," to use the words of Latrobe, 
though destitute of the grandeur pre- 
seated by snowy peaks. 	etilloy .'fo 

Switzerland. 	They hold 	a 	great 
wrestling-match, called Zwing Fest, 
on the first 	Sunday in 	September, 

'these, however, the traveller.'has only when they try their skill against the 
to proceed a few yards farther, to the athletes of tits neighbouring valleys. 
brow of the descent, where the valley The Bernese highlanders are formid- 
of Hasli, with 	the 	Aar 	winding able rivals. 
through the midst, open's but to view, 
backed by the gigaiitic and snow- 
white crests of the Wetterhorn, EL_ 

21 Escholzmatt ( hots : Krone ; -r-r 
Lowe—good) is a scattered village, 
in a very high situation. 	A 	littler 

gher, }others of the Bernese Alps. way beyond it the road quits the 
J,kossfrike road separates, one branqh Entlebuch, and descends, by the side 
leads to the lake of Brienz, on the 	of the Ilfis torrent, into the canton of 
rt.; the 481114.Zhleyringcn, seated 	Berne. 
in the midst o 	he rich flat which 	3 Langnau ( fans : Cerf? — good : 
forms the bottom of the valle3a From 	Lowe) is the principal place in the 
the opposite precipices, two or three 	Emtnenthal — an extensive, fertile, 
streaks of white May be discerned 	tufd industrious valley, famed for its 
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cheeses, (made on the high pastures Stadthaus): a small walled town in 
near the tops of the hills, and exported canton Berne. 
all over Germany), and for its mann- 31 Summiswald— (Inn : Biir); a 
factures of'linen. 	Its meadows are 
of the brightest verdure, and of the 

flourishing village. 	The poor-house, 
on a rock above, was the first este- 

texture of the finest velvet, like an blishment of the kind in Switzerland. 
English lawn ; the cottages neat and *The building it 	occupies was the 
substantial, with pretty gardens be- castle of the landvoght, or bailiff. On 
fore them. 	The Emme, which tra- the Arni Alp, about 10 miles to the 
verses,ft, and' its tributaries, at times E., much cheese is made. 
commit fearful devastations, by inure- The road now passes across 4,  the 
dating their banks and overspreading green Emmenthal, one of the richest 
them with gravel and debris. 	Such and most fertile of the Swiss valleys : 
an occurrence in August, 1837, oc- a country that would make a grazier's 
casioned by a thunder storm created heart sing with joy — sail a prodi- 
serious 	injury, 	destroying 	many gality of horned cattle." (See p. 64.) 
houses, and almost all the bridges: 4 Engestein. 	• 
several lives were lost. Near this village are mineral baths, 

It is not necessary to pass through supplied by$ chalybeate spring. 
Langnau, and a mile is saved by At Worb this route falls into the 
leaving it on the rt. 	The Ills is preceding.' 
crossed, and afterwards the Emme, 
before reaching  

21 BERNE (in Route 24.) 

I} Signau—(Inn: Ours, tolerable) 
-.a pretty village, with a ruined ROUTE 24. 
castle above it. SOLEITRE TO BERNE. 

About 2 miles farther, the road to 
Thun (91 stunden) turns off on the 1., 
and shortly falls into the high-road 

64 stunden = 211 Eng miles. 
A diligence runs 4.12.ily in 4 hours. 

from Berne to llhun. 	(Route 27.) , The road cio s soi9ike 4.1.62,0„ qu4111111 
' • The road to Berne proceeds by 

11 Gross Hochstetren, and Worb, 
en industrious village, with a Gothic 

sing SoleureassiniF near Guchwyl, 
the retreat of the Protestants driven 
out of Soleure by their fanatic fellow- 

castle above it. citizens in 1533. 	In a grave in the 
31 BERNE (in Route 24). churchyard are interred " Viscera 

Thaddei Kosciusko." 
Nat enter canton 	Berne before 

reaching 
ROUTE 24 Mterkinden, a large village on the 

LUCERNE TO BERNE, BY SUIIMISWALD. Emme, here crossed by a bridge. 
1 Fraubrunnen. 	Nut far from this 

184 stunden ..-- 591 English miles. the Bernese defeated the 	English 
A diligence goes daily in 12 hours. mercenary Ingelram de Coney, in 

This road is less frequented since that 1375. 	A stone by the roallotide 
by Entlebuch was macadamised. The commemorates the event (see p. I 
first part of this route as far as Agistorf. At Urtinen, 2 mil 	rout 

41 Sursee, and the lake of Sem- this, a cross road turns 	1611 the 
Nub, is the same as that to Bile right to Hofwyl, the a 	tural and 
(p. 14.). 	Here our road turns W., educational institution of M. Felten- 
Passing on the rt. 	the 	little 	lake berg. 	It consists of 
iIauensee, and traverses the villages. 1. A seminary for young gentle- 
Xttiswyl and Zell to men, about 80 in number, from all 

4i 	Huttwyl — (Inns: 	Krone ; parts of Eutbpe : 	there are •many. 
• 
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66 	Route 24. — HO/WO — Berne— Fountains. 
English. 	they receive here an editce in a back street, from the roof of 
cation on very moderate terms. Every which there is a fine view.  
summer, during the vacation, they . Couronne — good, 	clean, and 
make 	a pedestrian 	tour 	through comfortable, very obliging landlord; 
Switzerland, under the guidance of Cigogne (Stork). 	The Above*, or 
their tutors. 	There is a separate houses of the guilds, also accomtno. 
school of instruction for schoolmasters, 

2. A school for the poor, who are 
date travellers; the best is the Dis-
telzwang, or Abbaye aux Gentils- 

taught according to the system of bommes. 	The Abbaye 	du Singe 
M. Fellenberg, on an extensive scale, 
having the double object of instruct- 

is comfortable, quiet, and moderate. 
Berne, capital of the largest of the 

ing farmers, and introducing agricul. 
tural improvements. 	 - 

Swiss cantons, seat of the Swiss Diet, 
(Vorort) alternately with Zurich and 

S. An agricultural establishment. Lucerne, and residence of most •of 
consisting of an academy for practical the foreign ministers, contained, in 
husbandry ; a model farm ; an experi- 1837, 22,422 inhabitants. 	It is built 
mental farm ; aii. extensive collection on a lofty sandstone promontory; 
of agricultural implements, and a ma- formed by the winding course of the 
nufactory for making thorn. 	. Aar, which nearly surrounds it, flow- 

The surrounding district was little 
better than a bog when M. Fellen- 

ing at the bottom of a deep gully, 
with steep and in places precipitous 

berg settled here in 1799: he has sides (stalden). 	The inconvenient 
since gradually brought it into culti- ascent and descent by which the town 
vation. 	There is a direct road from could alone be reached from the E. 
Berne to Bobvyl by the Enghe, formerly, will soon be remedied by a 
Reichenbach, and Buchsee, about 9 lofty Bridge of stone already in pro- 
miles. gress, thrown over this gully. 	It will 

A little beyond the further extre- be 900 ft. long, and the central arch 
mity of the avenue of the Enghe lies over the Aar 150 ft. wide, and 93 feet 

• NPe oltgain„.o.LIddkhgbach, which high ; it is to be finished in 1845. The 
belonged to Rudolph 	Erlach, the distant aspect of the town, planted 
hero of the battle of Laupen, who on this elevat:d platform, 1700' feet 
was murdered here, in his old age, 
by his son-in-law; Jost von Rudenz, 
with the very sword which he had 

above the sea, is imposing, and there 
is something striking in its interior, 
from the houses all being built of 

wielded at that glorious victory. 	The 
assassin was pursued as he fiedgfrom 

massive stone. 	It has this peculiarity, 
that almost all the houses rest upon 

the scene of his crime, by the two arcades (Lauben), which furnish co- 
bloodhounds of the aged warrior, who 
broke loose at . their master's cries. 

vered walks On each side of the streets, 
and are lined with shops and stalls. 

They tracked the murderer's footsteps 
of their own accord, and after some 

The lowness of the arches, however, 
and the solidity of the buttresses sup- 

hoUrs returned with gore-stained lips, 
ands1111011ing more was heard or known 

porting them, render these colonnades 
gloomy and close. 	Along the brow 

Arlikst von Rudenz. of the precipice, overhanging 	the 
• Illtv...axE.--(Inns : Falke(Fauctm), 

one of 	best inns in Switzerland.) 
Aar, and removed from the main 
streets, are the more aristocratic resi- 

Charget —..iskt• d'hiite, at one, 3 fr.: dences of the exclusive patricians. 
at four, 4 fr. ; breakfatt, 1 fi. 10 sous; Rills of water are carried through 
tea, ditto; beds, 2 fr. 10 sous. 	Fa- the streets to purify them, and they 
milks and persons desiring to be are abundantly furnished with /ban- 
quiet may be accommodated in a tains, each surmounted by some quaint 
separate house, called !'etit Faucon, effigy. 	One of these, the Kinderfres. 

   
  



Route 24..— Berne— Towers—Platform — Minster. 67 
ser-lirunnen (Ogre's-fountain), on the town and every eminence fit its neigh. 
Corn-house-square, receives its name bonrhood command in clear weather. 
from a figure (probably Saturn) de- This is excellently seen from the Plata 
vouring a child, with others stuck in form, a lofty terrace, planted with 
his girdle and pockets ready for con- shady rows of trees, overlooking the 
sumption. 	Some bear the figures of Aar, behind the Minster. 	Nearly a 
armed warriors, such as David : an- dozen snowy peaks of the great chain 
other is surmounted by a female are visible from hence ; they appear 
figure ; but the favourite device is the in 	the 	following order, beginning 
Bear, the armorial bearings of the from the E.: — I. Wetterterhorn ; 
canton, Which is what the French 2. Schreckhorn; 9. Finster-Aarborn; 
heralds call an " armoirie parlante ; " 4. Eigher ; 5. Mach ; 6. Jungfrau ; 
the word " Bern" signifying a bear, 
in old German, or rather in the Sun- 

8. Gletscherhorn ; 9. Mittagliorn; 10. 
Illumlis Alp; 11. In the middle dis. 

bian dialect. 	Indeed, the animal is tance, Niesen; 12. Stocktorn. 
as great a favourite here as in the There cannot be a more .sublime 
house of Bradwardine. 	Thus, the sight than this view it sunset ; espe. 
upper fountain in the principal street cially at such times as, from a pecu. 
is surmounted by a bear in armour, 
with breast-plate, thigh pieces, and 

liar 	state •f the atmosphere, the 
slanting rays are reflected from the 

helmet; 'a sword at his side, and a Alpine snows in hues of glowing 
banner in his paw. 	The Schlitzen pink. 	It is hardly possible to gaze 
Brannen 	is the figure of a Swiss on these Alps and glaciers without 
cross-bowman of former days, attended 
by a young bear as squire ; and two 

desiring to -explore their recesses, 
which enclose some of the most mag. 

stone bears, larger than life, stand as nificent scenery in Switzerland, 	The 
sentinels on either side of the Morat Platform itself, supported by a mask 
gate. sive wall of masonry, rises 108 feet 

Along the line of the principal above the Aar; yet an inscription on 
street are three flntique watch-towers. the parapet i

t
eideasehiaioll111111  

The clock tower (Zeitglochenthurm) 
stands nearly in the centre of the 

dent, mown 	011 ji 'mune 	horse, 
which had been frightened by some 

town, though, when originally built, 
in 1191, by Berchtold V., of ZUbrin- 

children, and leaped the precipice, 
reached the bottom with no other 

gen, it guarded the outer wall. 	Its hurt than a few broken ribs. 	The 
droll elocktfork puppets are objects horse was killed on the spot. 	The 
of wonder to an admiring crowd of riderbecame minister of Kerzerz, and 
gaping idlers. 	A minute before the lived to a good old age I 
hour strikes, first, a woetden cock ap. The 	Minster, 	a 	very beautiful 
pears, crows 	twice, 	and 	flaps 	his 
wings; and while a puppet strikes 

Gothic building, was begun 1421, 
and finished 1457. 	One of its archi. 

the hour on a bell, a procession of tests was the son of Erwin of Stein. 
bears issues out, and passes in front of bath, who built Strasburg minster ; 
a figure on a throne, who marks the and many of the ornaments,—nth as 
hour by gaping and by lowering his the open parapet running roum 
sceptre. 	Further on 	in the street root and varying in pattern 	von 
stands the Kittle/it Thurm (cage tower), 
now used as a prison ; and beyond it 

each buttress,—are not in 	in de. 
sign or execution to th 	Strasburg. 

Christopher's tower, also called Go. The chief orna`rnent is the great W. 
Lath's, from the figure of a giant upon portal, be,aring sculptured reliefs of 
it. 	 . the Last Judgment, flanked by figures 

The great charm of Berne is the di the wise and foolish Virgins, &o. 
view of the Bernese Alps, which the The interioeis not remarkable. 	In 

• 
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the windoA are the coats of arms of 
the aristocratic burghers of Berne, in 

mingo, killed near the lake of Morat, 
and a pelican from Constance. 	Pos- 

all the pomp of heraldry ; along the sibly the flamingo came from the 
walls are tablets, bearing the names waters of the district arcffind plismes 
of 18 officers and 683 soldiers, citi- -and Arles, where these birds are not 
zees 	of 	Berne, who 	fell 	fighting uncommon. 
against the French, 1798. 	There is The departments of geology and 
also a monument erected by the town, 
in 1600, to Berchtold, of Ziihringen, 
founder of Berne. 

mineralogy are very rich. 	The geo- 
logy of Switzerland 	may be well 
studied in the very complete series of 

The Museum contains one of the fossils collected by M. Studer and 
best collections of the natural pro- others. 
ductions of Switzerland to be found There are a number of beautiful 
in the country. 	It is open to the specimens of all the rarest and finest 
public 3 tines a week : strangers 
may obtain admittance at all times by 

minerals from St. Gothard, 
Several plans in relief of various 

a small fee. 	• parts of Switzerland will prove equally 
• In the zoological department there instructive to the student of geography 
are stuffed specimens of tie bear at all and geology. 
ages. Two young cubs, about the size In a small collection of Antiquities 
of kittens, respectively 8 and 21 days the following objects seem to deserve 
old ---, hideous and uncouth monsters mentioning: — Some Roman antiqui- 
- enable one easily to discover the ties dug up in Switzerland ; the Prie 
origin of the vulgar error that the Dieu of Charles the Bold, and part 
bear was licked into shape by its of his tent hangings, captured by the 
mother. 	The lynx of the Alps, and Bernese at erandsom ; the pointed 
the Steinbock, both from the Bernese shoes worn by the Bernese nobles in 
chain, 	are 	interesting 	from 	their 
rarity ; these animals having nearly 

111.1 	
to. 

.1linte glartillirlighilliSewethy 	eserved the 
skin of Barry, one of the dogs of St. 

the XV Ith century ; some dresses, 
&c. 	from 	the 	South 	Sea Islands, 
brought over la Witter, the artist, 
who accompanied the expedition, who 
was of Swiss origin. 

Bernard, who is recorded to have The Town Library is a good col- 
saved the lives of 15 human beings lection of 40,000 volumes, and is well 
by his sagacity. stored with Swiss history. 	Haller, 

A chamois with three horns, one who was born at Berne, was librarian. 
growing out of the nose ; a *mi.- The butter.market is held beneath 
men of a cross breed between the this building. 
steinbock and domestic goat, which The Arsemil has scarcely any cu- 
lived 7 years; a wild boar, of gigan- riosities to show since it was robbed by 
tic size and bristling mien, are also the French in 1798 ; the arms for the 
worth notice. 	' contingent of the canton are kept in it. 

In the Ornithological department The Diet assembles in the Aussere 
are elm liimmergeyer 	(vulture 	of Standes-Haus (formerly the Marks- 

is), the feathered monarch of the mans Guild); 	it met here last in 
p 

	
rid inferior in size to the eon- 1841 and 1842. 

dor al 	among birds. 	It breeds Berne is celebrated for the number 
only on the 	test mountains. and excellence of its Charitable In- 

In  addition to thelonativc birds of stitutions : 	they are, perhaps, more 
Switzerland, there are specimens of carefully attended 	to thnn any in 
several 	foreign 	and tropical 	birds .Europe. 	There is a public granary 
which have found 	their way into in 	case 	of 	scarcity, 	two 	orphan- 
Switzerland by accident viz., a fla- houses, an infirmary, and an exton- 
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sive Hospital, bearing the inscription modern legislators, forgetful of the 
, Christo in pauperibus." 	It was service rendered by Bruin for so many 
for a long time the finest, indeed the centuries, in figuring upon the shield 
only grand building in the town, a of the canton, may, soon strike him 
just subject of pride : but it has of off the pension list. 
late been eclipsed 	by the 	colossal The fortifications of the town, no 
dimensions of the new Prison and longer of use as defences, are con- 
Penitentiary, a circumstance charac- verted 	into Promenades, and make 
teristic of the present period, per- very agreeable walks. 	The banks of 
haps, in other countries besides the the Aar, which they overlook, are 
canton Berne. most 	picturesque ; 	and. the Alps, 

Since 1834, an University or high when visible, form a background of 
school has been established at Berne. the utmost sublimity. 

The prevailing reverence for the They, however, as well as the city 
Bear at Berne does not confine itself tf Berne itself,, are best seen from a 
to the multiplying of his effigy on terrace walk called the Erighe, a little 
the coins, sign-posts, fountains, and more than a mile outside the Aarberg 
public buildings of the canton. 	For Gate, the 	favourit• resort 	of the 
many hundred years, 	living 	speci- citizens. 	Qn the way to it, imme- 
mens of the favourite have 	been diately beAnd the gate, the hears' 
maintained at the public expense; 
and the ditch outside of the Aarburg 

ditch and den are passed on the I., 
and the Shooting-House, where rifle 

Gate, culled the Biirengraben, is al- matches take place, on the rt. hand. 
lotted to them for a habitation. 	No Two other more distant and ele- 
traveller 	Will 	quit 	Berne without rated points, which are most advan- 
paying them a visit, unless he wishes tageous for commanding the pano- 
to have the omission of so important roma of the Alps, are the hill of 
a sight thrown in his teeth every time Altenberg i :an hour's walk on the 
the name Berne is mentioned ; and N. of the town, reached by a foot- 
indeed a vacaat half hour may be bridge across the Aar; and the 
worse employed 	than 	in watching ten, a heiglesi ., S. 
the gambols of Bruin, and supplying of the town. 
him with cakes and apples. 	The The Cassino, a handsome building 
connection between the town and the in the Ober-Graben, contains a read- 
animal is accounted for by the an- ing-room, supplied with newspapers: 
cient tradition, that on the day on a ball-room, &c. 	There is also a 
which Berchtold laid the foundations Notre in the town. 	 . 
of Berne, an enormous bear was slain Burgdorfer, opposite 	the 	clock- 
by him upon its destined site. tower, is the principal bookseller, and 

When the French revolutionary army 
took possession of Berne, 1798, the 

keeps a good supply of maps, views, 
and costumes, &c. of Switzerland. 

bears were led away captives, and de- Passports. — Travellers going from 
posited in the Jardin des Plantes, 
where one of them, the celebrated 

Switzerland 	into 	Austria, 	Italy, 
France, or Bavaria, must lip in 

Martin, soon became the favourite of mind that it is necessary to have their 
the French metropolis. 	When, after Euksports countersigned by 
a series of years, the atrient order of nisters of those powers resi 	'g here. 
.things was restored at Berne, one of During the time, ho 	, when the 
the first cares of the citizens was to Diet is hold* its sit rags, the mini- 
replace and provide for their ancient sters migrate with their Chancelleries 
Pensioners. 	Time 	cost 	of keeping or Passport offices, accompanying it 
them amounts to between 600 and to the town where the Diet sits, viz., 
700 francs per annum ; 	and well- either to lucerne or Zurich. 
grounded fears are entertained that • The English and Austrian mini- 
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eters sign passports only early in the merchant over whom they tyrannized. 
morning from 10 to 11 or 12. 	The To raise up a counterpoise to the 
English minister's visa is absolutely overbearing 	noblesse, 	and 	their 
necessary before any other can be ob- strongholds or robber-nests, he col- 
tained. 	The Sardinian minister re- looted the scattered peasantry into 
sides at 	Lausanne. 	The 	traveller communities, the chief of which be 
pressed for time, and wishing to avoid formed in 1191, on a peninsula, pro- 
delay, may leave his passport with the tected by the Aar on all sides but 
master of the inn, to be forwarded to one, which he fortified with strong 
him by post. 	The Austrian signa- 
tam...indispensable for the traveller 

walls. 	Behind these the'craftsman, 
the merchant, and all others who 

who would enter Italy, 'if not ob- needed protection for their person 
tained here, can only be got at Turin and property found it. 	Berchtold 
or 	Stuttgart!, the 	nearest 	capitals fostered the infant city by immunities 
where Aust‘ian ministers reside. 	' . and privileges ; and, what was by 

Hiudelbauk, which is sometimes far more important, he succeeded in 
visited from Berne, on account of 'having it acknowledged as 	a free 
the tomb of "Madame Langhans, is town of the empire, independent of 
described in Route 13 ; and Hofwyl, his own house and of all sovereigns 
Mr. Pellenberg's 	establishment, 	in but the emperor. , Invited by these 
Route 24, p.65. advantages, not only persons of the 

The excursion from hence through poorer sort, but many of the inferior 
the Bernese Oberland, Route 27, may nobles, settled here to enjoy the prof- 
be made in 9 days, though it deserves fered freedom. 	These, and the more 
longer time to be devoted to it. flourishing class of citizens, in n Short 

Diligences go from Berne daily to time engrossed in their own hands 
Basle by Olten ; Basle by Delsberm the entire administration of govern- 
Aarau, Freiburg, Lausanne, Geneva, ment, 	and . their 	numbers 	being 
Lucerne, Neuchatel, Soleure, Zurich; . limited, and the right of citizenship 

Vevey by Frellsur , and twice a day hereditary, they sooty formed an an- 
te stocracy as powerful in proportion to 

the extent of ethe state as that. of History and Government of Berne. Venice and Nuremberg, and as proud 
Berne owes its foundation, in the as any. feudal noblesse in Europe. 

12th 	century, 	to 	Berchtold . V., The great council of the canton, 
Duke of Ziihringen, who held, as which at one time contained some 
his ancestors had done, the 	gifice democratic elements, by the admission 
of Warden, or . Proprietor of W. of members from the lower trades and 
Switzerland, from the Emperor. 	At craftsmen, in, process of time was 
that period the,.Faustrecht, or law of 
the strong band, was at its height : 

filled- solely by the higher burghers, 
and all elections were renewed from 

a great part of the land was still un- their own body. 	Thus public offices 
reclaimed forest, and the only human were monopolized for Ages by certain 
habiw.tions were the hovel of the families, and the higher commands in 
deferiMeas serf or peasant, and the the Swiss regiments in foreign service 

' g and well-defended castletof furnished employment for those who 
the 	la 	css baron, who lived by could not fipd place at home. . The 
rapine a 	' lege. 	The efforts of most ancient families of burghers, i.e. 
the Dukes o 	iihringen had long those who had been admitted to the 
been directed towards the. curbing privilege of citizens before 1635, were 
and humbling of this provincial no- called regiments-fiihig (eligible to the 
Laity, who, from their number and 'magistracy),, but 	of these only a 
power, were no less foimiclable to small 	number were 	actually' the 

_their liege lord than to the peasantor rulers (regierende); in 1785 the num- 
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ber of the latter was only 69 families. cmrr OP THE 	FAULUOVI ; .-...• eats 
Such a state of things naturally gave THE SCHEME= TO METR/HOES ; -- 
rise to great discontent among the Ann BE Batztrz Bear TO Thing. 	1  
lower orderof citizens, not so much This 'agreeable excursion may be 
from any abuses of their rulers, who made in 3 days, 1st to Grindelwaldp  seem to have governed with prudence 2nd to Meyringen, and returning to 
and honesty, without oppressing or Berne on the evening of the 3rd day. 
heavily taxing, but from their over- Most persons, however, will feel dis- 
bearing 	haughtiness, 	exclusiveness, 
and the secrecy with which all their 

posed to devote longer time to it. 
But it is by no means necessary to 

proceedings were conducted. 	By the return to Berne, the passes of the 
French Revolution this ancient aria- Gemini (R. 38.), of the Brunig (R. 
tocracy lost much of its power ; and 
the events which followed that of July, 

19), and of the Grimsel (R.'28), 
connect the Oberland with the general 

1830, have stripped them of the re- tour of Switzerland. 	! 	 • 
mainder. 	A new constitution, passed - It was in this magnificent highland 
and approved by an assemblage of district that Byron " repeopled his 
most of the inhabitants of the canton, 
now gives to every citizen equal poli- 

mind from nature,•  and gathered 
many of theideas and images which 

tical rights. 	The hereditary rule and he has so exquisitely interwoven in 
monopoly of the supremo authority his tragedy of Manfred : the scene of 
by the aristocratic families were thus which lies among the Bernese Alps. 
destroyed, and the people admitted He preferred many of the scenes 
to a share of the government. 	A among these mountains and lakes to 
newly-appointed 	supreme 	council Chamouni, and calls them " some of 
entered upon its duties in Oct. 1851 ; 
and considering its wantof experience, 
from the previous exclusion in toto 

the noblest• views in the world." 

Berne to Thun. 
of the popular party from all share 51 stunden = 161 English miles.. 
in the goverrunent, their administra- A 9 hours ro 
Lion appears to have been respect- talked of 
able. 	The chief repsoaoh cast upon A diligence goes'twice a day. 	A 
them is their persecution of the oli. voturier 	charges 18 fr. and drink- 
garchists, many of whom have since money (no back fare) ; a return voi- 
been imprisoned. J The new rulers turier 10 or 12 fr.' 
were relieved of much embarrassment The road is excellent, and in fine 
in the department of finance, by the wencher the snowy Alps are in sight 
discovery, in the exchequer, of the nearly the whole way. 	The scenery 
revenue of seven year; hoarded up, 
according to an ancient practice, by 
their predecessors. 	Instead of allow- 

of the valley of the Aar is most 
pleasing; laid out in pasture lands, 
with abundance of villages, and sub- 

ing this to lie idle they very wisely 
turned it to account, in improving the 

stantial farm-houses. with broad roofs, 
surrounded by neat gardens. 	The 

roads of the canton, and in other river itself runs at some distiacc on 
Public works. the rt., and is rarely visible. 	The 

principal village passed on th 
2 Miinsingen, memorabl 	recent 

ROUTE 27.. Swiss annals as the 	. where the 
great [public eieeting of the men of THE BERNESE OBERLAND. the canton was held in 1831, which, 

Bitarts TO THUN,—INTERL•curx, adopted the new constitution and 
..4..AtPTERHRHNNEH ; ()vas THE Wm,- overthrew the rule of the oligarchy. 
ttERN Any TO GAINDELWALD, .. 	As. The 	Stackhorn, with its conical 
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peak, and the Niesen, two limestone succession of travellers through the 
mountains, forming, as it were, the whole summer. 
advanced guard of the high Alps, 
posted on the opposite side of the 

The view from the Churchyard 
terrace " along the 	lake, 	with its 

lake, become conspicuous objects be- girdle of 	Alps, fine 	glaciers, and 
fore reaching rocks wooded to the top," is men- 

21 Thun — Inns : H. de Bellevue. tioned by Byron. 	A more extensive 
Outside the town, and beyond it, a prospect 	is gained from 	the little 
first-rate hotel, well situated in a gar- pavilion of St. Jacques ; but better 
den commanding a view of the Aar. than either is the view from the 
It is, however, dear.' grounds of a 	pretty country-house. 

The Bateau-I-Vapeur, another inn, 
a few yards farther, and a third new 

called the 	Chartreuse, about i mile 
below the 	Hotel Bellevue. 	The 

inn, all belong to the same landlord, 
who is also.proprietor of the swan?. 

Jungfrau, Minh, and Eigher are 
visible from hence.  

boat plying on the lake. 	,4  A new M. Knechtenhofer 	has 	built a 
house, under a different proprietor, 
is likely to Ns established soon in 

chapel for the English service ; the first 
stone was laid by the British Minister 

the neighbourhood, which will un- to the Confederation in 1841. 
doubtedly be of advantagb to travel- Vehicles 	of various 	kinds 	and 
lers, as at present Messrs. Knecbteu- guides may be hired at Thun. ,, Tra- 
hofer have nearly a monopoly, and yellers often send their carriages from 
are 	consequently 	not 	disposed on Thun to Lucerne, while they make a 
all occasions to. be as civil, or nio- tour in the Oberland, beginning and 
Berate, as they ought to 	be." 	S. ending with those places. 	The inn- 
Frcyenhof, within the town, formerly 
the chief inn, but now second-rate ; 

keeper will make the arrangement, 
and consign it to the inn which the 

Faucon, said to be good. 	• traveller may designate. 	Baggage 
The l'ensicn Baumgarten is well may be safely left in it. 	The charge 

s oken of, and is,usttally so full that fora light carriage i%,72 francs, every 
oms 'without thing included. Probably 1 fr. a-day 

long 	previous application. 	', The will be charged for the standing of 
landlady is extremely respectable and the carriage as long as it remains at 
civil ; 	the apartments cheerful and the inn." C. D. 
pleasant ; living good. 	Charges 5 fr. The road up the Simmenthal, from 
a-day for each master, and 4 for a the lake of Thun to Vevey is de- 
servant, everything included."—.L. scribed in Route 41. 

There is not • a more picturesque 
town in Switzerland than Thum, situ- Lake of Thun — Thun to Interlachen. 
ated about a mile from the lake, upon Since 1835, a small iron steam-boat 
the river Aar,.svItich here rushes out plies on the lake of Thun between 
of it clear as: crystal. 	Preeminent Thun (the Hoteldu Bateau-11-Vapeur) 
above the-other buildings rise a vene- and Neuhaus. 	The voyage take; up 
rabic church and a picturesque feudal about li hour. 	The fare is S fr.ovith 
cast1,700 years old. 	It contains an abatement for a party if a number 

inhabitants ; but within its midis of places are taken. The hours ofstart- 
there 	nothing worth notice. 	It is, 
howeve , 	in . its position, and its 

ing are liable to be altered from year 
to year ; travellers should inquire he- 

beautiful our 	 is, oip of the most forehand. By the present arrangement 
agreeable places of residence in Swit- of the trips of the steamer, a traveller 
zerland, and being the starting place may leave Thun at 8, hire a carriage 
for those who visit the Bernese high- lit Neuhaus, see Lauterbrunnen, the 
lands, it is thronged witii a constant Staubbach, and Interlachen, and reach 
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Neuhaus at Si, in time for the steamer Thal : at a distance of between 2 and 
to Thun. 24 hours' walk up it, in the ridge 

The steamer does not take car. forming its W. boundary, is a cave 
riages ; but 0 good carriage-road has called Schaffoch, which in the height 
been made to Interlachen, along theS. of summer always contains ice. Such 
shore of the lake. The distance, about ice caverns are not uncommon in the 
15 English miles, will be much cur- Jura, and in other parts of the world. 
tailed by a new line in 1842. This cave has 2 branches; that in 

The lake is about 10 miles long. which the ice occurs runs straight 
The banks of the lake near Thun 

are 	occupied with neat villas and 
from the entrance for about 60 ft., 
when it suddenly narrows, and dips 

cheerful gardens: 	further on, its N. down 12 or 15 ft."— J. D. 
shore 	is precipitous, and not very N. Farther on, in the face of the 
interesting. Among its scanty villages mountain overhanging the lake, is the 
and hamlets, the most important is dee of St. Beatus, above a small cas- 
Oberhof, distinguished by the square cade, which may be seen leaping into 
tower of its castle, the lake. 	St. Beatus, according to 

The 	S. 	shore is more striking, tradition, a native of Brttain, converted 
Here the two remarkable mountains, 
the Stockhorn, with a sharp peak 

the inhabitan0 of this part of Helvetia 
to Christianity. 	Being minded to 

projecting like a horn, or thorn, and take up his residence on the shores of 
the pyramidal mass of the Niesen, 
with its conical top, stand sentinels at 
the entrance of the'Kander and Sim- 

the lake, he fixed his eyes upon a 
grot well suited to a hermit's abode, 
which happened at the time to be 

menthe]. 	The river Kander, con- 
ducted into the lake by an artificial 

occupied by a dragon. The monster, 
however, was easily ejected without 

channel formed for it in 1714, has force, and simply by hearing a notice 
deposited around its mouth, within to quit 	addressed to him 	by 	St. 
less than a century and a half, a delta Beatus. 	Among the miracles per- 
or sand-bank of several hundred acres, formed by the an 	• -.'std ' op 
The progress and extent of this recent to the above, 	e men i 	t iat 
formation, so interestint to geologists, 
has been ably investigated by Mr. 

of his crossing the tare on his cloak, 
which, when spread out on the water, 

Lyell. served him instead of a boat. 	A 
S. At the foot of the Niesen, on a rivulet issues out of the cave and is 

projecting tongue of land, stands the subject to sudden rises, which fill the 
picturesque castle of Spietz, founded, 
according to tradition, by Attila (?), 
and belonging to the family of Er- 

caverreto the roof, and are accom-
panied by a loud report, like that of 
a cannon. 	It may be reached in a 

tech. 	At Spietzwyler there is a neat quarter of an hour from the shore. 
inn. At Neuhaus, a solitary cabaret at 

N. When about two-thirds over the end of the lake, 	about 10 miles 
the lake, a projecting promontory of from Thun, and about 2 miles from 
precipitous rock, called the Nose, is Unterseen, the passengers are landed. 
passed, and a fine view is obtained of 
the Eigher and Minch, which fill up 

A long array of carriages, porters, 
guidA, and 	horses, will 	be cwand 

the extremity of the lake with the 
white mass of their snow. 	To the 

awaiting their disembarkt
ot
te "also 

a diligence, which ruiw
t

Inter- 
rt. of them appear the Jungfrau and 
Piaster Aarhorn. 

lachen ' • fare, 1 fa, 
N. B. Travellers bound on the tour 

In front of the Nose the lake is ,pf Me Oberland generally engage an 
720 feet deep. 	N. " Behind the 
village 	Mertigen 	runs the 	Juster 

equipage here for the whole journey, 
and if they find a good stout pair of 

Swift. 
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horses there is economy in doing so; At most of these houses there is a 
since, where the carriage-roads cease, 
the horses are taken out and used for 

daily table d'hôte and 	during the 
season balls are constantly given at 

riding. 	The 	owner will 	provide one or other. 	Those who desire to 
saddles and act as guide. 	Thus, if be quiet will find the pension of Jacob 
the same horses are continued during Riibin, and Pension Greyerz kept by 
the whole journey, and brought back Ober very comfortable. 
to Unterseen, one, or even two days Interlachen has few sights or lions 
of back fare are saved. 

i Unterseen, a thoroughly Swiss 
for the tourist or passing traveller, 
who need not stop here, unless he 

village of 1000 inhabitants, composed require to rest himself. 	Its beautiful 
(except the Castle on the market- position, however, on a little plain 
place, and Jtathhaus), of wooden between the lakes, in full view of the 
houses, many of them brown from Jungfrau, whose snowy summit is 
age, being.two centuries old. seen through a gap in the minor_ 

It is situated about half way be- chain of Alps, its vicinity to numerous 
tween the lakes of Thun and Brienz, 
whence its nettle, and that of Inter- 

interesting sites, and 	some 	of the 
most pleasing excursions in Switzer- 

lachen, both signifying between the land, 	together 	with its 	exceeding 
lakes." 	" There are several pensions 
here, where the charge is 3 fr. a-day ; 

cheapness as a place of residence, 
have spread its reputation through 

but they are not so good as those of Europe, and have literally converted 
Interlachen ; in fact, they are alto- it into an English colony, two-thirds 
gether inferior establishments, chiefly of the summer visitors being, on a 
resorted to by Germans and Swiss, 
and the hours are more primitive, 
dinner being served at 1." 

moderate computation, of our nation, 
who have converted the place into a 
sort of Swiss Harrogate. The village 

N.B. Those who wish to make the itself, a collection of staring, white- 
most of their time, and intend to re- washed lodging-houses, has nothing 

rn to Thun will'  turn off at once Swiss in its charoster. 	Still, how- 
uterbrunnen, 

passing through Interlachen (where 
ever, though no longer a place of 
retirement, Interlachen must not be 

there is-nothing particular to be seen) disparaged ; its almost endless walks 
in returning from Brienz. and rides, its boating parties on the 

i 	Interlachen. 	Inns : 	Hotel de two lakes, its picnics and balls, would, 
Interlachen, or Landhaus, not very in the society of friends, afford amuse- 
good, —, H. de Belvedere (Stiely's) ment for a season. 	In front of the 
excellent. 	There are at least a dozen lodging-houses runs a 	magnificent 
pensions, 	or boarding-houses here, 
where travellers are now received for 

avenue of nalnut-trees, most inviting 
from its cool shade, 	The wooded 

one day. Formerly no one was taken slopes of the Harder, a hill on the 
in.for less than a week. 	The charges opposite bank of the Aar, rendered 
for 'board and lodging vary between accessible by easy paths, commanding 

d 6 fr. a-day, exclusive of wine. a delightful view, and the old castle 
Th. 	icipal pensions are Muller's of Unspunnen are within the distance 

100e  P ke  t by Kamer); an Efiglish ( now  of a walk even for ladies; while the 
lades t eated with most extreme 

ring a fit of illness by 
Giesbach falls, Lauterbrunnen, with 
the Staubach, and Grindelwald with tadndn

ame  K., who has been in Eng- its glaciers, are within a short morn- 

land English p—the Cas- and speaks 	kept by a very ob- 
ing's row or ride. They are described 
in the following tour of the Oberland. silk), Hofstetters 	d affords as, good lilting landlord, There is a Subscription Reading-room 

- accommodation as 	nu in the place. and Library here, at which (4 The 
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Times" and " Galignani" are taken chwyl, despairing of obtaining the 
in. father's consent to their union, scaled 

The English Church Service is per- the castle-walls by night, carried Ida 
formed every Sunday in the church off, and made her his bride. 	Many 
by an English clergyman, for whom years of bloody strife between the two 
a small stipend is formed by volun- parties followed this event. At length 
Lary contributions among his country- Rudolph, taking his infant son by 
men. 	" A sum has been raised by Ida along with him, presented him- 
the exertions of the Rev. A. Sillery, 
officiating minister, for the purpose of 

self, unarmed and without attendants, 
to Burkard, in the midst of his strong- 

fitting up the old church; the go- hold. 	Such an appeal to the old 
vernment has liberally conceded the man's affections and generosity was 
use of it free of rent for 10 years, and 
has also contributed to its restoration." 

irresistible ; 	he melted into 	tears, 
forgot his wrongs, and, receiving his 

.--J. D. cAildren into his bosom,.made Ru- 
Very good saddle-horses may be dolph's son the heir of his vast pos- 

hired 	at 	Interlachen. 	As far as sessions. 	At the time of the recon- 
Lauterbrunnen 	and 	Grindelwald ciliation, the old baro#had said," Let 
there is a good char-road, and the this day be fir ever celebrated among 
saddle-horses maybe used to draw us;" and rural games were in conse- 
the chars. ,quence, for many years, held on the 

From Unterseen, or Interlachen, to spot. 	These were revived in 1805 
Zauterbrunnen, is about SI stunden, 
,ft. 71 Eng. miles, — a drive of 2 

and 1808, and consisted of gymnastic 
exercises, 	wrestling, 	pitching 	the 

.hours. 	The road is practicable for stone, &c., in which the natives of 
the carriages of the country. 	After the different cantons contended with 
Passing a tract of verdant meadow- one another, while spectators from 
land, 	on 	which 	great 	wrestling- far and near collected on a natural 
Matches (one of which has been de- amphitheatre. 	A huge fragment of 
teribed by Madame de Stael) are rock, weighin1

0
444te

iver
)vhiCh 

hurled 10 ft. 	
pp 

Periodically held, the road passes on . 	at i e 	P- . 
the rt. the Castle of fUnspunnen: it penzell, may still be teen half buried 
la in a very dilapidated state, but a in the ground. 
Square tower, with a flanking round Leaving behind the 	villages 	of 
turret rise picturesquely above the Wylderschwyl and Miffilinen, whose 
brushwood surrounding them. 	It is inhabitants are sadly afflicted with 
the reputed residence of Manfred, 
and its position in front of the high 

goitrqe(§ 19.), the road plunges into 
the narrow and savage gorge of the 

Alps 	renders it not unlikely that torrent Lutschine, 	and 	" we enter 
Byron may have had it in his eye. upon a range of scenes beyond all 
'tie real owners of the castle were description or previous conception." 
the barons of Unspunnen, a noble Not far up, the road passes a spot of 
and ancient race, who were lords of evil repute as the scene of a fratri- 
the whole Oberland, from the Grimsel tide —"just the place for sum a 
to the Gemmi. 	Burkard, the last deed." 	It was marked by an in- 
Inale descendant of this family, had scriOtion in the face of a prof 	ling "' 
a beautiful and only daughter, Ida, 
who was beloved by a young knight 

rock, called, from the murde 	the 
Evil Stone (Biise Stein) 	)Brother's 

attached to the Court of Berchtold Stone. 	The recent encroachments 
Of Zahringen, between whom and of the rivetoupon the road have rat- 
Burkard a deadly feud had long sub- it necessary to blast a portion ,dered 
sisted. 	Under such circumstances of the rock in order to widen the 
the youthful Rudolph of Wadens- carriage-way, in doing which the in- 

s 2 
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• Scription•has been displaced. 	The species of grain grow here, and the 
murderer, according to 	the 	story, 
was lord of the castle of Rothenflue, 
which stood on the opposite side of 

climate is almost too rough for pears 
and apples. About 30 shoots of water 
dangle from the edge 44 the ramparts 

the valley. 	Stung with remorse, he which form the sides of the valley; 
fled away from the sight of man, 
wandered an outcast 	among 	the 

and, when their tops are enveloped in 
clouds, appear to burst at once from 

wilds like Cain, and perished miser- the sky: many of them are dried up 
ably. in summer. 	These minor falls, how- 

2 At the hamlet of Zweilutschi- ever, are all eclipsed by that of the 
nen,about two miles from the entrance - Slaubbach, distant about three guar- 
of the valley, it divides into 	two tors of a mile from the inn. It is one of 
branches; that on the 1., from which the loftiest falls in Europe, measuring 
flows the Black Lutschine, is the y,al. between 800 and 900 feet in height ; 
ley of Grindelwald, terminated by and from this cause, and from the 
the gigantic 	mass 	and everlasting comparatively small body of water 
snows of the Wetterhorn (see p. 82.); forming it, it is shivered by the wind 
that of the rt., traversed by the White into spray like dust long before it 
Lutschine, is the valley of the Lau- 
terbrunnen, and it ought to be visited 

reaches the bottom (whence its name, 
literally, Dust-fall). 

first. Strangers, 	-who 	expect 	in 	the 
The valley of Lauterbrunnen is Staubbach the rushing and roaring 

remarkable for its "depth, its con- rapidity of a cataract will here be 
tracted width, and for the precipices disappointed; but in the opinion ,of 
of limestone, nearly vertical, which many, this want is atoned for by 
enclose it like walls. 	Its name, li- other beauties peculiar to this fall. 
terally translated, means 	"nothing The friction of the rock, and the re- 
but 	fountains; " 	and 	is 	derived, 
no 	doubt, from the 	number 	of 

sistance of the air, retard the descent 
of the water, giving it, when seen in 

witta cast •themselves front, the appearance of a beautiful 
bead ong imik,,,Alie 	. vs of the cliffs lace veil suspended from the preci- 
into the valley below, looking at a pice,and imitating, in its centre, the 
distance like 	so 	many 	pendulous folds of the drapery. 	When very 
white threads. 	 . full, it shoots out from the rock, and 

The road crosses the 	Lutschine is bent by the wind into flickering 
under the base of a colossal precipice, 
called Hunnenflue, whose Mee dis- 

undulations. 	Byron 	has 	described 
it 	admirably, 	both 	in 	prose 	and 

plays 	singular 	contortions 	in.. the verse : — 
limestone strata. 	If the clouds per- " The torrent is in shape, curving 
suit, the summit of the Jungfrau over the rock, like the tail of a white 
now bursts into 	sight ;,. and , 'Soon horse streaming in the wind —such 
after, surmounting a steep slope, we as it might be conceived would bat 
reach that of the ' pale horse' on whielf 

41.1 
	

Lauterbrunnen 	(Inn: 	Capri- Death is mounted in the Apocalyps,-• 
corn, good). 	 .,. It is neither mist nor water, but' a 

Titis village contains about I S50 
inlitilSitants, dwelling in rustic holism, 

something between both : its imm rIS&
4. 

 
height gives it a wave or curve 

scatterea!sidely apart, along both spreading here or condension there— 
banks of the torrent! It lies 2450 feet wonderful 	and 	indescribable." — 
above the sea, so sunk between pre. 
cipices that, in summer, the sun does 
not appear till 7 o'clock, and in win- 

Journal. 

" it is not noon — the sunbow's rays still arch 
The torrent with the many hues of heaven ter not before 12. 	Ohly the hardier And roll the sheeted silver's waving column 
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O'er the crag's headlong perpendicular, will be seen the remains of an ava• Its lines of foaming cour
ser'

sg, 
And to And to and fro like the pale 	 tail, lanche, called by the same name, 
The giant steed to be bestrode by Death, which falls annually from the Jung- 
As told in the Apocalyse." 	Manfred. frau, and spreads its ruins over a sur- 

The Staubbach is seen to perfec- face of many hundred acres. An hour 
tion 	before 	noon, 	when 	the 	iris farther, in which there is a steep as- 
formed by the sun falling full upon cent to be surmounted, stands a single 
it, " like a rainbow comedown to pay chalet, near the foot of the lower fall; 
a visit — moving as you move," and from which there is half an hour's 
the shadow of the water on the face sharp ascent to the foot of the upper 
of the rock, give an additional in- fall. 	Deciduous trees cease below 
terest. 	At other times it is as well Trachsel Lauinen ; 	thence 	to 	the 
seen from the inn as from the nearest fall, the way lies generally through 
point which can be reached without pige forests, 	and the 	pasturage is 
becoming 	drenched 	with 	spray. abundant to a much greater height. 
Wordsworth has called it "a heaven- High above tower the summits of 
born 	waterfall ; " and 	when 	the the chain, which, branching from the 
clouds are low and rest on the sides Jungfrau, is continual in an 	un- 
of -the 	valley, it 	literally appears broken line epee to the Gemini. 
to leap from the sky. 	In winter, 
when the torrent is nearly arrested 

On returning, the curious little 
cascade of the Trimbelbach, issuing 

by the frost, a vast pyramid of ice from a deep ravine under the Jung- 
as formed by the dripping of the frau, may be visited. 	The western 
water from above, increasing gradu- rampart of theNvalley is fringed with 
ally upwards in the manner of a 
stalagmite, until the colossal icicle 

cascades resembling the Staubbach, 
of' which the Miirrenbach is most 

reaches nearly half way up the preci• conspicuous. 
pice. 	There is a smaller upper-fall li hours above Lauterbrunn is the 
above the one seen from Lanterbris51- Sefmenthal, a lateral valley on the 
nen. 	A footpatil,  leads up to it in west, lying seven jumakeAket at__22ys 
three quarters of an hour, but few the , principal 	. 	44:. 	., cans 
think it worth the troub/b of the ascent 

Upper Valley of Luuterbratin. 

which issues from it 'forms a grand 
fall in its descent. 	This short valley, 
which runs into the heart of the 

" Of the multitudes who visit Lau- Steinberg, 	is 	bounded 	to the 	S. 
terbrunn, 	a very small proportion and W. by lofty precipices crested 
trouble themselves toexplore thcupper with (glaciers. 	On the N. a long 
part of time valley. 	. It leads nowhere, 
for few will undertake to cross the 

and steep ascent leads in nine to ten 
hours over a pass called Furea into 

icy barriers which enclose it. 	Time the Kienthal, and down to Itcichen- 
fall of the Schmadribacb, however, is bacli, or Miiblinen. 	Or crossing the 
quite a sufficient object for a day's Kienthal, the Diindengrat, another 
excursion ; being, in truth, inferior to pass of equal height, leads down the 
few in Switzerland. 	it is a large Oeschinenthal to Kandersteg. ...In 
body of water, which, issuing from actual distance there is probably no 
the glacier, throws itself immediately great difference ; but, from Lattter- 
over a precipice of great height, and brunn to Kandersteg, by the thin- 
again makes two more leaps, of in- dengrat, would be the border day's 
ferior height, but great beauty, before work ; 'and in truth, a 'pretty severe 
reaching the bottom of the valley. one. 	The writer went in the reverse 

'Horses can go for about two hours order, from Frutigen (where there 
from Lauterbrunn to the hamlet of is a good inn) by char to:the foot of 
Trachsel Lauinen, 	opposite 	which the Kienthalb and thence in nine 

E 3 
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hours' bard walking to Lauterbrunn. that, is most grand; and an hour" 
The lower part of the Kienthal is higher there is another gorge, which 
soft and beautiful ; but after 2/ hours, 
when the first great ascent is sur- 

is hardly inferior. 
" The height of the pass must be 

mounted, it becomes a thoroughly great, probably exceeding 9000 feet. 
Alpine valley, overhung by the wag- From the summit, it is possible, in- 
nificcnt ranges of the Blumlis Alp. stead of descending upon Kanders; 
The Furca, a sharp ridge, is about teg, to cross the main chain, which 
5 to 51 hours, either from the foot of does not appear to be a great deal 
the Kienthal, or from Lauterbrunn. higher, and descend by the valley of 
It commands a confined, but most Loctsch, into the Vallais. 	This, how. 
superb view of the Jungfrau, Eiger, ever, is, of course, still more difficult; 
&c., and of the Blumlis Alp ; and and neither route is to be rashly un-. 
well deserves a visit from Lauteg- dertaken. 
brunn, even from those who do not " The distance from Lauterbrunn 
mean to descend to the Kienthal. to Kandersteg is not beyond a day's 
Few travellers cross this way, though march; but the very fatiguing nature 
there 	is 	ITO 	eifficulty. 	A 	night of the ground, and the desirableness 
might be passed in the cipalets of the of crossing the glacier early, render it 
Kienthal ; but it would be better to better to sleep at the Steinberg. 	By 
make a forced march to Kandersteg. making arrangements before hand, - 
(Sec Route 39.) and taking a char to Lauterbrunn, it 

0  There is, however, a still more is easy to go in a day from Interlaken 
sublime, bucdifficult, and even danger- to the Steinberg. 	The roar of the 
ous route, to Kandercteg, across the streams, 	and frequent 	thunder of 
great Tchingel Gletscher, which closes falling avalanches from the opposite 
up the Ammertenthal, as the upper glaciers, will furnish excitement to 
part of the valley of Lauterbrunn is while away a sleepless night. 	Pro- 
named : it is not crossed many times visions should be taken."--24. T. M. 
i 	IC eat:allAjahmyty seasons, not • 
at i,,ftet 	t. , 	i guides, 	 for Lauterbrunnen to Grindeiwald, — 
the most part, seem to know little a. By the chitr road. 
about it. 	A man named Lauener, 
belonging to the Capricorn, at Lau- 

b. By the Wengern Alp. 
a. By the high-road the time occtt- 

terbrunn, is well acquainted with the pied in going to Grindelwald is about 
glacier, and a capital fellow. 	It is 24 hours — the distance about 12 
usual to sleep at the highest chalets, 
on the 	Steinberg, about 	4 	hours 

miles; but this route should be taken 
only by those who can neither ride 

from Lauterbrunn ; from which it is nor walk, or who prefer the ease of a 
9 hours' quick walking to Kanders- char a bane to avalanches, Alps, and 
teg, about 4 hours on the ice; with fatigue—or in case of bad or cloudy 
steep and bad places to climb. 	After weather. 	It is necessary to return 
quitting the ice, 4 hours to Kanders- down the valley as far as the Zwei.- 
teg,4lie deseent,Into the Gasteren- 
that is very steep and fatiguing ,..• for 

Lutschinen, then, crossing the White, 
to ascend, by the side of the Black 

a considerable distance it lies along a Lutschine—a toilsome steep, through 
narrol galley, between the glacier a gloomy valley, closed up by the 
and a wall .of rocks. 	Nothing can precipices of the Wetterhom, and the 
lftceed the savage grandeur of the peaks of the Eigher. Nearer to Grin- 
Gasterenthal, a valley closest° the fre- delwald the two glaciers appear in• quented route of the Gemmi, yet sight. 
almost unknown. 	The gorge by . 	The traveller in the Oberland is 
which the river falls intce the Kander- sadly subjected to the persecution of 
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beggars — some under the pretext of a thin thread ; and its upper fall, and 
offering him strawberries, or flowers, 
or crystals, —others with no other 

previous winding, before it makes its 
final leap, are exposed to view. 

excuse but their poverty, not unfre- The path crosses the meadows ad- 
quently united to goitre and cretin- vancing towards the Jungfrau, which 
ism, as an additional recommenda- 
tion to the compassion of strangers. 

now rises in front of the spectator, 
with its vast expanse of snow and- 

Every cottage sends forth its ragged glacier, in all its magnificence. 	Not 
crowds of disshcvclled and unshod only its summit, but all the mass of 
children; behind every rock is an the mountain above the level of the 
ambuscade of native minstrels, who, 
drawn up in line, assail the passers- 

spectator, is white 	with 	perpetual 
snow of virgin purity, which breaks 

•by with the discordant strains of their off' abruptly at the edge of a black 
shrill voices. 	" They beset the de- necipice, forming one side of a ra- 
tions footway leading up the hill-side vine separating the Jungfrau from 
in a long scattered line, to a consider- the Wengern Alp. 	It appears to be 
able height, just like a train of gun- within gun-shot of the spectator—so 
powder, 	which only awaited my colossal are its propottions, that :the 
approach to explode." — Latrobe. effect of dist/nee is lost. 

b. In fine weather there is not a About halran hour's walk below the 
more interesting or exciting journey 
among the Alps than that over the 

summit a rustio but very tolerable Inn, 
H. de la Jungfrau, containing 14 beds 

Wengern  Alp, or Lesser Schcideck. In- to accommodate strangers who choose 
dependently of the view of the Jung- 
frau, and other giants of the Bernese 

to await the sunrise at this elevation, 
has been built on the brow of the 

chain (unrivalled, owing to its proxi- 
mity to these sublime objects), it is 

ravine, 5950 feet above the sea-level, 
directly facing the Jungfrau. 	From 

from the Wengern Alp that the ava- 
lunches are seen and heard in greatest 

this point the mountain is beat seen, 
as well as the avalanches descending 

perfection, and no one should abandon from it. The preci idle before alluded 
the expedition without an effort. The to, which for 	4. r. 	!ll 	n.. 
path is practicable foe mules, and is taro, is channelled *ith furrows or 
about 14 miles long ; but, from its grooves, down which the avalanches 
steepness, its great elevation, and the descend. 	They are most numerous 
time spent in enjoying the view from a little after noon, when the sun ex- 
the top, it occupies at least 7 hours. ercises the greatest influence on the 
Though fatiguing, it is not danger- glee* in loosening masses of it, and 
ous, and is constantly traversed by causing them to break off. 
ladies on horseback, or even in a The attention is first arrested by a 
chaise a porteur (§ 9). distant roar, not unlike thunder, and 
' 	A steep zigzag path leads out of in half a minute, a gush of white 
the valley of Lauterbrunnen, in order 
to surmount the ridge separating it 

powder, resembling a small cataract, 
is perceived issuing out of one of the 

from that 	of 	Grindelwald. 	After upper grooves or gullies; it then sinks 
nearly an hour of toilsome ascent, 
passing the houses 	of a scattered 

into a lower fissure, and is lost'only 
to reappear at a lower stage some 

hamlet, it reaches a more gradual hundred feet below ; soon moor an- 
slope of meadow land. 	The valley other roar, and a fresh gush from a 
of Leuterbrunn, beneath whose pre- 
eipices the traveller has previously 

lower gully, till 	the mass 	of ice, 
reaching she lowest step is precipitated 

crept with some little awe, presents into the gulf below. By watching at- 
from this height the aspect of a mere tentively the sloping white side of the 
trench; the Staubbach is reduced to Jungfrau, flip separation of the frog- 
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went of ice from the mass of the gla- the Little Giant, and the Great Giant; 
tier which produces this thunder, may and last, not least, the Wetterhorn. 
be seen at the moment when disengaged The height of the Jungfrau is 11,000 
and before the sound reaches the ear. feet above the valley. • }Ieard the 
Sometimes it merely slides down over avalanches falling every five minutes 
the surface, at others it turns over in nearly. 
a cake ; but in an instant after it " The clouds rose from the opposite 
disappears, is shattered to atoms, and, 
in passing thrOugh the different gull- 

valley, curling up perpendicular pre-
cipices, like the foam of the ocean of 

lies, is ground to powder so fine, that, 
as it issues from the lowest, it looks 

hell during a spring tide — it was 
'white and sulphury, and immeasur- 

like a handful of meal ; and particles, 
reduced by friction to the consistence 

ably deep in appearance. 	The side 
we ascended was not of so precipitous 

of dust, rise in a cloud of vapour. a nature ; but, on arriving at the 
Independeqt of the sound, which is summit, we looked down upon the 
an awful interruption of the silence 
usually prevailing on the high Alps, 
there is nothingegrand or striking in 

other side upon a boiling sea of cloud, 
dashing against the crags on which 
we stood—these crags on one side 

these falling masses; and, indeed, it quite perpendicular. 	In passing the 
is difficult, 	at 	first, to !Ihelieve that masses of snow, I made a snowball 
these echoing thunders arise from so and pelted Hobhouse with it." — 
slight a cause in appearance. 	The Swiss Journal. 
spectator must bear in mind that at , 
each dischar " ge whole.   tons of ice are Ye toppling crags of ice—

Ye avalanches, whom a breath draws down 
burled down the mountain, and that In mountainous o'crwbclming, come and 
the apparently insignificant white dust 
is made up of blocks capable of sweep— 
ing away whole forests, did any occur 
in its course, and of overwhelming 

I hecarru; =Lenity sho
n
e, beneath, 

Crush with a frequent conflict; but ye pass, 
And only fall on things that still would live; 

for:s
i
ti,

a
o
g
r
er

t
.
he hut 

AndCnhhea younge 	ffitrerhsahrigfe. 
houses and villages. 	During the early The mists boil up argued the glaciers; 
palT"MameleMirillkliftpr four such 
discharges may Tao seen in an hour ; 
in cold weather they are less numer- 
ors; 	in the autumn scarcely any 

clouds 
Rise curling far beneath me, white and sal- 

;diary, 	• 
of deep 

hell " 	 anfred. ! 
Like foam from the routed ocea

n 
 

occur. 	The avalanches finally de- About 2 miles beyond the inn 
scend into the valley of Trumlaten, 
the deep and uninhabited raviqg di- 

the summit of the pass is attained, 
6280 feet above the sea-level. 	Near 

viding theJungfrau frown the Wengern it there is a chalet, built also to serve 
Alp ; and, on melting, send forth a as an inn, but now closed (1841). 
stream which falls into the Lutschine, 
a little above Lanterbrnimen. A part 

The view from the top is very fine,-
including, besides the Jungfrau, the 

of Lord Byron's " Manfred " was Monet), the two Eighers, and the 
either written or mentally composed Wetterhorn. 	The Jungfrau, or Vir- 
on the Wengern Alp, in full view of gin, received its name either from the 
the 7ungfrau, anil (lie says in his unsullied purity of the snow, or be- 
Journal) within. hearing of its rani- cause (till lately) its crest had never 
lanchei " been reached or trodden by human 

"Ascended the Wengern mountain; foot. 	She has now lost her claim to 
left the horses, took all my coat, and the title on the latter score, the high- 
went to the summit. 	On.one side 
our view comprised the Jungfrau, 
with all her glaciers ; then the Dent 

est peak having been attained in 1812, 
by two brothers, named Meyer, from 
'karat' ; in 1828, by six peasants, from 

d'Argent, shining like truth; 	then Grindelwald ; and, in August, 1841, 
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by M. Agassiz, of Neuchatel, accom- furnishes night-quarters to.those who 
Panied by Professor Forbes, of Edin- ascend for thesake:of the sunrise, and 
burgh, and a Swiss and French gen- the celebrated panoramic view (p.84.). 
tleman. 	Thg course they pursued On the rt., low down, appears the. 
.was by the Ober-Aar-Glacier to that white glacier of Grindelwald, issuing 
of Viesch, and then by following up out of a gorge, on a level with the 
the Aletsch 	glacier from the lake habitations of the valley. 	Travellers, 
Illoril. 	The Jungfrau is the eighth instead of proceeding at 	once to 
en height of all European mountains, 
rising to an elevation of 13,718 feet 

Grindelwald, usually skirt along the 
base of the mountain, in order to visit 

above 	the 	sea-level. 	The Silber- this glacier on their way. 
hiirner are, properly speaking, inferior Grindelwald Inns; Adler —Eagle; 
peaks of the Jungfrau. 	Farther on .Bur— Bear; both good. 	They are 
appears the Monett, or Klein Eigher, more than a mile .distant from the 
13,498 feet, and the Great Eigher lotrer glacier : in summer they are 
(Giant), 13,070 feet. 	On approach- often very full, so that it is advisable 
ing 	Grindelwald, 	the Schreckhorn to send on beforehand to secure beds. 
(Peak of Terror), 13,386 feet, comes The village of Grindelwald, con- 
into sight. 'The sharp, needle-formed sisting of picturesque wooden "cot- 
point of the Finster-Aarliorn, 	the 
highest of the group, 	14,106 feet 

tages, widely Scattered over the valley, 
stands at a height of 3250 feet above 

above the sea-level, is only visible at the sea, from which cause, and from 
intervals peering above his brethren. its vicinity to the glaciers, the climate 
The glaciers, which cling around these of the valley is cold, and unstable 
peaks, and fill up the depressions be- even in summer., Its inhabitants are 
tween them, extend without inter- chiefly:employed in rearing cattle, of 
ruption from the Jungfrau to the which 6000 head are fed on the 
Grimsel, and from Grindelwald in neighbouring pastures. 	Some of the 
canton Berne, nearly to Brieg in the peasants act as guides. 	The Grindel- 
Vallais. 	The exlent of this glacier weld guides, Christiaq,,Bleuver, Peter 
has been calculaTed at 115 square Baumann, Hi10,100110410alretrisre 
miles, or about one sieth of ail the highly 	recommended. for 	difficult 
glaciers among the Alps. mountain excursions. 	The younger 

The descent from the upper chalet females pick up a few Wax by singing 
to Grindelwald takes up about three Rant de Vaches at the inns, and most 
hours. 	The path is steep and difficult, 
strewn with fallen rocks. 	It passes 

of the children are beggars— occu- 
pations arising from 	the influx of 

within sight of a forests mown down stranggs into the valley, which has 
by the fall of avalanches. The trunks, 
broken short off close to the ground, 
still 	stand like stubble left by the 

exercised an injurious influence upon 
its morals and ancient simplicity of 
manners. 

scythe. 	Byron 	describes 	" whole Grindelwald owes its celebrity, as 
woods of withered pines — all with- a place of resort for travellers, to the 
ered ; trunks stripped and barkless ; grandeur of the mountains which 
branches lifeless; 	done by a single surround it, and to its two Glasitrs 
winter, — tlitir appearance reminded (§ 176), which, as they descend into 
me of me and my family." the very bottom of the valley view 

In descending into the valley, the the level of the village, and almost 
Viretterhorn is seen in front, and on within a stone's-throw of human ha- 
the 1. the Faulhorn, surmounted by bitations, are mere easily accessible 
an inn, like that on the Righi, which 

• Of which Mr. Barnard has given an 
admirable representation in his Swiss Views. 

here than in other parts::: 
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82 	Route 27. — Grindelwald— The Glaciers. 
or Giant ; . the Mettenberg (Middle but the enormous peaks of the Eigher, 
Mountain), which 	is, in fact, the 
base or pedestal of the magnificent 
peak, called Schreckhom ; and the 

Schreckhom, 	Viescherhiimer, 	&c., 
which form a superb amphitheatre, 
finer, perhaps,than the view from the 

Wetterhorn (Peak. of Tempests), at Montaireert."—A. T. M. 
the upper end. 	Between these three The glacier, which is narrow at the 
mountains the two glaciers of Grin- bottom, gradually widens, and spreads 
delwald issue out. They are branches out into what is called the Sea of Ice 
of that vast field or ocean of ice men- (Eismeer), where its surface, though 
tioned above as occupying the table- traversed by crevices, is less shattered 
land and high 'valleys amidst the than below. 	The best view of it is 
Bemese Alps, and being pushed down- from the grotto called Nellenbalm. 
wards by the constantly-increasing, 
masses above, descend far below the 
line of perpetual snow (§ 17.). 	• 

Strangers should not venture upon 
the ice without a guide. 	In 1821, 
M. Mouron, a clergyman of Vevey, 

Their chief beauty arises from their was lost in one of the crevices. 	Sus. 
being bordered by forests of fir, which picions were entertained 	that the 
form, as it were. a graceful fringe to guide who accompanied him had 
the white ice, while the green pas- murdered him, and search was fin. 
tures, with which they !re almost in mediately commenced for the body. 
contact 	near 	their 	base, 	contrast 
agreeably with their 	frozen peaks. 

After 12 days of fruitless attempts, 
it was at length drawn out of an 

Though inferior in extent to those of abyss in the ice, said to have been 
Chamouni, they yield to them alone; 700 feet deep (?), by a guide named 
and the traveller who has even seen Burguenen, who was let down from 
them will do well 'to explore the above at the peril of his life, by a 
Glaciers of Grindclwald. 	The Lower rope with a lantern tied to his neck. 
Glacier, also called the smaller, al- He was twice drawn up without 
though four times as large as the having been able to find it, nearly 
upper one, fore% its way out between exhausted for want ofif air ; the third 
thevEsightes..seet•Meliewberg, and its time he returned with it in his arms. 

'solid icebergs descend to a point only It was much, bruised, and several 
8200 feet above the level of the sea. limbs were broken ; so as to lead to the 
A path ascends along its left margin, 
beneath the precipices of the Metten- 

belief that life, or at least sensation, 
had departed before it reached the 

berg, commanding a most interesting bottom; but the watch and the purse 
view of the bristling minarets of ice, 
rising in the most 'various anIt fan- 

of the unfortunate man were found 
upon him, so that the suspicions re. 

tastie shapes. 	' garding the guide were proved to be 
" A visit to the Lower Glacier is groundless. 	He was buried in the 

one of the pleasantest excursions on church of Grindelwald. 
the Alps ; short, occupying 5 hours On the way up to the Eismeer a 
on the whole, including I on the ice, 
and not fatiguing. 	It is not good for 

singular 	depression 	in 	the 	rocks, 
called Martinsdruck, is pointed out 

timid persons, as the path skirts some to the traveller, and opposite to it, in' 
formidable precipices; but it is token 
by billies, who 	ride on horseback 

the crest of the Eigher, A small hole, 
called Martinskch, through which the 

,for the first three quarters of an hour, 
and be conveyed the rest of the way in 
a chaise a porteur. 	It ogrs to those 

sun's rays shine twice a-year. 	Once 
on a time, according to the tradition, 
the basin now occupied by the Eis- 

who cannot mount the heights one of meer was filled with a lake, but the 
the grandest and wildest glacier views • space between the Mettenberg and 
imaginable, the cultivated valley being the Eigher being much narrower than 
completely hidden, amitothing visible at present, the outlet from it was 

   
  



Route 27. — The Glaciers — The Faulhorn. 	83 

constantly blocked up, and inunda- fore, and the charges not greater than 
tions produced, which ruined the fields usual; 8 fr. for dinner, 30 sous for 
of the peasants in the valley below. breakfast,2fr.forbeds,and25centimes 
At length, §t. Martin, a holy giant, for the stove in the principal room: 
came to their rescue; he seated him- those who require tea should take it 
self on the Mettenberg, resting his with them. 	The path leads over the 
staff on the Eigher, and then with 
one lusty heave of his brawny back 

Bachalp, by the side of a small lake, 
1000 feet below the summit. 	The 

not only burst open the present wide view of the Bernese Alps from the 
passage between the two mountains, 
but left the marks of his seat on the 

top forms the chief feature of the 
panorama, which in this respect, and 

one, 	and drove his walking-stick from the proximity of the Faulhorn 
right through the other. 	. to those snowy giants, far surpasses 

The (Ipper Glacier may be visited the prospect from the Righi. 	On the 
in going over the Scheideck. &her hand, though the lakes of Thun 

and Brienz are both visible, only a 
Ascent of the Faulhorn. small strip of each appears, which is 

The Faulhorn is a mountain 8140 but a poor equivalent for the wide 
feet above the sea-level ; situated be. expanse of blue water which bathes 
tween the valley of Grindelwald and the foot of the Righi. 	" Our party 
the lake of Brienz, and commanding was fortunate enough to witness a 
from its summit 'an excellent near storm on the Faulhorn i the effect 
view, over the neighbouring chain of was magnificent ; we were at intervals 
Bernese Alps. 	On this account it is enveloped in clouds, which hid every 
ascended in the summer-time, like thing from its ; but from time to 
the Righi, by numerous parties of time the sky became clear, giving us 
travellers. the full view of the neighbouring 

" For an excursion up the Faul- Alps. 	To heighten the grandeur of 
horn, the horses that have brought the scene, we bad four times the effect 
travellers 	to 	(rindelwald may be of the , mirage,' seeing distinctly the 
used. 	For ladies who do not ride, 
and arc yet willing so undergo the 

spectres of otinviltfitorlarty, ltYper-
sons, in the clouds, once surrounded 

fatigue of the ascent,. chairs may be by a double circular rainbow." 1841. 
hired at the inns, with capital bearers, 
four to each chair, at 6 francs each ; 

— M. de S. of Utrecht. 
There is a footpath from the top 

or if the party sleep on the Faulhorn, of the Faulhorn, passing the water- 
9 frs. 	The inn on the summit, which fall iii the Giesbach to Brienz ; the 
is only tenanted for 4 months of the distance is about 14 miles. 	A bridle- 
year, and is totally abandoned to the path leads down to Rosenlaui, on the 
mind and rain in October, affords 3 way to Meyringen, so that travellers 
very tolerable apartments, and one or about to cross the Scheideck need 
two bedrooms, in all 24 beds; still it is 
but sorry sleeping accommodation, the 
desagremens of which are hardly com- 

not return to Grindelwald. 

Grbiddwa/d to Meyringen, by the  
pensated to ladies by the uncertain Great Scheidech. 
beauty of the early view of the gla- al stunden = 15 or 16 English 
ciers : for gentlemen the quarters are miles.  
good enough. The ascent from Grin- Beyond Grindelwald the char road 
delwald is totally free from danger, 
and not very difficult. 	It may be 

ceases, and those who cannot travel 
on horseback or on foot can reach 

tnade in less than 5 hours, and the Meyringen only by crossing the lake 
descent in Si. 	The larder of mine' of Brienz, returning first to Inter- 
host is said to be better than hereto- lachen. 	- 
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84 	Route 27. — Great Scheideck — Rosenlaui. 
An holies walk up the valley from selves after their cold morning's ride 

Grindelwald, and a slight detour to over the mountains. 
the rk of the direct path to 1Vleyrin- The prospect in the opposite direc- 
gen, leads to the Upper Glacier. 	It tion, into the vale of the ateichenbach 
does not materially differ from the or of Rosenlaui, is not remarkablei 
one below, nor is it finer ; but it High up on the rt. appears the glacier 
sometimes has a larger vault of ice at of Schwarzwald, between the Wetter.' 
its lower extremity. 	These two gla- horn and Wellborn; further on, be- 
ciers are the chief feeders of the Black tween Wellhorn and Engel-hiirner 
Lutschine. 	 . (angels' peaks), the Glacier of Rosen- 

It takes S hours to reach the sum- lard lies embedded. 	An hour and a 
mit of the Scheideck from Grindel- half's walking from the chalet, partly 
weld. 	The ascent is easy, and during through a wood of firs, brings the 
the whole of it the Wetterhorn (Peak traveller abreast of this glacier, which 
of Tempesp) overhangs the path, in lies about a mile to the rt. of the 
object of stupendous sublimity. 	It path in the midst of a forest of firs. 
rises in one vast precipice of alpine It is smaller than those of Grindel- 
limestone,. apparently close above the wald, 	but 	is celebrated above all 
traveller's head, • though its base is others in Switzerland for the um= 
more than a mile off. 	Pour different 
avalanches descend frem it in the 

tarnished purity of its white surface, 
and the clear transparent azure of its 

spring; some of them reach to the icebergs. 	This 	peculiarity 	arises 
path, and patches of their snow often doubtless from the character of the 
last through the summer. 	Upon the rocks around it; these, in decom- 
slope in front of the Wetterhorn is posing, do not turn into black gravel 
usually stationed one who blows the or mud, which stains and disfigures 
alpine horn, a rude tube of wood, 6 or the Grindelwald glaciers. 	A steep 
8 feet long. 	The traveller should on path on the 1. of the glacier leads in 
no account omit to stop and listen. about 4 an hour to the summit of a 
A few. seconds *after the horn has cliff, which projects inidway into the 
ceased, the MIPIllhd-eitinple notes of icy sea, and bends its course consi- 
the instrument. are caught up and derably. 	It forms a good point of 
repeated by the echoes of the vast view. 
cliff of the Wetterhornt  and return The guides usually halt for an 
to the car refined and softened, yet hour to refresh themselves and their 
perfectly distinct, as it were an aerial beasts at 
concert warbling among the erggs. 4 The Baths 	of Rosenlaui, 	a 

The view down the-valley of Grin. homely but well served inn, called 
delwald, from the top of the Schei- the Steinbock, erected near a source 
deck, is very striking; its green pas- of mineral water, which supplies 5 or 
tures contrast agreeably with the bare 6 rude tubs of wood, serving as baths. 
wall of the Wetterhorn. 	Beyond it The number of guests who resort 
on the 1. rises the sharp crest of the hither for the use of them is very 
Eigher, 	resembling the 	up-turned limited. 	This house is distant about 
edge of a hatchet ; and the pointed 14 mile from the glacier. 	A few 
cone of the 	Schreckhorn appears yards 	behind it, 	the Reichenbach 
above. the Mettenbcrg. 	On the top torrent issues out of a cleft in the 
of the Scheideck (6711 feet above the rock. 	The path to Meyringen runs 
f.ea-level,) stands a chalet, weather- by the side of this stream, first cross- 
tight, affording one tr twp beds for 
such travellers as are driven to sleep 

ing a charming little green plain, 
carpetted with soft turf, like that of 

here ; and a cup of coffee or hot milk *an English lawn, and dotted with 
for those who desire %warm them- chalets. 	The view up the valley 

/OP 

   
  



Rouse 27. — Reichenbach Falls — Meyringen. 	85 

from this point deserves particular directly under the road leading to 
notice; 	it is a favo.trite subject for the 	Sebeideck, beneath a hanging 
the pencil of the artist. 	The Wet- wood and in grounds that remind one 
terhorn, the Wellborn, and the craggy of an English park. 	Though pro- 
peaks calla Engel-hOrner, form a vided with hot and cold baths, it is 
mountain group unrivalled for pie- less resorted to by invalids than by 
turesqueness. passing travellers. 	It is a good house, 

Below this the valley contracts, 
numerous waterfalls are seen thing,  
ling from its sides ; one of them, 
from its height and tenuity, is called 
the Rope-fall (Seilbach) ; and now a 

not dear; table d'hiite at 1 and 7. 
It is distant about a mile from the 
village of . 

21 Meyringen — (Inns : Sauvage, 
good ; Biir, Ours, not bad). — Of 

bird's eye view opens out into the late these houses have been, to a cer- 
vale of Bashi, or Meyringen, which tam 	extent, deserted for the above 
in comparison with the narrow glens named Baths of Reichenbach, situated 
of Grindeiwald and Lauterbrunnen on the opposite side °Nile valley. 
deserves the name of a plain, though There is another good inn, the Cou- 
bounded by mountains high and 
steep. 

ronne, on this side. , 
Meyringen, the chief place in the 

The latter part of the descent lead- vale of Has*, lies on the rt. bank of 
ing into it, is both difficult and dan- the Aar, and contains about 700 in- 
gerous, unless the horses are very habitants. 	The 	picturesqueness of 
sure footed, owing to the steepness its situation is much praised. Brocke- 
and ruggedness of the path and its don says, " The vale of Meyringen 
being paved with smooth and slippery concentrates \as much of what is 
blocks of stone. 	On this account Alpine in its beauties as any valley 
travellers are usually invited to dis- in Switzerland." 	Its precipitous and 
mount and descend on foot. 	The wooded sides, streaked with white 
stream of the Reichenbach performs cascades almost without number, and 
this descent of nearly 2000 feet in a here and there overtopped by some 
succession of laps, the longest of snow-white peak, ale.indeed beauti- 
which are the celebrated Falls of the ful features. 	Yet the flat plain, S 
Beichenbach. 	The upper fall is si- miles broad, half marsh and half dry 
tuated about 100 yards to the 1. of 
the 	road 	near 	the 	village 	called 

gravel, from inundations of the river, 
are unpleasing from many points, and 

Zwirghi. 	A small fee is exacted for as a dwelling-place it has 	serious 
the liberty to cross the meadow be- drawbacks from the danger to which 
tween it and the road, and a hut it is.xposed of being swept away or 
called Belvedere is built beside it. inundated, if not buried, by the neigh- 
But it is best seen from a rocky head- bouring torrents. 	It was to guard 
land shooting out in front of the bare against such accidents that the stone 
amphitheatre of cliffs over which the dyke, 1000 feet long and 8 wide, was 
cataract dashes, and just above the constructed ; but its protection has 
struggling torrent, 	hurrying down- not been altogether effectual. 	The 
wards after its fall. 	A little lower is chief cause and instrument of all the 
another, but inferior, fall, and by a niiichief is the Alpbach, a mountain 
third, still lower, the stream gains the torrent, 	pouring 	down 	from 	the 
level of the valley, and hastens to height behind the village, out of a 
join its waters to the Aar. 	The low- narrow gorge. 	The district hi which 
est fall is not more than .50 yards from it rises, and through which it takes 
the its course, is composed of the rock 

Baths of Beichenbach, a new inn, 
on a very extensive scale, situated 

known to geologists as the has marle. 
Being very soft it is easily disin- 

   
  



86 	 Route 27. — Meyringen — Brienz. 
tegrated and washed away, so that or wrestling matches every year, on 
the torrent: when swollen by rain or the 10th of August, with their neigh. 
snow, collects, and bears along with bours of Unterwalden; and on the 
it heaps of black sand and rubbish, 
intermixed with uprooted fir-trees, 
and is converted almost into a stream 

first Sunday in September with those 
of Grindelwald. 	The women, again, 
enjoy the reputation of being prettier 

of mud, on which masses of rock or rather less plain, than those of most 
Boat like corks. 	A torrent of such other Swiss valleys. 	Their holiday 
consistence is easily interrupted in costume is peculiar and not ungrace- 
its course through the narrow cre- ful, consisting of a boddice of black 
vices, which it seems to have sawn 
for itself by the force of its current ; 
it then gathers into a lake behind 

velvet, reaching up to the throat, 
starched sleeves, a yellow petticoat, 
and a round black hat, not unlike a 

the obstacles which impede it, until 
it is increased to such an extent as to 

soup plate, and about the same size, 
stuck on one side of the head, and 

bear everything before 	it, and to allowing the hair to fall 	in long 
spread desolation 	over 	the 	valley tresses down the back. 
through which its course lies. 	A Six roads concentrate at Meyrin. 
catastrophe 	Of this sort, in 1762, 
buried a large part of tie village of 

gen : 1. to Brienz (a char road); 2. 
to Lucerne, by the Brunig; S. over 

Meyringen, in one hour, 20 feet deep the Susten to Wasen on the St. Gott. 
in rubbish, from which it has hardly hard road (12 stunden); 4, to the 
yet emerged. 	The church was filled Grimsel ; 5. to Grindelwald, by the 
with mud and gravel to the height Scheideck ; 6. to Engelberg by the 
of 18 feet, as is denoted by the black Joch Pass, Gadmenthal, and Gen. 
line painted along its .walls, and by tbil Thal. 	The magnificent' fall of 
the debris which still covers many of the Aar at Handeck on the way to 
the fields and gardens around. 	In the Grimsel (Route 28), is about 14 
1733 an inundation of the same stream miles distant. 	Travellers, not 	in- 
carried away man,y houses. tending to cross the whole pass, may 

The 	intelligent 	triyeller 	Hugi, 
from whom the above particulars are 

make an interesting excursion thither 
from Meyringen ; as they may also 

derived, 	recommends 	travellers 	to to the summit of the Brunig, about 
visit the Fall of the Alpbach about 6 miles distant, whence there is a 
9 in the morning, on account of the beautiful view of the vale of Hasli on 
triple bow, or iris, formed in its spray, 
when the sun shines on it. 	The 
inner iris forms nearly,. a contlete 
circle ; and the outer-ones are more 
or less circular as .the water in the 

one side, and of Lungern on the other. 
(Route 19). 

Meyringen to Interlachen by Brienz 
and the Giesbach Fall. 

falls is abundant or' not. 	The spot 3.j stunden, or 8 	Eng. miles to 
whence it is visible is within the Brienz, and Si thence to Interlachen 
spray from the cataract, so that those by water ,... 19 English miles. 
who would enjoy it must prepare for There is an excellent char road 
a wetting. 	... down the valley, passing numerous 

On a rock above the village rise cascades leaping down the wall of 
the ruips of the-Castle of Resti : it rock. 	After proceeding for about 4 
belonged to an ancient and noble miles along the 1. bank of the Aar 
family, to whom.tbe praise is given of it crosses the river by a wooden 
never tyrannizing over their humble bridge, just at the point where the 
dependants. 	The men of Hash are branch of the Brunig road, leading to 
celebrated for their athletic forms and Brienz, descends into the valley. The 
strength. 	They hold Schwingfeste, Aar pursues its course through mo. 
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notonous marsh and flat meadow a foreground of the lake of Briene 
land, but near its influx into the lake close under the mountain; and a peep 
of Brienz, the forms of the mountains of the lake of Thun in the gap above 	' 
on its L bank, above which towers Interlachen. 	Besides this, the vale_.....1 
the Feulhorts, is grand. 	In skirting of Meyringen from the lake of tzient 
the margin of the lake the road up nearly to the Crimsel, the lake of 
crosses vast heaps of debris, covering Sarnen, with a small lake that may 
acres of land once fertile. 	A tor- be seen in the foreground, — a con- 
rent of mud, in 1797, destroyed a 
considerable part of two villages near 

siderable part of the lake of Lucerne, 
the Riesi rising 	from it, and a 

Kienlsolz, and a landslip from the bit of the lake of Zug, are visible. 
Brienzergrat, the mountain imme- Pilate makes a prominent 	figure. 
43iately behind Brienz, overwhelmed 
in November, 1824, 40 acres of land, 
and swept 6 persons into the lake. 

The lake of Constance also appears, 
and a long strip of the lake of 
NeuchisteL 	" The view of the high 

It is 11 hour's drive from Meyrin. Alps from the Rothhorfl is not so 
gen to fine as that from the Faulhorn, but 

si Brienz—(Inns: L'Ours ; excel- that of the lower wintry is finer." 
lent; ask for the Lone, a fish of the lake 
(gadus mustela): 	Weisses 	Kreutz, 
Croix Blanche, clean) — a small vil. 
lage at the E. end of the lake, on a 

—J. D. 
Lake of glen:. — Giesbach Falls. 
" An excellent Inn, H. Bellevue, has 

narrow ledge at the foot of the moun- been established about a mile front 
tains, remarkable only for its beauti- Brienz, near the mouth of the Aar; 
ful situation and its vicinity to the horses may be hired for 9 fr. to Lun- 
Giesbach Fall. 	The traveller ought gem, 15 fr. to Lucerne ; a carriage 
not to quit Brienz without ascending to the Reichenbach Fall or to Megrim. 
the Rothhorn, the highest point of gen, 12 fr. 	A small Steamer runs S 
the chain, running behind (N. of) times a day, in i hour, between it and 
Brienz, which. conunands a view Interlachen, touchipg at the Giesbach 
nearly as fine as the Faulhorn. Easy every trip." — W. C. 7'. 	It belongs 
of access, its top nuw be reached in to the innkeeper. ...This is a good 
about 3 hours by a stout walker, in place for buying carved wood ware. 
5 by a mule, and in 6 by a chaise si There is a very rough road along 
portent. The upward path lies at first the N. shore of the lake ; the guides 
through a region of fine forest trees, 
chiefly beech, but including many 

with the horses may be sent round by 
it, and desired to meet the travellers 

oaks; 	to these succeed larch, and close to the bridge at Interlachen. 
above them one third of steep ascent It takes 25 minutes to row from 
over a bare and barren track. 	On Brienz to the landing-place close to 
the ascent fine views are obtained the outlet of the Gieshach, 	where 
through vistas in the forest of the travellers begin to ascend the steep 
lake of Brienz. 	On the top a chalet height leading to the Falls. 	They 
has been lately built (1840) which are a succession of cascades, leaping 
affords better accommodation than step , by step from the top of the 
the Faulhorn — a dinner and even a mountain; and, though inferior in 
bed in tolerable comfort. 	The sum- height to the Reichenbach, surpass it 
mit is higher than the Rigbi, and not in beauty, end in the adjuncts of a 
so high as the Faulhorn. 	It takes 2 rich forest of fir, through the midst 
hours to descend. 	The chief features of which 	they break 	their way. 
of the view are,—S. the whole range The Gieibach is one of the prettiest 
of Bernese Alps, seen to great ad. of waterfalls; there is nothing wild 
vantage in all their majesty, with about it, and the immediate contact 
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of green hilly knolls and dark woods, 
has the effect of a park scene. 	It is 

in upon the ice, and the path mounts 
rapidly for some distance, when the 

possible to pass behind the middle mountains again recede, and one con- 
fall by means of a gallery constructed tinues for a time 'on tolerably level 
beneath the shelving rock, from which ground. 	At the extremity of this, it 
it casts itself down ; and the effect of is necessary to get on the glacier; after 
the landscape seen athwart this curtain a few minutes it is again necessary to 
of water is singular. 	The cottage return to terra firma, to turn a project- 
opposite the Falls is inhabited by the ing rock, a matter of considerable diffi- 
schoolmaster of Brienz, whose family 
and himself are celebrated as the best 

culty and danger. This accomplished, 
the path ascends rapidly for nearly an 

choristers of native airs in Switzer- hour, when some overhanging rocks 
land. 	He is now a patriarch of 70, 
and most of his children are married ; 

are reached, which seem to be the 
established resting place. 	Soon after- 

but he is training his grand-children, 
to the same profession of songsters. 

wards the glacier is again reached, 
and alt path terminates. 	From this 

The concert, accompanied by the point the view of the Schreckhorn, 
Alpine horn, with which travellers which rises immediately over you on 
are saluted on their departure, is very the left, is truly magnificent. 	Con- 
sweet. 	Good specimens of the Swiss tinning along the glacier (which is 
manufacture of carved wood may be here without crevasses, but difficult 
purchased at the Giesbacli. 	There is to walk on, on account of its steep 
a path from the Giesbach to the top slope from the left) and passing im- 
of the Faulhorn,a walk of nearly mediately below two lateral glaciers, 
5 hours. The lake of Brienz is about which almost overhang you, a nearly 
8 miles long, near the' mouth of the precipitous wall of snow i5  reached, 
Giesbacli, 500 feet deep ; but in the forming the end of the valley. 	At 
deepest part 2100 feet ! 	Its snrface 
is 4 feet higher than the lake of 

this point you turn to the left, and, 
ascending the glacier for a few hun- 

Thun. dred feet, reach a shady ridge of rocks 
... rising 	very steeply, 	and 	at 	right 

• angles, to the former route. 	This is 
ROUTE 27s. ascended for abut 11 hour, when a 

platform of snow is reached, across 
PASSAGE OP THE STRAHLECK .-- FROM which, after another short, but steep 

GRINDELWALD TO The °MAISEL. ascent, the summit is gained in 1 an 
"A very difficult pass indeed, suited hour. 	The descent, which occupied 

only to skilful mountaineers, foal( of us 21 hours, need not occupy one- 
exploring the High Alps. 	It may fifth of that time, when there is an 
be accomplished in 14 or 15 hours. abundance of new snow ; but it was 
The path, on leiti,ing 	Grindelwald, 
ascends rapidly on the L hand of the 

at the time in a very dangerous state, 
on account of the thin coating of 

lower glacier, and is practicable for snow on the ice, which is inclined at 
horses for about 11 hour ; it then be- 
comes very narrow, being a mere 

a very steep angle.. 	In consequence, 
though the descent is not more than 

groove in the rack overhanging tile 600 or 800 feet at the utmost; it oc- 
glacier. 	After crossing two or three cupied us Qi hours. 
planks laid across some crevasses in 
the glacier at the angle of a rock, we 

" The summit of the Strahleck is, 
indeed, the perfection of wild scenery. 

reach the chalet of Stiereck, a short Vegetation there is none, save a few 
2 hours from Grindelwald. • A few of the smallest gentianellas. 	From 
minutes beyond the pastures of the tlip foot of the passage, the Absch- 
Stiereck, the mountains again close wung, where Professor Agassiz's hut 

• 
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is situated, may be reached in li Hof a path branches off tosEngelberg 
hour: thence to the hospice of the over the ,loch pass (Route 33.) 	An- 
Grimsel will take a good walker 3 other ravine is'succeeded by a second 
hours, 2 of them on the ice."—J. D. enlargement of the valley called Im- 

This pass was crossed by an English Boden. Higher up is " the small and 
lady in a chaise it porteurs in 1891. lonely village" of 

3 Guttanen, where there is an inn, 
containing good beds; but the best 

ROUTE 28. place for a midday halt to rest the 
PASS OP TUE GRLUSEL, - DIEVEINGEN mules is the chalet of  

TO OBEE.GESTELEN AND BRIM 11 The Handek, about 11 hour's walk 
beyond Guttanen. 	It can furnish a 

To the Hospice 61 stunden = 16 bed upon an emergency, and tolerable 
English miles. provisions, good coffee, &c. 	It stands 

Thence to Ober-Gestelen 3 stun- at the distance of a few yards front 
den = about 9 English miles. the Falls of the Aar, perhaps the finest 

Ober-Gestelen to Brieg 10i stun- cataract 	in 	Switzerland, 	from 	'its 
den =-- 85 English miles. height (more, than 41,200 	 feet), the 

A much frequented, but rather dif- quantity and juste of water, the gloom 
ficult, bridle path. 	It is a good day's of the gorge into which it precipitates 
journey of 8 hours to reach the Hos- itself, and the wild character of the 
pice from Meyringen, though a stout rocky solitude around it. 	It is also 
pedestrian might push on in one day remarkably easy of access, so that the 
either to Ober-Gestelen, or across the traveller may form a full estimate of 
Furca to Hospital. its grandeur; surveying it, first, from 

It is one of the grandest and most below, through the vista 	of black 
interesting passes across the Alps. rocks into which it plunges, and after- 

Above Itleyringen (p. 35.) the vale 
of Hash contracts, and in about 2 

wards from above, stretching his neck 
over the brow of the precipice from 

miles is crossed tby a mound or hill which the river takes its leap, and 
of considerable 	height, 	called 	the watching it (if his nerves be steady) 
Kirchet, which appeaas at one time till it is lost in the sp?ay of the dark 
to have dammed up the waters of the abyss below. 
Aar. 	At present they force their The view from this point, not more 
way through a singularly narrow than 5 or 6 feet above the fall, which 
rent, 	which 	cleaves 	the 	eminence few wilt hesitate to call the best, is 
from 	top 	to 	bottom. 	The path, 
quitting for a short time the side 

exceellingly 	impressive and 	stimu- 
lating. 	So plentiful is the rush of 

of the river, mounts this steep in water that it reaches more than half 
zigzags, and then descends through way down in one unbroken glassy 
a forest, into the retired green valley sheet before it is tossed into white 
of Upper 	Ilasli, 	which is 	in the 
form of a basin, surrounded by hills, 
and was once probably a lake. 	Two 

foam; and, what adds to its beauty, 
is, that another stream (the Erten-
bad)), pouring in from the right at 

valleys open out into it ; on the W. this very spot, takes precisely the 
that of Urbach, on the E. that of same leap, mingling its tributary wa- 
Gadmen, up which runs the path ters midway with the more powerful 
leading by the pass of the Susten column of the Aar. 
(Route 32.) to Wasen. 	On the rt. The dark 	fewest 	of fir through 
lies the village Im-Grund, and, cross- which the route has wound for a con. 
ing the Aar, another village, called siderable distance, now dwindles away 
Int,flof, situated between it and the.  into a few dwarf bushes, and disap- 
Gadmen river, is passed. 	From Im pears entirely.a little above Handek. 
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To them succeed the scanty vegeta- of the rudest kind, originallidesigned 
Lion of rank grass, rhododendron, and to 	shelter those 	who travel from. 
lichen ; and even this partial cover- necessity, and afford a gratuitous aid 
lag disappears prematurely, in some to the poor; but now daily occupied 
places being abraided and peeled off. during the summer months by tra. 
There is a spot about 2 miles above vellers for pleasure, 	sometimes 	to 
Handek, called Ifoilenplatte, where the the number of 80 or 90 at once, who 
path crosses the bed. of an ancient pay for their accommodation as in 
glacier which, in former times, ex- any other inn, and sit down at a 
tending thus far down the valley, has table d'h8te usually about 7 o'clock 
ground smooth and polished , by its in the evening : the fare is plain, not 
weight and friction, the surface of the delicate, but the 	charges 	are not 
sloping and convex granite rook, leav- high. It is a massy building of rough 
lug, here and there upon the surface, 
grooves, or. furrows, which may be 

masonry, designed to resist a weight 
of snow, and with few windows to 

compared to the scratches made by a admit the cold. 	It contains about 
diamond upon glass. 	This polished 40 beds, and affords such homely fare 
sock. extends ft* a space of neatly a as may reasonably be expected in a 
quarter of a mile. 	IL is prudent spot more than 7000 feet above 'the 
to dismount here, anZ cross this sea, and removed by many miles from 
bad bit of road on foot, since the any other human dwelling. 	It is 
path runs by the edge of the pre- occupied 	by the 	innkeeper, who 
cipice, and the surface of the rock, 
though chiselled 	into 	grooves, 	to 

rents it from March to November. 
One servant passes the winter in the 

secure a -footing for the horses,- is house, with a sufficient provision to 
very slippery. 	A single false step 
might be fatal to man and beast, pre. 

last out the time of his banishment, 
and two dogs, to detect the approach 

cipitating.lboth into the gulph below : of wanderers, for even in the depth of 
and the slight wooden rail, which is winter the hospice is resorted to by 
swept away ahnost 	every winter, 
would afford but 	little protection. 

traders from Hasli and the Vallais, 
who exchange the cheese of the one 

The valley of die Aar, up which the valley for the wine and spirits of the 
narrow path is carried, looks stern other. 	Its situation 	is as dreary 
and forbidding from its sterility, and 
the threatening cliffs of-granite which 

as can be conceived in a rocky hollow, 
about 1000 feet below the summit 

overhang it. 	The Aar is crossed of the pass, surrounded by soaring 
several times by dizzy bridge' of a peaks and steep 	precipices. 	The 
single arch, formed of granite slabs 
without a parapet. ,•I'here is but one 
human habitation between Handek 
and the Hospice, the miserable chalet 
of the Riterishoden, or Roderichs. 
boden, where the ravine expands once 

rocks around are bare and broken, 
scarcely varied by patches of snow, 
which never melt even in summer, 
and by strips of grass and green moss, 
which shoot up between the crevices, 
and are eagerly browsed by a flock 

more 	into a basin-shaped hollow, 
probably 	once a lake bed, with a 

of goats. 	A considerable supply of 
peat is dug from a bog within a few 

marshy bottom, affording scanty her- yards of the door. 	In the bottom of 
bage for a few-goats. 	A little above this naked basin, close to the house. 
this the' 'path quits the Aar, which is a black tarn, or lake, in which no 
tises in the Aar-glacier, about a mile fish live. 	Although entirely covered 
higher up on the rt., and ascending a with deep snow in winter, it is said 
glen, strewed with shattered rocks, 
reaches 

never to be ftozen, as it is supplied 
'from a warm spring. Beyond it lies a 

2 The Hospice of the (rimsel, an inn small pasturage, capable of supporting, 
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for a month or two, the cows belonging wares, from a point above that which 
to. the hospice, and the servants cross they occupied. 	Tbey were seized. 
the lake twice a-day, in a boat, to with a panic and fled at once; many 
milk them. sIt is a landscape worthy 
of Spitsbergen or 	Nuova Zembla. 

in the direction of the glacier of Aar, 
where escape was hopeless, and those 

This wilderness is the haunt of the 
marmot, whose shrill 	whistle *e- 
quently breaks the solitude; and the 

who were not shot by the French, 
perished in the rents and chasms, 
where human bones, rusty arms, and 

chamois, become rare of late, still tattered clothes are 'even now met 
frequents the neighbouring glaciers; with, and attest their miserable fate. 
both animals contribute at times to The guide of the French did not pro. 
replenish the larder of the Hospice. fit by his barren mountain, remain. 

On the 22nd March, 	1838, the ing as poor as before he became pos. 
Hospice was overwhelmed andcrushed sassed of , it, but it has since been 
by an avalanche, which broke through called after him, Niigeli's Priitli. 
the roof and floor, and filled all the The source of the Aar lies in two 
rooms but that occupied by the ser- enormous 	glaciers, 	the 	Ober and 
want, who succeeded with difficulty Unter-Aar- Gletscher, to the %V. of 
in working his way out through the the Hospice, 	The Unter.Aar gla. 
snow, along with his dog, and reached eier is the Test worth visiting, and 
Meyangen in safety. 	The evening the lower extremity of the ice may be 
before, the man had heard a myste- reached in 40 minutes from the 
rious sound, known to the peasants Hospice. 	It is remarkable for the 
of the Alps and believed by them to evenness of the surface of ice and 
be the warning of some disaster: it the rareness of cavities on its taw. 
appeared so like a human voice that 
the man supposed it might be some 

face. 	It is about 18 miles long, 
and from 2 to 4 broad. 	Out of the 

one in distress, and went out with his midst of it rises the Finster..Aar. 
dog to search, but was stopped by horn ; the Schreckhorn is also con. 
the snow. 	The next morning the spicuous. 	A path. has been made 
sound was again 	heard, and then by which it is accessible even on 
came the crash of she falling ava- horseback. 	These afar glaciers are 
lanebe. 	The Hospice has since been among the most interesting in Switzer. 
rebuilt and enlarged. land for those who would. study the 

During the campaign of 1799 the natural history of those singular na. 
Austrians actually encamped for some 
time upon the top of the Grimsel, 
and 	during their stay gutted the 

tural phenomena, their progression, 
moraines, &c. (§ 17.) 	e 

They are accessible without danger 
Hospice, using every morsel of wood- and with little 	difficulty, and the 
work for fuel. 	Every attempt of the scenery around is sublime in 	the 
French General Lecourbe 	to 	dis- extreme. 	A visit to them ought on 
lodge them bad failed, when a pea- no account to be omitted. The line of 
sant of Guttancn, named Niigeli, 
offered to conduct a detachment by a 

junction of i.m two glaciers of the 
Upper and Lower Aar is marked by 

circuitous path, known only to himself, 
te the rear of the Austrian position, 
on condition that the mountain he 

a high and 'broad ridge of ice, co- 
vend with fragments of locks, the 
combined moraine from the 2 glaciers. 

was about to cross should be given to It rises in some places to a height of 
him 	as his reward. 	This 	being 80 ft., 	and 	re4embles 	an 	artificial 
agreed to, a party, commanded by causeway .or pier. 	The progressive 
General duain, led by Niigeli over the. annual march of the glacier is marked. 
Dohihorn and the glaciers of Ghel- by the present situation of a rude but 
man, fell upon the Austrians una- now in ruins built by M. Hugi in 
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1827, at the foot of the rock lie tillon). 	The inn, kept by Bertha, 
Abschwung, She last projecting pro- used to be a decent house. 	This is 
montory separating the 2 glaciers, 
which, in 1840, had advanced 4600 ft. 

the highest village lint one (Ober, 
weld being the highest) ip the Upper 

from that spot. 	Its situation now is Vallais, and is 4360 feet above the 
marked by its vicinity to a large sea-level. 	It is situated on the rt. 
granite block of white colour. 	It bank of the Rhone, about 8 miles be- 
takes about 4 hours, of which S are low its source in the glacier. 	It is 
on the ice, to•reach this hut, and 3 to the dept for the cheese transported 
return. On this glacier M. Agassiz of out of canton Berne into Italy, and is 
Neuchatel has erected a rude cabin of a place of some traffic, as it lies at 
dry stones, :under a block 'of mica 
schist, known as Hotel des ;

of the junction of the three bridle-roads 
over the Grimsel, the Force, and the 

telois, and here he carried on a series Gries (Route 29). 
of interesting investigations and ex- In 1720, 84 men were killed here 
periments respecting the glaciers for by an avalanche. 
several seasons in succession. The descent of the Upper Vallais to 

.*--- Brieg, a distance of 35 miles, is tame 
The best panorama of (pie Grimsel 

and the neighbouring 	peaks and 
glaciers may be seen from the top of 

and uninteresting above Niederwald, 
below which, especially about Viesch, 
its scenery is 	singularly beautiful. 

the Seidelhorn, a mountain on the rt. The road runs along the rt. bank of 
of the path leading to Brieg and the the Rhone. 	For a part of the way 
Force; its summit may be reached in it is practicable for chars, and will 
S hours from the Hospice : it is 8634 be finished, it is said, all the way, in 
feet above the sea-leVel. 2 or 3 years. (?) Opposite the village 

The summit of the pass of the of Ulrichen, the valley of Eginen 
Grimsel (8400 feet above the sea) is opens out— up it runs the path lead- 
2 miles from the Hospice — a steep ing over the Cities and the Nufanen 
path, marked °alp by tall poles stuck (Route 35). 	• 
into the rock to guide the wayfarer, 
leads up to it.' On the crest lies 

The Upper Vallais (Ober-Wallis) 
is very populous, and numerous un- 

another small lake, 	called 	Todten important villages are passed in rapid 
See, or Lake of the Dead, because succession. 	One of the largest is 
the bodies of those who perished on Minster, containing about 400 in- 
the pass were thrown into it by way habitants, and a very good inn, La 
of burial. 	Along the crest t the Croix. 	The natives of the Upper 
mountain runs the boundary-line be- Vallais are a distinct and apparently 
tween Berne and theVallais, and here superior race to those of the Lower. 
the path divides--,- that on the 1. side The language is German. 	The Ro- 
of the lake leads by.the Meyenwand mans never penetrated into the higher 
to the glacier-of the Rhone (distant part of the Rhone valley. 
about 5 miles), and to the Pass of the 4 Viesch lies at the entrance of a 
Force (Route SO); that on the rt. of side valley, blocked up at its upper 
it goes to OberzGestelen, but it would extremity by a glacier, above which 
be worth the while of the traveller rise the peaks called Viescher-IfOrner. 
bound ,thither, to make :a detour of There exists a tradition, that a path 
about 6 miles by the I. hand path once 	led up 	this valley to Grina 
to visit the glacier ang source of the delwald : it is now entirely stopped 
Rhone. 	By the 'direct Toad; it is a by the glacier, and this circumstance 
walk of 6 miles from the summit of 
the Grimsel to 

is supposed to 	prove a 	great 	in.,  
crease of the mass of ice. 	" Either at 

S Ober.Gestelen (Fr., Haut Cba- Viesch or Lax, very decent accom- 
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modation may be had : 	and it is The stream of the Masia, descend- 
worth while to pass a night at one or ing from the W., is supplied by the 
other, to ascend the Echighorn. 	This great glacier of Aletsch, a branch of 
is an insulatid point, commanding a that vast expanse of ice which ex- 
superb view of the S. side of the tends 	to 	Grindelwald 	in canton 
Bernese Alps, and of the moun- Berne (5 17). 
tains of the Valais, from the Force Si Raters, a village of 600 inlia. 
to 	the Matterhorn, and I believe bitants, lies in a beautiful situation and 
still further, even to Mont Blanc. in a milder climate, where the chest. 
Immediately below, at the bottom of nut begins to! flourish. 	Above it 
one branch of the great glacier of rises the ruined castle of Flub, or 
Aletsch, is a small lake, of deep ecru- Saxe (Supersax). 
lean blue, studded with floating ice- A wooden bridge leads across the 
bergs — a most picturesque and sin- Rhone to 
gular feature in the scene. Horses are • 4 Brieg, at the foot of the Simplon 
little used at Viesch, and the traveller 
must not depend on finding them: 

(Route 59). 

we were told that ours were the first a 
which had mounted. 	The ascent is 
by a sledge-path, very steep, through 
pine forests, for 2 hours; another 
hour to the highest chalet, where we 
left the horses; then 1 hour SO mi-
nutes to the ridge of the mountain, 

ROUTE 29. 
PASS OF TIt CRIES, OBER-GESTELEN

,  PO 	DOMO D'OSSOLA, 
I 	

VAL 
T), 	AND 

BY THE T 
FORHATEA 	(POSMA 	 HE 
FALLS OF THE TOSA. 

where we left the ladies; •then 45 About 14 stunden =46 Eng. miles. 
minutes stiff climbing to the summit A mule path, not dangerous, though 
of the Horn, a sharp pile of huge it crosses a glacier, but difficult and 
stones, heaped together, it is hard very fatiguing. 	A guide should be 
to guess how. 	The Finsteraarhorn, 
though nearer,elooks less imposing 

taken 'over the Col. 	The traveller 
who follows it will be rewarded by 

than from the Faulhorn. 	This is a the scenes of wildness and grandeur 
new expedition, justabegiuning to be 
known, and is a fatiguing day for 

of the Val Antigoris,  and Formazza, 
which 4,  are nowhere exceeded among 

lathes : few would attempt to climb the Alps." 	On the Italian side of 
the horn; and, indeed, the view is the Pass at Crodo and Premia there 
not so greatly superior to that from are tolerable inns, and from either of 
the lower ridge as to make it essen- dies* places it is easy to go in one 
tial to incur the additional fatigue. day across the pass of the Val Taste 
Those of our party.were said to have into canton Tessin. 	The passage of 
been the first who ascended; they the Gries requires a long summer's 
descended from the chalet on a cheese day, as, notwithstanding the appa- 
sledge, fitted up for the 	occasion, 
with a cushion, &c., with great ease, 
rapidity, and satisfaction. 	Descent 
from horn to chalet, 50 minutes, quick; 

rently short distance on the map, the 
walk up the valley from Crodo to For. 
mazza (Wald) requires full 6 hours, 
and thence to Ober- Gestelen 8 hours. 

thence to Viesch, near 2 hours SO mi- -Below Ober•Gestelen (page 92) a 
nutes. About 84 hours going; it would bridge leads across the Rhone, and 
be done quicker on foot."—A. T. M. the path follows the 1. bank as litr as 

Opposite to Viesch, a pass, 	ap- the village Im Loch, where it turns 
parently of no particular beauty, leads to the 1.4, and begins to ascend the 
into the Val Formazza. Eginenthal, crossing the stream of the 

From Lax to Brieg the char-roan Eginen above a pretty cascade 80 feet 
is completed. high, whickit forms. 	A hard  climb 
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of about %hours,' first through larch- terminates in the Lego Maggiore. 
wood, then across a steril, stony tract, 
and finally over a little plain of green 

Beyond the hamlet the path crosses 
to the I. bank of the stream, and, de- 

meadow, dotted with the chalets of scending the fourth stsep declivity, 
Egina, brings the traveller to the foot arrives at the Falls of the Tosa, the 
of the final and most difficult ascent, approach to which has for some time 
Near this point a path, striking off on previously been proclaimed by the 
the L, leads over the pass of the Nii- increasing roar of the water. 	It is 
fanen (Route 35) :to !Airolo. 	Here one of the most remarkable cataracts 
vegetation ceases, snow appears first among the Alps, less on account of 
in patches, and at last the glacier its form than for its vast volume of 
blocks up the termination of the.val- water, in which it is surpassed only 
ley. 	It takes about 20 minutes to by that of the Schaffhausen. 	It does 
cross it. 	The direction of the path not descend in one leap, but in a suc- 
over it is Narked by poles stuck ult. cession of steps, forming an uninter- 
tight in the ice. 	Along the crest of rupted mass of white foam fora length 
the mountain runs the frontier line of perhaps 1000 feet, while the entire 
separating Switasrland from Sardinia. perpendicular. descent is not much 
The summit of the pass is 7900 feet less than 500. 	Seen from below, it 
above the sea. 	• 

" Bare and scathed rocks rose on 
has a triangular appearance ; above, 
not more than 80 feet wide, and ex- 

either side in terrible grandeur out of parading gradually towards the bot- 
the glaciers 'to an immense height. torn. 	It is the only Swiss fall corn- 
The silence of the place added greatly bining great height with a large body 
to its sublimity ; and I saw, in this of water: 
most' appropriate spot, one of the 2 miles below the Falls is the vil- 
large eagles of the Alps, the Liim- lege of Frutval, situated on the 4th 
inergeyer, which was whirling 	its plateau, affording accommodation of 
flight round a mountain-peak, and the most wretched kind. 	Two miles 
increased the deep emotion excited farther is the villagoof Wald. 	The 
by the solitude of the scene."—Broc- inhabitants of the upper part of the 
kedon. 	• valley, as far era Foppiano, are of 

In clear weather 	a magnificent German descent,' speaking that Ian- 
view presents itself from this point of 
the chain of Bernese Alps. 	The de- 

guage ; and, according to tradition (1), 
descendants of a colony from the Ent. 

scent on the Sardinian side of the pass lebuch. 	Owing to this intermixture 
(as usual among the Alps) is aceper of languages, almost all the villages 
than that on the N. ; it is also more have a German as well as Italian 
difficult. 	The 	upper part of the name. 	Wald, or Formazza, is about 
Piedmontese valley of 'Formazza, or 23 miles from Ober-Gestelen. 
Frutval, presents four, distinct stages The lower part of the vale of the 
or platforms, separated by.steep steps Tosa abounds in exquisite scenery. 
or dips from each other. 	The first is The Gorge of Foppiano (Germ. 
called Bettelmatt ; the second, Morast Unter-Stalden), 5 miles below For- 
(morass), on which 	the 	miserable mazza is particularly grand. 	Lower 
group of chalets, called 	Rehrbirchi down it expands, and displays all the 
(the highest winter habitations), are 
situated ; the, third, 'is Auf der Frutt, 
with another hamlet of chalets, and 

softer beauties of high cultivation, 
luxuriant vegetation, and thick popu- 
lation. 	Below the village called Pre. 

a: small chapel. 	Begire reaching it, 
the traveller falls in with the river 

mia, where there is a tolerable inn, a 
stream descending from the W. joins 

Toccio, or Tosa, which rises in the the Toss, and the valley changes its 
upper . extremity of the valley, and name into Val Antigorio. 
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" The savage grandeur of the Val where a chalet affords a bed and 
Pormazza, down which the river takes tolerable minestra. —J. B. 
its passage, and the delicious region ' The road below Crodo 	crosses 
through which it rolls in the Val the river twice before it reaches San 
Antigorio, cannot be painted in too Marco, and about two miles farther 
glowing colours. 	In these high val- enters the Simplon road, at the lofty 
leys, fully exposed to the power of and beautiful bridge of Crevola, near 
the summer sun, there is truly a the junction of the Vedro with the 
' blending of all beauties.' 	The vine, 
the fig, and the broad-leafed chest- 

Tosa (Route 59). 
3 miles farther on lies Domo d' Os- 

nut, and other proofs of the luxuri- 
ante of the soil of Italy, 	present 
themselves everywhere to the eye, 
intermixed with the grey blocks rest- 

solo. 

ROUTE 30. 
ing on the flanks and at the feet of 
the high granite ridge, out of whose 
recesses you have not as yet escaped. 

' PASS OF THE FURCA, FRODIGTHE ORM. 
SEL, TO HOSPITAL OH THE ST. GOT- 

Instead of the weather-stained and 
simple habitation of the hardy Val- 

HARD BY THE GLACIER 	OF THE 
a RHONE. 

laisan, sheltered by the bleak belt of About 7 a unden = 23 Eng. miles. 
forest; upon 	which alone 	I 	had A bridle-path, by no means dart- 
glanced yesterday, I now saw, on the gerous, and not very difficult, except- 
southern declivity of the same range, 
the substantial Italian structure, with 
its regular outline, and simple yet 

ing the part between the summit of the 
Grimsel and the glacier of the Rhone, 
which it is better to cross on foot 

beautiful proportion, and the villa, 
the handsome church, or the stone 

than on horseback. 	The distance 
from the Hospice of the Grimsel to 

cottage, surrounded by its girdle of the glacier of the Rhone is about 5 
vines—the vine, not in its stiff and miles. 	On reaching the summit of 
unpicturesque *Swiss 	or 	Rhenish the pass (p. 92.), thtkpath leaves on the 
dress, but the true vine of Italy and of rt. hand the gloomy little lake of the 
poetry, flinging its plipnt and luxuri- Dead, and skirting 'Wong the brink 
ant branches over the rustic veranda, 
or twining its long garland from tree 

of a precipitous 	slope, 	called 	the 
Meyenwand, descends very rapidly. 

to tree."— Latrobe. This portion of the road is the worst 
This charming valley is the chosen of the whole, being very steep, slip- 

retreat of numerous retired citizens, 
such as bankers, jewellers, &c., who 

peryosnd muddy, in consequence of 
the melting snow, which generally 

have built 	themselves villas in it. lies near the summit. 	However, it 
The mica-slate rooks occurring near soon brings the traveller in sight of 
Premia and San Michele, are stuck the glacier, though at a considerable 
as full oP red garnets as a pudding is depth below him. 	On attaining the 
with plums. bottom of the valley, he will find a 

At Crodo there is a good inn, and rustic Inn, affording very fair accom. 
a Sardinian Custom-house. modation both for eating and sleep- 

From Crodo or Premia a pass leads ing, good provisions and clean beds. 
into the Val Bedretto ; it presents no About i mile above it the Rhone 
great difficulties in fine weather, ex- issues out to day at the foot of the 
cept that the path is so faintly marked -Rhone Glacier, one of the grandest 
as to be scarcely distinguished from in Switte6land,1it cradle for so mighty 
The numerous tracks of cattle. 	It de- a stream. 	It fills the head of the 
*tends on Hospital al Acqua (sea valley from side to side, and appears 
It. 35.), 3 hours' walk above Airolo , piled up against the shoulder of the 
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thdlenstonk, whose tall peak over- convent of ease here, in which they 
bangs it. 	The source of the Rhone, 
in a cavern of ice, is about 5400 ft. 

receive strangers. 	It is about 4 miles 
from hence to Hospenthal, on the 

above the sea. If you pursue a tract up 
the W. side, or rt. bank of the glacier, 
you come suddenly upon a very fine 

St. Gothard ( Route 34) 

- 
waterfall, rushing forth from the sum- 
mit of the 

	

	and dashing with- glacier, 
ROUTE Sl. 

out a break into an icy cavern about 
150 ft. below, sending forth clouds of 
freezing spray. 	This large body of 

-STANT. PASS OF THE SURENEN, FROM 
LTOR  P, EY STADT, AND HUOCHS, TO A 

THE CONVENT OP ENGELDERO AND 
a 

water after forming a 	passage for 
THE BASE OF THE TITUS. I 

itself under the glacier, issues forth 13i stunden --= 45 Eng. miles. 
from the cavern at its foot. There is a good char-road as far a* 

The pail' leading to the 	Furta Engelberg ; thence to Altorf, across 
ascends along the E. side of the val- the'pass, a horse path. 
ley, having the glacier on the I. for a -Stanzstadt, the 	landing-place for 
considerable 	distance. 	From 	this those coming from 	Lucerne, is a 
point the best view is obtained of small village on the margin of the 
this magnificent sea of A, and a cor- lake, immediately opposite Winkel 
rect idea may be formed of its ez- (P. 59), under the Rotzberg, whose 
tent and thickness as the traveller 
passes within stone's throw of its 

ruined castle is an historical monu,  
went (see p. 59). 	Stanzstadt is dis- 

yawning crevices. 	The path then 
turns off to to the rt., mounting up, 
wards through a valley of green pas- 

tinguished by its tall watch-towers, 
5 centuries old. 	In 	1315, a little 
before the battle of Morgarten, a vessel 

tures to the summit of the pass, or laden with Austrian partisans was 
Fork, between two mountain peaks, 
from which 	it receives 	its 	name. 

crushed and swamped by a millstone 
hurled from the top of this tower. 

From this point, 41300 feet above the An avenue of walnit trees leads, in 
sea, near the Cross which marks the 2 miles, to Stanz. 
boundary of the cantons of the Val- 
leis and of Uri, there is a beautiful 

Travellers coming from Brennen, 
or '.from the E. end of the lake of Lit- 

view of the Bernese Chain, the Fin- cerne, land at Buochs, a village at the 
seer-Aar-Horn 	being 	pre-eminent ' foot of the Buochser-Horn. 	It has 
among its peaks. 	The top of the no•good inn, but can furnish chars or 
Furca is never altogether freubfroin horses. 	Like Stanzstadt, it was de- 
snow : there is no plain or level sur- stroyed by the French in 1798. 	It 
face on it. 	The descent commences is 9 miles from 
as soon as the crest is crossed into the. Stanz. 	Inns : 	Krone (Crown): 
valley of the Sidli 	Alp, which 	ig Engel (Angel). 	Capital of the lower 
covered with pastures, but, .mono. division (Nidwalden) of canton Un- 
tonous and uninteresting in its scenery, 
and destitute of trees. 	The travellet 

terwalden, contains 1500 inhabitants. 
It was in the Rathhaus of Stanz that 

must pick his way, as he best may, 
among a multitude of deep holes, cut 

the venerable Swiss worthy Nicolas 
Von der Flue appeased the burning 

by the feet of mules and cattle. 	Ez- dissensions of the confederates, 	in 
cept a few scattered chalets, no human 1461, by his wise and soothing coun- 
habitation occurs betycen the chalet cils. 	In the existing building there 
of the Rhone Glacier and ,,the small is a picture (/ daub) representing 
lunolot of Realp, where refreshments him taking leave of his family. 	In 
may be  obtained  from the Capuchin the market-place is a statue of Arnold 
monks, who have a smal' chapel and of Winkelried, a native of Stanz (see 
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page 14.), with the " sheaf of spears " 
in his arms. 	Ills house is also shown 

forced their way into' Ille.siery:lieart,) , 
of the country. 	In their deipatr the ,C,„ 

here, but it seems modern, or, at people rushed on them .tth very in..- ' 
least, is modernised. 	The field on ferior arms. 	Whole fatnilie#•perisherr 
which it stands is called in old re- together ; no quarter was giien on 
cords " the meadow of Winkelried's either side. 	Eighteen young women 
children." 	On the outer walls of the were found among the dead, side by 
bonehouse, attached to the handsome side, with their fathers and brothers, 
Parish Church, is a tablet to the me- near the chapel of Winkelried. Sixty- 
mory of the unfortunate people of three persons who had taken shelter 
Nidwalden (386 in number, includ- in the church of Stanz were ilaugh- 
ing 102 women and 25 children) who tered there, with the priest at the 
were massacred-  in defending their altar. Every house in the open coun- 
homes by the French, in September, try, in all GOO, was burnt down; 
1798. 	In that year this division of Stanz itself excepted, whiok was saved 
the 	canton was 	the only part 	of by the humanity of a chef de brigade. 
Switzerland. which refused the new The inhabitants who survived this 
constitution tyrannically imposed on day, wandering 	inesthe 	mountains 
it by the French republic. 	The an- 
cient spirit of Swiss independence, 
fanned and excited by the exhort- 

without the ,means 	of subsistence, 
would have died during the ensuing 
winter if they had not received timely 

ations of the priests (which in this 
instance must be termed fanatic, — 

assistance from the 	other` cantons, 
from Germany and 	England, and 

as all resistance was hopeless and from the French army itself, after its 
useless), stirred up this ill-fated con- first fury was abated."—Simend. 
munity to engage an army ten times The attack upon Stanzstad was con. 
greater than any force they could ducted 	by the 	celebrated General 
oppose to it, and consisting of veteran Foy, afterwards so prominent a leader 
troops. 	At a time when the larger of the liberal party in France. 	That 
and 	more 	pof erful 	cantons 	had unfortunate village was totally eon- 
yielded, almost without a struggle, 
the brave but misguided men of Un- 

slimed. 	 • 
The distance from blintz to Engel. 

terwaldcn and Schwytz afforded the berg is about 13 miles. 	The road 
solitary proof that Swiss bravery and 
love of freedom was not extinct in 

follows the course of the Aar upwards, 
gradually 	ascending, 	and 	passing 

the land of Tell. 	Their desperate 
resistance, however, served only to 

Wolfenschiess with its ruined castle, 
and Gitfenort, where there is a small 

inflame the fury of their foes, 	inn. 	Beyond this the valley con- 
After a vain attempt made by the tracts. 	The road is carried up a steep 

French to starve the Unterwaldeners ascent nearly 6 miles long, traversing 
into submission, " on the 3rd of Sep- thick woods, amidst scenery of the 
tember, 1798, General Schnuenberg, 
the French commander, directed a 

highest sublimity. 	In the midst of 
it, in the depth of the valley, lies the 

general attack to be made, by means village and Abbey of Engelberg -- 
of boats from Lucerne, as well as by (Inns : 	Engel, 	good 	and 	clean ; 
the Oberland. 	Repulsed with great Riissli)— 32'20 feet above the sea. 
spirit by the inhabitants, only '2000 It is hemmed in on all sides by lofty 
strong, the attack was renewed every mountains topped with 	snow, and 
tiny from the 3rd to the 9th of Sep- based by precipices, from which, in 
ternber. 	On this last day, towards winter time, and in spring, numerous 
two  in the afternoon, new reinforce- avalanches are precipitated. 	At their 
rnents having penetrated by the land base, upon a verdant slope, contrast. 
side, with field pieces, the invaders ing agreeablr with rock and snow, 

Steitz. 	 r 
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the Benedictine Abbey rises con- " Two passes lead from Engelberg 
spicuous among the ordinary habits- into the head of the Dielchtlial, the 
tions of the village. 	It was founded Jiichli, somewhat difficult, and ,the 
in 1120, and received from Pope Ca- Storegg shorter, less high, and more 
lixtus II. the name of Mons Ange- frequented. 	The path, however, is 
lorum, from a tradition that the site indifferent and ill-defined in places. 
of the building was fixed by angels— It leaves the small lake, called Luter 

.. Whose authentic lay, See, on the rt., and ascends the 1. 
Sung from that heavenly ground, in middle hand mountain ; 6 hours are required 
Mad

air, 
 nown the spot where Piety should e k  

raise 
from Engelberg to Sachslen."—J. D. 

From Engelberg to Altorf, by the 
A holy structure to th' Almighty's praise." 

.IVordsworth. Pass of Me Surenen, is a walk of 8 
hours, about 20 miles. 	The foot- 

Having been three times destrond path reaches, after about s miles, the 
by fire, the existing edifice is not dairy belonging to the convent, called 
older than the middle of the last Herrenreuti, where good cheese is 
century. 	"The architecture is un- made: 50 cows are attached to it; 
impressive, buterthe situation is wor- the pastures are refreshed by more 
thy of the honours wliifh the ima- than 20 springs rising upon them. 
giviation . of the mountaineers 	has From the steep sides of the Haltom- 
conferred upon it." 	The convent is berg, on the N.E., a beautiful water- 
independent of any bishop or sove- fall bursts forth, called Dlitschbach. 
reign but the Pope himself, or his The path now winds round the baser 
legato: its revenues, once more con- of a projecting mountain, beyond 
siderable, were seriously diminished which the valley snakes a bend in a 
by the French, but it still possesses N.E. direction, and, following the 
valuable 	alpine 	pastures, and 	the 
cheeses produced on them are stored 

course of the Aar for about 6 miles, 
crosses it, and then turns nearly due 

in an adjacent warehouse. 	It con- E. 	The Stierenbaoh, 'the principrd' 
tains, at present, only 19 brothers : it feeder of that strain, is now seen 
has a large Church and a Library of descending in a pretty cascade into 
some value ; the  roof of the apart- the deep abyss* Half an hour's walk 
ment in which it is placed has been below the summit stand a few chalets, 
Cracked by an earthquake. Travellers and beyond them the traveller has to 
are received and entertained in the make his way across a field of perpe- 
convent — those of the poorer classes tual snow, to the summit of the pass; 
gratuitously. 	 es or Sureneck, a narrow ridge not more 

The Titlis, the chief of the mom- than 5 ft. wide, between the Blakenk 
thins which overhang this romantic stock on the 1. and the Schlossberg on 
solitude, rises ort the S. of the con- the rt., 7486 ft. above the sea. 	Dur- 
vent to a height of7530 ft. above the ing•the greater part of the ascent the 
valley, and 11,414 ft. above the sea- Titlis shines forth an object of the 
level. 	Its principal peak, the Nollen, 
composed of limestone, is said to be 

greatest magnificence, and a long line 
of peaks and glaciers extend front 

visible (?) from Strasburg : it is fre- it uninterruptedly to the 	Surenen. 
quontly ascendcd,and without danger. Another view now opens out on the 
It is covered with glaciers, 175 feet opposite side into the valleys of Ma- 
thick, from which 	numerous ava- deran and Schachen, and is bounded 
tenches fall, in spring, with a roar in the extreme distance by the snowy 
like thunder. 	 • top of the Gliirnish in canton Glarus. 

The Rids of the Josh (see Route On the side of the Surenen, lying 
SS) leads from Engelberg to Illey- within the limits of canton Uri, the 
ringen in 81 to 9 hours.. surface of snow to 	be 	crossed is 
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greater, and the descent is steeper. chalets of Stein, and a portion of it 
Traversing the snow, and a desolate was destroyed a few years ago by the 
tract covered with broken rocks be- sudden advance of the glacier of 
yond, the chalets of Walduacht are Stein, which was originally a mile 
passed ; 	and then, by the frightful distant from it, descending from a 
gorge of Boghy, the path is con- valley on the S. 	The appearance of 
ducted into the valley of the Reuss, 
forking off on the rt. to Erstfeld, for 

the glacier is remarkable, as it as-
sumes a fan shape at its termination. 

those who wish to ascend the St. A steep ascent of 1 i hour brings the 
Gothard —and on the I. to Atting. traveller to the top of the Susten 
hansen, for those who are bound to Pass, 6980 feet above the level of the 
Altorf. Mediterranean. 	The view is very 

In 1799, a division of the French • fine ; 	the serrated ridges and the 
army, under Lecourbe, crossed this many-pointed .peaks of the moun- 
pass with cannon to attack the Aus- 
trians in the valley of the Reuss, but 

tains 	bounding 	the 	Mayenthal, 
through whieh the descent lies, espe- 

were soon driven back the same way cially arrest the attention. 	There is 
by the impetuous descent of Sower- always some snow 611 the east de- 
row from the St. Gothard. clivity of theipass. 	The first chalets 

Altar! (See Route 34, p. 102.) are met with on the Hundsalp. 	The 
stream is crossed several times, until 

ROUTE 32. at the Hauserbriicke, a considerable 
PASS OF THE SUSTEN FROM METRIN.. distance below Ferningen, the un- 

' OEN TO WASEN. finished char-road again commences. 
Lower down is the village of Meyen, 

11 stunde.n= 26i English miles. where there is an inn. 	Most of the 
In, 1811, when the Wilds was houses of this valley, which numbers 

added by Napoleon to the French but 400 inhabitants, are protected 
empire, a char-road was constructed from the descending avalanches by a 
from Meyringen to Stein, and on the stone dyke, or well-propped palisade 
side of canton Uri, from Wasen to of wood raised on the hill side behind 
Ferningen, to enable the inhabitants them, to turn away the falling snow 
of canton Berne to convey their pro- from their roofs. 	Near the junction 
duce into Italy through the Swiss of the valleys of the Mayen and the 
territory ; 	but 	now 	that 	circum- Reuss are shattered remains of an 
stances are altered, it has fallen out hexagonal redoubt (schanze), which 
of repair in many places, and can was fortified 	by the Austrians in 
only be regarded as a bridle-path. 	It 1799, and stormed and taken from 
is a very fine pass. 	The word Sust 
means toll or custom-house, whence 

them by the French, under Loison, 
who forced the enemy back up the 

the name. 	The route of the Grimsel vale of the Reuss, and, after five as- 
is followed from Meyringen as far as saults, made himself master of Wasen, 
Ira-Hof (p. 89.), where, quitting the an important point. 	A very steep 
side of the Aar, the path follows the and rough road leads down from this 
course of the Gadmen, ascending the into the village. 
valley called, at •its lower extremity, Wasen, on the St. Gothard (p. 103. ), 
Muhli-thal, higher up Nessel-thal; 
and beyond the village of 

41 Gadmen, Gadmenthal. 	This 
village contains 550 inhabitants. The 
inn, a very sorry one, is at Obermatt, 
i of a mile higher up. 	The char- 
road was not carried further than the 

9m. from the pass. 

ROVE 35. 
THE .LOCH Ass, FROM METRISGEN TO 

• ENGELBERG. 

Distance altout 18 Eng. miles, 13 
P 2 
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from Me?ringen to the top of the 
pass, 5 thence by the path to Engel- 

ROUTE 34. 

berg. 	Time occupied in walking it TOE 	PASS OF 	ST, GOTHARD, 	FROM 

71 hours. 	It is practicable for horses FM:ELLEN, ON THE LASE OF LE-. 

111 84 to 9 hours. 	This pass is a good CERNE, TO EELLINZO2PA.11 

deal used : as far as Im Ilof it is the 23 stunden =751 Eng. miles, or 15 
same as Route 28. posts. 

" The village of Wyler, on the This road is now (1841) well sup- 
summit of the rise above Im Hof, is plied with post horses, by a private.  
reached in 1 hour from Meyringen. company. 	Their 	tariff is 	3 	Fr, 
The Gadmen Torrent is there crossed, 
and. the 	path 	ascends 	rapidly far 

francs for each horse per post, and 50 
centimes to the postilion. 	Voitures 

another hour, when the pastures at a volonttl and horses may be hired at 
the lower extremity of the Genlil Meilen, Andermatt, Airolo, Benin- 
Thal are reached, in which is a pure zone. 	The cost of a carriage with 
spring, very grateful after the hot 
ascent from Wyler. 	From this point 

2 horses from Bellinzona to Airolo, 
in 1840, was 35 fr., and 2 fr. bon- 

the path contlimes on a very gra- nemain to the post boy each stage. 
dual .rise 	up 	the 	'matures for 14 This was anciently perhaps 	the. 
hour; it then enters the forests, and most frequented passage 	over the 
after another hour, reaches the best Alps, as it offered the most direct 
chalets, 	near 	a 	considerable 	lake, 
which is, however, not visible from 
them. 	After leaving the chalets, the 

and practicable line of comnaunica- 
tion 	between 	Basle 	and 	Zurich, 
from Northern Switzerland and W. 

path descends a very little towards Germany, to Lombardy, and the im- 
the lake, and 	keeping 	for a few portant cities of Milan and Genoa. 
minutes along•  'the 	brink, 	rises in Not less than 16,000 travellers and 
about i an hour to the summit of the 9000 horses crossed it annually on an 
pass. 	The Wender: Stock and gia- average, down to the commencement' 
tiers and the Mils are fine objects of the present cedtury ; but being 
from here.. 	There are two 	paths only a bridle-path, it was almost en- 
down to Enelbeig, the horse path tirely abandoned after the construc• 
leading to the I. of the Triib See, the tion of the carriage-roads over the 
other and 	shorter one, only prat- Simplon and Bernardin. 	Deprived 
ticable on foot, continuing along a of the traffic across it, the inhabitants 
ridge in the direction of Engelberg 
for a short distance, and then descend- 
ing on the rt. to a plain, on which, at 

of the villages traversed by the road, 
chiefly 	innkeepers 	and 	muleteers,, 
were reduced to ruin, and the reve- 

l)  mile on 	the Jett, is situated 	the noes of the canton, which 	before 
Frill) See. 	It'ls necessary to bear drew 20,000 florins annually from 
away to the rt. hand extremity of the tolls upon it, were seriouslr di- 
this plain, where. there is a gap, from minished. 	The cantons of Urt and 
which a rough path descends for 20 	Tessin, through which this road runs, 
minutes over grass, and afterwards 	at length became sufficiently alive, to 
debris to the pastures, crossing which 	their own interests to perceive the 
it enters the forest for 1 hour, and necessity of converting it into a ear- 
shortly reaches ridge-road, and thus rendering it fit 

Engellierg."—J. .7), (p. 97.) 	The to compete with the rival routes as 
ascent of the Tits is made from a channel of communication and of 
the  Triily See. transport for merchandise. 	In con- 

sequence, in 1820, the work was be-
gun, and in 1832 finally completed 
and opined. 	The expenses were de- 
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frayed 	by a joint-stock 	company, 
formed in Uri and the neighbouring 

goatherds 	and 	hunters.• 	In 	the 
month of June, in the eh:we-named 

cantons. 	The construction of the year, the 	Austrians, 	aided by the 
road was intrusted to an engineer of natives of 	Uri, 	had expelled 	the 
Altorf, names ?Ciller. French from 	the valley. 	Satisfied 

The 	poverty-stricken 	canton of with the possession of it, they passed 
,Uri had scraped together, with great 
difficulty, 	funds 	sufficient 	to exe- 
cute her portion of the undertaking, 
but a storm, such as had not been 
known in the memory of man, burst- 

nearly 2 months in entire inactivity, 
when, by a combined movement, 
planned by Massena, they were at-
tacked at all points by French corps, 
poured in upon them from the lake 

ing on the summit of the pass, in of Lucerne, which was crossed by a 
August 1834, in the course of a few flotilla 	of boats, 	and 	from 	every 
hours• swept away nearly one-third western 	passage 	leading over the 
of the road, together with 	bridges Alps and 	into 	the 	valley of the 
and terraces without number, which Reuss. 	Lecourbe crossed the Sti- 
lled been constructed with so much renew, Loison the Susten, and Gu- 
labour, cost, and difficulty. 	A simi- din, with a large floce 	fought his 
tar tempest in 1839, effected nearly 
equal destruction. 	Considering the 
previous drain upon the resources of 

way over the Grimsei and Furea, 
threatening the Austrians in front, 
in flank, and in the rear. 	In an en- 

the canton, it is surprising how soon gagement which took place on the 
the mischief was repaired. 14th of August, and which lasted 5 

At present the road is excellent, 
not inferior in its construction to any 

hours, they were driven step by step 
up .the valley, as far as Andermatt. 

other of the great Alpine highways, 
and certainly not surpassed by any 

On the two following days the French 
pursued them out of the valley of the 

in the interest and grandeur of its Reuss into the Grisons by the Ober- 
scenery. 	The parts of the road, how- alp, where a bloody encounter took 
over, which passover the mountains place. 	A little snige than a month 
are not well fenced, and that between after this, intelligence was brought 
Airolo and Faido is 4 no means in 
good repair (1841). 

to Lecourbe, the French commander, 
that 	another large 	army had 	ap- 

The journey between the lake of peered at 	the S. foot 	of the St. 
Lucerne and the Lego Maggiore may Gothard. 	While still at a loss to 
be performed in II or 9 days. 	The imagine to what European power it. 
passage is usually free from snow for migNlielong, fresh tidings announced 
4 or 5 months of the year; but in 
the depth of winter carriages are 

that it was the veteran Suwarrow, who, 
at the head ofa Russian army of 18,000 

safely transported 	across 	on 	open foot and 5000 Cossack horse, had 
sledges, except immediately after a broken up from his encampment in 
snow storm, when the road is' some- the plains of Lombardy, 	and 	he 
times blocked up for a week. 	- soon forced the passage of the St. 

The canton of Uri and the valley Gothard. 	The French retired slowly 
of the Reuss possess an historical but steadily before him ns far as the 
celebrity, as the theatre of the me- 
morable campaign of 1799, when the 

lake of Lucerne, 	where Lecourbe, 
after removing all 	the boats from 

armies of the three nations of France, Fluellen, entrenched 	himself in a 
'Austria, 	and 	Russia, 	disposv,ssing strong position at 	Seedorf, on the 
each other in turns, marched, fought, 
and manccuvred, on heights where the 

I. bank of the' Reuss. 	Suwarrow, 
whose object was to unite himself 

snow never melts, and which were with the Russian army before Zurich; 
,previously deemed accessible only to 	of the defeat 0  which by Massena he 
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102 	Route S4. — Fluellen — Nick": 
had not y,ft heard, here found him- and still exhibiting signs of the con. 
self 'without the means of transport- flagration of 1799, which reduced the 
ing his army, threatened on all sides larger part of it to ashes.. 	Its only 
by enemies. 	He took little time to claim to interest the tiaveller is its 
consider, but immediately planned connexion with William Tell. 	If 
and executed his wonderful and al- credit is to be given to tradition, it 
most incredible retreat over the Kin- was on the open square in the centre 
zig Culm and into the valley of Mu- of Altdorf that he shot the apple from 
otta ; and though constantly annoyed off his son's head. 	The place where 
by the French in his rear, finally con- he stood to take aim is marked by a 
ducted his• army into the valley of atone fountain, surmounted with sta- 
tue Rhine, with a loss of 3000 men, 
of whom more perished from cold, 
fatigue, and hunger, than from the 

tees of the dauntless cross-bowman 
and his child. 	The lime-tree, upon 
which 	Gessler's cap was stuck, for 

enemies' bullets. (See Routes 72, 7'S, 
and 76.) • 

all men to do obeisance to it as they 
passed, and to which the child was 

Fluellen (in Italian Fiora)—(Ina : bound, to serve as a mark for his 
Croix Blancheib  " inferior accornmo- father's 	bolt, 	existed 	a 	withered 
dation and dear. 	As there is no road trunk, down to 1567, when it was 
from hence to LucernePtravellers are cut down and replaced by the other 
dependent on the steamers, of which fountain. 
no doubt the innkeepers take advan- The tall Tomer, ornamented with 
tage." De S. )— El uellen, the port of rude frescoes, representing Tell and 
the Canton Uri, at the S. extremity of Gessler, has been stated erroneously 
the lake of the Four Cantons,is a small by some writers to occupy the site 
village in a most unhealthy situation, 
as is proved by the pale faces, crippled 

of the lime tree ; but it is proved by 
records still in existence; to have been 

limbs, and goitred'necks of its litho- built before the time of Tell. 
bitants; and by the number of cretins On 	quitting 	Altdorf the 	road 
among them. 	Alto malaria, from the crosses the mouth of the vale of Sella- 
marshy ground, produced by the de- then, traversing, by a 	bridge, the 
posits of theolleuss at its entrance stream in which, according to tra- 
into the lake, is the cause of this. dition, 	William Tell lost his 	life 
The plan 	of continuing the road (1350) in endeavouring to rescue a 
along the margin of the lake to Brun- child from its waters swollen by an 
nen has been proposed; but in Swit- inundation. 	He was a native of the 
zerland such projects are toted of Schachenthal, having been born in 
very long before they are put into the village of Biirglen, a little to the 
execution. I. of our rond. 	A small Chapel, still 

A steamer touches here daily from standing, rudely painted 	with the 
Lucerne, and retains after a short events of his life, was built in 1522 
stay ; it takes'carriages. 	Fluellen is 
a bad landing-place.with a N. wind, 

on the spot where his house stood, 
near the churchyard. 	The inhabit- 

( Route ls, tx 54.) 	Chars are let for ants of this valley are considered the 
hire to convey travellers along the St. finest race of men in Switzerland.. 	A 
Gothard road. About 2 miles off lies, path runs up it, and across the Klatt, 

Altdorf—(lons : 	Adler, 	Eagle ; sen Pass ( Route 72.) to the baths of 
L'Owe, Lion; Cleftl'Or)—the capital of Stachelberg, in canton Glarus, and 
the canton of Uri, the poorest and least another over the Kinzig Culm, into 
populous in the coffederation, num- the Muotta Thal. 
'boring altogether only 15.800 souls, is On the 1. bank of the Reuss, op- 
a dull lifeless village of 1664 inhabit- 
ants, without trade or jnanufactures, 

•polite its junction with the Selmehen, 
stands Attinghausen, the birth-place 
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of Walter Fiirst, one of the three 
liberators of Switzerland: his house 

Amsteg —(Ions: " Hirsch, dear, 
1838; Stern, both good, atd delight- 

is still pointed out. Above it rise the fully situated; 	but not being a post 
ruins of a 	castle, whose baronial station, it is not a convenient place 
owners hem& extinct in 1357, when for those travelling post to stop at." 
the last of the race was buried in his —D. S. )— on the high roadandat the 
helmet and hauberk. 	At Biitzlin- mouth of the Marla-ear,- Thal, which 
gen, 3 miles above Altdorf, the parlia. stretches E. as far as the base of 
tnent (Laudesgemeinde) of the can- 
ton Uri is held every year, on the 

Mount. Diidi, a valley little visited, 
but well worth exploring; abounding 

first Sunday in May, to settle the af- in waterfalls and glaciers. 
fairs of the state. 	Every male citi- The read now 	first 	crosses the . 
zen above the age of 20, except a Reuss and begins to ascend, having 
priest, has a vote. 	The authorities on the L hand the gigantic mass of 
of the canton, on horseback, with the the Bristenstock ; and on the rt. the 
Landammann at their head, preceded river below, dashing from 	rock to 
by 	a 	detachment of militia, with rock in an almost uninterrupted cata- 
military music, and the standard of rect. 	A second bride carries it back 
the canton, attended by the beadles in to the rt. bank ; anr afteraraversing 
their costume of yellow and black, 
and by two men in the ancient Swiss 

a wood, a third, called Pfaffensprung 
(priest's leap), from a fable of a 

garbof the same colour, bearing aloft monk having leaped across it with a 
the two celebrated buffalo horns of maiden in his arms, brings the tra- 
Uri, march to the spot in procession. yeller to 
From a semicircular hustings, erected Wasen, or Wesen —( Thu : Ochs) 
for the purpose, the business of the —a village of 550 inhabitants, on the 
day is proclaimed to the assembled I. bank of the Reuss, at the mouth 
crowd, and the different speakers de- of the Mayenthal, up which runs the 
liver their harangues, after which the road to the Susten (Route 32). -Near 
question is put tg the vote by show of 
hands. 	When all affairs of state are 

this a toll of i a batz for each person, 
and 5 or 6 batz f5r every horse, is 

despatched, 	the Landammann and paid. 	Winding from„side to side the 
other public officerslesign, and are road slowly toils upward to GOsche. 
either re-elected or others are chosen nen, where the valley assumes a more 
in their place, 

" The first part of the way, towards 
savage character, contracting into the 
narrow ravine of Schellinen, bounded 

the St. Gothard, lies through agree. for nearly 3 miles by impending cliffs 
able scenery, among rich meadows, 
shaded by chestnut and walnut trees." 

of gratite. One vast fragment, skirted 
by the road, was dropped here, accord- 

-4 	At Klus the road approaches ing to the popular legend, by the 
the.margin of the Reuss, and beyond devil, and is thence called Teufelsteils. 
Silinen, where it is partly cut through This defile is a scene of desolation and 
the rock, passes under the ruins of a awful grandeur; the walls of rock 
tower, by some supposed to be the seem almost to exclude the light of 
castle of Zwing 	Uri ( Restraint of day, scarce a blade of grass is to be 
Uri), the construction of which by seen, and nothing heard but the wild 
the tyrant Gessler, to overawe the dashing of die iteuss at the foot of 
peasants, roused the suspicion and the precipice below the road, front 
indignation of the Swiss; so that it which hoarse sounds this part of the 
was demolished by them in 1308, on valley gets the 4ailMe of Krachentbal 
the first outbreak of the revolt against The road hereabouts is much ex- 
Austria. 	Under it, upon the high posed in spring to danger from wra- 
p:rad, is situated the village of lanches. The difficulties of the ascent 
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104. 	 Route 34. — The Devil's Bridge. 

are here oxereeme by the skill of the 	and high parapets. 	The construe- 
engineer, who has constructed a series 	tion of this part of the road presented 
of complicated zigzag terraces, first 	great 	difficulties 	to 	the 	engineer 
on one side of the Reuss and then on 	from the hardness and smoothness of 
the other, by means of which, and of 	the precipitous rocks and the want of 
numerous bridges, the 	traveller at 	easy access to them : 	indeed, 	the 
length reaches 	 mines 	necessary for 	blasting 	the 

The 	Devil's 	Bridge, situated in granite 	could 	only be formed by 
the midst of the most stern but mag- workmen suspended by ropes from 
nifieent scenery of the whole pass. above, and dangling in the air like 
The Reuss leaps down into the head spiders at the end of their threads. 
of this savage gorge, in a lofty cata- The ancient bridge was first founded 
tact, and in the very midst of its din by Abbot Gerald,• of Einsiedeln, in 
and spray 2 bridges have been thrown 1118, so that, in the naming of it, the 
across. 	Vertical rocks hem in the devil has received more than his due: 
bed of theriver on both sides; those it has been allowed to remain beneath 
on the left bank especially are per- the new bridge, though no longer of 
fectly 	smooth band 	perpendicular, 
leaving net an inch of space for the 

any use. 	During the extraordinary 
campaign of 1799, the Devil's Bridge 

sole of a foot at their•base, except and the defile of the Schellinen were 
what lies been hewn out of it by twice obstinately contested within the 
human art. 	For ages this must have space of little more than a month. On 
been an impassable -  den, a complete the 14th of August the united French 
cul-de-sac, until, by human ingenuity, 
the torrent was bridged and the rock 

column, under Lecourbe and Loison, 
having surprised the Austrians, drove 

bored through. 	The old bridge, a them up the valley of the Reuss, as 
thin segment of a circle, spanning a far as this bridge, which, having been 
terrific abyss, bud 'originally an air 
at once of boldness and fragility, much 

converted into an entrenched position, 
was defended by them for some time. 

of which it has 	by the contrast ..Lost The ancient DevirsoBridge was ap- 
with the towering and more solid proached from the lower part of the 
structure 	which 	has 	now entirely valley by a terrace abutting against 
superseded it, and seems, as it were, 
to domineer over it, like the horse 

the 	precipice, 	Interrupted 	in 	one 
place by a chasm. 	The road was 

over the ass in ilLsop's fable. 	The continued over this upon an arch of 
single arch of slight -masonry, sus- masonry which supported a sort of 
pended in time air at'a heightnof 70 causeway. — F. L. 	At last even this 
feet above the Reuss, with sarce a was carried by the French, who, in 
parapet at the side, and with barely their 	impetuous 	pursuit, 	followed 
breadth to allow two. persons to pass, 
almost seemed to...tremble with the 

their enemies across the arch. 	In a 
moment, while a crowd of combatants 

rushing of the-torrent under the feet were upon it, it was blown into the 
of the traveller. 	Modern improve- air, and hundreds were precipitated 
moms have deprived the bridge and into the abyss below. 	During the 
its vicinity of much of its terror and night the Austrians, alarmed by the 
sublimity. 	A commodious and gra- appearance of another French force in 
dually sloping..terrace, hewn out of their rear, evacuated altogether the 
the solid rock at the foot of the preel- valley of the Reuss. 	On the 24th 
pies, leads to•the broad and massive of the following September, the tide 
new bridge of 2 arches, which, though of war took an opposite turn ; Su- 
nearer  to the fall than the did, may be warrow, 	pouring 	down from 	the 
passed without the slightest emotion summit of the St. Gothard, at the 
of the nerves. thanks to its solidity head of 5000 horse and 18,000 foot, 
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'compelled the French, in their turn, 
to retire before him. 	The progress 

ever, it has little but its .ordure to 
recommend it ; owing to its great 

of the Russians was arrested here for 
a short time,,as they found the road 

height, 	4856 	feet 	above 	the sea, 
scarcely any trees grow in it, and 

broken up, the Urnerloch filled with the 	inhabitants supply 	themselves 
rocks, and the 	passage down the with corn for bread from more for. 
valley interrupted by the gap in the tunate lands. 	It was probably once 
'causeway beyond the bridge, caused a lake, until a passage was opened 
by the blowing up of the arch. 	A for the Reuss through the rocks of 
murderous fire from the French swept Sehellinen. 	It was originally colo- 
away all who approached the edge of nised, it is supposed, by the Rhx. 
the chasm ; but the Russian columns, 
eager for advance, by their pressure, 
pushed the foremost ranks into the 

tians. 	The usual entrance to it was 
by the pass of the Oberalp. 	Its in. 
luibitants spoke the language of the 

foaming Reuss. 	The impediments Grisons, and the valley vas a de- 
in the road were soon removed ; an pendcnce of the abbot of Dissentis. 
extemporaneous 	bridge was 	con- Down to the 14th century it remained 
strutted by binding together beams closed up at its loweenextretnity, and 
of wood with officers' scarfs ; 	and had no direv communication with 
over this the Russian army passed, the lower valley of the Reuss. About 
'Pursuing the enemy as far-as Alt- that time, however, a path seems to 
dorf. have been opened, and the men of 

Immediately 	after 	passing 	the Urseren, 	allying 	themselves 	with 
Devil's Bridge the road is carried those of Uri, threw off the yoke of 
through a tunnel, bored for 180 feet their former feudal lords. 	A mile 
through the solid rock, called Over- from the gallery of Uri lies 
loch, or Hole of Uri. 	It is 15 feet 4 	Andermatt, or Urseren (Ital. 
high and 16 ft. broad. 	Previous to 
its construction, in 1707, the only 

Orsera) — (Inns : 	Drei 	Kiinigcri, 
Three Kings, good ; Sonne, Sun). It 

mode of passingthe buttress of rock is a village of 600 einhabitants, and 
which here projects into the river, so the chief place of the valley. 	The 
as to deny all 	pass4eee, 	was by a cheese 	made 	on 	time surrounding 
bridge, or shelf of boards, suspended pastures 	is excellent, and the red 
on the outside by chains from above, trout of the Oberalp See enjoy the 
By mauls of this the traveller doubled, 
as it were, the shoulder of the moon- 

reputation, with hungry travellers, of 
being time finest in the worhl. 	They 

Min, enveloped, in the spray of the are, atdleast, an excellent dish, either 
torrent, within a few feet of which at breakfast or dinner. 	The Church 
the frail structure was hung. 	The of St. 	Columbanus is said to have 
Gallery of Uri was originally con- been built by the Lombards. 	On 
strutted by a Swiss engineer, named the 	slope of the mountain of St. 
Aloretini ; but was only passable for 	Anne, which is surmounted by 	a 
mules, until, in reconstructing 	the glacier, 	above the 	village, 	are 	the 
St. Gothard Road, it was enlarged to scanty remains of a forest, the last 
admit carriages. relic of that which perhaps at one 

Out of this gallery time traveller 	time clothed the sides of the valley 
emerges into the wide basin.shaped 
pastoral valley of Urseren, which, in 

entirely. 	4‘ It is of at triangular form, 
with one of its angles pointed up- 

contrast with the savage gorge of wards, and is so.placed as not only 
Sebellinen, and from the suddenness 	to break the fall of heavy bodies of 
of time transition, has obtained from 	snow, but to divide the masses, throw- . 
mast travellers the praise of beauty 1 ing them ell' on its two sides. 	It is 
and fertility. 	Taken by itself, how- ' now a slight tied seemingly a perish- 
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able defence." 	The improvidence of specimens may be purchased of the 
the inhabitants, at an early period, 
bad reduced it to a small 	grove, 
which those of later times had learned 

many rare and valuable minerals with 
which the range of the St. Gothard 
abounds. 	The variety of species is 

to value for the protection it afforded surprising, and the cabinet of the 
to their dwellings from falling ava- mineralogist 	derives 	some of 	the 
lanches. 	They therefore guarded it rarest substances from these Alps. 
with the utmost care, abstaining from On the I. of the road, in going to 
cutting down a stem of it ; but, in Hospital, two rude stone pillars may 
4799, foreign invaders, reckless 	of lie seen ; 	they are the potence or 
the consequences, felled a great part 
of ..it, and consumed it for fire-wood, 
or 	to 	repair 	the Devils 	Bridge. 

gallows, belonging to 	Andermatt, 
dating from the time when the valley 
of Urseren was an independent state, 

,,f Weakened by this inroad, each sr- 
cessive yi u. has seen a decrease of 

and Andermatt the chief place in it, 
enjoyed the right of criminal juris- 

these 	all-important 	sentinels. 	A diction, now removed to Altdorf. 	It 
few more winters, and those that are is curious to observe to 	what an 
left may be swept away at a single extent the possession of a gallows 
swoop, when it will beguile necessary and the right of hanging criminals 
to abandon the village. 	Such is an thereon, was an object of pride in 
Alpine existence." — Cooper. ancient times. 	Such relics as this 

This was but one of the evils which may be found throughout Switzer- 
that calamitous year brought upon land: they seem everywhere to have 
this remote and peaceful valley, when been preserved almost with venera- 
the armies of three nations chose it tion, and are kept in constant repair 
for the arena of their combats, tetting though destined never more to be 
those 	the furies, fire, famine, and used. 
slaughter, upon its unfortunate. in- Hospital, or Hospenthal — (Iris r 
habitants. 	Suwarrow's hordes ar- Goldener Liiwe (Golden Lion), very,.  

rived 	at Andermatt in that year, 
famished with hunger. 	Like raven- 

good ; said to be Seven better than 
that at Andermatt). Excellent honey 

ons wolves, tiny seized and consumed here. 	• 
everything they could lay hands on. Hospital receives its name from an 
They greedily devoured a store of hospice which no longer exists here. 
soap which they found in the larder Above the village rises a venerable 
of the inn, and, cutting into pieces tower, said to be, like the church of 
some skins which had been lying out Andermatt, a work of the Lombards.. 
to dry previously to being tanned, 
boiled and ate them also. 

There is a tine collection of minerals 
here for sale, formed by two monks :. 

A bridle-path.stretches up the side the prices seem high. 	The mule 
valley behind Andermatt, across the path over the Furca (Route SO) leads 
Oberalp, and 'past its lake, to Dis- hence, in 5 hours, to the glacier of 
sent's, in the Grisints (Route 77). the Rhone, and in 2 more to the hos- 

The vale of Urseren is about 9 pice of the GrimseL 	Our high road 
miles long and nearly I broad. 	It now quits the valley of Urseren, and 
contains 4 villages and 1360 inlia- 
bitants, whO gain a subsistence by 

following the course of the 	Reuss, 
begins to ascend by numerous zigzags 

rearing cattle  and 	keeping dairies, 
and's)),  forwarding Ole transit ofgoods 

to the summit of the St. Gothard, 
which may be reached in about 21 

across the, St. 	Gotliard. for which hours from Hospital. 
purpose $00 horses are kept in it. At. Under the name of St. Gothard are 
Andermatt, 	Hospital, 	and 	Airolo, comprised, not merely the depression, 
Are many mineral dealers, from whom or col, over which the road passes, 
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but a group or clump of mountains, 
all exceeding in elevation the snow 

their origin to the Ablipt of Dis. 
sentis, who stationed a monk here 

line, situated between the cantons to attend to the spiritual as well as 
of Uri, Valiais, Ticiuo, and Grisons; 
and containing the sources of the 

physical wants of distressed travel-, 
lers. 	In the 17th century, St. Carlo 

Rhine, the Rhone, the Reuss, and Borromeo suggested 	the construe- 
the Ticino, all of which, with innu- 
merable tributaries, rise within a cir- 

tion of a hospice on a larger scale, 
which, after his death, was executed 

the of 10 miles, described from the by his brother.. This building, how- 
summit of the pass. 	, ever, was swept away in 1775, by 

The river Reuss may be said to an avalanche : 	another which sue- 
fall, rather than flow, into the lake 
of the Four Cantons. 	Between Ur- 

ceeded it, was gutted by the French, 
while encamped on this spot in 1799. 

seren and Fluellen it descends 2500 1800, and 	every particle of wood 
feet, and between Urseren and the. Ilttrnt as fuel. 	It has remained ever 
top of the pass 2000 feet, forming a since a ruin, and the miry house for 
succession of cataracts. 	Near the the reception of travellers on this in- 
summit of the pass the road crosses hospitable height vie the older bos- 
h for the last time by the bridge of pice, 	converted 	into 	a 	miserable 
Rodunt, which marks the boundary cabaret fit dilly for carters and mule- 
of the cantons Uri and Ticino. 	The teers. 	The new hospice will prove a 
source of the Reuss is in the small convenient substitute for this hovel. 
lake of Lucendro, a short distance on The passage in winter and spring 
the right of the road. 	Thetsummit of is by no means free from danger : 
the pass (6808 feet above the sea) is the snow is sometimes heaped up in 
a valley, or saddle-shaped depression, 
in the great granite ridge of the 

drifts 40 feet high on the summit, 
and the descent towards Airolo is 

central chain, overlooked by snow- much exposed at times to tourmenms 
clad peaks varying 	between 8000 and avalanches (§ 18). A year seldom 
and 10,000 feel in height. 	It is a 
scene of the most complete sterility 

passes without the loss of 3 or 4 lives, 
and at times melancholy catastro- 

and 	desolation: 	ths 	road 	winds phes have occurred. Ile spot called 
among several other small lakes or Bucodei Calanchetti is so named from 
ponds, some of which flow N., but a party of glaziers from 	the Val 
the greater part are feeders of the Calanka, who, persisting in pushing 
Ticino, on the S. side of the pass. on from the hospice, in spite of the 
They may, indeed, be regarded as the warniags 	of 	the 	inmates, 	were 
head-waters of that river, which gives buried here beneath the snow. 	In 
its name to the canton Tessin, or 1478, an avalanche swept away a 
Ticino. troop of 60 Swiss soldiers: in 1624 

The Hospice, a massive and roomy another, which fell from the Cassa- 
building, constructed at the expense dra, buried SOO persons; and one in 
of the 	canton Ticino, 	which 	has 1814 overwhelmed 90 horses laden 
also caused several houses of refuge with goods. 	The new line of road 
to be built, is designed for the ac- is carried us much as possible out of 
cornmodation 	of 	travellers, 	being the course 	of these 	dangers, and 
fitted up as an inn, containing 15 though it is unprotected by any co- 
beds, and placed under the manage- vered galleries, accidents of this kind 
rnent of two Capuchin friars. 	At. are more rare. 
tachod to it are warehouses for goods. The devent towards Italy displays 
A very humble house of refuge, and much skilful engineering ; and the 
a chapel have existed on this spot difficulties of a slope, much steeper 
ever since the 13th century, owing on this side etban on the other, have 
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been overcome by a series of zigzag into the Val Bedretto, traversing the 
terraces not 	exceeded in numbers forest of Piotella, where the 	slate 
and tortuous direction on any other rocks are full of crystals of garnet. 
Alpine pass. 	They begin a little The view up and dow% the vale of 
beyond the old hospice, and continue the 	Ticino, and 	over 	the snowy 
nearly all the way to Airolo. 	The 
turnings are less sharp than on many 

mountains on the opposite side of it, 
is extremely grand. 

other passes ; and a carriage drawn 41 Airolo (Germ. Erich) — Inns r 
by horses accustomed to the work the best is the Post, kept by the 
may trot down at a quick pace. Near brothers Camossi : 	they are dealers 
the uppermost 	zigzag 	the words in minerals, and have some choice 
Suwarrow Vector, in large letters on specimens. 	Airolo 	lies on 	the 1. 
the face of the rock, record-the sue- bank of the Tessin, near the junc- 
cess of the Russians in gaining the tion of the branch flowing out of the 
pass from Jim French in 1799. 	ft Val Beckett., with that rising on the 
was on this ascent that the Rus- St. Gothard. 	It is 3794 feet above the 
sian grenadiers were for some time sea-level, and its inhabitants, both in 
arrested by thetblire of the French habit and language, are Italian. 	It 
riflemen ' posted 	behind 	rocks and possesses two relics of antiquity 1 an 
trees. 	The aged Suw!rrow, indig- old house called II Castello, and the 
nant at being foiled for the first time 
in his life, caused a grave to be dug, 
and lying down in it, declared his 

stump 'of a tower (Casa del Pagani), 
built, it is said, by Desiderius, king 
of the Lombards, A.n. 774. 	The 

resolution to be buried on the spot Lombard kings constructed a line of 
where "his children" had been re- similar forts from this all the way to 
pulsed. 	This appeal was respond- Como, many of which will be passed 
ed to by Ida soldiers with warmth, 
and, no sooner did 	he put him- 

by the traveller in descending the 
valley. 	The situation of Airolo, at 

self at their head, than they dreve the foot of the St. Gothard, and the 
the republicans from their position. consequent transit 4f travellers and 
The upper part of the gully down goods, are its chief sources of pro- 
which the road passes, is called Val sperity. The aummit of the pass may 
Tremola (Germ. Triimmeln Thal), be reached by a carriage in 3 hours; 
Trembling Valley, from its supposed by the old road a pedestrian might 
effect on the nerves of those who reach it in less than 2. 	Several mule 
passed it. 	Since the new road has paths also concentrate here. 	1. That 
beck made, its terrors; 'whatever they leading up the Val Bedretto to the 
were previously, have 	been 	much Nufanen pass (Route 95), and to the 
softened. 	It is, however, exposed to Gries (Route 29); 2. Over the Lenk. • 
some 	danger 	from• avalanches 	in manier into the Grisons ; 3. A sum- 
spring ; and one "or two houses of mer path, and difficult, up the Val 
refuge have been built to shelter tra- Canaria, past the beautiful waterfall 
yellers. 	A 	very pretty 	mineral, 
named from "this locality, where it 

of Calcaccia (?), and over the Sella-
Grat to Andermatt, in 5 hours.• 

was first found, Tremolite, abounds The Val Bedretto terminates about ' 
in the rock of the valley, and speci- 2 miles below Airolo, at the mouth 
wens of it occur even in the walls 
and loose stones at 	the road-side. 

of the picturesque glen of Stalvedro, 
which is guarded on the rt. by an- 

The olff roan" lay along the 1. bank other of the Lombard towers of King 
of the Ticino ; the new keeps on the 
rt. side of it, and before reaching 

Desiderius, and by a third at 	its 

Airolo makes many wide sweeps ti,;•eligenaisengArCennaltet'plItILIPtcria 
along the flank of the mountain, up FAlitor. 	 . 
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lower extremity, near Quinto. 	This The revolt was, perhaps,. not to be 
pass was defended in 	September, justified ; 	but one thing at least is 
1799, by a body of 600 	French certain, that the freedom which had 
against 3009 grenadiers of Suwar- been the boast of the Swiss repub- 
row's army or 12 hours, after which licans was, down to the end of the 
they effected their retreat over the last century, denied by them to the 
Nufiinen into the Vallais. 	The part states 	dependent 	on 	them, 	who 
of the valley of the Ticino traversed groaned under a bondage more in- 
by the road from this to Biases is tolerable than that of any monarchical 
called Val Levantine— Livinen Thal despotism I 	A footpath runs from 
in Germ. 	A few miles lower down Faido over the Lukmattier (It. 78) 
the river threads another defile, named to Dissentis. 
after a toll-house within it nazi° Through a wilderness of stones and 
Grande. 	It is one of the most pie- fallen rocks the road reaches 
turesque scenes on the whole route. • Giornico (Germ. Irnis), a village 
It is a rent in the Monte Piottino of 700 inhabitants, conTaining the 
(Mailer), nearly a mile long, and so following objects of antiquity : — A 
'narrow that in ancient times the path high tower; 	the Shurch of Santa 
down the valley found no access to Maria di Castello, whose substructure 
it, but was carried over the moun- is said to extibit traces of a fort, at- 
tains, high above the river on either tributed to the Gauls (?), and the 
side: The new carriage-road threads Church of San Nicholas da Atira, re- 
the depth's of the gorge, supported gardcd by the vulgar as originally a 
for a,^ 	it part of the way on arches heathen temple. 	Both these churches 
and terraces, and crossing the river are certainly examples of the earliest 
thrice on bridges. 	During the storms form of 	Christian 	buildings, 	and 
of 1834 and of 1839, the swollen highly deserve the attention of the 
Ticino swept away nearly the whole architect and antiquary. 	" Service 
of these costly constructions ; 	the 
defile was rendeeed totally impassable, 
and travellers were compelled to find 

is not performed in St. 	Nicholas, 
though it is kept in repair. 	The 
architecture is of the rudest Roman- 

their way by the longipbandotied foot- 
path over the heights. 

esque style, and the.E. end offers, 
perhaps, the most unaltered specimen 

Chestnut trees first appear soon of the choir raised upon substructions 
after quitting the defile of Dazio, and 
vines are cultivated at 

that can hardly be called a crypt, 
found 	in 	the 	ancient 	Lombard 

2 Faido — ( inns : Angelo; — Sole) chu rqijes of Italy, distinguished by 
.—the principal place in the valley, a staircases, whereas it here subsists in 
village of 615 inhabitants. 	A revolt its primitive form. 	The whole neigh. 
of the people of the Val Levantine, 
in 1755, against their tyrannical lords 

bourhood is exceedingly picturesque, 
and deserving at least of quite as 

and masters the cowherds of Uri, to much attention as many places which 
whom they had been subject since the enjoy much more extended repute+ 
15th century, was terminated on this tion."— P. 
Spot by the execution of the ring- Half way to 
leaders, whose heads were fastened 2 Bodio a heap of large rocks 
to the trunks of the vast chestnut 	(Sassi 	Grossi) serves as a monu- 
trees, in the presence of 3000 men of 	ment of the victory gained here in 
the valley. 	The troops of the Con- 
federation had previously surrounded 

1478 over the Milanese by the Swiss, 
who had made% foray across the St. 

and disarmed this ill-starred band of Gothard Its far as Bellinzona, under 
rebels, and afterwards compelled then?, 
on bended knees, to sue for mercy. 

pretext of redressing the injury done 
by the Mktanese, in having felled 
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some trees belonging to canton Uri. it began to flow over the barrier, 
The winter had set in with severity, 
and the main body of the Swiss had 

which, 	being 	thus 	loosened 	and 
weakened, suddenly gave way about 

returned across the pass with their Easter. 	The deluge thus occasioned 
plunder, leaving behind only about swept 	off everything *before , it ---. 
600 men under Captains Strange of towns, villages, houses, and trees, as 
Giornico, and Troger of Uri. 	The far as 13ellinzona (a part of which 
Milanese, 15,000 strong, pressed for- was destroyed), and the Lego Mag- 
ward to expel the highland invaders, 
who. resorting to stratagem to coun- 

giore. 	The accumulated debris,  of 
rocks and mud which it carried down 

teract the preponderance of numbers, 
laid the flat land in this part of the 

with it covered the cultivated land 
with desolation, and traces of the ruin 

valley under water, and placing them- thus caused may be still traced along 
selves behind it, awaited their enemies the 	valley. 	Various causes, con- 
at tho foot of some rocks. 	In tlfe formable with the superstitious no.. 
course of the night the water froze tions of the times, were assigned for 
hard, and next morning, while the this catastrophe. 	Some attributed it 
advance of the /Lallans across the ice to the vengeance of God against the 
was naturally slow and faltering, the sins of the inhabitants of 	Biases, 
Swiss, provided with *tampons to called forth by the power of a Papal 
cross 	their native glaciers, rushed Brief; others traced it to the in- 
down upon them in a furious charge, 
and at once put them to the rout. 

Silence of " certain magicians front 
Armenia." 	It is satisfactorily ac- 

Their confusion was increased by vast counted for by the supposition of an 
masses of rock hurled from the cliffs earthquake, since at the same time a 
above by parties stationed for the similar fall took place from the oppo- 
purpose, and the slaughter was enor- site side' of the 	mountain, 	which 
mous. 	According to some accounts buried the village of Campo Bagnino, 
1400, according to others 4000, of the in the Val Calanka. 	About 8 miles 
Milanese fell on tbis.occasion. below Biases the ilioesa is crossed, 

The Val Levantine terminates a and our road falls into that from the 
little beyond Bellegio, at the junction 
of the Blegno. 	After crossing that 

pass of the B,crnardin (Route 90), 
near the battle-field of Arbedo, which 

river the traveller 'reaches 	Biases, 
which also contains a very ancient 

was as fatal to the Swiss as that of 
Giornico was 	to 	their opponents. 

church, situated on the slope of the An account of it, as well as a full 
hill. 	A chain of 	ez chapels, 	Via description of 
Crucis, leads *omit up to the Chapel 
of St. Petronilla, whence there is a 
pleasing view. 	' 

21 Bellirozona, is given in Route 90. 

In 1512, an, earthquake shook down ROUTE 85. 
from the mountain of Val Crenone, 
near the entrance of the Val Blegno, 

 —  
PASS OF airs NU PA NEN (sovrvA) FROM 

so vast a mass of earth and rock that OBEUGESTELEN IV AMOY"  
it arrested the course of the river, 
said extended.bigh up on the opposite 

9 stunden m 25 Eng. miles. 	A 
footpath. 	It ascends the Vale of 

fide of. the valley. 	For nearly two Eginen, as in Route 29, but before 
years, so great was the strength of reaching the Cries Glacier, turns to 
this  dam that the waters accumulated the I., and crossing the ridge of the 
behind it into a lake man; miles in Niititnen, 7260 feet above the sea- 
extent, inundating numerous villages, 
and driving out the inhabitants by 

level, descends into the Val Betiretto. 
On the S. slope of the pass one of the 

the rising good, 	At length, in 1514, branches of the river Ticino takes its 
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rise. 	The path descends along its I. projected. 	There are ions at Kan- 
bank to the dersteg, and at the Baths. 

6. Hospice al' Acqua, a house of The first part of the route lies 
refuge 	to 	accommodate 	travellers, along the 	beautiful 	shores of the 
5000 lea shove the sea. 	A path lake of Then. 	Near the tail tower 
crosses the valley from this S. into of Striittlingen it crosses the Kander 
the Val Format= to the Falls of the by a lofty bridge. 	That river ori- 
Tosa (see p. 94.). The Val Bedretto, 
from its elevation, has hat an inhos- 

ginally avoided the lake altogether, 
and, flowing for some distance pa-. 

pitable climate ; 	long ' winters, and rallel to it, behind the bill of Stritt- 
frosts not uncommonly in the height lingen, joined the Aar below Then. 
of summer, morning and evening. Owing to the quantity of mud and 
It is clothed with forests and pas. gravel which it brought with it, and 
tures, from which its 612 inhabitants the slight inclination of its channel 
derive support in summer; while in 'in this part of its course, it converted 
winter the males migrate to Italy, to the surrounding district into an un- 
seek employment as servants. 	It is healthy marsh, and gave rise to a 
flanked on either side with glaciers, 
and.-is dreadfully exposed to ova- 

project, which waimexecuted in 1714 
at the expense of The canton, of turn- 

lanches (§ 18). 	The masses of fallen ing the emit' into the lake of Then. 
snow often remain unmelted on the 
margin of the Ticino till the end of 

This was effected by cutting a canal, 
3000 ft. long and 272 ft. broad, into 

September. 	At which the river was turned ; and 
. 	Bedretto, the principal hamlet, 

the church-tower, which 	has been 
which, seen from the bridge in cross-
ing, has much the appearance of a 

once swept away, along with the par- natural ravine. 	By this change of 
sonage, is now protected by an angu- course the land on the banks of Abe 
Jar buttress, directed toward the side Aar has been drained and made pro. 
from which the avalanches fall, so as Stable, while the deposit of sand and 
to break and stern them away. 	In stones brought down by the river 
the lower part of the valley a scanty into the lake has so accumulated as 
crop of rye is grow* to form a delta around its mouth, ex- 

24 Airolo, in Route 34, p. 108. tending already nearly a mile from 
the shore, and annually increasing. 

The road passes the mouth of the 
ROUTE 38. Simmenthal ( Route 41), guarded on 

onejde by the Stockhorn, and on the PASS OF Tint GUMMI, TITUN TO TIIE 
I. by the Niesen, two noble moun- BATHS OF 1.51/K (1.0ECLIE). AND TO 
tans, between which the valley opens 

LEVY IN THE VALLAIS. 

17 stunden e. 55 Eng. miles. 
out, a scene of exceeding beauty, 
with the castle of Wimmiss • standing 

The Gemini (pronounced Gliemmi) as it were in its jaws 	On the margin 
is one of the most remarkable passes of the lake rises another picturesque 
across the Alps. 	Its scenery is, per- castle, that of Spiels. 	Skirting the 
haps, extraordinary rather than grand, 
and to be seen to advantage it ought 

base of the pyramidal 	Niesen we 
enter the valley of Frutigent  which 

to be approached from the Vallais. is remarkable for its 	verdure and 
There is a good char-road as far as fertility, and may be said to exhibit 
Kandersteg, at the N. foot of the Swiss pastoral scenery in perfection. 
pass : 	the pass itself, and the space At DJ iililinenAbout # way from Thou 
between it to the Simplon road, can 
only be surmounted on foot or On 
horseback, though a carriage-road is 

to Frail-en is a nice little inn, kept 

*SeraBarriard's Sails views. 
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by an Englishwoman. Ascending by brunnen, but it is very difficult, espe- 
the side of the Kander we reach cially from the side of the Kienthal. 

4'i Frutigen (Inns: Ober, and Un- The valleys of Oeschinen and Gasteren 
ter-Landhaus), a village of 900 in- include scenery as tand and impres- 
-habitants: its houses are for the most sive as any to be met with in the 
part not older than 1826-7, at which central chain of the Alps. 	The es- 
time nearly the whole of the build- cursion from Kandersteg into the 
ings were destroyed in two consecu- LCitsch Thal and to Tourtemagne is 
-tire conflagrations. 	Behind it the described R. 60. 
valley divides 	into two 	branches : Above Kandersteg the char-road 
that on the W. leads to the Add- ceases, and in about 14 mile from the 
boden ; that on the E. (down which inn, the ascent of the Pass of the 
flows the Kander) to the Gemmi. Gemmi commences in earnest. 	The 

The road passes under the castle ot path lies at first through forests, soon 
Tellenburg, the residence of the amt- passing 	the 	boundary-line 	of 	the 
man, or bailiff, of the district, and, cantons Berne and Wallis, and then 

-crossing the Kander, proceeds up its emerges upon a tract of open pasture 
rt. bank to 	gib  land, rendered desolate by the fall of 

24 	,Kandersteg 	(Inn : 	Clieval an avalanche from the Rinder Horn, 
Blanc ; 	not good, and iitther dear; in 1782. 	The path winds, for a con- 
can furnish a dish of trout). 	Chars siderable distance, among the frag- 
may be had here 'to Frutigen —a moms of rocks brought down by it. 
ride of about 2 hours, for 74 fr.; also Farther on stands the 
good mules to cross the mountain to 
the baths of Leuk, at about 8 fr.. each, 
and IA fr. to the driver—a journey of 

3 Solitary inn of Schwarenbach, 
originally a mere chalet, but improved 
1840; 	it now affords"tolerable re- 

6 hours. 	Kandeisteg is the Inst vil- froshments and sleeping accommo- 
lage 	in 	the 	valley : 	its 	scattered dations which, however bumble, are 
habitations contain about 700 indivi- doubtless often most acceptable in 
duals. 	It 	is 	beautifully 	situated such a situation. 	The landlord it 
3280 R. above the sea, at the N. base not well spoken of. 	A small toll is 
of the Gemmi! 	Wood cut in the demanded here for the maintenance 
mountain forests around is here set 
afloat in the Kander, and thus con- 

of the road. 	The German poet, 
Werner, has laid in this gloomy spot 

veycd into the lake of Thun, where the scene of a still more gloomy 
the logs are collected and separated tragedy, " The 24th of February." 
by the various proprietors. 	gb  The extravagant and improbable plot 

Those who have time to spare has no foundation in any real event 
should not omit to7tvalk about 4 miles which happened here. 
into the remote Palley  of Oeschinen, 
running directly E. from Kandersteg, 
where, hemmed in .by precipices and 

About 2 miles above this, the path 
reaches and winds along the E. mar-
gin of a small lake, called Dauben 

glaciers, they will 	find a beautiful 
clear lake, which mirrors on its smooth 

See, supplied by snow, not by springs, 
which often swell it so as to cover 

surface the snowy peaks of the Blum- the path : for 8 months of the year it 
Ha Alp, at whose base it lies. 	From is frozen. 	Nothing can esceed the 
the (Esehinen lake, there is a toler- dreary aspect of the seared and naked 
ably easy path over the Diindengt limestone rocks which form the sum- 
into the Kienthal, descending which mit of the pass: they seem too bar- 
you may reach the road to Pun be- ren for even the hardiest 	lichens. 
tween Reichenbach and Aiiihlinen ; The culminating point traversed by 
-another leads over the Furca into the the road is 7160 ft. above the sea. 
Seffinentlud, and thence. to Lauter- level. 	From a rocky eminence on 
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the 1. of the path a superb view is ob- 500 ft. 	We were recomviended to 
tained of the Monte Rosa, and the dismount in several places, but I be- 
chain of Alps beyond the Rhone, se- lieve that the foot of an alpine mule 
parating theoVallais from Piedmont, 
the Weissborn (Cervin), and the Arc 

is seldom less sure than that of the 
biped he carries. 	It is yet down this 

de Zan. It is one of the most striking difficult road that invalids are carried 
views in Switzerland. to the baths: it is the only way of 

Near the verge of the 	descent approaching them from the N., un- 
stands 	a 	small 	shed, 	capable 	of less you were to make a slight detour 
affording only partial shelter in a of 200 miles by Berne, Friburg, Ve- 
storm. 	A little lower down, the tra- vay, and Martigny. 	Persons who 
yeller finds himself on the brink of a are very infirm are borne on men's 
precipice, from which a plumb-line shoulders, in a sort of litter, and it is 
might be thrown into the valley be- said, often have their eyes bandaged 
low, nearly l6001., almost without to prevent the shock which might be 
touching the rock, so vertical are its given to weak nerves by the sight of 
sides. 	It is along the face of this the terrors of the pathway. 
vast wall, that one of the most extra- " While at LeukAW copied the fol- 
ordinary 9f all the alpine roads, con- lowing clause, relative to the trans- 
structed in 1786-41, by a party of port of inv*ids, from the printed 
Tyrokse, has been carried. 	Its zig- regulations issued by the director of 
zags have been very ingeniously con- the baths:—' Pour tine personne au- 
trived, for in many places the rocks dessus 10 ans it faudra 4 porteurs, si 
overhang the path, and an upper ter- elle est d'un poids audessus de com- 
race projects farther out than the one mun 6 porteurs, si cependant elle 
immediately below it.• 	It varies in est d'un poids •extraordinaire et one 
width from 3 it. to 5 ft., is bordered le commissaire le juge necessaire it 
at the side by a dry wall, and is prac- pourra ajouter 2 porteurs, et jamais 
ticable for mules. 	There is no dan- de plus.' 	I was amused by this pro- 
ger in it, but its proximity to the vision for excessiveworpulence. .The 
abyss must be a trial for some nerves, ascent from the baths to the summit 

The wonders of this pass are in- takes up nearly two hours." 
creased to those who approach it from 21 Baths of Leith (Leukerbnd, Fr. 
the side of Lenk. 

" The upper end of the valley, as 
—LOeche). 	inns: Maison Blanche, 
good; — H. de Bellevue ; 	H. de 

you look towards the Gemmi, has all France; both new and good.— Chen. 
the appearance of a cul-de-sac, shut The ocommodation is as good as 
in by a mountain wall. 	Up to the can 	be 	expected, 	considering 	that 
very last moment, and until you reach most of the houses are of wood, not 
the foot of the precipice, it is scarcely very well built, shut up and aban- 
possible to discover the way out, or Boned from October to May, 	The 
to tell whither the road goes, or how fare is tolerable, everything hut milk 
it can be carried up a vertical stir- and cheese being brought from the 
face of rock. 	It is a mere shelf—in valley below. 
some parts a mere groove cut in the The baths consist of 5 or 6 lodging- 
face 	of the huge cliff, 	just wide houses, attached to a hamlet of about 
enough for a mule to pass ; and at SOO inhabitants, situated more than 
the turns of the zigzags you con. 
shindy overhang a depth of nearly 

4500 ft. above the level of the sea, 
i. e. higher than the highest mountain 
in Great Britain. 	The hot springs 

a The best and only good representation of 
this extraordinary path, which the editor hat. 
ever seen, is in a masterly view by the artist 

annually attract a number of visitors, 
chiefly Swiss and French, during the 

George Barnard. season, viz., jn the months of July 
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and August, though the inns are open 20 persons. 	To each of these baths 
from May to October. 	From the there are two entrances, communi- 
dreariness of the situation, the cold- eating with dressing-rooms, one for 
nets of the climate, and the defects of the ladies, the other for the gentle- 
the lodgings, few English would de- men. 	Along the partillons dividing 
sire to prolong their stay here, after the baths runs a slight gallery, into 
satisfying their curiosity by a sight which any one is admitted, either to 
of the place. 	The baths and adjacent look on or converse with the bathers 
buildings have been three times swept 
away by avalanches since their esta- 

below. The stranger will be amazed, 
on entering, to perceive a group of 

blishment in the 16th century.; and, 
to guard against a recurrence of the 

some 12 or 1.5 heads emerging from 
the water, on the surface of which 

calamity, a very strong dyke is now flout wooden tables, bolding coffee- 
built behind the village to ward off 
the snow. 	Such danger, however,ts 

cups, newspapers, snuff-boxes, books, 
and other aids, to enable the bathers 

passed befbre the bathing season be- to pass away their allotted hours 
gins. 	One of the first patrons of the with as small a trial to their patience 
baths was the celebrated Cardinal, 
and Archbishorof Sion, Matthew 

as possible. 	The patients, a motley 
company, of all ages, both sexes, and 

§ebinner. 	 • various ranks, delicate young ladies, 
The springs, to the number of 10 burly friars, invalid officers, and an- 

or 12, rise in and around the village, 
and nine-tenths of them run off into 
the Data torrent without being used. 

cient dames, are ranged around the 
sides -on benches, below the water, 
all clad in long woollen mantles, with 

The chief spring of St. Lawrence a tippet over their shoulders. 	It is 
bursts forth out of -the ground be- not a little amusing to a bystander to 
tween the inn and the bath-house; a see people sipping their breakfasts, or 
rivulet in volume at its source, with a reading the newspapers, up to their 
temperature of 124° Fahr. 	It is used chins in water—in one corner a party 
for 	the 	baths  after being slightly at chess, in another an apparently in- 
cooled. 	The other • springs vary teresting tire-d-the, is going on; while 
somewhat in ,temperature, but little a solitary sittel, may be seen reviving 
in contents. 	They contain only a in the hot water a nosegay of withered 
small portion of saline matter, and flowers. The temperature of the bath 
seem to owe their beneficial effects is preserved by a supply of fresh 
less to their mineral qualities than water constantly flowing into it, from 
to their temperature and the mode of which the patients drink at time% 
using them. 	The ...patient 'begins Against the walls are hung a set of 
with a bath of an-hour's duration, 
but goes on increasing it daily, until 

regulations and sumptuary laws for 
the preservation of order and decorum 

at length lie remains in the water in the baths, signed by the burgo, 
8 hours a day — 4 before breakfast, 
and 4 after dinner. 	The usual cure 

master, who enforces his authority by 
the threat of' a fine of 20 fr, for the 

tints (kur) is about 3 weeks. 	The highest offence against his code. 
want of the accommodation of pri- " Ar. 7. Persoune ne peut entree 
vete baths, and the necessity of pre- dans ces bains 	sans 	etre 	revetue 
venting the ennui of such an amphi- 
bious existence, if passed in solitude, 
has led to the practice of bathing in 

d'une 	chemise 	longue, 	et 	ample, 
d'une &die *grossiere, sous peine de 
2fr. d'amende. 

eomnaon. 	The prirwipal bath-house " Ar. 9. La miime peine sera en- 
is 4 large shed divided into 4 cons- couru par ceux qui n'en entreraient 
partments or baths, each about 20 ft, 
square, and capable of holding 15 or 

spas, on 	n'en sortiraient pas dune 
manidre deceute." 
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Four hours of subaqueous penance lerie, on the opposite side of the 
are, by the doctor's decree, succeeded Dale, on the way to Siders, near 
by one hour in bed ; and many a fair Inden, is a very striking scene. 
nymph 	in 	extr8me 	niglige, 	with Mules are kept at the baths, under 
stockingless 1feet, and uncoifed hair, 
may be encountered crossing the open 

the direction of a commissaire, to 
transport travellers : 	the prices are 

apace between the bath and the hotels. fixed by a printed tariff. (f. 10.) 
From their condition, one might sup- There are two ways, practicable 
pose they had been driven out of only on horseback or foot, from the 
floors by an alarm of fire, or some 
such threatening calamity. 

baths to the valley of the Rhone, 
and the road of the Simplon. 

The 	principal 	curiosity 	of the a. The one follows the course of 
neighbourhood is the Ladders (Lei- the Dale torrent through the centre 
tern). 	A rough path through the of the valley, and conducts, in about 
woods, on the 1. or R. side of the miles, to the village of Leuk. 	A 
Male, about 14 mile long, leads to carriage road was about to be com- 
the foot of the precipice, which, as menced in 1841 from the Simplon 
before observed, hems in the valley 
of Leuk on all sides, as with a colds. 
sal wall. , Upon the summit-of this 

road to the bath. 0, 
23 Leuk (Inns : Kreutz; Stern), 

a village of t 20 inhabitants, 'on the 
precipice, however, stands a village, 
called Albinen ; and the only mode 

rt. bank of the Rhone, near its june-
tion with the Dale. A covered bridge 

by which its inhabitants can com- over the Rhone connects it with the 
snunicate directly with the baths, is Simplon road (Route 59.). 	Above 
by a series of 8 or 10 ladders placed it are ruins of two castles, destroyed 
perpendicularly against the face of by the Vallaisims in 1414. 
the cliff. 	It can hardly be called b. The other way, a mule-path 
difficult to climb to the top, but it carried along the W. side of the val- 
would not do for any of weak nerves, 
and a dizzy heati, as many rounds of 

ley of the Dale, ; but high above that 
river, conducts at vice to the town of 

the ladder are loose, others broken; Sierre (Siders), 12 miles distant, and 
and the ladders themselves, which are is a short cut for those who wish to 
pinned to the crevices of the rock descend the valley of the Rhone to- 
by hooked sticks, are often awry, 
and very unsteady: 	yet 	they are 

wards 	Martigny and 	Geneva. 	It 
traverses 	the high pasturages, and 

traversed at 	all 	seasons, day 	and beyond them, a forest of larch ; and 
night, by the inhabitants of the vii- 
lage above—by children; as well as 

passesofirst, the village of Imden, 
near which a most extensive view is 

men and women, often with heavy bur- 
dens. 	The use of the ladders, which 

gained over the valley of the Rhone, 
its towns, villages, farms, and old 

the nature of the sides of the valley castles. The unsightly debris brought 
render indispensable, has given rise to down by the furious torrents issuing 
a singular modification of the dress from the opposite valley, and the 
of the female peasants, which here wide expanse of bare gravel overt. 
includes 	those 	nether 	habiliments flowed by the Rhone in spring, and 
confined in other parts of the world converted into a river-channel — but 
to men and shrews. 	Nor are they in summer left bare and arid —give 
ashamed of this portion of their at- a desolate character to the scene. 
tire, as, in climbing the mountains, 
the petticoat is tucked up, and the 

Between Imden and another vil-
lege, called Viteen, the road makes 

wearers do not differ in appearance an abrupt` turn, and 	the 4taveller 
from boys. 	 • finds himself beneath the shadow of 

The rocky pass, called Felsen Gal- a most treurndous and overhanging 
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precipice. • The effect of approach- 
ing it from the side of Sierre is 

Route 38. p. 111.), to Lattenhach, 
and 

grand. in the extreme, and totally Si Erlenbach, at the entrance of 
unexpected, after turning a corner of the 	Simmenthal. 	As 	that 	valley 
the rock. 	The path is carried along (described in 	Route el.) makes a 
a narrow ledge in front of the cliff; considerable curve, the shortest way 
beneath it is a gaping abyss, extend- to the Rawyl is to strike up the 
ing nearly down to the bed of the Diemtigen Thal, running nearly due 
Data, and above, the rocks lean so S. from Lattenbach. The path crosses 
far forward,—that stones falling from the stream of the Chive!, and follows 
their tops would descend upon the its 1. bank through Diemtigen and 
road, and it is therefore partly pro- Narrenbach,,then re-crosses it to 
tected by a roof. 	This spot is called 2; Thiermatten, where there is an 
the Callerie, and was the scene of a inn. 	About a mile beyond this it 
bloody combat in 1799, when tee again passes the stream, and, leav- 
:Vallaisans • defended 	this 	spot 	for ing it on the I., gradually ascends to 
several weeks against the 	French, 
effectually checking all attempts to 

the pass of the Grimmi (5580 ft.). 
Descending through the Fermel Thal 

pass, by rolling &Ana stones and logs 
from above. 	•  

(a fertile valley, only 6 miles long), 
it reaches 

A rough and steep..dcscent leads 41r Matten, in the Upper Simmen- 
from this, in about 14 hour, to Sierre, 
upon the Simplon road (Route 59). 

thal, on the Char road lending from 
Zweisimmen 	to 	An 	der 	Lenk. 
About 4 miles above this, on the I. 

• • bank of the Simmen, lies the village of 
ROUT, 39. 14 An der Lenk — ( Inns : Crown, 

PASS OP TILE RAWYL.—THUN, OR IN- good (?); Biir ; the ' 	 on the 1. of 
TXRLACHEN 'to scow, OR SIERai, the river is comfortable and mode- 
CROSSING THE GRIMM. rate, 	but 	humble ;) — beautifully 

situated, surrounded, by high peaks 
t.".'2 stunden ---,7! English Mules. and 	glaciers. 	" The 	Wildstrubel 
The pass of. the Rawyl begins at (11,000 	feet), with 	the 	waste of 

An der Lenk, at the N. foot of the snowy glaciers beneath it, forms the 
pass, a good halting place ; thence to most striking and prominent feature, 
Sion, 	over the mountain, forms a rising into the air above an unusually 
day's journey of about 10 hours. 	It long line of grey precipices, down 
is difficult, but scarcely deserw to be which 10 or 12 cascades are seen 
called dangerous ; it is traversed some- rolling into the country at the base." 
times on horseback„bift is better cal- — Latrobe. 
culated for the pedestrian. 	Indeed, 
there must be considerable hazard in 

An der Leak is 3 stundon distant 
from Zweisimmen — a drive of 2 

attempting to ride up 'on the N. side hours by a good char-road. 
from An der Lenk. 	From Sion to The scenery 	of the 	Diemtigen 
the top of the pass, there is a good Thal is far inferior to that of the Sim- 
mule path, recently much improved. menthol ; so that the traveller who 
Nothing but a little milk is to be had has not seen it, had better proceed up 
between An der Lenk and Sion ; it from Erlenbach to Zweisimmen 
therefore . provisions ought 	to 	be (Route 41.), and thence by 13Ianken- 
taken. 	The scenery on both sides of burg to Matten and An der Leak. 
the pass resembles dint on the S. side It is a char-road all the way, and not 
Of the Gemmi. . 	• much longer than the path over the 

Jt is about 12 miles from Thun, 
along the margin of the lake (see 

•Grimmi. 
" From laterlachen to Leak I ful- 
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lowed a path but little known, passing fall. 	Iffigen, a group of form-houses 
through Wimmis, and behind the at the N. base of the Rawyl, near 
rocky point that overhangs the Sim- which the If genbach makes a very 
men, continqjng on the rt. bank of fine fall, is a good 2 hours' walk from 
that river till' I reached the Diemti- Lenk. 	Another 24 hours will bring 
gen Thal, up which I proceeded by a you to the cross on the summit by 
well-defined but rather rough path proceeding leisurely. 	A 	series of 
until I joined the char road to *Mier- zigzags lead 	from Iffigen up 	the 
mutton at Narrenbach. 	By 	this mountain, over some patches of snow. 
route the walk from• Interlachen to The path in several parts 	of this 
Thiennatten (where there is an inn) distance is very narrow, and runs 
will occupy a good walker 8 hours ; along the edge of the 	precipice : 
from Thiermatten to the summit of some people might call it dangerous; 
the Grimmi 3 hours more; to An- tkere is, however, no real danger to- 
dermatten on the Simmen 14 hour; a pedestrian 	of ordinary firmness. 
and another hour to An der Lenk. in this part of the pass, two small 

" The Dienitigen Thal does not pos- falls or jets dash down the face of the 
secs any great degree of beauty, nor rock across the peg. threatening the 
is the view commanded from the traveller with a sllower bath when 
summit.of- the Grimmi, although cx- they are int/leased by heavy rains. 
tensive and fine, of that remarkable At the second fall the footpath is only 
character that would make the pass 18 inches broad, but as it is constantly 
worth visiting on its own account. 	I washed by the water no loose stones 
should say that the cattleof the Diem- rest on it, and as it slopes inwards 
tigen Thal are the finest I have seen away from the abyss it is not dan- 
in the Oberlatrd. 	The timber is also gerous. 	A somewhat difficult and 
very fine. 	The Fermel Thal, by fatiguing zigzag surmounts the steep 
which one descends to the valley of part of the ascent. 	From the brow 
the Simmen, is very pretty. 	By this of the precipice, looking N., a fine 
route I reachede An der Lenk from view expands over. the valley of An 
Interlachen in one day."— J. D. der Lenk, and the mountains of the 

The Simmen risesithout 6 miles Simmenthal covered vivid' fine pas- 
above An der Lenk, at the foot of the tures and farm.houses. 	By crossing 
glacier of Itiizliberg, from a source a bed of snow lying on the W. side of 
called the Seven Fountains. 	In the a small lake, the Rawyl See, the path 
source itself there is little to compen- 
sate for the trouble of the ascent to it, 
but the scenery around it is of great 

leads up to the summit of the pass, 
tnark4 by a cross (7450 ft. ). 

4A The summit of the Rawyl is 
grandeur. 	Between it and An der probably 2 miles broad, the path 
Lenk, 	the 	Simmen forms several across it is tedious from the number of 
cascades. gullies, and the alternately crumbling 

It is a walk of 9 or 10 hours with- and slippery nature of the soil, eon- 
out stopping, from An der Lenk to sisting of clay slate, which gradually 
Sion. 	The path, instead of proceed- changes into clay. 	" Another small 
ing towards the source of the Sim- lake is reached before the traveller 
mon, ascends the I. bank of its tri- gains the brow of the S. declivity of 
butary 	the 	Iffigenbach ; 	and 	the 	the mountain, consisting of precipices 
gorge of that torrent flanked by vast 	similar to those on the side of Berne. 
precipices, is, in places, very grand. The view hence of the mountains on 

The solitary traveller should beware 
of losing time by crossing a tempting 

the S. side of tile vale of the Rhone, 
cspeciallyof the Matterhorn and its 

bridge at about half-way to Iffigen, ft glaciers, is very sublime. 	A zigzag 
little below a very picturesque water- path conducts down the cliffs, to the 
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chalets of •Rawin. 	The descent is of the watercourse, and aril not more 
good, the path having been recently than a few inches wide, and not very 
reconstructed. 	Close to these chalets, 
two large bodies of water burst, one 

firmly secured, which increases •thO 
danger."--- R. E. 	• 

on either hand from the cliffs, form- " The rock in some places hangs so 
ing fine falls. 	That on the rt. has low over the path as to make it 
an uncommonly fine and singular ap- necessary to go in a creeping position. 
pearance, bursting out of a black cleft 
in the face of a broad and precipitous 

This path is altogether so dangerous, 
that although it may be worth going 

rock, in 5 or 6 distinct columns, and to see as a curiosity, the writer would 
afterwards forming a fine wild tumble 
of foaming water. 

recommend no one to traverse it, 
Yet men, women, and children, often 

" Though apparently clear when heavily laden, 	take this short cut 
issuing from the rock, it has no seamer without accident. 
touched the ground than it becomes The other and longer road is prac- 
a river of liquid mud, a large portion ticable for mules from Sion up to the 
of which is a short way below sepa- top of the pass. 	For some distance 
rated from the td114ent, and conducted it lies amidst forests of 6r. 	It unites 
very ingeniously along the face of the with the footpath before reaching 
mountain, and at one part against a Ayent (no Inn) about two hours' 
perpendicular cliff, till, after a course walk, passing the hamlet Grimisois 
of several miles, it fertilises the mea- (in German Grimseln) to 
dows 	near 	Ayent. 	Two 	paths Sion. 	(Route 59.) 
branch off at the chalets of Rawin; At Sion, experienced guides and 
the one leading through the village mules may be obtained for the ascent 
of Lens, and in 54 hours to Sierre ; 
the other through Ayent to Sion, in 

of the Itawyl. 

" Havingbeenawarcortheexistence 95 to 5 hours. 	For nearly half an 
hour from Rawin the rt. hand path runs 
nearly on a level w it next rises for 

of the path on the left of the torrent, 
and wishing to reach•Sierre, I had to 

some distance to turn a rocky barrier, 
and then descellds on. Ayent. 	Foot 

cross the valley just opposite Ayent 
to the little village of Icogne, whence 

passengers can, as I myself did, avoid I reached Lens, from which point 
this ascent by following the bank of the path to Sierra is very straight."--. 
the water-course before mentioned ; J. D. 
the path is however in places so ex- 
tremely narrow, the footing 	in- 
secure, 	and 	thq:height above the 
valley so great, that I 	should do 

Sierre. 	(Inn : Soleil, good). 

ROUTE 40. 
wrong did I otherwise than strongly 
dissuade travellers ftom pursuing that PASS OF THE SANETSCH. 	SAANEIT TO 

line."—J. D. SION. 

" The short cut above mentioned 104 stunden = 545 English miles. 
along the watercourse saves about This is .$ a walk of 8 hours with- 
an hour. 	The most dangerous part out interruption ; a long, steep, and 
takes 10 minutes or } hour to tra- tedious pass, but not dangerous, ex. 
verse: 	The only way of passing is cept in very bad weather." 	The vil. 
along trees supported on cross bars lege of Saanen (or Gessonay) and 
over the water. 	The scene here is the road between it and Thun is de- 
very grand. 	The rick Ivings over scribed in Route 41. 
on the, it. side, and on the I. recedes At Staad the path turns S. by the 
beneath to a depth of 1000 ft. 	The valley of the Ssane, the upper end of 
trees are placed singly alcove the bed which is called Gsteig-Thal, to 
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. 3 Gsteig — (Inn a : Bar; Rabe) The entrance to the Simmenthal 
.--. the highest village in it ; situated 
close under the lofty and precipitous 

lies between the Stockhorn on the rt., 
and the Niesen on the I., and is ap- 

Mittaghorn, rid near the foot of preached from Thun by the toad 
the Sanetsch, the most westerly of along the margin of the lake, and the 
the passes over the Bernese chain.* banks of the Kander, as far as its 
The 	direction 	of 	the 	path 	from junction with the Simmen, a little 
Gsteig is S.E., still by the side of the below the picturesque castle of Wim- 
Saane, through a confined and savage mis, which our road passes on the I. 
gorge 	until 	its 	source is 	passed. 94 About two miles farther on, 
The summit may be reached in li 44  the house of the pastor of Erlen- 
hour. bach indicates, by its neatness, the 

24 The summit is 7500 feet above extreme comfort of its internal or- 
the sea, and presents a wild rocky rapgements. 	Large airy rooms and a 
solitude, unvaried by vegetation ; but capital German library, with the so- 
the view from the S. side over the ciety of the worthy pastor and his 
chain of Alps and glaciers, from Mont wife, offer many inducements to a 
Blanc to the Cervin, is very noble. lover of quiet and almanac scenery. 

After descending for some time, 
skirting along under the edge of the 

The clergymen in this neighbourhood 
are all willing to receive boarders at 

great glacier do Champ Bleuri, the the very moderate rate of 4 or 5 
path reaches the stream of the Morge, 
and crosses it to 

louis a month. 	From this parsonage 
Latrobe started on those alpine es- 

. si 	Champignol, thence descend- peditions which lie has described in 
ing upon so admirable and interesting a manner 

14 Sion (Route 59). in his Alpenstock (an excellent En-
glish guide with a foreign name). 
The Stockhom rises almost imme- 

ROUTE 41. diately behind the village of Brien- 
• THUR.  TO VEVAY, 	THE SIMMEN. BY 

bach."— (inns : Lame, and Mr). — 
THAL ; 	BATHS 	OF 	WEISSENEURO, 

, 
L. 

SAANEN, 	CHATEAU RD'OEX, 	AND li Weissenburg "!lab a good inn, 
where mules may be hired and chairs, ORUYERES ; -- FOOTPATH OVER THE 

DENT DE /ASIAN,  with bearers, to convey persons, who  
do not choose to walk, to the Balks tiff 

244 stunden — 804 English miles. Weissenburg, distant between land S 
An excellent carriage road has been miles fwen this. 	There is an ascent 

made through the Simmenthal as far immediately on leaving the linage, 
RS Saanen ; beyond which it is neither but after that the path winds through 
good nor quite safe, though practicable the most beautiful and picturesque 
for carriages. 	It is a little 	longer defile, narrowing at every step into a 
than the highway by Berne and Frei- profound 	chasm, till suddenly the 
burg, Route 42. 	The valley abounds Bath-house, singularly situated in its 
in beautiful scenery, rich cultivation, 
fields, orchards, 	and gardens, mea- 

recesses, bursts upon the view. 	This 
large building is placed in a little nook 

dews reaching to the tops of the hills, 
with houses and villages lying along 

between the boiling torrent Biintschi 
and the rocks, leaving barely space 

the banks of the river; varied with sufficient fur the house and baths. 
fine bold 	rocky 	gorges and open In this retired spot the traveller is 
basins covered with meadows, and en. surprised to find 'himself surrounded 
tirely of a pastoral character. by a crown of peasants. 	In July 
• Any personal information respecting this • there were 75 of that class, and SO of  pass will be acceptable to the Editor. a higher class of visitors : later in 
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the year tee latter preponderate. 	It the junction of the great and lesser 
is difficult to imagine how they pass Simmen. 	The Castle of Illanken- 
their time in this solitude. 	Three burg crowns the height about a mile 
weeks is the" cure" or period allotted above it. 	Until the ltut democratic 
to the trial of the remedy of the revolution in canton Berne, it was 
waters, which are sulphureous, and the residence of the landvoght, who 
are supposed to be most efficacious in now occupies his own humble farm- 
removing all internal obstructions. house beside it. 	It is still the seat 
Great must be their power to induce of the government, and the prison. 
patients to remain in so melancholy A char road runs hence past St. Ste- 
ts place ; yet the scenery around is phan (Inn : Alter Schweitzer), in 14 
highly picturesque, but inaccessible hour, to Matten(see Roo teS9. p.116.). 
to all but stout climbers, except along The road to Bulle now quits the 
the road to Weissenburg. 'fbesourie Simmentlial, 	and, 	turning 	to 	the. 
is situated about 4 a mile higher up S.W., crosses an elevated track of 
in the gorge, and the water, which pasture land till it descends upon 
has 	a 	temperature of above 22° 24 Saanen (Fr. Gessonay)—(Inns: 
Reaum., is coned to the baths in Landhaus, not good; the Bear, oppo- 
wooden pipes carried along the face site, small, but clean, comfortable, and 
of the precipice. 	tb very reasonable ;-1829).--the princi— 

" The bath house is entirely of pal place in the pastoral valley of the 
wood : the food is said to be coarse upper Saane (Sarine), whose inhabit- 
but good; table d'hAte at 12; sane A ants 	are 	almost 	exclusively 	cattle. 
manger large but low; bed rooms 
small. 	The whole'. expense, baths 

owners, or occupied in their dairies, 
and in manufacturing most excellent 

included, 9 fr. a-day for the superior 
class, and about half for the pea; 

cheese, exported to all parts of the, 
world as Gruybres cheese. 	A kind 

sants." — L.  peculiar to the valley, and which is 
Some way up the ravine the pea- too delicate to bear exportation, is 

sants have fortn.e4 a pathway out of 
it to the upper pastures, by cutting 

called Fotschari-kii., 
Here the new made road ends 

notches, or male steps, in the face of (1.841) beyonclthis it is a hilly and very 
the rock, and partly by attaching narrow cross-road. 	A mile below 
ladders to it. 	By this means they Saanan we pass out of Berne into 
scale a dizzy precipice between200 canton Vaud. German, the language 
and 300 feet high. 	The pedestrian 
bound for 	the 	upper 	Sitaigetithal 

of the upper extremity of the valley, 
is soon exchanged for a French pa- 

need not retrace his-steps to Weis- tois, in the lower portion, which is 
senberg, as there is a-Short cut direct called Pays d'en !taut Remand. 	The 
from the baths to Oberwyl, on the first Vaudois village is Rougemont 
high road.I 	. (Germ. 	Retchmund). 	Its cluiteau 

2 Boltingete— ( fan : 	Buir ;) — a was formerly a convent. 
village situated 2600 feet above the 
silt, a little to the S. of the old castle 

2 Chateau d'Oex—( Inns: L'Ours, 
clean and comfortable ; 	Nelson de 

of Simmeneck. _The gorge of Lau- 
beck, on the road between Weissen- 

Ville ;)— a village of 612 inhabitants, 
SOSO feet above the sea, lately rebuilt 

burg 	and 	Zweisimmen, 	especially after a conflagration which 	almost 
merits the traveller's attention as a entirely consumed it. 	The road next 
scene 	of grardeur. 	The river is crosses the Saane, and traverses the 
(tressed three times before reaching narrow pass of La Tine, between the 

24 Zweisimmen — ( fat: Crown ; mountains. 	It is so precipitous and 
a Swiss wooden house, good, clean, 
and cheap) — a 	villugs situated at 

°narrow, as to be dangerous for car-
tinges, especially as, for the greater 
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part of the stage, it would be impos- 
• 

bovon, descending the valley of the 
sible for two to pass each other. 	in Saane, and passing at the base of the 
this part of the road it is necessary to Molcson 	(6181 	 feet), the 	highest 
send a personeahead to stop any car- mountain in canton Fribourg. 
riages from advancing in the opposite 2 Gruyeres (German, Greyerz)— 
direction. bins : Stadthaus; Lilic, said not to be 

2 Montbovon, which Byron calls good. 	This dirty little mouldering 
" a pretty scraggy village, with a wild town of 375 inhabitants, is built on 
river and a wooden bridge: " it is a hill, the top of which is crowned 
situated in canton Freiburg. 	A path by the Castle, one of the most exten- 
practicable for mules, over the pass sive and best preserved feudal monu- 
of the Dent de Jaman, descending 
upon the lake of Geneva above Mon- 

meats in Switzerland. 	Its owners, 
the Counts of Gruyeres were sove- 

treux, will 	bring 	the 	traveller 	to reigns of 	the surrounding 	district 
Vevay in 6 stunden = 18 miles, a ride down to 1554, when the family be- 
of 5 hours. 	Byron, who crossed it, 
describes the whole route as " beauti- 

came bankrupt, and thus 	forfeited 
the lordship, so lot their last de- 

ful as a dream :*" scendants died in a strange land. 	It 
,, The view from the highest points is now fast fling into decay, only 

(we bad both sides of the Jura before one portion being occupied as a bar- 
us in one point of view, with alps in rack. 	The gloomy antiquity of' the 
plenty) comprises, on one side, the interior corresponds with 	the 	pie- 
greatest part of Lake Leman ; on the 
other, the valleys and mountain of 

turesque character of its watch-towers, 
battlements, loopholes, from without. 

the canton of Fribourg, and an ins- The walls are 14 ft. thick, the halls 
manse plain, with the lakes of Neuf- vaulted, and dimly lighted by small 
chittel and Mora, and all which the windows : in one hall is a fireplace at 
borders of the lake of Geneva inherit. which oxen were roasted whole. The 

" The music oilithe cows' bells (for torture chamber stiliecontains (or did 
their wealth, like 	the patriarch's is till within a few years contain) the 
cattle) in the pastures,,which reach rack which had been shed since the 
to a height far above any mountains beginning of the present century, to 
in Britain, and the shepherds shout- inflict punishment. 	If tradition be 
ing to us from crag to crag, and play- credited, the castle was founded in 
ing on their reeds, where the steeps the fifth century, by the chief of a 
appeared 	almost 	inaccessible, 	with Vandal limie. 	The language spoken 
the surrounding scenery, realized all by the people of the district, a dialect 
that I have ever heard or imagined of 
a pastoral existence : --much more so 

of the Romansch (called, in German, 
Gruverin-Welsch), 	is 	thought 	to 

than Greece or Asia Minor, for there prove their descent from the Ilurgun- 
we have a little too much of the sabre dians. 	It is a subject worthy the 
and musket order, and if there is a attention of travellers. 	The district 
crook in one hand, you are sure to is also famous for its cheeses, and 
see a gun in the other: — but this supplies 	from its rich 	pastures 	a 
was pure and unmixed — solitary, 
savage, and patriarchal. 	As we went 

great part of the 	40,000 centners 
(cwt.) of cheese which canton Fri- 

dley played the ' Rims de Vaches • bourg manufactures yearly, and which 
and other airs, by way of farewell. 	I is chiefly exportediunder the name of 
have lately ropeopled my mind with Gruyere. 	Vie church of St. Thomas 
nature." — Byron's Journal. remarkable for its antiquity. 	The ,Is 

The Dent de Jaman is 4500 feet 
high. 	The carriage-road to Vevay 

inhabitants of the town are a lazy set, 
many of them•pensioners of a very 

makes a very long detour from Mont- rich gospital here. 
Swift. a 
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The watch-tower of La Tour de At Neueneck a steep ascent cow. 
Treme was an outpost of the Counts mences, 	to 	surmount 	which 	vor- 
of Gruyeres. spann are 	required. 	The 	gauze 

1 Bulle— ( Inns : 	Cheval Blanc ; wings and dark dress of the female 
Matson de Ville, said to be good;)-- peasantry of Berne is exchanged for 
one of the most industrious towns in broad-brimmed, flapping straw hats 
the canton. 	It contains nearly 1500 and red petticoats; while the nume- 
inhabitants, and is the chief depot for rous crosses at the road-side announce 
the Gruyi:re cheese, made in the val- a Roman Catholic canton. 
leys of the Saarine and of Charmey. The appearance of Freyburg from 
It is distant about 18 miles from Fri- the Berne road is singularly striking 
bouri, and the same from Vevey. and picturesque, as the road, wind- 
Our course now turns S, along tlie ing round the shoulder of the steep 
high road between these two plaegs, 
skirting the W. base of the Moleson 

hill overlooking the 	valley of the 
Saarine, brings the traveller suddenly 

to in view of its antique battlements and 
44 Chatel St. Denis—(Inn : Mai- numerous towers, crowning the sum- 

son de Ville;)—ictnresque village, 
with an elevated castleawn the 1. bank 

mit of a precipitous rock on the oppo. 
site side of the gorge. Near the top of 

of the Vevayse. 	Half a mile S. of it 
the road enters canton Vaud. 

paved hill of very awkward and 

the hill is seen the Jesuits' Pensionnat, 
a staring modern building, like a ma-.

A nufactory, with 5 stories and many 
difficult descent.towards the beautiful windows; not far from it the Jesuits' 
lake Leman, conducts the traveller to college and convent ; next, the Gothic 

14 	Veeay (Route 56.), 	but an tower and the church of St. Nicho- 
easy approach by a new road will las; 	beyond appears the suspension- 
soon be finished. bridge, hung by 4 ropes of iron across 

.. the river, and linking together the 
ROVE 42.  two sides of the valley. 	Previous to 

its 	construction 	the 	only 	way of 
BERNE TO LAUSANNE, BY MEMO RO. 

17 	stunden = 551 Eng. miles, 
reckoned as is 	posts. 	Post-horses 

reaching the town. from Berne was 
by descending the steep hill on the 
one side, and following 	numerous 

may be obtained on the road, all the circuitous zigzags which led to the 
way from Berne to Geneva. 	See In- water side. 	The road then crossed 
troduction,§ 5. the river 3 times by 3 different low 

A diligence runs dairynt about bridges, after which it immediately 
14 hours. 	The road is billy, but an ascended another slope equally steep. 
improved line to Freyburg has been 
completed. 	., 

A diligence, or heavy carriage, per, 
forming this meandering and cliff.. 

Quitting Berne by the gate of cult route, required not much less 
Morat, flanked by its two bears, we than an hour to pass through the 
traverse a fertile, but not very in- town; at present the traveller rolls 
teresting. country. 	At 	Neueneck, 
where 	there is 	a 	good 	inn (the 

luxuriously over this beautiful bridge, 
and, without either ascending or de- 

Hirsch), the stream of the Sense, 
which separates canton Berne from 

wending, is transported in 2 minutes 
through a breach formed in the old 

Freyburg, is crossed. - About 4 miles 
lower down this stream is Laupen, 
fan:ions for the battle In which the 

houses, on the edge of the precipice, 
into the centre of the town. 	A rno-
derate toll of half a batz for every 

Swiss Confederates, under Rudolph a,  person, and one batz for each horse 
Erlach, defeated the mailed chivalry and carriage, is paid on crossing. 
of Burgundy and Stabile, in 1339. 5 FRETBIl Re, — ( Inns : Ziihringer 
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llof, close to the bridge, good: beds, the rock, and filled wits masonry, 
2 fr. ; table d'hote at 124,3 fr. ; at 44, through which they pass, being at- 
4 fr. 	The view from the platform tached at the extremity to enormous 
behind of the two bridges is very blocks of stone. 	The materials of 
striking; tea, 1 fr. 	Hotel des Mar- which it is composed arc almost ex- 
chands, near the church, also good.) elusively Swiss; the iron came from 

This town, the capital of canton Berne, the limestone masonry from 
Freyburg, is situated• on a promon- the quarries of the Jura, the wood- 
tory formed by the windings of the work from the forests of Freyburg: 
Saarine (Saline). Many of the houses the workmen were, with the excep- 
stand on the very edge of the preci- tion of one man, natives who had 
piee overhanging the river, and their never seen such a bridge before. 	It 
quaint architecture, the long line of wits completed in 3 years, at an ex- 
embattled walls stretching 	up hill pine of about 600,000f. (25,0001. 
and down dale, varied by the chain of sterling), and in 1834, was subjected 
feudal watchtowers, and ,gateways to various severe trials to prove its 
of the 	ancient fortifications 	which strength. 	First, 15 pieces of artil- 
still exist in a perfect state, together lery, drawn by 50.0grses and accom- 
with the singular and romantic tea- panied by 304speople, passed over it 
tures of the gorge of the Saarine, give at one time, and were collected in as 
the distant view of the town an as- close a body as possible, first on the 
pect different from that of any other centre, and then at the two extremi- 
in Europe, which is at once imposing tics, to try the effect of their con- 
and highly picturesque. 	The nar- centrated weight. 	A depression of 
row dirty streets and mean buildings a metre (314 inches) was thus pro- 
of the interior do not altogether cor. 
respond with these outward promises 

duced in the part most weighed upon, 
but no sensible oscillation was OCCE4 

of interest. sioned. 	A few days after the bridge 
Freyburg was (founded in 1175, by was opened by the bishop and autho- 

Duke 	Berchthold 	of 	Ziihringen. rities of the town, accompanied by 
The number of inhabitants at pre- about 2000 persons, silo passed over 
Sent is about 8484. 	• it twice, in procession, preceded by a 

The Suspension Bridge, the longest military band, and keeping step. 	On 
of a single curve in •the world, was this occasion a slight horizontal vi- 
completed and thrown open in 1834 bration was produced, but it is very 
The engineer who constructed it is improbigikwthat.the bridge in its or- 
M. Chaley, of Lyons. 	Its dimen- dinary service will ever receive such 
sions, compared with those of the a multitude at once. 	The passage 
Menai bridge, are as follows : — of 2 or 3 heavy carriages or carts 

Length. 	Elevation. 	Breadth, across it does not cause the slightest 
Eveyburg 	941 ft. 	180ft. 	22 ft. 11 in. perceptible oscillation ; and nothing 
Menai 	.580 	130 	25 is more extraordinary in this beauti- 

It is supported on 4 cables of iron ful structure than the comb:nation of 
wire, each containing 1056 wires, the stability with such apparent fragil- 
united strength of which is capable ity. 	T'..e bridge is well seen from 
of supporting 3 times the weight the platform of the Hotel de Ziih- 
which the bridge will ever be likely ringue, from the old road below it 
to bear, or 3 times the weight of 2 and from the singular gorge of Got- 
rows of waggons, extending entirely teron. 	• 
across 	it. 	The 	cables 	enter 	the Another dire bridge, 640 ft. long 
ground on each side obliquely for a •and 317 high, has been suspended 
considerable distance, and are then across the gorgp of Gotteron, on the 
carried down vertical shafts cut in opposite side Of the river Saarine. It 

2 2 
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was finished 1840. 	Though not of 11 fr. for a party, and the valet de 
such large dimensions as that built in place 	will 	make 	an 	appointment 
1834, it is more curious, as the wire with him. 	The performance termi- 
cables are attached immediately to 
the solid rock on each side, and the 
point of suspension is higher on one 

states with the imitation of a storm, 
introducing the howling of the wind, 
and the roaring of the thunder, inter- 

side than on the other, which gives it 
the appearance of half a bridge. 	The 

spersed with a few flashes of lightning, 
from " Der Freischutz." The instru- 

object of this mode of construction is 
economy, the expense of building 

ment has 64 stops and 7800 pipes, 
some of them 32 ft. long. 

piers of solid masonry from the bottom Canton Freyburg presents a re- 
of the valley being saved. 	The new markable instance of a state with a 
road to Vevay passes this bridge. 	A  constitution 	purely 	democratic, 	in 

The principal Church of St. Nicat- which the chief influence is exercised 
/as is rather a handsome 	Gothic by the hierarchy. The town of Frey- 
building. 	The 	portal 	under 	the burg is a stronghold of the Romislx 
tower is surmounted by a curious 
bas-relief, represating the Last Judg- 

priesthood: it is the see of a bishop, 
who still styles himself Bishop of 

ment. 	In the centreatands St. Ni- Lausanne, although since the Re- 
cholas, and above him is seated the formation, the canton Vaud is cut off' 
Saviour ; on the 1. an angel is weigh- from his diocese. 	It contains no less 
ing mankind in. a huge pair of scales, 
not singly but by lots, and a pair of 

than 9 convents (5 for monks and 
4 for nuns), 12 churches, and 10 cha- 

imps are maliciously endeavouring pels. 	The Jesuits, while interdicted 
to pull down one scale, and make the from most other states of Europe 
other kick the beam ; below is St. were here openly tolerated, having 
Peter, ushering the good into Para• been recalled, in 1818, by a decree of 
disc. 	On the rt. hand is the reverse the Grand Council of the canton. 
of this picture—it devil, with a pig's The Jesuits' Conveni, or college, *Us 
bead, is dragging after him, by a 
chain, a crowd of wicked, and carries 

founded in 1584 by Father Canisius, 
who died in the odour of sanctity at 

a basket onhis. back, also filled with the age of 71 and is interred in the 
figures, apparently about to precipi- Jesuits' church, awaiting the honours 
tate them into a vast caldron sue- of canonisation, which have been, it 
pended over 	a fire, which 	several is said, long promised to his remains. 
other imps are stirring.. Thhilif  corner Henry IV. of France subscribed to- 
is Hell, reffrcsented by the jaws of a wards the building of the church, and 
monster, filled up to the teeth with presented the high altar, little aware 
evil-doers, 	and 	above it is 	Satan, 
seated on his.throne. 

of his coming fate from the dagger 
of a Jesuit. 	The college supports 

The Organ, built by the late Aloys 60 brothers, chiefly teachers and pro- 
Mooser, a natiye of the town, is one fessors, who instruct the pupils of the 
of the .finest instruments in Europe. Pensionnat, and lecture at the Lyceum, 
The organist is allowed to play on it a college recently erected. 	The build. 
for the gratification of travellers only ing of the convent is of very bumble 
at hours,Avilen the mass is not going kind, rather mean 	than otherwisei 
on -- at i past I and i past 5 in the and contains nothing remarkable. Its 
afternoon, and on fke days not at walls are lined with bad portraits of 
all. 	An arrangerwent is made with 
the organist by which sttangers may 

the generals of the order of Jesus, 
and of the rectors of the establish- 

have an opportunity of hearing the• meat. 
instrument after the sable d'hipte at 
the 	Zaringer 	Hof. 	His fee is 

The Pensionnat, or Jesuits' School, 
the most conspicuous building in the 
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town, situated on a spot overlooking along with the general air of anti- 
the other edifices, is destined for the quity, to carry back the spectator to 
reception of about 400 pupils, many 
of them chileren of the Roman Ca- 

a remote state of society. One tower, 
near the Prefecture (thrown across the 

tholic noblesse of France and Ger- street, and now converted into a pri- 
many, who are sent hither for their son), has acquired the name of La 
education. 	The establishment is said Mai:wise Tour, because it contains 
to be very well conducted. 	In the the rack. 	Though the torture had 
summer holidays the boys, in little been disused in the canton for many 
troops, headed by a tutor, make the years, it was not legally abolished 
tour of Switzerland. until 1830! 

Among the curiosities of Freyburg The singularly romantic character 
is the ancient trunk of a Lime-tree, 
planted, according to tradition, on 
the day of the battle of Morat, in 

of the winding gorge of the Saarine, 
4i whose margin Freyburg is planted, 
has been before alluded to, 	Close to 

1476. The story relates that a young the old bridge of 	Berne, another 
-, Freyburgois, who had fought. ih the gorge, deep sunk between rocks of 

battle, anxious to bring home the 
good news, ran the whole way, and 

sandstone, called forge de Gotteron, 
opens into th&Saarine. 	It is a singu- 

arrived on this spot, bleeding, out of 
breath, and so exhausted by fatigue, 

lady wild spi71, and the wire bridge, 
spanning the ravine high over head 

'that he fell down, and had barely with its web-like filaments, increases 
time to cry 44 Victory I" when he its picturesque character. 	The larger 
expired. 	The branch of lime which suspension bridge is also well seen 
he carried in his hand was imme- from it.  
diately planted and grew into the About three miles lower down the 
tree, of which this decayed trunk, valley of the Saarine, is the Grotto of 
20 feet in circumference, is the re- 
mains. 	Its branches arc supported 

St. Magdalene
, 
a hermitage and cha-

pel cut out of the sandstone rock, by 
by stone pillars.° a native of GruyZaes, named Dupre, 
- 	Near to it is the ancient Rathhaus, 
a building of no coasequence, but 

between 1670 and 1680. 	Its won- 
ders have been exaggerated by the 

standing on the site of the Duke of guide-books, and it is scarce worth a 
Ziihringen's castle, visit.  
. 	A long flight of steps leads from Morat 	is about 10 miles 	from 
this down to the lower town, and Freyburg ( Route 43). 	Coaches run 
river side: it is called the-Rue Court to andiallPamiratterespQadence with 
-Chemin, and the roofs of some of its the steamer navigating-The lake to 
houses serve as pavement 	for the Neuchatel. There is now a good road 
street above it, called Rue Grande from Freyburg to Vevey by Bulk 
Pontaine. (Route 41.). 

The canton Freyburg is singularly The shortest way to Lausanne is 
divided between 	the German 	and by Romont, but the road is so bad 
French languages, and the line of that it is rarely followed. 	Instead of 
separation, extending from the S.F. 
corner to the N.NV., passes through 

it, the circuitous route by Payerne, 
in canton Vaud, is usually taken: it 

the town of Freyburg --so that in the is hilly and not very interesting. 
upper town French is spoken, and in 4 Payerne— Germ. Peterlingen— 
the lower German. 	This distinction, 
however, is wearing out. 

( Inns : Biir, is newer, but not better 
than the 	fle Ville). 	There are Motel 

The walls and gates of the tow% two churches in this walled town — 
are singularly perfect specimens of 
ancient. fortification, and contribute, 

the one, now turned into a warehouse, 
is in the remand style, and very an- 

° 3 
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client. 	Bertha, Queen of Burgundy, 
the founder of it, and of the adjoin. 

on the road enters canton Freyburg. 
This part of it exhibits a more Indus. 

ing 	convent (suppressed since the trious and thriving aspect than the 
Reformation, and now a school) was rest : it is Protestant. • 
buried in it. 	The curiosity of the 2. Morat—Germ. Murten—(Inns: 
place is Queen Bertha's Saddle, a Couronne; Croix Blanche)—a thriv.. 
cumbrous machine kept in the parish ing town of 1650 inhabitants, situ. 
church, from which it appears that, 
in her days, it was the fashion for 
ladies to ride en cavalier; but Bertha 

ated on the E. shore of the lake of 
Morat, on the high road from Berne, 
Basle, and Solcure, to Lausanne. 	Its 

spun as she rode, having a distaff narrow and somewhat dismal streets 
Planted on the pummel. In the same are overlooked by an old Castle; and 
church is Bertha's tomb, an antique it is still partly surrounded by feudal 
sarcophagus 	discovered 1818, 	nor fortifications — the same which, for 
covered with a slab of black marble. 10 days, withstood the artillery of 

A carriage road runs from Payerne Charles the Bold. 
by Estavayer to Yverdun, running " There is a spot should not be pass'd in partly near the tishice 	of Neuchfitel. vain — 
That to Lausanne asceeds the valley Morat! the proud, the patriot field 1 	Where 
of the Broye, past Lucens, and its 
castle, to — 

taying3ante on ghastly trophies of the slain, 
Nor blush for those who conquered on that 

4 Moudon — Germ. 	Milden — Plain' Here Burgundy bequeathed his tombless (Inn : Cerf; dirty and dear). 	This 
town was the Roman hlinidunum, 
hence its modern name. 

host, 
A bony heap through ages to remain; 
Themselves their monument." 	Byron. I 

' 	At the village of Carouge a road The battle of 	1476, which 	has 
turns off on the L to Vevay, rendered the name of this otherwise 
' 	The stage to Lausanne, about IS insignificant town 	famous all 	over 
miles, consists-of nearly 7 of long the world, was fought under its walls. 
and incessant ascent, and 5 .of de. The Swiss were draten up along .the 
scent. 	Extra horses are required for heights a little to the S. W., and no- 
the first. 	From 	the summit and S. thing 	could resist their impetuous 
slope of the Jorat (for that is the charge. 	The loss 	of the 	Burgun- 
name of the hill) a beautiful 	view dians was 	immense: 	15,000 dead 
expands over the Leman Lake, and bodies were 	left on the field, and 
in clear weather the snows of Mont thousands perished in the lake. 	The 
Blanc and lye higo.ist ler the bodies of the slain were collected by 
horizon. the Swiss in an Ossuary, which, after 

It is a drive of S hours from Moss. standing SOO years, was 	destroyed 
don to 

4 LAUSANNE (Route 56). 
in 1798 by the soldiers of the But, 
gundian Legion in the Revolutionary 

'`' French army, anxious to efface this 
- record of their ancestors' disgrace and 

• defeat. ROUTE 43. The ringleaders 	were 	the 
BEENE TO LAUSANNE, RT MORAT, AND band of the 75th half-brigade.  

Ayr:moms (atvEz•:Ttcusr). Byron, who visited the spot 	in 
1816, says —" A few bones still re. 

16:21  stundea = 541 Eng. miles. main, 	notwithstanding 	the 	pains 
Diligence daily, in 14 hours. taken by the Burgundian for ages 
A distant view  °Mho /lips is oh- (all who passed that way removing a 

tamed 'on the I. The Saarine is crossed pone to their own country), and the 
at 	, , 

2i Allenluften, and aelittle farther 
less justifiable larcenies of the Swiss 
postilions, 	who carried them off to 
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sell for knife-handles— a purpose for bitants, situated in the S.F. angle of 
which the whiteness, imbibed by the the area once occupied by Aver:1kt" 
bleaching 	of years, 	had 	rendered the Roman capital of Helvetia. 	It 
them in great 	request. 	Of those appears to have existed before the 
relics I ventured to bring away as time 	of 	Cresar : 	it 	attained 	the 
much as may have made a quarter of height of its prosperity, and a popu- 
ft hero, for which the sole excuse is, 
that, if I had not, the next passer-by 

lation of 60,000 souls, in the reign 
of Vespasian and Titus; and it was 

might have perverted them to worse destroyed, first 	by the 	Allcmanni, 
*uses than 	the 	careful preservation and afterwards by Attila. 	The an- 
which I intended for them."—Byron. cient walls may be traced for nearly 

Since Byron visited the spot the 4 miles, in some places 	14 ft. thick 
scattered remains have been collected and 15 ft. high. 	The modern town 
and buried, and an obelisk has been Ills but one-tenth of the space they 
set up over them (in 182'2), by the can- enclosed — the rest is meadow land 
ton, at the road-side, about a quarter or corn-field. 	About a mile before 
of a mile S. of Morat, on the site of reaching Avenches 	the road from 
the bone-house. 	The inscription be- Morat is earriedjkough a breach in 
longing to it, and one or two cannon, 
rnade of iron 	hoops, 	used 	in the 

these ancient for ulications. 	On the 
1. is seen 	P tower, which, though 

battle, 	are 	still 	preserved 	in 	the ruined, is the most perfect of the 
Town-house of Morat.  Roman edifices here. 	They owe their 

The best view of the battle-field total destruction to their massy ma- 
and lake is from the hill of Munch- sonry having been for ages regarded 
wyler, near an enormous lime-tree, as a quarry out of which the neigh,  
36 ft. 	in 	circumference, 	and 	90ft. homing 	houses and 	villages 	have 
high, still in full vigour and luxuriant been built. 	Close to 	the modern 
foliage ; it is probably at least 600 town, on the I. of the road, a solitary 
years old, since, according to 	tra- Corinthian column, 37 ft. high, is still 
dition, the Swiks held a council of 
war 	before 	the 	battle, under 	its 

standing, and hash for a long time, 
served the storks as a pedestal 	to 

shade. 	According t% Ebel, the tree 
is 36 ft. in diameter, and the Ame-
rican, Cooper, in consequence, took 
a long walk up 	the hill, under a 

build their nests on. 	• 
" 1Z a
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hot sun, to see it. 	0 There we went, 
dragging our weary limbs after us, 
to discover that for ' diamittre' we 

years, 
And 	o;.s as with the wild bewildered 
Of one to stone convertedat, amaze  

ought to have read 'circonference.' Yetgnwith consciousness; and there it 
I wish the erratum had been in his 
book instead of mine." 

ttfakinsitidasinarvel that It not decays, 
When the coeval pride of human hands, 

1 	The lake of Morat is about 5 miles 
long and 5 broad : it is separated by 

Levell'd Aventicum, bath strewed her subject 
lands." 

a narrow flat tract of land from the 
lake of Neuchatel, but empties itself 
into it through the river Broye. 

Other traces of former splendour, 
such as broken cornices, inscriptions, 
the remains of an amphitheatre, and 

The steamer from Neuchatel pro- fragments of an aqueduct, exist, and 
coeds, 3 times a week, to Morat, up may be discovered by minute search. 
the Broyc, returning the same days. Tacitus has recorded the history of 

About 5 miles beyond Morat is a young Aventian priestess, named 
14 Avenches — Germ. Wiflisburg Julia AlpTnula, who, when her father, 

—(Inns: Couronne ; Hotel do Ville) the chief man of the city, had been 
an ancient walled town of 1050 inha- condemned Ito death for aiding and 

0 4 

   
  



128 	Route 44. — Berne to Nettchdtel.  

abetting arj insurrection against the The feudal Castle was built by a 
Romans (A.o. 69), betook herself to 
the camp of the 	Roman General, 
and, throwing herself at his feet, be- 

Count Wivilo, in the 7th century, 
whence the German name of Aven-
ches. 

sought him to spare her father's life. At Domdidier, 2 mil& from Aven- 
He proved inexorable to her tears ; ches, a road strikes off on the right to 

her youth and innocence were alike Freyburg, described along with its 
unavailing; 	the 	sentence was 	ful- remarkable bridge, in Route 42. 
filled, and she died of a broken heart. 2 Payerne. 	Here we fall into 

Route 42. from Freyburg to 
.. oh! sweet and sacred be the name t— 

Julia—the daughter, the devoted—gave 8 LAUSANNE 	(is 	described 	in 
Her youth to Heaven ; her heart, beneath 

a claim 
Route 56). 

Nearest to Heaven's, broke o'er a father's 
grave. 

Justice is sworn 'gaMst tears, and hers 
would 'rave 

ROUTE 44. 
The life she lived in; but the judge was 

lust, 
And then she died on him she could not 

BERNE TO NEUCHATEL. 

93 stunden =31 English miles. save. 	% Their tomb was simple, and without a Diligelices go daily in 6 hours. 
bust, 	 • There is another way by ;Morat; 

And held within one urn one mind, one 
heart, one dust." and thence in the steamer to Neu-

elifitel ; but it only goes 3 times a- 
1500 years after. this event the epi- week, and the days and hours must be 

taph of Julia was found among these ascertained before setting out. 	The 
ruins : — it runs thus:-4,  Julia Alpi- following road passes by Secdorf, a 
nula : Hie jaceo. 	Infelicis patris'in- village named from the pretty little 
felix proles. 	Dew Aventim Sacerdos. lake, to 
Kxorare patris necem non potui : Male 44 Aarberg — ( Ian : Krone 0 — a 
mori in fatis' illi erat. 	Visi annos town of a single street, on a promon- 
xxiii. (I, Julia Alitinula, lie here — 
unfortunate child of an unfortunate 

tory on the Aar, whIleh, when high, 
sometimes flows entirely around it: 

patent, 	priestess 	of the 	Goddess Here the roads from Basle, Soleure, 
A ventia. 	I failed in' averting by my Neuchatel, andiausanne meet. 	Traa 
prayers, 	the 	death of my father : yellers desirous of visiting Rousseau's 
the Fates had decreed that be should island, on the lake of Bienne {Route 
die ignominiously..., I 	lived 	to the 45.), may proceed from this by Wal- 
*Inv of 23.). 	Lula...labo 	.4 I perswyl and 	Teuffelen 	to 	Gerol- 
know of ntrhuman composition so fingen, on the margin of the lake; 
affecting as this, nor 	a history of about 4 miles from Aarberg. 	The 
deeper interest. 	These are the names road to Neuchatel is carried through 
and actions which ought not to perish, 
and to which we turn with a true 

Siselen and 	' 
21 Atiet, or Ins, a village on an 

and healthy 	kenderness, 	from 	the eminence, from which the Alps are 
wretched and glittering detail of a well seen in clear weather, with the 
confused mass•of conquestsandbattles, 
with which the mind is roused for a 

lake of Morat and Neuchatel near at 
hand. 	The lake of Biome lies about 

time to a false,and feverish sympathy, 
from whence it recurs at length with 

3 miles to the N. of this place. An ex-
cellent road has been made from Anet 

all the nausea oonsequent on such in- to Morat, opening a ready communi- 
toxication." — Byron, cation between Neuchatel and Frey- 

This inscription has he& bought burg.- 	Skirting the hill of Jolimont 
by an Englishman and removed from 4e cross the river Thiel, or Zih1,- 
the spot. through which the waters Of the lake. 
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of Neuchatel are discharged into that its blue expanse of lake, will -  be pro- 
of Biertne. 	It forms the boundary nounced beautiful. 
line of cantons Berne and Neucha- The Old Castle on the height, now 
tel. 	The Castle, close to the bridge, 
is now a prison ; a road runs from 

occupied by the Prussian Governor, 
and partly converted into government 

this to Erlach (Cerlier), a town of offices, was originally the residence of 
1000 inhabitants, on a spur of the the French princes of Neuchatel of 
Jolimont, which projects into the lake 
like a wall or causeway, nearly as far 

the house of Chalons (Lougueville), 
who were, at least nominally, the 

as Rousseau's Island. 	The castle of sovereigns of this little state : literally 
Erlach was the cradle of the noble a principality, with republican insti- 
family 	of that name : 	among its ttions, yet retaining many feudal 
Members was Rudolph, the hero of renures. 	The subjects, indeed, of the 
Laupen. _ Prince of Neuchatel, maietained jea, 

Near St. Biaize the road, recently 
macadamized and improved, reaches 

lously their privileges and liberties, 
allowing him but very limited au- 

the margin of the lake of Neuchatel, 
and continues along it at the foot of 
the Chaumont, as far as 

thority over then/ When the house 
of Chalons became extinct in 1707, 
the King of Prussia was chosen as 

2 	NruculTer., German Ncuen- the nearest descendant by the female 
burg — Inns : Faucon, good ; — H. line, to be sovereign or stadtholder. 
des Alpes, at the water-side. The rule of the house of Brandeis.. 

Neuchatel, the chief town of the burg was interrupted by Napoleon, 
Canton, is built upon the steep slope who made Marshal Berthier Prince 
of the Jura mountains, and along a of Neuchatel, but has been resumed 
narrow shelf of level ground between since 1815. 	The king has the right 
the bills and the lake, formed for the of appointing a governor, the mayor 
most part of alluvial deposits brought and 45 members out of the 75 who 
down by the river 	Seyon, 	partly compose the Grand Council. 	Of 
gained by embankments from the these the governor alope is permitted 
water. 	Within a fee,  years several to be a foreigner: 70,000 francs are 
new streets.. have been built on the paid out of the taxes annually to the 
land thus acquired. 	It has nearly king. 	Though long an ally of the 
6000 inhabitants. 	Except as 	the Swiss cantons, Neuchatel was not for. 
threshold of Switzerland, it has little many i 	:orated as a member of the 
to interest the passing traveller: it Confe era ion 
has but little trade, and not much 
activity, except on market days. 	Its 

The Church, adjoining the castle, 
is a Gothic building of the 12th cen- 

objects of curiosity arc few and un- tury ; but the E. end, in the round 
important; and the scenery of its lake, 
though agreeable, is tame, compared 

style, is older. 	Within it is a curious 
monument of the French princes of 

with that of other Swiss lakes. 	On Neuchatel, decorated with their effi- 
the other hand, to one newly arrived gies. 	Fare], the reformer, was bu- 
in the country, the first, and under ricd on the terrace, in front of the 
all circumstances glorious, 	view of building, 	but 	the situation of his 
the Alps from the heights of the Jura grave is unknown. 	There is a pleas. 
above the town, must appear mag- ing view from this terrace. 
nificent ; and should the sky be clear, 
and the traveller's temper even, the 

The Hotel dq, Ville, in the lower 
town, is a large modern edifice, faced 

objects around will assume a different With a Grecian portico. 	In it the 
aspect, and Neuchatel, with its pie. meetings of the Grand Council of the 
turesquc old castle, its numerous white canton are hffid. 
country houses, its vine-clad bills, and •The Gymnasium, a handsome new 

0 5 
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a 

building near the lake, erected by the 

a Bot. 

haps, seen to perfection not more 
town, as a kind of public school, con- than between 10 and 20 times in a 
tains a very interesting Museum of summer. 	 • 
Natural History, including good col- On the slope of the hill, about a 
lections in zoology, conchology, and mile above the town, lies the largest 
geology... The specimens of rocks boulder-stone known on the Jura; 
and fossils illustrating the structure 
of the Jurn mountains, are very com- 

it is called Pierre d Bot, (toad-stone), 
and is situated in a wood, near a 

plete and instructive. 	This institu- farm house; it is 62 feet long by 48 
tion owes much to the zeal and talents broad, and is calculated to contain 
of Professor Agassiz, a native of Neu- 
chine', whose interesting discoveries 

14,000 cubic feet. 	It is of granite, 
similar to that of the Great St. Ben- 

in the history of fossil fishes hav% nard, from which part of the Alps it 
thrown more light on that branch of probably came, as there is no similar 
the study than any one since envier rock nearer at hand ; yet it exhibits 
bad done. no 	symptoms 	of attrition, all 	its 

The charitab/Aftestitutions of this angles being perfectly sharp. 	No 
town, for which it 'is indebted to its satisfactory explanation has yet been 
own citizens, are on a very splendid given of the extraordinary multitude 
Beale. 	In 1786 one David Pury left of similar detached rocks, which strew 
his whole fortune of 4,000,000 of the entire N. slope of the Jura, and 
Byres (1 66,000/.), to endow an hos- 
pital and poor-holdse, and for other 

which, from the nature of the stone, 
must have all been derived from the 

purposes connected with the improve- high Alps. 	Their presence in this. 
ment of his native town. 	Ile had spot is attributed by Prof. Agassiz 
quitted it a poor lad, without money to the existence of glaciers here at a 
or friends, had gradually, by industry former period of the world's exist- 
and talent for business, increased his ence. 	 • 
means, becoming,•in turn, jeweller, 
owner of mints, banker, and, finally, 
millionaire, atiishon, where he died. 

The Gorge of the Seyon (the stream 
passing through the town), immedi-
ately behind Neuc h it t el, is a most 

The Hospital Pourtales is a similar singular scene, and those who find 
monument of the benevolence and little to amuse them in the town will 
publio spirit of a townsman. 	It is 
open to people of all relinions and 

not repent a walk 	to 	explore 	it, 
though its recesses are only to be 

countries aliaretwoaamolomillab reached by scrambling and climbing. 
Those who would enjoy one of the It is a deep narrow fissure, cleaving 

finest distant views of the Alps, with 
the lakes of •Neuchatel, Morat, and 

the centre of the chain of the Jura, 
and allowing the river Seyon to es- 

Bienne in the foreground, and the cape from the Val do Ruz, into the 
long range of the Jura on the N. lake of Neuebfitel. 	The section it 
should ascend .to the summit of the presents of the strata of the Jura 
.Chaumont, the hill immediately above limestone will prove particularly in- 
Neuchitel. 	It is but an hour's walk, 
and a carriage road leads thither. 	It 

structure to the geologist. 	In ono 
spot they may be observed curved 

is 5580 feet above the sea level. 	The and fractured, probably by the up- 
rview comprehends the whole array of heaving force from below; which first 
Alps, from the Titii4 to Mont Blanc, 
and is said to he liner eves than that 

broke this crevice in the mountain. 
Outside the town, near a singularly- 

from the 	Weissenstein. 	It 	must, 
however, be borne in mind, that the 

oplaced water-mill, the rent, or gorge, 
makes a sudden bend at right angles 

atmosphere is seldom ptbrfectly clear; to its former direction, and the rooks 
do that this magnificent view is, Der- nearly close over the stream, which 
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there-sweeps round the eminence on so as to arrive 	at 	that place by 
which the castle stands, and flows 64 P.St. 
into the 'aloe after passing through Coaches run from Morat to Berne 
the centre of the town. 	Though in and Freyburg, in correspondence with 
winter a furious 	torrent sweeping the steam-boat. 
everything before it, it is reduced in The new road to Bienne, along the 
summer to a noisome driblet of water, 
exhaling unwholesome effluvia. 	A 

W. shore of the lake, shortens the 
journey to that place, to Soleure, and 

tunnel 	has, 	in 	consequence, 	been to 	Basle, by 3 hours, and .. is far 
made through, the rock at the bend prettier than the old road (Route 
before alluded to, for the purpose of 45). 
carrying its waters entirely clear of  Diligences go daily from Neuchatel 
the town into the lake, at a consider- to Pontarlier and Besancon, to Berne 
able distance S. of its present outlet. and Bale, to Geneva and.Lausanne. 

A new road to Vallengin has been 
traced- 	up 	this 	gorge, 	following 
ltearly the line of the conduit which 
supplies Neuchatel with water. 	It 
will require to be cut through the 
limestone rock for nearly 2 miles, but 

ROME 45. 	I 
vie 

BIEN'NE TO YYZEDUN AND immuring, 
BY THE LAKES OP MENNE AND 

will avoid altogether the painful as- 
cent and descent which the existing 
road makes. 

N isucnATEL. ` 

184 stunden = 641 English miles. 
The principal produce of the can- Bienne is described in Route 1. 

ton is wine ; the best sorts resemble An excellent new road was finished 
J3tirgundy, butaremuch inferior. The in 1837, along the W. shore of the 
chief manufacture is that of watches lake of Bienne, partly by cutting a 
and clocks, of erhich 130,000 are, it passage through the rock. It is about 
is said, exported annually : the cen- 8 miles shorter ttan the old road by 
trice! seat of it may be said to be the Siselen, and perfectly.level, while the 
valley of Chaos de Ponds and Lode other is very hilly. 
( Route 48).; but much is done in the The Lake of Bienne (German 
town of Neuchatel. 	" Most of the Bieler See) is about 10 miles long 
watches sold at Geneva are made in and nearly 3 broad. 	It is 8 feet 
the canton of Neuchatel ; the dealers 
at Geneva contracting for all the 

lower than the lake of Neuchatel, 
whostillIMPPPPMeteva.at its S. ex- 

good ones, and leaving the bad. 	But tremity by the 	Thiel, discharging 
the manufacturers of Neuchatel are 
now beginning to cultivate for them- 

them 	again 	at 	the 	N.E. corner, 
through a continuation of the same 

selves this branch of industry, which river. 	Its banks are 	neither bold 
is gradually leaving Geneva."-1Y. C. nor striking, but it possesses much 
2'. quiet beauty of scenery, although it 

The Steamer navigating the lake owes its celebrity chiefly to lions- 
sets out from Neuchatel at 6 A.M., 
reaches Yverdun at 9 ; sets out to 

scau's residence on it, and to his some-
what extravagant praises. The Isle St. 

return at 10; reaches Neuchatel at Pierre, op which he took refuge for 
12 or 1. 	Three times a week it 2 months, in 1765, after his proscrip- 
leaves for Mores at 2, returns thence tion at 	Paris and his 	pretended 
at 4, and arrives at 	Neuchatel at stoning lit Metiers ( Route 49), is 
'7 r.m. 	By means of this convey- situated about 6 miles from Bienne. 
ance a traveller, leaving Neuchatel Boats may be hired at almost all the 
in the morning may reach Lausanne villages on* the lake to row to it. 
at 14; in time for the Geneva steamer %here is now (1841) a steamer on 
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132 	Route 15.— Rousseau's island — Lac de Bienne. 
• . 

the lake in connection with that on solitaires, qui niment a s'enivrer des 
the lake of Neuchatel. 	. charmes de la nature et a se recueillir 

Carriages may be sent on from dans un silence que ne trouble nucun 
Bienne to Glerisse, a village opposite bruit quo Ic cri des aigles, le Tannage 
the island, to wait. entrecoupe de quelques oiseaux, et le 

The island, a pretty object, is a roulement des torrents qui tombent 
ridge of sandstone, 	rising 12 feet de Ia montagne. 	Co beau bassin 
above the lake, and prolonged south- d'une forme presque ronde, renferme 
wards, under water, to the bill called dans son milieu deux 	petites lies; 
Jolimont. It is crowned by a beauti- l'unc habit& et culti,yee, d'environ 
ful grove of magnificent old oaks, the demi-lieue 	de 	tour ; 	l'autre, 	plus 
shade of which in summer is molt petite, &scree et en friche, et qui 
refreshing. 	The following descrigt sera detruite a la fin par lea trans- 
tion is gives of it by Rousseau in his ports de la terre qu'on en lite sans 
Reveries : — cesse pour reparer les degats que les 

" De toutes les habitations, oit jai vagues et les orages font a la graude. 
demeure (et fen Atm de charmantes), 
aucune ne m'a tenths sieeritablement 

Cost ainsi quo Ia substance du faible 
est toujours employee au profit du 

beureux, et ne m'a laisse de si ten- puissant. 
dyes regrets que rile de St. Pierre au " 11 n'y a dans l'ile qu'une seule 
milieu du lac 	de Bienne. 	Cette maison, mais grende, agreable et com- 
petite ile qu'on appelle is Neufchatel mode, qui appartient a l'hopital de 
tile de la matte, est hien peu connue, 
mame en Suisse. 	Copendant elle est 

Berne, ainsi que Pile, et au loge le 
receveur avec sa famine et ses domes- 

tres-agreable et sisguliarcment situ& tiqucs. Il y entretient une nombreuse 
pour le bonheur d'un homme qui bosse-cour, une voliare et des reser- 
aime a se circonserire ; car quoique voirs pour les poissons. 	L'ile dane 
je sois pent-etre le soul au monde a an petitesse est telleniieut varies dans 
qui sa destine en sett fait une loi, je ses terrains et data ses aspects, qu'elle 
ne puis croire itre to scut qui sit un olFre toutes sortes de sites, et south.° 
goid si nature!, quoique je ne l'aie toutes sortes deculture : on y trouvo 
trouve jusqu'ici chez nul autre. des champs, des vignes, des bola, des 

.‘ Les rives.du lac do Bienne sont vergers, des gras paturages ombrages 
plus sauvages et phis romantiques de bosquets et bordes d'arbrisseaux 
que cellos du Inc de Goa! • 	parse de toute espece, dont le bord des esux 
quo les ro 	,., 	. 	s y 	ordent entretient Ia fraicheur; 	une haute 
l'eau de plus pros ; .mais elks ne sont terrasse plantee de deux rangs d'arbres 
pas moins rianteri-il y a moins de enlace l'ile dans toute Sri longueur, et 
culture 	de champs 	et 	de vignes, 
moil's de villas et de maisons ; it y a 

dons le milieu de cette terrasse on a 
bad un joli salon, oie les habitants 

aussi plus de•verdure naturelle, plus des rives voisines se rassemblent .et 
de prairies, d'asiles ombrages de bo- viennent danser les Dimanchcs durant 
cages, des contrastes plus frequents les vendanges. 	Une do mes naviga. 
et 	des 	accidens 	plus 	rapproclies. tions les plus frequentes &Mt d'aller 
Comma it n'y a pas sur cos heureux de la graude a In petite ile, d'y debar- 
bords de grawdes routes commodes quer et d'y passer l'apres-dinee, mutat 
pour les voitures, le pays est you fro- a des promenades tras-circonscrites 
quentd par les voyageurs • : ) mais it nu milieu des marceaux, des boor- 
est intdressant pour des contemplatifs daisies, des persicaires, et des arbris- 

seaux de toute 	espece ; 	et 	tantat 
• Steam boats and the new road along the rn'etaLdisaunt au sommet d'un tertre 

W. shore of tlio lake, withinso musket.sbot 
of the /8111114i, have produced a great change 
on this head since Rousseau wrote. 	• 

sablonneux, convert de gazon, de ser-
polet, de Gears, memo d'esparcettes 
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et de trefles qu'on avait vrai-sem- walls, doors, shutters, and windows 
blablement semds autrefois. are scribbled 	over ,with 	names of 

" Quand It lac agitd ne me per- visitors of all nations. 	For some 
mettait pas la navigation, je passais time after his arrival he remained 
mon 	apres-midi 	a 	parcourir 	I'ile, 
m'asseyant tantot dans les rdduits les 

almost unknown ; but as soon as the 
presence of the author of the " Con- 

plus Taints et les plus solitaires pour tat Social" on the island became 
y raver a mon aise, tam& sur Ics ter- noised abroad, it was inundated with 
lasses et les tertres pour parcourir des shoals of curious visitors. 	To escape 
veux le supetbe et 	ravissant coup their importunities he used to climb 
d'teil du lac et de SOS rivages, con- up by a stove, through a trap-door 
ronn6 d'un cute par des montagnes (gall shown) into the garret, and fre.. 
prochaines, et de Pante elargi en Tuently, when informed by his host 
riches et 	fertiles 	plaines 	clans les- that a party had come expressly to 
quelles la vue s'etendait jusqu'aux see him, refused to appear — " Je ne 
montagnes bleuatres plus dloigndes suls pas ici dans une menagerie.' 
qui In bornnicnt. 	En sortant dune 
longue et deuce reverie, me voyant 

After having, lir his own account, 
made up his mind to end his days on 

entour6 de verdure, de 	d'oi- ,fleurs, his beloved island, he was at length 
scans, et laissant error mes yeux au expelled the canton of Berne, by a 
loin sur les romanesques rivages qui decree of the Grand Council, after in 
bordaient une vastc etendue dune vain begging them, in preference,rto 
eau claire et cristalline, j'assimilais a commute his sentence into perpetual 
mes fictions tous ces aimables objets ; imprisonment and to lock him up for 
et me trouvant enfin ramentS par de- life in some old castle. 
grds a moi-meme, et a tout cc qui " We rambled over this lovely 
m'entourait, je nc pouvais marquer le island for a couple of hours. 	We 
point de separalion des fictions aux left it with the Ireatest regret, and 
realites, tant tout concourait egale- if ever we are in this country again 
ment a me rendre chore la vie re- we certainly shall speed a day here. 
cueillie et solitaire flue je menais The whole view is one of quiet love- 
dans ce beau sejour. 	Otte ne •.peut- liness, which gives one a feeling of 
elk renaitre encore! 	Que ne puis-je repose after the grandeur of Alpine 
alter fink mes jours dans cette lie scenery."-14. F. 
cherie, sans en ressortir jamais, ni S Nc veville (Germ. Neustadt), a 
jamais y revoir anent' habitant du little tom 	- 	T1111Yiaants, on the 
continent qui me rappelat le souvenir edge of the lake at the foot of the 
des calamites de torte espece qu'ils Chasseral, and a little to the S.W. 
se plaisent a rassembler sur moi de- of the two islands. 
puis tant d'annees !" 

lie has further recorded the mode 
On the opposite side of the lake, 

near its S. extremity, stands Erlach 
of' passing his time on the island, in 
botanizing, in music, in climbing the 

(Cerlier), at the foot of the Jolimont, 
a hill of sandstone, which sends out 

trees, with a bag tied round him to the spur prolonged into the Isle St. 
gather the fruit, in carrying over a Pierre, producing shallows covered 
colony of rabbits, to stock the neigh- with ,reeds stretching into the lake. 
bouring islet, and in. allowing him- The borders of the lake of Neu• 
self to drift for hours across the lake, 
stretched on his back in a little boat_ 

chatel are reached at 
14 	St. lillaize, and 	an 	improved 

The farm house in which he dwelt,  
now serves as an inn, but Rousseau's 

road, skirting the edge of the vine-
yards, conducts thence to 

room is preserved nearly in the state I. Isizucultna (see Route 94, p. 
in which he left it, except that its 126.). 

   
  



134 	Route 45. — Neuchdtel to Yverdun— Grandson. • 
A steam-boat (sec p. 191.) and dill.- a third part of them, and where his 

gences run daily between Neuchatel cavalry and artillery were useless.. 
and Yverdun, The advanced guard of the Swiss, who 

Posthorses are provided 	on 	the came from Neuchatel, was posted 
road to Yverdun. near Concise (a village in canton 
• Si posts Vaumarcus. Vaud), and their batteries on the 

2 posts Yverdun. § 590. heights did great execution upon the 
A little more than a mile from the Burgundians. 	Here, falling on their 

gates of 'Neuchatel the road crosses knees in prayer, as was the custom 
the glen of Serridres by a, handsome 
stone bridge, built by Marshal Ber- 

of the Swiss at the opening of a battle, 
they received on 	their 	lances the 

thier. 	The bottom of it is occupiqii charge of the Burgundian horse, who 
by a little hamlet, composed of 'h mistook their attitude for one of sub. 
group of water-mills, turned by a mission. 	From the hills above, later 
remarkable stream, rising in the head in the day, echoed the war-horns of 
of the dell and falling into the lake, 
after a course of allbmore than half a 

Uri and Unterwalden, announcing the 
arrival of reinforcements from those 

mile. :Though it rema•s, as it were, 
but a few minutes above ground, it 

cantons, 	and spreading dismay in 
the hearts of Charles and his forces. 

rises in sufficient force and volume The scene of the battle lies between 
to turn a wheel within 200 yards of 
its source, and subsequently sets in 

Concise— (Inn : L'Ecu de France, 
comfortable)—and 

motion several others, both above and A Grandson—( Inns : Lion d'Or ; 
below .the bridge. 	It is fed from Croix Rouge, not good ;)—a town of 
secret reservoirs .within the moon- 890 inhabitants, with a 	venerable 
tain, and is probably to be identified 
with some of those singular streams 

castle, now converted into a snuff-ma- , 
nufactory, on an eminence above the 

which 	bury themselvew 	in 	various lake. 	It is historigelly remarkable 
places among the cavernous  range of because before the battle of Grandson 
the Jura. 	• it resisted for 10 days the assaults 

About S miles farther is Colum- 
bier, once the seat of the Scotch Mar- 

and artillery of he Burgundian army, 
When at length the garrison, reduced 

shal Keith, the friend and general of by famine and invited by the offer 
Frederick the Great :- he was go- of free pardon, by a spy or deserter 
Vernon of Nettchittel. 	Cor 	' od, by 
the water 	' 	, 	i s. one of the 

who bad entered the castle by stealth, 
surrendered it, Charles, with a fern- 

best wines in the canton. city peculiar to his character, caused 
. si St. Aubin—(Ian : Couronne ;) them to be stripped and hung by 
— a village half-way to Yverdun. hundreds on the surrounding trees, 
Near it are the castles of Gorgier and and as many more to be drowned in 
Vaumarcus. 	An excursion may be the lake. 	But two days after, on 
made from this over the hills to the the Sd of March, 1478, he expiated 
Creux do Vent ( Route 99). this atrocious crime, and experienced 

It was with the view of relieving the vengeance of the Swiss in the me- 
the unimportant fort of Vaumarcus, 
in which some.of his councillors and 

roorable defeat of his host 50,000 
strong, by the army of the confede- 

friends were besieged by the Swiss, 
that Charles the Bojd of Burgundy 

rates, amounting to not much more 
than A of that number; 	and was 

abandoned his strongly fortified camp himself compelled to fly for his life 
babied Grandson, and marched his across the mountains, with but five 
forces down to the narrow strip be- 
tween the lake and tht mountains, 
where there was not space to deploy 

followers. 	The spoil of his camp, 
which fell into the hands of the sic- 
tors, included 120 pieces of„cannon. 
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•- 	,-, 	6 	• .) 	1  600 	standards, all 	his jewels and 

,regalia, costly hangings, and military 
ROUT 	W O 	..i . 1 ,s.t 	• 

listrorkret. TO LA C 4.11E 	E E4Dirb 	
it...,

g 4., chest ; on that day gold and dia. j. 	•04. • 	..e",  AND LOC  
moods were dealt out to the Swiss ''... 	1 -, 	• • .'t by handfuls. 6 stunden — IN Eng. miles--' 

The Church of Grandson is very Diligences daily. 
ancient ; Fare! preached the reformed The high road to Vallengin is at 
doctrines from its pulpit. 	There is present carried over the steep hill at 
a path over the hills from Grandson the back of Neuchatel; a new line is 
to Motiers Travers. proposed, which will conduct it di- 

1 Yecrdun (German Ifferten) — rectly through the profound chasm of 
(Inns: 	1-1. 	de Londres, good but te Seyon (see p. 130.). 
dear ; Maison Rouge, also good, and li Vallengin— (Inn : Couronne) 
said to be more reasonable)—a town — is the principal place In the fertile 
of 9248 inhabitants, at the S. ex- Val 	de 	Ruz. 	Its 	Castle (now a 
tremity of the lake Neuchatel, at the piison) is in part as old as the 12th 
spot where 	the Orbe 	(thenceforth century: its bacalris washed by the 
called 	Thiele) 	falls into 	it. 	It is Seyon. 	ThaliChurch, a perfectly re- 
built upon the site of the Roman gular Gothic structure, was built by 
Ebrodunum, whose name, with a little a Count of Vallengin, on his return 
change, it still inherits. from the crusades, in consequence of 

The Castle, built in the 12th cen- a vow made to the Virgin in a storm 
tury by Conrad of Zirbringen, became at sea that lie would build a church 
the school-house 	and 	residence of upon 	the 	water; 	accordingly 	the 
Pestalozzi, from 1805 to 1825. 	Al- stream of the valley is conducted un- 
though the founder of a system of der the building. 
education, and 'of many schools both A steep and long ascent up the 
in Europe and 4merica, he was a very TCte de Rang leads, through unin- 
bad practical schoolmaster himself; teresting country, to 
and 	this establishment, 	the 	head- S La Chaos do Fonds — (Inn : 
quarters as it were *of his system, 
turned out a signal failure. 

Lilie)—a scattered village, of 9000 
inhabitants, in a bleak, upland, and 

A very delightful excursion may desolate valley, bare of wood, and 
be made from this up the Val Orbe from its great elevation of 9070 ft. 
to the Lac de Joux (Route 50). above 	sea ca gable of producing 
The road hence to Geneva passes only a scam 	 fiats. 	The 
through Val Orbe. village covers an area not less than 

Diligences go to Lausanne, and a that of the city of Oxford, each cottage 
steamboat to Neuchatel from Yver- being an isolated cube, surrounded 
dun daily. by a croft or garden half an acre or 

About a toile S. of the town, at the an acre in extent. 	Its inhabitants 
extremity of an avenue of poplars, a are reputed to be very rich. 	After 
Mineral bath is passed : the water is Locle, it is the chief seat of the ma- 
warm and sulphureous. nufacture 	of clocks 	and 	watches. 

11 Essertines; a rich country to This is not carried on in large facto- 
Lausanne. ries, but in the separate dwellings of 

11 Echallens, a village on the river the workmen. 	Each man usually 
Talent, with 714 inhabitants. makes only ogo particular piece of 

23 LAUSANNE (in Route 56). machinery. leaving even the finishing 
of it tmothers. 	The number of per. 
sons here and at Lock, and in the 
neighbouriffg district engaged in dif-
ferent .branclies of watchmaking is 

   
  



136 	Routes 48, 49. — Lock —Ponturlier to Nettcheitel. • 
about 12,000; the wages vary from effectually carries off into the Doubs 
4 fr. to 10 fr. a day. 	The number of the previously stagnant waters. 	At• 
gold and silver watches made in 1836 a short distance from Avis artificial 
was 108,295; in 1774 the total num- drain or emissary, and about a mild 
her of watches made was Boo. There from Lode, the river disappears in 
are two subterranean mills here, turned a natural opening, sinking into the 
by the stream of the valley previous heart of the mountain, through a 
to its sinking underground ; the rocks vertical abyss, more than 100 ft. deep. 
have been blasted to afford space for This water-power, or privilege, as an 
the mills; but those at Lode are American would call it, is not lost; 
even more curious. 	 ' but, in order to render it available, 

Instead of following the high-roai 
to Lode, the pedestrian may take a 

3 or 4 mills have been constructed, 
one below the other, in the cavernous 

footpath (a Valk of six hours) across cleft—each receiving, in turn, the 
the hills to the Sant du Doubs, or stream, which puts its wheels in mo- 
waterfalls of the Doubs—the river tion. 	" You 	go down flights 	of 
which .separates Vitvitzerland 	from broken and slippery stairs, cut in the 
France. 	It here tra*rses one of rock, to these mills, placed one under 
those singular gaps„ or rents in the another, in very frightful situations 
rock, between 300 ft. and 400 ft. deep, 
which are common in the Jura. 	Nu- 

undoubtedly, but rendered more so 
to the imagination of the beholder 

morons mills are turned by the force from the circumstances of darkness 
of the stream. 	Some large fragments and ignorance of the means by which 
of rock, which have fallen into the 
bed of the river, dam it up partly, 
and form what is called the Lac des 

the works are secured, by the noise, 
the unfathomable depth below, &c." 
— Simond. 

Brenets. 	The' Scene is wild, and There is another road from Lode 
has been compared to a Welsh land- 
scope, but its beauty has been ex- 
aggerated. 	Brenets is about 3 miles 

to Neuchiltel, by Climax de Milieu, 
Les Ponts, the heights of La Tourne, 
and Corcelles. 

from Lode. •• 
There is a carriage-road direct from 

Chant de Fonds to 	. ROUTE 49. 
l i Lode—(Inn: Trots Rois)— 

another scattered 	will' ” 	upied 
PONTARLIER (In FRANCE), TO NE11- 

by an indussll population of 5886 CHATEL, BY MOTIERS TRAVERS. 

souls,—the men chiefly watch-makers, 
the women lace-makers; rebuilt since 

IN stunden = 35 Eng. miles. 
A diligence daily. 

a fire which consumed it in 1833. The road is supplied with post- 
The 	little _strewn of the Bied, 

which traverses the valley, loses it- 
horses. (See Handbook for Travellers 
in France.) 

self, at a short distance from Lode, 
in a chasm in the rock. 	This out- 

At Pontarlier —(rane: La Poste, 
good — Lion d'Or) — the last town 

let, 	however, iii'oved 	insufficient to in France. 
drain the valley ; 	and the district The road first ascends by the side 
around the town was, in consequence, 
inundated at the season of the melt- 

of the river 	Daubs, and 	through 
the pass of La Cluse„ which may 

ing of the snows—,iind not much be called a mountain gateway be- 
better than a morass at xany time. tween 	France and 	Switzerland, to 
To remedy this evil, a tunnel, 950 ft. 8t. Pierre de Joux. 	The defile is 
long, was pierced through the screen 
of solid 	limestone-rock.  which en- 

commanded by the ChAteau de Joux, 
situated on the summit of a preci- 

compasses the valley, and this now pice, at the foot of which 4the roads 
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from Pontarlier and Salins, and those under that name, is ma4le on the 
from 	Neuchatel and 	Geneva, by upland pastures of the Jura. 
Jougne, unite. 	This frontier-fort was The descent from the summit of 
the prison of the unfortunate Tous- the ridge into the Val Travers is 
saint l'Ouvereure, when treacherously through another narrow gorge, called 
carried off from St. Domingo by com- La Chaim, because the passage was 
mend of Napoleon. 	He ended his at one time stopped by a massy 
days here, some say by violent means; chain drawn across the road, 	and 
but the sudden transition from the fastened to staples in the rock. 	This 
climate of the 	tropics to 	a 	dark primitive fortification is said to have 
dungeon on the heights of the Jura 
sufficiently explains the cause of his 

been a relic of the Burgundian wars, 
intended to arrest the artillery of 

death, 	without 	the 	need 	of vio- Charles the Bold. 
lence. 	Here also was confined, pre- % At the village of St. Sulpice the 
viously, another remarkable prisoner, river Reuse, which waters the Val 
Mirabeau, who was sent hither by Travers, rises out of the itick. 	This 
virtue of a lettre de cachet obtained abundant source is said to be the out- 
by his father“ l'Ami des Hommes," as let of the Lac d'Etalieres, situated 
he called himself, and the tyrant of his about 10 miles ofiramong the bills. 
ovrtf family, as lie proved himself. 3 Motiers Prayers—(Ian: Maison 
Mirabeau having by his insinuating de Commune)—is a village inhabited 
manners obtained leave from the go- by watch and lace-makers, on the rt. 
vernor to visit the town of Pontarlier bank of the Reuse, which has ob- 
on parole, made love to Madame de tained some notoriety as the place of 
Monive, the young wife of an old ma- residence of Jean Jacques Rousseau 
gistrate there, and eloped with her to after his banishment from Geneva. 
Holland. 	She was the Sophie to In the house occupied by him his 
whom be addressed sonic of his ob- desk is shown, at which he wrote his 
scene writings. celebrated ',Lewes de la Montagne;" 

Between the villages of Verrieres 
de Joux and 

and up-stairs, in .„a wooden gallery, 
two peeping-holes, through which he 

Verri6res de Suisse, the French could observe people.out of doors 
frontier is crossed. 	°The Custom- without 	being 	seen 	himself. 	He 
house regulations on this part of the quitted the place under the pretence 
French frontier are more than usually of having been persecuted, and be- 
rigorous. - In some places, there is a cause the boys threw stones at his 
treble line of douaniers, which makes 
it 	advisable to 	have the 	luggage 

windm 	' 	• residence here, 
Voltaire venter 	its 	t e • ,ainst him 

plom14 at the first station. 	In some in a satire, of which the following 
places 	the 	douaniers 	attend 	only verses are a sample : — 
during certain. 	hours of the day, and " Dina un vallon fort lien nomm6 Trotters ' persons 	arriving 	in 	their 	absence S'eleve un moot oral odour des hirers, 	_ 
Must await their return. 	Travellers 
should ascertain by previous inquiry 
what these hours are (?). 

Son front abler se peril dans les flanges, 
Satilecrucin"warstoTsferraxntdree: esanurevralies, 
13,u 'Dieu du jour ignor6s a jamrds. 

The country now becomes exceed- eutmnr.ral'alais ; altedt: .litu:esesonmu ilfrochlnucer  ingly romantic—the hills clothed with Cet ennend de in nature hgmaine ; 
forests, the valleys carpeted with the 
richest verdure, and sprinkled with 

Petal d'orguen et devore de fiet 	. li fad to monde et cramt de vow le met.. 

neat cottages in the picturesque style The Val Treaters is highly pic- 
ot' architecture peculiar to the chain turesque. *A few miles lower down 
of the Jura and Alps. 	Cheese, nearly' it is boulided on the rt. by a remark- 
as good as that of Gruyeres, and sold able mountaLn, called Creux de Vent, 

   
  



X38 	Route 50. — Yverdun to Geneva — Lac de Jour. 

48o0ft. ab2ve the sea. 	" Its summit town of 1927 inhabitants, built on a 
is hollowed out into a vast and pro- 
found cavity, 500ft. deep, surrounded 

hill nearly insulated by the Orbe, 
which is crossed by two bridges, each 

by an amphitheatre of limestone rock of a single arch, a lower one of great 
front the top to the bottom." 	It antiquity, and an upper+ and modern 
is more than two miles in diameter, arch, 124 R. span, in use at present. 
" At times when a change of wea- 
titer is impending, the crater of the 

It was the Roman station Urbigenum, 
and a place of importance in the 

mountain is seen to become suddenly middle ages, under the Burgundian 
filled with a cloud of white vapour, 
working, and rising and falling with 

Kings, who had a Royal Castle here. 
The fair but cruel Brunehilde, Queen 

an easy but perceptible motion, until of the Franks, took refuge here, with 
the whole hollow presents the appear. her grand-daughter, but was 	soon 
ance of an immense caldron of boiliqk put to death. 	The three sons of 
vapour, which seldom rises above the Lotbaire 	I. 	met here, in 855, to 
edge. 	'If Any escape, it is by the divide his kingdom. 	In 1475 the 
opening towards the defile; 	and I Swiss took Orbe by assault; but the 
have seen it repeatedly issue in a Castle, whose venerable ruins, now 
thin white line, a% float gradually reduced to two solitary towers of an- 
down the centre of thelkalley till im- tique structure, are still a conspicuous 
perceptibly 	diminished 	and 	dissi- object in the view of the town, made a 
paced."— Latrobe. lengthened resistance. • The garrison, 

The echo produced by firing a gun yielding step by step, disputed the 
within the Creux de Vent, is like a 
scattered fire of musketry, or a sue- 

possession of each 	chamber, stair, 
and passage. 	The last remnant were 

cession of discharges from a battery ; pursued into a tower, which the Swiss 
and the hollow may be called the set fire to, and the few who fell into 
very cradle of the winds, which ap- their hands alive were thrown over 
pear 	to 	be 	perpetually 	blowing the battlements. 	"The circular tower 
from it. 	 • of the Castle, not finlike the cele- 
, 	La Clusette, near Brod, is a very 
picturesque dekle —the road hanging 
over the precipice. 	A steep ascent 

brated Irish 	towers in construction, 
though of very different proportions, 
should be attentively examined." 

carries the road out of the Val Tra- There is a high-road into France 
vers ; and at the top of the ridge, 
near the site of What once was the 

from Orbe, along the I. bank of the 
Orbe, by Jougne and Salins. 

robber castle t iminz, 
21 Itoel 	 il t.lieautiful 	view 

About 2 miles above the town, near 
Mont Charand, is a 	cavern, with 

opens through the gap of the defile, 
over the lake of Neuchatel, and the 

stalactites, called Grotte aux Fees; 
not far from it is a cascade of the 

Alps along the horizon. Orb°. 
li Nem:arcs. (Route 44). An interesting excursion may be 

made from Orbe to the Lac de Jona. 
, 	IMUTE 50. The 	carriage-road 	thither turns 

YVEADIIN TO GENEVA, BY °ROE, WITII away from the river at once, and pro-
ceeds through Romainmotier, under I 	EXCURSION TO TIIE LAC DE JOUX. 

15g stunden = 51g Eng. miles. 
the singular mountain called Dent de 
Vaulion, to Le Pont, on the Lae de 

The daily diligence performs the deux. 	The vale of the Orbe is one 
journey from Neuelvatel to Geneva of the most beautiful in the Jura, and 
in 16 hours. 	• the pedestrian may find a  footpath 

2 Othe — (Inn : La Maison de along its banks, up to its source, in 
Ville) — a picturesque dind ancient the cliff below Pont. 
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Pont, a little village, named from gush gentleman, named Rerbert, who 
a bridge across the channel, which was drowned in a well near the chit. 
connects the Lac de Joux with the lets of the Mont Tendre, in 1837, is 
small Eaa des Brennet, is the best 
head-quartert, as it has a tolerable 

buried at Mont Richer. Henri Chenu, 
fruitier, is said to be a good guide 

inn. 	It is prettily situated, at the S. for the Mont Tendre. 	There is a 
base of the Dent de Vaulion, one side cross-road along the N. W. shore of 
of which is a sheer precipice of bare the Lac de Jour from Pont to Les 
limestone 2000 ft. high—the other a Rousses, on the great post road from 
steep slope, or inclined plane, covered Dijon to Geneva. 	Another cross- 
with verdant turf. It requires a steady road, winding round the shoulder of 
head to look from the top over the the Mont Tendre, runs direct from 
verge of the precipice. Pont to Aubonne, on the way to Ge. 

About 3 miles N. of Pont, and the Aleva, rendering it unnecessary to re- 
same distance above Vallorbe, is the 
source of the Orbe, which rises at 
once a copious stream, supplied, it is 
supposed, by subterranean conduits 

turn to Orbe. 

The lake of Geneva is only about 
from the Lac de Jour. 190ft. lower thdrthat of Neuchatel. 

The valley in which the Lac de The road film Orbe traverses the 
Aux is situated contains two other high ground, or water-shed separating 
!ekes, Le Ter' and Brennet, and is the two basins. 	An attempt was 
entirely shut in by high bills ; so that, 
although these sheets of water are fed 

made, in 1639, to connect the two 
lakes, and through them unite the 

by all the streams of the valley, they Rhine with the Rhone, by means of 
have no visible outlet above ground. a canal cut between the rivers Orbe 
There are, however, large cavities and and Venoge. 	It was finished as far 
orifices 	in the beds of these lakes, 
called entonnoirs, through which the 

as Entre Roche, a distance of about 
12 miles; but difficulties, either in the 

Waters escape. ° These fissures are levelling, or occasioned by the inter- 
sometimes rendered incapable of car- ference of private interests, prevented 
rying off the waters from internal its being carried farther. 	The plan 
obstructions, and 	thus 	inundations of completing it has been revived in 
are caused in the valley.. 	A tunnel, 
of no very great extent, might drain 

1838. 	It lies about a mile and a 
half to the E. of the road. 

the lake entirely. 	The Lac de Jour 
is nearly 3500 ft. above the level of 

1i La Sarraz is an ancient town, 
rotnans e Venoge. 

the sea. 	The source of the Orbe is 
about 700ft. lower than the surface 

About 4 miles further r Cossonex, 
from which town roads branch off to 

of the Jake. The scenery of the Valley Lausanne and Morges. 
de Jour is most romantic, and will 44 Aubonne—(An: Couronne)— 
alone compensate for a visit. 	Along 
the S. E. side of the lake rises the 

an ancient town of 1667 inhabitants, 
with an Eastern-looking castle. 	By. 

imposing mass of the Mont Tendre, ron says of it— " The entrance and 
5730 ft. high : 	its lower slopes are bridge, something like that of Dur- 
well wooded. 	The view from its ham: it commands by fur the fairest 
summit, extending to Mont Blanc on view of the lake of Geneva (and of 
the one side, and to Soleure on the Mont Blanc behind it) ; a grove, on 
other, will repay the trouble of the the height, of very noble trees. 	Here 
ascent. 	There is a path down the 
opposite side of the mountain, lea+ 

Tavernier, 	the 	Eastern 	traveller, 
bought.(ot built) the château, because 

ing, 	in 	2 hours, 	to the village of the site resembled and equalled that 
Mout Richer. 	An unfortunate En- of Erivan, # frontier city of Persia. 

   
  



140 	Route 53. — Dijon to Geneva — Ascent of the Dole. 

Here he figislied his voyages." 	Au- 14 La Vattay. 	In descending the 
bonne is less than 3 miles distant mountain a sublime view is disclosed 
from the lake. 	About 8 miles W. of of the Alps, Mont Blanc, the lake of 
Aubonne, in the heart of the Jura, 
and about 2 miles N. of the village 

Geneva, and the interxening plain. 
There is another road to Geneva by 

of St. George is a cavern filled with St. Cergues (instead of Gex), "it 
ice, called the Glaciere.; This natural branches off a little beyond Les 
ice-house is entered by ladders from Rousses, and is very preferable in 
above. 	The floor is of solid ice, 
many feet thick, and stalactites of the 
same hang from the walls and roof. 

some respects. It has been made at a 
great expense by the Canton de Vaud, 
and is one of the finest works of the 

A guide may be obtained at St. kind.; 
George's. " Les Rousses to St. Cergues, 14 

1 Rolle, on the high-road front post; St. Cergues to Nyon. 
Geneva to Lausanne ( Route 56). " The traveller is recommended to 

63 GENEVA (See Route .53). mount the steep and 	picturesque 
streets of Nyon up to the fine old 
Chateau, once the seat of the Baillis 

ROUTE aft. de Nyon, in order to see the view 
from the Terrasse des Marroniers." 

DIJON TO GENEVA. " St. Cergues is the spot from 
25 French posts =---121 Eng. miles. which the Dole, the highest summit 
Diligences rutt daily in 22 hours. of this part of the chain of the Jura, 
DIJON. ( Inns : 	Hotel du Parc, in can be most easily ascended. 	Mules 

a sort of park outside the town.; — and guides can be procured at the 
H. de la Cloche best ) 	For a de- small 	inn • of 	St. Cergues,• which 
tailed description of this road, see affords tolerable accommodation for a 
Handbook for. France. night. 	The ascent of the Dille front 

li Auxonne— (Inn : 	Hotel du St. Cergues require.sahout 3 hours' 
Grand Cerf). 	. march; 	but it is neither fatiguing 

2 Dole. 	In clear weather, Mont nor dangerous. 	Perhaps there is no 
Blanc may beseen from this neigh- mountain in Switzerland which better 
bourhood. 

21 Mont Sous Vaudrey. 	A de- 
repays the traveller for his fatigue, 
and no view more wonderfully exten- 

lightful road leads from this to Neu- sive, and admirably diversified, than 
Ovate], by Salins•and the Val Travers that which it commands."— R. 
(Route 491„.01......1111=1. The descent of the Jura to Gex is 

24 Poliorps,: Hotel de Ge- now (1842) made much more easy 
nOve). 	— and convenient than before, by an 

14 Montrond. excellent new road. 	. 
13 Champagnole has 	two small 2 Gex. 	Ferney, Voltaire's resi- 

inns;  Hotel d,e, Geneve and de Lyon. deuce (described in p. 149.), is passed 
14 Maisonneuve. 5 miles before reaching 
14 St. Laurent (Inn: La Poste). 2 GENEVA. 	Germ. 	Genf' Ital. 
14 Morey (Inn: La Poste).  Ginevra. 	( Inns : Hotel des Bergucs, 
14 Les Rrtusses. 	Here is the fron. 

tier Custom-house of France. 	Tra- 
a grand establishment, facing the lake, 
very tvellconducted. 	Charges—Table 

yellers arriving from Geneva undergo d'hote at 1, S fr. ; at 5, 4 fr., including 
strict 	search. 	Trinkets, 	musical wine; dinner in private, 6 fr., without 
boxes, and watches (?Wore than one) wine; breakfast, 2 fr. ; tea, 1 	fr. 	For 
must be declared. WatclA may now g beds and a sitting-room overlooking 
be introduced by paying a duty of 	the lake, 15 fr. a day were charged in 
5 fr. a piece. 	• 	 1837 ; servant's board, 4 fr. a day ;— 
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Couronne, a very good house, re- lation has been excited on. the opro- 
cently rebuilt, and also facing the site bank by the sight of this modern 
lake, capital cuisine; a room on the rival. 	The unsightly houses which 
second floor, fronting the lake, cost lined the margin of the lake have 
only 3 fr. a day ; — L'Ecu de Ge- been refaced and beautified, while a 
neve, a new house, rivalling in size broad belt of land has been gained 
and accommodation the H. des Ber- from the water to form a Quai. 
goes; comfortable and well-managed. This is connected with the Quai des 
At Secheron, about I i 	mile from Bergues by two handsome bridges, 
Geneva, on the road to Lausanne, is thrown across the lake, and united 
the Hotel d'Angleterre, kept by De. with a small island, formerly a part 
jean, and nearer to the town on the of the fortifications, now occupied by 
same side the Hotel des Etrangers, 
which is highly spoken of.— La Ba- 

a very inferior statue of Rousseau. 
Geneva is still surrounded with ram- 

lance. parts and bastions, 	erected in the 
Gene,itt, 	though 	capital 	of the middle of the last century by the 

smallest of the Swiss cantons, except aristocratic magistracy of that period. 
Zug, is the most populous town in It is divided intobe upper and lower 
the Confederation, since it contains town ; and gips distinction arising 
29,960 inhabitants. 	It is well situ- 
ated, at the W. extremity of the lake 

from the uneven nature of the ground, 
is perpetuated in the rank and con- 

of Geneva, at the point where "the dition of the inhabitants of the two 
blue waters of the arrowy Rhone" divisions. 	The upper town consists 
issue out of it. 	The river divides almost 	entirely of the 	large 	and 
the town into two parts, and the in- handsome hotels of the burgher aris- 
tensely blue colour of its waters, al- tocracy, heretofore the senators and 
luded to by Byron, is certainly very magistrates of the republic. 	The 
remarkable, and resembles nothing so lower town is the seat of trade and 
much as the disaharge of indigo from 
a dyer's vat. 	The cause of it has not 

of democracy : its streets are narrow, 
its houses lofty, alltl it has something 

been 	satisfactorily 	explained. 	Sir of the air of the old town of Edit'. 
Humphry Davy attrilaited it to the burgh. 
presence of iodine. 	The extreme The feuds arising between the high 
purity lasts but for a short space, 
since a mile below the town it is pol- 

and low town were not few, nor void 
of interest; indeed, they would fill a 

listed by the admixture of the waters long and amusing historical chapter: 
of the turbid Arve, and retains the they oft2M1Mffnillhad,; but the 
same dingy hue all the way to the democrats below generally brought' 
sea. their exalted neighbours to reason by 

Geneva, if approached from the the simple expedient of cutting oft' 
lake, now presents a very imposing the water-pipes, taking especial care 
appearance, in consequence of im- to guard the hydraulic machine which 
provements recently completed, for furnished the supply to the upper 
which it is indebted, in no slight de- town, and which is situated in their 
gree, to the circulation of the gold quarter. 
of English travellers among its in- Although Geneva is a great focus 
habitants. 	An entirely new quarter of attraction 	for 	travellers of all 
has started up on the rt. bank of the nations, 30,000 being the number 
Rhone, called Quartier des Bergues, 
and displays a handsome front of tall 

which is calculated to pass through 
the town annually, it possesses few 

houses, among which is the Hotel' objects tof interest to the 	passing 
des Bergues lined with a broad quay, 
towards the lake. 	A spirit of emu- 

stranger. 	As a town, it is not very 
prepossessing; it has no fine public 

a  a 11 
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buildings, and scarcely any sights. 	It ter, with fine bas-reliefs, discovered in 
is owing to its beautiful environs, to the bed of the Arse, inscribed " Lar- 
its vicinity 	to 	Chamouni, 	to 	the gitas Valentiniani Augusti ; " some 
charming scenery of its lake, and to instruments of sacrificp found near 
its position on the high road from the rocks of Neptune' in the lake, 
Paris to Italy, that it has become a &c. &c. 	Also the lantern dropped in 
place of so much resort. the town ditch by one of the Savoyard 

The Cathedral, or Chirch of St. soldiers engaged in the unsuccessful 
Pierre, is of an extreme simplicity of attempts to scale the walls in 1602 
architecture. 	Its fine Corinthian por- (see p.144.). 
tico added on the outside is a blemish The New Post-office is a handsome 
where it is placed, but its interior edifice on the Place Bel Air (a letter 
possesses interest as a very early aid reaches London 	in 5, and arrives 
uncorrupted specimen of the Gothic thence in 4, days). 	Nearly oppo- 
of the 1 ltkcentury. 	It contains the site to it is Bird's Reading Room and 
tombs of Agrippa d'Aubigny, the Library, where four daily and eight 
friend of Henry IV., and grandfather or ten weekly London newspapers 
of Mad. de Main non, and that of 
the Comte de Bahama, leader of the 

are taken in, including the Times, 
Athenaeum, besides the Edinburgh and 

French Protestants in the reign of Quarterly, Galignani, 4c. 	Mr. Bird 
Louis XIII. 	• receives from England direct ,many 

The Murree -Rath, so named after articles essential to comfort, which 
its founder, General Rath, who left are not readily obtained abroad. 	He 
the reversion of his fortune to it, is a also keeps a list of all 	the villas,. 
neat building, close 	to 	the Porte houses, and apartments, to be let in or 
Neuve ; it contains a collection of 
pictures and other works of art, of no 

about Geneva ; acting as house-agent, 
and keeping it.list of arrivals. 

very great merit, the greater part by The best and most respectable Club 
native artists. 	Among the Genevese in Geneva is that wiled the Cerde de 
painters, Calarne,'Diday, and Hor- la Rive. 
nung, deserver o be mentioned. The Public Library attached to the 

The Musee d'Histoire Naturelk, in 
the Grand-Rue, is chiefly interesting 

College, a sehdastie-looking building, 
of no architectural pretensions, be- 

to the student as containing the geo- 
logical collections of Saussure ; the 

hind the cathedral, founded by Calvin, 
contains 40,000 volumes. 	The fol- 

fossil plants of MM,Bro,rniart and lowing curiosities are shown to all 
Decandollasesal 	

__ 	
s of M. who desire to see them :-394 MSS. 

14  ' 	ecker. - It is principally filled with letters of Calvin, almost illegible, but 
the native productions of Switzerland, 
and contains specimens of the •cha- 

with fair transcripts (there is one ad-
dressed to Lady Jane Grey while a 

mois, of the Bouquetin, the dog of prisoner in the Tower)'; 44 vols. of 
St. Bernard, of all the fishes of the his MSS. sermons between 1549 and 
rivers 	and lakes of this country ; 1560 ; 12 vols. of letters addressed 
among tliem the ferra, the lotte, and to him, and many important docu- 
a trout' ' weighing 43 lbs. from the ments relating to the council of Basle; 
4akeot.Geneva. several vols. of letters of Theodore 
I.. There -is the skin of an elephant, Beza ; the manuscript of the',  Noble 
-whialudived a long time in a mena- Lecon," a work of the ancient Wel- 
(genie in the town, bait at length be- denses ; part of the account-book of 
coming unruly was shot-• the household of Philip le Bel, for 

There is also a cabinet of' antiqui- 81308, written 	with. a 	style 	upon 
ties ; 	some of them found in the waxed tablets,but now almost effaced; 
'neighbourhood, such a.s.a silver buck- a 	translation 	of 	Quintus 	Curtius, 
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taken" along "with 	the 	baggage of 	Commentaries, where it is, described 
Charles the Bold, at Morat. 	The as " the last fortress of the 	Alio- 
discourses of St. Augustine, a i%IS. broges, and nearest to the Helvetian 
on papyrus of the 7th century. 	The frontier." 
library is omitted every day but Sa- 
turday and Sunday, from 11 to 4, 
and on Tuesday, to consult books, 
from 1 to 3. 

The building of the Old Prison, 
still called the Evech6, near St. Pe-
ter's church, was originally the palace 
of the bishops, who governed the city 

Geneva, if looked at in an histori- as temporal rulers, elected by the 
eal point of view, maybe said to pas- citizens, for many ages ; but at length 
secs an interest 	for the intelligent became almost nominees of the Duke 
traveller far greater than that to be of Savoy. The citizens, from the very 
derived from the individual objects of first, 	enjoyed a liberty above other 
curiosity contained within its walls. great towns of the empire, and showed 
The influence which she has exer- a bold and steady resistance to the 
cised, not only over Europe but over encroachments of their rulers, main. 
the world, by means of her children, 
or those whom she has adopted as 

taining, against force and persuasion, 
the municipal jw;rogatives derived 

her citizens, is quite out of propor- from their atisesTiirs, and from the 
tion to the limited extent of a terri- Golden Bull 31.  the Emperor Charles 
tory which one may traverse from IV. 	Thus, by a cautious and well- 
end to end in a morning's ride. 	Vol- conducted policy, they avoided being 
taire 	ridiculed 	its 	diminutiveness swallowed 	up 	by 	their 	powerful 
by saying, 4,  Quand je secoue 	ma neighbours, Savoy and France, or by 
perruque je poudre toute la repub- 
lique; " and the Emperor Paul called 

their friends the Swiss Cantons, who, 
though called in as allies to protect 

the disputes of its citizens a tempest them, were equally ambitious of in- 
in a tumbler of water; yet from Ge. corporating Geneva in their own ter- 
neva emanated those religious doe- ritory as a subject state. 
trines whence S'otland, Holland, and John Calvin, this reformer, is sup- 
a large part of France, Germany, and posed to have lived in the house 
Switzerland, derive 	titeir 	form 	of 
faith, and which was transported by 

No. 116, in the rue des Chanoines, 
and be probably died there. 	It was 

the Pilgrim Fathers to the opposite in the year 1536 that 	he 	passed 
shores of the Atlantic. 	Here also through the town a fugitive, on his 
were sown those political opinions way from Italy to Basle. 	Two years 
which bore fruit in the English re- had n 	• 	e Genovese . 
volution 	under Charles I., in the had abolished Roman 	clholijosoll 
American and the French revolu- expelled their bishop, and adopted 
tions. the Reformation. 	Fare!, who was 

Some few memorials still exist in the means of introducing it, was then 
the town serving to recall the events preaching at Geneva, and, aware of 
which have occurred in it, and the Calvin's talents and powerful 	elo- 
great names connected with it. quence, entreated 	him 	to remain. 

On the island, in the middle of the Calvin obeyed the call, and, in a 
Mono, not far from the Hydraulic short space, 	the itinerant preacher 
machine, ;traces may, it is said, be and foreigner was raised to be the 
discovered of a Roman 	structure, 
supposed to be the foundations of 

dictator of the republic, ruling 	its 
turbulent democracy with a 	sway 

one of the tower erected by Julius not more mild' than 	that of the 
Caner, to prevent 	the 	Helvetians dukes of R a v o y and bishops of Ge- 
crossing 	the 	river. 	The 	earliest neva, under which the citizens had 
mention of Geneva occurs in his groaned for* ages, and from whielt 
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the Reformation had at length re- ble to its laws. 	The execution of 
leased them. 	From the pulpit of Servetus casts a stain upon Geneva 
St. Peter's Church, which became at and the cause of the Reformation as 
once the tribune and judgment-seat great as that with whip the murder 
of the reformer, he denounced the of Huss taints the Papist Council of 
prevailing immorality of the town Constance. 
with such eloquence and force that Geneva, thus become the metro- 
profligacy was obliged to hide its polis of Calvinism, and "the Rome 
head. 	His hearers, running into an of Protestantism," was resorted to by 
opposite extreme, adopted a rigorous many foreigners, who sought refuge 
and puritanical austerity of manners, 
and every transgression of Calvin's 

here from religious persecutions in 
their own country. 	Among a num- 

code of morals was visited with punisk- ber of English and Scotch exiled by 
ment of the utmost severity. 	' the atrocities of the reign of Bloody 

But -Calvin's 	influence was not Mary, was John Knox. 	He was 
confined attic pulpit; he was elected 
president of the Consistory, of which 

made a citizen of Geneva in 155$, 
and did not finally quit it till 1560. 

one third of the ugEmanent members Calvin :died in 1564, at the age of 
were ministers, an—it 	remainder 55, after 2S years of uninterrupted 
laymen holding office Tor a year only. power : 	lie was buried in the old 
This counsel assumed an authority cemetery of the Plain • Palais, 	now 
far more despotic -than that of the abandoned ; but he forbade the Ge- 
bishops : it exercised the power of an nevese to mark the spot where his 
inquisition, to examine into 	men's remains were laid with a monument, . 
private lives, and into the affairs of and the very site of his grave is not 
families of whatever rank, known with certainty. 	A Gcnevese 

The sumptuary laws enacted by law now limits the period of property 
Calvin were severe, but were rigidly in a grave to 15 years, after which it 

• enforced by the Consistory. 	They may be opened for afresh occupant. 
contained 	such enactments 	as 	the 'use Duke of Savoy, whose autho- 
following : a dinner for ten persons rity within the town had been do- 
wns limited to 	five dishes; 	plush 
breeches were laid under interdict; 

stroyed by theoexpulsion of the bishop, 
was unwilling, notwithstanding, 	to 

violations of the sabbath were fol- abandon his claim to the possession 
lowed by a publitr'admonition from of it. 	For many years after that 
the pulpit; adultery was p 	' bed event, he was engaged in repeated 
with: des 	 terwas open contests with the citizens; nor 

"ersioakmed In the pillory, with a pack did lie omit to maintain within the 
of cards tied round his neck. walls, spies, and secret partisans, in 

Calvin was equally rigorous in the the hopes of gaining possession of 
maintenance oforthodoxy. 	Servetus, 
condemned by him for holding anti- 

it 	by surprise. 	The 	street called 
Corraterie, at the period 	in qucs- 

trinitarian doctrines which, however, 
he did not attempt to disseminate 

tion, 	a. n. 	1602, the town 	ditch, 
was the scene of the most memor- 

in Geneva, was burnt at the stake in able of these attempts, known 	in 
the Champ de Bourreau, the ancient Swiss history as the Escalade. 	The 
place of execution outside the walls. inhabitants, lulled to security by a 
The hole in which it was planted is display of pacific intentions on the 
now filled up, and the destination of part of the reigning Duke Charles 
the spot is changed.' Ths act of the Emanuel, had neglected ail precau- 
stern lawgiver admits of no pallia- Lions to guard against an tittack, even 
tion, as his victim was not a subject though warnings 	had 	been given 
of Geneva, and therefore not arnena- them of approaching danger. 	On tho 
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night of Dec. 20th, the townsfolk were fell alive into the hands ofihe Gene- 
aroused from sleep- by the firing of vese were hung next day as house- 
musketry, and an 	alarm that 	the breakers: 	67 	heads 	were planted 
enemy was already in possession. 	It along the ramparts; but many snore ' 
appeared that% sentinel, in going his than these fell in the ditch and out- 
rounds with a lantern, had 	fallen side the town. 	In the cemetery of 

'among a party of armed men, who St. Gervais, on the right bank of the 
had quickly despatched him, but not Rhone, a monumental epitaph was set 
before his cries and the report of his up to commemorate the names of 17 
matchlock had alarmed the rest of Genevese who were killed on the oc- 
the guard. 	It was quickly disco- casion ; and the venerable Theodore 
vered that a party of Savoyards, 200 Beza, at that time 80 years old, gave 
strong, detached from a still larger mit from the pulpit next day the 
force of 2000 men, who had ap- 124th Psalm, which has been sung 
proached the city in the darkness, and ever since on the anniversary of the 
were posted on the Plain Palais, a Escalade. 
little distance beyond the walls, had Jean Jacques Rousseau, son of' a 
descended into the fosse of Corraterie, 
and by the aid of scaling-ladders, 
painted 	black, in order that 	they 

watchmaker of Gloom, first saw the 
light in a streqlof the Quartier St. 
Gervais, since named after him (Rue 

might not be seen, bad surmounted de Rousseau), and in tile house No. 
the 	ramparts, 	were proceeding 	in 69. 	It is no longer in its original 
small parties to burst open the Porte condition, having been altered and 
Wily°, and thus admit their asso- 
elates on the outside. The Savoyards 

partly rebuilt. 	His book, the Emile, 
was burnt, in conformity with an 

had already despatched a messenger order of the Council of Geneva, by 
announcing to their commander the the common hangman, in front of 
capture of the town ; but the citizens, 
though completely,  taken by ,surprise, 

the Mite! de Ville, in 1762. 	The 
instigators of this act were Voltaire 

Were by no means seized with the 
panic which such an occurrence was 

and the Council e the Sorbonne, 
who, by a singular coincidence, in 

likely to produce. Ever4man, armed this instance, acted in unison. 	The 
as be might be, issued out into the Council at the same time issued a 
Streets ; the small body of Savoyards warrant for the arrest of the author. 
who had gained the ramparts were The Botanic Carden behind the 
quickly overpowered; the first gun 
fired from the walls, by a chance 

theatre, and near the Porte Neuve, 
deserves retaseasammasala‘lig been 

shot, swept away three of the scaling- laid out under the direction of slossal 
ladders; and the enemy on the out- eminent botanist Decandolle ; but the 
side, on approaching the Porte Neuve, 
found that, instead of being blown 

funds are so limited that the collee. 
tion of plants is of no great import- 

bp, it was strongly guarded, with the ance. 	The ground it occupies has 
portcullis 	down. 	Many 	anecdotes also 	painful 	historical 	assoc;ltions. 
are told of the prowess of the towns- Geneva, for ages the nursery of re- 
people on that night, and an iron 
saucepan, with which an old woman 

publicanism and democratic opinions, 
became "a principle of explosion to 

knocked down a soldier, is still pre. revolutionary France, placed at its 
served in the arsenal along with a extremity, as the fine is on the cur- 
piece of the scaling-ladders. 	The face of the bomb," but she likewise 
storming party 	thus 	unexpectedly reaped the fruits of the seed sown by 
attacked, and at the same time cut her in the iv:Mist-line:it of a taibunal 
off from their friends, were quickly of blood, and the enactment .of a 
killed or made prisoners. 	Those who reign. of terror s, a humble imitation 

Switr. 	 / 	 H 
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of that of.Paris, in 1794. 	On this author of the History of the Refornta- 
spot took place fusillades and but. (ion, and a preacher at the Oratoire. • 
cheries too horrible to be detailed, in Geneva may be regarded as the 
which the blood of the most respect. intellectual metropolis 	of 	Switzer. 
able citizens of the town was shed, 
condemned to execution by a band of 

land, and strangers with choose it as 
their residence, if provided with good 

wretches, most of whom were their introductions, will find, among the 
fellow-citizens, though directed by a upper classes, a very agreeable so- 
deputy from the Contite de Salut ciety, 	including 	many 	individuals 
Public, at Paris. 	Here, as in other distinguished for their literary and 
places, subjected to the madness of scientific acquirements. 	' 	' 
the reign of terror, the 	atrocities 
were committed by a mere handful 

The staple manufacture of Geneva, 
from which it derives its chief com• 

of assassins, while thousands looted 
on, disamoviug, but yet not raising 

mercial prosperity, is that of watches, 
musical boxes, and jewellery. 	The 

a voice to condemn, nor an arm to first watch was brought to Geneva in 
resist. 	Another result of the con- 1587, and at the end of the last con- 
nection of Switzgland with France, 
was the forfeitureM its independence. 

tury, 9000 persons were employed 
within the town, and 2000 without 

After resisting, for as, the encroach. the walls, on this manufacture. 	At 
ments and attacks of the Dukes of present the number is diminished to 
Savoy, and the intrigues of despotic less than 3000, though, from int- 
France, even when under the rule provements 	in the mechanical pro- 
of the 	all-powerful 	Louis 	XIV., 
the republic was destined to fall by 
the treachery of fellow-republicans, 
with whom she had so recently fra- 

cesses and increased skill of the work-
men, the number of watches made is, 
much greater than before, 100,000 
being now manufactured annually. 

ternized. 	Geneva was taken by sur- Upwards of 50 watchmakers' and 70 
prise April 15, 1798, and arbitrarily jewellers' workshops are kept in con- 
annexed to France, forming a part of stant employment lb the town ; and 
the department of the Leman. it has been calculated that, in good 

Besides the names of Calvin and years, 7.5,000 ounces of gold, 5000 
Itousseau, which are connected with marks of seer, and precious stones to 
Geneva — the one by adoption, the the value of a million of francs, are 
other by birth -...t it is the birth-place used in them. 	A committee of 
of many illustrious men, whose re- master workmen with a syndic at 
putatiot 	 European. 

ni,,,Zhe lisTilnides those of Isaac Ca- 
their head, called commission de Sul,  
veillance, are appointed by the go- 

Oirbon ; of LefOrt, the friend and vernrnent to inspect every workshop 
councilor of Peter the Great ; 	of and the articles made in it, to guard 
Necker, the weak and ill-starred mi- against fraud in the substitution of 
lister of Louis XVI., and father of metals not of legal alloy, and thus to 
Madame de Steel; of the naturalists prevent any deterioration in a branch 
Saussuref.who first ascended Mont of industry productive of so great an 
Mine, of Bonnet, and de Luc ; and advantage to Geneva. 	Lecoultre et 
Huber, Ow biographer of the bee and Francois are recommended as respect- 
ant; Dccandolle, the botanist; and able watchmakers; their shop is in 
of Dumont, the friend and adviser of the 	Rue de la Corratterie. 	'The 
Mirabeau 	and 	Jeremy Bentham. largest and 	most 	celebrated este- 
Among the living there are Sismondi, 
the historian ; Neckarohe geologist ; 

blishment for jewellery and watches, 
is that of Bautte and Company. 

De la Rive, the chemise; DInunoi?, 
the oculist ; and Mjtrle d'Aubigne, 

As a working jeweller, Schatz-Vi• 
guier, at the corner of the Cite, is 
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very good, and moderate in its prices. waters of the lake. 	" A Scheme is in 
A good watch costs from 300 to agitation, and surveys have been made, 
500 franks. for rendering the Rhone navigable up 

At 	the 	French 	Custom-house, 
magical snuf*boxes, of Genevese ma- 

to Geneva, and damming up thewaters 
of the lakes of Geneva and Bourget 

nufacture, and watches, pay a duty by locks. 	It is to be hoped that it may 
of 5 fr. each.. Smuggling, once car- be carried into effect, as it would be 
tied on to an enormous extent be- very beneficial to 	Switzerland, and 
tween the Swiss and French frontiers, would give Geneva, to a certain ex- 

, has greatly diminished, owing to the tent, the advantages of a port. 	The 
recent modifications of the French French government has offered to 
tariff. execute the part of the work neces- 

Theatrical performances, for cen- spry within its territory, provided the 
Curies interdicted in Geneva by one Genevese 	will 	undertake 	the re- 
of the austere laws of Calvin, are now mainder from 	the frontier to the 
tolerated, and a 	Salle de Spectacle lake."— W C. T. 
has been built close to the Porte Near the Boucheries, on the same 
Neuve.' Voltaire greatly shocked the quai, the town nointains, at the pub- 
prejudices of the citizens by acting lie expense, a &race of eagles. 	These 
plays, as it were under their very birds are the armorial bearings of 
nose, at Les D6lices and Ferney. Geneva, as the bear is of Berne. 
Rousseau writes to him, " Je nevous The English church service is per- 
aime pas, vous ayes corrompu ma formed in the chiirch of the hospital 
rdpublique en lui dormant des spec- every Sunday at half-past 11. 
tacles." The Post Of fice is in the Rue du 

Passports are demanded at the gates Rhone, 64. 	Letters reach England 
with as much strictness and formality in 6 days, and arrive and are de- 
as in the dominions of a despotic spatched daily. 
monarch. Before going to Chamouni Diligence, go daily to Paris in '72 
(Route 115) (A/ excursion which no hours, to Lyons i* 24 hours, to Berne 
traveller should omit, as it includes in 22 hours, to Zurich and Basle in 
the sublimest Alpine venery in Eu- 44 ; to Lausanne, VZvey, and St. 
rope), the signature of the Sardinian Maurice ; to Neuchatel in 16 hours ; 
consul is necessary, and for it 4 francs to Sallenclie, on the way to Cha- 
are charged. 	His house is in Rue mouni, daily ; 	to 	Charnherry and 
Verdaine, not far from the Porte de Turin, by way of- Annecy, 9 or 4 
Rive. times a-ratslimansleassozwrijhe Sim. 

The gates of Geneva are shut at 10 plon to Milan, in 67 hours. 	.000W 
in the evening, and a small toll is ex- De Jean, a celebrated master voi- 
acted up to midnight, after which it tuner (§ '7), 	has an office in the 
is doubled. 	In former times they Place du Rhone. 
finally closed before midnight, and it .. Placed as Geneva is on the fur- 
will be remembered that it was the thest range of those states, in which 
accident of being shut out one oven- freedom of trade is allowed, it may 
ing on his return from a walk in the be useful to add, that the English 
country, that induced Rousseau to fly traveller, especially if he be proceed- 
from his native town and a tyrannical ing to the French or Austrian domi- 
Master, whom be, as a truant appren- nions, will do well to provide himself 
tice, feared to face, here with those little English corn- 

On the grand Quai, close to the forts which he All not fit*Pbeyoncl 
Port where the steamers land, a lima- the next cugtom-house. 	At the shop 
*Oct (lake measure) has been erected.  of Archinard and Bordier, in the 
to mark the rise and _falls of the Rue Besse, 41 kinds of English cuts 
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lery and household goods may be In the Cemetery of Plain Patois, a 
had genuine. 	The Demoiselles La- 
tour, in the Grande Rue, are Me- 

little way beyond the Porte Neuvc, 
Sir Humphry Davy, who died here 

brated for gloves and ladies' shoes ; in 1829, is buried.' 
and the tourist will not disdain to be In the bed of the bite lie many 
told 	that Wistag, at the Chateau granitic boulders, transported front 
Royal, near the Porte de Cornavin, 
has the best supply of cigars, tobacco, 
and snuff which is to be met with on 

the high Alps. 	Two of these, a 
short distance beyond the port ofi  
Geneva, and a little to the S. E. of the! 

the Continent. 	Wcxel, in the Grande town, are so large as to project above, 
Rue, has a complete assortment of the water. 	They are called Pierres 
English stationery."—R. de Niton, from a tradition that sacri-1 

Steam-boats traverse the lake dail4 flees were offered upon them to the! 
and make the voyage to Villeneuve god Neptune by the Romans. 	In -c  
and back in,,f31 hours (see p. 152.). 

' 	Environs of Geneva. 	' 
deed, instruments of sacrifice have 
been found near them. 

The junction of the "lyre with the 
Omnibuses run tg.Carouge, Laney, 

and Ferney everylikur, from the 
Rhone is worth visiting, and is best 
seen from the grounds of a country- 

Places du Bel Air, deltive, and de la house, called Chatellaine, or Cam- 
Porte Neuve. pagne Matillieu, on the rt. bank of 

It has been already observed, that the Rhone, about 1, mile beyond the 
Geneva is chiefly distinguished for Porte de Cornavin. 	On the way to 
its beautiful situation, on the margin it, Les Delices, a country-house of 
of an enchanting lake, whose gently Voltaire, is passed. 
sloping.banks are scattered over with The Arve, a furious torrent, fed by 
villas, surrounded by gardens, and the 	snows and glaciers of Mont 
looking more like .English country- Blanc, looks like a river of mud. 
houses than any to be found m other The 	pellucid 	blue 	waters of the 
parts of the Continent. Rhone, driven on /hie side by the 

The rides, walks, and views in the furious entrance of its new ally, for 
vicinity are delightful, and almost 
endless ; but 	the 	great charm 	of 

a long time refuse to mix with it, 
and the line of separation between 

every prospect is the Mont Blanc, and the blue and white water is most dis- 
the rank of Alps of Savoy, when tinctly marked. 	At length the Arve 
they deign to shqw,..themselves, which 
they do not 	• 	‘0.4.--* --" .tinetness, 

gains the mastery, and the Rhone, 
once polluted, does not recover its 

Istio, re than 	U. times a-year on an purity before reaching the sea. 
average. 	There cannot be a more On the S.E. side of Geneva rises 
lovely sight than that of Mont Blanc, 
and the surrounding Aiguilles, tinged 

the Mont &Woe, a long line of lime-
stone precipices, seeming to impend 

with the pink hue which the depart- 
big sun sheds" Uponthem, in certain 

over the town, though it is, in reality, 
5 miles off, and within the Sardinian 

states of the komosphere. territory. 	Those who are acquainted 
Tim Ramparts, no longer of much with Edinburgh may be reminded of 

use as fortifications, serve as promo- Salisbury 	Crags 	in 	looking 	at it. 
nades. 	Thiee suspension bridges of The S. side of this mountain is a 
iron wire have been thrown over them, 
to facilitate ingress and egress between 

gentle slope, covered with verdant 
pasture, and sprinkled with houses. 

the town and surrounding country. The whole of this vast inclined plane 
The Bastion de Chante. Pottlet is a good facing the Alps is strewn over with 
point of view to see the lake and 'fragments of rock (protogine), iden- 
Mont Blanc. tical with that of which Moot Blanc 
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is composed. 	By what agency they near Grand Saconnex, din eminence 
have been transported hither 	a dis- presents one of the best points of 
tance of 50 miles, as the crow flies view of Mont Blanc. 
— let the iieologist explain. 	The Voltaire 	resided 	for 	nearly 	9.0 
largest of these masses is 7 ft. long. years at Ferney, from 1759 to 1777. 
• The summit of the Saleve, more than He may be said to be the founder of 
3100 ft. above the lake, is frequently 
scaled by the inhabitants of Geneva, 
who make picnic parties to enjoy the 

the village, which, before his time, 
consisted of but 6 or 8 hovels. 	He 
collected industrious colonists, intro.. 

view from its summit. 	The shortest duced 	useful ..manufactures among 
road to it is by Carouge and Veyrier, them, and improved his estate of about 
3 miles ; whence a very steep path, 
practicable only on foot, leads up a 

900 acres by draining, &c., besides 
building on it the Chnteau which still 

gap in the mountain, partly formed exists. 	On the 1. hand, as you enter 
by steps cut in the rock, and called the gates, stands the Church, origi- 
Pas de l'Behelle, to -the village of nally inscribed with the words " Deo 
Monetier 	(pronounced 	Monte) 2i erexit Voltaire;" the Theatre stood 
miles. 	Those who cannot walk may opposite, in whim% his own tragedies 
reach D1onetier by a carriage-road. were acted lay amateur., but it 110 
which makes a detour of n miles from longer exists. 	The Chateau was never 
tieneva, through the beautiful village handsome, and is now somewhat dila. 
of Mornex, at the back of the moun- pidatcd. 	Two :rooms are still pre- 
tain. 	The pleasantest way is to be served, • nearly in the state in which 
driven to Monetier, thence to ascend Voltaire left them. 	The furniture is 
the Petit, or the Grand Saleve on faded by time, and decayed- princi- 
foot, and to descend the Pas de l'E- pally from the depredations of mis- 
chelle on foot to Veyrier, whither the chievous, relic-hunting visitors. 	The 
carriage may be sent round to wait curtains of his bed are reduced to one. 
for the party. .. third of their original length by such 

From Monetier to the top is about thefts, and, if tRe practice be 	not 
two miles. 	The view extends S. up arrested, will soon disappear altoge.: 
the valley of the Arveyver the Mole then. 	On the walls or his bed-room 
to Mont 13Ianc ; E. over a vast ex- hang some had prints, but selected 
panse of the lake; N. to the town of and 	placed there by himself; and 
Geneva, the Rhone, and the Jura be- worse paintings of his friends, Fre. 
hind ; W. the eye follows the valley derick the Great (a present from 
of the Rhone as far as the gap in the himself), rrierh, tgioacter, Cathe..... 
Jura mountain,' through which the rifle II. of Russia (executed in qualillor' 
river forces its way into France. work by her own hand), and Madame 

On the S. shore of the lake, about de Clulstelet. The Russian Empress, 
2 miles from Geneva, and a little to it will be remembered, sent an em. 
the I. of the high-road to Phonon, is bassy from St. Petersburg to Ferney 
the Campagne Diction, Lord Byron's to compliment the Nestor of poets. 
residence in 1816; where he wrote On one side of the room is a moon- 
`° Manfred," and the 3rd canto of anent, intended to hold his 	heart, 
" Childe Harold." removed to Paris by the French, in- 

The object of the greatest attrac- scribed, " Mes manes son consoles 
tion to travellers, however, near Ge- puisquc mon cmur est au milieu dg 
neva, is, commonly, Ferney, the resi- vows : " it was set, up by his adopted 
dence of Voltaire. 	It 	is situated 
within the 	French territory, about, 

daughter, le Marquise de •Vilette, 
and bears a strong resemblance to a 

5 miles N. of Geneva, on the road to German stove. 	By the side of it 
Paris by Gex. 	On the way thither, hang portraits of his seamstress, of 

u 3 
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the Savoyard boy, his servant, and of through St. Gelds, where it turns off 
Pope Canganelli. 	In the ante-room to the W., and skirts the base of the 
is a singular picture, painted by some Jura to Collonges. 	A little beyond 
artist of sign-post capacity, but de- this village you enter 	• 
signed by Voltaire himself. 	On the ;4 where the swift Rhone cleaves hit 
L hand he appears in the act of being way between 
introduced to Apollo by Henry IV., 
who holds in his hand a copy of the 

Heights which appear as lovers who have 
Parted."  

i‘ Henriade." 	On the opposite side, 
the same Voltaire is seen conducted 

The lofty Vuache on the side of 
Savoy, and the huge mass of the 

in triumph by the 	Muses to the highest part of the Jura chain, slope 
Temple of Memory, while his ene- precipitously down to the torrent of 
mies and detractors, prostrated before the Rhone. 	The road hangs mid. 
him, writhe in torments beneath his way in this prodigious passage, and 
feet. 	• the celebrated Fort de l'Ecluse, the 

The situation of Ferney is most fortress which gives its name to the 
charming, in full view of the lake and pass, 	commands 	this 	entrance 	of 
of Mont Blanc ; IV of its beauty France. 	Infinite labour and expense 
Voltaire 'warns to haveo hn4 no Idea) have b..n t...4 by the French go- 
or, At least, no taste for it, as the vernment to strengthen this position ; 
windows of the house are turned additional batteries have been hewn 
directly away front the landscape. In 
the garden is a long berceau walk 

in the rock above the lower fortress, 
and 	these communicate with 	the 

closely arched over with clipped horn- guardrooms below by a broad stair- 
beam —48, verdant cloister,' with gaps 
cut in it, here and there, admitting a 

case, more than loo feet in height, 
hewn 	inside 	the solid 	mountain. 

glimpse of the -prospect. 	Here he Leave may sometimes be obtained 
used to walk up and down, and die- from the governor to view the for,. 
tate to his secretary. 	Among the tress ; but at any rat 	the road passes 
trees of the grove round the house is through it, and enallles the traveller 
an elm, planted by his own hand to see something of its remarkable de. 
in 1763: it was struck by lightning fences. 	Frorre Collonges to .Belle- 
in 1824. 	The old gardener of Vol- garde (1141tel de la Poste) the road 
taire, who was living within a few sweeps along the wild gorge through 
years, related some curious particu- which the Rhone pours. 	At Belle- 
lars of his master: 	He was always garde it crosses the narrow and rocky 
addressed 	poopleosf the vil- bed of the Valseline. 	The traveller. 
tittp,s .4 	onseigneur : " he drove out will walk from the inn to the Perte 
every 	ay in a gilt coach, drawn by 
4 horses, and lie was a terror to all 

du Rhone (I of a mile).•
' 
 he will find 

plenty of squalid guides to show him 
the little boys he met in his walks. the spot where the river, which he has 
Ferney, at present, belongs to the accompanied from the clear cistern of 
family of M. Bude de Boissy. its waters through the rough menu- 

• tan) pass, plunges at once into the 
Perte du Rhone. earth. 	When the waters ore color- 

For travellers who are unacquaint-  
ed with the route from Lyons to 

ably low, as in the spring or winter, 
the whole river is absorbed for a dis- 

Geneva, the excursion to the Perte Canoe of 120 yards. 	No bottom has 
du Rhone at Bellegarde on the French ever been found to the huge cavern 
frontier;inny be recommended. 	The which engorges the Rhone; nor has 
distance is about 16 mfles5and by nny substance or living thing thrown 
starting early it may easily be ac- into it been known to come out again. 
comp ished in a day. 	The road lies The bed of the Val-white is more pie- 
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turesque, and scarcely less curious Lake Leman, in a Storm. 
than the Perte. 	It is worth while to " Thy sky is changed! — and such a 
descend from the garden of the inn change! Oh night, 	• 
into the worn channel of this little and storm, and darkness, ye are wondrous 

strong, 
river, which ill almost dry in summer Yet lovely in your strength, as is the light 
time, except where a runlet of its 
water burrows into the clefts and fan. 

Of a dark eye in woman ! 	Far along, 
From peak to peak, the rattling crags

among 
tastic bends of the calcareous rock. Lear the live thunder! Not from one 

Another pleasant excursion may be But envecreyloumtuntain now /....... — - made to D'Ivoune where the river tongue, 
Versoix takes its rise in a pretty grotto And 	Jura answers, through her misty 
at the foot of the Jura ; and people Back to the 

abroud 
 'Joyous Alps, who cab to her 

go to cat the small delicate trout .00tka! 
which ' are taken in it. 	The view °Note, where the swift Rhone cleaves his 
from 	the 	terrace 	of the Chateau way between . 

is Heights which appear as losers ilto have D'Ivotute 	very fine. The best road parted 
to go is by Coppet and Celigny In bate whose mining depths so intervene 
(where the waterfalls should also be 
visited), .and to return by Ferney. 

That they can meet no more,tthough 
broken hearted! 

Though in the raouls, which thus each 
The distance from Geneva to D'I- other thwAlled, 	. 
vonne is about 8 miles. - 

• 
Love was the very root of the fond rage 
Minch blighted their Ides Worn, and then 

depAreoil 
i uolf expired, but leaving them an age 	• 

ROUTE 55. or Tenni KU ',Ardor, 	woe within thons. 
selves to wage. 

THE LASE OF GENEVA. Now, where the quick Rhone thus bath 
Lake Leman, in a Calm. 

l' Clear, placid Leman! thy contrasted lake, 
cleft his way, 

The mightiest of the storms bath ta'en his 
stand: 

With the wild world I dwell In, is a thing For  here, not one, but many, make theft 
Which warm me, with its stillness, to 

forsake fling And fling their thunder-bolo from band to 
Earth's troubled eaters fora purer spring. band, 
This quiet sail is as a noiseless wing Flashing and cast //round : of all the band, 
To waft me from destruction ; once I The brightest through these parted hills 

loved hath fork'd 	• 
Torn ocean's roar, but tlil soft murmuring His lightnings, —as if he did understand. 
Sounds sweet as if a, 	biter's voice re- 

proved, 
That in such gaps as desolation work'd, 

There the hot shaft should blast whatever That I with stern delights should e'er have 
been so moved. 

therein lurked. 
And this is in the night : — Most glorious 

It is the bush of night, and all between night! 
Thy margin and the mountains, dusk, yet Thou wert not sent Vilftslutialper I let me 

Melllear, 
owed and mingled, yet distinctly seen, A sharer in thy fierce and far del' 

Save darken'd Jura, whose capt heights A portion of the tempest and of thee! 
appear ppe 

Precipitously steep ; and drawing near, 
How the lit lake shines, a phosphoric sea, 
And the big rain comes dancing to the 

There breathes a living fragrance from the earth ! 
shore, And now again 'ti, black,—and now, the 

Of flowers yet fresh with childhood ; on the glee 
ear Of the loud hills shakes with its mountain.. 

Drops the light drip of the suspended oar, mirth, 
Or chirps the grasshopper one good-night As If they did rejoice o'er a young earth. 

carol more. quake's birth. 
• * 	• 	* 	• 	5 Sky, mountains, river, winds, lake, light- 

At intervals, some bird from out the nings ! ye! 
brakes With night, and clouds, and thunder, and 

Starts into voice a moment, then is still. a soul 
There seems a floating whisper on the hill, To make these fit and (cellar/TIM may 
But that is fancy,— for the starlight dew( be 	• 
Ali silently their tears of love instil, Win/that have made:me watchful; the 

' Weeping themselves away." far roll 	. 	_ 	,. 
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Of your departing voices, is the knoll on its margin, and its basin is re- Of what ittme is sleepless — if I rest. 
But where of ye, oh tempts' la! is the goal Y ported to have originally extended 
Are ya like those within the human breast? upwards as far as Bex. 	, 

Or do ye find, at length, like  eagles, some  high nest?" 	 'SIMON. " Mon lac est le premier," are the 
words in which Voltaire has vaunted 

The Lake of Geneva, called by the the beauties of the Lake of Geneva; 
Romans Lacus Lemanus, has nearly and it must be confessed that, though 
the shape of a half-moon, its horns it wants the gloomy sublimity of the 
being turned towards the S. 	It is Bay of Uri and the sunny softness 
the largest lake in Switzerland, being of the Italian lakes, with their olive 
55 miles long, utcssured close to its and citron groves, it has high claims 
N. shore, and about 90 miles along its to admiration. 	It also possesses great 
S. bank ; 	it is 6 miles wide at the variety of scenery. 	The vine-covered 
broadest part (between Rolle arRI slopes of Valid contrast well with the 
Thonon), and its greatest depth (be- abrupt, rocky precipices of Savoy. 
tween Evian and Comity) is 900 R. Near Geneva the hills subside, sa- 
lts waters often vary in one year more mitting an exquisite view of Mont 
than 50 inches, being usually lowest Blanc, whose snowy summit, though 
in the winter, betnuen January and 60 miles distant, is often reflected in 
April, and highest is August and 
part of July and September, owing 
to the supplies then derived from the 

its waters. 

"Lake Leman waos 	with its crystal faces  ss2
st 

melting snows and glaciers. 	Beata.. T"vieV"' """ 	- 
thc.c 	ps.:04;,..1 	,.. ;.• 1 ,,,, .., 	the lake The stillness of their aspect in each trace 
is sub ject to other more arbitrary . Its c

a
l
n
er

hu
d
e
si:pi yields of their (Sr height 

changes of level, called seiches. 	This ' 
phenomenon consists of a sudden rise At its eastern or upper extremity it 
and fall of the' water in particular extends to the' very base of the high 
parts of the lake, independently of the Alps, which by their close vicinity 
agency of the wind or of any other give its scenery a 6haracter of in- 
apparent cause. 	I* is most common creased magnificence. 
in the vicinity of Geneva. 	During The boats on the lake are very pie- 
these oscillations the waters some- turesque, haviw latinc sails like the 
times rise 5 ft., though the usual in- craft of the Mediterranean. 
crease is not more than 2 ; it never Among the fish of the lake trouts 
lasts longer than 25 minutes, but it is are rare ; the Lotte, on which Bons- 
generally less. 	The cause of these seau's Julie makes her lase repast, is 
Belches ha naitalteen explained with described as " un espece de barbeau 
illeirtinty,7nat it is believed to depend assez fade, peu cher, et commun." ' 
upon 'The unegtial pressure of the Steanuboats. — There are 4 or 5 
atmosphere upon different parts of steamers on the:  Lake of Geneva. 
the surface of. the lake ; and they are The best and swiftest of these, the 
observed to occur most commonly 
when the ''Clouds are heavy and low. 

Aigle, Helvitie (new), and Vaudoise, 
run from Geneva to Villeneuve and 

The lake never freezes entirely, owing back in si hours, almost as quickly as 
to its great depth ; but in severe win- the other two perform the voyage front 
ters the lower extremity is covered' one end to the other. 	The Leman 
with ice. 	The sand and mud brought and Win/oh-led (the first is the best) 
down by time Rhone and deposited set out from either end of the lake 
around its mouth have caused con- daily, and 	reach the 	opposite 	ex- 
sidefebte" 'encroaehrflents 	upon 	its tremity in 7 or 8 hours. The steamers 
upper extremity: 	even Ivitbin the 4o not take carriages. 	They stop to 
records of history Porte Vallais stood land and receive passengers at Coppet, 
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Nyon, Rolle, Merges, Ouch),  (the should deprive Geneva pf its trade. 
port of Lausanne), Vevay, and Ville- 
neuve — all situated on the N. shore 

A pier was projected into the lake, 
to form a port, a grand place was 

of the lake, and described in the next laid down, 	and streets running at 
route. 	Thco Winkelried runs along right angles were marked out; but 
the S. or Savoyard shore described in beyond this the plan was never car- 
Route 57. ried into execution. Hence the verses 

of Voltaire : — 

ROUTE 56. 
" A Versolx nous avonsdes rues, 

Mali nous n'avons pas de maisons." 
A little beyond Versoix (now an in- GENEVA TO MARTIGNY, BY LAUSANNE, 

VEVAT, 	CIIILLON, 	SEX, 	AND 	ST. 
considerable village) we pass out of 

Innunion. the canton of Geneva into that of 
Vaud. 

174 posts = 89 Eng. miles. 11 Coppet, a small village of 600 
This is a post-road, tolerably sup. inhabitants, only remarlAble for the 

plied with post-horses, the charges Chiileau, which belonged to Madame 
being the same as in France, viz. 1 fr. de Stael, immediately behind it. It is 
50 c. for each horse per post, and now the proptlilly of the Due de 
75 C. to the postillion ; for every per. Broglie, her Mt-in-law. It is a plain 
son in the carriage above the nutriber edifice, 	forming 	three 	sides of a 
of horses 1 fr. is charged. 	The post. square, the front towards the lake 
boys expect 90 sous a post. §, 5. being flanked with a tower at each 

Diligences go twice a-day to Lau- end. 	It :was the residence of Ma- • 
sanne, and 4 times a.week to Mar- dame de Stael as well as of her 
tigny. 	A voiturier will take about father, the French minister Necker. 
64 hours to Lausanne, exclusive of 
stoppages. 	The tolls at each post are 

There is a portrait of her by David, 
and a bust of Necker. 	One room is 

heavy. pointed out as the study in which 
N.B. 	The fond by the S. shore the author of .Corinne composed 

of the lake (Route 57) to St. Maurice many of her works; 	Her inkstand 
is 2t posts shorter than this by Lau- and desk are still preserved. 	The 
sanne. 	 11 grounds are traversed by shady walks; 

The greater part of the first stage and a clump of trees surrounded by 
out of Geneva lies among villas and a wall, in a field a little to the W. 
pleasure grounds not unlike English of the house, shrouds from view a 
country-seats. 	Few spots in Europe sort of chapel in whiell Necker and 
present so many admirable sites for his daughter are buried. 	11".  
a dwelling as the shores of Lake 14 Nyon—(Inn : Soleil) 	own 
Leman in full view of Mont Blanc. of 2682 	inhabitants, 	stands 	on 	a 
About a mile from Geneva the Hotel height; 	but 	its 	suburb, 	through 
of Sdcheron is passed. 	After a mile which the high road runs, extends 
or two Mont Blanc is hid behind the down to the lake. It was the Roman 
intervening mountains 	of Voirons, 
and does 	not reappear until near 

Novidunum. 
An excellent carriage-road ascends 

Nyon. the Jura from this in zigzags to St. 
The parish of Versoix, 	through 

which the road passes, formerly be- 
longed to France. 	The Duke de 

Cergues (Route 53). 	From the top,  
of the Dele, on the left of this road, 
and 15 miles from Nyon, there is an 

Choiseul, minister of Louis XV., ir- exquisite view (see p. 140). wa...••• 
ritated with some proceedings of the li Rollers (Inn : 	Tete Noir, small 
inhabitants of Geneva, proposed toe  and not trst rate.) 	The hills around 
raise a rival city at Versoix which this village are covered with vine- 

s 5 
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yards, producing 	a tolerable wine. the republic for 2i centuries, until 
One of the best Vaudois wines is 1798, when it purchased its own in- 
grown on the slope between Rolle dependence. 	The town stands on 
and Aubonne, called La Cote. the lower slope of the Mont Jorat, 

On the opposite shore of the lake which sinks gradually down to the 
is discerned the Gulf of Thonon, and lake, but is intersected by several 
the snowy head of Mont Blanc peer- ravines, giving it the form of distinct 
ing over the mountains of the Chab- eminences. 	From this cause the 
leis. 	A little further on the rocks of streets ranging over broken ground 
Meillerie and the entrance of the are a series of ups and downs; many 
Vallais appear. are very steep, and run in a direction 

11 Morges. (Inn: La Couronne.) parallel to the lake, so as to exclude 
Behind this little town of 2800 inha- all view of it. 	A causeway and via- 
bitants rises the old castle of Wuf-

•  
 duct have recently been made to span 

Hens, distinguished by its tall square the valley from the front of the Hotel 
donjon and group of minor turrets, 
built of brick, with deep machicola- 

Gibbon, and a winding road, carried 
on a level along its E. bank, render 

tions. 	It is said to have been built the centre of the town and cathedral 
by Queen Bertha iPthe tenth cen- much more accessible than formerly. 
Wry. 	It is well preserfed and highly The older streets are mostly narrow 
picturesque. 	On the next stage the and not very clean, and few of the 
river Venoge is crossed. houses stand on the same level. 	If 

The distant view of Lausanne, 
seated 	on sloping 	hills 	and 	sur- 

the stranger would emerge from this 
labyrinth of dusky buildings to look 

mounted by its cathedral and castle, 
is pleasing. 	Between it and the lake, 
at the distance ofl of a mile, stands 

about him, he must climb up the 
steep ascent behind. 	A very good,  
point of view is the 	• • 

the suburb or village of Ouehy, which Terrace of the Cathedral. 	At the 
may be termed the port of Lausanne. foot of the flight of steps leading 
(Inn : 	Ancre, 	at • the 	water-side, 
good and cheap.) Lord Byron wrote 

to it from the marlat.place ask for 
the keys of the door kept at the 

the Prisoner of,  Chillon in this little sexton's house,. No. 6. 	The Cathe- 
inn, in the short space of two days, 
during which he was detained here 

drat, a very extensive building, and 
internally the finest Gothic church in 

by bad weather, June, 1816: " thus 
adding one more 	deathless associ- 

Switzerland," was founded .s. D. 1000, 
and some traces of the original edifice 

ation to the 	immortalized _already may be noticed in the groined arches 
mmiaihigi

g
ej St the lake." behind the altar. With this exception 

rsing the shady promenade the building dates from the thirteenth 
of Montbenon we enter century (1275). 	The interior is so 

1 	LiusAswa."(lans : Hotel Gib- singular in its construction, and so 
bon, one of the best in Switzerland ; very beautiful, that we offer a brief 
good accommodation 	at the 	ens- and very imperfect notice of it. Upon 
ternary 	charges ; 	table 	d'h,..)te 	at entering the western door, two piers 
1, 5, and 8 r.st. 	Faucon, excellent, 
but rather expensive, Lion d'Or, a 
comfortable awl not expensive house.) 

are seen on the right and left, each 
consisting of a thick central column, 
surrounded by six distinct and de- 

Lausanne, capital of the canton Vaud, 
contains 	14,120 	inhabitants. 	The 

tached columns of the same height 
but smaller diameter. 	Each of these 

Pamele•Taud (Gehl]. Waadtland), 
was originally subject to tie pukes of 

piers 	is 	surrounded 	by 	another, 
evhich would altogether resemble its 

Savoy, but, having been conquered by subordinate, if a wall projecting from 
the yernese, remained tributary to the side did not take the place of one 
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of the smaller 	columns; — these 
groups 	of 	columns 	stand. at 	the 

the transept are two compartments, 
which forms, as it were, 2 aisles to 

angles of a porch of four arches, the that part of the building ; — the walls 
singularity and beauty of which is of these, as well as of the side aisles 
greatly incrosed by two apses which and 	the apsidal 	aisles, 	are 	lined 
are attached to it on the north and throughout with a succession of low 
south sides. 	Beyond this is another columns supporting trefoil or quatre- 
porch, in which the vaulting, ribs, and foil arches."—.F. L. 
arch mouldings are most beautifully Among the monuments within the 
supported by a series of detached church are a mailed effigy of Otho of 
slender columns. 	On entering the Gransom, whose ancestor, Otto do 
nave, two wide arches are seen on Graudeson, held several important 
the right and on the left ; and these offices in England, under Henry IIL 
are succeeded, on each side, by six And Edward I. ; and the tomb of 
narrower arches, the arrangement of Victor Amadeus VIII. 	(Voltaire's 
which is so peculiar, that they suggest " Bizarre Arnadee "), sr% was duke 
the idea of their having been experi- of Savoy, Bishop of Geneva, and pope 
Meats in architectural construction under the title of Felix V., but re. 
during the transition period. 	They signed in succeseon all these digni. 
are thus described by Mr. Willis: — ties, preferringo to end his days as a 
' Each alternate pier consists of 12 
pasts, or shafts, —namely, S on each 

monk in the convent of Ripaille, 
on the opposite shore of the lake. 	It 

face for the vaulting of the nave and is much 	mutilated. 	The moan- 
side aisles respectively, and 3 for the ment of Mrs. Stratford Canning, a 
pier arches. 	But of the interposed vase with a bas-relief, by Bartolini 
ones, the first has coupled columns (not by Canova, as most guide-books 
for the pier arch, and a lateral sub- have it), 	is not very remarkable. 
shaft for its sub.arch ; the nest has a Here also is interred the venerated 
single round shaft for the pier arch, 
and a stout dettffilied shaft in front of 
it, which, running up to the roof, 
carries 8 vaulting ribs in a group 

Bernard de Menthon, feunder of the 
Hospice of the.Great St. Bernard, 
which is named after him. 

On another platform, a little way 
upon a round abacus isthe nest, with 
a similar arrangement for the pier 

behind the Terrace of the Cathedral, 
stands the Castle, a picturesque, man- 

arch, 	has a slender ,shaft in front, 
supporting the simple rib of a six- 

sive square tower with four turrets at 
the angles. 	It was originally the 

partite vault, of which this is the only residence of the Bishops of Lau- 
compartment, the rest of the nave sanne, but is now the cog/mil-him 
having quadrepartite vaults.' — The of the canton. 
circular apse, at the eastern end, is 
singular and complete, both as a con- 

Lausanne 	possesses 	a 	College, 
founded 1587, and a Cantonal Me- 

tinuation of the nave and of the seuna, in which are some objects of 
aisles. 	The Triforium Gallery is interest, — such as a collection of 
carried continuously along the nave, 
the transept, and the apse ; above it 

minerals from Bex and a model of the 
salt mines there. 	It is not deficient in 

is a second gallery, equally complete, 
but it is arranged in compartments 

the other branches of natural history. 
A specimen of the silurus glanis, one 

of triple arches, for the purpose of of the largest fresh-water fishes, came 
enabling it to conform to the open- from the Lake of Morat. Many anti- 
Lugs of the windows. 	Within the 
central Tower, but at a higher level, 
are 	two 	similar 	galleries, 	equally 

pities discovered within Osamu:anon, 
at Aventician, and on the borders of 
the Lalhi Leman, are preserved hero. 

complete. 	At the eastern sides of The house of Gibbon, in which he 
tt 6 
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completed the History of Rome, is Steamboats touch at Duchy, the 
in the lower part of the town, behind suburb of Lausanne, at the water. 
the church of St. Francis, and on the side, twice a-day, on their way to 
right of the road leading down to either extremity of the lake. 	Omni-,  
Ottchy. 	Both it and the garden have buses convey travellers* and fro. 
been much changed. 	The wall of The neighbourhood of Lausanne 
the Hotel Gibbon occupies the site is unrivalled for the number and 
of his summer-house, and the berceau beauty of the walks which it pre- 
walk has been destroyed to make sents. 	Partial and pleasing glimpses 
room for the , garden of the hotel, but of the lake are obtained from the ter- 
the terrace overlooking the lake, and races within the town, and from that 
a few acacias, remain, 

" It was on the day, or rather the 
of Montbenon, just outside the walls, 
on the way to Geneva ; but far more 

night, of the 27th of June, 1787, be! extensive and beautiful prospects are 
twccn the hours of eleven and twelve, 
that I wrote the last line of the last 

presented from the heights above it. 
The best spot for an extensive survey 

page in a summer-house in my gar- is the elevated - platform called the 
den. 	After laying down my pen I Signal, but the ascent to it is very 
took several turns illt a berceau, or fatiguing. 	Near it is the extensive 
covered walk of acaeiN, which corn- 
mends-a prospect of the country, the 

forest of Sauvabellin (Silva Belini), 
in which it is said the Druids once' 

lake, and the mountains. 	The air worshipped the god Bel, and thence 
was temperate, the,  sky was serene, 
the silver orb of the moon was re- 

its name. 	There are a great number 
of 'country-seats 	in 	the 	vicinity ; 

fleeted from the waves, and all nature that of 	Verneas is highly praised ;' 
was silent." — Gibbon's Life. its grounds have the character of an 

"Much has been done of late 'years English park, with the-Alps and the 
by the canton of .Vaud to improve lake in addition. 	Cooper, the Arne= 
the 	institutions of this little state. rican novelist, thus describes the view 
The Penitentiary, Prjson, and Noimal from the heights abote Lausanne : ---• 
School, may interest some travellers, 
and may bear *witness to all of the 
munificent and enlightened spirit of 

" The form of the lake prevents an 
entire view of it from any single spot.,  
One is as well tfdaced at Lausanne as 

the councils of one of the smallest at any other spot perhaps for such a' 
and most democratic communities in purpose; but even there the W. end 
Europe." — H. R. of the sheet is quite concealed by the 

There is an excellent reading-room curvature. 	If the foot of the lake is 
'e ( ? elksino), to which strangers hid from the eye, its head, on the 

are 	itted by a member's intro- contrary, lies open before the spec.: 
duction. 	- tator, and it offers one of the grandest 

The English chttich service is per- landscapes of this the noblest of all 
formed every Sunday in the Chapelle earthly regions. 	In that direction 
du Culte, but an English chapel is the mountains 	of Savoy rise like 
just built. 	The Lutheran service: is ramparts, and the valley of the Rfione 
also performed in the same building retires in the distance, until it is lost 
in the course of the day. in 	the 	sublimity of mystery (?). 

The 	Sardinian 	minister 	resides Whichever way the eye wanders over 
here, and signs passports for Cha- 
mouni, or Turin (charge 2 fr. ). 

the wide range of bill-sides, villages, 
vineyards, mountains, and blue water,. 

24temPelt and DiNgenee-office is in it never fails to return to this one' 
the Place St. 	Franeoisf near 	the spot, which on the whole offers one 
church. 	The office for postAorses is of the nicest combinations of the 
in the Rue Martheray, No.57. great and the enchanting in scenery 
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of any place within my knowledge." m'a suivi dans tour mes svoyages, et 
Mont Blanc is not visible from the qui m'y a fait etablir enfin les herds 
Signal, but may be seen from the top de mon roman. 	Je dirni volontiers 
of the Jorat, on the road to Berne. A ceux qui ont du gait et qui soot 

About 2 Miles out of Lausanne, 
beyond the Calvaire, on the Berne 

sensibles, 	Allez d Vevay, visitez le 
pays, examines les sites, promenez 

road is the Cemetery of Pierre de vous sur le lac, et dites si la nature 
Plain. 	John Philip Kemble, the n'a pas fait ce beau pays pour une 
tragedian, is buried within it. Julie, pour une Claire, et pour un 

N. B. 	Posting (§ 5.) begins at Saint Preux ; mais ne les y eherchez 
Lausanne, and 	continues over the pas." 
Simplon into Italy, and by Geneva From the little terrace at the end 
into France. 	Diligences run daily in of the market-place the eye surveys 
summer from Lausanne to Vevay and the scenery of the Nouvelle Heloise. 
Bex, to Berne, to Geneva, to Neu- 
chide), and to Bide. 

On the E. the village ..of Clarens, 
Montreux, Chillon ; beyond it Ville-
neuve and the gorge of the Rhone, 
backed by the sigantic Alps of the 
Valais, the Det de Midi, and Pain 

The road to Vevay is very narrow, 
and partly enclosed between the high 
walls of vineyards, rendering it very de Sucre (neighbours of the Great 
tiresome, and in summer dreadfully St. Bernard); while on the opposite 
hot, being unsheltered by trees. 	It shore of the lake rise the rocks of 
improves near Vevey, as the gorge of Meillerie, surmounted by the peaks' 
the Rhone appears in sight, over- of the Dent d'Oche, and the village 
looked by the snowy peaks of the of St. Gingough, at the foot of the 
Dent de Midi. mountains. 

24" Vevay. (Inns: Trois Couronnes, 
good, " but very dear ; the only inn 

In the Church of St. Martin, a 
little above the town, Ludlow the 

I have met will' where a separate regicide is buried, as well as Brough- 
charge is made ror honey at breakfast. ton, who read the sentence of death 
Table-d'hiue at 1a, and later. 	The to Charles I. 	They died here in 
landlord is building a sdendid hotel, 
to contain 90 beds, baths, and a room 

exile, a price having been set upon 
their heads ; 	and 	repeated applies- 

intended to serve 	for an English tions were made to the canton of 
chapel, in a beautiful. situation, on Berne to deliver them up, which the 
the shore of the lake." Vile de Lon- government very properly refused to 
dres.)— W. C. T. accede to. Ludlow's douse sAgl exists.; 

Vevay (Germ. Vivis, the Roman be placed over his doorway this • 
Vibiscum) 	is the second town in scrip tion —" Omne solum f 	t pa- 
canton Vaud, and has 9986 inhabit- tria." 
ants. 	It is principally distinguished The wines of the neighbourhood of 
for the exceeding beauty of its situa- Vevay, especially of the sunny district 
tion, on the margin of the Lake extending hence to Lausanne, and 
Leman, at a point where the scenery called La Vaux, enjoy a considerable 
of its banks is perhaps most beau- reputation. 	The Romans 	are be.. 
tiful. The writings of Rousseau have lieved to have first planted the vine 
contributed not a little to its eele- on these hills; and the discovery of 
brity in this respect. 	He says in a stone inscribed " Libero Petri Col- 
his Confessions — " J'allai A, Vevey liensi " proves that they had erected 
loger I la clef, et pendant deux jours a temple to Fatlfbr Bacchamfirrol- 
que j'y restai sans voir personne, je, 
pris pour cette ville un amour qui 

Hum, a litticAvillage now called Cully, 
on the margin of the lake, between 

II F,,,,,  liana. An Isnato Vevay and Lausanne. 
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A society or guild of high eh- partner of her choice. 	As many as 

tiquity, called l'Abbaye des Vignerons, 
having for its motto the words " Ora 

700 persons took part in the last 
festival, and one of the ballet-masters 

et labors.," exists at Vevay. 	Its ob. of the French opera repaired hither 
ject is to promote the cultivation of 
the vine; and for this purpose it 

from Paris, several weeks; beforehand, 
to drill and instruct the rustics in 

despatches every spring and autumn dancing.. 	The ground was kept by 
"experts," qualified persons, to sur- 100 young men in the picturesque 
vey all the vineyards of the district, 
and upon their report and testimony 

ancient Swiss 	costume, which has 
been delineated by Holbein. 	,The 

it rewards the most skilful and indus- 2 last anniversaries were in 1819 and 
trious vinedressers with medals and 1833, and multitudes of spectators 
pruning-hOoks (serpes d'honneur) as flocked 	from 	all parts to witness 
prizes. 	 • them. 

In 	accordance 	with 	a-  custom The road from Vevay to Freyburg 
handed down 	from very ancient by Belle is described Route 4L 
times, which is possibly a 'relic of The path from Vevay over the 
pagan superstition, this society cele- Dent de Juman, and the road thence 
brates once in 15 oft years a festi- to Thun, form Route 41. 
val called la Fete desliignerons. 	It "The gardens of M. de Hauteville 
commences with the ceremony of are situated about 1 mile front Vevey; 
crowning the most successful culti- and deserve toile visited as much for 
vator of the vine, which is followed their fine horticulture 	as 	for the 
and accompanied by dances and pro- superb view they command."—B. 
cessions formed of the lads and lasses About 2 miles off on a swelling 
of the neighbourhood attired as Fauna eminence overlooking the lake, stands 
bearing 	the thyrsus, and nymphs. the ancient Castle of Blowy, built in 
Father Bacchus in.his car, and Ceres the 10th century, which belonged to 
throned on a waggon filled with the same family for 700 years. 	Fur 
wheatsheaves, appear in 	the most 
classical costume in the midst of their 

ther on, above Clarets, is Chatelard, 
another castle. 

followers. 	Bht the procession in- About a mile out of Vevay the 
eludes a singular mixture of scrip- hamlet of La °four do Peil, with a 
tura characters along with 	these castle built at the water-side in the 
heathen Bacchanals. 	Thus Silenus 13th century, is passed. 	A mile fur- 
riding on his ass is followed by Noah ther lies 
in his ark and Pomona is succeeded Clarens, so sentimentally described 

spieshe 	from Canaan bearing be- by Rousseau in the Nouvelle He- 
tween 	the bunch of grapes. 	A louse. 	It commands certainly one of 
vine-press and a forge at work are the finest views over the lake— the 
also exhibited, drawn by fine horses. mountains of the Rhone valley and 
On other days of the: fete (for it lasts of the opposite shore, but in itself 
for several) the, spectators are enter- is a poor village, far less attractive 
tained with the• native dances and than many of its neighbours, and it 
songs of Switzerland, performed by probably owes its celebrity to a well- 
the herdsmen and shepherdesses of sounding name, which fitted it for the 
the neighbouring Alps; and the con- pages of a romance. 	Rousseau's ad- 
eluding and perhaps the most inter- miters have puzzled themselves with 
esting part of the festivities consists 
in i'llimonstoviing *upon a young 

endeavouring to identify the localities, 
though he has himself stated that 

maiden,.the fairest. in fettle and form ;hey are " grossierement 	alterees." 
in the vicinity, a dower, aria in the rhe 	spot 	on which the beautiful 
celebration of her marriage with a " bosquet de Julie" is sought for is 
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now a potato-field. 	Byron says that Who worship him with notesomore sweet 
the trees were cut down by the monks 
of St. Bernard, and lavishes some un- 
worthy and undeserved abuse upon 

A ailinannocweonqiis; open their glad wings, 
Fearless and full of life; the gush of 

AncilariinTlofty fountains, and the bend 
those hospitable ecclesiastics ; but he Of stirring branches, and the bud which 
has forgotten to ask whether the boa- brings 
quet really ever had any existence The 

tend,
swiftest thought of beauty, here cx. 

except in Rousseau's 	imagination. Mingling, and made by Love, unto one 
Byron, indeed, viewed the spot with mighty end. 
a poet's eye, and the exquisite beauty " 'Twas not for Action chose Rousseau this 
of the surrounding scenery, which Peopsri4 it with aftbetions ; but he found 
has been accurately 	described by It was the scene which passion must allot 
Rousseau, called up all the poet's To the mind's purified beings; 'twits the 
enthusiasm and inspiration. 

" Clarens I sweet Clarens, birthplace of deep 

• ground 
Where early Love his Psyche's zone un- 

bound, 
And ballow'd it with towline% : 'tit lone, 

Love! And wonderful, and deep, and bath a 
Thine air is the young breath of passionate 

thought : Andosuennds, and sighte.Of sweetness; here 
Thy trees take root in Love; the snows 

above the Rh.t2evir couch,the Hath spread 	m. 	a 	Alps have 
The very glaciers have his colours caught, rear'd a throne." 
And 	sunset into rose.huos sees them 

wrought 
By ;rays which round sleep there 	: the _lovingly 

" In July, 1816, I made a voyage 
the lake of Geneva ; and, as  

rucks, 	 - far as my own observations beveled 
The permanent crags, tell here of Love, 

who sought me in a not uninterested nor mat. 
In them a refuge from the worldly shocks: tentive survey of all the scenes most 

Which stir and sting the soul with hope that celebrated by Rousseau in his ' He- woos, then mocks. loise,' I can safely say that in this 
Clasen,! by heavenly feet thy paths are there is no exaggeration. 	It would 

trod — be difficult to see Clarens (with the Undying Love's,*who hero ascends a 
throne scenes around its— Vevey, Chillon ,  

To which the steps are mountains ; where 
the god 

hi  a pervading life and light,— so shown 
Woveret, St. Gingo, Meillerie, Evian, 
and 	the entrances or the Rhone) 

Not on those summits solely, nor alone without being forcibly struck with 
In the still cave and forest ; o'er the flower its peculiar adaptation to the persons Nis eye is sparkling, and his breath bath 

blown, and events with which it has been 
His 'oft and rummer breath, whose tender peopled. 	But this is not all ; .the 

Power 	 . Passes the strength of storms in thew most 
desolate hour. 

" All things are here of him 1 from tho black 

feeling with which all argivid Cla-
rens, and the opposite rocks oftWeifill  
lerie, is invested, is of a still 	uglier 

pines, and more comprehensive order than 
Which are his 'shade on thigh, and the the mere sympathy' with individual 

loud roar 
Of torrents, where he I isteneth, to the vines passion ; it is a sense of the existence 
Which slope his green path downward to of love in its most extended and 

the shore, 
Where he how'd wate 	meet) him, and 

adore 	
rs 

 
sublime capacity, and of our own 
participation of its good and of its 

Kissing his feet with murmurs ; and the glory ; it is the great principle of the 
wood, 

The covert of old trees, with trunks all 
hoar, 

universe, which is there more con-
sensed, but not less manifested, and 

But light leaves, young as joy, stands where 
It stood, of which, though knowing otwsel veS 

Oftbring to him and his anopulous solitude. a part, we lose ottr individirdrrgid 
mingle io dle beauty of the whole. 

A populous solitude of bees and birds,' 
And 	fairy-form'd 	and 	many-colour'd If Rousseau had never written nor . 

things, hved, the same associations would 
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not less live belonged to such scenes. village inn. 	Boarding and lodging 
He has added to the interest of his houses are also to be met with there. 
works by their 	adoption ; 	he has The traveller who turns aside from 
shown his sense of their beauty by the the high-road to the church-yard of 
selection ; but they have done that Montreux will carry away from that 
for him which no human being could enchanting spot one of the sweetest 
do for them. 	I had the fortune (good impressions of his life. 	The statis- 
or evil AS it might be) to sail from tient researches' of Sir F. d'Ivernois 
Meillerie (where we landed for some have shown that Montreux is the 
time) to St. Gingo during a lake place in the world where there is the 
storm, which added to the magnify- smallest proportion of deaths and of 
eence of all around, although occa- imprudent marriages. The old pastor 
sionally accompanied by danger to Bridel, the head of this happy com- 
the boat, which was small and over- munity, is a hale mountaineer, full of 
loaded. 	It was over this very part the legends and beauties of the court- 
of the lake that Rousseau has driven try he has wandered over for nearly 
the boat of St. Preux and Madame 80 years, and will give a hearty wel- 
Wolmar to Meillerie for shelter dur- come to the traveller."—R. 
ing a tempest. 	On 	aining the shore About 2 miles from Montreux 
at St. Gingo, I found' that the wind stands the picturesque and renowned 
bad been sufficiently strong to blow Castle of Chilton, on an isolated rock 
down some fine old 	chestnut-trees surrounded by deep water, but within 
on the lower part of the mountains." a stone's throw of the shore and of 
— Byron. the road, with which it communi- 

Chailly, the •residence of 	Rous- cotes by a wooden bridge. 	It was 
seau'a friend Madame de Warens, lies built in 1238 by -Amadeus IV. of 
above Clarens, at some distance from Savoy, and was long used as a state" 
the road. 	The house still exists. prison, where, among other victims, 

The swelling hills and vine-clad many of the early reformers were 
slopes which forma,the banks of the immured. 	When IbByron, 	in 	the 
lake nearly all the way from Geneva Prisoner of Chilton, described the 
here give place to beetling crags and sufferings of an imaginary captive, he 
lofty precipices rising abruptly from was not acqdkinted with the history 
the water's edge. 	•The road sweeps of the red prisoner, Bonnivard, prior 
in curves round the retired bays at of St. Victor, who, having rendered 
their feet. himself obnoxious to the Duke of 

Montreux — (Inn : Couronne, in Savoy by his exertions to free the 
modditituationi 	people not very Genevese from the Savoyard yoke, 

cle.
, 
	Near Montreux is the Hotel 

du Cygne, well placed on the shore 
was seized by the Duke's emissaries, 
and secretly carried off to this castle. 

of the lakes.. 	- For 6 long years he was buried in its 
The village of Montreux is prettier deepest dungeon, on a level with the 

in itself and in its situation than even surface of the lake. 	The ring by 
Clarens. 	It,, lies at the foot of the which he was attached to one of the 
Dent de Jaman, across which runs a pillars still remains, and 	the stone 
path into the Simmenthal (Route 41). floor at its base is worn by his con- 

., D is celebrated as the most slid. smut pacing to and fro. 	Byron after- 
tered spot nn the banks of the lake of wards wrote the sonnet on Bonni- 
Geneva, and the remarkable salu- yard, from which the following lines 
brhrladets -climate, renders it desir- 
able winter-quarters forsinvalids who 
cannot cross the Alps. 	Very good 
accommodation may be had in the 

are taken : — 

.. Chillon ! thy prison Is a holy place, 
And thysad door an altar; for 'twas • tro 	• 
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Until his very steps have left a trace 	Which round about the wavr4enthrals 
Worn, as if the cold pavement were a A double dungeon wall and wave 

sont   Have made—and like a living grave. 
• By Bonnivard! May none those marks Below the surface of the lake 

efface! 
For they appeal from tyranny to God." 

The dark vault Iles wherein we lay, 
We heard it ripple night and day. 

At 	lengthy in 	1536, the 	Swiss 
wrested the Pays de Vaud from the 

 In 
e
C
r
tillon's dungeons deep and old ' 

There 
 wTifi aseluer, lat.:1;71'V ay, and, 	

grey, 

bands of Charles V. of Savoy. 	Chi& A sunbeam which hath lost its way, 
Ion was the last place which held out And through

ftlhc 
	

wall
the 

icsr  fallen
vice and

aud 
 t
i
t:left . 

ithick 
for him ; but an army of 7000 Ber- 
nese besieging it by land, while the 

Creeping o'er the floor so damp, 
Like a marsh's meteor lamp." 

genies, of the Genevese assaulted it Byron has exaggerated tat ;depth 
by water, soon compelled it to sur- of the lake, which near the castle 
render, and Bonnivard, with other does riot exceed 280 ft. 	" It is by 
captives, was set free. 	The changes this castle that Rousseau has fixed 
which had occurred during the years the catastrophe of his lileldise, 	in 
of his imprisonment almost realised the rescue of one of her children by 
the legend of the Seven Sleepers. Julie from the water ; the shock of 
He had left Geneva a Roman Ca- which, and the *Mims produced by 
tholic state, and dependent on the the immersion. is the cause of her 
Duke of Savoy ; he found her free, 
ni t rcTilitii: nh°  

death." 
splendid " Hotel Byron" has been 

The castle is now converted into a lately erected, commanding a beauti- 
magazine for military stores. 	A cu- 
rious old chapel serves as a powder- 
magazine, and is not shown. 	Stran- 

flu view. 	It is a single house, quiet, 
spacious, 	enjoyable ; 	well-served, 
clean, and not dear. — F. L. 

gers are readily conducted over other Villeneuve—(Inns: Croix Blanche; 
parts of it, and (independent of the Lion d'Or, both indifferent) — is a 
associations conflicted with the build- small and ancient walled town of 1480 
ing) may find something to interest inhabitants (Pennelneus of the Ro- 
them in its " potence et caehots." mans), situated at the E. extremity 
The former is a beam, black with of the lake, where the 'road quits its 
age, extended across ont of the vaults, 
to which the condemned were formerly 

borders to enter the valley of the 
Rhone. 	A diligence awaits the ar- 

hung. 	The .cachot is an oubliette, 
whose only entrance was by a trap. 

rival of the steamers to convey pas-
sengers on to Bex, where there are 

door in the floor above. 	The dun- 
geon of Bonnivard is airy and spacious, 

good sleeping quarters.) 	4. About a mile from Villeneu,vf
erotiortm 

consisting of two aisles, almost like a a small island, the only one 	1 the 
church ; 	its floor and one side are lake : it is thus mentioned by Byron 
formed by the living rock, and it is 
lighted by several windows, through 

in the Prisoner of Chinon :---, 
" And then there was a little isle, 

Which the sun's light passes by re- 
flection from the surface of the lake 

Which In my very face did smile, 
The only one In view; 

A small green isle, it seern'd no more,' Up to the roof, transmitting partly Scarce broader than my dungeon-floor ; ' 
also the blue colour of the waters. 
B yron inscribed his name on one of 
the pillars, but it is far more lastingly 
associated with the spot. 

nut in it there were three tall trees, 
And o'er it blew the mountain-breeze, 

a by it there were waters Rowing, 
And on it there were young flowers grow- 

ing, 
" Lake Leman lies by Chillon's walls ; Of gentle breath and hue.tiagommos- 

A thousand feet in depth below The commencement of the valley 
Its massy waters meet and flow; 	• ' 	Thus much the fathom-line was sent 
From Chinon's snow-white battlement (I ?) 

of the Ithone is dreary and unin- 
• In reality only live. 
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teresting. *The low ground is a flat burg named Zobel, but they are note 
alluvial 	deposit, 	formed 	by 	mud property of the government of the 
brought down by the river, and still canton. 	Down to 1823 the brine- 
remaining in the state of a barren springs alone furnished the salt, and 
and unwholesome morass. 	The en- they were 	gradually failing, when 
croachments of the land upon the M. Charpentier suggested the plan of 
lake, even within the period of his- driving shafts and galleries into the 
torical record, have been very great. mountain in search of rock-salt. The 
Port Vallais, Portus Valleshe of the result was the discovery of a large and 
Romans, in their time stood on the rich vein of the mineral, which has 
margin of the lake, but is now more been traced for a distance of 4000 ft. 
than a mile and a half inland ; the and for a height of 600 ft., varying 
intervening tract has been gained in thickness from 2 ft. to 50ft.; and 
since. The Rhone itself creeps slowly the annual produce of salt is now 
along, impeded by its own windings, 
and as it were burdened with mud, very 

augmented to 20,000 or 30,000 quin. 
tals. 	Strangers arriving at Bex corn- 

unlike the torrent of azure and crystal monly pay a visit to the mines, which 
which bursts out` of4the lake at Ge- are situated about 2 miles off; in the 
neva. Upon this playa, at the mouth 
of the valley of the Rhone, Divico, 
sty.. s..i rrm.,,,ttan  chief mligne41.12 history, defeated, a.c. RH 

valley of La Gryonne. 	A steep road, 
but practicable for chars-d-banc, leads 
throw ha  most beautiful scenery to 

nn...,.,4 I. 
year 'of Rome), the Roman forces is obtained either from the brine- 
under Lucius Cassius, slaying their springs, six or seven of which, of 
general and compelling his army to various 	degrees of strength, burst 
pass under the yoke. forth in different parts of the interior 

The top of the mountain above of the mountain, or from the rock. 
Yvorne was thrown down by an salt, which, after being extracted by 
earthquake, 1584. 	A good wine now the help of gunpowder, is broken into 
grows on the slope, 

2 Roche. 	The post house is re- 
pieces, thrown into° large reservoirs, 
called dessaloirs, cut in the anhydrite.. 

moved hitherfrom rock (sulphate of lime without water) 
L'Aiglo — (Ian : 	La 	Croix in the interi& of the .mountain, and 

Blanche) --- a village of 1650 inha- there dissolved in water. 	Each re- 
bitants (Aquikia). • Black marble is servoir is usually filled with water S 
quarried near this. times. 	The 2 first solutions (lessiv- 

11 Ber — (Inns : L'Union, good.) ages) furnish a liquor with 25pr 26 
mlitises a boarding-house and per cent. of salt ; the 3rd is much 

an 	blishment of baths, supplied weaker, having only 5 or 6 pc; cent. 
from 	a. sulphurous 	spring 	rising The brine, either from the sources or 
in the vicinity, which causes Bex to from 	these 	reservoirs, 	containing 
be resorted to as A watering-place in above 20 per cent, of salt, is conveyed 
summer. 	Guide* horses, and chars- in pipes made of fir-wood at once 
a-bane for -excursions among the to the boiling-house 	(maison 	de 
mountains may be.hired here. cuite) ; 	that which is less 	strong 

Bex, a village of 3000 inhabitants, 
situated on the high road to the 

must be subjected to the process of 
graduation in the long buildings or 

Simplon, is chiefly remarkable for its sheds, open at the sides, which are 
Salt-Mines and Salt-Works. 	Salt has passed at Bexvieux and Devil's, be- 
berffiwelftained 	from 	brine-springs tween Bea and the mines. 	These 
here since'tbe middle .of the 16th evaporating-houses, or rnaisans da gra- 
centuiy. 	For a long tin& they be- ' duation, are filled up to the roof with 
longed to a merchant family of Augs- stacks of fagots of thorn-wood, over 
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Which 	the salt water, after being canton Vaud. 	The water, employed 
raised to the roof by pumps, is allowed in supplying 	medicinal 	baths, the 
to trickle drop by drop. 	The se- healing properties of which are attri. 
paration. of the 	water 	in 	passing bitted to the quantity of azote gas 
through colaiders, and its exposure contained in the water. 1 
to the atmosphere as it falls, produce —.. Journeying upward by the nhone,1 
rapid and considerable evaporation of That there came down a torrent from the 
the watery particles, while the gyp-. _ i a/nt, ert teed where a key unlocks a kingdom : SUM dissolved in it adheres, in passing, 
to the twigs, and crystalizes around 

The mountain. doting, and the road, the 
river 

them. 	The water is thus made to Filling the narrow space." 	ROGERS. 
ascend and descend several times; it Such is the scene presented to the 
becomes stronger each time, and at 
length is brought to the condition of 

traveller at the Bridge of St. Maurice, 
which spans the rapid river with one 

saturated brine, fit for boiling in the bold arch, 70 ft. wide, leaning for 
salt-pans. 	It will easily be perceived support on the rt. side uptin the Dent 
bow much fuel is thus spared by not de Mercies, and on the 1. upon the 
subjecting the weak solution to the Dent de Midi, whoa bases are pushed 
fire at first. so far forward rarely  to leave room 

This short explanation may enable for the river. 
the visite' 	t......-x---,-- 3 	at.... 	,..........,... Th.. 1.4.1an orymennsiv attyllsntori 
pursued irrthe mines. The principal to the Romans, is not older than the 
mines are those called Dit. Fondement 15th century, but may possibly rest 
and Du Bouillet ; the latter contains on Roman foundations. 	It unites 
a gallery driven horizontally into the the canton Vaud with the canton 
bowels of the mountain for a distance Vallais ; and a gate at one end, now 
of 6686 ft. 7i ft. high and 5 ft. wide. removed, formerly served to close the 
At 400 R. from its entrance is the pav-sago up and down : 	a circura- 
round 	reservoir, Soft. in diameter stance alluded to in the lines of Ro. 
and 10 ft. deep, Excavated in the rock, 
without any support to its roof. 	In 

gem. 	A small fort was erected by 
the Swiss in 1832, above the road, to 

it the weak water is collected, which defend the pass. 	Here our route is 
requires to undergo Ate process of joined by the road from Geneva along 
graduation. 	A little farther on is the S. shore of the lake, through St. 
another irregular reservoir, 7933 ft. Gingough. 	(Route 57.) 
in extent, supported by pillars, and No one can cross the bridge of St. 
destined to hold the stronger brine Maurice without being struck with 
fit for the salt-pans without under- the change in the condititin of tl 
going any intermediate process. inhabitants of the two canton 	tie 

Many beiutiful minerals are ob- neatness and industry of the Vaudois 
twined from the salt-mines of Be:— are exchanged within the space of a 
Such as very clear crystals of selenite, 
rouriacite, anhydrite, &c. 

few hundred yards for filth and beg-
gary, equally apparent in the persons 

There is a short but difficult path and habitations 	of the Vallaisans. 
(Route 58) from Be: to Sion by the Their physical condition is lament- 
Bergfall of Les Diablerets. 	A guide able ; no part of Switzerland is af- 
would be required for this journey. fiicted to a greater extent with the 

At Levey, a little way above Bex maladies of goitre and cretinism (5 
a discovery was made, 1881, of a 19), and the victims of them shock 
warm 	sulphureous spring 	in the the traveller's sight at eversuntissm. 
very bed of the Rhone. 	It has bee% 
enclosed, and a Bath house has been 

Immediately beyond 	the bridge, 
squeezed in between the mountain 

built on the spot at the expense of and the I. bank of the Rhone, stands i 

   
  



16+ 	'Route 56.—St. Maurice—Fall of the SaIlenche. 
1 St. Maurice — (Ina': 	L'Union, 

tolerably good)—a town of 1050 in- 
lent storm of rain had burst upon the 
Dent de Midi, accompanied by thun- 

habitants, occupying the site of the der; and it is said that the lightning 
Roman Agaunum. 	It owes its pre- struck the peak several times. 	It is 
sent name to [the tradition that the supposed.that a mass ofthe mountain 
Theban Legion, under the command was loosened by the rain, and, in fall- 
of St. Maurice, suffered martyrdom ing broke through and carried down 
here by order of Maximian, A.D. 502, 
because they refused to abjure Chris. 

with it a considerable part of a glacier. 
The rain and melting ice mixing 

tianity. 	 .. with the fragments and with the 
The Abbey, founded in honour of debris of moraines, converted 	the 

St. Maurice ,  by Sigismond .King of whole mass into a thick mud, which 
Burgundy, contains in its Treasury swept slowly downwards like a lava 
a museum of ancient art. 	Here are current. 	Blocks 	of limestone 	of 
preserved %vase of Saracenic work- many tons weight, and some of them 
manship, presented by Charlemagne; 12 ft. high, were carried along with 
a crozier of gold, in the shape of a it, or floated on its surface like corks. 
spire, 	the nichet► of it filled with It is a remarkable fact that the stream 
figures an inch high,pst elaborately of mud contained scarcely one tenth 
worked ;.• a chalice 	of agate, pre- part of water, the fluidity of the ;Dugs 

given by Bertha Quee,n of Burgundy, 
and several besides, of a very early 

rector of the rocks and soil which 
covered 	the 	mountain, and which 

date. consisted of a black splintery lime- 
" The Church was much damaged stone, shale, and loam. 

by fire in the 17th century, but the This part of the valley has a dreary 
tower is unaltered,.and several Ro- and barren aspect from the quantity 
man inscriptions are built into its of bare gravel and broken rook 
walls."—P. 	 ' strewed over it. 
— On quitting the town we perceive . 
on the right, upon a projecting plat- 

About 64 miles frtm St. Maurice, 
4 	from 	Martigny, is the famous 

form of rock considerably above the Waterfall of the 	SaUenche, 	which 
road, the Hermitage of Nbtre Dame here 	descend. into 	the valley 	of 
de Sex. 	Lower down on the road 
is the chapel of Veriolez, raised on 

the Rhone out of a narrow ravine, 
apparently excavated by its waters. 

the precise spot of the. Theban mas- The perpendicular 	descent of the 
sure (!), and covered with rude fres- stream is about 280 feet, but the final 
ones. 	kW the autumn of 1835 a tor- leap of the cascade not more than 120 
renrosaL mud descended from the feet. 	It is a fine object, both from 
summit of the Dent.de Midi into the its volume and height, visible from a 
Vallais near Evionaz. 	It cut a pas. considerable distance up and down. 
sage for itself through 	the forest, 
which clothes.the side of the moult. 
tabs, snapping the stoutest trees short 

It is best seen in a sunny morning 
before 	12 	o'clock, when 	the 	iris, 
formed in the cloud of spray, hovers 

off like twigs. 	It covered the high over it. 	The neighbouring village 
road for a length of 900 ft., inter- of Mioville sends forth an impor- 
rupting for some time 	the 	com- tunate crowd of beggars and self- 
munication, and overwhelmed many appointed guides to conduct travellers 
fields, end :orchards, and some few from the road to the fall, a distance 
iwassaimodustt up lives were lost, as the of a few hundred 	yards. 	Before 
slow progress of the cursent allowed reaching Martigny we cross another 
every one time to remove oftt of its 
way. 	On the 25th of August a vio- 

stream, the 	71.ient, descending• from, 
the celebrated pass of the The Noire, 
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and issuing out of a singular rent in the left, between the road and the 
the side of the valley. 	On the out- lake, Ripaille, anciently an Augustine 
skirts of Martigny, upon a command- convent, founded by Amadeus VIII. 
log rock, rises the castle of La Batie, 
formerly a stronghold of the arch• 

of Savoy, in which he passed the latter 
portion of his life, having assumed 

bishops of Sion. 	The deep dungeon the cowl of an Augustine monk. 	He 
beneath its tall tower is only acces- abdicated, in succession, the dukedom 
sible by 	a trap-door in the floor of Savoy, the Papacy (into which he 
of the chamber above. 	The river had been installed with the title of 
Dranse passes out into the [Rhone, 
between La Batie and 

Felix V.) and the 	bishop's see of 
Geneva. 	Be resided here after his 

24 Martigny (Route 59). second abdication, passing his time, 
lot in :the austere penance of an an-
chorite, but according to the popular 

ROUTE 57. belief in ease, feasting, and dissipa- 
Grimm TO MA WEIGHT, HY THONON tion. 	Hence the French'proverb — 

AND ETEILLERIE, ALONG THE SOUTH " Faire Ripaille." 	Recent historical 
SHORE OF THE LAKE OF GENEVA. investigations ho•er make it pro- ntn 

' bable that, evdr to the last, he had 
144 posts ---.. 70 English miles. not abandoned'lbe path of ambition, 
The-greater part of this road lies and that far from being inactive and 

through the Sardinian territory, but exclusively devoted to luxury, he was 
for the convenience of reference it is still weaving political intrigues. 	The 
placed here. castle, with 7 towers, built by Ama- 

After quitting Geneva by the Porte deus for himself and the six knights 
do Rive, a flue view opens out on whom he chose as companions, has 
the right; beyond the Saldve rises nearly disappeared. 	The relic of the 
the Wile, and the vista of the valley convent is converted into a farm- 
of the Arve 	is terminated by the house. 	A long bridge of 24 arches 
Buet, by Mont ?Ilene and its glaciers. carries the road ever the Dranse, a 
The shore of the lake is dotted over torrent descending from the moun- 
with villas of the Genovese. 	One of tains of the Chablais, and augmented 
these, near the villagib of Cologny, 
the Campagna Diodati, is interesting 

to a large volume, by the melting 
snows during a small part of the 

as having been the residence of Lord year. 
Byron in 1816. 	He wrote here the Through groves of most magnifi- 
3rd canto of Childe Harold and the 
tragedy of Manfred. 

cent chesnut trees we pass Amphion, 
where are baths supplied 195,  a choels 

Beyond the village of Corsier the lybeate spring, and reach 	OP' 
Genevan territory is left, and we enter li Evian — (Inn : H. du Nord; 
the kingdom of Sardinia and the an- 
cient province 	of 	Chablais, which 

Poste) — a town of 1670 inhabitants, 
at the water-side. 

extends along the lake as far as St. The Rocks of Meilkrie, celebrated 
Gingough. 	A monotonous plain is by Rousseau and Byron, were, under 
traversed in order to reach the orders of Napoleon, and with the 

2,1 Douvaine, 	the first Sardinian help of gunpowder, blasted to form a 
post-station, where passports and bag- passage for the magnificent road of 
gage are examined. the Simplon, which is here carried 

2 Thonon — (Inn : Les Balances, 
improved of late) — an ancient town 

partly through them, partly on a ter-
race SO or 40 fact abovcsaikeololse.--. 

of 3740 inhabitants, originally capitat 
of the amble's. 

The little Tillage of Meillerie was, 
previou#to its construction, barely ac- 

On quitting Thonon we pass on cessible, except by boats. 	About a 
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• 

mile-off lie shore, at Meillerie, the 
lake attains its greatest depth, 920 

ROUTE 58.' 

Fr. ft. 	Here Byron was nearly lost 
BET TO SION, BY LES DIAELERETS AND 

 
in a storm. 	Rousseau, in the N. COL DE CHEVILLE. 

Heldise, 	has conducted St. Preux 
and Mad. Wolmar also to this port 

114 stunden = 37 English miles, 
a walk of 94 to 10 hours, excluding 

for shelter from a tempest. 	On the stoppage. 
opposite shore 'is seen Clarens, and Bex is described in Route 56. 
the white wall of the castle of Chil- 
lon (p. 160). 	 - 

This is a 	highly interesting pass, 
both from the geological phenomenon 

A St. Gingough — (Inn : Poste, 
comfortable). 	A deep ravine here 

of its Bergfall, or mountain 	slip, 
and for the extreme picturesqueness 

divides Savoy from the Swiss terra- of its scenery : 	" neither is it dif- 
tory of the Vallais ; travellers enter- ficult nor dangerous for any one who 
ing from tile Vallais are subjected to goes with his eyes open. 	The part 
custom-house regulations here. which runs high above the Liserne 

Rovaret, ,the 	next 	village, 	lies skirts fearful precipices, and in parts 
within the valle)nof the Rhone, here 
a 	broad, 	flat, 	an 	unwholesome 

would not be very secure to ride, 
though I met 20 or SO mules laden 

swamp (p. 161). Por Valais, in the 
days of the Romans, stood on the 

with hay, a bulky load, passing it, 
but it is perfectly safe for foot pas- 

water-side; all the ground between it sengers."—F. M. 	There is no inn 
and the lake has been produced since. (worthy the name) by the way. 	The 
the records of history, by the deposits path ascends the valley of the Aven- 
of the river. At Port du Sex the rocks con, running in a direction nearly due 
on the rt. encroach so far upon the E. from Bex, passing Bexvieux to the 
Rhone as barely to leave a passage chalets of Chamemey (2 hours), and 
for the road at their base. Advantage 
was taken of this pass in ancient times 

the chalets of Anzeinde (2 hours), 
through some of the most pleasing 

to construct a fort with loop-holes for pastoral scenery in ewitzerland. Here 
arrows, and embrasures for cannon, the path begins rapidly to ascend in 
'which 	effects:Ally 	closed 	the 	en- a tortuous course (41) to the summit 
trance to the Vallais, the. only pas- of the Col de Cheville. 	The valley 
sage being over its drawbridge and into which it descends on the E. 
through its gate. 	There is a ferry side of the pass is nearly occupied 
over the Rhone near this, but the by the wreck of the fall of the Most 
cross-roads leading to the opposite Diablerds, a name given to the spot 

11112ide cethe valley among the mo- by the peasantry, it is said, because 
rassftre very bad. 	• they regard it as the vestibule of hell. 

The canal of Stockalper, running This mountain is composed of lime- 
nearly parallel with the road, was cut stone strata, 	much deranged 	and 
about a century ago, to drain this steeply inclined. The lower beds, be- 
portion of the valley. ing soft and shaley, are disintegrated 

2 Vionnaz. 	Owing to an abrupt by the infiltration of water from the 
bend in the valley,and a projecting vast glaciers on the N. E. ; and, after 
rock which bides the upper portion the supports and foundation are thus 
from view, the road comes suddenly removed, large masses are detached 
upon the town of ' ' from the mountain into the valley be- 

2 'St. Maurice (Route 56). low, forming tboulemens of the most 
' "wierrilfelifigii.y (Route 59). tremendous kind. 	During the last 

century two catastrophes of this kind 
occurred, in 1714 and 1749. 	By the 
former, 15 human beings, 100 head of 
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cattle, and 55 chalets, were buried season of the year several minutes 
alive. 	Subterranean noises produced earlier 	than 	they 	did Lefore the 
by the commotion in the mountain event occurred. 	The fall of 1749 
gave warning for several days before- 
hand, so time most of the peasants 

arrested the course of the Liserne, 
forming two small lakes, called Der- 

and their cattle removed out of the borenze, which still exist. 	Along the 
way. 	Among those who did not 
profit by this was a man belonging to 
the village of Avers in the Vallais. 

W. 	side of these the path 	runs, 
crossing, for the space of two leagues, 
heaps of rubbish and fallen rocks. 

His friends gave him up for lost, his The scene is one of the utmost deso- 
wife was looked upon as a widow, 
and his children as orphans. 	Three 

lation ; overhead towers the ridge of 
the Diablerets, 9862 ft. above the 

months afterwards, on Christmas eve, 
he suddenly makes his appearance in 

sea-level. 	Three of its five peaks 
Iffive already fallen, and the two which 

the 	village, 	pale, 	haggard, 	with remain threaten, sooner or later, to 
scarcely a rag to cover him, having follow. 	The mountain if again rent 
all the appearance of a spectre. 	The with fissures, and scarcely an hour 
door of his own house was shut in passes in which a aght noise , is not 
his face, and the people in the village heard or a fragneinT of stone does not 
repaired in the greatest terror to the fall. 	The acctknulated debris of the 
minister, begging 	him to lay the mountain is said to cover a space of 
ghost. 	It was with great difficulty 8 miles. 	At one point, on reaching 
that he at length convinced them that the borders of the Liserne, a narrow 
it was himself. 	He had been over- and dangerous path has been formed 
whelmed in a chalet on the moon- across the talus, at the edge of a pm- 
tains, but escaped being crushed to cipice overhanging the stream : it is 
death by two masses of rock, forming called Le 	Saut du Chien. 	" The 
an angle over it. 	He had managed beech woods in the valley of the 
to support life upon a store of cheese Liserne 	through 	which 	the path 
laid up for 	di, winter, and 	with runs for some distance are unusually 
water from a brook which found its fine, and the wIrole valley most pie- 
way through the fallen rocks. 	After turesque, and peculiar in character; 
many weeks passed ite the dark, and owing in part to the enormous depth 
many vain efforts to extricate him- at which the stream runs below, and 
self, he at length, by creeping and the extreme steepness of the moan- 
scratching among the rocks, formed a tains on either side. 	No road, as far 
Passage through which a gleam of 
daylight appeared, 	and through it 

as I can recollect, except the Gemini, 
skirts such precipices." — Re M. , A 

succeeded at length in working his took walking leisurely from 	to ,Xwan 
Way out. the chalet of Cheville 	. 6 hrs. 0 m. 

At the moment of the fall the sur- Chalet to top of the pass 0 	48 
rounding district shook as with an 
earthquake, a thick cloud of dust rose 
high into the air from the friction of 

Top — to lies - 	3 	sO 

Total 	- 	10 	18 
it, masses of rock were hurled a dis- Thenceforth the path follows the 
tance of 6 miles, and the current of 1. bank of the Liserne as far as the 
air produced by it, threw down trees chapel of St. Bernard, where it bears 
which 	were not touched by the away to the E., descending upon St. 
avalanche itself. 	The inhabitants of Severin 	and Haut 	Couthey, and 
one of the neighbouring villages de- thence enters thn,valley o 
rive this singular advantage from the and the high road of the 
fall of the peak of the mountain! within ei miles of 
that they enjoy summer at a certain 61 Sion (Route 59.). 

   
  



168 	Route 59. —Pass of the Simplon —The Valais. 

• ROUTE 59. ' spot where the Rhone receives the 

THE PASSAGE OF TIIE SIMPLON ; MAR. 
Dranse, a torrent by which Martigny  

TIGHT TO MILAN, BY SION, ERIEG, 
itself, and the village of Bourg de 
Martigny have been twice nearly de- 

AND DOMO D'OSSOLA. stroyed, in 1545 and inol 818. Marks 
36i posts =174 English miles. of the last inundation (described in 
This grand and finely engineered Route 109) are still visible on the 

road was almost destroyed by two walls of many of the houses; and the 
successive stormn.in 1834 and 1839, 
and though barely passable in 1840, 
the damage on the. Italian side was 

massive construction 	of the lower 
walls of the post-house is designed to 
protect it from the effects of similar 

not repaired effectually, and it was in catastrophes. The monks of St. Ber- 
bad condition. 	It is tolerably well nard have their head quarters in a 
supplied with post horses,' but tit convent within the town, from which 
yellers who require more than two the members stationed on the Great 
to their &Vine, must bespeak them St. Bernard are relieved at intervals) 
by avant-courier, if they wish to avoid The monastery of the Great St. Ber: 
delays. With packhorses the journey nerd is a journey of 10 hours front 
may barely be accontplished in 8, or hence. 	(See Route 108.) 
easily in si days, resITng 1st night at The valley of Chamouni may be 
Brieg, 2d at Baveno, 3d tit Milan ; reached in 7 or 8 hours by the Passes 
or, 1st, at Turtman, 2d at Domo of the Tke Noire (Route 116), or 
d'Ossola, 	3d 	at 	Arona. 	There is Col de Balme ( Route 117.). 
a tolerably comfortable inn at Sim- The waterfall of the Sallenche is 
pion, near the summit of the pass. 4 miles from Martigny, lower down 

Diligonces 	go 	daily • to 	Milan, 
making 	numerous halts, and per. 

the valley. 	(See p. 169.) 
At Martigny the Rhone makes an 

forming the distance to Milan in less abrupt bend, forming nearly a right 
than 3 days and nights. angle. 	For many miles above the 

The picturesque round tower of the town, the bottom of the valley through 
castle of La Betio, rising on' a rock, 
with a villageot its foot, is seen some 

which 	it 	flows 	is 	a flat 	swamp, 
rendered desolate and unwholesome 

time before the town of Martigny is by the overflbwings of the Rhone 
reached. 	It was destroyed by George and its tributaries, which, not being 
Superax in 1518. carried oft' by a sufficient declivity in 

Martigny (German Martinaeh). — their beds, stagnate, and exhale a most 
Inns : Post: — Cygne, tolerably good injurious malaria under the rays of a 

jatd moeltrate ; daily table-d'W,te, 3 burning sun. 	From this cause, and 
fr., wisie included. — La" .four said 
to be good. 

the absence of pure drinking-water, 
the valley is a hot-bed of disease ; its 

Martigny (Octodurus of ,the Ro- inhabitants are 	dreadfully 	afflicted 
mans) consists of twaparts — the one with goitre (§ 19.), cretinism, 'and 
situated on the Simplon road, the agues ; and the appearance of decrepi. 
other, Bourg de Martigny, more than tude, .deformity, and misery, arrests 
a mile distant up the. valley of the the traveller's attention at every step, 
Dranse. 	Its position on the high 
road of the Simplon,At the terrains- 

A tolerable wine, called Coquempin, 
is grown upon the hills ; the low flats 

tion of the char.road from the St. produce little except 	rushes, 	rank 
Bernard, and the 	mule-path from grass, and alders. 	The 	mountains 

' li .• 	ip render4„ it the constant 
J . travellers. It Is $ small town 

ppr 

.8o prepossessing appearance, 1480 

which here bound the valley have a 
bare and desolate aspect. 
• 21 Riddes. 	After 	crossing 	the 

Mr. ft. above the sea, placed near the Rhone the road passes the footpath 
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leading to the Diablerets ( Route 58.), 
and soon after the twin castles of 

The post-road, after cossing the 
Rhone, and winding for some dis- 

Sion appear in sight. tance among irregular hillocks, passes, 
A Sion (German Sitten). — Inns: on the rt. bank of the river, at the 

Poste; Croix, Blanche, dirty. 	Tins mouth of the gorge of the Data, the 
town, anciently the capital of the Se- picturesque village of Loeche. 	The 
duni, is the see of a bishop, whose Baths are situated about 9 miles above 
predecessors were at one time among the village ; a mule-path* leads to 
the most powerful and wealthy seig. them. 	Travellers coming from the 
neurs hi Switzerland, and who still 
convoke and preside over the Gene- 

Simplon, turn aside here to visit them, 
and ascend the Gemmi. (Route 38.) 

ral 	Assemblies of this democratic 21 Tourtemagne (Germ. Turtman) 
canton. 	It is the chief town of the — Inns: Poste, Soleil, very good; 
Vallais, and has 24.50 inhabitants. Lion. 	20 minutes' walk behind the 
It has no less than three extensive inn is a Cascade of some repute. 
castles, which give the town a pictu- The volume of water is considerable. 
resque and feudal aspect from a dis. Though on the whole inferior to the 
tance. 	Tourbillon, the castle seen on 
the I. in advancing from Martigny, 
built 1492, ancHong the bishop's re- 

fall of the Sallenelgenear Martigny, 
it is still worth",  of a visit by those 
who are atnatets of waterfalls: the 

sidence, is now 	a 	complete 	ruin. scene is interesting on account of its 
That on the I. or S. peak, called entire seclusion. 	The neighbourhood 
Valeria, 	contains 	a 	very 	ancient is overspread with marshes and stag- 
church, and serves now as a Catholic nant pools. 
seminary. 	13eneatli there is a third 2.1 Visp (Viege), a miserable vil- 
castle, called Majoria, from the ma- lage, 	with no good inn, but finely 
jors, or ancient governors of the Val- situated at the junction of the Visp 
laic, its first occupants; it was burnt with the Rhone. 	The valley divides 
in 1788 by a con2agration which de- at some distance above Visp into two 
stroyed the greatfir part of the town. branches; the I. wads to the foot of 
The Jesuits have a convent in the Monte Rosa by the pass of the 
town ; they have formed a collection Moro, one of the finest in Switzerland 
of the natural history °tithe Vallais. ( Route 10.5); that on the rt. ascends 

The Hospital, under the care of the the vale of St. Nicholas to the Mont 
Sceurs de la Charitii, contains many Cowin ( Route 106). 
victims of goitre and -cretinism, the The Gamsen and other torrents 
prevailing maladies of the district. which fall into the upper end of the 

There is a mole-path from this Vallais are most dangerouSwneighsla 
over the mountains to Bex, passing hours to the villages and cottages on 
the Diablerets (Route 58.). their banks. 	The bed of the torrent 

Above Sion, German is the pre- Visp is 18 ft. above a part of the 
vailing language of the Vallais. village, and the Saltine is nearly 11 ft. 

2.1 Sierre ( Germ. Siders). —bin:  higher than Brieg. 	The miserable 
Soleil ; without pretensions, but af- and poverty-stricken inhabitants are 
fording an excellent bed and supper. in consequence obliged to construct 

Mules may be hired here for the very considerable dykes to restrain 
ascent of the remarkable Pass of the them, but even these defences are 
Gemmi ( Route SR.). The path lead- liable to destruction every 2 or 3 years. 
ing to it by the Baths of Loeche The desolation which the torrents 
turns out of the post-road a 	little spread over time fields, by theiketkpleiggem 
Way beyond the town, before reaching attract Ow remark of every tra- •will 
the bridge. 	It is steep, but highly yeller; add the evil is constantly in- 
romantic. • A else road is said to bo.in progress. 	: 

Steitz. 	 t 
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dressing, as the beds of the torrents and surveys by which the direction 
rise as fast as the dykes are raised to of the road was determined, were 
restrain them, till they flow along the made by M. Ctlard, and a large por. 
top of a colossal aqueduct or wall of tion of the works was executed under 
loose rocks, which the road ascends the superintendence 4 that able en- 
and descends like a hill. gineer. 	It was commenced on the 

The ascent of the Simplon 'pro-Italian side in 1800, and on the Swiss 
perly begins at Glys, a village dis- in 1801. 	It took 6 years to cont. 
tinguished by its large church; but, 
as the post-house and inn are both 

plete, though it was barely passable 
in 1805, and more than 30,000 men 

situated at Brieg, a detour of about -were employed on it at one time. To 
2 miles is made to pass through it. give a notion of the colossal nature 

li Brieg. 	(The Inn, Poste, (toler of the undertaking, it may be men. 
ably good. —J. D.) 	is 	the usual 
balting-plap of travellers before or 

tioned that the number of bridges, 
great and small, constructed for the 

after crossing the Simplon : it con- passage of the road between Brieg 
tains 50 beds.) Brieg is a small town and Sesto, amounts to 611, in addition 
of 650 	inhabit/Iasi  situated on a to the far more vast and- costly con. 
sunny slope by theeigide of the Sal- structions, such as terraces of mas. 
tine, and overlooking the course of sive masonry miles in length ; .of 10 
the Rhone, which here makes a sharp galleries, either cut out of the living 
bend. 	The most conspicuous build- rock or built of solid stone ; and of 
ing is the Jesuits' College. 	The num. 20 houses of refuge to shelter tra. 
ber of brothers at present (1837) yellers, and lodge the labourers.con- 
does not exceed 10, and their pupils stantly employed in taking care of 
amount to only 30. 	There is also an the road. 	Its breadth is throughout 
Ursuline Convent. at least 25 ft., in some places 30 ft.,, 

The upper valley of the Rhone and the average slope nowhere ex. 
above Bricg, and the route to the 
Grimsel and Gries. are described in 

ceeds 6 inches in G
a_

feet. 	I 
To use the cloqent words of Sir 

Routes 28 and 29. 	An interesting James Mackintosh, 	`, the 	Simplon 
excursion upit might be made as far may be safely said to be the most 
as Viesch, where the scenery is very wonderful of useful works, because 
beautiful. our canals and docks surpass it in 

At Brieg the Simplon road quits utility, science, and magnitude, but 
the vale of the Rhone, beginning to they have no grandeur to the eyes 
ascend immediately item the post- Its peculiar character ish  to be the 

Mouse.  The distance frons:Brieg to greatest of all those monuments that 
Donfelsd'Ossola is 13 leagues = about at once dazzle the imagination by 
25 or 30 English miles; 	and the their splendour, and are subservient 
journey usually occupies 10 'hours — to general convenience." 	It may be 
7 to reach Simplon, and Si thence to observed in addition that (except the 
Domo d'Ossola. 	On foot it will take Cenis) the Sitnplon was the first of' 
full 10 hours' good walking to go the great carriage-roads opened across 
from Brieg to Domo d'Ossola. the W. Alps; 	and, though others 

The construction of a route over since constructed, surpass it in some 
the Simplon was decided upon by respects, especially in the elevation 
Napoleon immediately after the battle attained (e. g. the Stelvio), 	yet this 
of Marengo, while the recollection of has the merit of originality, and the 

i'mffiltieffiRifficult passage of the Alps others are mere copies. 	This is the 
by the Great St. Berard (at that. first example of the triumph of litt. 
time one of the easiest Alpine passes) 
was fresh in,bis memory. 	The plans 

man power and intellect over nature, 
apparently invincible. 
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The cost' of this road averaged the road is carried, but will& he will 
about 16,0004 	per 	league 	(1. e. require at least 3 good hours to reach, 
100,000 fr.) The object of Napoleon on account of the sinuosities of the 
in its formation is well marked by route. 	Looking back, he will per- 
the question which, on two diffettnt ceive the valley of the Rhone, as far 
occasions, he first asked of the en- as Tourtemagne, spread out as a map 
gineer sent to him to report progress at his feet ; Brieg and Natcrs remain 
—"Le canon quand pourra-t-il pas. long in sight. 	It is a constant pull 
set au Simplon?" against the collar from Brieg to the 

second refuge. 	Here the road, car- 
The postmasters on both sides of ried for some distance nearly on a 

the mountain have the right to at- level, is compelled to bend round 
tach one extra horse to light carriages the valley of the Ganther until it can 
and two more to heavy ones 	in cross the torrent which traverses it 
ascending the mountain : indeed, as by another lofty bridge, 	Pent .called 
many as eight horses are sometimes du Candler. 	The upper end of this 
required to drag up a heavy landau, wild ravine is subject to avalanches 
Berisol, 	the 	first post-house above almost every winteraThe snow of which 
43rieg, is sometimes without horses, - nearly fills it to and reaches some- . 
in which case those from Brieg are times to the crown of the arch. 	This 
taken on for two stages. 	By follow- bridge is left uncovered, from the fear 
lag the old horse-road the pedestrian justly entertained by the engineers 
may abridge the distance to the sum- that the terrific gusts or currents of air 
trait by several miles; but it is rough, 
and more fatiguing than the carriage- 

which accompany the fall ,of an ava-
Innate might blow the area entirely 

road. 1 away, were much resistance of flat 
, The ascent of the Simplon begins timber-work presented to it. 	The 

at once from-the post-house in Brieg. road originally traversed a gallery cut 
About 4 a mile ,hove the town the in the rock near this, but it has been 
road passe., 	on 	the rt., the lofty removed. 	After crossing the bridge 
covered bridge over the Saltine, now 
little used, since most vehicles make 

the road turns down the opposite side, 
and then ascends by several zigzags 

the detour by Brieg instead of going to the third refuge, called 
direct to or from Glys, whither this 24 Beresal, or Persal, a homely 
bridge conducts. 	The road 	then tavern, consisting of 2 buildings con- 
snakes a wide sweep, turning away 
from the Glytzhorn, the mountain 

nected by a roof across the road, 
where a few post-horses are keyy_ 

which bounds the valley on the rt., 
towards the Breithorn, on the oppo- 

affording plain fare and 6 oft betl 
It may be reached in 2; hotter from 

site side, skirting a little hill dotted 
with white chapels and crowned by 

Brieg. 	 , 
The first gallery which the road 

a calvary. 	It then again approaches traverses is that of Schalbet, 95 feet 
the gorge of the Saltine, skirting the long-9320 feet above Glys. 	Near 
verge of a precipice, at the bottom this, and hence to the summit, should 
of which the torrent is seen at.a vast the sky be clear, the traveller's often- 
depth, forcing its way among black tion will ho rivetted by the glorious 
and bristling slate rocks, which seem view of the Berman Alps, which bound 
still shattered by the convulsion which the Vallais and form the rt.-hand 
first gave a passage to its waters. 	It wall of the valley of the Rhone. The 
Ss a scene of grandeur, almost of ter- glittering white ptaks of RIPI 
ror. 	At the upper end of the ravine, 
high above his head, the traveller 

horn, 	Jungfeau, 	and 	Idiinch 	are 
magnificett 	objects 	in this scene, 

Ina).  discern the glaciers under which while below them is spread out, the 
r2 
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glacier ofsAletsch, one of the most waterfall. 	These galleries have been 
extensive in the Alps. recently extended far beyond their 

Fifth 	Refuge, 	called. 	Schalbet. original length, fur greater security. 
"Here a picture of desolation sur- In the spring the avalanches slide 
rounds the traveller. 	The pine has mtr their roofs. 	• 
no longer the scanty pittance of soil 
which it requires tier nourishment; 
the hardy but beautiful Alpine flower 

The Sixth Refuge is also a barrier, 
at which a toll is paid for each horse, 
to defray the cost of keeping the road 

ceases to embellish the sterile soli- in repair. 	The toll charged varies 
tudc ; and the eye wanders over snow from 2fr. to 6 fr. per horse, upon what 
and glacier, fractured rock and roar- principle is not known ; the traveller 
ing cataract, 	relieved drily 	by that should make inquiries at the foot of 
stupendous monument of human la- 
hour the road itself, winding along 

the pass respecting the proper amount, 
in order that he may not be defrauded. 

the edges.of precipices, penetrating A simple cross of wood, a few yards 
the 	primeval granite, striding over further, marks the highest summit or 
the furious torrent, and burrowing culminating point of the road, 6578 
through dark Ali dripping grottoes ft., above the level of the sea. About 
beneath accuraulat% masses of ice A a mile beyond it stands the New 
and snow."—Johnson. Hospice, founded by Napoleon for the 

The portion of the road between reception of travellers, but left un- 
the fifth refuge and the summit is finished, 	for want of funds, 	until 
the most dangerous of all, at the sea- 1840. , 	Externally it is a plain solid 
son when avalanches fall, and tour- edifice; containing several very neat 
meutes arise, on which account it is bed-rooms for masters, a drawing- 
provided with j places of shelter, viz. room provided with a piano, a refcc- 
3 galleries, 2 refuges, and a hospice, 
within a distance of not mom than 

tory, a chapel, and about 30 beds for 
travellers of the common sort. 	It is 

Ii mile. 	The head of the gorge of much more comforiable than the hos- 
Schalbet, a wild recess in the flanks pice on the Great St. Bernard, and is 
of the Mount Simplon, or Monte Le- even warmed with a heating appa- 
one, is filled tp with glaciers, beneath ratus. 	It is occupied by 	3 or 4 
which, along the edge of a yawning 
abyss, the, road 	is 	necessarily con- 

brothers 	of• the 	Augustine order, 
members of the same community as 

.ducted. 	These fields of everlasting those on the Great St. Bernard. The 
ice, forming the Kaltwasser glacier, prior is the amiable Father Barras, 

...in the heat of summer feed .5 or 6 whose civility must be remembered 
"Turious torrents, the sources of the by all who have visited the Great 

Salta!, and iu,winter discharge fre- 
quent avalanches into the gulf below. 

St. Bernard within the last 25 years, 
during which he has resided there. 

To protect this portion of the road 3 Several of the celebrated dogs of St. 
galleries,salled, from their vicinity to Bernard arc kept here, but they are 
the glaciers, Glacier Galleries, partly rarely employed in active service. The 
excavated, partly built of masonry monks are very happy to show the 
strongly 	arched, 	have 	been 	con- 
structcd. 	'By an ingenious contriv- 

mansion to travellers, ancPto receive, 
lodge, and entertain them in stormy 

antic of nie engineer, they serve in weather and during winter; but at 
plates as bridges and aqueducts at other times strangers have no excuse 
the same time, the torrents being fur availing themselves of the hos. 

1""iltIliWirci over itnd beneath them ; pitality of the house, since the inn at 
and the traveller is surprised to find. Simplon is good, and not far distant. 
his carriage suddenly drivtn in per- The establishment is similar to that 
feet safety underneath a considerable on the Great St. Bernard, except that 
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it is more limited in extent and funds. now and then a' tuft of glass lodged 
(For further particulars see Route in a cleft, or a fringe of fir-trees 
108.) growing above the gorge, and visible 

A large open valley of considerable at a great height on the verge of the 
extent, boundkl by snow-clad heights, 
having the appearance of a drained 

precipice, contrast agreeably with the 
unvaried surface of black rock. 	The 

lake, occupies the summit 	of the base of these cliffs and the bed of the 
Simplon. 	It is devoid of picturesque stream are in places heaped up with 
interest, all around is barrenness, and vast shattered fragments, ruins of the 
nothing but lichens and coarse her- mountains 	above ; 	while loosened 
bage grow on the bare rocks 	Below masses still hanging on the slope seem 
the road, on 	the rt., stands 	a tall to threaten the passenger below. 
tower, the original hospice before the • The Doveria is now crossed by a 
new one was built. 	A gradual but wooden bridge celled Ponte Alto, an 
continued descent leads past the Se- approach to which has hem formed 
venth Refuge (ruined), in about 3 by scarping the rock with gunpowder. 
miles, to the village of Some way further a vast projecting 

54 	Simplon 	(Ital. 	Seinpione). buttress of rock gifts out from the 
Inn: Poste; affords dean beds and mountain on to I., and seems to 
a good dinner at 4 or .5 fr. 	The be- block up all further passage. 	It in- 
lated 	traveller 	may easily 	content deed formed a serious impediment to 
himself with such quarters— indeed, 
no other are to be found nearer than 

the construction of the road, over-
come, however, by the skill of the 

Domo d'Ossola, a drive of 31 hours 
at the least. 	The traveller should 

engineer; who has bored it through, 
with another of those 	artificial ea- 

here supply himself with a wooden verns. 	This Gallery of Gondo is the 
sabot to save the' iron drag of his longest cut through solid rock in the 
carriage, as the descent now becomes whole line of the Simplon, as it men- 
rapid, in 	spite of the wide 	circuit sures .596 feet; it was also the most 
which the road*makes in order to di- difficult and costly to make, on ac- 
minish the steepness. count of the extreme hardness of the 

By a well-constructed bend, the rock (granite ?): for it required the 
traveller reaches the Gallerie d'Al- incessant labour of more than 100 
gaily, the first excavation on the Ita- workmen, in gangs of 8, relieving 
fan side, about 9 leagues front Brieg each other day and night, to pierce 
and 5 from Deno d'Ossola, on the a passage in IS months. 	The pro- 
banks of the torrent Doveria. 	The gress of the work would lisir bvigg 
lower orifice of this tunnel 	is 	half still more tedious had the labourers 
blocked up by a wall with loopholes, 
constructed, 1819, to defend the pas- 

confined themselves to the two ends; 
but the engineer caused two lateral 

sage and convert it into a military openings to be made, by which means 
post. The road dives into this gallery, 
and then, by a more gradual slope, 
enters the Gorge of Condo, one of the 

the rock was attacked in 4 places at 
once. 	The miners were suspended 
by ropes to the Ince of the rock until 

grandest and most savage in the Alps, 
which narrows and deepens at every 

a lodgment was effected, to commence 
these side openings, which now serve 

step, 	until 	its 	precipices 	in 	some as 	windows 	to 	light 	the 	interior. 
places actually overhang 	the road, 
which is squeezed in between them 

Opposite one of them is seen the in- 
scription ,` il,:-e flak, 18 	r " 

on one side and the fretting torrent Close to the very mom i o 	t its 
oll the other. 	It is bounded by slate remarkabletallery the roaring water_ 
rocks, whose smooth 	vertical 	sides fall 	of the 	Frnscinodi leaps down 
deny support to any vegetation ; only from 	the 	rocks, close to the 	road, 

1 3 
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Which is carried over it on a beauti- stances, even the materials of which 
fist bridge. 	Mr. Brockedon, an artist the bridge was built disappeared, and 
Of skill, as well as a traveller of ex- the very place where it stood was not 
perience, remarks, in his Excursions to 	be recognised. 	Every 	torrent 
among the Alps, that the scenery of falling into this part of the valley 
this portion of the Val Doveria, in brought down with it an avalanche of 
coming from Switzerland, bursting stones ; the damage done to the road 
suddenly upon 	the traveller as he is even now (1892) not repaired, but 
issues from the gallery, " offers per- the air of desolation caused by it will 
haps the finest assemblage of objects nsver be effaced. 	A 	new line of 
to excite an emotion of the sublime, 
that is to be found in the Alps." The 

road has been 	traced out by the 
Sardinian government. 	Tine Gallery 

traveller should pause and look back of Isella, a narrow arch of rock a 
after proceeding about 40.yards. The little below the village, was flooded 
rocks rise ,on both sides as straight by the torrent pouring through it, so 
as walls, attaining the summit of wild high were the waters swollen. 	At 
sublimity. 	The little strip of sky the mouth of the Val Dovedro, a 
above, the torrenPiPoging in the dark handsome new bridge supplies the 
gulf below, the whim foam of the place of the one demolished by the 
waterfall, the graceful arch, and the torrent over which it passes. 
black mouth of. the cavern, form a Hereabouts a change comes over 
picture which has been spread over the valley, from 	nakedness to the 
the world by the pencils of all our 
first landscape-painters. 	A number 

rich green foliage of the chestnut, 
which shades the road, and to that 

of zigzags now conduct to a bridge of the dark fir which 	clothes 	the 
which was carried away by an ava- summits of the hitherto bare moan- 
!allelic during a dreadful storm which tains above. 	The 	last 	gallery 	is 
ruined a great part of the Simplon traversed 	a 	little 	before 	reaching 
road, on the 24th of August, 1834, 
and has only recently been replaced.. 

Crevola, where the liroveria is crossed 
for the last time by a fine lofty bridge ••• 

Gondo, the last village in the Val. of 2 arches, nearly 90 ft. high, pre- 
lais, consists or a few miserable huts, 
grouped round a singular, tall build- 

viqus to its Sowing into the river 
Toceia, or Tom, which here issues 

ing, 7 stories high.' 	An hour's walk out of the Val Forrnazza, and the 
by the side of the torrent, which falls Val Vedro terminates in the 	Vat 
in a cascade down the rt. hand wall d'Ossola. 	The mule-roads from the 
qi,_ thejialley, leads to a gold-mine, 
tWich,iliough it barely produces a 

Gries and Grimsel, passing the falls 
of the"Tosa (Route 29), fall into.the 

few pa/tides of the precious metal, 
is still worked in the hope of gain. 

Simplon route at Crevola. 
It is now that the traveller really 

The traveller 	enters Italy a short finds himself in a different region 
while before reaching the Sardinian and 	in 	an 	altered 	climate: 	the 
village of 	7. . softer hues of earth and sky, the 

21 Isella, where-the custom-house balmy air, the 	trellised 	vines, the 
and passportLoffice are situated. rich, juicy stalks of the maize, the 

The tempests of 1834 and 1839 almost deafening chirp of the grass. 
fell with tremendous violence upon hoppers, and, at night, the equally 
this part of the road, which they de- loud croakings of the frogs — the 
stro ,ed fo 	space of nearly 8 miles; white villages, with their tall, square 

is 	144 	0 say, for This distance the bell 	towers, 	also white, 	not only 
portion which it carried off' waagreater 
than that which it left. 	Every bridge 

scattered thickly along . the valley, 
but perched on every little jutting 

of stone was swept away ; in some in- platform on the hill-sides —.- all these 
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proclaim the entrance to Italy. 	Eus- most picturesque on the Britian border. 
lace has remarked that "the valley (See Routes 101, 102.) 	At Fariolo 
which now opens out to view is one 
of the most delightful that 	Alpine 

the Lago Maggiore bursts into view, 
with the Isola Madre, the northern- 

solitudes enclose, or the foot of the most of the Borromean Islands, in 
wanderer ever traversed ; " a remark the distance. 	A 	little further are 
which, though true, will bear much quarries of a beautiful pink granite; 
modification, in the opinion of those which derives its colour from the pre- 
who quit Italy by this route instead valence of pink felspar in it. 	That 
of entering it. 	It is only by those mineral is obtained here in beautiful 
who approach it from the north tilt flesh-coloured crystals. 
its charms can be fully appreciated. 3 Baveno — (Inn : La Posta, near 

21 Domo d' Ossola — (Inns : 2 or the lake, but the road runs between 
9 large hotels; La Posta— tolerably it and the water ; 	tolerably 	good 
good, and as clean as 	Italian inns cuisine, but uncomfortabl9 and dear.) 
usually are). 	This is a small and un- The Monte Monterone, rising be- 
important town, with few points of hind the village.

' 
 commands one of 

interest, save that it is Italian— in the 	finest panarsflific 	views of the 
very stone. 	Houses with colonnades, 
streets with awnings, shops teeming 

Alps, equal toed not finer, than that 
from the Rigi, having at its feet the 

with sausages, macaroni, and garlic, 
lazy-looking, 	loitering 	lazzaroni, 	in 

Lego d' Orta on one side, and Lego 
Maggiore on the other. 	It takes 3 

red night caps, and bare, mahogany- hours to reach the top. 	Its slopes 
coloured legs, intermixed with mules, 
burly priests, and females veiled with 

are said to be infested with snakes. 
You may descend the opposite side 

the mantilla, fill up the picture of an to Orta. 
Italian town. The W. shore of the lake, as far 

The ascent from this to Simplon as Sesto, being the Sardinian froa- 
occupies 7 houss. 	From Domo to tier, 	is 	lined 	with 	custom-house 
Milan takes up 12 hours' posting, 
exclusive of stoppages. 	The bridge 

officers, who 	search 	all who 	land. 
from the states of Austria or Swit- 

over the Tosa, about 6 miles below zerland.  
Douro, was carried elf by the tem- The Borromean 	Islands may be 
pest of 1834, and has not yet been conveniently visited from 	Baveno; 
replaced (1837). 	Carriages are fer- and the traveller on his way to Milan 
tied across to may send round his carriage to meet 

2 Vogogna — (Inn : Bella Corona, 
clean and moderate. 	The Tesa, in 
spite of its rapidity, is navigable a 
short distance above this place ; the 

him at the Count's Stablerl'Esje. 
deria), the nearest point, or at 	tress. 
A boat from Baveno, with twfrowers, 
to go and return, costs 5 fr. if not 

barges are towed up by double teems 
of 6 or 8 horses on each bank. 	The 

kept more than 2 hours ; beyond that, 
10 sous per rower is charged for every 

interesting valley of Anzasca (Route hour. 	The steam-boat which navi- 
105.), leading up to 	Monte Rosa, 
opens out opposite Vogogna. 	Near 

gates the Lego Maggiore passes near 
the islands every morning, about 9, 

Ornavasca are the white marble quer- on its way to Sesto, and again, on 
ries which have supplied the stone its way back, at S ; so that, by set- 
for Milan Cathedral. ting off' early from Baveno, a traveller 

At Gravellona a small stream is (having no carriage) midt see them 
crossed 	which 	drains 	the 	Lago and avail himself of this rig"eoti. 
d' Orta, and a road, running up 1118 ance to.reath Sesto. 
L bank, leads, in 14 hour (good to It takes 25 minutes to row from 
walk) to the lake. of Orta, one of the Baveno to the Isola Bella, passing, 

z4 
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on the way. the Isola dci Pescatori, so little pretension ; but, for a traveller 
called because its inhabitants arc poor fresh from the rigid climate of the 
fishermen, whose rude semi-plastered 
hovels 	contrast 	abruptly with the 

north,. this singular 'creation of art, 
with its' aromatic groves, its aloes and 

stately structures on the 'neighbouring cactuses starting out of li the rocks -- 
island. 	The ' Isola Bella has a tole- and, above all, its 'glorious situation, 
Table inn, which, in 1838, was much bathed by the dark blue waters of 
cleaner than that at Jlaveno. 	The the 	lake, 	reflecting 	the 	sparkling 
island belongs to the Count for- white villages on its banks, and the 
romeo, who resides a part of the year distant snows of the Alps, cannot fail 
in the vast unfinished palace which to afford pleasure, and a visit to the 
occupies one end of it. 	An ancestor Isola Bella will certainly not be ro- 
of the lenity, in 1671, converted this pented of. 
mass of hare and barren slate-rock, 
which lifted itself a few-feet above 

Every handful of mould on ' the 
island was originally brought from a 

the surface of the lake, into a beauti- distance, and requires to be constantly 
ful garden, teeming with the vege- renewed. 	It 	is probable 	that 	its 
tation of the trorilliisis  It consists of foundation of slate-rock favours the 
10 terraces, the loww founded on growth of tender plants by long re- 
piers thrown into the lake, rising in a taining the heat of a noon-day sun ; 
pyramidal form one above another, 
and lined with statues, vases, obelisks, 
and black cypresses. 	Upon these, as 

but few persons are aware that, in 
addition 	to 	this, the 	terraces 	are 
boarded over during winter, and the 

upon the hanging gardens of Baby- plants protected from the frost by 
Ion, 	flourish 	in the 	open air, not stoves heated beneath; thus convert- 
merely the 	orange, citron, myrtle, 
and pomegranate, but aloes, cactuses, 
the camphor-tree (of which there is 

ing the terraces into a sort of hot- 
house. 	The garden is let out to a 
nurseryman from Genoa, who keeps 

a specimen 20 ft. high), sugar. cane, 
and coffee-plant --- set inhabitants of 

it in order, shows it IIID strangers, and 
receives their douceurs. 

tropical countries — and this within A laurel (bay) of gigantic size is 
a day's journe' of the Lapland cli- pointed out, as well for its remarkable 
mate of the Simplon, and within view 
of the Alpine snows, 

growth as fora scar on its bark, 
where Napoleon, it is said, cut with a 

The 	proverbial 	disagreement of knife the word " battaglia," a short 
doctors 	is 	nothing 	in comparison while before the battle of Marengo. 
with thsjliscord of travellerson the mob merits= this island. 	To 	Simonet 

Rousseau once thought of making 
the Isbla Bella the residence of his 

the siglab of the island at a distance Julie, but changed his mind on re- 
suggests the idea of " a huge Peri- fleeting that 	so artificial 	an 	abode 
gord 	pie," stuck 	round with 	the would not be consistent with 	the 
heads of woodcoek'W and partridges;" simplicity of her character. 
Matthews extols it as " the magic The Palace, standing cheek-by-jowl 
creation of labour and taste . . . a with a group of ruinous and very 
fairy-land, which might serve as a humble cottages, is shown to stran- 
model for the gardens of Calypso ; " 	gets, but is, on the whole, scarcely 
Saussurs calls it " unc magnitique 	worth entering, unless the visitor has 
caprice, tine 	pens6e grandiose, one plenty of time on his hands. 	The 
es iece de cri.Otion ;" while Brocheelon most remarkable among the pictures 
,, 	yntlitiounees *it as " worthy it contains are those by Tempesta — 
only of a rich man's misiplaged ex- MA artist who murdered his wife to 
travagance, and of the taste of a con- marry another, and took refuge here 
feetioner." 	To taste, it may have after the deed, being sheltered by the 
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• 
otvner of the mansion. 	The lower of sheets of beaten copper, arranged 
story is a suite of grottoes, intended round a pillar of rough 	masonry 
as a cool retreat from the heat of which forms the support of it. 	The 
summer. saint is 	represented 	extending 	his 

The Isola afar/re, the largest of the hand' toward! the lake, 	and over 
islands, 	also 	contains 	a 	beautiful his birth-place Arona, bestowing on 
garden, and has more natural beauty them his benediction. • There is grace 
than the Isola Bella. 	The upper end in the attitude, in spite of the gigantic 
Of the Lago Maggiore is described in proportions of the figure, and bene- 
Route 91. volence beams from the countenance ; 

—altogether the effect of it is good 
The Simplon road, where it' skirts 

the lake, is an almost uninterrupted 
and very impressive. 	It was erected, 
107, by subscriptions, 	principally 

terrace 	of masonry, 	studded with contributed by the Borromcan family. 
granite posts at intervals of a few It is possible to enter the statue and 
feet. 	Travellers coming from Milan to mount up into the held, but the 
may embark on the lake to visit the ascent is difficult and fatiguing, and 
Borromean islands at Stresa, where not to be encomia" by the nervous. 
boats are kept. It is effected 	 ‘ means of two lad- 

Beyond Belgirate, a pretty village, 
remarkable for the number of villas 

ders, tied topeher (provided by a 
man who lives hard.by), resting on 

with terraces and gardens in front : the pedestal, and reaching up to the 
the colossal statue of St. Carlo Born,- skirt of the saint's robe. 	Between 
mco appears on the hill-  above the the folds of the upper and lower 
road. drapery 	the 	adventurous 	climber 

21 Arona — (Inn : Posta, close to squeezes himself through—a task of 
the water; tolerably good). some difficulty, if he be of corpulent 

An ancient town, of 9000 Muth., 
with a small castellated harbour. 	It 

dimensions; and he then clambers up 
the stone pines which supports the 

is built on the very margin of the head, by placing, his feet upon the 
lake ; the principal street, in which iron bars or cramps by which the 
the inn is situated, is so narrow that copper drapery is attached to it. 	To 
only one 	carriage 	ca* 	pass. 	The effect this, be must assume a strad- 
Simplon road runs through the upper cluing attitude, and proceed in the 
part of the 	town. 	The steamer dark till he reaches the head, which 
touches here twice a day ; carriages be will find capable of holding S per- 
can be embarked here. sons at once. Here he may r st him- 
' The principal Ch. (Santa Maria) self by sitting down in the re ... 
contains a beautiful picture by Can- the nose, which forms no badrtubsti- 
denzie Ferrari—a Holy Family, with tute for an arm-chair. 	In the neigh- 
shutters, 	bearing figures 	of 	saints, 
and the portrait of a Countess Bor- 
romeo, by whom it was presented to 
the church. 	St. Carlo Borrotneo was 

bouring church several relies of St. 
Carlo are preserved. 

The view of the peaked snowy' 
born at Arona, 1553, in the old castle, 
now nearly destroyed. 

ridge of the hlonte Rosa, from the 
lower part of the Lago hIaggiore. is 

On the summit of a bill, about half magnificent. 	A 	ferry-boat conveys 
an hour's walk from the town, stands the traveller across the Ticino, which 
the Colossal Statue of St. Charles Bor- forms the outlet of the lake into the 
romeo, 66 feet high, and placed on a territory of Austetan Lon-itidy, an" 
pedestal 40 feet high. 	The head, 
hands, and feet alone, are cast in 

the small town of 
II Sesto Calende. —No good inn. 

bronze, the rest of the figure is formed Passports are strictly examined, and 
1 5 
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no traveller if allowed to pass the iron- Near this was fought the first great 
tier unless le be provided with the battle between Scipio and Hannibal* 
signature of an Austrian minister— commonly called the Battle of the 
in default of which he is sent back Ticinus, in which Scipio was worsted. 
to Turin or Berne to procure it. 14 Gallerati. — Beyond this is Cm. 
Sesto is said to have been a Roman cina delle Corde (of till ropes), also 
station, and to have received its name called Cascina del 	bon Jest'. 	At 
from a market held here on the 1st Busto, a mile to the W. of this, is d. 
of the month — Sesto Cakndarunt. church designed by Bramante, and 
It stands upon the left bank of the containing frescoes by Gauderizio Per. 
Ticino, just below the spot where it ran. 
quits the Lago Maggiore. 	The Ch. 1 Legannello. 
of St. Donato is a structure of the I Rho. — Outside the town is a 
middle ages. 	 • very handsome church, designed by 

A 	Steamer starts at one o'clock Pellegrini ; 	the 	façade, 	recently 
every day, gut Sunday, for the head finished, ism by Pollack. 	Near this 
of the lake stopping at Arona, and are extensive rice•grounds, the vici- 
calling off the 1rromean Islands. nity of which is very unhealthy. 	. 
It corresponds with* the velocifera The road terminates and 	enters 
(omnibus) to Milan, itvhich sets out Milan by the Arco del Sempione (della 
within half an hour of the arrival of Pace), commenced by Napoleon, and 
the steamer. 	For fares, and other finished by the Austrian government 
particidars respecting the Lego Mag- 1838. 
giore, see Route 91. 14 MILAN .-- (Inns: 	Gran Bre- 

The road to Mitan lies over a mo- tagna ; 	Albergo Reale, good ; 	La 
notonous flat, the beginning of the 
great plain of Lombardy, between 

Villa, excellent ; 	Croce 	di 	Malta, 
good and quiet.) 	For a description 

avenues of cabbage-headed mulberry- of Milan, see THE HAND-BOOK Fos 
trees, hedges of acacia, and rows of 
vines trained bdrweNn fruit-trees, so 
as completely to hide all view on 
either side. 	The country is excess- 
ively fertile, but void of interest, and 

TRAVELLERS IN Nownrart ITALY. 

ROUTE 60. 
SION TO INTER.AKEN, BY THE LOETSCII. 

the road usually most disagreeable THAL, AND KANDERSTEG. 
' from the dust. 	The posting is not Sion to Tourtemagne. (See Route 

on a good footing, and the rate of 59.) 
driving is very slow — even the pro- 4' A mile or so above Tourtemagne 
free-trouble buono mano has little a bridge over the Rhine leads to the 
effect is accelerating the postilions. village of Gampel, at the mouth of 
The name of every village is written the Loetselithal, a very narrow and 
on the wall at the entrance. 	The 
first which we pass is Soma, con- 

steep valley, rising, not in terraces, 
but with a 	rapid 	and continuous 

taming an ancient castle of the Vis- ascent. About an hour from Gampel 
conti, 	fringed 	with 	swallow-tailed there is a fall, not visible from the 
battlements, and a remarkable cypress. road, of no great height, but a large 
tree of great age, one of the largest volume of water. 	For the first 14 
known. 	It is stated to have been a hour not a green field or patch of 
tree in the days of Julius Caesar; it corn is passed; at the end of that 
is 121 ft. high and 23 ft. 	in 	girth. time a group of cottages occurs in a 

mitftpoleon•Rspectebit at the time of lovely scene of meadow, wood, and 
the construction of the ioute of the jock. overhung by superb peaks, after 
Simplon, causing the road to diverge which the character of the valley is 
from the straight line on account of it. more cheerful as far as Ferden (S 
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hours), where it turns sharply to the to be crossed, from villa' the eye 
east. 	At the angle, • the view along plunges down right into The Gasterm 
both branches of the valleys is superb ; thal, 5000 to 6000 ft. beneath. 	A 
the upper portion is wider and longer singular and most striking scene oa 
than that which has been passed, ex- curs in pasting round an insulated 
tending to thggreat Loetsch-gletscher, 
a branch of the sea of ice around the 

steeple of rock, rising out of the ice, 
with a pool of clear blue water at its 

Jungfrau, overhung by the Lauter- foot. 	Between it and the peak lies 
brunn Breithorn on one side, and the a 	narrow isthmus of ice, 	sloping 
Aletsch-!corner, or some of their off- steeply down on either side ; after 
sets, on the other ; while on the south passing this, the .icy shoulder of the 
the Nestborn and other very lofty mountain is to be wound round, with 
mountains rise almost perpendicularly empty space on two sides ; and then 
in icy peaks. 	The 	house at ,cures Ate last ascent, up a sharp pile of 
-Kippel, 15 minutes from Ferden, af- stones, which we estimated at 5 mi- 
fords the best, if not the ouly, accom- mites, and found to takt 15. 	The 
modation. Good guides may be had. view is superb. 	To the S. and S. W. 
The nephew of the cure is a capital Monte Rosa, 	BilorMatterhorn, and 
mountaineer, but few or none can Mont Blanc tosmung far above nearer 
speak anything but their own German mountains, arctic leading objects. To 
patois. 	A direct, but difficult, and, 
it may be, dangerous route (pass it 
cannot be called), lies over the crest 

the E. the Tschingel-horn and other 
points of the chain on which we stood, 
extending to the Jungfrau and the 

of elm ,Bernese Alps to Lauterbrunn, 
passing under the Tclungelhorn, and 

Aletsch-horner. 	To the W. a sea of 
lower mountainstowards the Simmen- 

descending by the Tchingel-gletscher that, and an extensive view over the 
and Steinberg to Lauterbrunn. (See Bernese lowlands, which, however, 
Route 27.) 	It meets the route above 
described from Lauterbrunn to Kan. 

was obscured by a coming storm, 
which hastenedpur descent to a more 

dersteg, somewlPere about the summit secure position. „Retracing our course 
of that pass. 	The descent from the for a good way, we then descended 
Tchingcl is steep enough to be for- over bare rocks and bads of snow to 
rnidable; 	what difficulty there may 
be in crossing the main chain the 

the lower part of the Balm-gletscher, 
and reached in a short 2 hours from 

writer cannot say. 	The passage of the liochhorn, the point where the 
the 	Loetschberg presents no 	difli- direct route across the Loetschberg 
culty. 	The 	first hour is through quits the glacier, after lying across it 
magnificent larch woods, after which probably for 14 to 2 miles. .mirramere 
there is about three hours over pas- there is about 14 hour of vasty steep 
tures, bare,stony slopes, and beds of descent into the Gastenthal. 	The 
snow to the Col, which is overhung 
by the grand precipices of the Balm- 

river is to be crossed by a bridge, 
which must not be missed : thence to 

horn, which forms the eastern end of Kandersteg, about 	2 hours. 	(See 
the Altels group. 	By giving about Route 27.) 
3 hours more to the excursion. a This, though over the ice, was for- 
high peak to the E., called the Hoch- merly a mule path of some traffic, but 
born, may be ascended. 	A less time fell into disuse when the road over 
might probably suffice if the shortest the Gemini was made ; it is now im- 
toute from Kippel were taken; our passable for mules. 	The glacier is 
guide did not suggest it till we had much crevassed, but notilangerodfr" 
nearly reached the Cul, from which. Eight hourssis abundantly sufficient 
!'t is one stuade (I4 hour), chiefly over to go from Ferden or Kippel to 
ice. 	Some fearfully steep slopes are Kanderateg, so that the whole distance 

x6 
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from 	Tourtemagne to Kandersteg known 	to the Romans under the 
might be Acomplisited in one long name Laces Ifrigantinus (from Bri- 
day, and the bad quarters of the gantia, the modern Bregcuz), is bor- 
Loctschtlial avoided. 	From Ferden dered by the territories of 5 different 
two or three parallel posses lead to states — Baden, 	Wiirtemberg, 	Ba- 
the baths of Lenk in 5 or 6 hours. varia, Austria, and SwiAterland, and 

From Kandersteg Lauterbrunn may a portion of its coasts belongs to each 
be reached in one very hard day by 
the Tschingel (Route 27.) or by a 

of them. 	It is about 44 miles long, 
from Bregenz to Ueberlingen, and 

route not less laborious, but more 30 from Bregenz to Constance; about 
secure, up the Oeschinen-thal, a lovely 9 miles wide in the broadest part; 
little valley, crossing the Dundengrat, 
the summit of which is probably S to 

964 ft. is its greatest depth ; and• it 
lies 1255 ft. above the sea. 

3; hours from Kandersteg, descendli 
ing into the 	Kienthal, and 	again 

Its main tributary is the Rhine, 
which enters at its E. extremity, ands 

mounting rt• pass of equal 	height, 
called the Furca, and thence down 

flows out under the walls of Con- 
stance. 	Its 	accumulated 	deposits 

the Sefinen-thal 'pats. the valley of have formed an extensive delta at 
Lauterbrunn. 	The inliole of this un- the upper end of the lake, and are 
frequented route, whAch is far less annually encroaching further. 
savage than that by the Tchingel- Its banks, either flat or gently un- 
gletscber, lies through scenery of the dulating, 	present 	little 	beauty 	of 
highest interest, in which romantic scenery compared with other Swiss 
beauty is combined with the sterner lakes ; but they are eminently dis- 
features of Alpine scenery. (Route tinguishcd for their fertility, and its 
27.) 	From Kandersteg to Lauter. S. shore is studded with a picturesque 
brunn not less than 13 hours going line of ruined castles or hill-forts of 
should be allowed.—A. T M.. the middle ages. 

It is only at its E. extremity, in 
ROUTE. 66. distant glimpses of the snow-topped 

- mountains of Vorarlberg, that it dis.... 
cowsvxmos so ST. GALL, BY TUE plays any alpine features. 

LAKE Op CONSTANCE. Its waters, no an average, are lowest 
3 Posts = 271 Eng. miles. in the month of February, and highest 

Constance ' is 	fully 	described 	in in July, when the snows are melting: 

Route 7. it sometimes swells a foot in 24 hours 
at that season. 

4.11.1"The Lake of-Constance. Post-horses may be obtained from 
EighibSteam-boats navigate the lake 

of Constance, making voyages daily 
Constance to St. Gall, see Introdue,  
tion, § 5. —The stations are from 

between Constance and Schaffhausen; Constance to 
Constance and,,Ueberlingen ; 	Lud- 1 Hub. 
Vtigshafen, 	-Friedrichshafen, 	Ror- 2 St. Gall (from Hub to Ror- 
schach, and Lindau. 	The time and schach 2 posts). 
place of starting are promulgated in Diligences go daily in 5 hours. 
a printed tariff, which will be found On quitting Constance the road 
hung up in all the inns near the lake. passes 	the 	Augustine 	convent of 
It takes 5 .hours to go from Con- Kreuzlingen, which still (?)maintains 
stance to Linden, and 3 to Rorschach 10 brothers of the order. I Though the 

"Illr friedr171ishafen? 	The steamers foundation is very ancient, the exist- 
take carriages. 	• jug edifice dates from the end of the 

The lake of Constance, citified by so years' war, in the course of which 
the Germans Boilers See, and anciently the preceding building was destroyed. 
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The canton . of Thurgovia, which Travellers bound- direct :for Coite 
occupies the S. shore of the lake 
from Constance to Arbon, is distin- 

will proceed at elm* on At Itostsliacib, 
2 posts from H eh ;.( Ronte -67), Willie 

guishcd for its surpassing fertility. the road to St. GaRtutris S. 
Instead of rocks and mountains, and A gradual, buNon‘giticent, leads  
alpine pastuks, the characteristics of up-hill the whole wakirfrriptle hor- 
other parts of Switzerland, this canton ders of the lake along a- pleasing val- 
presents richly-cultivated arable land, 
waving with corn and hemp; 	the 

ley, near the upper end of which, 
1000 feet above the lake of Con- 

place of forests is supplied 	by or. stance, is situated. 
chards; it is, indeed, the garden 'and 23 S. Gall. — Inns: Hecht (Bro- 
granary of Helvetia. 	The country elicit), very good; Rauh (Cheval). 
is at the same time thickly peopled, 
abounding in village and cheerful 

St. Gall, capital of the canton, is 
Situated in an elevated valley on the 

cottages. banks of a small stream called the 
14 The nunnery of Mansterlingen, 

about 4 miles on the road, was sup- 
Steinach, and has a population of 
10,333 souls. 	It is one of the princi- 

pressed in 1838, and converted into pal seats of matuineturing industry 
an hospital. 	The surviving sisters in Switzerland. 	The manufacture 
are allowed to occupy one wing of of muslins, luttlwn as Swiss muslin 
the building during their life-time, 

2 Uttwyl. 
all over Europe, is the most flourish-
ing ; but the spinning of cotton is 

After passing Romanshorn, a vii- also rapidly increasing. 	There are 
lage, built on the point of a tongue 
of land, the E. end of the lake, with 

extensive 	bleacheries in the 	town, 
and the neighbouring slopes are white 

the distant Alps towering above it, 
comes into view. 	On the opposite 

with webs. 
The antique walls, however, which 

shore of the lake is Frietlrichshafen still surround 	the 	town, and 	the 
and the Villa of the King of Wiir- 
temberg, in which he usually passes 

ditch, now converted into gardens, 
tell of a totallyodifferent period, and 

a part of the summer. 	See Haan- state of society, and recall to mind 
13ooK FOR SOUTH GF:RMA NY. the ancient history of St. Gall. 	If 

2 Arbon, a walled. town of 660 we may believe the legend, it was in 
inhabitants, close upon the lake. The the early part of the 7th century that 
Romans, under Augustus, built a fort 
here, upon the high road from Angst 
and Windisch to Bregenz, which they 

St. Gallus, a Scotch monk (? Irish), 
left his convent in the Island of Iona, 
one of the Hebrides, and, after tra- 

called Arbor Felix. 	It was aban- veiling over a large part oleolliissitsre 
doned by them to the Allemanni in converting the heathens, &wily see- 
the 5th century. 	The Castle, on an 
eminence overlooking the lake, was 

tied on the banks of the Steinach, 
then a wilderness buried in pritnteval 

built 1510, but its tower is said to woods, of which bears and wolves 
rest 	on 	Roman foundations. 	The seemed the rightful tenants 	rather 
belfry. detached from the church, is than men. 	He taught the wild peo- 
boarded, 	not 	walled, on 	the 	side pie around the arts of agriculture, as 
nearest the castle, in order that no well as the doctrines of true religion. 
force hostile to the lords of the castle The humble cell which the Scotch 
should be enabled to shelter them- missionary had founded became the 
selves in it, or annoy the castle from nucleus of civilisation; and fifty years 
thence. 	The monk of St. Gall is after his death, when theofame of Mei."' 
said to have died at Arbon (640), awl sanctity, age the miracles reported 
the place was a favourite residence of to have* been wrought at his tomb, 
Contadin of Hohensiatiffen. drew thousands of pilgrims to the 
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spot, it was replaced by a more mag- owed their 'existence and prosperity 
nificent edrIce, founded under the to the convent, became, in the end,' 
auspices of Pepin l'Heristal. 	This restive under its rule. 	In the be- 
abbey was one of the oldest eccle- ginning of the 15th century the land 
siastical establishments in Germany. of A ppenzell threw off the yoke of the 
It became the asylum of learning abbot; at the Reformation St. Gall 
during the dark ages, and was the itself became independent of him ; 
most celebrated school in Europe and in 1712 the ecclesiastical prince 
between the 8th and 10th centuries. was obliged to place the convent under 
Here the works of the authors of the protection of those very citizens 
Rome and Greece were not only whose ancestors had been his serfs. 
read but copied ; and we owe to the The French revolution caused the 
labour of these obieure monks many secularization of the abbey, and the 
of the most valuable classical authors,' sequestration of4ts revenues followed 
which have been preserved to.modern in 1805. 	The last abbot, Pancratiuss 
times in MSS., treasured up in the Forster, died in 1829, a pensioner on 
Abbey of St. Gall ; 	among 	them the bounty of others, in the convent 
Quintilian, Siliusijialictis, Ammian of Muri. 	 • 
Marcellinus, and pangs( Cicero, may 
be mentioned. 	• 

The Abbey Church, now cathedral, 
was so completely modernized in thd 

About the beginning of the 13th last century, that it possesses little 
century St. Gall lost its reputation to interest the stranger. 
for learning, as its abbots exchanged The deserted 	Monastery is • now 
a love of piety and knowledge for converted into a public school, and 
worldly ambition, and' the thirst for the 	part 	of it which 	formed the 
political influence and territorial rule. abbot's Palace (Die Pfalz) now serves 
The desire of security, in those in- for the public offices of the Govern,. 
secure times, first induced the abbot ment of the canton. 
to surround his convent and the ad- The Convent Librirry (Stills Bi- 
joining 	building with 	a wall and bliothek) still exists in the town, and 
ditch, with 	13 	towers at intervals. contains many 	curiosities, -such 	as 
This took plume at the end of the various ancient MSS. either from 
10th century. and from that time may Ireland, 	or 	eranseribed 	by • Irish 
ha dated the foundation of' the town. monks; also a MS. of the Niebelun- 
Ile and his 100 monki of the Bene- gen Lied. 
dictine order thought it no disgrace At the Cassino Club will be found 
to sally forth, sword in hand and an excellent reading.room. 
hc•111.1111 head, backed by their 200 The Freudenberg, the neighbouring 
serfs, in tile hour of danker, when the 
convent was threatened by ungodly 

mountain on the W. of the town, 
commands from its summit, about 2 

laymen. 	The donations of pious pil- miles off, a fine panorama, including 
grims from all parts of Europe soon the lake of Constance and the moun- 
augmented enormonSly the revenues tains of St. Gall and Appenzell, with 
of the abbots. — They became the the Sentis at their head. 	A carriage- 
most 	considerable 	territorial 	sore- road leads up to the top, whore an 
reigns in N. Switzerland; their influ. inn is built. 
ence was increased by their elevation Diligences go from St. Gall daily to 
to the rank of princes of the empire; Constance, Winterthur, and Zurich; 
they were engaged in constant wars to Wesen and Rapperschwyl ; twice 

""•1140) their Atighbousa, and were lat. a week to Linden ; several times a 
terly entangled in perpetual feuds with Week 	to Bregenz 	and 	Innsbruck ; 
their subjects at home. 	Th8se bold to Donaueschingen and Carlsruhe; 
burghers, who, "in the first instance, daily to Coire, by Rorschach, Al, 
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stetten, and thence to Milan by the chach and Lindau, which may soon. 
Splugen and Bernardin. impede the direct naviAtion of the 

The posting tariff for Canton St. lake between these two places. 	On 
Gall is given in the Introduction the slope, a little above the town, is 
(§ S.). the large dilapidated building, called 

• Stottflattery, or Maricnberg, a palace 
ROUTE 67. 

zr. GALL TO COIRE, BY RORSCHACH, 

once of the proud abbots of St. Gall, 
recently purchased by the government 
to convert into an hisiitur. 	It coin- AUEINEeK, ALSTETTEN, THE VALLEY 

OF THE RHINE, AND THE BATHS OF mends a fine view from its terrace. 
Near it, perched on a projecting sand- 

PFEFFERS. stone rock, is the desolate Castle of 
8 St. Gall posts = 61i Eng. miles. St. Anne, with its square keep. 

The Swiss posts along the S and W. • Skirting the foot of low bills clad 
whores of the lake Of Constance are with vineyards, beneath which the 
considerably longer than the German yellow-bellied pumpkins•rnay be seen 
posts. 	 . basking in the sun, the road passes 

This road is supplied with post 
horses (see Introduction, § 5). 	It is 

along under the jaade of fruit-trees, 
but soon quitasthe margin of the lake 

traversed by diligences twice a-day in to cross the f/ltt delta of the Rhine. 
10 or 11 hours. 	Travellers posting The district around the mouth of the 
should endeavour to reach Pfeffers river abounds in marsh, and is By no 
in one day, as the intermediate eta- means healthy. 
tions are not good sleeping-places. 	: 1 	Rheinegg — (Inn : 	' Brochet 

There is a direct and very interest- (post), clean, but dear; 	necessary to 
ing road, though hilly, from St. Gall make a bargain ;) — a village of 1370 
to Alstetten, avoiding the detour by inhabitants, on 	the 1. 	bank of the 
Rorschach and the lake of Constance, 
described in Route 68. 	The pedes- 

Rhine, about 4 miles above its em- 
boucliure, 	situated 	under vine clad 

trian, with the.nid of a guide, may 
reach Coire by Appenzell, crossing 

hills, surmounted by a ruined castle, 
which was destroyed 1445 by the 

the mountains to Wildhaus (Routes Appenzellers. 	These 	are several 
68 and 71.) 	a other castles 	on 	the neighbouring 

lj Rorschach—(Inn: Post; Krone, 
tolerable ; ',Owe). 	This little lake- 

heights. 
St. Margarethen, a pretty4village 

port end town of 1650 inhabitants is completely embowered in a grove of 
the principal corn-market in Switzer- walnut and fruit trees, 	is situated 
land. 	The grain required to supply near 	the 	Austrian 	ferry, 4tasesenthe 
the greater part of the Alpine dis- Rhine, which 	must 	be caressed in 
tricts of N. Switzerland is imported going to Brcgenz or Lindau (see 
from Suable, in boats, across the lake, 
and is deposited temporarily in large 

(land-book for S. Germany); 	but 
it is not passable after dark. 	Our 

warehouses here. 	Much muslin is road leaves it on the I., and turns 
made at Rorschach. soon afterwards due S. up the valley 

Steam-boats go daily between it and of the Rhine, through a highly culti- 
Eriedrichshafen, in Wiirtemburg, and vated country 	rich in grain, espe- 
the steamers from Constance and Lin- cially maize. and abounding in or- 
den also touch here regularly, cor- chards. 	Only the low grounds on the 
responding with 	the 	diligences to immediate margin of the river are 
Milan, 	Augsburg, 	Ulm, Stuttgard, 
and Munich. 	The deposits of the 

flat and unhealthy marshrintersperset"'" 
with gravekbeds, which the traveller 

Rhine are, it is said, forming them- should Eget over as fast as possible, on 
selves into shallows between Rors- account of malaria. 	The Rhine here 
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is a wide, sallow, muddy, and un- name, who played an important part 
steady stream, constantly changing hit early Swiss history. 	The Stamm- 
its channel and overfloaang its banks : schloss, the cradle of the race, still 
it is not navigated except by wood stands in good preservation above the 
rafts, which float down it. f town. 	A cross 	road 	runs hence 

li Alstetten— (bins .: 	PI/St ; 	af- 
fords a good dinner, and bed, but the 

through the vale of loggenburg, 
and past Wildhaus, to Schaffhausen 

salle.n-manger is a sort of public tap- ( Route 71). 
room; Rabe, Corbeau, just tolerable,) 2 Sewclen, hence to Wildhaus is 
=a village of 181.5 inhabitints, in a ei posts, 	and 	to 	Mallenstadt, 2} 
fruitful neighbourhood. 	There is a posts. 
road from this over the hill of Stoss Below Sargans (described in Route 
to St. Gall, by Gais ( Route 68) ; 
very steep, but quite practicable for' 

14), which we pass a little on the rt., 
the roads from the Grisons, and from 

light carriages. 	It takes two hours Zurich, meet that from St. Gall. 	r 
to reach the lop. 	The view from it 
over the Alps of the Vorarlberg is 

2 Ragatz— (Inns : Hof, Ragatz, 
originally the summer residence of 

fine, and the route ihieresting. *the abbots, recently fitted up as a 
1 i Sennwald —(Ilm ID Post, by no 	bathing establishment, and supplied 

means 	first-rate, 	Int 	tolerable). 	with water from the hot springs of 
Down to the 17th century, the tlis- Pfeffers, conveyed hither in wooden 
trict which we now traverse belonged pipes ; 	very good 	accommodation. 
to the powerful barons of Ifohen Sax, 
many of whose 'castles, reduced to 
ruins by the Appcnzellers, may still 
be discerned upon the heights on the 

Charges fixed by the government of 
the canton. Table d'hote at 12, .56 kr., 
dinner at other hours,— in the salle, 
1 fl. 40 kr., in a private room, 2 fl., 

W. of the Rhine valley. 	One of this 
family, a brave and noble soldier and 
a Protestant, escaped with difficulty 

wine not included. 	Breakfast, tea, 
or coffee, honey,. bread, and Gutter, 
in the salle, 20 kr., ineprivate, 24 kr. ; 

from the massacre of S. Bartholomew. 
at Paris, and on Isis return home was 

a wax light, 30 kr.; 	private baths, 
30 kr. 	There is accommodation for. 

murdered by hit nephew. 	After this 80 persons in the house. 	Hotel de 
foul deed, it is the' popular belief, 
that the blessing of God was with- 

la Tamina ; linste ;) — Ragatz is a 
small village situated at the mouth of 

drawn 'from the race : 	it is certain the 	gorge (tobel), 	through which 
they never prospered. 	In 1616, their 	the torrent Tamina issues out to join 
vast domains *eV sold to Zurich, the Rhine. 	It thrives from its cen- 

trical position at the junction of the an imily became extinct soon 
after. 	114te body. of the murdered 
man is 0611 preserved in a perfect 

great roads from 	Zurich, St. Gall, 
Feldkirch, 	Coire, 	and 	Milan, and 

condition, in a coffin with a glass lid, 
dried 	like 	a 	mumtny, under 	the 

from its vicinity to the mineral springs 
of Pfeflins, which cause it to be much 

church-tower of Sennwald. 	This cir- resorted to as a watering place, espe- 
cumstance,,and the story connected cially since the gloomy and uncom- 
with. it, have given to the remains fortable old 	baths have been sup- 
a reputation 	for sanctity ; 	so that, 
though a ' Protestant, the Catholics 

planted by the cheerful new establish-
ment. 

have stolen some of the limbs as No one should omit to visit the 
relics, and once actually carried off OLD BATHS or PFEFFERS, situated a 

Tt.  body across the 'Rhine : it was, 
however, speedily reclaimed. 

little way up the vale of the Tamina, 
ogle of Me most extraordinary spots in 

Werdenherg— ( Inn; Post?—was Switzerland, and now made accessible 
the seat of a noble family of that by a new road cut in tine rocks of the 
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gorge. 	Small chars are kept to drive week together, both day mad night, it) 
thither at the hotel, and the charge" 
for one is I fl. So kr. 	The distance, ► 

them, not only twin& and drinking, 
but sleeping, under hots  water, instead 

not being more than 4 miles, is per. of under blankets. 	The cause Of the 
formed in 3 tie an hour, and it takes virtue of the watef le. not very evi- 
only 20 minutes to return. 	It is a dent, as a pint. contains scarcely S 
delightful 	walk, 	the 	scenery 	very grains of saline particles ; 	it has a 
romantic; the torrent forming water- temperature of about 98° Fahrenheit. 
falls at every step, and the logs of The situation of the baths is both i  
wood which are floated down afford a gloomy and monotonous, hemmed in 
pleasing view. 	Much of the interest between dripping walls of rock, and 
and original singularity of the spot, 
however, is 	destroyed by the int- 

shaded by dank foliage, with only a 
narrow strip of .sky overhead, and 

peovement of the access to it. without even space or facilities for 
The Baths nre situated in two large locomotion and exereiseo,unless the 

piles of building connected together patient will scale the sides of the val. 
by a chapel. 	They are built on a ley above him. 	To one fresh arrived 
narrow ledge of rock, a 	few feet from the uppeciolfticld, its meadows 
above the roaring Tamina, and so and sunshine, iesvisit to Pfcffers has 
deeply sunken between the rocks that all the effect of being at the bottom 
they may be said to be half buried ; of a well or a mine. 	The atmosphere 
so that in the height of summer, the is kept at one regular temperature of 
sun appears above them only from chilliness 	by 	the 	perpetual 	draft 
10 to 4. 	They are large gloomy brought down.by the torrent; and the 
buildings, damp and not over clean, 
but allbrded the only accommodation 

solitary and imprisoned ray of sun. 
shine which about noon, and for au 

for bathing guests before the new hour or two afterwards, finds its way 
establishment at Ragatz was built. into these recesses, is insufficient to 
There are room0 enough to receive itrIpart warmth or cheerfulness. 	A 
between 200 and 300 persons. 	The small terrace, 6 et 8 feet wide, close 
baths, 12 or 14 in number, are shallow to the baths, is the only level space 
wooden pans, designed 	the recap. ifor near them; if the sojourner wishes to 
Lion of several persons at once, 	iii walk he has no choice, but must be- 
chambers so filled with vapour that 
the patient is half-blinded on entering 

gin to ascend. 	It is to be presumed, 
that few English travellers would be 

them.. 	There arc also private baths; disposed to make any stay here. 	A 
both are supplied with a current of passing visit of a few hmaimaill 
hot water, constantly running through satisfy the curiosity of most nersons. 
them. No one, however, should depti"Ft with- 

The hot springs of PfeO'ers were out visiting the 	• 
not known to the Romans. 	There is Source of the hot spring. 
a story that they were discovered by 
a hunter, who, having entered into 

A few yards above the bath-house, 
the sides of the ravine of the Tamina 

the abyss of the 'famine, in the par_ 
suit of game, remarked the column 

contract in an extraordinary manner, 
so as to approach within a few feet of 

of vapour arising from them. 	For each other; a little farther they even 
many years nothing was done to foci- 
litate access 	to 	them, and patients 

close over and 	cover up the river, 
which is seen issuing out of a cavern. 

desirous of profiting by their healing 
virtues were let down to the source 

ous 	chasm. 	A 	 bridgeo,of plank 4,.., 
across the 'famine leads to the en- 

from the cliff's above, by ropes, and,' trance, sehieft is closed by a door. 
in order to reap as much benefit as 'rile 	bridge 	is 	prolonged 	into 	the 
possible, were accustomed to pass a gorge, in the shape of a scaffolding 
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or shelf, suspended by iron stanchions 
to the rocks, and partly laid in a 

a quarter of a mile from the baths, 
At its extremity, st the bottom of a 

niche cut out of the side. 	It is car- cavern in the rocks, rises the hot 
tied all along the chasm as far as the spring ; its temperature being about 
hot spring, and affords the only means 100° Fahrenheit; 	it i. received into 
of approach to it, as the sides of the a reservoir nearly 15 feet deep, from 
rent are vertical, and there is not an which it is conducted in pipes to the 
inch of room between them and the baths. The first baths were miserable 
torrent, for the sole of a foot to rest. hovels, built over the spring, and 
Formerly the passage was along two, 
sometimes one plank, unprotected by 

suspended, like swallows' nests, to the 
face of the rock t the only entrance 

railings; at present nplatform, 4 feet to them was by the roof, and the sick 
wide, protected by a balustrade, re.- were let down into Mein by ropes 
ders the approach to the spring easy and pulleys. 	The springs generally 
for the most timid, and pet-reedy free cease to flow in winter, but burst 
from risk. 	Each person pays 24 kr. forth again in spring; they are most 
for admittance. 	A few yards from copious when the snow has fallen 
the entrance, the•fliks4age is darkened in abundance, and continue till au- 
by the overhanging /sock. 	The sud- tumn, after which their fountains are 
den chill of an atmosphere 	never again sealed. 	The water has little 
visited by the sun's rays, the rushing 
and roaring of the torrent, SO or 90 

taste or smell ; it hears some resern, 
blance, in its mineral contents, to that 

feet below, the threatening position of of Ems, and is used both for bathing 
the rocks above, and the trembling and drinking. 
of the planks on which you tread, 
have a grand and striking effect; but 

After emerging from the gorge, at 
the spot where he entered it near the 

this has been diminished of late by baths, the traveller should next ascend 
modern improvements, which • have the valley above it, as far as the stair- 
deprived the visit. to the gorge of case (Stiege), reached by a natural 
even the semblance* of danger. 	In bridge of rock, beneath which this 
parts, it is almost dark, where-the Tamina, out of sight and hearing 
sides of the 'take overlap one another. from above, forces its way into the 
and actually meet over-head, so as to gorge of the Rot springs. 	Ascending 
form a natural arch- 	The rocks in this staircase; formed of trunks of 
many places show evident marks of trees, you reach an upper stage of the. 
having been ground away, and scooped valley, formed of gentle slopes, and 
CO. /0 rushing river, and by the covered with verdant pasture on one 
stoi—TaThrouglit down , with it. 	For side, and thick woods on the other. 
several hundred yards the river put- The two sides are separated by the. 
sues an almost subterranean course, 
the roof of the chasm being the floor, 
as it were, of the . valley. 	In some 

deep gash and narrow gorge, along the 
bottom of which the Tanana forces 
its way. 	On turning to the I. a little 

places the roots of the trees are seen wooden shed is perceived on the very 
dangling through the crevice above edge of the precipice, and projecting 
your head, and at one particular spot 
you find yourself under the arch of 
the natural bridge leading to 	the 

over it ; this contains a sort of crane, 
intended to lower down provisions, 
&c. into the baths, which lie so nearly 

staircase mentioned farther on. 	Ilad under the cliff, that 	heavy articles 
Virgil or Dante been aware of this can be let down from above through. 
spot, they would certainly have con- 
ducted their heroes through iit to the 
jaws of the infernal regions. 

a trap door in the roof. 	This is, 
*perhaps, the best point for obtaining, 
a general view of the baths and this 

The shelf of planks extends nearly singular spot 	in 	which 	they 	are 
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sunken. 	Ort looking over the verge convent were valued at 23,365 Swift 
of the precipice, you perceive, at the 
bottom of the ravine, at the vast 

florins. 	The Convent, a vast edifice, 
but not otherwise remarkable, was 

depth of 600 feet below, the roofs of built 1665, in place of one destroyed 
the two 'argil buildings, like cotton by fire. 	It encloses a church in the 
factories, in size and structure. 	The centre, like all the convents of the 
upper valley, also, with its carpet of Benedictine order. 	Near the convent 
bright green, its woods, and the bare stands 	the ruined castle of War- 
limestone cliffs which border it on tenstein. 
either band, and above all, the huge The Kalanda, or Galandaberg (the 
peak of the Falkniss, rising on the mountain on the rt. bank of the Ta- 
opposite side of the Rhine, form a mina, above tho.old baths, which so.. 
magnificent landscape. parates the valley from that of the 

About 1i mile from this point, on Rhine), is sometimes ascended on 
the rt. bank of the Tontine, stands account of the view fromoits top—a 

•Tho. Convent of Pfeffers, 	finely 5-hours' walk. 
placed on an elevated mountain-plat- There is a.path from Pfeffers direct . 
form, commanding, on one side, the to lteichenau verfie valley of the 
valley of the Rhine, backed by the Tontine, crossings at its head the pass 
majestic 	Falkniss ; 	on 	the 	other, 
opening out towards the lake of Wal- 

La Foppa am Kunkels, a walk of 
about 24 miles. 	Another foot-path 

lenstadt and the peaks of the Sieben leads up the Kalfeuser-Thal to Glarus. 
Kurftirsten. 	The -Benedictine mo. (Route 76.) 
nastery of Pfeil-ors, founded 719, was Diligences from Ragatz to Zurich 
suppressed, after an existence of 10 daily, 11 hours; 	to St. Gall twice a 
centuries, in 1838, by a decree of the day by Rorschach, and once by Utz- 
government of the canton of St. Gall, 
in consequence of the finances of the 

nach and Toggenburg ; to Constance, 
to Feldkircb, to Coire. twice a day; 

convent having Lewin° involved. end to Milan, daily • to Bellinzona, by the 
at the request ore majority of the Bernarditl, twir 	week. 
brethren. The 	pedestrian 	;seller, 	going 

" The Government wisely acqui- from the old baths to Coire,need not 
eaced in their petition, Ind allowed a return to Ragatz, but may prof, by 
pension 	of 2000 fl. 	to the abbot, 
and 800 fl. to each of the monks, on 

the Convent of Pfeffers, whence a pith 
strikes down directly to the bridge,... 

condition it would be spent in the over the Rhine, called Untere Zoll- 
canton. 	In consequence, the agents Briicke, a walk of about 2 holmium  
of the canton took possession of the A char-it-bane. with 1 horse, may 
convent. and all that belonged to it, 
among which were the establishments 

be hired from Ragatz to Cire for 
10 zwanzigers. 

of the baths, and the summer resi- The high road from Ragatz rune 
deuce of the abbot : 	the latter was along the I. bank of the Rhine as far as 
fitted up for an hotel." — D. S. the Untere Zoll-Briicke (Lower Toll 

The convent once possessed a very bridge), the only bridge on the Rhine 
extensive territory ; its abbots were between the Lake of Constance and 
princes; •but the French, 16 usual, 
appropriated their revenues; and but 

Reichenau. 	It was entirely swept 
away by the tremendous flood in the 

a small part of their property was autumn of 1894, which did immense 
restored to them at the termination injury to the valley. 	In Bossing this 
of the 	French 	rule, including the bridge, the traveller 	passes out 	or 
baths. This is now to be appropriated • 
to pious works, the education of the 

canton 	§t. @all 	into 	the Grisona, 
The valley of the Rhine has a grans( 

people, &e. 	The revenues of the appearance from this point. 	The 
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• 
peak of the Falknisberg is a conspi- great Alpine carriage roads of the 
cuous and striking object in the view SplUgen and Bernardin. 	It is the 
to the N. E. 	The Rhine alone is place of meeting of the Council of 
unpicturesque, from the width of its the Grisons; 	a member of which 
bed and the large space of unsightly claims the title of "Your Wisdom" 
sand and gravel left bare in summer. (" Euer Weisheit "). 
Its bed is constantly rising, so as to The town has narrow streets, and 
threaten more 	fearful inundations; stands on 	uneven 	ground; 	much 
and a plan has been proposed of cut. curious domestic architecture will be 
ting a new channel 	for its unruly 
stream, from this point as far as the 

found in it. 	The Bishop's Palace, 
and the quarter around it, inhabited 

Lake of Constance.. A short way by 	Roman 	Catholics, occupy the 
above the bridge, the Landquart, an summit of an eminence, and are sepa- 
impetuous torrent, descending from rated from 'the 	rest 	by walls and 
the valley .of Prettigau, enters the battlements, closed by two fortified 
Rhine. 	The road up it_ is described gates. 	Here is situated the church 
in Route 81. of St. Lucius, or the Dom—the oldest 

Beyond this, thPcinivent of Pref. parts of which, in the circular or 
fers is visible 	hematite road ; 	the Romanesque style, 	date from the 
snowy heights of the Galanda rise 
into sight on the opposite bank of 

eighth century. 	The detached portal, 
its sculptures, and the monsters which 

the Rhine ; and the ruins of feudal support its pillars and form the ca. 
castles, perched upon rocky knolls, 
overlooking the valley, give a highly 

pitals, are very curious — . they are 
the prototypes of those existing in 

picturesque character to the scene, the Lombard churches." 	The sta- 
One of the most conspicuous is Hal- tues of the Four Evangelists standing 
denstein, nearly opposite Coire. upon lions, and similar specimens of 

N. B. From Ragatz to Coire is sculpture in the crypt, are probably 
A St. Gall 	posts, and 11 Grisons as old as, the 4th stntury, and ex- 
posts. id".

Itibit traces of then;talsish period. 
11 Coire, Gevi.... 	Chur. — ( Lams: Within, there are one or twoansular 

Weisses Fzreurz (White Cross), good; old paintings — one attributed tirAt,. 
Post., cam; Freyeck, good also; Capri- Darer (?). 	Ian the sacristy are pre- 
corn, Steinbock, outside the town, served the bones of St. Lucius, . a 
-.Cry civil people, and a moderate and British king, according to the ' Eng- 
good house). 	The wine of the Val- lish Martyrologie,' and the founder 
teljajg generally consumed in the of St Peter's 	Ch., 	Cornhill," and 
Gns, and may be had of the best 
quality There. 

one or two specimens of church plate, 
a bishop's crozier, a monstrance of 

The capital of the 	Grisons, the the 14th century. 	The crypt is sup- 
Curia Ithstorum of the Romans, is ported 	by a single pillar, the base 
an ancient walled town of 4786 inha. being a monster. 
bitants, about a mile from the Rhine. The Episcopal Palace, 	near 	the 
Its prosperity arises almost entirely church, is an antique building; the 
from the high roads upon which it staircase 	and 	halls 	arc 	singularly 
stands, which 'form the channel of decorated with stucco-work ; and the 
communication froth Italy into Swit- chapel, within 	a tower, 	is said to 
zerland and Western Germany, and 	be one of the earliest specimens of 
unite the gmat commercial towns of 	Christian architecture. 	Coire is the 
'Milan and Genoaf south of the Alps, f oldest bishopric in Switzerland. 	Be- 
with Zurich -and St. Call 	on the 	Hind the Palace is a kind of ravine, 
north. 	Cairo is the staple place of 	lined with vineyards, across which 
the goads transported over the two 	a path leads to the Boman Catholic 
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Seminary, from which is a remark- languages. 	In this remote part of 
ably picturesque view of the town. Europe it has kept its gtound since 

Besides the roads from 	Coire to the destruction of the Roman empire. 
Italy by the Spliigen (Route 88) and It is said, however, to be gradually 
Bernardin (Route 90), and those to disappearing before the German Ian- 
Zurich and Ikt. Gall, and along the gunge. 
rt. bank of the Rhine to Feldkirch It may be divided into at least 
and Bregenz, several new lines lead three distinct dialects : —1. The La- 
in different directions' through 	the din, spoken in the Lower Engadine 
Grisons. 	A 	carriage road, 	corn- and vale of Munster: it comes nearest 
menced some yearsago, between Coire to the Latin, and is, perhaps, not very 
and the Engadine, over the Julier dissimilar from the vulgar tongue, 
Pass, is now finished. 	See 	Route spoken by the 'Roman peasantry, as 
82. 	 . described by Livy. 2. The Romansch 

Diligences 	go 	daily 	to 	Zurich of the Upper Engadine, the valleys 
(Route 	14), 	communicating 	with 
steamers on the Lakes of Wallenstadt 

of Bregaglia, Oberhalbstein, Schams, 
&c. 	S. The patois of the Grison 

and Zurich ; to St. Gall ; to Milan ; highlanders in the vale of the Vordee 
and to Lindau. and Hinter Moir,. 

Post-horses are kept 	on 	all the The differed& between the three 
great high-roads leading from Coire may be shown in the following trans- 
Rirou,gb the Grisons and canton of lation of the first sentence in the 
St. GIll. 	The postmaster at Coire Lord's Prayer: — 
will furnish travellers with a printed Pater noster qui es in ecelis. 
tariff of the charges and distances. 1. Bab noss, qual ea ti cis ent- 
(See also Introduction, § 5.) sehiel, &c. 

Money. — The canton of the Gri- 
sons has a coinage of its own ; though 

2. Pap noss, quel tii est en cal, 
&c. 

the traveller need not perplex him- 3. Pap noss, 	clue] chi 	esch ire's 
self with the intricacies of this cur- cats, &c. 
rency, 	since Napoleons and 	francs, According to.a very obscure tradi- 
Austrian florins and zwanzigers, and tion, the inhabitants daf this part of 
Brabant dollars, are current on all the the chain of Rhwtian Alps are the 
bight roads; but may desire his bills descendants of some 	Tuscan fugi- 
to be made out in francs or florins. tives, driven out of Etruria by inroads 
It will probably suffice to remember of the Gauls. 	Many curious resent- 
that 1 Grison for. = 2 zwanzigers, 
or 1 French fr. 74 centimes. 

blances have been traced 	between 
the existing names of obsovissifil- 

1 Fr. fr. = 84 Grison kreutzers. loges of these remote 	vageys and 
1 Brabant dollar = 9 Gris. flor. 20 those of places in ancient 	Etruria 

kr. and Latium — as Lavin, Leninism ; 
The Grison florin, or gulden, 	is Thusis, Tuscia ; Arden, Arden ;  Ro- 

composed of GO kr., or 70 bhiitzgers. mein, 	Rana; 	Falisc, 	or 	FlUseli, 
I batz. == 5 hi augers. Falisci ; 	Madullein, 	Medullinum ; 

Peist, Pesium ; Umbrien and Mount 
The Romansch Language. thawed, Umbria. 

A newspaper is printed at Coire 
in the Lingua Romanscha, a dialect 

Owing to 	the 	scanty literature, 
there being but few printed books, 

Peculiar to the Grisons and neigh- except a translation of the Bible, one 
bouring 	alpine 	country 	of Tyrol, 
derived, 	like the 	Italian, 	Spanish, 
and French, &um the Latin, but cot- 

or two of the Ngw TetAament, and a 
few other books, the Romansch lan- 
guage is ndt rich in words. 	From the 

ruptcd by the admixture of other circumstance, however, of 	its .11iav- 
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ing been made the language of the last a day of retribution came. 	The 
pulpit at fie Reformatior', when the peasants rose in revolt, and threw off 
greater part of the population of the the yoke of the nobles—with less 
Grisons became Protestant, it 	has 
kept its ground till the present day. 

violence than 	might 	be 	expected, 
chiefly 	because the great ecelesiss- 

The whole of Romansch literature 
may be comprised in about 80 books, 
mostly religious works, including the 

tical potentates, the Bithop of Coire, 
the Abbots of St. Gall and Dissentis, 
and some of the more 	influential 

Bible, liturgy, and catechisms. 	The barons sided with the peasants, di- 
first grammar and dictionary of the recting, 	instead 	of opposing, 	the 
Romansch language was published by popular feeling. 
a clergyman named Conradi at Zu- The result of this was a Muctian 
rich, in 1820 and 182.3. 	In 1886 a .Confederacy, quite distinct from the 
newspaper, called II Grischum RS- Swiss 	Confederacy, 	composed 	of 
mansch, was printed in the Romansch 
dialect at Obire.. 	-. 

Three Leagues ( Biinden)—the Upper, 
or Grey League (Ober, or 	Graue 
Bond), 1424 (named from the simple 

[History and Government of Me grey home-spun coats of those by Gra% whom it was formed); the League 
The government 4gf the Grisons 

deserves some consideration from the 
of God's House (Ca Da in Romansch, 
in Germ. Gotteshaus Ruud), so called 

traveller. from the church of Coire, the head 
It must not be supposed that the and capital of this league, 1396 ; and 

conspiracy on 	the Griitli, in 1307, 
and the exploits of Tell, gave freedom 

the League of the Ten Jurisdictions 
(Zehn-Gerichte), of which Mayen- 

to the 	whole 	country now 	called feld is chief town (1428). 
Switzerland, or even influenced more The government produced by this 
than a very small part of it — the revolution presents, perhaps, the most 
%rest cantons — except in as far as remarkable example the world has 
such a spirit-stirring. example is ea- yet seen of the sovereignty of the 
pable of influenting the minds of a people and of universal suffrage. Not 
neighbouring people. 	For more. than only every valley, but, in some cases,' 
a century after the first Swiss union, 
the country of Ithmtia, now called 

every parish, ',or even hamlet, in a 
valley, became an independent cont- 

Orisons, groaned under the tyranny monwealth, with a government of its 
of almost 	numberless 	petty 	lords, 
who, though they possessed but a 

own, with peculiar local administra-
tive rights and privileges, in many 

ftearsames 	land, of 	or even no more instances existing at the present day. 
than th% number of square feet on 
which their castle stood, yet assumed 

Sometimes one of these free states, 
sometimes several together, form a 

the rights of independent sovereignty, 
waging 	perpetual petty 	war 'With 

commune or schnitze, literally slice 
(gemeinde or gericbt); each com- 

their neighbours — oppressing their 
own subjects, and. pillaging all tra- 

mune has its own general assembly, 
in which every citizen of the age of 

sellers—the ancient form of levying 
duties and customs., 	The best notion 

18, sometimes younger, has a vote, 
and by which the magistrates and 

of the stateref society which existed authorities, down to the parson and 
during this period of the Faustrecht schoolmaster, are elected. 	A number 
(club law), may be formed from the 
quantity ofeleddal Loins which stud 

of communes forms a Hoch-Gericht, 
under a magistrate, styled Landam. 

not only the main valleys of the ran, Podesta, or Landvoght. 	Above 
Rhino, but 'even the laterals valleys this comes the Diet of the League; 
and gdiges of the Ithwtien Alps, 	At and, above all, the Diet of ,  the Three 
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Leagues. 	There still are 26 Hoch is perfectly practicable for a light car- 
Gerichts ; the number of communes singe. 	The excursion too Appenzell 
was 40 ; that of the smaller commit- may be made from Gais. 	It is a 
aides is not known. 	Amidst such a very striking and interesting route. 
labyrinth of government —a corn- The canton Appenzell lies somewhat 
plication of dachinery, wheel within out of the beat of travellers, com- 
wheel — it is difficult to understand pletely surrounded (enclave) by the 
how any government could have been territory of canton St. Gall, and shut 
carried on ; and we accordingly find in, at its south extremity, by the Alps; 
the history of the Grisons little better no great high-roads pass through it ; 
than a 	long 	series of bickerings, 
feuds, 	revolts, 	conspiracies, 	massa- 

and Appenzell itself lies in a cud de 
sac of the mountains, except for such 

ores, intrigues, and peculations. 	The as will take the difficult paths over 
wisest decisions of the diet of the file high Alps and glaciers. 	On this 
canton were annulled or frustrated account, it is but little visited by 
by the votes of the general assem- English travellers. 	Theo canton is 
blies, accordingly as the interest or divided into 2 parts or districts, called 
caprice of the most influential popular Rhoden, quite independent of each . 
leader might sway these meetings at other, but enjoairg only one vote at 
the moment. 	Two great families, 
those of Planta and De Salis, in the 

the diet. 	Out* Rhoden is a very 
thickly peopled district, having 8,781 

end, long monopolised the chief in- inhabitants to the German sq. mile. 
Silence, as well as the patronage and These are almost exclusively engaged 
offices of the federal government, in manufactures, chiefly of cotton. 

Such, then, was the practical result muslin, tambouring, &c. 	Inner Rho.. 
of this democracy of the purest form den, on the contrary, is a land of 
in theory. herdsmen; its high and bleak moun- 

The Grisons were united with the 'produce tains 	nothing but rich pas. 
Swiss confederation in 1808, and are turage and sweet grass, upon which 
represented by a deputy in the diet, vast herds of cattle are fed. 	The 
The Three Leagues are still corn- government, in Soth states, is a pure 
posed of 26 high jurisdictions (Hoch- democracy : 	the General Assembly., 
Gerichte), each possessing its own or Landesgemeinde, is composed of 
constitution, which often differ en- every male born in the canton. 	In 
tirely from one another. The supreme travelling 	through 	this 	somewhat 
federal government of the canton is primitive district, two unusual objects 
vested in the great council of 70 attract the traveller's attention,— the 
members, which meets at Coire. pillory, by the road-side, fitsmiekedl 

with a collar (carcass), a hole for the 
neck, a padlock, and a chain; and the 

F ROUTE 68.* bone-houses, 	or 	ossuaires, 	in 	the 
ST. GALL TO ALSTETTEN AND COIRE BY church-yards, destined to receive the 

THE BATHS or cuts, *mutest, sculls and bones, which, after lying 
AND THE PASS OF THE STOSS, WITH a certain number of years below 
EXCURSIONS TO THE WRISSDAD, THE ground, are dug up to make room 
WILDICIRCHLEIN, 	arm 	THE 	LIOCH for others; and, having been ticketed 
SENTIS. and labelled with the names of their 

This is a much shorter road from owner, are 	laid out for show on  
St. Gall, or Constance, to the Splugen shelves in the bone-house.  
than that by Rorschach (IL 67.), and w 

—.1.-- 
St. Godl Ss Appenzell, 34 stunden IL a Additional information respecting 	68. 

would be acceptable to the Editor. . = 1li English miles. 
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Thence 	to Geis, 2; stunden =7 2 miles to the E. of Gals, on the 

English miles. road to Alstetten, is the Chapel of 
.St. Gall to Alstetten, 41 stunden Sloss, erected on the summit of the 

=15 English miles. steep pass leading down to the Rhine 
The road quits the canton of St. Thal, to commemorate the almost 

Gall and enters that of Appenzell incredible victory gained by 400 men 
(Ausser-Rhoden) 	a 	little 	before of Appenzell over 3000 Austrians in 
reaching, by an excellent road, 

11 Teuffen—( fans: Hecht; Blir). 
1405. 	The Archduke of Austria and 
the Abbot of St. Gall had hoped to 

The inhabitants of this village are take the Swiss by surprise with this 
chiefly engaged in the manufacture preponderating force. 	But a hand- 
of muslin. Grubenman, the carpenter, 
who built the celebrated bridge of 

ful of the mountaineers, under the 
conduct of Count Rudolph of Wer- 

one arch at Schaffhausen, was boPn denberg, assembled 	in haste, gave 
here. them battle, and defeated the 	in- 

1; Geis •—( fans: Ochs (Theuf) ; vaders, with a loss of 900 men, losing 
Krone (Couronne); the two best, and only 20 of their own party. 	The 
both said to be g2od. 	Rooms cost blood of the slain 	discoloured the 
from 4 ii. 	to 1011.eweekly ; 	table mountain torrent which flowed past 
&bete, 1 fl.; whey,*0 kr. daily—it the battle-field as 	far as 	its .influx 
is brought from the high Alps every into the Rhine. 	The view from the 
morning.) 	The bread is, very good 
here. 	This little village of 42 houses, 
mostly converted into lodging-houses 

Stoss over the valley of the Rhine, 
2000 ft. below, and of the snowy 
mountains of Tyrol and Vorarlberg 

by the peasants their owners, irre- beyond, is of great beauty. 
gularly scattered over lawn-like mea- A very steep descent lends from 
doors, is situated 	in a bare bleak the Stow to Alstetten. 	You hire a 
country, with scarce a tree or shrub; spare skid at time top of the hill, and 
nothing but pastures around, at an go down with both wheels locked. 
elevation of 2900 ft. above the sea From • Stow 	to 	Alstetten, 	in 	the.. 
level. 	Yet the reputation of its pure 
and bracing sir, and of its cure of 

valley of the Rhine, is 1 hour's drive, 
about 5 miles. 	It takes li hours to 

goat's whey (molken-kur ; cure de ascend. 	- 	. 	• 
petit ]nit), annually 	attract 	hither 
many hundred invalids from all parts 
of Europe; and during the season, 
in July and August, the principal 

Coire (Route 67.) 

It is a distance of about 7 miles 
S. W. from Gais to 

hissass, generally crammed full. 2 4 ppenzell—( Inns: Hecht (Pike); 
The seasants' houses are particu- Weisses 	Kreutz; 	respectable 	ale- 

larly neat and clean, trimly painted houses). 
outside, as though they had just issued Though the chief place-of the clis- 
from a bandbox. triet of Inner Rhoden, this is but a 

Geis lies at the S. side of the Gii- dull and dirty village of 1900 inhabit- 
bris, and the view from the top:;Of ants, consisting of old and ill-built 
that mountain is delightful, and may houses, with 	two 	convents, and a 
be attained with little trouble., in 1 modern church, hung with several 
hour, on horseback. 	 ' flags: and contains nothing remark- 

The native songs of the cow-herds able in it. 	It derives its name from 
and dairy-maids of Appenzell 	are the country scat of the Abbot of St. 
highly meloitious. , Gall 	(Abten-zelle, Abbatis 	Cella), 

It is a walk of about five• hours 
from Gais to Herisatt•(sey, Route 

having been 	anciently 	built 	here, 
'when the country around was an up- 

69). 	 .. 	. inhabited solitude. 
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The Landesgenseinde, or Assembly at the foot of the Sentis, surrounded 
Of the canton, meets on a square, near by 'pleasure-grounds, from which run 
a lime tree, every year. 	In the Re- walks 	leading 	up 	the 	mountains. 
Cord Office, Archly, are preserved a The house is capable of accommo- 
number of banners, conquered by the dating 200 visitors. 	I have seen few 
Appenzellers lif old, and the only places in the course of my travels 
surviving trophies of 	their valour. where a person fond of exploring 
Here are the flags of Constance, Win- and desirous of tranquillity, combined 
terthur, Feldkirch ; the Tyrolese ban- with accommodation on a superior 
ner and free ensign, inscribed 0  Hun- scale (to be procured without trouble 
dert Tauscnd Teufel," conquered at or effort on his part), could spend a 
Landek, 1407 ; the Genoese banner few days in greater enjoyment."— 
of St. George, and two captured from Dees and Distances. 
the Venetians, 1516, in the battle of In addition to the cure of goats' 
Agnadel. whey, there are also mineral springs 

It is stated on all hands that a at Weissbad, and the bath-houses con- 
remarkable change greets time travel. tain 80 baths. 
ler,on entering Roman Catholic Inner Three small toorents, issuing out 
Rhoden, from Protestant Outer Rho- of S Alpine rages deeply furrowed 
den. He exchanges cleanliness and in- in the sides of ilme Sentis, in whose 
dustry for filth and beggary. 	What glaciers they take their rise, unite at 
may be the cause of this, is not a sub- Weissbad, dha form the river Sitter. 
ject suitable for discussion here. 	The About 5 miles up the middle valley 
Appenzellers 	are passionately fond is the singular hermitage and chapel 
of gymnastic exercises ; and A part of the Wildhirehlein. 	It is reached 
of every holiday is devoted to wrest- by crossing the Alpine pasture of the 
ling and boxing matches. 	Hurling Ebenalp, which, in spite of its eleva- 
the stone is another frequent exercise. tion of 5094 ft. above the sea, is in 
A mass of rock, *varying in weight summer a perfect garden, unfolding 
from a half to a whole cwt., is poised a treasure to the botanist, and afford- 
on the shoulder, and then cast for- ing the sweetest herbage to the cows. 
ward a distance of several feet. 	In In a recess scooped mft of the face 
1805, a man of Urniisith hurled a of a precipice, 170 ft. above 	these 
stone, weighing 184 lbs., left. 	Time pastures, 	a little chapel 	has been. 
Appenzellers are also capital shots ; ptrched. It was built 1756 by a pious 
rifle-matches are held almost every inhabitant of Appenzell, and dedicated 
summer on the Sundays, and 	the to Saint Michael, and on that saint's 
cracking reports resound on all sides. day mass is celebrated here anarjr: 
The laws of time canton (especially of A bearded Capuchin occupies the 
Outer Rhoden) restrict dancing to 3 hermitage adjoining, and will conduct 
or 4 days of the year; but, as time strangers through the long caverns 
People are much addicted 	to 	this hung with stalactites, which perforate 
amusement, time 	law 	is 	frequently the mountain behind his dwelling. 
infringed, and the peasants will often The pilgrimage will be repaid by the 
cross the frbntier of time canton in charming prospect from the window 
order to enjoy unmolested their fa- which he opens. 
vourite amusement. The Sentis (from Latin, sentis, a 
• There is a road from Appenzell to thorn ?), the highest mountain in Ap. 
Ilerisau. 	(See Route 69.) penzell, 7700 feet above the sea level, 

About 94 miles S. E. of Appenzell may be ascended gfsom 1Veis,shad. 
as Wrissbad, " an excellent boarding The view front, time top is much ex- 
house and bathing establishment, si- tolled, and's' panorama of it has been 
tuated in a beautiful and retired spot, engraved. 	Various paths lead up to 

Steitz. 	 E 
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it; the bes4 and easiest, which is 'also 
perfectly safe in the company of a 

little beyond the village of Bruggen, 
the road crosses the gorge of the 

guide, leads by way of the Meggisalp Sitter, by the magnificent Kriitzeren 
(3 stunden) ; Wagenlucke (2 stun- Briicke, a bridge 590 ft long, and 
den); to the summit, (1 stunden), a 
walk of nearly 20 miles. 

85 ft. above the stream. 	Here the, 
post road by Flawyl saikes off. 	A 

In 1832, an engineer named Buch- little after we enter canton Appenzell 
muller, while making trigonometrical 2. Herisau.— Inns z Lowe (Lion) 
observations on the summit, accom- the best ; —Hecht (13rochet). 
panied by a servant, was struck by Herisau, the flourishing and 	in- 
lightning. 	The shock took away his dustrious chief village of the Pro- 
senses, and he remained in that state testant district of Appenzell, called 
nearly an hour; when he came ,to Ausser-Rhoden, contains 2200 in. 
himself he found his servant dead habitants, 	and 	is 	advantageously 
beside him, and himself so severely situated 	at 	the junction 	of two 
injured in one of his legs, that it was 
with the utmost difficulty and danger 

streams, the Glut and 	Briililbach, 
which turn the wheels of its nume- 

that he could crawidown to the near- rous manufactories. 	" It is a very 
est human habitation singular place from its extraordinary 

A steep and difficult path leads S. irregularity of construction, and is 
over the ridge of the Sentis from quite unlike any other town us Switz- 
Wsissbad to Wildhaus,4  the birth- erland." 	There are beautiful walks 
place of Zwingli, in 	Toggenburg on the surrounding heights; two of 
(Route 71) a distance of 20 miles. • them are topped by ruined castles, 

Another 	path leads in about 4 
hours from Weissbad to Sennewald 

the Rosenberg and Rosenburg. which, 
according to the story, were once cons 

in the valley on the Rhine. • It passes tinted together by a leathern bridge. 
over the shoulder of the Kamor, on 
the right bald of that mountain, 
whose top comnsa•ds a remarkable 

The lower part of the Church Tower, 
in which the Archives•are deposited; 
is the oldest building in the canton. 

panorama. 	Even from the road to dating probably from the 7th century. 
Sennewald, The traveller has a de- The articles chiefly manufactured 
lightful prospect over the Sentis and 
canton Appenzell, on one side, and 

here are m*slins, cottons, and silk, 
the 	last, 	a 	recent 	introduction: 

over the lake of Constance, Tyrol, 
ind the Rhine on the other. 
•axess..  

10,200 	persons are employed 	in 
Ausser-Rhoden, in weaving muslins, 
and a very large number in einbroift 
dering them. 

• ROUTE 69. There is a direct road from Heti. 
Sr. GALL TO niovrrtscowirr. ON TILE sau to Appenzell ( Route 68), by 

Waldstadt, ( 1 i stunden); Urngsch, 1  LAKE OP strata, BY DERMAS AND 
'•  THE IIEINRICHSBAD. (14), and Gonten (1), in all 5 stun. 

den = 161 miles. 
13 Stunden = 42i Eng. miles. About a mile to the E. of Herisau 
A diligence runs daily from St. is the watering-place called Hein. 

Gall to Ragatz in 14 hours. richsbad. 	The 13adhaus is the moat 
. There is a post road from St. Gall elegant establishment of the sort in 
by 	- Switzerland, after Schintznach, sur- 
n posts, Playa. rounded 	by 	agreeable 	pleasures 

s_ 21 	-,-"-ticletensteig. grounds, the creation of one Hein- 
Utznach. • 	• rich Steiger, a rich manufacturer. 

, 14 	(Rapperschwyl.• Two springs rising out of gravel, and. 
r About 	• es from St. Gall, a variously 	impregnated 	with.  iron); 
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carbonic acid, &c., are used for drink- 
ing, and to supply the baths. 	Goats' 

5 Frauenfeld, in Routed 9. 	, 
Si Wyl, a little town of 1064 hill:I.- 

-Whey and asses' milk are also fur- 
nislied to those invalids for whom 

bitants in the valley of the Timm, dis-, 
tans about a mile from its L bank. 

they are prescribed. Accommodation 
in a cowhous0 is provided for invalids 

We here leave on the I the road to,  
St. Gall, and continue up the]. bank 

suffering from diseases of the chest. of the Thor, as far as Dietfurtb, 
The neighbourhood is exceedingly where we cross to 
picturesque. li Lichtensteig (in Route 69.) 

Through an undulating country, 
we reach the frontier of Appenzell, 
and re-enter that 	of its grasping 
neighbour, St. Gall, before arriving 

Ebnat. — Toggenburg, as the long 
and fertile valley of the Thur is 
called, extends for nearly 40 miles, 
frpni Wyl up to the source of that 

at river. 	It is bounded by high moun- 
2 Peterzell : 3 miles beyond the tains ; on the N. by the Sentis, and 

ruined Castle of Neu-Toggenburg, 
lies 

on the S. by the peaks of 	Kiih- 
firsten. 	It was anciently governed 

2 Lichtensteig, (Inn: Kronc,) a by counts of its c-vn. 	When their• 
town of 700 inhabitants on the right line became exttaft, 1436, the district 
bank of the Thur, in the Ancient was claimed by canton Zurich. 	In 

.county of Toggenburg. the feud which ensued, the Zurichers 
Opposite Wattweil, a pretty ma- were worsted ; it fell to the Abbot of 

nufacturing village, about 	14 mile St. Gall ; and, since 1805, forms part 
farther, stand the convent of Santa of canton 	St. Gull. 	It is thickly 
Maria and the Castle of Iberg — peopled; 	its inhabitants, an Indus- 
(Inns: Riissli ; Liiwe.) trious race, are chiefly occupied with 

The road soon after surmounts the the manufacture of muslin and cotton.. 
steep ascent of the ridge of Himmel- li Neslau. 
Wald. 	From 	its 	top , a beautiful The inn is said to be good at Alt 
prospect expands to view ; in front St. Johann. 	.- 
the lake of Zurich, with the castle, 
town, and bridge of Rappersohwyl, 
in full relief on its maagin ; behind 

Upon the high ground, dividing 
the valley of the Thur 'from that of 
the Rhine, stands the remote village 

it the pine-clad and 	snow-topped , 1/ Wildhaus, 3450 ft. above the 
Alps of Schwytz and Glarus ; On the level of the sea, and at the S. base of 
E. the remarkable peaks of the Sie- the Sentis. 	It is remarkable as the 
ben Kuhfirsten, and behind the fertile 
vale 	of Toggenburg. 	The road 

birthplace of the 	Swiss 	reformer, 
Ulrich Zuingli. 	The house in ti,iiiiis 

divides on the opposite side of the he first saw the light (Jan. 4'1484) 
bill ; those bound for Glarus or Wal- s ill exists ; it is a humble cottage of 
lenstadt, take its I. branch, leading to wood ; its walls, formed of the stems 
Utzttach : —we follow the rt. to Es- of trees, its roof weighed down by 
chenbach, and stones to protect it from the wind. 

7 Rapperschwyl. 	(Route 14.) It has resisted the inroads of time 
for more than 350 years ; and the 

• ROUTE II. beams and trunks which compose it 
are black with age. 	Zuingli's family pellaVVHAUSEN TO COME BV TOGGEN- were  humble peasants;  	he quitted 

BURG AND WILDHAUS. home when 10 years old, to go tO.  
From Wyl to Coire the road is school at Bale. 	a. 

supplied with post-horses. Wildhaus te Sennewald 9 posts.. i 
A good carriage-road leads through Wildhaus to Sewelen 24 posts. 

Behlattand Neusom to • The road descends into the Nailer 
,2 
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of the Rhine near Grabs, and soon division of the canton, is a 	Swiss 
after reach& battle-field of some celebrity. 11 sim- 
. Wolenberg, which, with the fol- pie stones, set up on the meadow of 
lowing stations, is described in Route Reuti, hard by, mark the spot where 
67. in 1388, 1300 men of Glarus met a 

24 Sevelen. force of 6000 A ustrianj who, having 
2 	It apts. taken Wesen by treachery, had burst 
A Coire, in page 188. into the canton, ravaging and plun-

dering the country as they advanced. 
_ROUTE 72.4  When tidings of this reached the 

ears of Matthias am Buhl, the lands,  ITTSEN TO GLARUS 
NTEN. 

THE BATHS Ot  
STACHELBERG, AND TUE _TA 

captain, be hastily collected a handful. 
BRUCKE. - PASS OF THE KLAUS 021 of shepherds, and not only checked 
TO ALTOR F. the career of the foragers, in spite of 

the disproportion of numbers, but 
Wesen to Glarus 11 post. after 11 	distinct 	charges, aided by 
A diligence leaves Wesen for Gla- volleys 	of stones and 	rocks dis- 

rus on the arrivalbof the diligence 
from Zurich daily. :It is a drive of 

charged from the precipices above, 
which threw the Austrian cavalry 

2 hours ; 2 hours more to Lintthal, 
and again 2 hours on foot to the 

into confusion, finally repulsed the 
invaders, with a loss of 2500 of their 

Pantenbriieke.  number left dead on the field. 
The canton of Glarus consists of The anniversary of the fight of 

one great Alpine valley, and of seve- Niifels is still celebrated through the 
sal 	secondary 	or tributary' valleys, 
branching off from it, and penetrat- 

canton by an annual festival. 	An 
engagement took place at Niifels, in 

ing deep into the, high Alps. 	There 1799, between the Austrians and 
is 	but 	one 	carriage-road into. it, 
which terminates, after a distance of 

French. 
From Mollis, dig village opposite 

26 miles, at the batles of Stachelberg; Niifels, the river Linth is conducted — 
and, except for pedestrians, there is into the lake of Wallenstadt by the 
no egress east the. portal which has artificial canal constructed by Eseher 
admitted the traveller. 	It is a truly (see p. 32.).. In the churchyard of 
Alpine district, abounding in very Mollis 	the 	heroes 	of Niifels 	are 
wild scenery. buried. 
, The road from Wesen crosses the The valley of the Linth is subject 
Linth canal ( Route 14, p. 32.) by the to much danger and injury from its 
ZITIV1hrucke, and passes the jaws of sudden rises, and the swelling of its 
the valley of Glarus, flanked by pre- tributary torrents. 	The broad fringe 
cipices 	almost„, perpendicular, 	and of unsightly sand and gravel visible on 
backed by the vast mass and snowy both sides of the Linth, the common 
head of the Gliirnisch Mountain. drain of the district, will show what 

The road from Zurich and Rap- mischief that 	river occasions after 
perschwyl to Glarus passes through storms of rain, and during the melting 
Lachen on the S. side of the Lake of of the snows. The whole of the lower 
Zurich, and along the 1. bank of the part of the valley is at times con- 
Linth canal to Nieder-Urnen, where verted into a lake; and the little 
that from. Wesen joins it. patches of ground, which have cost 

'14 Ndfcls, in the gorge of the val- the peasant much hard labour and 
ley, a villare of poo inhabitants, and care to cultivate, are at once over- 
the chief place in the R:man Catholic • whelmed and ruined. 	The lime- 

• Additional information 	is tesired re- tone 
'pectins this route. 

s 	mountains of this district abound
i n caverns, which serve as reservoirs 
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for the 	melting 	glaciers. 	In the it is dried, ground to powder, and,'in 
spring and early summer, the rocks that state, mixed with the curds, in 
appear to stream from every pore, the proportion of 3 lbs. of the herb 
'while every gorge and hollow sends to 100 lbs. of curds. 	The cheese is 
forth a raging torrent. said to be made of cows' milk, like 

14 Glarus, or Glaris—(Ian: Aigle any common cheese; and not of 
d'Or, 	not large, but comfortable; goats'. 	The curds are brought down 
'Rabe). 	This little village, the capital from the high pastures into the val- 
of the canton, is chiefly remarkable ley in sacks, and, after having a due 
for its secluded situation at the base proportion of herb incorporated with 
of the Gliirnisch and Schilt, encom. them, are ground in a mill resem- 
passed by the Alps, whose bare and bling that used for making cyder. 
bleak 	precipices and tops contrast After being thoroughly kneaded by 
remarkably with the milder verdure this process for an hour or two, it is 
about their base. 	The inhabitants, fit for pressing. 	The cheese is ripe 
4520 in number, are distinguished for use after a twelvemonth's keep- 
by 	their 	industry and 	enterprise, 
which has converted Glarus into a 

ing. 	A large quantity of it is ex- 
ported to An2efica ; and the manu- 

place of manufactures, especially of facture of it is considered a lucrative 
cotton, printing of muslins, &c. They trade. 	The natives attribute its pe- 
are reported to retain that simplicity culiar character to some virtue in the 
of Manners which their seclusion from pastures on which the cows are fed. 
the rest of the world would lead one Many mountain paths, practicable 
to expect. only on foot, ramify in various direc- 

They possess a 	Club (Cassino), 
and a Free School for 700 children, 
erected by private subscriptions, and 

tions from Glarus— 
a. The pass 	of the 	Pragel 	to 

Schwytz, by the Muotta-that and the 
reflecting much credit on the public Klon-thal ; the latter, a most beau- 
spirit of the cCtizens. 	The houses, 
chiefly of stone, and many of them 

tiful 	pastoral valley, a tributary of 
the Linth ; thefinest part of it is not 

ancient, are frequently ornamented more than 8 miles t'om Glarus.— 
outside with fresco paintings ; one of Route 75. 
them bears the figure of a knight in b. The pass of the Klausen to 
armour, and a Turk fighting, the Altorf. — ( Described below,) 
origin of which is not satisfactorily c. 4 passes into the Valley of the 
accounted for. 	The Gothic church Vorder Rhine: — 
is open to Protestant and Romanist (a) To Dissentis, over the, Sand- 
alike. 	The Lind) is crossed by two fire (8999 ft.), 13 stunden. 
bridges. (b) To Brigels, by the Mstengraft 

The name Glarus is said to be a (8650 ft.) 8 st. 
corruption of Hilarias, a saint to 
whom a shrine was built among these 

(c) To Panix, by the Panixer pass, 
9 st. 

mountains at a very early period. (4) To Films, by the Segues pass, 
There is one manufacture peculiar 81 st. 

to the canton 	Glarus, that of the The most interesting excursion is 
green cheese, called Schabzieger. 	It that up the valley of the Linth. 	A 
owes its peculiar appearance, smell, 
and flavour, to an herb (Trifolium 

good road leads along the rt. bank 
of the river, about 13 miles, to the 

Melilotus 	crerulea ; 	blue 	pansy ; village of 
Germ. 	klee), which is partly culti- 4 	Linttlial, Nere, in a remote 
'rated for this purpose 	in gardens spot, wnrohnded by torrents, rocks 
'within the canton, and partly im- and glaciers, a handsome hotel and 
ported from others. 	To fit it for use, bathing 	establishment, 	called 	the 
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,Baths of Slachelberg, have been built. horses. 	It turns out of the valley of 
,It has greatly risen in repute as a the Linth ,to the NV., about a mile 
watering-place within a few years, 
and on account 	of the 	exquisite 

above the baths, and 	ascends the 
valley of the Fiitsch, or timer Bodent  

•beauty of its situation, and the vir- keeping along its I. bailc. 	Within a 
tues of its concentrated alkaline sul- mile above the junction of the Flitsch 

.phureous spring, which distils, drop and Linth the valley belongs to can- 
by drop, from a fissure in the Braun- ton Uri. 	It abounds in fine moun- 
berg, is much 	resorted 	to. 	The tam 	pastures, and many of the inha- 
,period of the " cure" is fixed at be- bitants 	of the Schachen-thal . pass 
tween 20 -and 24 days. 	The hotel their summer here among the cows. 
stands on the 1. bank of the Linth About 8 miles up, the culminating 
bore crossed by a wooden bridge, and point, or Klausen pass, is reached. 
is surrounded by walks and pleasure- It is a ridge 6150 ft. high connect- 
grounds. 	, ing the snowy chain of the Clariden 

Above the baths the vale of the Alps on the N. with the shattered 
Linth becomes wilder and more sa- Zingel, Clatters, and Kamli. 	On the 
vage, and at lengthocontracts into a top stands a little chapel. 
chasm, low in the be:Pths of which The path descends by long and 
the river worms its way, while a nar- steep zigzags into the Schachen that; 
row and steep path alone leads along on the I. hand is seen the very pretty 
the edge of the precipice. 	5 miles cascade of the Stiiubi. 	Opposite the 
up, at a spot where the gorge is chapel of St. Anne a bergfall occurred 
.deepest, a singularly bold bridge of in 	1833, which arrested for some 
a single arch of stone, 20 ft. wide, time the courie of the Schachen, and • 
•and 200 ft. above the torrent, • has produced a small lake. At the village 
been thrown acroks.  it. 	This is the of Unter Schachen another branch of 
Pantenbriiehe, an 	object 	of consi- the valley opens S., and sends forth 
dcrable romantic beauty, from the the main stream of1 the Schachen. 
boldness of this worlrof man in such The Spitze, the mountain on the 1. 
a scene of wild nature, and from the bank of the torrent, discharges dan- 
depth of the gilt below. 	It is often gerous avalanches in spring. 	At-Spi- 
'visited by ladies; but the excursion, 
though not dangerous, is fatiguing, 

ringen and a tittle lower down, near 
the chapel of St. Anthony, there are 

A waterfall, considerably 	higher inns, tolerably good for this country. 
up on the Linth, above the bridge, is It was over the steep and barely 
said to be peculiarly grand, and su- 
perior to the fall of the Fiitsch, yet 

accessible ridge of the Kinsig Cuba, 
which walls in this portion of the 

but little' visited. valley to the N. that Suwarrow's 
The valley of thiainth terminates 

in a group of magnificent mountains, 
whose tops are occupied by vast"fields 

memorable retreat was 	conducted, 
1799. 	Having pounced down, as it 
were, upon the 	French from the 

ofwever.trodden glaciers. 	The Diitli, 
or Todiberg (12,800) is the giant of 

heights of the 	St. 	Gothard, 	and 
driven them before him to Altorf, Ire 

this portion of the chain of Alps, and there found his progress barred by 
tits summit has never been ascended, the lake of Lucerne, without a boat 
,11 difficult and'aangerous path, prac- to cross it, his troops exhausted by 
ticable only ir.the height of summer, 
leads aeross.these jlaciers to Dis- 

fatigue and famine, and the country 
so completely drained by war as to 

-eentis. 	 • , 	. be 	quite incapable 	of supporting 
The Klausen pass — &achclberg to them. 	The only alternative that re- 

Wrorf. — The .distance is about 26 unlined to him, was to attempt to join 
•miles; 	the path is practicable for the forces of the allies, through the 

   
  



Route 74. — Rapperschwyl to Einsiedeln. 	499 
horrible defile of the Schachen ; and other mountains in that direction. 
to cross the rarely trodden summit of The holy hermit Melina% the foun- 
the high Alps. 	The only passage up der of Einsiedeln, originally 	fixed 
'this valley was by a mere path ; so himself on the top of the Etzel, but 
that his army was obliged to advance the concourse of people attracted to 
in a single file, abandoning much of the spot by his reputation for boll- 
their artillery and baggage. 	Their ness, drove him in search of solitude 
march lasted 14 hours; and before deeper into the wilderness. 	A little 
the rearguard had left Altorf, the chapel stands on the spot supposed to 
van bad reached Muotta. 	Many of have been occupied by his cell. 	Near 
the Russians sank from fatigue by it is an inn. 	From this chapel the 
the wayside, and perished ; others fell 
into the hands of the French, who 

first view of Einsiedeln is obtained, 
the descent thither occupies 11 hour. 

hovered in their rear; the valley was The road is studded at intervals 
strewn with dead bodies of men and with chapels 	called 	stations, 	each 
horses, with arms and equipments. containing a representation of some 
The remainder of this memorable event in the Passion of our Lord, ac- 
March is described in Route 75. cording to the cltomish tradition, at 

Burglen, the birthplace of Tell, 
stands at the mouth of the Schachen 

which the pilvinas may stop and tell 
their beads. 	 ' 

that. 	Route 34. The river Silil is crossed by a co- 
Altorf, or Altdorf, p. 102. vered bridge, called (Teufels brucke) 

the Devil's bridge, before reachink 
si Enststrnsttt 	( French 	Notre 

ROUTE 74. Dame des Eremites ; Lat. Monaste- 
rium Eremitarum). 	Inns : there are 

RAPPEBECHWYL TO THE RIG', AND TO 55 inns and 20 alehouses here, mostly 
scitwrrz BY EINSIEDELN, WITH EX- 
CURSION TO aOROARTEN, 

designed for the reception of poor 
pilgrims, and distinguished by a sin- 
gular variety of  signs. 	The best is 

81 stunden = 27 Eng. miles. the Ox, very comfortable and mode- 
The road is practicable for light rate; the charges are raised during 

carriages, but it is by Ito means good, 
and is very hilly. 	 . 

the 	pilgrimage. — C. D. 	Pfau 
(Paon) ; Adam and Eve. 

The Abbey of Einsiedeln, though The Abbey of Einsiedeln, which 
one of the finest buildings in Swit- forms the nucleus of a village of a 
zerland, will bear no comparison with few hundred inhabitants, is situated 
the churches of Italy, and, except on on a naked undulating plane 5000 ft. 
account of the pilgrims and during above the sea, producing Attie but 
the season of the pilgrimage, is not pasture. 	It is partly sheltered by a 
worth going out of one's way to visit. range of wooded hills on the S. E. 

A fter crossing the long bridge of The Monastery itself, an extensive 
Rapperschwyl ( Route 14.) the road 
enters 	canton. Schwytz, 	and 	soon 

building in the modern Italian style, 
is imposing, less from its architecture 

commences the steep ascent of Mount than its size and its situation in so 
Etzel, which takes 2 hours, and re. remote and naked a solitude. 	The 
quires 	an 	extra horse or horses; existing edifice dates from the 18th 
charge for 1 horse 30 batz, and 6 century (1719), and is the Gth or 7th 
batz trinckgeld ; for 2 horses 50 batz. raised on this spot since the 	first 
Many delightful views are obtained in foundation of tha abbey, the others 
ascending, over the lake of Zurich, and having beep destroyed 	by fire. 	It 
the summit commands a good view occupies a stately site upon the hill 
of the Mythen (Mitres), Rigi, and side, separated from. 	the 	humbler 
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buildings of the village by a wide catorum a culpfi et A pcenfi." 	The 
square. 	• consequence of this has been that 

The origin.  of the abbey is thus ac- during 9 centuries there has been an 
counted for in the histories published almost uninterrupted influx of pd- 
under the authority of the monks. — griins from the surrounding countries 
In the days of Charlemagne a holy to this shrine, and of health to the 
anchorite named 	Meinrad, of the monastery. 	In process of time these 
noble house of Hohenzollern, repaired pious benefactions increased its reve- 
to this remote wilderness (then called nues and domains to an enormous 
the Fin'sterwald) to end his days in extent ; it ranked second to St. Gall 
solitude and prayer, devoting himself alone of all the monasteries in Swit- 
to tend a little black image of the Vir- zerland. 	Its abbot became a prince 
gin which had been given toltim by si. of the holy Roman empire, with a 
Ilildegarde, abbess of Zurich. 	This seat in the diet. 	He had his heredl- 
holy man was murdered by two rob- tary officers, his chamberlain, mar- 
hers in 861 ; but their foul deed, 
which they had hoped would escape 

shal and cupbearer ; and these posts 
were filled by personages of noble 

detection on a sp4 so remote from or princely rank. 	He :also enjoyed 
the haunts of men, les brought to the right of criminal jurisdiction and 
light by two pet rftens reared by the power of life and death in several 
Meinrad, which pursued the mur- parishes and circles. 	Down to the 
derers with croaking cries, and flap- 16th century the abbots themselves 
pits wings, over hill and dale, as far were of noble families. 
as Zurich, where their guilt was de- The French revolutionary invaders 
tected, and they suffered for it on the of 1798 stripped Einsiedeln of its re- 
place now occupied by the Raven inn. sources and treasures, and carried off 
The reputation of sanctity, however, 
surrounding the spot where the saint 

the figure of the Virgin to Paris; but 
the monks, on abandoning the con- 

had lived, increased so much _after vent, transported wig) them into Ty- 
his death, that his sell was rebuilt, 
and a church founded by a commu- 

rol a duplicate figure, which they as-.. 
sert 	to 	be the authentic 	original. 

'thy of Benedietineherinits (Einsied- Notwithstanding these untoward air- 
lern). 	The first abbot was Eberard ; cumstances, she abbey remains 	at 
and it is affirmed by the monkish the present day the richest in Swit- 
legend, and perpetuated in the bull zerland, and the Black Virgin, whe- 
of Pope Pius VIIi., that when the titer an original or a copy, has lost 
Bishop of Constance was about to none of her reputation. 	The average 
consecrate the church on the 14th of annual number of pilgrims who re- 
Septembsr, 948, he was aroused at ceivc the sacrament in the church is 
midnight by 44' sounds of angelic 150,000. 	In the course of the year 
minstrelsy, and was informed next 
day, by a voice from heaven, that 

1700 there were 202,000; in 1834, 
36,000 pilgrims repaired to the shrine 

there was no need for him to proceed within a fortnight. 	Every parish of 
with the sacred rite, as the church canton Sell wytz, and 	most of the 
had been already consecrated by the other Roman Catholic cantons, send 
ocwers of heaven, and by the presence an annual deputation hither, headed 
of the Saviour ! The pope pronounced by the landamman and the authori- 
this a tillg, miracle, and, in considers- ties. 	The Roman Catholics of Swit- 
tion'of it, granted plenary indulgence 
to all pilgriffs wlyoshould repair to 

zerland, indeed, for the most 	part, 
make 2 or 3 journeys hither, in the 

the shrine of Our Lady lif the Her- course of their lives. 	Many of the 
mits, in the words inscribed upon the 
church, 4,  Hie est plena remissio pee- 

pilgrims arc deputies paid by others, 
wealthier sinners, to do penance for 
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their principals, who remain at home, 
and a pilgrimage thus performed by 

In the 	Chapel of thee llfag,dalene, 
a church of itself in size, 	on the 

proxy, is rendered equally efficacious 
with one made in person. 

1. of the choir, are 28 confessionals, 
over each of which is written the 

In 1835, One convent contained 77 language in which confessions will 
monks of the Benedictine order, in- be received in it, either 	German, 
•eluding lay-brothers, novices, &c. Italian, French, or Romansch. 

In the square in front of the convent The Treasury, once so rich in church 
stands a fountain with 14 jets of plate, was plundered by the• French 
water, from all of which the pilgrims in 1798, and one splendid monstrance 
drink, as it is traditionally reported, 
that our Saviour drank from one, but 

alone remains, but it is not readily 
shown. The monastery includes, be- 

from which of them is not known. 	In Ades the lodgings for the Abbot, and 
the centre of the pile of conventual 
buildings stands, as is usual in Be- 

the brethren, a handsome refectory, 
a kitchen, an hospital, a library, con- 

nedictine 	monasteries, the 	Church, tabling 26,009 vols., a museum, con- 
'which has been compared with that taming some fossils •and minerals, a 
of St. John Lateran at Rome. 	The free school, avrioarding-school, the 
interior is somewhat gaudily orna- pupils of whiSh are taught by the 
mented 	with 	inferior 	paintings, 
marble and gilding. 	A few feet from 

monks, and a large cellar running 
under the greater part of the edifice. 

Abe entrance stands the Shrine or During meals, passages of some sp- 
as/Jet of the Virgin, of black marble, 
with a grating in 	front, 	through 

proved author; such as Lingard's His. 
tory of England, Cobbett's History of 

which, by the glare of an ever-burn- the Reformation, &c., are read aloud 
ing lamp, the spectator perceives the to the assembled brotherhood, and 
palladium of the temple, a little black even at times portions of newspapers. 
figure of the Virgin and Child, at- Zstingli, the reformer, was curate 
tired in gold bsteade, glittering with of Einsiedeln from 1516 to 	1519. 
jewels, and bearing crowns of gold Theophrastus raracelstes von Hoh- 
on their heads. 	The space in front enisehn was born 	here, or in the 
of the shrine is rare free of wor- neighbourhood, in 1498. 
'shippers, and commonly hundreds, The following description relates 
'nay, at times, thousands of devotees to the last jubilee celebrated at EM- 
may be seen prostrate before it. 	The sicdeln, in September 1834. 
walls of this part of the church are " This place is annually visited by 
literally covered with votive 	tablets, 
rude paintings in oil, on which no 

many thousand pilgrims, especially 
on the 14th September, and when. 

kind of accident or misfortune 	is ever the 140 falls on a Sutday, the 
omitted, though they are chiefly de- festivities are greater than usual. 	• 
-voted to representations of escapes " For the last ten days, even before 
from fire and water, all effected by we left Baden, 	and while in the 
the supposed miraculous interference French territory, we have met at al.: 
of the image. 	Its influence, how- most every step troops of pilgrims 
'ever, is not limited to 	incidents of plodding on their way to this Swiss 
private life ; many of the great events Loretto. 	The parties seemed gene- 
of history, suds as the victory of the rally members of one family, or of 
Roman Catholic cantons at Koppel, 
are classed among the triumphant 

one village, from the similarity of their 
dress, and they ...were (invariably re- 

interpositions of our Lady of the treating their aye? and pater-nosters 
Hermits. 250 new votive tablets were aloud a  thd,jr passed along, or uniting 
hung up in 1835, older ones being together in singing a hymn. 	They 
removed to make way for them. consisted almost entirely of the lower 

x 5 
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class of peasants, who repair to this 
spot from 	far and wide. 	Alsatia 

tioned is, with scarcely an exception, 
composed . entirely of inns and pot- 

and Lorraine, the Black Forest, Sua- houses, principally for the reception 
bia, the Grisons, Bavaria,!--- and the of the poorer pilgrims. 	As the band 
whole 	of 	Switzerland, 	all 	contri- passed by, every window was crowded 
bute their quota 	to augment the with projecting heads, which had a 
throng; thousands usually issue out curious effect, lighted up by the soli- 
of Tyrol, but the Austrians this year tary lantern which dangles in front of 
have refused to let any persons go 
into Switzerland without passports, 
which has served as a complete pre- 

each house. 	, 
" The inn where I was lucky enough 

to find lodging (with the threat of 
ventive 	to 	undertaking the .their having two other persons put into 
journey. 	 • the same room, in case more visitors 

" It was growing dusk as we should arrive), is directly in front of 
entered thefialley in which Einsiedeln the convent and church, and as soon 
lies. Just as we began to descend our as I had finished my supper I issued 
attention was roused by the repeated out to explore it. 	I found it already 
reports of cannon, which, though crowded with pilgrims, partly met to 
loud in themselves, ir akened echoes keep the eve of the festival, partly to 
in the adjacent hills, which made it take up their night's lodging in the 
appear as though a whole broadside church. 	For though a bed may be 
had been fired. 	Soon after, the deep. had in the town for the value of a 
toned bells of the convent began to 
sound, the firing 	ceased, 	and 	the 

halfpenny, and a supper for as little, 
many of these people are so poor that 

long and loudly-repeated prayers of 
the pilgrims whom we passed on the 

they cannot afford to pay for a bed, 
their only food is a crust of bread and 

road, proclaimed that it was the hour a bit of cheese, which they bring with 
,of vespers, 	 ' them, and they must pass the vigil in 

" As we drew nearer the bells had the open air if thdll church be not 
ceased, and we heard,  the sound of a opened to receive them. 
drum and band of music. 	This odd " As I elbowed my way into the 
jumble of noises, profane intermixed church I found it dark except one 
with sacred, which gave me no very solitary lamp before the altar, and a 
distinct idea of what was going for- few candles, brought in by the people 
ward, was afterwards explained by 
the intelligence that the pilgrimage 

themselves and laid on the pavement, 
or placed tin their laps to enable them 

is not considered .a religious matter to 	read 	their 	prayer-books. 	The 
Only, but is mixed up with somewhat crowd was very great, for, though the 
of festivity — which induces the bro- gloom prevented my seeing the er,- 
therhood of the convent to pay for tent of it, the sounds which burst on 
salvos and few; de joie, while they my ears as I entered the door were 
encourage the forming of a band of such as could only arise from thou- 
Music composed of. the towns-people. sands. 	It was a confused mixture 
Their performance is pretty much on of noises, singing in 	all tones and 
a par with that which is found in the tunes, many very shrill, and as a bass 
booths of a fair in England, — but to this, a low long-continued mur- 
under its escort we entered the town. mur or buzzing. 	I found that the 
The musicians had, just paraded to singing proceeded from many dis- 
the end of the street of which EM- tinct parties in different parts of the 
siedeln consils, cad were returning, 
followed b:/  a crowd largo enough to 

church, each composed of the mem-
hers of one family or parish, who 

stop our progress, till it had.passecL were now practising here the hymns 
Thy one street which I have men- they were accustomed to sing toga? 
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then in concert at borne, but with- been displaced. 	I knowino mode of 
out any attention to the tune which giving an idea of the numbers; the 
their next neighbours were chanting. exact number cannot be ascertained 
The partial but vivid light thrown till to-morrow, when a census is made 
upon visages hard and soft, though of the persons to whom wafers have 
mostly of tilt former character, and been distributed by the priests in the 
the total blackness of the back-ground, 
would have furnished a painter with 

communion. 	I placed myself im- 
mediately above the high altar, so as 

many a novel effect. 	The low'and to see the whole ceremony of high 
uninterrupted buzzing came I found mass performed in its greatest pomp. 
from a vast and dense crowd stationed The legate sent by the Pope as resi- 
near the entrance of the church, in 
front of the chapel which contains the 

dent in Switzerland, who officiated, 
was an archbishop ; he was attended 

miraculous black image of the Virgin, 
the ostensible object of this pilgrim- 

by two bishops. 	The splendour of 
his robes, which he put ,on one after 

age, which shines in silk and jewels, 
lighted up by a great number of 

the other — the mitre and crosier, 
assumed or laid down from time to 

lamps. 	The little chapel stands in time, as differege parts of the me- 
ttle middle of the church, and is open mony were &formed — the satin 
only on one side, on which the image shoes — the purple train, borne up by 
can be seen through an iron grille. attendants as he moved to and fro be- 
Fortunate were those among the tween his throne and the altar —had 
crowd'Of devotees who could manage a very imposing effect. 
to place themselves 	in a 	position " To have an idea of the great so- 
where a view was to be obtained of lemnity of the whole ceremony, you 
it. 	By far the 	greater part were must take into consideration the host 
quite out of sight of it, but still all of fervent worshippers assembled be- 
persevered 	with the 	same 	devout fore the altar, filling the whole body 
mumbling of ►layers, with expres- of the church as far as the eye could 
sions of extreme 	devotion, 	intent reach, aided byrthe effect of the most 
upon their books or rosaries. solemn music performed by a full 

" 	" 	• band and two organs'. 	The whole 
" Next morning ?was suddenly was worked up to a height at the 

awakened by a great concussion which moment when the legate finally re- 
shook the house and made me start. calves the cup, and afterwards be- 
lt was again the discharge of cannon stows his benediction and absolution 
and rockets to 	open 	the 	festival. upon the congregated pilgrims. 	The 
Daylight had not yet dawned, but thunder of drums, 	trumpets, and 
I heard the sound of numerous foot- diapasons of the organs, •as, as it 
steps pacing across the square to the appeared to me, assisted by some 
church. 	About half past nine I re- machinery by which the roof of the 
paired again to the church. 	I knew church was struck, in order to produce 
bow thronged it would be, and there- the effect of the building having been 
fore took the precaution of securing shaken: 	at 	the same moment 	a 
admission to the gallery, from which signal is given on the outside, the 
I looked down upon a sea of heads bells begin to toll, and the cannons 
into which the bases of the pillars of are fired off from the neighbouring 
the church 	appeared to be sunk. hills. 	This over, the organs corn- 
Every aisle and angle was crammed, 
and whenever a movement was made 

mence some pop_ular eyerture, from 
Mozart or RossThi, and the people 

by those endeavouring to enter of rush out tobargain for relics, at the 
depart, the space was instantly filled 
up as though a drop of water had 

booths "erected 	round 	the church, 
which give the square in front the 

IC 6 
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appearance. of a fair. 	The co:nmo- was dark and empty : it seemed lila 
dities for sale were limited to the 
wants of the pilgrims, temporal and 

a dream. 	The interior of the church, 
however, was still filled with people; 

spiritual, and appeared to be confined 
to umbrellas, holy tapers to burn in 

the whole being studded with lamps, 
especially the chapel of the Virgin t 

the churches, rosaries, little medals the throng of worshipers before it 
with a figure of the Virgin of the seemed undiminished, and many lin- 
Hermits, and bread and cheese. gered in front of it, on bended knees 

" The ceremonies of this festival 
did not terminate until the evening. 

and with eyes fixed on the image, 
till late in the night. 

As it began to grow dusk the long and " Next morning I left Einsiedeln 
stately facade of the building was on my way out of Switzerland 1 I set 
illuminated 	by 	rows 	of 	lamp; out about 6, and all the way passed 
and a temporary-  altar, erected on 
one side of the square opposite the 
main entrance was entirely studded 

through one continued line of dirty, 
ragged, and brown-visaged pilgrims, 
on their way home, chanting, without 

with lamps, till it became one blaze 
of light. 	While tisk was preparing, 
the vast square grail/ally filled with 

cessation, their paters and ayes, &e., 
which their confessors had prescribed 
for them to repeat between the time 

people, until the assembled multitude of their departure from and return to 
amounted to not less than 30,000 their homes. 	I passed across the 
persons, 	chiefly 	pilgrims. 	When Lake of Zurich by the long bridge of 
all was ready the great doors of the Rapperschwyl ; and in the evening 
church were thrown open, and out crossed the Lake ofWallenstadt. Still 
marched a venerable procession of I had not got out of the line of pil- 
ecclesiastics, their abbot at their head, 
preceded. by banners and crucifixes, 
and followed 	by a long 	train of 

grims ; 2 boats' full set sail along with 
that which conveyed me; and the wind 
which filled our broad and unwieldy 

torch-bearers. 	Lifting up their me- sail, and carried tit quickly along, 
]odious voices in a seslemn'cliant, they wafted with it the same responses 
conveyed the sacred elements towards and chants which I had heard front 
the altar, as I; usual, under a canopy, 
escorted by .soldiers, and accompa- 

the pilgrims on the road. 
" We Protestants. of course, would 

nied by a band of music and a move- condemn, or possibly laugh at all 
able organ on wheels. While the mass 
was being performed in the open air 

this ; 	still, I cannot help thinking, 
from the fervid earnestness of the 

I sallied out among the throng: the 
vietv looking towards the altar was 

poor pilgrims, 	that their 	journey, 
notwithstanding superstition was its 

as singftlar as that in the opposite object, might still be productive of 
direction. 	blazing altar, 	the ...The good ; and I remembered how the 
long line of torches and tapers flar- humble publican went home justi- 
ing and glittering in the night, had fled, rather than the self-satisfied and 
a most singular effect, increased by uncharitable Pharisee."— MS. Jour- 
the illuminations of the town behind; 
every house was lighted up, and, as 
they are all built in the Swiss fashion, 
with sables outward, they looked 

nal. 

There is a path over the Mythen- 
like so many fiery pyramids. 	No 
soonoswas sass finished than the pro- 

berg, from Einsiedeln to Schwytz, 
shorter than the carriage-road. 

"cession retired nein into the church, The 	carriage-road 	to 	Schwytz 
• the crowd disappeared also into it, 
the exterior lights were extinguished 

`Makes, at first, a. considerable de-
tour : the footpath is shorter, cross- 

,---in half an hour the whole square ing the Katzenstrick, a considerable 
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track of upland meadow or common, 
direct to A ltmatt. 

the narrow strand between the lake 
and the hills. 	Just where the ascent 

24 Rothenthurtn, a village of nearly into the upland country of Schwytz 
800 inhabitants, is the place of meet- commences, running up a narrow 
ing of the general assembly of the defile, the Austrians were met by 
canton Schullytz, convened here every the confederates, a mere handful of 
two years, in the open air, on the first men in comparison with their host, 
Sunday in May, or, if the weather be 
bad on that day, on the first fine Sun- 

but of hardy frame and resolute spirit, 
posted on the ridge of the Sattel, near 

day after. 	The landamtnan is presi- Haselmatt. 	The first bold charge 
dent, and every citizen above the age of 	the 	Swiss, 	rushing 	on 	with 
of 18 has a vote. 	These meetings swords and clubs, was aided by a 
afford no favourable specimen of the discharge of rocks from the heights 
working of universal suffrage, as they above, which quickly threw into con- 
frequently terminate in rioting and fusion 	the 	ranks 	of 14/envy-armed p.J 
violence. 	For 	example, in May, knights. 	They attempted 	to ftill 
1838, 9000 voters collected here; back, but their evolutions were pre- 
the show of hands was declared to vented by the /infantry pressing on 
be in favour of the government ; but in their rear. °Without room to ma- 
the Liberal party being dissatisfied nceuvre, or even to turn (for the natu- 
with the result,, a battle ensued, in rally confined margin of the lake was 
which the hustings were broken and at that time diminished by an unusual 
many persons much injured. 	The increase of its waters), 	the proud. 
democrats, enraged 	at their defeat, 
published a manifesto, calling on the 

knights were totally at the mercy of 
their light-armed foes. 	Many, in 

" Liberals to meet in their districts, and order to escape the sword, perished , 
expel the rich from their assemblies by plunging into the lake ; the rush 
as their ancestors expelled Gessler, 
since 1111 government of the rich has 

of the cavalry overwhelmed the in-
fantry behind, and in a short while 

become a government of murderers." the whole array was thrown iuto 
Rothenthurm receives its name from panic and disorder. 	The Austrians 
a Red Tower still standing and form- lost the flower of then nobility, and 
ing part of the deft/Aces of a long Leopold with difficulty escaped. This 
wall or rampart (letze), erected by astounding victory, the Marathon of 
the Schwytzers along their W. from,- Swiss history, was gained in an hour 
tier, to ward off the inroads of their and a half, over a force of 20,000 
lordly and lawless neighbours. 	It well-armed 	men, by 1300 moun- 
extended hence as far as Arth. taineers, who now for the first time 

About 2 miles W. of Rothenthurin, 
on the confines of the canton of Zug, 
and on the margin of the small lake 
of Egeri, is MORCAKTEN, memorable 

met an army in the field. 	• ...- 
The appropriate memorial of their 

success erected by the Swiss was, 
according to custom, a Chapel, dedi- 

in Swiss annals as the scene of their cated to St. James; and service is 
first struggle 	for independence, as performed in it annually on the an- 
the spot where the chivalry of Austria niversary of the 	fight. 	It 	is still 
was worsted, and their leader, Duke standing on an eminence above the 
Leopold, compelled to fly with dis- lake, at the foot of the hill of Mor- 
grace, on the 15th of November, garter, close to the village of Schor- 
1315, 8 years after the expulsion of no, by the road-side as you descend 
the Austrian bailiffs. 	Fired with from Rothenthuft. 	1.  
the hope of revenge and with feel'. The little village of Bibcregg, on 
ings of hereditary hatred, the duke the opposite (E.) side of Rothen. 
led on his mail-clad cavalry along thurm, was the cradle of the fatally 
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of Reding, one of the oldest and no- vehicles should be sent round to meet 
blest in thcOcanton, and whose name them at Kussnacht, if they are going 
appears oftener with credit than any to Lucerne. 	The summit of the 
other. 	There is scarcely a battle in Rigi may be easily reached in 9 hours 
which they are not mentioned, and 
they have 45 times filled the office 
of landamman, the highest in the 
state. 	In 1798 Aloys Reding, a hero 
worthy of such an ancestry, led on 

from Einsiedeln."— C.
s1)

. 

ROUTE 75. 
smarm TO GLARUS, BY THE smarm 

the brave inhabitants of these moun- 
tains to oppose, in defence of their 
liberties and constitution, a far out-
numbering force of French under 

THAL, THE PASS OF THE Nunn, 
AND THE sciisrus.r.. 

10 stunden ... 321 Eng. miles. • 
General Schauenberg. 	The Swiss A very rough char-road ascends 
met the invaders in—the valley of the valley as far as Muotta. 	Some 
Rothenthutm, and drove them back distance may be saved to the pedes. 
as far as the lake of Egeri and the trian by keeping to footpaths known 
field of their ancientbvictory of Mor- to the guides. 	The road crosses the 
garten. 	This provielsbut a tempo- plain to lbach, a village of scattered 
nary gleam of success. 	Their victory houses at the mouth of the Muotta 
had cost them so large a number of thal, which here assumes the character 
men, that they were unable to renew of a contracted gorge ; higher up it 
the contest ; and an overwhelming opens out, and exhibits considerable 
force of French marching into the capabilities for cultivation; it abounds 
canton renderetinll further resistance with exquisite scenery. . 	The road 
hopeless. ascends the 1. bank of the stream, 

A long descent, commanding 	a traversing Ober Schiincnbacb, down 
fine view of Schwytz, of the singular to which point the Russians, under 
and picturesque Mythen and Hocken Suwarrow, drove tl* French, cona- 
mountains behind it„and of the lake mended by Massena, Mortier, and 
of Lowertz, with part of the fall of the Soult, in his desperate attempt to 
Rossberg (p. 43-46.), leads through force his way through them to join 
Sattel, past the chapel of Ecce Homo, 
to Steinen, a small village, having two 

the Russian a*ny at Zurich, in 1799. 
" The bridge near this, which carries 

good inns ; nearly 4 hours' drive from the road over to the rt. bank, was 
Einsiedeln, memorable as the birth- taken and retaken many times; the 
place of Werner Stauffacher, one of mingled blood of the 2 nations crim- 
the three conspirators of the Grutli soned the stream which carried down 
(p. 57.). A small chapel, adorned their floating bodies." 
with rude fresco of scenes from his Beyond 	Ried 	there is 	another 
life, and the battle of Morgarten, is bridge, and a third brings the tra- 
dedicated to his memory. 	It was yeller to 
built in /400: "The Boneiiouse is as 91 Muotta, or Mutten, the princi- 
old as ill I:. ,. (See p. 190.) pal village of the valley, on the rt. 

3 Schwytz. 	( Route 17.) bank of the stream. 	The parish con- 
" Travellers bound from 	Einsie- tains 1480 inhabitants. In the neigh- 

deln to the Rigi or Lucerne, need 
not enter Schwytz. 	Soon after leav- 
ing Steinen" a road branching off to 
the 	rt. leach?' in pliout 	14 hour, to 

bourhood is the Nunnery of St. Joseph, 
a very ancient and primitive convent, 
founded 1280. 	The sisters are poor, 
and their mode of living homely; 

Goldau (Where the ascent of the Rigi they make their own clothes and their 
begins, and horses may be sired at own hay ; the superior is called Frau 
the.Clievai Blanc, p. 46. 49.). 	Their Mutter. 	They receive visits from 
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'strangers without the intervention of Massena ; but the republicans were 
-a grating, and will even give a lodg- again repulsed with loseand driven 
ing to a respectable traveller. 	Who- back nearly to Schwytz. 	Suwarrow 
ever avails himself of this must re- expected to be able to reach Zurich 
member that the convent is too poor from Glarus, there to join and rally 
to afford gratuitous hospitality. the broken forces of Korsakow; but 

On the night of the 27th and 28th Molitor, in person, warned of his ap- 
of September, 1799, the inhabitants proacb, took possession of the position 
of the remote and peaceful valley of of Niifels, blocking up the outlet of 
Muotta were surprised by the arrival the Linth that, as Massena had inter.- 
of an army of an unknown nation cepted his passage down the Muotta 
and tongue, whose very name many that, and the 	Russian once more 
of them bad never heard, which came fgund his plans foiled and baffled. 
pouring down upon their cottages Fearing to be hemmed in on all sides 
and green fields from the heights of by the French, he gave his troops a 
the Kinzig Culm, by pathless abysses few days of rest at Glottis, rendered 
and precipices which the very shop- absolutely indispensable by the fa:-- 
herds cross with difficulty and dread. tigues 	they 	Nil 	undergone, 	after 
.These 	were the 	24,000 	Russians which 	he ontio  more took to the 
under 	Suwarrow, 	whose 	previous mountains, ascending the Scrnft that 
march out of Italy has already been (Route 76) to the Grisons. 
detailed in Routes 34 and 72. 	Here The path from Muotta to the pass 
the general first 'beard the news of of the Pragel (Suwarrow's line of 
the defeat of Korsakow and the main march) is rather steep and stony, but 
Russian army at Zurich. 	He at first is practicable for horses. 	The dis- 
gave no credence to the report, and tance from Muotta to the lake of 
would have hung the peasant who Kliin is calculated at about 20 miles; 
communicated it as a spy and traitor, 
but for the intercession of the lady 

about 51 to the foot of the ascent, 4 
to the cross, nearly 3 to the summit 

mother of St. Joseph's nunnery. 	He of the pass, li, to Kliin, and 6 to 
was now beset on all sides; part of Auen, on the lake. 
Lecourbe's division followed his rear, 31 The summit of the pass, 5200 ft. 
Molitor occupied the tummit of the above the sea, is the boundary line 
3Iuotta that, and Monier and Mas- of cantons Schwytz and Glarus. 	It 
sena blocked up its mouth. 	The is rarely free from snow before the 
bold attempt to cut his way out, 
through the forces of the latter ge- 

month of June. 
The Kliinthal, into which the tra- 

neral, was defeated, as already men- yeller now descends, is exceedingly 
timed, chiefly by 	the 	unexpected beautiful. 	On 	the rt. 	band it is 
arrival of a fresh reinforcement under walled in by the Gliirnisch rising in 
Lecourbe in person, though with vast an abrupt and sheer precipice, tenni- 
loss to the French. 	The veteran con- tutted by a sharp edge of ice, and on 
queror was compelled for the first the 1. by the Wiggis, scarcely less 
time in his career, to order a retreat, 
and to adopt the only alternative of 

abrupt. 	Deep in the recesses of this 
charming valley lies a beautiful Lake 

ascending the valley and crossing the about 2 miles long, embedded deeply 
Pragel into 	Glarus. 	The detach- at the foot of the Gliirnisch, whose 
ments of IVIolitor's advanced guard vast grey precipices descend at this 
were quickly driven in before him, 
and the greater portion made prison. 

point almost perpendicularly into the 
water. 	" It is etarroultded by mea- 

ers. 	Suwarrow's rear-guard, how. dows of th%snost verdant green, co- 
ever, 	encumbered 	with 	sick 	and vered tvntil the end of autumn with 
wounded, was greatly harassed by flowers. 	The precipitous tracks along 
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the side of the valley, along which beautiful and perfect casts of fossil 
some adventurous French pushed for- fish, in which it abounds. 	The lower 
ward in pursuit of the Russians, are portion of the valley is unhealthy, as 
pointed out. 	Ebel deservedly calls may be learned from the occurrence 
the Kkinthal 'une des vallfies les plus of goitre and cretinism (those afflicted 
gracicuses qu'il y alt dans les Alpes.' with the latter are he 	called nil- 
Two Swiss have inscribed on a rock pel, § 19.); but the inhabitants of the 
at the foot of the Gliirnisch, by the upper extremity are a fine and hardy 
side of a water-fall, an epitaph in race. 
memory of Solomon Gessner, the 41 Elm (where the inn is better 
pastoral poet, author of the Death of than lower down) 	is 	the highest 
Abel, who used to repair hither from village in the valley. 
Zurich, and spend the summer in .a " There is a way from Elm to the 
chalet. 	This spot is about 8 miles Baths of Pfeffers — a fatiguing walk 
from Glarus. 	After-passing through of 13 hours. 	The path ascends the 
Riedern, the traveller soon reaches Unter-thal, crosses the ridge of the 
the high road, and turning to the rt. Remit& into the Weistannen Thal. 
ascends the Linttlia/babout a mile to There is a tolerable path as far as a 

4 Glarus, in Rot r72. chalet on the E. slope of the pass; 
beyond this there is scarcely any trace 
of one, and the passage is not prac- 

ROUTE 76. ticable for mules. 	From this chalet 
GLARUS TO COIRE, UP TILE SERNFT you turn to the S. of E., and cross 2 

Tula.. ravines into the Kalfeuser Thal, a 
"' mile or two below the source of the 

131 stunden =431 English miles. Tamina, which rises at the head of 
A char-road as far as Elm; beyond that valley, in the glacier of Sardona. 
that a footpath, difficult 	fatigu- .and The scenery of the Gorge of the 'M- 
ing. mina is magnificently grand. 	The 

About S miles alapve Glarus the 
valley of the Linth divides. into two 

Kalfeuser Thal terminates at Viittis, 
at the foot of the Calanda-berg, where 

branches. 	Out of the 1. or E. branch 
issues the Sernft: 	it is sometimes 

the river suddenly alters its course, 
and bends to the' N. 	There is no vil- 

called 	.Kleinthal, to 	distinguish it lege where refreshmentoraccommoda- 
from the larger W. branch, or Linth- tion can be obtained between Elm 
thal. and Viittis."— 1/r. C. 

At Enghi, the first village, there At Attis there is a little inn ; it is 
is no inn. 	Matt, another village, 
stands no the rt: bank of the Sernft, 
and at the mouth of the minor vale 

4 hours' walk up the valley from 
Pfeffers to Weisstannen where are two 
abominable cabarets. 	From Weiss- 

of the Krauchthal, up which runs a tannen a path leads in 5 hours to 
path to Sargans, 	over the Riseten Matt, over the Risenten Grat. 	N.B. 
pass, 7 stunden. Guides are necessary. 

The quarries in the Plattenberg, a At Elm the valley of thes  Sonft 
mountain of the grauwacke and clay- divides again, and minor paths ramify 
slate on the 1. side of the valley, op- Bence—i.. Up to the head of the val. 
posite Matt, furnish excellent slates 
for roofing or for writing. 	Most of 
the schools in Switzerland are supplied 

ley, and over the 	pass 	of 	Penis, 
called, in the language of the Grisons, 
a/ qualm de 'Via. I. ; 2. The pass of 

from hence fl'andothe slate was for- the Segnes, which we propose to fol- 
merly exported down tile Rhine to low. Near the Tschingel is the Mar- 
Holland and the Indies. 	This slate tinsloch, a singular hole or gap in 
is welt. .known to geologists for the the precipice, through which the sun 
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shines two or three times in the year 7000 and 8000 ft. above the sea; and 
upon the village of Elm. on the 10th of October gained the 

Suwarrow, after the almost Mere- valley of the Rhine at Danz. 	Even 
dible march detailed in the preceding on reaching the descent into the Gri- 
route, remained like a stag at bay for sons, many perished in attempting to 
three or four slays at 'Glarus for the cross the fearful chasm of the Arasch- 
purpose of resting his.wearied troops, 
though not a day was passed without 

ka Alp. 	For months and months 
the foul birds and beasts of prey were 

skirmishes more or less severe with gorged with their bodies, and the 
the enemy. 	At length, finding it bones of many a warrior are still 
hopeless to attack a French force now blanching in the crevices and ravines 
so greatly superior in numbers to his of the Jiitzer. 	Thus terminated a 
own, be adopted the tremendous, but march of 18 days' duration, perhaps 
only remaining alternative, of again the most extraordinary ever performed 
leading his exhausted and diminished 
followers over the highest crest of the 

by 	au 	army 	incessantly.  engaged, 
fighting a battle almost every day, 

Alps, in order to rescue them from and obliged• to traverse a country to. • 
annihilation; and enable him to unite tally unknown, aks1 completely desti. 
himself with the scattered fragments tute of resourRio 	This remarkable 
of the Russian army in the Grisons. retreat was accomplished with the 
He broke up from his quarters on the loss of all his artillery, the greater 
5th of October. 	The lateness of the part of the beasts of burden, and one 

,season, the difficulties of the passage, 
and the vastly superior force pressing 

third of his men. 
The Segnes pass, the best way from 

on the heels of his dispirited soldiers, 
rendered this a far more hazardous 

Glarus to Coire, ascends a minor val-
ley running in a S. C. direction behind 

enterprise than that which be bad the village of Elm. 	The height of 
previously accomplished. 	The miser- the pass above the sea is 7500 ft. 	It 
able path up they:alley would barely is about 1.5i miles from this to the 
admit two men abreast : along this first village in tate Grisons valley of 
the army painfully wound its way in Segnes.  single file. 	The difficulty of the as- 
cent was greatly increased by a fall 

4i Fl in". } described in Route 77. II Trins 
of snow 2 feet deep ; but, 'as though 2i COIRE, in Route 67. 
the hardships of the way were not • .• Any additional information re- 
enough, the 	indefatigable 	French, 
ascending the opposite bank of the 

specting routes 75, 76, 77,78, derived 
from personal knowledge, would be 

Sernft, allowed the Russians no re- 
spite from their harassing assaults. acceptable to the editor. 

NumbCrs lay down, exhausted from 
fatigue, to perish on the snow ; many, 
slipping down the insecure fragments 
of slate, and along the rocks, polished 
by the frost, were hurled over the 
precipices, and crushed in the abyss 

ROUTE 77. 

COIRE 	TO 	ANDERMATT ON THE ST. 
GOTHARD, UP THE VALLEY OP THE 
VORDER RHEIN, TO DISSENTIS, AND below, while the enemy's bullets were ACROSS TILE OEERALP. 

DOE slow in further thinning their. 
ranks. 	After five days of toil, and 20 stunden =654 English miles. 
four nights of little repose, since they It is 	scarcely 	possible 	to 	walk 
were spent on the bare surface of the from Reichenau to.,Andftinatt in less 
snow and the glaciers, where many. than two da4s, and chars cannot be 
men were frozen to death, Suwarrow used. 	As far as Dissentis the scenery 
crossed the ridge of Penis, between is, in parts, very fine ; not unlike Dee, 
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aide in Scotland. 	Thence to Ander- the - Rhine, we Join it again, after 
matt is tit solate and 	uninteresting. a steep descent, about 8 miles beyond 
The number of small castles on heights Lax.  
above the Rhine is remarkable; it is 81 Ilanz (in Romansch, Glion, or 
as much the castellated Rhine here Bon). —(Inn: The hotel elegantly 
as below Mayence. furnished, and well setved). — Ilanz 

The great post-road from Coire is the only place in the valley descry- 
(Route 67), up the valley of the ing the name of town, and is the 
Rhine, is followed as far as capital of the Graue Bend, or Grey 

11 Reichenau (described in Route League, p. 190. 	Its 568 inhabitants 
87), where the waters of the Vorder speak the 	Romansch tongue, and 
and Hinter-Rhein unite. 	Thence- this dialect prevails in a large portion 
forward a cart-road, of the very wqrst of the valley. 	This place, situated 
kind, is the only mode of communica- on the rt. bank of the river, exhibits 
tion up the valley of the Vorder- Rhein, 
and will be, most probably, for some 

marks of poverty, though the country 
around is fertile ; its walls are in a 

time to come, though sr new carriage- state of dilapidation. 
road to Dissentis ii, promised. 	The Ober Saxon, a village on the same 
want of roads and einns, except at side of the Rhine as llanz, and about 
Ilanz, the pothouses which supply 4 miles higher urr, is German, while 
their place being of the most inferior all the villages around it are Ro- 
kind, 	has 	hitherto 	prevented this mansch. 	"ln its vicinity stand 	4 
beautiful district being visited by tra- 
yellers as much as it deserves. 	Quit- 

ancient castles, now picturesque ruins, 
about 11 mile apart from one another. 

tin 	the high way, our cart-track Their names are Mooreck, Schwartz- 
strikes up the side of the hills on the enstein, 	Riedburg, 	and Axenstein. 
I. bank of the Rhine, to the village of Before reaching Ober Sax, the road 
Tamins, directly over Reichenau. crosses the river, but again crosses to 

N.B. The road along the S. bank the 1. bank before striving at 
of the river below 14anz, is more in- Trons (in Rhaetian, Tron)—( Inn : 
teresting than that on the N. At one Casa Nuova?)—a village in a singu- 
place it crosses a fine, ravine by a larly beautiful situation, at a little_ 
covered wooden 	bridge, 	90• paces distance frod% the Rhine. 	Its 800 
long. 	For some distance, along the inhabitants are Catholics,-  and speak 
road on the N. bank, the traveller Romansch. 	There are iron-works 
enjoys a beautiful view up both val. in the vicinity. 	Trons is chiefly re- 
leys of the Rhine. 	The entrance of markable, however, as the cradle of 
that of Hinter-Rhein, up which runs liberty among the Rhoetian Alps, the 
the mai to the Spliigen, is guarded Griitli of Grison history, 	Beneath 
by the castle of Ithwtzuns, backed by the shade of the neighbouring forest 
villages and church-towers without the peasants met at the beginning of 
number. 	Beyond Trios the road the 15th century to concert plans 
turns aside 	front the 	Rhine, 	and for liberating themselves and their 
bends round a little monticule rising children from 	the 	oppression 	and 
in the midst of the valley into a small slavery of their feudal lords, three or 
sequestered basin, in the midst of 
which lies 	 ' 	„, 

21 Flims, a village 3860 ft. above 

four of whose castles, now in ruins, 
may still be seen frowning down from 
the neighbouring crags. 

the sea, named from the number of Near the entrance of the village 
sources arodld itencl flumina. 	'Here stands the 	decayed 	but 	venerated 
the path to Glarus, by the Segnes •trunk of a Sycamore (Acer Pseudo- 
Pass (Route 76), strikes off. 	After platanus ; German, Ahorn), now pro- 
continuing some time out of sight of bably 6 or 7 centuries old, a mere 
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trunk, cloven and hollow, beneath 
whose once spreading branches tire 

sentis (in Romansch Mustar, or Mon,  
ster, from Lat. Monastertum) is ye- 

deputies 	of the 	peasants met the tremble as one of the oldest ecclesias- 
nobles who were favourable to their 
cause, in March, 1424, and took the 

tical establishments in 	Switzerland, 
founded, it is said, by the Scotch 

oath of fidelity to one another, and to Monk Siegbert, a companion of St. 
their free constitution thenestablished. Gall, and as the nucleus of early 
Such 	is the origin of the GREY civilization in this wild and remote 
LEAGUE, Graue Bund, so called from country. 	It stands on the slope of 
the grey beards, or the grey borne- a bill, protected by a forest above it 
spun garb of the venerable assembly. from falling avalanches, on the 1. bank 
Close to the sycamore tree stands the of the Vorder-Rhine, at the junction 
little Chapel of St. Anne, whose por- of.the two Alpine torrents which 
tico is adorned with the mottoes, " In unite in forming that branch of the 
libertatem vocati estis; " " Ubi Spi- river. 	The word venerable will not 
ritus Domini, ibi Libertas ; " " In to 
speraverunt Patres; " and with two 
fresco paintings. 	One represents the 

apply to the 	actual building, for, 
•though 	dilapidated, 	it 	is 	modern, 
having been built since 1799, when 

first formation„of the League, the the ruthless Minch invaders burnt 
principal figures bting the Abbot of it, and along with it 	the 	library 
Dissentis, in the robes of his order : formed in the 7th and 8th centuries. 
the count of Sax, with a white flowing It must be allowed that provocation 
beard, and the lord of Ithcetzuns. was given for this act of vengeance, 
The other picture shows the renewal by the barbarous and cruel murder 
of the oath in 1778: the deputies here of a party of French soldiers, who 
appear with starched frills, and hair had been disarmed and taken prisoners 
powdered and frizzled ; in silk stock- by the Swiss Landsturm, and who 
ings and walking-sticks. 	It is re- were here set upon by the infuriated 
corded that the tibputies on the for- 
tner occasion, brought their dinners 

inhabitants of this part of the valley, 
and literally,  cut or torn to pieces. 

in sacks on their backs, which they The abbey has, however, an imposing 
hung up by nails to the rocks, while 
they quenched 	their thirst in the 

appearance, from its siz and position, 
towering above the humble hovels of 

brook which traverses the meadow the village below, as its rich and 
of Tavanosa. 	The more courtier-like 
deputies of the second meeting were 

.powerful abbots, in the middle ages, 
lorded it over their vassals. 	They 

more 	sumptuously 	feasted in 	the were, at one time, firm allies of the 
mansion of the Abbot. House of Habsburg, and the abbot 

The inhabitants of the upper part and his banner occupied tll 	van at 
of the valley, about 	Dissentis, are the battle of Morgarten. 	At a later 
Roman Catholics, as will become ap- period, however, 1424, Abbot Peter 
parent from the increased number of of Pontaningen was one of the found- 
churches and crosses. 	The mountains ers of Grison liberty, who met under 
which bound it change from lime- the sycamore at Trons. 	Dissentis is 
stone to primitive rocks, and give a situated at a height of 5700 ft. above 
different character to its scenery. the sea-level. 

Opposite Sumviss 	the vailey . of There is a steep and difficult foot- 
that name opens out; 	it stretches path hence over the Lukmanier to 
many miles S., far into the 	Alps. Bellinzona (Route 781b  another up 
Ileyond it the eye is arrested by the the Medelser ThalNind thence down 
view of the abbey and village of 	• the Val Pioragto Airolo, 101 stunden ; 

21 Dissentis — (Inn : 	Ratbhaus, a third, difficult and dangerous, runs 
,bad)—The Benedictine Abbey of Dis- N. over the Diicii-Grat, by the Sand- 

   
  



212 	Route 77. — Oberalp. —78. Pass of Me Luknzanier. 
alp, 	to 	the Baths of Stacbclberg, was the scene of a hard struggle 
Route 72. between the French and Austrians, 

The path from Dissentis up to the in 1799. 	The path winds along the 
Oberalp leaves the Medelser Thal on N. or rt. side of the lake. 	The vale 
the 1., and ascends the vale of Tavetseh of Urseren, with Hospital in the dis. 
by the I. bank of the Vorder-Rhine, 
now reduced in breadth and volume 

tance, now opens out to view, and a 
long and wearisome descent, through 

to a mountain torrent. 	The path a naked valley of pastures, brings the 
passes the villages Mompetavetsch, traveller to 
Sedrun, or Tavetsch, the chief place 
in the valley, and Ruaras. 	A narrow 

3+ Andennatt, on the St. Gothard, 
Route 34, p. 105. To walk hence to 

gorge now leads out of the lower 
into an upper valley. 	This part•of 
it is dreadfully exposed to avalanches.  

Dissentis will require 6i hours. 

In 1808 ope fell from the Ruenatsch 
upon the village of Setva, and killed 

ROUTE 78. 

42 human beings, and 237 head or PASS OF THE LIIKHANIER-- DISSENTIS 

cattle. 	Here begins the last and TO OLIVONE IN THE VAL BLEGNO. 

most difficult part *stile ascent ; all 10 stunden = 321 English miles. 
regular track disappears, and the nu- A 	footpath, 	mfich 	frequented in 
merous furrows worn by the feet of summer. 	The valley of Medels, up 
the cattle perplex the traveller, who which it lies, runs in a direction 
will hardly be able to find his way nearly due S. from Dissentis, and is 
without a guide. traversed through its whole length by 

4 Ciamot is the last village in the the middle Rhine. 	The entrance to 
valley deserving ,  that name, and pro- 
vided with a church ; it is 5000 ft. 

it is by a rocky and wood&I gorge, 
about 2 miles from Dissentis, in the 

above the sea. 	The valley of Ta- midst of which the Rhine forms two 
vetsch is the cradle of the Vorder- cascades, and beyollid which the val. 
Rhine: it is supplied,from 3 branches, 
having their source in the vast mown- 

Icy opens out into a wide basin, lined 
with pastures and forests, in the re- 

tains which Iwall in its upper extre- moter parts of which the bear is still 
mity. 	The 1.-hand 	branch flows found, while the chamois abounds,- 
from the foot of the Crispa/t, on the on the granite peaks forming 	the 
S. side of the valley, the middle from highest summits of the surrounding 
the glaciers of the Sexmadan (Cima Alps. 	The path runs through Cu- 
de Badus), the third comes from the raglia, or Kuragla. 	Plutta is the 
Val Corniira on the S. 	At Ciamot principal place in the Medelser Thal. 
the 1.-Ithnd branch is crossed, and the Perdatsch is situated at the opening 
middle branch followed for about a of the Val Cristallina, which runs in 
mile, after which, adieu to the Rhine ; a S. E. direction, and sends forth 
a constant ascent leads the traveller to one branch of the Middle Rhine. 
the summit of the pass of the Ober- Another/Drench comes from the W. 
alp, 6174 ft. Above the sea, by the out of the Lake Dim, at the end of 
cross between the Calmot and the the Val Cadelina ; and a third, be- 
Neugal las. tween these two, issues from the foot 

On reaching the opposite declivity, 
a small lake, famed for its trout, lies 

oP the Monte Scuro. 
'5 Sta. Maria, a hospice, kept up 

at the foot 21 the traveller. 	This is for 	the benefit of poor travellers, 
the Oberarp=see,00ne of the head-nearly on the culminating point of 
waters of the Reuss: 4 is beset with • 
bogs, across which the' traveller must 
pick his way cautiously. 	This spot 

the Pass of the Lukmanier (in Latin, 
Mons Luctimonius ; in Romansch, 
Lukmajn, or Quoltu Sta. Maria), 
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5740 ft. above the sea. 	it is said that 
the army of Pepin passed this way 

Ions, a village of 1054 inhabitants, 
overlooked by several milled castles, 

A. D. 	754. 	Poles, stuck into the and situated near the mouth of the 
rocks, mark the direction of the path Prettigau (Pratigovia, i. e. valley of 
across the Col. 	Paths branch off meadows; 	in Romansch, Val Par- 
from the hospice to Airolo, through tenz). 	The entrance of that valley is 
the Val TermTni, or Val Forno, the through a narrow gorge or defile, 
Val Piora, by 	Altanca, Brun Casco, 
and Madrano : A stunden. 

called Klus, a mile 	long, broken 
through by some geological pheno,  

The path to Olivone and the Val mena, so as to give passage to the 
Blegno descends the Alpine Val Ca. waters of the Landquart, a furious 
saccia, to torrent. 	The valley abounds in fine 

2 The Hospice of Casaccia ; and, 
a few miles lower, to that of 

scenery, is shut in by high mountains 
and glaciers, is rich in pasture land, 

2 	Camperio, both founded, it is and is famed for its large breed of 
said, by St. Carlo Borromeo, for the cattle. 	It contains a population of 
reception of travellers. about 10,000, who all speak German, 

I Olivone is the highest village in though the names of places are all 
the Val Blegno, and stands at the Rommel). 	The rt. or N. side of 
point where the lateral valley of Ca. the valley, is "spied by the Alpine 
saccia joins it ;, , it 'has about 740 in- chain of the Bhatikon, which sepa- 
habitants. rates it from the Vorarlberg and from 

The Val Blegno (GerM. Polenzer- the vale of Montafun. 	Its most re- 
the]) is traversed by the stream of 
the Brenno; and a tolerable char- 

markable summits are the Falknis, 
overlooking the Rhine, the 	Scesa 

road has recently been formed along Plana, and the.  Fermund (Ferreus 
the 1. hunk of the stream, from Oli- Mons), on the borders of the Enga- 
vone to Biasca, on the route of the dine. 	It is crossed by several passes, 
St. 	Gothard (Route 34, p. 109.), a — one is called Druser-Thor. 	The 
distance of 4 stunden. road ascends on the rt. bank of the 

Many of the chocolate sellers and Landquart by Grilse)] and Schiersch 
chestnut-roasters, who swarm in the to 	Riitinen, where 	it 	crosses the 
streets of the cities of Italy, come stream to 	• 
from the Val Blegno. • Fideris. 	About 2 miles S. of the 

_ village, in the wild, romantic vale of 
the Raschitsch, a tributary 	of the 

ROUTE 81. Landquart, stand the Baths of Fi- 

TUE ?RETTIG A U, •-• MATENVELD TO dens, considered efficacious in cases 
. 	 • PIDEDIS AND DAVOS. 
. 

of intermittent fevers, supplied by 
several alkaline acidulous springs, the 

-Mayenfeld is an ancient 	walled strongest of their class in Switzer- 
town of 1200 inhabitants, on the rt. land. 	Visitors are accommodated in 
bank of the Rhine, but at a little two Bath Houses, capable of lodging 
distance from the river. • It stands 100 persons. 	The visitors are almost 
on the high-road from Bregenz to exclusively Swiss. 
Coire, about 12 miles 14. of the latter Above the village of Fideris rises 
place. 	It is the chief town of the the ruined castle of Strableck ; and, 
League 	of 	the 	10 	Jurisdictions on the rt. bank of the Landquart, 
(Zelingerichten-Bund). 	There is a opposite that of Castels, which was 
cross-road direct from Mayenfeld to stormed and taken, in 1622, by the 
Ma'am, but it is better to follow the 
high-road as flir as the Zollbriickot 

peasants, 	armed rwitl?'sticks alone, 
from the soldiers of the Emperor 

and there to turn off on the 1. to Ma- Ferdinand, shoat that period wanted 
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to make himself master of the passes 41 Lenz-.(Inn: Krone; not very 
of the Orisons, to extinguish the Pro- good). 	Here the road divides ; one 
testant relition in this country, and branch, a path, runs to the Albula 
to seize and banish its ministers. 	A (Route 83); the other is thecarriage- 
path leads S., in 34 hours, over the 
mountains, into the Schalfik-thal. 

road to the Julier. 	Beyond Lenz, 
the Romansch tongue (p. 	189) is 

About 	13 miles 	above 	Fideris, 
on the rt. bank of the Landquart, lies 

almost exclusively spoken; even Ger-
man is rarely understood, except in 

Klosters (Inn, near the bridge), a the inns. 
village, named after a convent sup. The river. Albula is crossed, in 
pressed 1528. order to reach Tiefenkasten (Rom. 

Paths go from hence S. over the Caste), 	(Inn 	execrable,) a village, 
Stutz into the Davos.thal, and E. situated, as its name implies, in a 
over the Seloretta into the Engadine. deep hollow, at the entrance of the 
The latter runs up the valley of Va. Oberhalbstein, or valley running up 
reina, and down the valley of Siiss. to the foot of the Julier and Septimer, 
Sass is 9 stunden from Klosters. a distance of about 20 miles. 	It is 

Davos (pronounced by the people, scattered over with ruins of castles; 
Davaas). 	The It•thhaus was for- no less than 10 of which may still be 
inerly decorated withetore than thirty counted. 
wolves' heads slain in the neighboul- The path leading to the Albula 
hood, —proof of the prevalence of pass turns to the 1. at the entrance of 
these animals. 	A wolf-net (wolf- the Oberhalbstein. 
game) is still hung up here, but the 
animals have diminished greatly in 

Immediately above Tiefenkasten, 
the road is carried through a remark- 

number. able gorge, called the Stein, which 
has been compared, in the grandeur' 

ROUTE 82. of its scenery, with the Via Male 
(Route 87). 

PASS OF THE JULIEN, FROM COME UP 2 Conters. 	Abe& this lies Sa-,  
THE VALLEY OF OBVIIALBSTEIN, TO vognin, or Schweiniagen. 	At 
THE OATHS OF ST. SIAURITZ, IN THE 1 Tinzen— Inn—travellers are re-,  
ENGADINE. • ceived at the house of the magistrate. 
16i stunden =524 English miles. (Landvoght),'Dosch ; it is but hum- 

' 	The long-projected carriage-road ble quarters. 	This part of the valley 
up the valley of the Oberhalbstein, 
and across• the Julier, was finished 

is very bleak and bare; 	its inha- 
bitants, the women especially, have a 

1839, and is now passable for car- most squalid aspect. 	A constant 
riages of all descriptions as far as St. and steep ascent through the villages 
IVIauritza, There is as yet great want of Rofna, Molina, (Muhlen), to reach 
of inns between Coire and St. Mau- which the road crosses the stream, re- 
ritz. 	Lenz is a tolerable',  dining- crossing it to the next village of Saur 
place ; but the traveller will do well and Marmels, brings you at length 
in stowing away some eatables in his to 
wallet, in case of accidents. 	He will 34 Bivio Stella (the Capucin, who 
everywhere be able to procure the acts as parish prit, would possibly 
tolerable wine of the Valteline. accommodate a traveller). 	This vil- 

On quitting Coire, the traveller.. lege lies at the foot of two passes, the 
leaves, on the I., the entrance to the Septimer, on the rt., leading into the 
Schalfik-thal, and passes through the Val Bregaglia and the Julier, in a 
villages of Mtlix,oChurwalden, 'and direction nearly due E. 	It is placed 
rdrpan i then, over a biarren heath, 
to 	 • 	• 

in a secluded basin, shut in by high 
mountains, in a climate so severe that 
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all vegetation is stunted. 	Not 	a spring rises at the foot of Mount 
tree can grow in the neighbourhood, 
and the people are reduced to burn 

ltosegg, on the rt, bank of the Inn. 
A Kurhaus has been built over it. 

sheep-dung for fuel. 	Potatoes rarely The water is heated to supply the 
ripen at this height —5630 ft. above baths. 
the sea. 	• The village contains but 160 in.- 

It takes about two hours to ascend habitants. 	Its situation is really de- 
from Stalls to 	the summit of the lightful, overlooking the 	Jnn, and 
Juliet Pass, 8134 ft. above the sea several beautiful green lakes which 
level. 	The ascent is not difficult, 
and the pass is remarkably safe from 

that river forms in this part of its 
course. 	The climate is too cold to 

avalanches. 	Its scenery is not par- allow even barley to flourish ; 	the 
ticularly grand, the 	outline of the surrounding land is chiefly laid out 
mountains being round. 	On the top, 
the road passes between two rudely 

iepastures, which are let to Bergs- 
mesque shepherds; 	and there are 

hewn pillars of granite (derived from some forests of larch on the neigh- 
the neighbouring 	mountains), 	be- bouring mountains. 	The little lake 
lieved to he 	Roman, called Julius's close to the villagp which is generally 
Columns. 	They are about 4 ft. high, 
destitute of inscription, but may have 

frozen over freer 	St. Andrew's-day 
(the end of Nofember) to the be- 

been set up as mile-stones in the ginning of May, furnishes capital 
time of Augustus, who caused 	a trout. 
Roman highway to be carried from In one of the most recent descrip- 
Chiavenna over the passes of the tions of the Engadine, the authof 
Maidja and Juliet. 	A carriage-road mentions that, on repairing to church 
was 'formed across this pass to St. 'on a Sunday, at St. Mauritz, he found 
Mauritz in 1823 ; but, as no attempt the parish fire-engine drawn up by 
was made, till very lately, to improve the side of thepulpit — the church, in 
the approach to 4 through the Ober- this and other villages, being some- 
halbstein, little advantage was gained what profanely used as an engine- 
by it. 	Flocks of Bergamesque sheep house. He fount the office of watch- 
are often found on the highest pas- 
tures, near the summit iif the pass, in 

man filled, and its duties discharged, 
by a woman, and a female also occu- 

summer. 	A still more easy descent pied the situation of baker, the bake- 
leads into the Engadine, to the vil- house being the property of the 
lege of 

34 Silva Plana, situated between 
parish, 

The principal Excursions 	to be 
two small lakes, whi?h are feeders made from St. Mauritz are up the 
and reservoirs of the river Inn, at the valley to the Lugni See, tlip source 
junction of the roads from the two of the Inn ( Route 89); to the great 
passes of the Juliet and :Mali*, 5560 
ft. above thd sea. 

Bernina glacier (Route 85); 	and, 
down the valley to the pass of Fie. 

About 4 miles lower down, on the stermunz (Route 84). 
1. bank of the Inn, stands 

14 St. Mauritz. — There are three 
/ens here, the Upper (Obere), best; 
Mittlere and Untere Gasthof: 	the ROUTE 83. 

accommodation in all is of the home- COJRE TO ',writ nu Mt ENGADINE, ST 
liest kind. 	This little village is rising waissznsraix, AND 	THE ALDIILA 
into repute in Switzerland as a water- 
ing-place, upon the strength of its 

„S.5.  

Very powerful chalybeate waters, first 144 strdep = 474 Eng. miles. 
described, 1583, by Paratelsus. 	The The upper part of this route is a 
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bridle-path, 	barely-  practicable 	for above." 	The ascent from this point 
light carts* 	As far as is very rapid, the path lies along the 

44 Lenz, it' is identical with the N. side of the lake; 	traces of the 
preceding route, but at Lenz it turns Roman road may be discovered near 
round the shoulder of the mountain this. 	A savage ravine, called Train- 
to the E., leaving Tiefenkasten on the mer-thal, because 	filled with frag-- 
right, 	and, passing 	the village of ments of broken rocks, hurled down 
Brienz, ascends the vale of Albula. from the heights above, along with 
On the left towers the Castle of Bel- the avalanches, which render this part 
fort, on an almost inaccessible rock. of the pass 	dangerous 	in 	spring, 
In about S miles more we reach the brings the traveller to 
Baths of Alveneu, on the rt. bank of 11 the summit of the Pass of the 
the Albula, and, crossing the mouth 
of the Davos Thal and the stream 

AThula. 	The 	culminating 	point, 
marked by a cross, is 6980 feet above 

runningout of it, follow the Albula, 
ascending, In a S. E. direction, to 

the sea level ; near it is another small 
lake. 	It is a scene of complete deso- 

2i Filisur, a village on its rt. bank. lation. 	On the N. of the path rise 
Near it stand the ruins of Schloss- the two peaks of the Albula — Crap 
Griefenstein. 	Thteinhabitants of Alv, or White Rock, 7560 ft. ; and 
this and the adjeating valley emi- on the S. E. that of Piz Err, 8770 ft. 
grate from home to various parts of high. 
Europe, 	where 	they exercise 	the The descent into the Ober-Enga- 
craft of pastry-cooks, frequently re. dine is also at times exposed to eva- 
turning hither to end their days in lanches. 
opulence earned by industry. 	Two 
miles above 	Filisur 	are 	the aban- ' 
doned silver mines•of Bonacelsa, and 

2 Pont, or Punt, in Route 84. 

4 miles from hence the path enters 
the narrow ravine called Ber,gtiner- 

ROUTE 84. 

Stein, which, like that near Tiefen- THE ENGADINE ; ST. thAURITZ TO NAG. 

kasten (p. 212.), has'been compared 
with the Via Mal& 	For a distance 
of more than 1000 ft. the path is 

.FINSTER. DERN, AND TILE PASS OF 2,4u,sz. 	 • 

15 stunden w 49 Eng. miles. 
hewn, or blasted, out of the face of A tolerable char-road, traverses the 
the rock, and the Albula roars at a Engadine. 
depth of 500 or 600 ft. below. The Engadine, or Valley of the 

2 Bergiin ( Rom:' Bergogn), a vil- 
lage of about 600 inhabitants, chiefly 

Upper Inn, is nearly 60 miles long, 
and is one of the highest inhabited 

Protestalots, speaking Romansch, and 
muleteers or carters by profession. It 

valleys among the Alps, varying be-,  
tween an elevation of 5600 ft. above 

is 	beautifully 	situtited among the 
mountains. 	A Protestant synod was 

the sea, at Sils, the highest village,, 
and 3234 ft. at Martmsbruck, the 

held here 1617.. 	0 lowest. 	There is no other valley 
A steep ascent leads to the inn, or among the Alps where so many and 

chalet of 	- such large and populous villages are 
2 Weissenstein, 4900 feet above the to be found at so high an elevation. 

sea, in the vicinity, of a small lake, 
the 	fountain 	head of the Albula. 

Itlhas at least 20 tributary valleys. 
"Owing to this high elevation, and 

" A few stunted firs are scattered the icy barrier of enormous glaciers 
about the lower end, where the water which separates it from Italy on the 
is shallow ; on air other sides the 
lake lies dark and treelpss, traced' 

S., it possesses a most ungenial, nay, 
severe climate. 	In the language of 

the frightful precipices that tower , its inhabitants it has 9 months of, 
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winter and S of cold weather. 	The 
only grain grown in it is rye and 

ings really may be callcg splendid, 
though few are in good taste. 	The 

barley, a stunted crop ; and, in the windows are few and small, to gtard 
upper portion, potatoes rarely come 
to maturity ; yet it is one of the most 

against admitting the cold. 	Poverty,  
is rare, beggary almost unknown, and 

opulent 	valleys 	among 	the 	Alps, 
though the source of its wealth must 

the people, who are, with the excep-
tion of one or two parishes, Protest- 

be sought for in another theatrd than ants, 	are 	creditably 	distinguished 
the 	valley 	itself. 	Its inhabitants, 
aware of the inclemency of their cli- 

for their morality, and are exempt 
from the vices common in other parts 

mate and of the barrenness of its soil, 
are but little addicted to agriculture. 

of Switzerland. 	Their pastors are 
held in great respect, but their pay 

The surface, where not actually bare is . miserable, 	affording 	a 	striking 
rock, is either covered with forests or proof of the working of a voluntary 
converted to pasture, with the ex- system. 	The sabbath is atrictly ob- 
ception of small patches on the lower served ; strangers only are allowed 
grounds, set apart for the plough or on that day to ride or drive until 
spade. 	Yet even of this the natives 
appear to take small account; they 

after church-time, 
The accomrdtdsition of travellers is 

let their pastures annually to the not much studied in the Engadine. 
Bergamesque shepherds, and intrust The Inns (except at St. Mauritz) are 
the mowing of their meadows and very inferior, and the traveller wbo 
the gathering of 	the bay harvest resorts to them, must be prepared 
to Tyrolese haymakers, who repair often to content himself with hard 
hither at the season when their la- rye bread, baked only once a quarter ; 
hour is required. 	The sons of the eggs, cheese, 	and 	perhaps 	coffee. 
valley, for the most part, emigrate at The universal language is the Ladia 
an early age, scatter themselves over (see p. 189.); but among the return- 
all parts of the Continent, and may 
be found in most of the great capitals 

ed emigrants, in almost every village, 
may be found individuals speaking 

exercising the professions of pastry- French, 	Italian, or even 	English. 
cooks, 	confectioners, 	distillers 	of Many of the retired jiatissiers are 
liqueurs, keepers of cities, and sell- otherwise well-informed men ; so that 
ers of chocolate. 	Many of them in it is seldom that the stranger will 
the exercise of their calling acquir not find an interpreter. 	The wine of 
considerable wealth, and become mil- the Valteline may be bad good and 
lionnaires in florins, with which they cheap, and pastry (made with flour 
retire to end their days by the side imported from St. Gall) is set before 
of the stream of their native valley. the traveller in spots where *beaten 
They display their wealth especially bread is not to be had; indeed, some 
in the architecture of their houses, 
which 	are 	distinguished 	by 	their 

villages, which cannot boast a shoe-
maker or tailor, possess 10 or 15 pas- 

large 	dimensions, by their decora- try-cooks. 
tions of whitewash and fresh paint. The higher Alpine pastures of the 
They are usually decked out with Engadine are let out every summer 
fresco friezes, 	and 	pillars, remind- to Bergamesque shepherds, from the 
ing one of the pretension to taste of valleys Seriana and Brembana, on 
a cockney citizen's box near London, 
combined with the studied neatness 

the Italian side of the Alps—a wild, 
dark, and scowling class of men, but 

of a Dutchman's country house, both hardy and honest, clad it homespun 
equally unexpected and out of place, 
amidst the savage 	landscape of a 

.brown and white blankets, and feed- 
ing frugally an 	water pollenta of 

Grison valley. 	Some of the build- maize-meal, and a little cheese. They 
Swift. 	 x 
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arrive abokt the beginning of July, 
with their flocks lean and meagre, 
after their long 	march, 	performed 

friends in festive garments as to a 
wedding, but with mournful mien. 
The lord of the castle watched the 

generally in the cool of the night. approach of his victim with impal,  
After a solitary sojourn of nearly S tience, and rushing down to meet her 
months, spending often the night as was about to clasp her,•when, ere his 
well as day in the open air among polluting lips could touch her fair 
their flocks, they return home with cheek, her father's dagger was buried 
fattened kine and long fleeces, which deep in his breast, and his compa- 
are sold 	to the wool manufacturers Mons throwing off their peaceful 
of Bergamo. garb, and brandishing their concealed 

weapons, fell upon the guards, and 
Just below St. Mauritz, (p. 215.) the made 	themselves 	masters 	of 	the 

Inn, on quitting the small lake, forms 
a pretty fail. The first villages passed 

tyrant's stronghold. 	It was immea,  
diately burnt, and from that day free- 

are Celerina and Samadan (Sommo dom dawned upon the serfs of the 
d'On, Romansch; summum tEni), the Engadine. 
principal and wealthiest village in 3 Zutz, or Suoz, is a village of 550 
the Upper Engadisse,41bwith 500 inha- inhabitants. 	An old tower still re- 
bitants. 	Opposite to it, the valley mains of the Stammhaus, or original 
of Poi tresina opens out, up which castle of the family of Planta, who; 
runs the road to the Bernina ( Route as far back as 1139, held the Enga-,  
85.). dine in feof. 	The climate here first 

Beyond Borers the path from the becomes a little milder, Zutz being 
Albula (Route 83.) descends into the sheltered from the cold blasts de. 
valley. scending from the Maloya. 	There is 

At the foot of the Albula lie Pont, 
and Madulcin, and over the latter 

a path from Scanfs to. Davos, over 
the Scaletta pass, 7820 ft., a distance 

village towers the ruined Castle of of about 20 miles. • 
Gardoval, connected,  with which -the At the Ponte Alto:under the Ca- 
following 	story is told : — In 	the sannaberg, is 	the division between 
days of the Paustrecht, before Swit- Upper and Lower Engadine; the 
zerland was free, this castle was held country is poor and not very in- 
by a tyrannical and licentious seig- teresting, but the road is rougher and 
neur or bailiff, who greatly oppressed more hilly. 
the peasantry around, retaining in his 4 Cenietz, or Zernets, is a consider- 
pay a body of lawless' soldiers for the 
purpose of overawing his neighbours. 

able village with a handsome church, 
and two feudal towers, one of which 

This libertine lord in an evil hour anciently belonged to a branch of the 
cast his eyes on the fair daughter of Planta family, and is called Wilden- 
Adam, a farmer of -the opposite vii. berg. 	Up the opposite valley of 
lage of Camogask. 	The maiden was Forno runs a path into the Miinster 
still of a tender age, but of surpassing Thal, by the Bufiralora Pass — 6 stun- 
beauty, like 	an 	opening' rosebud. ten ; ".6 hours' hard walking. 	It is 
One morning, her father, who doated a tolerable char-road, but may be 
fondly on her, was surprised.. by .a mistaken without a guide. 	After a 
summons brought by two of the gradual ascent from Zernetz, it de. 
bailiff's servants, to convey his daugh- scends into a desolate valley,where is 
ter to the gestle. 	The father stifled a wretched inn (2 hours) the only 
his indignation, Promised obedience, 
and nest morning set gut, conducting 

house between the two places. 	The 
top of the pass is reached in 24 hours 

his daughter attired is a bride, and from this, and a fine view is obtained 
accompanied by a number of his of the 14Iiinster Thal, which is reached 
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at Tsehierf (li hour), 2 hours more Nauders, where there is a tolerable 
bring you to Santa Maria." By the Val inn, about a mile distant from the 
Forno you may reach Bormio, at the remarkable 	defile of 	Finstermhnz. 
foot of the grand Pass of the Stelvio. (See IlannaooK for 	SOUTH Gen. 

The names Lavin, Zutz, and Ar- 
detz, three vilipges in this part of the 

MANY.) 	 I 	• 

Engadine, are said to be a Romansch ' 
corruption of the Latin Laviniurn, ROUTE 85. 
Tutium, and Ardea. PASS OF THE BERNINA, FROM SAMADAN 

The road winds much up and down IN THE ENGADINE TO TIRANO IN 
to reach the villages, which are often 
perched on the top of steep heights, 
as in the case of Guarda. 	Between 

THE 	YALTELINE, 	BY 	PONTRESINA, 
AND PUSCHIAYO. 

. 
Ardetz and Fettan, it also makes a l0 stunden =32i Eng. miles. 
wide sweep, away front the river Inn. The Bernina is a very lofty chain 
Tarasp, on the rt. bank of the Inn, op- of mountains, separating the valleys 
posite Fettan, isthe only RornanCatho- 
lie village in the Engadine; its inba- 

of the Engadine and of Bregaglia on., 
the N., from the„Valteline on the S. 

bitants differ from their neighbours They vary in &eight between 8000 
in another respect, that they do not and 12,000 ft., cite highest summits 
emigrate. 	Though less enlightened, 
perhaps,' they devote themselves to 

being the Ligoncio, the Monte del 
Oro, the Roscgg ( Rosatch, and in 

tilling their own land. Romansch, Ruseig), the Monte della 
4 Schuols or Schulz, the most po- Disgrazia, and 	the Pizzo Scalino. 

pulous place in the valley, contains Several arduous paths cross it, but 
1143 	inhabitants, 	and 	is prettily the most frequented is that called 
situated. 	There is much corn-land par excellence, the Bernina Pass, a 
near 	this. 	Avalanches 	sometimes bridle-path, practicable at its two, ex- 
fall from the hillef Balluns behind. tremities 	for 	chars, 	and 	traversed.  
At Schuols, the first Romansch trans- annually by 700 or 800 mules. 
lation of the Bible was printed 1679. From Samadan the road turns S., 
(See p. 189.) 	Perhaps the most pie- ascending the Val Pontsesina, by the 
turesque scene in the Engadine is rt. bank of the torrent Flatz, to 
near Remus, where a wooden bridge, 14 Pontresina, a village having an 
60 feet span, is thrown over the deep inn. 	From this place, an excursion 
gorge called Wraunka Tobel, through may be made in a S.W. direction to 
Which a torrent issues out of the vale the glacier of Bernina, one of the 
of 	Ramosch. 	Above 	the bridge, largest in the Alps, filling the upper 
Which is called Ponte Piedra, . rises extremity of the Val Ruseggo. 	The 
the ruined castle Chiamuff, burnt by Flatz issues out of a cave of ice called 
the Austrians in 1475. Sboccadura, at its base. 	This glacier 

The scenery of the valley of the is stated to extend without interrup- 
Inn is very grand on approaching tiona distance of 50 miles. 	Several 

s Martinsbruck(Pornartino). Here other arms or branches of this vast 
the traveller, after crossing the river, 
leaves the Inn to find its way directly 

sea of ice descend the side valleys on 
the W. of our route, and appear from 

through the pass of Finstermiinz ; time to time in view. 
the path takes a more circuitous route, 
and ascends a considerable wooded 

II Near the summit of the pass 
is an inn ; but a very wretched one. 

eminence, forming the boundary be- 14 At the culmirlatingipoint, 7180 
twoen Switzerland and Tyrol, and feet above the sea, are several lakes. 
enters the Austrian dominions a short • A brand! pada passes them, and de-. 
while before reaching scends at once to the village of Pus- 

t 2 
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chiavo (Germ. Puschlaf). 	The other din. 	The 	road 	is 	excellent 	all 
branch, usually taken, turns off to the the way. 	It is a drive of about 
E., near the extremity of the Lego 6 	hours, 	posting, 	from 	Coire 	to 
Biancho, and crosses the ridge called Spliigen, and about 44 hours from 
Camino, to Spliigen to Coire. 	Excellent inns at 

1 i Piscadella, the first village in the Andeer and. Spliigen. • 
valley of Puschiavo. From Coire ( Route 670, to Reicli. 
• 24 Puschiavo, a village of 1015 in- enau there is not much deserving no-+ 
habitants, the principal place in the tice in the scenery of the valley of 
valley, is -mainly supported by the the Rhine; but the mountain Ga- 
considerable traffic of goods through lands, on its I. tank, is a conspicuous 
it. 	Above it, on a height, stand the object. 	The road runs along a nearly 
ruins of the castle of Oligati. . level bottom as far as 

Nearly one-third of the inhabitants Reichenau, which is a group of 
of this populous valley are Protest- houses situated at the junction of the 
ants, the lInguage spoken is a cor- 2 •Rhines. Its chief buildings are the 
rupt Italian. Toll-house (16 kr. paid for 2 horses); 

About 5 miles ,ewer down, the the inn sum -Adler (Aigle) ; and the 
road skirts along tjleaW. margin of handsome whitewashed Chateau, now 
the charming little fake of Puschiavo, 
famed for its trout. 

also an hotel, kept by an obliging host, 
with reasonable charges; it was origi- 

2 Brusio is the last Swiss village. nally a country-seat of the Planta fa- 
On quitting the lake, the river passes mily. 	At the end of the last century 
through a very narrow defile, barely it was converted into a school by the 
allowing room for the road and the burgomaster Tscharner. 	In 1755, a 
stream. 	It is a raging torrent, and young man calling himself Chabot, ar- 
as it approaches the Adda, requires rived here on foot with a stick in his 
to be restrained within stone dykes hand, and a bundle on his back. 	He 
of solid masonry, which have, never- presented a letter of iotroduction to M. 
theless, proved insu14cient to protect Jost, the head master ; in consequence 
its banks from inundation. 	Beyond of which he was appointed usher, and 
this, the Vaiteline, 'or Vale of the for 8 months gave lessons in French, 

.Adda, opens out at mathematies,•and history. 	This for- 
I 	Tirano. 	See 	HANDBOOK 	for lorn stranger was no other than Louis 

SOUTH GrnstAuv. Philippe, now King of the French, 
The path descending to Puschiavo then Duke de Chartres, who had 

is very rough and steep indeed, and been forced 	by the march of the 
must be made on foot : thence to Ti- 
rano is s char-roads. 

French army to quit Bremgarten, 
and seek concealment here in the 

— performance of the humble duties of 
N.B. — Information is desired by a schoolmaster, and in that capacity 

the editor respecting this and the pre. made himself equally beloved by mos- 
'ceding routes. "ters and pupils. His secret was known 

only to M. Jost. 	During his red- 
' 	 . dence here he must have heard the 

ROUTE 87. news of his father's death on the scaf-
fold, and his mother's transportation 

CO/BN TO SPLiiGEN, BY THE VIA. BIALA. to Madagascar. 
At Reichenau the road is carried 

Si }....sts --s.132 Bng. miles. over the two arms of the Rhine by two 
A diligence or majle poste goes, 

daily to Spliigen, to Cdmo and Milan, 
and twice a week over the_Bernar- 

covered wooden bridges, each of one 
elegant arch. The lower bridge is 291 
ft. long and 80 ft. above the river. 
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The junction of the rivers is well seen ing language, and Protestant the re- 
from the castle garden. 	The more ligion of the majority; atsEms, the 
abundant waters of the Hinter Rhein first village on the road, Romansch 
coming from' the Bernardin and •the (p.189.) is spoken, 	Tamins and 
foot of Mount Adele, are of dirty Reichenau are Catholic and Germane 
blue; 	while those of the Vorder Bonaduz, divided from them only by 
RbOill, rising in the glaciers of the the Rhine, is Reformed, and speaks 
Crispalt and Lukmanier, arc ob- Romansch. Rheetzuns and Katzis are 
served to be of a grey tint. The road two Romish villages ; but in the first 
up the Vorder Rhein to its source, 
and to Andermatt, on the St. Gaillard, 
is described in Route 77. 

the language is German, in the se- 
cond Romansch. 	The inhabitants 
of Heinzenberg are Protestant and 

The road to the Spliigen follows Ggrman ;at Thesis they are Reformed 
the course of the Hinter-Rhein. 	On and German; at Zillis and &hams 
the rt., of it, as you ascend the bill Reformed and Romansch. 	Spliigen 
beyond Reichenau,' the Gallows may and Hinter Ithein form tht boundary • 
be seen standing in a field. 	A little at once of the Romansch language 
further, on the top of a commanding 
rock on the I bank of the Rhine, and 

and Protestant trim 
The -castle of tensteitt, on the rt: - 

approached by a long bridge, rises the blink of the Rhine, is one of the finest 
Castle of Rhuitzuns (Ilittetia Ma): and best preserved in the valley: it is 
it is still inhabited. still inhabited by the Travers family. 

This part of the Itheinthal, called Near the village of Kazis a beau- 
the valley of Domleschg (Wills Do,  
mestica), is particularly remarkable 

tiful view opens out, on the opposite 
side of the Rhine, up the valley of 

for the vast, number of trestles (21) Oberhalbstein, with 	the snows of 
which crown almost every rock or Mount Albula (Route 83.) at the 
khan on either side of the river, 
mostly in ruins, sometimes standing 

termination of the vista. 	The river 
Albula enters the Rhine between 

out boldly from a dark background Kiitzis and Thugis. 
of forest, at others so identified by de- This part of the Rhine valley exhi- 
cay, by the weather tints, and by the bits dismal traces of the ravages preo= 
lichen growth, with the apparently in- 
accessible rocks on which they stand, 
as barely to be distinguished. 	Their 

duced by the torrent Nolla, which, 
rising at the base of the Piz Beveren, 
on the W. of our route, joins the 

picturesque donjons and battlements Rhine nearly at , right angles to the 
contribute not a little to enhance. the direction of the course of that river. 
charms of the landscape ; they serve It is subject to very sudden swells 
at the same time as historical monu- after rain, when it rushes down, tear- 
ments to commemorate the revolution ing up the rocks and carrying along 
by which the power of a tyrannical with it heap's of stone, mud, and 
feudal aristocracy, the lords of these gravel, which not only overspread its 
fastnesses, 	was 	broken, and 	their own banks, but frequently block up 
strongholds burnt by the peasants of the bed of the 	Rhine and cause 
this"valley, whom they bad long op- desolating inundations. 	Thus a dis- 
pressed. trict, previously fertile and beautiful, 

Another peculiarity of this district has been in the course of a few years 
is the intricate intermixture of Ian- 
guage 	and 	religion. 	There 	are 

(since 1807)transformed into a desert, 
and its fields either buried 	under 

scarcely two adjoining parishes, or stony rubbish or coeverthl into marsh. 
even 	hamlets, 	speaking 	the 	samea  The evil has been annually increasing 
tongue and professing the same faith. for severA Ars past, but hopes are 
Titus at Coire German is the prevail- entertained of arresting it and re,  

5. 3 
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covering the land. 	With this view, 
extensive dykes are being constructed 

tends for a distance of mere than 4 
miles is, perhaps, the most sublime 

along the banks of the Rhine. and tremendous defile in Switzerland. 
li Thusis—(Inn: Post, tolerable; It is difficult to give, with any preci- 

.-Aigle d'Or, —a village of 670 in- 
habitants, finely situated on a terrace 

sion the dimensions of this gorge, 
which has cleft the mountains through 

under the Heinzenberg. 	Thusis, ac- the chine. 	The precipices, which 
cording to some, is only the word often rise perpendicularly on both 
Tuscia, the country of the Tuscans, 
who 	fi'r'st 	colonised 	these 	valleys, 
changed in the Romansch dialect. 

sides of it, are certainly in some 
places 1600 ft, high, and in many 
places, not more than 10 yards apart. 

Immediately 	on 	the -outside of The Rhine, compressed within this 
Thusis the Nolla is crossed bye  a narrow stony bed, to the width of a 
handsome bridge. 	On the rt., at the pigmy rivulet, is barely audible as it 
end of the valley, appears the peak of rushes through the depths below the 
the Piz Beveren. 	By crossing the road. 
Rhine at Thusis and taking a char 
road up the van% of the Albula, 
which is very priot Tiefenkasten 

The rocks of slate and limestone, 
composing the walls of the ravine, 
are so hard that they appear to have 

(Route 83.) may be reached after an suffered no disintegration from the 
interesting walk of 5 hours. weather; the fracture is so fresh and 
. 	AboveThusisthe valley ofthe Rhine sharp that, were the convulsive force 
seems closed up by the mountains; it 
is only on a nearer approach that the 

from below, which 	divided them, 
again called forth to unite them, it 

eye discovers the opening of that sin- 
gular chasm which has cleft them 

seems as though the gulf would close, 
and leave no aperture behind. 

through, affording a passage for the When thetravellerentersthemouth 
river, and in modern times, by arti- of the defile, the sudden transition 
ficial means, for the road. 	The rt. from the glare ofosuitshine to the 

is guarded side of this colossal 
em by the castle of 

 
It 	(Rtctia Alta), 

gloom .of a chasm, so narrow that it 
leaves but a strip of sky visible over- 

standing in the fork between the Al- head, is exceedingly striking. 	The 
bula and the Rhine, and from its walls of rock, on both sides, afford 
lofty platform, 90011. high, looking naturally not an inch of space along 
down upon both, valleys. 	It is ac- which a goat's foot could clamber; 
cessible only from the east : on all and, 	in 	ancient 	times, 	this 	part 
other sides the rock is a precipice. of the pass was deemed quite Mac- 
These mouldering ruins are tradi- cessible. 	The peasants gave it the 
tionallyreported to owe their origin name 	of the 	Lost 	Gulf (Trou 
to Rluctus, chief of the Etruscans, 
who driveri out of Italy by an inva- 

perdu, Verlohrenes Loch); and, when 
they wanted to go from Thusis 

sion of the 	Gauls, established his 
stronghold on this spot a. c. 287, and 

to the 	higher 	valley 	of Schwas, 
they ascended the vale of the Nolla 

transplanted into the Alps the people for some distance, clambering over 
and language of Etruria. The ruined the tops of high mountains, round 
chapel of St. John, on a neighbouring the shoulder of the Piz Beveren, and 
height 	is stated to have been the descended on the opposite side at 
earliest, and for a long time the only Suvers. 	A second road formed in 
Christian temple in the valley, where 
heathenism prevailed to a compare- 

1470, crossed the mountains as before, 
but dipped down, from the village of 

lively late period. Rongella, into the depths of the Via 
The VIA MALA, width conimences Mala, 	near 	the first 	bridge ; still 

about a mile above Thusis, and ex- avoiding altogether the Trou perdu. 
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This 'inconvenient path, 'after being arch spans the dark and deep gulf 
used for more than 300 years, was below, is approached by a second 
superseded by the present magnificent small gallery, protected 14 a wooden 
highway constructed by the engineer roof to ward ow falling stones. Here- 
Pocobelli. 	Avoiding the useless de- abouts, the lofty precipices on the 
tour, and the fatiguing ascent and one side actually overhang those on 
descent, he at once plunged into the the other, the direction of the chasm 
defile, and 	pierced 	the 	projecting being oblique, and the smooth wall 
buttress of rock, which had previously of rock on either side being nearly 
denied all access to it, by the gallery parallel, and scarcely wider 	apart 

, or tunnel of the Verlohrenes Loch, 
216 ft. long, through which the road 

above than below. 	Looking over the 
parapet of this bridge, the 	Rhine 

now passes. 	The view, looking back reduced to a thread of water, is barely 
from this, through the dark vista of vesible, boiling and foaming in the 
black rock, and the fringe of firs, 
upon the ruined tower of Realt, and 
the sun-lit valley of Domleschg, is 

depths below. Indeed, in one place, it 
, is entirely lost to view —.jammed in, 
as it were, between the rocks, here so 

very 'pleasing. 	The grooves of the slightly separated, that small stones 
boring-rod, by which the very hard and trunks of 11,r-trees, falling from 
slate rock is everywhere streaked, in- 
dicate how arduous was the labour of 

above, have brenacaught in the chink, 
and 	remain 	suspended above the 

constructing this part of the road. 	It water. 	The ordinary height of the 
was literally forcing a passage through bridge above the river is 400 ft. ; and 
the bowels of the earth; and the the water, as mentioned above, is in 
whole width of the carriage way has 
been gained by blasting a notch, as it 

one place invisible at ordinary times, 
yet, at the commencement of the 

were, in the side of the mountain. fearful inundatibn of 1834 (already 
For more than 1000 ft. it is carried alluded to in several 	routes), the 
along beneath a stone canopy, thus postmaster of Thusis, who drove up 
artificially holloted out. 	The road the Via Male during the storm, found 
is protected by a parapet wall, below that the water 4md risen to within a 
which, at a depth of many hundred few feet of the bridge ; the roar was 
feet, the contracted Rhine frets the terrific; and, as he drew up a little 
foot of the precipice. °The road is in further on, in consequence of the road 
places steep, and fit foi only one car- being destroyed, two mangled human 
riage to pass. 	A little higher up, 
the gorge bulges out into a sort of 

bodies were swept past him by the 
flood. 

basin, in the midst of which stands a The road, again, is no more than 
solitary house; but it soon contracts a shelf hewn out of the face of the 
again, and the scenery of the pass precipice overhung by the tack, so as 
may be said to attain the height of 
grandeur beyond 	the first of the 

to he almost a subterranean passage, 
and the width of the defile is, in 

three bridges, by means of which places, not more than 24 ft. 	Near 
the ;road is conveyed from side to 
side of the Rhine. 

the third, or upper bridge, however, 
kfine new structure—built to replace 

This portion of the pass at least, 
should 	be traversed on foot; the 

the one swept off in 1834—it widens 
out, and the road emerges into the 

traveller, hurrying through in his open valley of Schams (Sexamni- 
carriage, is quite incapable of appre- ensis, from six brooks, which fall 
elating its awful magnificence. into the Rhine from ilt sides), whose 

The Middle Bridge, a most striking green meadows And neat white cot- 
object, from its graceful proportiont tages have 	pleasing effect when ,a 
and the boldness with which its light contrasted with the 	gloomy scene 

. r. 4 
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behind. 	It has, however, suffered this act by being long detained pri- 
much from the inundation of 1834, 
which converted the valley into a 

toner in a dark dungeon. 	One day, 
after his release, 	the 	chatelain of 

lake, destroyed a great part of the Fardun, in passing his cottage, en- 
road, and rendered a new line neces- 
sary. 	The 	first village 	is 	Zillis; 

tered as the family were at dinner, 
and, when invited to partake of their 

between it and Andeer, a stone, bear- humble meal, evineed•his contempt 
ing the following inscription, was set 
up, by the road-side, on a bridge, 
after the completion of the great 

by spitting in the dish. 	Chaldar, 
roused by this filthy insult, seized the 
oppressor by the throat, and thrusting 

highways.over the Spliigen and Ber- his head into the smoking dish, emit- 
nardine : — " Jam via patet hostibus 
et amids. Cavete, Rhoeti I Simplicitas 

pelted him to partake of it, saying, 
" Malgia sez la pult cha ti has con- 

morum et Unio servabunt avitam libar- diit "—<, Eat the soup thou hest thus 
tatem." seasoned." 	This bold deed served as 

1 Andeer—Inn : Post ; very good a signal for a general rising ; the 
and cheap .!-- bed, tea, and breakfast, 
cost li fr. each. 	It contains mineral 

peasants 	flew to arms —and the 
castles were stormed and burnt. One 

baths, but they areonot much used. of the first that fell was Biirenburg, 
This is the chief villte in Schams, 
and has 400 inhabitants, who like 

which is passed on the 1. of the road 
after quitting Andeer. " It is worth 

their neighbours, are 	Protestants, the traveller's while to stop his car: 
and speak Romansch (p.189.). Over riage at the mouth of the Val Fer- 
the doors of many of the cottages, 
quaint verses and mottoes in that 

rera, and ascend it as far as the 
first fall of the Aversa, 10 minutes' 

language are inscribed. walk. 	The second and more con- 
. Above Andeer a very large lan'd- siderable falls are one hour's walk 
slip or bergfall occurred in 183.5, by higher up.— S. 
the giving way of a mountain, which As soon as the road has crossed the 
buried the road, and, for 16 days; cut mouth of the Val 'errera and the 
off all communication up and down stream of the Averse, it begins to 
the 	valley. 	Luckily 	it 	happened mount in zigzags into the gorge of 
in the night, so that no one was the Rofla, which closes up the S. end 
hurt, of the oval sitle of Schams, as the 

The ruined castles, visible in the 
valley of Schams, have an historical 

Via Male does the N. 	Its scenery, 
though fine, is vastly inferior to the 

interest, from being monuments of lower pass. The Rhine here descends 
the dawn of Grison liberty. 	In the in a cataract, called the fall of the 
last half of the fourteenth century, 
they screed as the.residences of bai- 

Rofla. 	It dces not rank as a first- 
rate waterfall, but the scenery around 

lifts, zwinglierrn, or landvoghts, de- is picturesque—the sides of the val. 
pendents of tlie Counts of Vatz or of ley being thickly wooded, and the 
the Bishop of Coire, petty tyrants river studded by saw-mills, where the 
and oppressors of the poor— akin in' timber of the neighbouring forests 
character to Gessler, the victim of is sawn into planks. 	A timber-slide, 
Tell's vengeance. 	At length a pea- similar to that of Alpnach (Route 
sant, of the Schamser Thal, named 19.), was constructed to convey the 
Jean 	Chaldar, exasperated at 	the trees to the borders of the Rhine. 
sight of two horses which the chate- The oldest mule-path, which Un- 
lain of Fardim had turned out to verses this valley to Coire, 	crossed 
graze in his fittld of green corn, gave the river by a wooden bridge, still 
vent to his anger by killing the ani- standing, to Suvers, where it began 
pals. 	He suffered puldshment for painfully to ascend the mountains, 
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and proceeded along the high ground 
to descend again at Thusis. 

The new road leaves the bridge on ROUTE 88 . 
one side, traverses a small gallery .• PASS OF vita SPLUGEN,-- FROST SPLU.. 
Cut in the rock, then crosses to the I. CEN TO CHIAVENNA AND THE LAKE bank of the Rhine, and soon reaches OF COMO. 

I Spliigen (Ital. Spluga)— Inn : 
'Post; also called Bodenhaus ; one of To Colico 5 posts =44 	English 
the best inns in Switzerland. 	This miles. 
little village is situated on the Rhine, 
at the point of departure of the two 

A diligence goes 5 times a week 
over the Spliigen to Milan: 	With 

Alpine passes of the Spliigen 	and post-horses it takes 74 hours to go 
Bernardin, at a height of 4711 ft. foam Spliigen to Chiavenna, includ- 
above 	the 	sea.. It 	suffered most ing stoppages. 
severely from the flood of 1834, which N. B. Without an Austrian minis- 
swept away mow than 	a dozen ter's signature on the passport, the 
houses, in some of which the owners frontier cannot be passed; and the 
had been seated at their 	evening traveller unprolided with it, will in- 
meal not an hour before. Five human evitably be ttlitivid back on the sum- 
beings perished by this catastrophe, 
the effects of which were still pain- 

mit of the mountain. 	A toll of 15 
batz is paid for 2 horses, between 

fully visible in 1837. 	The covered Spliigen and the Austrian frontier. 
bridge over the Rhine escaped almost The Spliigen road, turning to the 
by a miracle; that over the Seriinda 1. from the village 	of that name 
was soon annihilated. (p. 224.) crosses the narrow wooden 

Sphigen is the chief place in the bridge over the Rhine, and quitting 
desolate pastoral vale of the Rhein- the river, beging at once to ascend. 
wald, and anciently belonged to the It is carried up the valley of the 
lords of Sax, in 'the vale of Misocco, 
on the S. slope of the Bernardine, 
but it afterwards joined the Grey 

Oberhausen-bach, 	a 	small 	torrent 
which joins the Rhine at Spliigen, by 
an 	entirely new line, the old one 

League. having been demolisltd by the dis- 
The atmosphere is stbry chilly here, 

and barley barely ripens. 
a.strous tempest of 1834. 	Indeed, 
this little valley presents one sweep 

The village prospers by the con. of desolation; 	road 	and 	bridges 
stant passage of goods and travellers 
to and from Italy. 	In autumn it is 

having been entirely carried away, 
and enormous piles of broken rocks 

thronged with drovers; large herds spread 	over its sides and bottom. 
of cattle and many horses, then cross The new line, however, ova this side 
the Alps for the Milan market. of the mountain, constructed by a 

An excursion, which lies within Swiss engineer, 	employed 	by the 
the compass of a day returning to canton of the Grisons, is, in every 
sleep—the inn at Ilinterrhein being respect, a great improvement upon 
wretched—may be made from Spliigen the old one. 	A 	little way above 
to the Source of the hinter-Rhein. Spliigen it is carried through a tun- 
It will occupy 5 hours going ; 2 along nel, 262 feet long, supported by a 
the post road, 2 on horseback, and 1 Gothic arch. 
On foot : it is described in ltoute 90. After surmounting the district of 
P. 231, fir forests by an almost uninterrupted 

Strassburg may be reached in 36 slope, the road mead% the summit 
hours from Sphigen, going by steam 
across the lakes of Wallenstadt and 

of the pass, 6814 ft. above the sea, 
by means ot 16 skilfully conducted 

Zurich. zigzags, by which the face of the 
L 5 
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mountain is scaled. 	Along this nar- and storm, and other almost insur- 
row ridge, tvhich is 43 miles from mountable obstacles, lost nearly 100 
SplUgen, and more than 1800 feet men, and as many horses, chiefly in 
above it, runs the boundary line of the passage of the Cardinel. 	His 
Switzerland and of Lombardy. 	Al- columns were literally cut through 
most immediately after surmounting by the falling avalanches, and man 
it the road begins to descend. 	Upon and beast swept over to certain an. 
this slope lies the first cantoniera, or nihilation in the abyss below. 	The 
house of refuge; and, lower down, a carriage-road very properly avoids the. 
series of tourniquets conduct to the gorge of the Cardinel altogether, but 

Austrian Custom-house and Pass- the way to it turns off from the se- 
port-office—a group of buildings, in- cond wooden bridge crossed on quit- 
eluding several very common taverns ting the custom-house. 
for the entertainment of travellers. Near the scattered hamlet Tegi- 
Here passports are examined and nate, the descent re-commences, and. 
luggage searched, and the traveller soon after, the road is carried through 
must often reckon upon no inconsider- the first great gallery more than 700 
able delay, especially of he arrives be- ft. long, 15 R. high and wide, fol4 
tween 12,and 2, thee cltuanier's din- 
ner-hour. 	The custom-house stands 
at one end of a sort of oval basin, 
surrounded by lofty mountain peaks, 
among which, on the rt. of the road, 
rises that of the Spliigen, and the 
glaciers which feed the rivers running 

lowed by a second, 642 ft. long, and, 
after a short interval, by a third, 
1530 ft. 	long. 	These galleries, the 
longest on any Alpine high road, are 
constructed of the most solid masonry, 
arched with roofs, sloping Outwards, 
to turn aside the snow, supported on 

towards Italy. 	It is a scene of cx- pillars, and lighted by low windows 
treme desolation ; not a shrub of any like the embrasures of a 	battery. 
kind grows here ; no vegetation is They were rendered necessary to pro• 
seen but lichen, mosses, and a little tect this portion of tlfb road from falls 
coarse grass. 	The snow often reaches ing avalanches which habitually de- 
up to the windows of the first story 
of the houses. • 

scend the face of the mountains, and, 
whiCh, if not warded off, would have 

The route of the Spliigen was corn- swept away tIlb road the first year 
pleted by the Austrian Government after it was made. 
in 1823, to counteract the new Swiss From the entrance of the second 
road over the Bernarffin, which, had gallery, there is a most striking view 
the Spliigen been allowed to remain down upon the roofs of the houses of 
in its original condition, would have 
withdraw* from it all' the traffic into 

Isola, and the long line of zigzags, 
abandoned since 1838, by which the 

Italy. 	The engineer employed in traveller originally descended to Chia- 
this undertaking was the Chevalier venna. 	At the village of Pianazzo, (a 
Donegani. 	The old road, a mere Bluster of pitch-coloured hovels,) the 
bridle-path, proceeded from this ele- new line;• after descending 2 'angular 
vated valley, or basin, direct to the terraces, turns off to the I., and from 
village of Isola, through the defile of this point is carried partly in a gradual 
the Cardiac!, a most perilous spot, 
from its dire and constant exposure 
to falling avalanches, 

slope, partly in zigzags, to the village 
of Campo Dolcino. 	This alteration, 
by which nearly 3 miles of distance 

The Frenebirmy of Marshal Mac- are saved, was rendered necessary on 
donald, who crossed the Spliigen be- account of the injury done to the old 
'tween the 27th Noveniketyci

l
d 4th line by the storm of 1834, and also by 

December, 1800, long before 	e new the great dangers to which that part 
road was begun, in the face of snow of the route, between Isola and the 
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-Cascade of the Medessimo, was ex- horses, will convince the spectator 
posed from avalanches, which fall re- how great this improvement really 
gularly into the savage glen of the is. 	It has been effected at consider- 
Lira below Pianazzo, producing an able labour and expense, 	by cut- 
almost annual loss of life. 	In 1835 ting through the rock. 	The vale of 
5 peasants god 8 horses were over- the Lira presents a singular aspect 
whelmed by the snow in this glen, as of desolation, from the quantity and 
they were returning from conducting size of the masses of fallen rock 
the diligence on a sledge over the which entirely fill the lower part of 
mountain. 	The 	postillion 	being it. 	They are fragments of the neigh- 
nearest the rock, which fortunately touring mountains, which are coin. 
somewhat overhung the road, drew 
the horse he rode under the cliff as 

posed of a species of white gneiss, 
el.ceedingly brittle, and which, after 

soon as he heard the crash ; to this exposure to the weather, assumes a 
circumstance he and the animal owed red colour. 	It must have been a 
their preservation. Although buried, 
like the rest who perished, they were 

difficult task to carry a sad through 
such a wilderness, between such a 

rescued and dug out after an impri- labyrinth of detiched blocks; and it 
sonment of some hours. is, according*, jo  many places nar- 

Pianazzo stands at the same height row, the turnings very sharp, and the 
above tbe.sea as the bridge over the terraces too short. 	The aspect of 
Rhine at Sphigen. 	The road, after desolation in this fractured valley 
passing through it, crosses the little would be greater were it not for the 
stream of the Medessiino, within a rich dark foliage of the chestnut trees 
few yards of the verge of the precipice of very large size which now begin 
over which it throws itself in a beau- 
tiful fall, 800 ft. high. 	The view, 
looking down the fall from a terrace 

to sprout out from among the rocks, 
so as to mask their barrenness. 	The 
tall white Italian campanile of the 

near the bridgciis very fine; it is also 
well seen from the different winding 

church of Madonna di Gallivaggio, 
amid such a group of foliage, con. 

terraces down which 	the 	road 	is trasting 	with 	the 	tall 	precipices 
carried. 	After crossing the bridge, 
the road traverses a DCW gallery, 25 
metres long, and thence gradually 

around, forms an agreeable picture. 
Near it, at the village St. Giacomo, 
whence the valley is named, the Lira 

descends upon is spanned by a bold bridge. 
2i Campo Dolcino, which, in spite A mile or two farther on, the val. 

of its sweet-sounding Italian name, is ley opens out, and Chiavenna ex. 
but a poor village, with a poor inn pands to view, a picturesque town 
(Post), to be avoided, on a small beautifully situated, under,an Italian 
dreary grassy plain, on the borders of sun, surrounded by hills clothed with 
the Lira. the 	richest vegetation, with vines, 

A further improvement has been figs, and pomegranates. 
made in the continuation of the road, 
which, on quitting the plain, threads 

I 	Chiavenna 	(Germ. Clefen) — 
Inn: Conradi's very good ; — Post. 

the gorge of St. Giacomo ; an in- Chiavenna (Clavenna of the an. 
seription, by the road side, comme. cients), a thriving town of 3040 in. 
morates its 	completion 	by 	Carlo habitants, is charmingly situated close 
Donegani, iu the reign of the Em• under the mountains, which appear 
peror Francis II. 	The sight of the to impend over it, at the junction of 
tourniquets of the old road, painfully the valley of St.,,,Gideemo with that 
zigzagging out of the gorge below, 
which a heavy carriage could sur- 

of the Meira, called Bregaglia. 	Be- 
yond tads beauty of situation there is 

mount only by the strength of 8 very little here to interest the passing 
t 6 
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traveller. 	The town derives much rule, transferred it to the Emperor of 
benefit 	frost 	its 	position 	on 	the Austria. 
Spliigen road, and maintains several The Fall of the Gordona, about 4 m. 
spinning mills for silk and cotton. from Chiavenna, is worth notice. 	At 
An ingenious manufacturer, named the distance of half an hour from the 
Vanossi, at one time wove here a fire- town on the Riva road, the river on the 
proof cloth of asbestus, a mineral rt. must be crossed. 	A walk of half 
which abounds in the mountains of 
the neighbourhood. 	Opposite 	the 
inn is a picturesque ruined Castle, on 
the top of a-rock, which once be- 
longed to the Salis family : the pre- 

an hour leads thence to the Fall. —S. 

The lower valley of the Meira, 
from Chiavenna to the Lake of Riva, 
is by no means pleasing in its scene- 

sent owners deny strangers all acee§s ry, and the low ground is occupied 
to it. 	The principal Church of St. by marsh rather than meadow.; 	so 
Lawrence has a tall campanile stand- that it is at the same time very inn- 
ing within .11 square inclosure, sur- wholesome. 
rounded by a cloister. 	On one side Travellers should not stop for the 
are 	two 	bone-house, 	filled 	with night any where between Chiavenna 
skulls, and, adjoimaglathem, in the and Colico. 	Malaria hangs over the 
octagonal 13aptistery, is 	a 	curious district around the embouchures of 
ancient stone font, sculptured with the Meira and Adda, and the stranger 
rude bas-reliefs which will interest who neglects this warning (§ 12.) 
the antiquary. 	The citizens keep may pay for his temerity by a fever. 
their Valteline wine in natural grot- 
toes, at the foot of the mountains, 
which form excellent cool cellars, and 

Varenna, on the E. shore of the lake, 
where there are good 	inns; 	Bel. 
laggio, on the point of the promon- 

are called Ventorali. tory between the lakes of Lecco and 
Near Pleura, about 3 miles up the Como, or Cadenabbia on the W. 

Val Bregaglia, memorable for the fate shore of the lake, *re all safe and 
of its inhabitants, whoovere buried by capital quarters, 	and 	the 	traveller 
the fall of a mountain (see p. 280.), is ought not 	to stop to sleep till he 
a peculiar ntamfacture of a coarse reaches one of them. 
ware for culinary purposes, made out 1 Novate, aSmall village, to which 
of potstone (lapis ollaris). 	This stone the post station has been removed 
is 	easily cut, or turned 	in a lathe, 
and is able to endure heat. 	Pliny 
calls it lapis Comensis, from its being 

from the 	Rim, 	stands near 	the 
N. extremity of the Lago Mezzola, 
called also Lago di Rim. 	It is a 

exported from the lake of Como : the most picturesque small lake, so walled 
manufactere 	has greatly dwindled in by mountains that, until a few 
down at present. years, there was no road by the side 

The road up the Val Bregaglia and of 	it, and travellers were 	carried 
over the pass of the Malojia, and the across it by a tedious navigation in 
description of Pleura, are given in flat 'barges; rendered difficult 	and 
Route 89. intricate by the annually increasing 

Chiavenna belonged to the Dukes deposits of mud, which form shoals 
of Milan clown to the 16th century, 
when the Swiss became possessed of 

between this lake and that of Como, 
and prevent the steam-boat ascend. 

it, and it formed, with the Valteline ing to Riva. 	The naked and savage 
and Bormier, 4  state subject to the mountains around have a very peen,. 
canton of the GrNons. 	Napoleon liar outline. 	Their sides are 	fur- 
added it to the kingdom, of 'Italy, as towed with ravines, down which fu- 
lying on the S. side of the Alps ; and rious torrents precipitate themselves 
the Congress of Vienna, by the same at some seasons, strewing the mar. 
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gin of the lake with wreck. 	The en- The steam-boat fr riiCdinlo-.arrives 	. 
gineers who constructed the capital 
new road, finished in 1835, experi- 

off Colico every da 
about noon, and im 31

c 
4..oxcelit Simdayi 	, 
,tlititely returnsi 	J 

enced the greatest obstacles in cross- It will touch here t teinh6k or dia.,  A; 
ing the 	debris at 	the 	mouth 	of 
these ravines.. The Coders, one of 

embark a carriage, if 	'ice Ile-sent to,  
Domaso, otherwise it bring{ Ntent ' 

the most furious torrents, spreads out Domaso, on the opposite -shorerand 
its waste of rocks and gravel in the passengers are conveyed thither in 
shape of a fan, for a breadth of at boats. 	Boats may at all times be 
least half a mile. 	This river at ordi- hired here to cross or descend the lake, 
nary times trickles through the stones but they are scarcely safe for carri- 
in 3 or 	4 	paltry driblets, crossed ages. 	The magnificent carriage-rood 
by wooden bridges, under which the of the Stelnio is carried along the E. 
water is turned by the construction of shore of the lake, traversing several 
artificial canals, flanks1 by wedge- remarkably long tunnels excavated in 
Shaped dams and dykes. 	After tra- the solid rock ; it is welt worth ex- 
versing this desolate space, the road ploring, at least as far as Varenna, the 
is carried through , two galleries ex- next post statiotlfrom Colico, where 
coveted in the rock, and soon after the inns are g00% 
emerges upon the delta of the river A diligence goes once a week from 
Adda, flowing from the E. out of the Milan over the Stelvio to Innsbruck. 
Valteline into the lake of 	Como. Como and Milan are described in 
There can be little doubt that the 
lake originally bathed the feet of the 
mountain on this side; but in the 
course of ages, the deposits brought 

the HANDBOOK FOR NORTH ITALY.) 

ROUTE 89. 

down by the Adda and Meira have CIIIAVENNA TO ST. macarrz AND VIE 
so far encroached on it as to form an SOURCE OF TI1E INN, HY THE VAL 
extensive plain of swamp and morass HREOAOLIA AND THE PASS OF THE 
breathing pestilence, through which 
the Adds now winds in a serpentine 

DIALOYA. 	• 

course. 	The new causeway stretches 81 stunden =27 Eng. miles. 
in a straight line across this morass, 
passing 	the 	Adda 	upon 	a 	long 

A carriage-road up the Val Bre-
gaglia and over the Maloya has been 

'wooden bridge, too narrow for more many years in progress. 	At the point 
than one carriage at a time. 	Near the of departure from Chiavenna, a large 
centre of the 	the great road to .plain bridge requires to be built, which is 
the Stelvio branches off on the I. (See not yet begun ; but after a mile or 
HANDBOOK FOR SOUTH GERMANY.) two the new road commekces, and 
The Spanish Fort Fuentes, built,1603, continues practicable for 2 horse car- 
as the key of the Valteline, on a rock, riages as far as Casaccia, and over the 
once, perhaps, an island 	near the Septimer to Bivio Stalls. 	(Inforrna- 
mouth of the Adds, is left on the rt., tion is desired respecting the present 
and the margin of the lake of Como 
is reached at 

state of this road, and the accommo-
dation for travellers in the Val Bre- 

1 Colico, a village situated under gaglia. Ed.) 	The inns in the Val 
the Monte Legnone, immediately S. Bregaglia are bad; the best is that at 
of the embouchure of the Adds. 	It Vicosoprano. 
is less unwholesome than formerly, The road ascends by the rt. bank 
owing to the drainage of a large por- of the Maira, and pborst 3 miles above 
tion of the marsh-land. 	It is not. Chiavenna 	passes on the 	opposite 

'however, a good halting-place ; there side of.the fiver (in face of a pretty 
, is no tolerable inn here. cascade formed by the Acqua Frag- 
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gia descending from the N.) the 21 Vico Soprano (Vespran), a vii.. 
grave of de village of Pleura, buried lage of .504 inhabitants on the 1. bank 
with its 2430 inhabitants, by the of the Maira. 
fall of Monte Conte, on the night of 
the 4th September 1618. 	It was a 

Casaccia (has an inn said to be to-, 
lerable), a village situated at the S. 

beautiful and thriving place, peopled side of the Septimer, Ind on the W. 
by industrious inhabitants, and con- of the Maloya, over both of which 
tained numerous villas, the summer mountains the Romans conducted 
resort of the citizens of Cbiavenna. highways in the age of Augustus. 
It now lies beneath a heap of rocks The road over the Septimer, 7360' 
and rubbish, 60 ft. deep. 	Every soul ft. high, leads by the valley of Ober- 
within it perished, and the long con- halbstein to Coire, and was the or. 
tinned excavations of all the labourers Binary highway between Italy and 
that could be collected from far did Switzerland, until the formation of the 
near 	failed 	in 	rescuing 	anything, 
alive or deed, from the ruins. 	All 

carriage-road over the SplUgen, which 
being a lower pass, and 10 miles 

traces of the catastrophe are now shorter, is of course preferred to it. 
nearly obliterated, and the spot is On the Septimer are situated the 
grown over with a wail of chestnuts. sources of the Maira:and the Oberhalb- 
The inhabitants received many pre- stein Rhine, and out of a small lake 
vious warnings, which were unfortu- on its E. declivity, on the confines of 
nately despised. 	Masses of rock fell the Maloya, the River Inn rises out 
the day before, rents and crevices of the small lake called Lugo di 
were formed in the mountain, and the Lugni. 	Thus, one single mountain 
shepherds had observed their cattle distributes its 	rills between 	the 3 
fly from the spot with marks of exv great seas which bathe the continent 
treme terror. 	For many hours after, 
the course of the Maira was dammed 

of Europe. 
There has been a tolerable carriage-. 

up by the fallen debris, but luckily 
the 	river 	soon worked 	its 	way 

'road over the Malta, or Maloggia, 
Pose ever since 1823, but as the ap. 

through, without producing a debacle. proaches to it, until very lately, were 
The Val Bragaglia (Germ. Bergell) barely passable for the rudest kind 

is fertile and picturesque ; it is shut of cart, it ha% been hitherto of little 
in by high mountains. 	Many of its utility. 	The summit level is 6270 ft. 
inhabitants emigrate, and adopt the high. 	A little way down the E. side 
profession 	of 	chimney- sweepers, 
which they exercise in some of the 

of the ridge, the road falls in with 
the infant Inn (called Acqua d'Oen) 

large towns of the continent. 	After here a mere torrent which hastens 
passing through Santa Croce, and to pour itself into the lake of Sils, a 
Villa (Pontella), the road reaches the picturesque mountain basin, extend- 
Swiss frontier at ing as far as 

2 Castasegna. 	Above this, the 24 Sils, the highest village of the 
white mulberry no longer flourishes, 
and this is therefore the limit of the 

Engudine. ... The most conspicuous 
building here is the villa of a cho- 

culture of the silkworm. 	The ruined collate manufacturer, named Josti, a 
Castle of Castelmur on the 1. bank of native of Davos, who, having quitted 
the Maira is conspicuous by reason of Switzerland a beggar, made a large 
its tall donjon, 100 ft. 	high, from fortune in one of the capitals of N. 
which 2 walls, 15 ft. high and 10 thick, 
descend into the gorge to the river 

Germany, a part of which be expend- 
ed on 	this huge and unprofitable 

side. 	The valley was formerly closed *structure. 
here by a gate, and the tastle„ formed The lake of Sils is succeeded by 
the key of the valley. two other small lakes of Silva Plana, 
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and of Campfeer, through both of A multitude of streamlets trickle 
which the Inn passes. 	At Silva down from the crevices ita the sur. 
Plana the Julier road (Route 82), 
enters the Engadine; 	About S miles 
lower down stands 

rounding 	mountains, 	where 	deep 
snow rests almost all the year round, 
to feed the infant Rhine. 	But the 

1/ St. Mauritz. 	Route 82. Source of the Rhine lies about 10 
miles higher up the valley, half of 

- 	ROUTE 90. which distance, or two-thirdslate in the 
summer, can be performed on horse- 

PASS OF TIM 	iszliNAIMIX, 	srufszs back, the rest on foot; the latter part 
TO SELLINZONA. of the walk especially is difficult and 

fatiguing, and the assistance of a 
.41 posts=4511  Eng. miles. guide is necessary to find the way. 

A diligence goes to and from Tile scenery of the upper part of the 
Milan, twice a week. 	•In 1840, the valley is savagely grand, and well 
supply of post-horses on this road deserves 	the 	notice 	of* travellers. 
was very small, not exceeding 6 at The river takes its rise at the very 
each post-house, and difficulties are 
therefore experienced in getting on. 

extremity of this frost-bound valley, 
from beneath. t glacier ironically 

" The post-boys are often willing to called Paradies, stuated between the 
go on a stake beyond their own, but 
they demand exorbitant prices, and 

Moschel Horn and the Piz Val-Rhein, 
or Vogelberg (10,800 ft.), two of the 

you are not sure that the same diffi- highest 	mountains in 	the Orison 
culty will not occur at the next sta- range, forming part of the group 
tion." — C. D. called Monte Adula. 	At the end of 

The road over the Bernardin was about 4 miles the path begins to 
constructed in 1822, under the direr- ascend, and is soon lost in crossing 
lion of the engineer Pocobelli, at the steep slopes covered with debris of 
Joint expense ofothe Sardinian and rock, so that a previous knowledge of 
Orison governments. 	About 6-7ths the direction will alone enable the tra- 
of the sum required was advanced by yeller to reach tie source by himself. 
the King of Sardinia, who duly ap- After skirting along the sides of a sa- 
preciated the advantages to his do. vage ravine called Mille a steep de- 
minions to be derived from a high- 
way, which should connect by a di- 

scent leads down to the fountain head, 
in the glacier, which is sometimes hot. 

red line, the port of Genoa, and the lowed out into a magnificent dome 
capital of Turin, with Switzerland and or cavern. 
W. Germany. The road over the Bernardin bids 

The road, leaving the bridge of adieu to the Rhine at Hintsr-Rhein, 
Spliigen on the 1., advances up the crossing it by a stone bridge, the first 
valley of Hinter-Rhein, whose stern which spans its current, after which 
and 	barren 	features 	have 	less 	of 
beauty than of wildness, along the 

it 	immediately begins 	to 	ascend, 
breasting 	the 	steep 	slope 	of the 

1. bank of the Rhine through Niifa- mountain by sixteen zigzags; many 
nen, a distance of about 9 miles, to of its turnings are very abrupt. 

1 	Hinterrheiu — ( Inn : 	Post, 	a A striking view opens out on the 
wretched inn)—the highest village rt. over the bead of the Rhine valley 
in the valley, 170 ft. above Spliigen, 
an elevation at which no grain but 

and the 	glaciers whence it bursts 
forth. 	On the rt. of the road rises 

barley grows. 	Hence to the source the gigantic mass ofwthe Moschel- 
of the Rhine, will take up 6 or 7. Horn, and on 	the left the black 
hours going and returning, exclusive peak of: the tlittag-Horn overhangs 
of stoppages. the pass. 
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This passage over the Alps is said 
to have been known to the Romans; 
it was called the Vogelberg down to 

that a postilion, accustomed 	to it, 
trots quickly down the whole way, 
turning sharp round the corners of 

the beginning of the fifteenth cen- the zigzags. 	The traveller beholds 
tury, when a pious missionary, St. the road almost beneath his feet, 
Bernardin of Sienna, preached the extending like art uneciled rope below 
gospel through these remote Alpine him, and as he moves backwards and 
Valleys, and a chapel dedicated to forwards, following its turns, he ap- 
him, on the S. side of the mountain, 
gave rise to the name which it still 

pears to hover over the valley below, 
and might fancy himself fastened to 

retains. 	It was traversed in March, the end of a pendulum and balanced 
1799, by the French army of Le- in mid-air. 
courbe, at a season when winter still 
reigns on these elevations, and before 

11 St. Bernardino — (Inas: 	Post, 
and another larger, but neither are to 

the mountain 	possessed any other tobe recommended)—is a post-station 
road than A miserable mule-path. and village, the first and loftiest in the 

The summit of the pass, abciut valley of Misocco, consisting of a few 
7115 ft. 	above thg, sea, and 2900 houses planted half-way down the de- 
above the village opialiigen, is partly scent on a small plain or ledge. There 
occupied by a lake called Lago Moe- is a mineral spring here, having a 
sole, the source of the Moesa, along temperature of about 90° Fehr. 	It 
'whose margin the road runs. 	At is one of the highest mineral sources 
this points very substantial but home- among the Alps, and annually draws a 
ly Inn, or house of refuge, has been few invalids to the spot, but the corn- 
erected. pany is far from select. 	The passage 

A little way down the S. slope of of the mountain from Hinter-Rhein 
the mountain the Moesa is crossed by to St. Bernardin is effected in about 
a handsome bridge of a single arch, 31 hours. 	• 	 • 
110 ft. above the river, named after The descent 	from this into the 
Victor Emanuel, Kj,pg of Sardinia, 
who contributed so largely to the con, 
struction of this road. 	The carriage- 

lower valley of Misocco (in Germ. 
Misox Thal ; Ital. Val Mesolsina) is 
a scene of beauty scarcely surpassed 

way is here covered over with a sub- among the hips. 
stantial roof, supported on solid but- Near St. Giacomo there are quer- 
tresses, to protect it from avalanches ries of gypsum ; here there is also a 
and whirlwinds of snow, to which fall of the Moesa. 	It is a continued 
this gully is much exposed at times. descent as far as Misocco and the 
A few straggling and stunted pines Ponte di Soazza, which is only a few 
here 11140 their appearance; a little hundred feet higher than Coire, in 
lower down trees 40 or 50 ft. high, 
may be seen clinging to the rock, 
with barely two feet  depth of soil 

the valley of the Rhine. 	This will 
give some idea of the abruptness of 
the southern descent from the Alps 

beneath them : 	their roots scarcely contrasted with the northern. 
strike downwards at ail, but spread 1 Misocco--(Inn: Post, very dirty) 
far and wide in a horizontal direction, 
so that when a tree is thrown down 

a,yillage of about 900 inhabitants, 
called also Cremao. 	The views from 

by the wind, roots and soil are peeled its church-yard and 	old castle are 
off at once, and nothing but bare rock fine. 
remains below. In the neighbourhood of Misocco 

The S. facdsbf the mountain is also the luxuriant growth of the chestnut 
far more abrupt and precipitous than ,,and walnut, the abundant crops of 

maize, the presence of the vine and the N..
' 
 but' the road 1s so „skilfully 

carried down it„ and so gradually, the 	mulberry which succeed each 
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other within the space of a few miles, 
remind the traveller that be is indeed 

here or at Roveredo. 	At Grono the 
Val Calanca opens out frota the W. 

in Italy, and he soon becomes other- Roveredo—(Inn: Post,11 Canone 
wise aware of this change by the d'Oro)—a village containing nearly 
altered language, 	the laziness, and 1000 inhabitants, with 	the ruined 
filth 	of the inhabitants and 	their castle 	of Trivulzio in its vicinity. 
miserable habitations. 	The situation The Prior of Roveredo and 11 old 
of Misocco is charming; a: little way women were 	burnt for 	practising 
below it, in the middle of the valley, 
rises up the ruined Castle of Misocco, 
a feudal seat of the powerful lords 

witchcraft by Carlo Borromeo, in 
1583, at 	his first visitation 	of the 
diocese. 	The rivers hereabouts are 

of Masox, sold by them, 1482, to used to float down the timber cut 
the celebrated Milanese general Tri• in the forests of the higher trans- 
vulzio, taken and destroyed by the vetse valleys. 
Griiubdndtners, 1526. 	The valley St. Vittore is the last village in the 
is here bounded by precipices, over canton of the Grisons ; below it we 
and among whose rocky sides a enter the canton Tessin and the Val 
number of waterfalls 'dash, assuming Levantine, and our road joins that 
the shape of that which in Scotland descending 	fr2t* 	the 	St. Gothard 
is called the Mare's 'fail. 	The knoll ( Route 34.) n34low the junction of 
on which the castle 	stands 	seems the rivers Moesa and Ticino stands 
formed to command the passage up Arbedo, memorable in history for the 
and down, , severe defeat which the Swiss sus- 

A 	very steep and difficult path tained here from the Milanese, corn- 
ascends the E. side of the valley, 
nearly opposite the castle, and cross- 

mended by the celebrated generals 
Della Pergola and Carmagnola, in. 

ing the ridge of the Alps, by the 
dangerous pass of the Forcola, de- 

1422. 	Near the Church of St. Paul, 
called Chiesa Bosse, from 	its red 

.scends at once upon Chiavenna. colour, 2000 Swiss lie buried under 
The valley of.  Misocco 	has lost S large mounds, still distinguishable. 

much 	of its 	beauty 	and 	cheer- Defeat was at that period so unusual 
fulness since 	the 	fearful 	thunder- to the Swiss, even from a greatly 
storm and 	inundation of August, superior force, that they retired across 
1834, which overwhelmed the land in the Alps abashed and discouraged. 
many places with torrents of rocks, 
and beds of gravel and alluvium, thus 
condemning it to eternal sterility. 

The distant aspect of Bellinzona 
surrounded 	by battlemented walls, 
which once 	stretched 	quite across 

50 houses, 200 chalets, and many the valley, and overhung by no less' 
bridges were swept away. 	An in- than 3 feudal castles, is exceedingly 
scription has been attached to a huge imposing and picturesque. 	It looks 
mass stating that it and others de- as though it still commanded (as it 
scended from the Forcola. once did) the passage of the valley. 

Below Soazza the road crosses the The luxuriance of vegetation, and 
Moesa twice, and reaches the bottom the magnificent forms of the moun- 
of the valley, the descent below this trans around, complete the grandeur 
being inconsiderable. 	On the rt., 
close to the road, the graceful cas- 

of the picture. 
li Bellinzona (Germ : Bellenz) — 

cade of Butfalora precipitates itself Inns: Aquila (Aigle d'Or), "an ex- 
from the top of a rock. 	At Lostalla cellent, clean hotel, good cuisine, in 
the general legislative assemblies of a beautiful situation ; tlie master very 
the men of the valley are held an- attentive 	and 	obtiging ;"— de 	S. 
;many. 	 ' — Biscia (Se went). 

11 Leggia. 	The post 	is either Bellinzona, situated on the I. bank 
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of rthe Ticino, and containing 1520 XII., obtained temporary possession 
inhabitants, 	is one of the S chief of these valleys. 
towns of the canton 	Tessin, and From the beginning of the 16th to 
becomes the 	seat of government the end of the 18th century the Swiss 
alternately with Lugano and Lo- maintained uninterrupted possession 
canto, for 6 years together. 	It has 
all the character of an Italian town 

of Bellinzona, governing its territory, 
as a state subject to tht cantons, with 

in its narrow and dirty streets, and a rule as tyrannic as that of the ab- 
in the arcades which run under its solute dukes of Milan, their prede- 
houses. 	It stretches all across the cessors. 
-valley to the river, so that the only The three picturesque Castles which 
passage up or 49wn lies through its 
gates. 	It is still a place of some 

still seem to domineer over the town, 
though partly in ruins, were the resi- 

commercial importance as an entte- donee of the 3 Swiss bailiffs deputed 
pat for the merchandise of Germany to govern the district, and were occu- 
and Italy, and from its situation at pied by a garrison and armed with 
the point of union of 4 roads—from 
the St. Gothard, the Bernardin, from 

some pieces of cannon. 	The largest, 
called Castello Grande, on an isolated 

Lugano, and from 0Ipearno on the hill to the W. of the town, belonged 
Lago Maggiore. 	qn ancient times, 
however, it was of still greater mili- 

to canton Uri, and now serves as an 
arsenal and prison. 	Of the two cas- 

tary consequence, as the key of the ties on the E. the lower one, Castello 
passage from Lombardy into Ger- 
many, and defended as it. was by 3 

di Mezzo, belonged to canton Schwyts, 
and the highest of all, Castello Cor- 

forts and high walls, it must have bario, to Unterwalden ; they are both 
been a place of great strength. 	It unoccupied. 	The view from Castello 
became the fruitful cause of intrigue, 
contest, and • bloodshed between the 

Grande 	is very striking. 	A long 
bridge is here thrown over the river 

crafty Italians and the encroaching Ticino, which, 'louver, in summer is 
Swiss. 	The latter first obtained pos- so shrunk as to occupy only S or 4 
session of it, and of the Val Levan- of the arches. The banks are guarded 
tine, by a norinal bargain of 2400 against sudden inundations by astrong 
florins paid to the lord of Maior, 
and they obtained from the Emperor 

dyke called Tondo Ripario, construct-
ed by the French under Francis I. 

Sigismond a confirmation of their title. There remains little else to parti- 
The Duke of Milan, Phillip Maria cularise here. 	The principal Church, 
Visconti, whose ancestors had lost in the square, is a handsome modern 
this territory, by no means acquiesced 
in this transfer, and, seizing a favour- 

building faced with white marble, 
and has a pulpit ornamented with 

able opptrtunity, surprised the Swiss historical 	bas-reliefs. 	There 	are 
garrison of Bellinzona by.,a Milanese several convents here. 	The Church 
force under Della Pergola, and took of S. Maggio (St. Blaize), in the 
possession of the town and valley. suburb Ravecchia, outside the Luga- 
It was this event which led to the no gate, is said to be very ancient. 
battle of Arbedo, in which the Swiss Frain Bellinzona the traveller has 
received so severe a check. 	They the choice of two roads to Milan t 
afterwards twice gained 	possession by the Lago Maggiore (Route 91) 
of Bellinzona and its subject valleys or by the Lago Lugano (Route 92). 
by hard-fighting, ,. by the help of The Steamer on the Lago Mag- 
God and their 	halberts," 	as they giore departs from Magadino,' 8 m. 
boastingly proclaiPned, first from the S. of Bellinzona, every morning ex- 
Duke of Milan, pnd text from the 'cept Sunday, but see p. 237. 	(See 
French, who, in the reign of Louis HANDBOOK for Noe= ITALY.) 
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ROUTE 91. cautious in taking up his quarters in 
the village for the night. 4,§ 12.) 

DELLINZONA TO MAGAZIN° AND 1.0- This little village was not long ago 
calm), ON THE RAGO MAGGIORE. a small group of houses, but it has 

ital. miles. swiss stand. Eng. m. gained some importance of late, to 
To Magadinq, 8 	= 	23 	= 	91 the prejudice of its neighbour Locar- 
To Locarno, 11 	= 	31 	= 	124 no, as the port of the Lego Maggiore, 

The lower part of the valley of the at whose N. extremity it lies, and as 
Ticino, between Bellinzona and the the station of the steamboats. 
Jake, is a broad plain, from which The steamer Verbano sets out in 
the mountains recede to a consider- summer from Magadino down the 
able distance, but still give grandeur Lago Maggiore to Arona and the 
to the landscape. 	The country is Borromean Islands, returning in the 
highly cultivated, the slopes covered dening ; (but see p. 257.) 
with vineyards, but the bottom be- From Magadino to Lugano is 
comes marshy lower down, and is 
therefore unhealthy. 

3 posts of canton Ticino. •— C. D. 

The road from Bellinzona to Lo- There is a road practiCable for car- 
riages on both sides of the Ticino; carno crosses 	Ticino by the long 
that on the I. is the most direct to bridge complet8I 	in 	1815, in the 
Magadino, place of one carried away by the 

On quitting Bellinzona, by the Lu- fearful 	inundation of 1515, which 
gsno gate -the dry bed of a torrent did so much injury to the whole vat. 
called Dragonata is passed. 	As its by (p. 110). The road runs along the 
name would imply,' it is at times a rt. bank. 	It passes under the Monte 
great scourge; it carried off in 1768 Carasso, and commands a good view 
the Franciscan convent outside the of the opposite mountains, including 
town, and threatens similar injury. the Monte Cenere, and up the valley 

There are mast),  country-houses on over the romantic town of Bellinzona 
the outskirts; 	and high upon the to the snowy 	1ps towering behind .A 
slopes of the 	bills 	are 	numerous it. 	The low ground through which 
buildings, now deserted, to which' in the 	now 	almost stagnant 	Ticino 
ancient times the natives of Bellin- winds, being very marshy, is not so 
zone used to resort for safety, when pleasing a feature, and the exhale- 
the plague was raging in the town. tions from it are unwholesome. 	At 
At Cadenazzo the road to Lugano, 
over the Monte Cenere •, (Route 92.) 
turns to the E. out of our route. 

the bridge of Sementina, a torrent 
issuing out of a ravine on the rt., 
forms a pretty waterfall. 	In 1829 

141. Magadino.. (Inns: II Batello a this stream, swelled with sudden rains, 
Vapore, 	kept by 	Sig. Buffoni, a 
physician ; is clean, comfortable, and 

desolated the land aroundIts mouth, 
and carried away the bridge. Accord- 

charges moderate ; well situated by ing to the superstitious notions of the 
the side of a mountain stream which peasantry, the upper part of this wild 
carries with it a current of fresh air, 
and separates the house from the 

gorge is haunted by the ghosts of 
misers, who there do penance after 

marshes ;—post in the village. 	Ma_ death for their exactions from the 
gadino has the reputation of being poor while living. 	The latter part 
unhealthy, owing to the neighbour- of the route, after crossing the tor- 
hood of the marshes of the Ticino rent Verzasca as it winds along the 
and the prevalence of malaria — a W. shore of the takemis splendid be.. 
sufficient reason to make a traveller yond description. 

• li Posts of canton Ticino. Sf Lamm) (Germ. Luggarus). 
f See 4 S. Introduction. (Inn: Corona.) 	This is one of the 
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three capitals of canton Tessin ; • it numbered among its inhabitants. 	At 
has 1700 itgiabitants, and is said to the head stand the signors (nobili); 
have• once contained twice as many, 
but has decayed since the 15th cen- 
tury in population and prosperity. 

next 	to 	them 	the 	borghesi, 	or 
burghers; below them the cultivators, 
terrieri, or old landholders: these 3 

It is beautifully situated on the mar- classes have the right of pasture on 
gin of the lake, on which it has a the common lands, an almost worth- 
little port, 	at the foot of the hill less privilege, owing to the neglect 
surmounted by the church of Ma- into which they have fallen. 	Below 
donna del Sasso, and at the entrance these, as to privileges, rank the oriondi 
of the converging valleys of Val (settlers from the villages), and the 
Verasca, 	Maggia, 	Onsernone, and sessini ; and the quatrini and men- 
Centovalle, the last a primitive••dis- sualisti, foreign settlers. 
trict scarcely ever visited by travel'. The decay of the prosperity of the 
lens. 	The climate, 	the vegetation, 
and the sky are all Italian ; even the 

town is traced to the intolerance of its 
Romish inhabitants, who, instigated 

people are Italian in laziness and su- by 	their 	priests, 	compelled 	those 
perstition. 	The groves of orange and among their fellow-citizens who had 
lemon, the tall white ttseples on the adopted the Reformed faith to emi- 
hill•sides, and the little white chapels 
peering out from among the trel- 

grate. 	In March, 1553, 116 persons, 
including women and children, who 

lissed vines, and 	mirrored 	in 	the had refused to purchase the privi- 
glassy lake, 	are 	all 	characteristic lege of remaining by the sacrifice of 
features of an Italian landscape, even their religion, were banished by a 
though, as far as frontier-lines are decree of the Swiss diet, and quitted 
concerned, wo are still in Switzer- their homes for ever. 	With them 
land. 	The deposits of the numerous went industry and prosperity; they 
torrents here flowing into the lake settled at Zurich, transferring thither 
have encroached considerably upon the manufacture of silk, which is now 
it, 	forming 	a 	flat 	marshy 	delta, 
which renders LocarrTo not altoge. 

of such vast commercial importance 
to that city. 	The day after the sen- 

ther healthy. 	. tence of exile had been pronounced; 
The 	principal 	buildings 	in the the papal nuncio arrived with two in- 

town are the churches and the con- quisitors : he indignantly objected to 
vents; of the former it has three, be. the mildness of the 	sentence, and 
sides that of Madonna del Sasso, on urged the deputies of the diet, under 
the height above it, a building well pain of the 	pope's displeasure, to 
worth visiting, for the exquisite view couple with 	it confiscation of the 
it commands over the blue lake, and goods of the heretics and separation 
the entrance of the 'Valley of the of them from their children, in order 
Ticino, whose winding course may that they might be educated as pa- 
be traced flashing *in the sun. pists. 	To this demand, however, the 

The market at Locarno, held once deputies 	did 	not 	yield obedience. 
a fortnight, is frequented by the na- The doctrines of the Reformation 
tivee of the neighbouring *alleys from 
far and near, and exhibits a singular 

were preached here first by Beccaria, 
'•a pious Milanese monk, about 1534: 

mixture of costumes, 
- The traveller will be surprised to 

he was soon expelled, and took re-
fuge in the Val Misocco. 

hear that in this little paltry town The criminal statistics of the dis- 
the distinctiono of. rank are more trict around Locarno show a large 
punctiliously obierved than in many :vomit of crime in proportion to the 
of the great European capital" 	No number of inhabitants. 	The neigh. 
less than seven grades or castes are bowing valley of Verzasca is in evil 
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repute for the number of assassins- Travellers bound for the Simplon 
tions committed in it. 	Bonstetten, 
who travelled through it in 1795, 
says that the men all wear at their 

should disembark their sarriages at 
Aronn, and so escape the Austrian 
Custom House. 

girdle, behind, a knife a foot long; Sailing-boats may always be hired 
called falciuolo, to kill one another. at any of the ports on the lake to 
He states that the average number make short excursions. 
of law-suits among a population of The Logo Maggiore, the Lacus Ver. 
37,000 souls was 1000 yearly. Whe- bans of the Romans (Germ. Langen 
ther this statement were true or not See, or Lager See), is about 52 miles 
at the time, a great improvement has 
certainly taken place since; at pre- 

(47 Italian =12 German miles) long, 
and about 9 miles wide at its greatest 

sent the number of offences in the breadth. 	Only a small portion, at 
same district, where the population id N. extremity, which is often called 
returns show an increase of 3000 Lago di Locarno, belongs to Swit- 
souls upon the preceding census, pre- zerland. 	About 7 miles S. of Lo- 
sents an average of 100 crimes against carno, the Austrian frOntier occupies 
person and property yearly. 	Acta the E. shore, and the Sardinian the 
of violence, murder, Sm. are, how- W. 	The nsaiitation of the lake is 
ever, 	still 	very common, 	and 	the free to the three states which form 
people have the reputation of being its margin; but the Austrians have 
very litigious. established a sort of lake police upon 

There is a path up the Centovalli, 
a secluded and little-visited valley, 
very winding and narrow, to Domo 

its whole extent. 	The 3 chief rivers 
by which it is fed, are, the Ticino, 
flowing from the St. Gothard ; the 

d'Ossola on the Simplon (Route 59.) Tress, which drains the Lago Lu- 
The path is a bad one. gano ; 	and the 	Toccia, 	or 	Toga, 

The Val Maggie (Germ. Mayen. 
thal) opens out.about 2 miles to the 

descending from the Val Formazza, 
by Domo d' Ossola. 	The scenery of 

N.W. of Locarno, beyond the narrow its upper end is bold and mountain- 
pass of the Ponte Brolla. 	A tolerable ous ; so is thebay of Baveno (to call 
cross carriage-road has been carried by that name the W. t)rin, containing 
up it to Cevio, the chief village, and the Borromean Islands, and over- 
thence to Peccia. 	It cost the canton hung by the snowy peaks of the 
nearly 800,000 Swiss fr. , The dis- 
tance from Locarno to Covio is 9 

Alps); but, towards the S. and E., 
its shores are less lofty, subsiding 

Italian miles; and thence to Fusio, 
the highest village, 10 	miles. 

gradually into the Plain of Lom-
hardy. 

The principal places on time W. 
shore are Ascona, surmoutted by I 

LAGO MAGGIORE. 

A dirty Steamer starts every morn- 

castle; 	Brissago, a charming spot, 
conspicuous with 	its white houses, 
and avenue of cypress, lending to the 

ing but Sonday from 11Iagadino, and, 
keeping near the W. shore, calls off 

church. 	Its inhabitants are wealthy 
and industrious. 	Terrace rises above 

Locarno, Canobio,Canaro;Intra, the terrace against the hill side; 	and 
Borromean Islands, Belgirate, Arona, 
and Sesto, for passengers both going 

the 	vine, 	 fig, 	olive, 	pomegranate, 
and myrtle, flourish in time open air. 

and returning. 	It quits Magadino Beyond this, the Swiss territory ends. 
between 5 and 6, in summer, and Canobbio, situated met the entrance 
returns about 8. 	It reaches the Isola of the Piedmontese valley Canobina, 
Bella about 10 A.M., and returns contains a church designed by Bra- 
thither about 21. mante.• The two islands off Canero 
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were, in the fifteenth century, the giore; but a far more interesting 
resort of five robber-brothers, named prospect opens out on the opposite 
Mazzarda, Ivho committed depreda- descent towards Lugano. 	In front 
tions all along the shores of the lake, expands its beautiful lake, backed.by 
Intra is a very industrious small town, 
with several manufactories. 	A road 

mountains; and, 	on 	the 	rt., the 
Monte Salvadorc, with the church:on 

has been commenced along this shore 
of the lake, by the Sardinian govern- 

its conical summit, betomes conspi, 
cuous. 	At Rivera, the road falls in 

ment, to connect Baveno, on the Sim. with 	the river Aguo, which rises 
plon, with Bellinzona and the St. about 12 miles to the E., at the foot 
Gothard. of the Monte Camoghe', and follows 

The places on the E. side of the it through Bironico to Alorone,where 
Lego Maggiore are 	St. Abbondio it turns to the I., and again ascends a 
(Swiss); Macagno (Austrian); Le- slight eminence, at whose foot lies 
dino, whence a good road runs by 2i Lugano (Germ. Lauis)—(Inns, 
Ponte Tress) to Lugano ( Route 93.); all bad : 	Corona 	extremely dirty ; 
Porto and Laveno, nearly opposite Albergo Suizzero no better ; stenches 
Intra, whence a carriage.road runs abominable. 
to Varese and the Sal% Monte. Lugano,one of the 3 chief towns of 

The Borromean !Mends and the S. the canton Tessin, and the largest, most 
extremity of the lake are described in thriving in trade, and most extending 
Route 59. in population, contains 4500 inha-

bitants, and is charmingly situated 
11.0 U T E 92. on the margin of the Lago Lugano. 

It deserves to be visited, were it only 
nstraxzoNA TO LUGANO AND G0310 on account of the beauty of its site 

BY TUB MONTE GETMAN. and to explore the scenery of its lake. 
The 	hills 	and 	mountains around 

To Lugano, A Swiss stunden =16 abound in all the Koductions of the 
Italian 	miles--.171 English 	miles. luxuriant vegetation of Italy; 	and 
Although the distance is io small, it numerous villas are scattered along its 
will occupy between four and five slopes and margin, embowered among 
hours. 	 . vineyards andiFardens, and backed by 

To Como, • 5 posts=33i English the dark foliage of the umbrageous 
miles. walnut. 	The town contains 3 mo.. 

Diligences daily to Lugano. nasteries and 3 nunneries. The prin. 
This road turns out of the valley of cipal 	Church, or Cathedral of San 

the Tessin at, Cadenazzo (p. 235.) 
about 4 miles below Bellinzona, and 

Lorenzo, is planted on an eminence, 
commanding a fine view. The portal 

begins tosascend the Monte Cenere, 
a steep ridge surmounted by means 

is richly adorned with sculpture, and 
the façade is said to be from a:design 

of numerous zigzags. 	The top cannot of Bramante. 	A 'small chapel, at- 
be reached in less than 2 hours from filched to the sequestrated convent of 
Bellinzona. This part of the road was S. Francisco, built by Bramante, has 
formerly infeited by robbers, and; not been pulled down. 	Near the cathe. 
long ago, 	the 	night diligence, 	in dral is a Curious bone-house. 
crossing it, was accompanied. by an Santa Maria degli Angioli, founded 
armed escort; but, since a guard- 
house of carabineers has been este- 

- in 1499, contains remarkable paint, 
lugs by Bernardino Luini t a Cruel- 

Wished on the uimmit, there appears fixion in the church, and a Madonna 
to be no longer ddhger. 	From the over a doorway of an inner court in 
summit, a fine view is obtained over the adjoining convent, are both works 
the 14. extremity of the Lae, Mag- of first-rate excellence; a Bast Supper, 
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in the refectory of the convent, is of going and returning, including an 
inferior merit. hour on the top. 	The horses or mules 

The Hospital was erected previous to be hired at Lugano are very inferior 
to the year 1200. 	There is a Theatre 
here of recent construction. 

to those of the Rigi and Oberland, 
and accidents sometimes occur with 

There are considerable manufac. them. 	The charge for a horse and 
tures of silk ineLugano ; and the town man to lead it is 5 francs, and 2 
further derives activity and prosperity zwanzigers, drink money (mania). 
from being the entrepat of goods There is a house on the summit, but 
shipped across the lake from Italy, 
to be transported over the Alps, and 
nice versa. 	A large fair is held here 

it yields no other refreshment than 
water."— C. .1), 

" Monte Salvadore stands amid 
on the 9th October. 	No less than 3 
newspapers are published here, chiefly 
advocating very democratic principles, 
and not unfrequently attacking the 
neighbour4 monarchial governments 

the intricacies of the Lake of Lugano, 
and is, from a hundred points of view, 
its principal ornament — rising to a 
height of 2000 ft., and, qn one side, 
nearly perpendicular. 	The ascent iS 

of Austria and Sardinia. 	There are, 
several printing establishments, which 

toilsome, but the traveller who per-
forms it will lie amply rewarded. 

send forth cheap editions of works Splendid fertlityt rich woods, and 
prohibited in Italy. dazzling waters, seclusion and con- 

Environs.—Monte Caprino.—. The finement of view contrasted with sea- 
mountain opposite Lugano is pene- like extent of plain, fading into the 
trated by natural grottoes, which have sky—and this again, in an opposite 
been converted into cellars, 	called quarter, with an horizon of the loftiest 
Confine. Numerous small houses are and boldest Alps— unite in compos- 
built over them ; so that at a distance ing a prospect more diversified by 
they have the appearance of a village. magnificence, beauty, and sublimity, 
These are much resorted to in summer than perhaps any other point in Eu- 
by the townspeople on account of their 
coolness. 

rope, of so inconsiderable an elevation, 
commands."—Wordsworth. 

A further inducement to visit this Lugano is distant only 15 miles 
spot 	is the exquisite 	that it *view  from Como and 12 fro& Varese: the 
commands. Logo di Como, on the E., may be 

Theview from the top'of Monte Sal- reached in 3 hours (Route 93.), and 
uadore is of no common beauty and ex- the Lago Maggiore in less. 	A good 
tent. This mountain formsapromon- carriage-road runs to Luino, on its E. 
tory, washed on t wo sides by the Lake of shore, described together. with the 
Lugano. 	The view extends over nu- Lego Lugano in Route 93. 
merous other lakes, and is bounded by The road to Como ruts by the 
the snowy chain of the Alps. 	Monte water-side, under the Monte Sava- 
Rosa is seen in all its grandeur from dore. 	The limestone rocks, compos- 
hence ; and, according to some, the ing its base, exhibit a singular phe 
white needles of the Dom of Milan nomenon, highly interesting to the 
are visible when the atmosphere is geologist. 	About 10 minutes' walk 
very clear. 	Keller has engraved the beyond the chapel of San Martino, a 
panorama from this mountain. 	On compact, smoke-grey limestone al)r 
the summit 	is a little pilgrimage pears by the road-side, in beds about 
chapel: the distance is less than 7 a foot thick. 	" The further we ad- 
miles, and it may be reached on horse- vane, the more we find the beds of 
back in 2 hours, or on foot in 1 i hour 
from Lugano; 	a party, including' 

limestone traversed by small veins, 
lined with rhombs of dolomite. 	Aa 

ladies on horseback, took 4i hours we advance, 'the rock appears divided 
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by fissures, the stratification ceases to 1i MILAN. 
be distinct and, where the face of the 
mountain 'becomes perpendicular, it 
is found to be formed entirely of dolo-
mite, which becomes gradually purer 
and more white, until a little way 
from Melide, where it is succeeded 

See HAND-BOOK roa ham 

ROUTE 93. 	. 

t Irmo, ON THE LAGO °MAGGIORE, TO 
by a dark augite porphyry." The cc- MENAGGIO ON THE LAGO DI OCHICI; 
lebrated geologist Von Buch considers 
that the gas discharged from this latter 
igneous rock, at the time when the 

ACROSS THE taco Luoaso. 

Luino, a small village, on the E. 
mountain was upheaved by volcanic shore of the Logo Maggiore, has a 
forces from below, has penetrated the tolerable inn ; but a bargain should 
fissures of the limestone, and changed be made beforehand. 	A good car- 
the part of it nearest to the por.phyry riage-road leads hence to Lugano, a 
into dolomite. 	The change in colour drive of 3 or 4 hours, ascending di- 
and 'substance, from a grey limestone rectly from the margin of the lake, the 
into a white crystalline marble, like steep heights behind Luino, which 
loaf-sugar, may be easily  traced in its command a fine prospect. 	It then 
gradual transition lay The road-side. follows the rt. bank of the Tress, up- 

At Melide, a promontory projects wards, at a considerable height above 
into the lake, from the point of which 
a ferry-boat conveys passengers and 

that river, through a beautiful valley, 
crossing the Swiss frontier about 3 

carriages across it, in a few minutes, 
to 	Bissone, 	on 	the 	opposite side. 

miles from Luino, and 9 from Lu, 
gano. 

Melide is the birthplace of Fontana, 
the architect, who, in 1586, trans- 

Ponta Tresa, a village of 365 in- 
habitants, 	is named 	from an old 

ported the Egyptian obelisk from the wooden bridge which leads across the 
Coliseum at Rome, and erected it on river into Lombardy. 	At the further• 
the square in front of the Vatican. end stands the Austrian toll and cus- 

A fter a delightful•ride along the tom-house; and, on this side, a Swiss 
shore of the lake, the road quits it at toll is exacted. 	A great proportion 
Capolago,atursoon reaches Mendrisio, 
which, though a small town of 1700 

of the cattle, with which Lombardy is 
supplied by SIvitzerland, pass over it. 

'inhabitants, contains 3 convents. 	It The village is prettily situated on a 
is supposed to be the cradle of the bay of the Lago Lugano, so corn- 
once-powerful Milanese family Delle pletely land-locked as to seem a dis- 
Torre, or Torriani. The famous tower, 
from which they derived their name, 
was destmlnyed in the civil wars of the 

tinct lake.  
Another of the winding reaches of 

the lake stretches N. about half a mile 
14th century. on the E. of our road, as far as 

The inhabitants keep their wine in 
caves in the inauntains, which form 
capital cellars. The Austrian custom- 

Agno, a village of 600 inhabitants, 
placed at the spot where the Agno, 
or Bedagio, empties itself into the 

house and police-office is reached a lake. 
little beyond Chiasso, and Within 2 One of the prettiest scenes on this 
miles of very picturesque road is that pre- 

3 Como.• Described in HANDBOOK sented by the small lake of Muzzano, 
V011 NORTH ITALY. which lies on the rt. of the road to 4 parlasina.t Lugano (see p. 238.). 

"' 	• The Logo Lugano (called also Cc- 
* 3 Posts of canton Tessin. 
j' Austrian posts. 	• 

•risio) is exceedingly irregular in shape, 
making several very acute bends, so 
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that the conspicuous mountain Sal- groves. 	This palace contains several 
',adore stands on a promontory,washed remarkable works of art—, paintings 
on two sides by its waters: its greatest by Gaudenzio Ferrari, 0. Luini, and 
length is about 20 miles. 	Its E. and others ; also the Palametles of Canova, 
W., and one of its S. arms, terminate and, above all, Thorwaldsen's grand 
in the Austrian territory, and travel- 
lens must have an Austrian visa on 

bas-relief, the Triumph of Alexander, 
executed for Napoleon when Empe- 

their passports, to enable them to land ror, and designed by him to decorate 
there. the Simplon arch at Milan. 

The scenery of this lake is exceed- Bellagio is a charming spot, corn- 
ingly beautiful, and has a character manding perhaps the most splendid 
distinct from that of its two neigh- views to be met with on any of the 
bours, Como and Maggiore, in being 
more gloomy, rugged, and unculti- 

Italian lakes. The prospect is double, 
extending upwards, as well as down 

rated. 	It at the same time presents towards Como and Lecco. 	The best 
great variety; near Lugano its shores points for enjoying it are die terraces 
are as smiling, as frequently speckled and delightful gardens of the Villa 
with white villas and churches, and as 
richly fringed with vines,.fig-trees and 

Serbelloni. 	41. The Villa 1111zzoanother palace in 
walnut-groves, as the more garden. this neighbourhood, is a charming 
like borders of the Lago di Como; mansion, elegantly fitted up, chiefly 
but in penetrating its-E. 'bay from visited on account of its beautiful 
Lugano to Porlezza, the mountains flower-garden. 
gradually assume a more wild and Varenna( where the Post-house is 
precipitous outline, and the darker most 	agreeable quarters) may 	be 
foliage of the pine forests furnishes the visited on account of the remarkable 
predominating colour, galleries near it excavated in the solid 

Boats for passengers and carriages rock, to allow that magnificent work 
may be hired at Lugano for Porlezza; 
it takes 5 hours to row thither, and 

of art, the Road to the Stelae, Pass, 
to traverse the E.  shore of the lake. 

the charge for a boat with two rowers The Comasques emigrate all over 
is 8 fr. 	There is no road along this Europe, as vendors of plater of Paris 
part of the lake. 	• figures, 	barometers, 	and 	looking- 

Porlezza lies within the Lombard glasses. 
frontier, and is the station of. the A steam boat starts every morning 
Austrian police and doganiers. 	Chars at 8 from Como, and ascends the 
may be hired here to go to Menag- lake to Domaso, returning the same 
gio. The road is excellent, it traverses evening, and touching at all the prin- 
a very pretty valley, passing on the rt. cipal places on its shores. 	The fare 
the little lakes of Piano and Bene. is 5 fr. 22 c. 	It will take carriages 
It is a walk of about 2 hours to reach and land them at Colico, where a pier 

Mcnnggio, an unimportant village has been erected for the purpose, a 
on the W. shore of the Lago di Como. post station on the road leading to 
Instead of stopping here the traveller 	the Stelvio (IlANDoox S. GErtai.xxv) 
had better either proceed a little way 	and Spliigen. 
down the lake to Cadenabbia, or cross I 	The 	steamer 	returns 	to 	Como 
it to the promontory of Bellagio, or to 	about 5, corresponding, both in the 
the opposite shore at Varenna, at all hour of arrival and departure, with 
which places there are good inns, the omnibus (called Velocifera), which 
Near Tremezzo, a little way beyond runs to and from Milan gaily. 
Cadenabbia, is the Villa Sommariva, 
among terraces bordered with myrtle 

• They who wish to explore 	the 
beauties ofthe lake at their leisure 

hedges 	and perfumed 	with citron 	had better take a row-boat. 
Switz. 	 at 
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There cannot be a more delightful terraced gardens; and near Cernob4 
voyage than that along the S. W. bia, the t Villa d'Este, so named by 
arm of the lake to Como ; the shores Caroline of Brunswick, Princess of 
are literally speckled with 	villages 
and with white villas, the summer 

Wales, who resided here some time, 
also the Villa Odescalchi, the largest. 

resort of the Milanese nobility, dur- on the lake. 
ing the season of the Villeggiatura. The Lake of Com8, called by the 

The places most worthy mention- ancients Lacus Larius (te Lari Max- 
ing on the E. shore are Nesso, back- ume I — Virg.), is about 40 miles 
ed by a dark wooded gully, out of long, from N. to S. Its S. extremity 
which dashes a cascade, and near' it is divided into two branches by the 
the Villa Lenno, supposed to stand promontory of Bellagio; at the bet- 
on the site of Pliny's Villa, which, 
from its sombre situation, he called 

tom of one of these bays lies Como 
(Comum), the birth-place of Pliny 

Tragadia r an opinion confirmed by and Volta; and, at the extremity of 
the discovtry of broken columns, &c., 
in the lake. 	Beyond Lenno (Lem- 
nos), in a retired bay, is the Villa 

the other, on the E., Lccco. 	The 
chief feeder of the lake is the Adda, 
which enters it at the N., and flows 

Pliniana, a square, melancholy build- out at Lecco. 	The bay of Como has 
ing, so called,noehecause Pliny lived no outlet, so that its waters must also 
here, but because an 	intermittent find their way out by the Adda. 
spring, rising behind it, is asserted to Taken 	altogether, it perhaps sur- 
be the one minutely described by him. passes in beauty of scenery, and in 
Beyond the wooded promontory Tor- the richness of its almost tropical 
no is Blevio, near which a monument vegetation, every other lake in Italy. 
is erected to the memory of Captain It enjoys a classical reputation, as 
Locke, who was drowned here in the residence of the two Plinys, and 
1853, but his body has never been the scene of the scientific researches 
found. 	Nearer to Como is the Villa of the elder Pliny, the naturalist.. 
Pasta, the residence.of the celebrated Claudian 	describes 	the voyage up 
singer. the lake in 	the following eleganb 

On the apposite or W. shore, be- 
ginning from Cadehabbia, we may 

lines:— ,. 
• 

mention Balbiano, on a projecting "Protium umbrosa qua vestit littus ollvIt 
promontory, 	the 	Isola 	Concacina, Lar3us, et duld mentitur Nerea soda, 

Parva puppe lacum pratervotat, Ociusinde 
Urio, the Villa Passalacqua, with its Scandit inaccessos brumali Indere mantes.'    
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SECTION IL 

THE ALPS OF PIEDMONT AND SAVOY. 
• 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION. 
a 

CONTENTS. 

1. Piedmontese and Savoyard Alps. — 2. Inns. — 3. Roads. —.4. Mules and 
Guides. — 5. Posting. —6. Custom Houses. —7. Malaria. —8. 	Wine ; 
Bread. 7.9. Money ;  .Distances.-10. Maps.  

§ 1. As the traveller in Switzerland, who has fully enjoyed the scenery of the 
Alps, and inhaled fresh spirit with the mountain air, must desire information 
upon such routes as are often or occasionally visited across the great chain 
of the Alps south of the Simplon, and 'which would lie within his summer's 
excursion : the following information upon such passes as debouche into the 
course of the route of the Simplon, furnished by a traveller whi  has himself 
examined all upon which he has written, will be found useful to those who 
are disposed, not only to examine the lateral valleys which fall into that 
Route, but such other Alpine passes and retreats as the traverses of the great 
chain present, from Savoy and France into Piedmont. 	 -. 

Piedmont has on its northern, western, and south-western sides, a clearly- 
defined frontier in the ridge of the great chain of the Alps. 	}Tom the 
valley of the Toccia, which lies within its frontier, to the Col de Ferret, near 
Mont Blanc, the Pennine Alps divide it from Switzerland; from the Col de 
Ferret to Mont Tabor, the Graian Alps separate Piedmont from Savoy; 
from Mont Tabor to the Col d'Argentidre, at the head of the valley of the 
Stura, the Cottian Alps separate it from France ; and from the Argentiere 
to the source of the Tanaro in the Monte Cassino, the Maritime Alps divide 
Southern Piedmont from the county of Nice. East of the Monte Cassino the 
great alpine chain passes insensibly into the Apennines. 	• • The Southern or Maritime Alps, the eastern boundary—the frontier of 
the Milanese and the States of Parma • —are %it within the object of this 

* See Handbook for Nowm ITALY. 

X 8 
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section, which is to furnish to travellers useful information for excursions 
in the Alps of Piedmont. 

On the side of Italy, the Alps offer a striking difference in their appear. 
ance from that presented in the approaches from Switzerland, Savoy, or France,. 
From these the intervention of secondary ranges, and tine long valleys 
preclude any great extent of the chain from being seen at the same time; 
but from the plains of Piedmont, even as near as Turin—not 30 miles in a 
direct line from the nearest point in the crest of the chain—a range of 
the central peaks and passes, extending through 200 miles, is clearly seen. 

A day's journey is sufficient, from almost every accessible part of the crest 
of the Alps, for a descent into the plains of Piedmont ; whilst on the western 
;side of the chain, two or three days of approach from the plains, in deep 
valleys amidst the mountains, are requisite for its attainment. 

§ 2. Inns :— The rambler in the Piedmontese Alps will generally find ac-
commodation equal sia any in Switzerland, except perhaps in the beaten routes 
of the Bernese-Aids,lind sightseeing excursions, as on the Righi. 	Crowds 
would find provisions short, and want of room, but parties of two or three 
would fare well, be received with civility without obsequiousness, and meet 
with less extortionate hosts than in Switzerland. 	Fleecing the traveller has 
not. yet grown into at system as among that independent people; and, gene-
rally, a traveller may devote more time and visit more sublime scenes, at a 
less expense and with nearly as much facility as in Switzerland. 	Piedmont 
only requires to be more known to turn the current of ramblers, and induce 
them ON spend a part at least of their time and money among its romantic 
valleys and passes. 	' 

§ 3. The 'Roads skirting the Alps, and the approaches to them from the 
plains of Piedmont; are generally excellent. 	Whenever there is intercourse 
there is a good road adapted to the wants of the inhabitants: if fit for Vo: 
lantins or chars, these may always be obtained at moderate charges, usually: 
12 francv day, 	 k. 

§ 4. Mules may readily be obtained in all mountain routes accessible to 
them, archarges varying from 4 to 6 francs a day ; and guides at 4 or 5 francs 
a day may be had in every Alpine village of Piedmont. 	It iedesirable to 
get men known to, or recommended by, the innkeepers or the Ctir6s of their 
villages; for they are so fond of the employment that few scruple to avow 
their acquaintance with passes and places of which they really know nothing: 
their only use, then, to the traveller is to bear his luggage, and talk Pied- 
mont4, a jargon which few travellers are acquainted with. 	In Piedmont 
French and Italian are often unknown; among those, however, accustomed 
to act as  guides, French is generally spoken, especially in those valleys on the 
frontiers of ravel,  and Frtiiice. 	• 

If mules, horses, or a char be taren across the frontier, a Goleta, or per-
mission to pass the &bang, is necessary ; here the animal is registered, the 
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course of the traveller stated, and money for the horse deposited as a duty 
upon the entrée, which is repaid to the owner when he leaves the place on 
the frontier indicated in the boleta, as the point by which he is to return to 
.his own country. 

§ 5. Posting.—The charges are the same as in France, 1 franc 50 cents 
for each horse per post, and 75 centimes for the postillion (who usually 
receives 40 sous.) 	a, 

The Piedmontese post contains 8,000 metres, about 5 English miles. 
The postmasters are forbidden to furnish horses except to persons provided 

with a bolletone or order issued by the Bureau des Postes to that effect. 
On entering and quitting Turin, i a post extra is charged over and above 

he actual distance. 	, 
Diligences' office at Turin, Bonafous & Co., Contrada del Teatro d'Ar-

gennes, No. 37. 
§ 6. As there is much smuggling on the frontier of :once, the traveller is 

often subjected to vexatious delay, but time will always dm gained by sub- 
mitting to it. 	The French can rarely be bribed—the Piedmontese more 
easily—to.facilitate the passage from one country to another.  
• § 7. It is almost unnecessary to advise a traveller not to sleep in the plains 
if he can reach the mountains. 	His own love of that 

" Health in the breeze and freshness in the gale," 
which is so exciting and invigorating in the mountains, would prompt him to 
seek for the pleaure of breathing it and the spirits it inspires; but the sug- 
gestion is offered to induce young travellers to avoid sleeping near the rice • 
grounds of Piedmont, or near the ponds, where in the summer the Pied- 
Montese steep their hemp : these are deleterious, and may produce fever—
fatal to the continuance eind enjoyment of an 'Alpine journey. 

§ 8. The wines of Piedmont are generally wholesome, often fine, and 
sometimes of great celebrity ; and there is scarcely a hut in a village on the 
Mountains where grisane—a fine sort of biscuit, long, like pipes, and.made of 
excellent flour,—cannot be obtained. 	The traveller should never fail to 
supply his pockets with some of this bread or biscuit broken into convenient 
lengths; this, with a quaff from a fresh cold spring, having a dash of Kirsch-
enwasser in it, will bear him, if taken at his intervals of rest, through a long 
day's journey. 
• 19. The money of Piedmont is the same as of France ; i. e., of the same 
quality, denomination, and value. 

The measures of distance are very difficult to understand. 	By the mile of 
Italy, 60 to a degree, is sometimes meant ;' but more frequently the mile of 
Piedmont, 40 to a degree : the difference is enough to add a wiry length to 
a day's journey, when the mile is nearly

, 
 double that of the tulle of England. 

The French league of 25 to a degree is a common measure by which they 
estimate distances; but all these are vague as applied to mountain rambles, 

at 3 
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and it is best to estimate distance by time. 	There can be no mistake where 
from point, to point is stated as so many hours distant; and what has been 
accomplished in a day or six hours by one traveller, may be safely recom- 
mended as the time required for another, and as the distance reckoned herein 
for time, rather exceed what is required by a very active walkgr, the estimate 
will not deceive. 

§ 10. Maps. —There are no maps of the Alps upon which implicit con- 
fidence can be placed, at least of the country south of Mont Blanc. 	Ray- 
mond's Sheet Map is full of errors, and those published by the Sardinian 
Government are deplorably inaccurate. 	Paul Chaix's Map of Savoy is go. 
nerally correct, for Savoy itself ;.but like that of Switzerland by Keller, 
of which the edition of 1838 is the best, beyond the boundaries of Savoy, 
and Switzerland neither is to be implicitly trusted. 	Among the best maps 
of Piedmont is Silica's of the states on terra firma of the king of Sardinia. i 
Within a few yea* Maggi of Turin has published the provinces of the; 

• • kingdom of Sardona•  separately, and they will be found useful though not. 
correct. 	General Bourcet's Map of the French Alps from Nice to Pont. 
Beauvoisin, is one of the most accurate yet published. 	A most faithful red 
4netion of this map to two small sheets, may be had. 	A " Dizionaxio Gees- 
gratico, Storico," Scc., of the states of the King of Sardinia, is now in thts 
course of publication by Maspero of.  urin. 	A map in six parts is in prole 
paration to accompany the work on its completion, and if its details and iue 
accuracy be commensurate with the text, it will be a valuable work for tlid 
traveller in the Alps of Piedmont. 	The Sardinian Government has for sort 
time been engaged is a careful survey of its territories, and it is to be hop 
that ere long, it may give an accurate map of its dominions to the world. 

• • 	 8 

Pedestrian Tours of Six Weeks or Two Months chiefly in tho:All. 
.... 	:: of Savoy and Piedmont. 

• 
•• arriage Road. 	• • Char Road.' 	..j• Mule Road. 	§ Footpatlq....-- 

All names following the marki indicated are the same as the last. 
( 

t' s Geneva to Salenches, or St. Mar- -0* Cormayeur to Aosta. (107.) 	.  
tin. (115.) • St. Remy. (10s.) 

• Chamouny. 	• •I• Hospice of the Great St. Ber- 
f Ti!te Noire to Trient. (116.) nard. 
"" Col de Balme toChamouny. (117.) r-1 Liddes. 
§ Breven. • Martigny. (see Switzerland, Route 
§/Montanvert, le Jardin. 59. ) 
LChamourey t2 Cormayeur, by the •• Visp in Valais. 

Col de 	Vosa, 	Col de Bon-. f Pass of the Mont Cervin. (106.) 
hornme 	and 	the C.ol.. 	de la Chatillon, Val d'Aosta. 
Seigne. 	(118.) Col de Jon. (104.) 
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Brussone. Aosta. 
Col de Ranzola. t Cogne. 	 • 
Gressoney. Pont—Val d'Orca. 
Col de Val d'Obbia. Ceresol. 
Riva. § Col de Galese, and return to 
Varela, VILI Sesia. (101.) Chapis. 
Rocco. (1b2.) f Col de Croix de Nivolet. 

„ • Col de Colma. Val Savaranche. 
Pella—Lake of Orta, boat to. Villeneuve—Val d'Aosta. 
Omegna. • St. Didier. 

•* Vogogna. (59. and 105.) 1- The Crammont, the Belvidere and 
f Maeugnaga— Monte Rosa. Pass of the Little St. Bernard. 
§ Col de Moro. • (114.) 

Sans. • Bourg St. Maurice. 
f Visp, in Valais. Moutiers Tarentaise. (122.) 

so Pass of the Simplon. (59.) *9  L'Inpital Conflans. " 
Arona-'--Lego Maggiore. Uginc. 
Borgomaniera. (101.) Faverges. 	e, 
Biala. (103.) Annecy. • • 
Ivrea. (107. Geneva. (53.)•  

Sim Weeks' Excursion. 	If extended to Two Months, start from 
* Moutiers Tarentaise. (123.) • La Tour. 

Baths of Bride. t Val Angrona. 
f Pralorgnan. Rorrt. 

Col de Vanoise. •• Lucerne. 
Lanslebourg. (127.) Barge. 

•• Pass of the Mont Cents. Peysanne. 031) 
Sum. f Crussoles. 

f Cesanne. (161.) § Pass of the Monte Viso 
f Col de Sestrieres. 	• t Abries. 
• Pragelas— Val Clusone. Combe de Queyras. 

Perouse. • Embrun. 
f Val Germanasca. 	Protestant vat. •• Gap. 

ley. (132.) Grenoble. 
Balsille. Chamberry. 
Col de la Fontaines. Aix. 	 c 
Pralis. Annecy. 
Col Julian. Geneva. 
Bobbin. 

ROUTE 101. town in the direct road to Vercelli and 
Ttirin, from Arona. 	From Borgotna- 

Aamta ON THE LLGO MAGGIORE TO nero a good carriage road lies through 
VARALLO 11.1 TUE VAL SERA. the village of Gozzano to Buccione, 

a village at the head of the lake of 
An excellent carriage road lends in 

lessthan two hoursfrom A rona ( Route 
Orta (anciently the Lamm Cusius), 
which may be reached in an hour 

39) to Borgomancro, a large well-built from 	Dorgoinanero. 	kThe scenery 
. 	 In 4 
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on the road, especially the approach 

— The Sacro Monte, 
which descend to the Val Sesia, form 

to the laktsbof Orta, where this beau- a tableau that few sketchers fail to 
tiful lake is seen backed by Monte possess. 
Rosa, is scarcely rivalled by any lake The Santo Monte is, however, the 
and mountain scene, from one end of great object of attraction and pilgrim- 
the Alps to the other. 	At Buccione age. 	It rises immediately above the 
boats may be had to take carriages to town, and is accessible by a paved path, 
Omegna at the lower end of the lake, 
distant 9 miles, and thence to Grave- 

which winds up the side of the hill, 
and offers from every turn the most 

done in the route of the Simplon, 
beyond the Logo Maggiore. 

pictureique and beautiful scenes. Just 
before the summit is attained, the visi- 

From Borgomanero, there is an tor passes a chapel and crucifix, the ex 
excellent road to the little town ,pf veto of a pious German serjeant-ma- 
Itomagnario on the Sesia, where the jor, as duly announced by an inscrip- 
inn is good. 	From Romagtinno the 
road up thir course of the Sesia is 

tion, which informs the visitor that, 
in honour of God and the Virgin 

singularly beautiful ; the mountains Mary, John Pschel raised this chapel. 
as they are approacbgl offering richly A troop of vagabonds, always ready 
wooded slopes, ang toe masses are to serve the traveller, offer themselves 
relieved 	by castles, 	churches, and as guides; and to facilitate the visit to 
oratories. 	The vegetation is most this extraordinary place, one is ne- 
luxuriant ; several villages are passed. cessary, to point out all the chapels or 

The principal place before arriving 
at Varallo is Borgo Sesia; here the 

oratories in the order of their numbers, 
an affair of research by no means 

valley becomes narrower, and the road easy ; for though the spot of ground 
offers some striking scenes, though the 
range of view is more limited in the 

which they occupy is small, it seems, 
from its varied surface, and its laby- 

narrow parts of the Val Simla. It opens rinth-like arrangement, to be very 
again in the neighbourhood of ' extensive. 

Varatfo, where the situation of this This remarkable place has fifty 
town, and the sanctuary on its cele. chapels, or oratories upon it, besides 
brated Sacro Monte—La Nueva' Ge- the great church, foitutains,&e. These 
rusalennne nel Sacro Monte di Parole, 
as the guide-book calls this extraor- 

oratories cor ...tin groups of figures 
modelled in terra-cotta, painted and 

dinary place' of pilgrimage — form clothed, placed and 	composed on 
singular and interesting scenes. 	The the floors. 	They chiefly represent 
Albcrgo 0,;,,Italia is the best inn, but some of the principal events in the 
dear; the Gran Falcone has fallen off: history of Christ, in the order of their 
There iseneed of many inns to pro- occurrence. 	These places are never 
vide for the bodily wants of the spi- entered; they are merely frames or 
ritual visitors to the Sacro Monte, 
who, especially on, the Fcstas of the 

cases for the subjects grouped within 
them, which, seen from 2 or S peep- 

Church, crowd here as devotees. holes in front, like those in recce- 
Varallo, from every point of view, 

is highly picturesque, but it it so in a 
shows, excite the devotion of the 
faithful, and the disgust, except in a 

striking degree when seen from the ' few instances where they exhibit skill 
bridge across the Sesia, which is very as works of ark of the merely curious. 
lofty and narrow, having three arches. Externally, these oratories are rich in 
From the dry bed of the river below 
the bridge, tfit Sacro Monte seen 

the architectural display of facades, 
porticos, 	domes, 	(C.: 	the figures 

through its arches, the old houses *within are the size of life. 
which overhang the torrenk,,and the The subjects are In the order of tho 
richly wooded slopes of the mountains numbers on the chapels. 
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1. The Fall of Man. In the first of' these, representing 
2. The Annunciation. the Fall of Man, Adam end Eve are 
S. The Visitation, seen amidst animals of all sorts and 
4. The Angel announcing to Joseph sizes, from the elephant to the rabbit. 

the Miraculous Conception. In the second, the series which refer 
'5. The Star Sf the East. to Christ, commences with the An. 
6. The Nativity. nunciation. 	One of the large corn- 

' 7. Joseph and Mary adoring Christ. positions, representing the Murder of 
S. The Presentation in the Temple. the Innocents,No. I L, contains above 
9. The Angel advising Joseph to 60 figures, the size of life, besides the 

Fly into Egypt. painted groups on the walls; so ar- 
10. The Flight, ranged as to assist the composition. 
11. The Murder of the Innocents. Al the walls are thus painted, and 
12. The Baptism in the Jordan. many of the pictures are masterly pro- 
IS. The Temptation. ductions, not unworthy oE.the repute- 
/ 4. Christ and the Woman of Se. tion of Pelegrihi Tibaldi, whose name 

maria, is found in the list of those who were 
15. Christ Curing the Paralytic. employed upog, the works of the Sacro 
16. Christ ifaising the Widow's Son. Montedi Vanilla:it together with that 
17. The Transfiguration. of GaullenzioFerrari, a pupil and com- 
18. The Raising of Lazarus. panion of Raphael, Fiammingho, the 
19. The Entrance into Jerusalem. famous sculptor of children, and many 
20. The Last Supper. other artists of eminence, as painters, 
21. Christ in the Garden. sculptors, and architects. 	The valleys 
22. Christ finds his DisciplesSleeping. of theNovarais, of whichVal Sesia is the 
23. Christ Betrayed by Judas. principal, are remarkable for the num- 
24. Christ in the House of Anna. ber of painters they have produced, 
25. Christ in the Hands of Caiaphas. and the names of many are preserved 
26. The Repentance of St. Peter. here as having proudly contributed to 
27. Christ in the House of Pilate. the embellishn.ent of this singular 
28. Christ in the House of Herod. sanctuary in their own country." 
29. Christ Reconducted to Pilate. The subject of the Transfiguration 
SO. The Flagellation. • is represented upon an enormous 
31. Christ Crowned with Thorns. scale; the group in the foreground 
32. Christ again Conducted to Pilate. contains the demoniac boy ; on the 
33. Christ Shown to the People. mountain, an immense modelled mass, 
34. Pilate Washing his Hands. are the three-disciples; saLave them 
35. Christ Sentenced to Death. Christ, with Moses and Elias ; over 
96. Christ Bearing the Cross. these, painted on the walls aud ceiling 
97. Christ Nailed to the Cross. of the dome, are the host of heaven ; 
38. The Crucifixion. and above all, the Almighty. 	This 
39. Christ taken down from the Cross. vast composition occupies the highest 
40. The Pieta- the Women around and largest of these structures; and 

the Body of Christ. the height of the whole composition, 
41. The Body wrapped in Linen. modelled and painted, is nearly 100 
42. San Francesco. feet. 
43. Christ Lying in the Sepulchre. Mud? effect is produced by thd 
44. Saint Anna. appropriate situation of some of the 
45. An Angel announcing to the subjects. 	The access to 06  place 

Virgin Mary her Transition to where Christ is lain in the sepulchre 
Heaven, is by a vault, where little light is ad- 

46. The Sepulchre of the 	Virgin nutted ; *and as it is difficult on en- 
Mary. tering from the open day to distin- 

24 5 
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guish at first any object, the effect is to its accomplishment, to the extent 
very imposing. now observed. 	St. Carlo Boromeo 

Many of the figures are clothed in 
real drapery, and some have real hair, 
which 	appears 	very grotesque, yet 

twice visited it, in 	1578 and 1584, 
and the pallet bedstead upon which 
this patron saint of Milan died, is 

full of character and expression; many preserved here as a holy relic for the 
of the heads are finely modelled. 	In adoration of the faithful. 
the subject of the Visitation the head The church is a handsome strue- 
of a female is strikingly fine. 	The ture, and the 	cloisters, where the 
executioners conducting to Calvary, 
or otherwise employed in inflicting 

priests reside, are in a beautiful situ-
ation, commanding views of Varallo 

suffering on Christ, are, to increase and the Val Sesia below the town. At 
the disgust for their characters, nn- the entrance to the immediate site of 
dolled with goitres appended to their the Oratories, booths or shops are 
throats — a, proof that these are not established for the sale of corone, i. c. 
considered 	beauties 	here, 	in spite 
of the traveller's tale. 	The models 

beads, 	crucifixes, 	madonnas, 	&c., 
which 	have acquired sanctity, and 

are painted, but no °fence to taste in the power, in some cases, of work- 
their class of art ariw.sq'roni this, be- ing 	miracles, 	by 	having touched 
cause, as the subjects can only he seen the blessed bed of the holy St. Car- 
through peep-holes in front of the lo, or other miracle-working relics 
prie-dieus of the oratories, and not in possessed 	by the fraternity of the 
passing from one of these to another, 
as much illusion is produced in seeing 

Nuova Gerusalemme. 	The body is, 
however, provided for as well as the 

them as in observing a picture. soul ; and there are two booths within 
Among the objects of religious re- the sacred precincts for the sale of 

verence here is a flight of steps, called liquors, where the devotees may be 
the Scala Santa, recommended to the generally seen preparing themselves 
especial devotion of the faithful, who 
are infcrmed by an irscription on a 

for, or refreshing themselves after, 
the plenary indulgence at the Scala 

tablet at the foot of these stairs, that Santa, by plenary indulgence in aqua 
they have heed built in exact imitation vita. 
of the Scala Santa, at St. John La- It is extraordinary that a place so 
teran, in Rome. 	Some of the amine- 
roes devotees and pilgrims may always 

remarkable, in a country so beautiful, 
should be so little known to English 

be seen crawling to heaven up these explorers of the picturesque : by them 
stairs, ear-  :imaged by a concession of the Val Sesia and its lateral valleys of 
plenary indulgence granted by Pope the Mastellone, and the Sermenta — 
Clement •XII. to all who would climb the former leading by Fobello, the 
these eight and twenty steps on their latter by Carcoforo, to Banio in the 
hands and knees, say an Ave, a Pater, 
and a Gloria on each step, and kiss 

Val Anzasca — are rarely visited. 
No valleys in the Alps surpass these 

each step devoutly* for the grandeur and beauty of the 
This extraordinary place originated scenes which they present ; none are 

in the piety of the blessed (i. e. half more easy ofaccess to Alpine tourists ; 
saint) Bernardino Caimo, a noble a finer race of inhabitants is nowhere 
Milanese, 	who 	obtained 	ire 	1486, 
from pope Innocent VII L, a faculty 

to be found, except perhaps in the 
neighbouring valley of Anzasca. The 

to' found this sanctuary. 	Only S or 4 cantons of Switzerland do not offer 
cliapels were Gilt-in the time of the greater varieties of costume, than arc 
founder, but so great did its reputa- to be found in the different transversal 
tion for sanctity soon become, that valleys of the Sesia. 	And Varallo is. 
princes and rich devotees contributed far enough in the heart of the country 
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to be made bead-quarters, whilst re- joyment in scenes like these, yet pass 
searches are carried on in its neigh- unwittingly the loveliest!^ 
bourhood; and not an unimportant Those who do not choose to go by 
part of these agriltnens,is the certainty the Monte Monterone to Orta, may 
of finding good quarters at the Al- visit it in a char by an excellent road ; 
bergo d'Italba the chief inn at Va. that, at Gravellona, a short distance 
rallo, after the wanderings of a day from Baveno, turns up the valley of 
or two in the mountains and valleys Strona, traversed by the Negolia, the 
in, its vicinity. river that carries off the waters of 

the Lake of Orta, issuing from it at 
Omegna. The Negolia, after its con- 

ROUTE 102. fluence with the Strona, rushes across 
the route of the Simplon, and falls 

DAVENO (Route 59.) TO VARALLO By into the Toccia, near Cossegno. 
THE LAKE OF ORTA AND THE COL The route from Bayern? to Orta by 
DE COLMA. the mountain is the shortest, but it oc-

cupies more time than the drive, which 
To those who would make an cx- may be made ht. Omegna in a hours. 

cursion to Venal% from Baveno and At Omegnt aaboat may be taken 
the Logo Maggiore, a more beautiful to go to Orta, a town delightfully 
route than that by Borgomanero and 
the Val Sesia offers itself. 	Immedi. 

situated on the borders of the lake, 
where there is a good inn, the Albergo 

ately above Baveno rises the mountain de St. Julio. 	The facilities for shoot- 
ridge of Monte Monterone, which di. ing, and for fishing on the lake, in the 
vides the Lago Maggiore from the neighbouring mountains and forests, 
Lego d'Orta, and a mule path leads offer most agreeable inducements for 
across it to the town of Orta. 	The a short summer residence in this cool 
view of the Italian lakes, with the vast and delicious retirement. 	Yet this 
extent of the plains, and the glorious spot, so delightful, is scarcely known ; 
boundary of the Alps, apparently in the traveller into Italy gallops along 
close proximity, presented in this short the shores of the Lago Maggiore, un. 
transit, is scarcely, if at all surpassed conscious that a day or two, devoted 
by any view among the "Alps: travel- to visiting the Lake of Orta, and Va- 
lers ought on no account to omit to rallo, would be remembered as the 
climb to its summit. 	On the ascent, 
the Lago Maggiore in all its length 

pleasantest he had ever spent. 	If, 
however, the Albergo St. Julio be 

lies spread out, from Baveno to Ma- made head-quarters, it wi:: be MCC'S. 
gadino, and the view in this direction sary for the traveller to make his bar- 
is bounded only by the Lepontian and gain with the innkeeper betne hand, 
Michell Alps. 	Towards the little as a security against exorbitance. The 
lakes around Varese, and to the plains Leone d'Oro is a good and clean inn 
of Lombardy, the view is boundless. on the lake, but dear. 
After crossing the ridge, the Alps, 
and Monte Rosa in all her mogul- 

Desidesthe rambles amidst the beau-
tiful scenes around the lake, the bath- 

Sconce, burst upon the observer; and ing, boating, and fishing on it, Orta 
beneath him lies, in the repose of its Possesses the additional recommends- 
deep locality, the beautiful Lake of tions, as a' place of short sojourn, of 
Orta, offering a thousand picturesque being within one day's ride or drive of 
sites, yet scarcely known to the tra- Milan, Turin, Como, Bellinsona, Va- 
yeller, though it is within 2 hours of 
the route of the Simplon, a course 

rallo, Monte- Rosa,rby the Val Sesia, 
or the Val Anzasca, and the summit 

followed by crowds of pleasure-loving of the Simplon- 
ramblers, who seek their highest en- It was at one

u
tim

a
c contemplated, to 
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continue the great route of tbe Simplon pavement, and bas-reliefs. 	There are 
along the slibres of the lake of Orta; vestiges on the island of ancient for- 
this was the plan of General Chasse- tifications, used when Guilin, the wifo 
loup, but the difference of level be- of Berenger, the second king of Lom- 
tween the lakes Maggiore and Orta, 
the latter being considerably higher, 
induced the adoption of the present 

hardy, took refuge here in 962, and 
defended it resolutely 'against Othd 
the First, emperor of Germany, who 

line. 	Such a road is in progress of had invaded Italy, and deposed her 
construction by the Sardinian govern. husband. 	Otho restored the island 
ment, as a decoy from the Simplon- to the (bishops of Novara, who had 
route, to Turin • and numerous travel- long held it before it was seized by 
lers will doubtless avail themselves of Berenger. 	The island gave a title 
it, for thd sake of the beautiful scenes to a dukedom as early as 590, when 
they may enjoy in skirting the moon- Minulfo, duke of San Giulio, held 
taina of Picemont in its course. 	It is it ; he favoured the descent of the 
completed (1890), except from Orta Franks by the Saint Gotliard, for 
to Omegna, and it is by no means a which treachery he lost his head, by 
difficult journey to make even now. order of Astolpho, king of the Lom- 
A good road leads to Omegna, where bards. 
a boat may be taken for Buccione at Behind the town of Orta a hill 
the upper end of the lake, 9 miles 
distant, where the inn is tolerable, 

rises on which there is a sanctuary, 
dedicated to Saint Francis of Assisi : 

and a char may be obtained to con- over it are distributed 22 chapels of 
tinue the journey to Borgomanero. oratories, like those of Varallo. Some 
To go this way from 	Baveno to are elegant in their architecture; and 
Omegna, 	to 	visit Orta, the Isola they contain, as at Varallo, groups in 
Giulio, and other objects and places terra-cotta. 	The bill is laid out like 
on the lake, would not occupy more a beautiful garden, a character which 
than 7 or 8 hours ; and from Berge- peculiarly belongs to the mountain 
manero 'to Turin, is only a long day's slopes which surround this lake, and 
drive. 	The Inn at Omegna is very whence probably its name is derived. 
bad. The views from the hill of the sane- 
' 	The Isola di San Giulio is an cob- tuary are of singular beauty, cotnpris- 
ject of singular beauty in the lake ; ing the lake, the proximate mountains 
it lies between Orta and Pella. 	The covered with 	wood, villages which 
church and town of San Giulio sur- speckle the shores of the lake and the 
mount a rock that rises out of the sides of the hills and the whole sur- 
deep lake; the bright buildings on it, 
contrast with the blue waters with a 

mounted by the Alps. 
At Pella, the village on the shore 

fairy-like effect. 	The church has near to the Isola Giulio, mules may 
high antiquity; it was built on a spot be had for crossing the mountain of 
rendered sacred by. the retreat of San Colma to Varallo; and the ride is one 
Giulio, in the 9th century ; here his of great interest, front the beautiful 
ashes are preserved in a subterranean sites and views which it offers. 	A 
vault ; and the vertebra of a mon- —steep path leads up the mountain side 
streets 	serpent, 	said 	to 	have been to Arela, amidst the richest vegeta- 
destroyed by the saint, is shown as a tion ; 	vines, 	figs, gourds, and fruit 
relic ; how this relic of a whale was trees, make the course a vast garden. 
brought to st;:b a retired spot it is Magnificent forest trees offer their 
difficult to  conjecture, but it serves shade, and the road in some places 
for the tradition. 	The church is passes amidst precipices of granite 
rich in the materials of its structure; in a state of decomposition, which 
some columns of porphyry, a mosaic offers 	an interesting study to 	the 
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geologist; here, many of the speci- derives its name. 	In the season it is 
wens sold at Baveuo are obtained, singular to see the whole' population 
Above these granitic masses, the path engaged in stripping and otherwise 
continues through scenes resembling preparing hemp ; whether walking or 
the most beautiful park scenery of sitting, alone, or in groups in the 
England, and then opens upon the streets before their houses, all are thus 
Col de Colma, a common, where a occupied. 
boundless scene is presented of the After crossing the Sesia, the tra- 
lakes of Orta, Varese, and the plains yeller passes 	through 	Gattinara, a 
of Lombardy, and, towards the Alps, 
of Monte Rosa. 

town where there are two good inns, 
the Albergo del Falcone, and the 

Tito descent on the other side, to- Angelo. 	It is a great recommenda- 
wards the Val Duggia, is not less beau- tton to excursions in Piedmont, that 
tiful. The Val Scsia is seen in the deep tolerable inns are to be found in most 
distance, richly wooded and studded 
with churches and villages; the path 
leads down through pastoral scenes, 
which sometimes recall the most agree- 

of the little towns, awl in many, 
especially in a line of intercourse, 
they arc really excellent. 	Some of 
the Italian antiquaries, and among 

able recollections of home to an Eng- them Denintr, asert that the great 
lisp traveller; then changes almost battle of Marius and Catullus against 
suddenly to the deep gloom of a ravine, 
where there are quarries, formerly 

the Cimbri was, fought in the neigh-
bourhood of Gattinara. 

worked for the buildings of Varallo, 
buried in a forest of enormous walnut 
and chestnut trees. 	Issuing from this 

From Gattinara to Biella the route 
lies through Masarana and Cossata, 
and offers many beautiful views of the 

wild spot, the traveller shortly finds plains and the mountains as the road 
himself in the Val Sesia at Rocco, 
about four miles from Varallo. 	See 

rises 	or falls over 	the undulating 
ground, which skirts the bases of the 

page 248. mountains as they subside into the 
Another mountain path leads from plains of Piedmont. 

Gozzano, 2 in. to the S. of the Lego Biella, situated on the Cervo, one of 
d'Orta, to Borgo Sesia, through the the affluents of the Sesia, is 22 miles 
village of Val Doggie, the birth place, 
of Gaudenzio 	Ferrari, a pupil of 

from Varallo, and about 12 from Ro- 
magnano. 	It contains a population 

Raphael. of about 8000. 	It has some trifling 
manufactories 	of paper, 	common 
woollen goods, and hats. 1. sanctuary 

ROUTE 103. of Notre dame d' Oropa is, however, 
an object of attraction, which brings 

ROMACRANO (Route 101.) To crowds of visitors to offer their dc.. 
TURIN. 

The road 	usually taken is that 
which leads by the course of the Sesia 

votions to an image, one of the thou-
sand black specimens of bad carving, 
which, under the name of Our Lady, 
is worshipped for its miracle-working 

to Vercelli; but this is flat and unin- powers: that of Oropa is said to have 
teresting, and descends to the rizieres, 
or rice grounds of Piedmont. 	A 
more pleasant route, especially since 

been carved_by Saint Luke, who is 
made a sculptor as well as a painter, 
and is stated to have been brought by 

the completion of a new road to Biella, 
it; one which crosses the Sesia and 

a St. Eusebius from Syria, and Ve- 
served 	by 	him in the then wild 

passes through the Canavais, a district and desert mountain of Oropa, near  
celebrated for the quantity of hemp Biella.• 
which it produces, and from which it The sanctuary of Mont Oropa is 
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.6 miles distant, and the access to it, 
high up iii the mountain, was for- 
merly difficult ; but the road now, 
though steep, is practicable for light 

inn offers its limited accommodations. 
The views presented from the heights, 
of the plains and valleys spread out 
below the traveller on the left, and of 

carriages. Those, however, who hope 
for health from the miraculous power 

the richly wooded mountain slopes, 
the lowest buttresses of,the Alps to- 

of the Image, must walk up. 	A se- wards the side of Piedmont, on the 
ries of etcep tourniquets leads to the right, well recompense the travellef 
church dedicated to the Virgin, which for the worse road, and lead him to 
is a fine structure of the 14th and Ivrea, at the entrance of the cote- 
150 centuries. 	Painting and sculp- brated valley of Aosta, about 20 Pied- 
ture have adorned and enriched it ; montese miles from Turin. See page 
and among the artists employed ars 
found the names of Gaudenzio Fer- 
rari and Lujno. 	At the angles, in 
the zigzag ascent to the church, there 
arc erected chapels, dedicated to the 

274.) 	 • 

ROUTE 104. 

Virgin, and named titer some event VAILALLO (Route 101.) TO CEATILLOK 
in her life, as, the Claapial or Oratory IN THE VAL D'AOSTA, BY THE PASSES 
of the Annunciation —of the Pu- OF THE COL DE VAL DOBBIA, THE COL 
rification-- of the Assumption, &C. DE RANZOLA, AND TUE COL DE JON, 
A few arc dedicated to saints in the caossixo THE VAL DE mrs AND THE 
Romish 	calendar; 	and 	the. whole 
number of these chapels exceeds 24. 

vet. CIIALLANT. 

One benefit to the traveller who From Varallo, the ascent of the 
may choose to wander by Biella, a Val Scsia can only be made on mules : 
little out of the high course from nothing on wheels can advance higher 
Varallo to Turin, arises from this than Balmuccia, 5 miles above Va- 
miserable 	superstition, 	for 	it 	has rallo. 	The Val Sesia offers scenes 
caused tl.e establishment of good inns of less rugged grandeur than some 
necessary for the accommodation of of 	its 	lateral 	valleys; 	but 	in its 
the numerous pilgrims who visit it; course 	many 	of great beauty are 
and be will have no reason to corn- passed, chiefly 	so by the fine 
plain of a want of comfort at Biella; wooding of the 	slopes, the grand 
and, if required by the traveller or forms of the trees, and the sometimes 
the 	pilgrim, 	accommodation 	may tranquil, often furious course of the 
oven be hail. at the Convent of Mont Sesia. 	Before arriving at Scopello, 
Oropa. 	There is a communication the villages of Balmuccia and Rua 
by diligenei,Three times a week, be- are passed, and the wild valley of Ser- 
tween Biella and Turin, distant 33,. mento opens on the right. 
miles. At' Scopello there are many smelt- 

From Biella to Turin there are ing houses, where the copper ore, al- 
two roads, one by Saluzzola, Cigliano, 
and 	Chivasse, the other by Ivrea ; 

ready washed and crushed, is reduced. 
About 50 tons are raised annually at 

the distance is nearly equal ; but by 
the former the traveller descends at 

Alagna, at the head of the Val Sesia, 
4 leagues above Scopello. 

once to the Plei"—,  • by Ivriaa, a more There is not much variation in the 
picturesque road leads across valleys 
and open commons, by Mongrando, 
mid over the Monte 'Bolengo, famous 

scenery, though the whole is pleasing, 
Tho route passes by the villages of 
Catnpertongo and Mollis, to 

fur the vineyards on its slopes, and Rim, the chief of the high villages 
passing by the village of Z,biena, 
beautifully situated, anti where a little 

in the valley. 	The Inn is improved, 
and offers abundance of good fare ; 
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but the landlords, here and at Alagna, 
are extortioners. 	Within the district 

of travellers who may be unfortunate 
enough to require it ; t 	existed in 

known as the Val Sesia there are Saussure's time : 	it consists of two 
reckoned two bourgs and thirty vit. apartments, a chapel and a place of 
lages, evidence of a thickly-populated refuge within. It was built at the joint 
country in tip valleys of the Alps. expense of the commune of Riva and 
Riva is situated at the confluence of of an individual of Gressoney, named 
the torrents of the Dobbin and the Luscos. Steep slopes of snow lie near 
Sesia, and about half a league below the summit unmelted throughout the 
the village 	of Alagna, where 	the year. 	The Monte Rosa is concealed 
mines of copper are wrought. 	From for some time from the traveller, but 
Alagna, a pass by the Mont Turks in the course of his descent the deep 
leads in six hours from the Val Sesia valley of the Lys, and the sublime 
to Pesterana in the Val Anzasca. (See masses of Monte Rosa, offer views 
p. 257.) rivalling any in the great chain. 

The church of Riva will surprise From the summit to Cressona!, re- 
the traveller by its structure, its cx- quiresfrom 2 to 3 hours. At this retired 
cessive decoration, and the real talent village the tray-Ater will be agreeably 
with which it is painted within and surprised ontrriving at an excellent 
without, chiefly by one of the nu- inn, kept by the family Luscos; where 
merous painters whom the Val Sesia a harpsichord, German music, a tole• 
has produced — Tanzio, or Antonio rable library of Latin, German, and 
d'Enrico, a native of Alagna. 	The some French authors, 	portraits of 
external paintings have a 	remark- Joseph II. and Maria Theresa, and a 
able freshness, 	though 	they 	have formidable array of many generations 
existed more than 200 years, exposed 
to the weather in this high valley. 

of the Luscoses' half-length ancestors, 
in "curled white wigs," hung around 

The view of Monte Rosa from to recal their virtues to the memory 
Rita is very sublime; its enormous of their descendants—is an Unexpected 
masses, clothed in glaciers, close the finding in a village so retarcd:that it 
head of the Val de Lys, and offer a almost touches the glaciers of Monte 
scene of extraordinary grandeur. Rosa. 

The course into tilt Val de Lys It is -a singular fact, that in all the 
from Riva is up the narrow ravine of communes at the heads of the Pied- 
the Dobbia, by a wretched and dif- montese valleys of Monte Rosa, the 
ficult path, in some places overhang. German language is spoken : at Riva 
ing the torrent, in others disputing and Alagna in the Val `:.mia, above 
with 	the 	river the narrow course Pesterana in the Val Anzasca, and at 
through which both must struggle. St. Giacomo in the Val Chelant..The 
After passing the miserable hamlet manners of these communities is as 
of Grate, near to which there is a fine distinct as their language from that of 
waterfall gushing out of the black their neighbours lower down the val. 
ravine, the abrupt ascent to the Col Joys, with whom they hold little in- 
de Val Dobbia rises through a pine tercourse : they encourage a pride of 
forest, and thence over Alpine pastor- birth and birthplace, which strongly 
ages by a long and fatiguing path, 
which offers no object of particular 

keeps up the separation. 	At Gres-
soney, in the Val de Lys, this is per- 

interest to the traveller. haps more strongly exemplified than 
. 	The distance from Riva to the in any other of the valleys. 	Here 
Col, which is 8200 feet above the their characters are distinguished for 
level of the sea, requires 5 hours. honesty and industry, and few corn- 
On the summit there is a humble munitias have a higher moral tone. 
hospice—a stone hovel for the shelter Crime is almost unknown among 
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them ; and if disputes arise, the syndic the Lys, and the Col de Betta bc- 
or magistrate elected by themselves tween the Val de Lys and the Val 
hears the complaint, and effects an Challant. 	Excellent guides may be 
amicable settlement. found at Gressoney, and there are 

They possess many of those corn- few valleys in proximity with the 
forts which an Englishman appre- glaciers which offer so tmany Alpine 
dates, and which are unknown to wonders to the examination of the 
the lower inhabitants of the valleys. traveller. 
Their education and attainments are In continuing the route direct to 
of a higher order than is usually found Mallon, in the Val d'Aosta, it is 
in such a class, especially in such a necessary to ascend the steep forest.. 
place. 	 . paths and 'slopes of the mountain on 

Many of their young men have dii- the side of the valley opposite to the 
tinguished themselves by the abilities Col de Val Dobbia : 	it is an ex- 
which they have displayed when they tremely difficult and fatiguing path 
have gone abroad in the world. They the whole way up to the Col do Ran- 
have become merchants and bankers, 
and many from among them have be- 

cola, the summit of the ridge which 
divides the valleys of the Lys and 

come eminent for learning and science, 
and reflected honour on the little 

Challant. 
On emerging in die ascent from 

community located in this Alpine soli- the pine forest, the finest perhaps 
tulle: Among these is Ilerr Zutnstein, 
better known in the Val Sesia as M. 

of the views of Monte Rosa is pre- 
sented, 	especially 	when 	taken 	in 

De la Pierre, who has made several connection with 	the beautiful Val 
ascents of the Monte Rosa, and gave de Lys, which lies far below the 
great assistance to Colonel Von Wel- traveller, with its quiet villages and 
den in 	his 	topography of Monte fertile pasturages. 	The Lys, like a 
Rosa. 	Zumstein holds the appoint- silver thread, may be traced up to its 
meat of inspector of the forests of glaciers. 	On either side of the valley 
the Val Ssssin. 	• 	- the vast mountains, belted with forests, 

From Gressoney St. Jean, 	the 
descent to St. Martin, in the Val 

offer, at the depression of their ridges, 
the paths by which the most frequent 

d'Aosta, by the valley of the Lys, is intercourse takes place with the neigh- 
s journey of about• 18 miles (5 hours' bouring valleys. 	The scene is Ln- 
walk ), passing through many villages perishable from the memory whilst any 
and hamlets, of which the principal recollections of the Alps remain to the 
are Gaby, Asime, Fontainemore, and traveller. 
Lillianes, — and through some scenes After passing the Col de Remold 
of wildness and beauty, which, how- the descent is gradual to the little 
ever, become common to the traveller hamlet of St. Grat. 	Nor is it either 
in the Val d'Aosta and its lateral. steep or difficult to Brussone, in the 
valleys. 	Above Gressoney St. Jean Val Challant. 	The distance from 
are the 	hamlets of Gressoney..  la Gressoney to Brussone is 5 hours. 
Trinit4, 	San 	Giacomo, 	and 	St. In the descent, the Val Challant may 
Pietro. be traced in its course far down to. 

The excellent accommodations af- wards Verrex, where it joins the Val 
forded at Gressoncy St. Jean render it d'Aosta ; except at the lowest part of 
desirable head-quarters to those who the valley it fails in striking objects of 
would visit the magnificent glaciers at 1 interest, but near its termination there 
the head of the Val de Lys, or snake are some fine scenes. 	Above Brus- 
excursions around Monte Rosa by sone the valley ascends through seve- 
the Col d'011en, which connects the 
heads of the valleys of the Sesia and 

rill hamlets to St. Giacomo &Ayes, 
whence a pass leads to the head of 
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the Val Tournanche and the pass of and the valley of Aosta is entered at 
the Cervin. one of its finest points net's Chaullon. 
• At Brussone there is one of the 
most detestable inns in Piedmont. 
Filth and its accompanying goitre 
disgust in every direction, and the 

ROUTE 104 a. 

Cheval Blanc, with its dirty hostess, 
cannot be forgotten. 	Sleeping here 
may be avoided, as the journey from 

PASS OF TIIE TURLOZ — FROM ALAGNA 
TO PESTERENA. 	. 

Gressoney to Chatillon in the Val The path runs along the right bank 
d'Aosta may be easily accomplished of the Sesia for about a mile above 
in a day, and from Gressoney to Va- Alagna, but 	returns 	to the 	right 
rallo may be performed in another, 
and thus the bad inns at Brussone 

bank, a little beyond Rouch, by a 
wooden 	bridge. 	It soon after re- 

and at Rive 'may be avoided. crosses the stream for the last time, 
From Brussone another mountain and where it regains the icft bank the 

range must be crossed to reach the Val ascent commences up a steep slope of 
d'Aosta at Clltillon; or the traveller &Inds. 	AbovF this, after taking for 
may descend to Vertex in the Val some time thwdirection of the valley 
d'Aosta, which 	requires 	5 	hours, 
passing through Challant and Clint. 

below, you follow the course of a small 
stream descending from a wild rocky 

lard. 	The road across the mountain amphitheatre, at the head of which is 
presents some 	glorious views, and the pass. The path lies on the left side 
Chiitillon, by the Col de Jon, is reached of the valley, and is but faintly traced. 
as soon as Verrex by the Val de Chal- It is on tvgentle ascent until the final 
lant. 	After crossing some meadows mounting of the ridge, which is so 
beyond 	Brussone, 	the road winds sharp that it cannot be passed where 
steeply up through a forest of pines lowest, but at a point to the left of 
and larches, and then opens upon one this, marked by a wooden cross. The 
of the most beautiful pasturages in view of Monte:Jtosa from hence isvery 
the Alps—the Col de Jon, which fine, but too near to give a general 
is a fine green sward, broad and luxu. idea of the mountain. • The descent 
riant. 	 • begins over a steep slope of snow, 
• On reaching the descent towards after which it becomes very precipi. 
the Val d'Aosta, this beautiful valley tous. 	The best way of effecting it is 
is seen in all its length, from Mail- to make a circuit above the rocks to 
Ion to the Mont Blanc ; .not traced the left. 	After followinr. the course 
quite to the base of the latter, for its of a narrow valley, the Val Macog- 
summit only is seen towering over nags is reached, a few miles above 
the lower abutments into the Val Pesterank (p. 452.), where there is a 
d'Aosta, and showing a glorious ter- tolerable inn. 	&a also p. 273. for the 
mination to this vast and beautiful 
view, which, in the descent, constantly 
varies. 	A series of steep tourniquets 
brings 	the 	traveller down 	to the 
forests of chestnut and walnut trees, 
for which the Val d'Aosta is Cele. 

Pass Ville Tad= 

ROUTE 105. 

VOGOGNA, IN.VAL D'OSSOLA, To VISE IN 
brated. 	These offer to him their 
shade, and soon the vines and figs 

THE VALLAIS, RV THE VAr. ANEAscA,, 
THE PASS OF THE MONTE MORO, AND 

add their luxuriant foliage to the 
cool and refreshing path which leads 
through the village and baths of St. 

THE VALLEE or siAA.. 

Vogo,gna ( Route 59) is situated in 
Vincent (3 or 4 hours from Brassone), the 	plain of the Val d'Ossoln, 2 
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posts below Domo d'Ossola, and on whence the scenes of the valley are 
the confluence of the torrent of the beautifully presented : its steep sides, 
Aunt with the Toccia. however, present few:spots for cultiva- 

The Valley of Auzasca leads directly tion. • Forests, fruit-trees, and vines 
up to the Monte Rosa ; the village of enrich the whole surface, and it is 
Maeugnaga, the highest in the valley,is only when the path reaches consiar- 
a day's journey from Vogogna; thence able elevations that lit& plains and 
the pass over the Moro, and by the slopes of arable and pasturage, and 
valley of Seas to Visp, -though long village spires are seen above the belts 
and fatiguing, may be accomplished of forest on the opposite side, and 
in another day, or accommodation these again surmounted by the peaks 
may 	be 	found, 	if 	necessary, 	at of Monte Rosa at the head of the 
Stalden, 8 miles short of the whole valley. 
journey. 	This' beautiful 	valley is The descent to the village of Calasca 
likely to become more accessible to offers beautiful views, and beyond it 
travellers shortly, as several of the the path descends to the banks of the 
communes are engaged in making a Anza, and for some time borders on 
char road along it, which in time will the stream. Here the fine cascadeofthe 
be carried to Pie'di Akliera. Val Bianca bursts out, and forms one 

On leaving Vogogna, a road, lead- of the celebrated waterfalls of Pied- 
ing directly to the Val Auzasca, lies mont. 	Soon after the valley opens, a 
across the plain, and passes by the little above the Ponto Grande, where 
village of Pie diAluliera, at the foot a 	single arch 	of large span and 
.of a steep ascent which leads to another 
village called Cima di Muliera.; these 

sweeping elevation, crosses the Anza : , 
here two roads branch off; that on 

are situated on the left bank of the the right bank of the river leads to 
Anza. Banjo, a large village whence paths 

The path rises high on the steep ascend to cross the mountains into 
slopes which descend to the bed of the the Val Sesia (Route 104). 	The 
Anza, and the village of Castiglione road to the Monte Rosa ascends by 
overhangs the richly-wooded sides of the left bank of the river; in its course 
the valley. 	Cn the lower slopes of it skirts the village of St. Carlo, and 
the valley the vine flourishes, and the traveller, soon after 	arrives at 
the path for miles, with little inter- Vanzone, the chief place in; the Val 
ruption, 	is 	shadowed 	by trellices. Anr.A, and 	halfway in his day's 
On looking back, tho views of the Val journey fromVogogna to Macugnaga. 
d'Ossola ape beautiful, and greatly Here is a very comfortable little inn 
enriched by the luxuriant vegetation (Della Stelle ?) 
of the foreground. 	The buildings, 
especially the churches,are still Italian 

Above Vanzone the same beautiful 
scenery prevails, and the route passes 

in character, and sparkle in the land. through many villages,—among them 
scapc ; and beyond the plain of the Ceppo Morelli, Canmiole, and Mor- 
Val d'Ossola the mountains which gen—to an abrupt and narrow defile 
divide it from the Ingo Maggiore which marks a distinction between the 
bound the view, valleys of Anracca and Pesterana, the 

The road up the valley is scarcely latter being the name given to the 
anywhere, level. 	The valley is re- upper part of the valley through which 
markably narrow, and the path, ac- the Anna flows, from the plain of 
commodated 	to 	the sinuosities of Macugnaga to the defile. 
the slopes, is ch.. ried steeply up and The beautiful valley of Anzasca has 
down, in and out, but offers from this . been described by Brockedon in his 
cause 	an 	infilite 	variety of sites, " Excursions in the ,Alps,", and a 
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quotation from that work will put of granite, in which it is ground and 
the leader, and the traveller in this prepared for arnalgannatisp : the final 
district, in possession of requisite in- process is in the hands of M. Fan- 
formation upon this interestingvalley tonetti alone. 	On my return to that 
and its inhabitants : — gentleman's house, he pressed me to 

" After sketching the fine view of take refreshment, and gave me some 
Monte Rosa from the door of the au- 
berge, and collecting from mine host 
some information for my day's jour. 
ney, and a confirmation of my guide's 

specimens of the ore of the mines, 
and two works which he had written, 
—one of them, on the mines of those,, 
valleys, in answer to a work of Ros- 

topography in the names of the places sini's, at Turin. 
which we had passed, we left the 
retired 	little plain of Macugnaga. 

4,  I soon after crossed the Ansa, 
over an Alpine bridge, and continued 

The valley soon narrowed to a deep to ascend above the right bank of the 
glen ; the descent was rapid, and in river. 	Numerous edits of mines, in• 
less than an hour brought us to the dicated by the earth and stones thrown 
gold mines of Pesterana. There is an from them, marked the pursuits of the 
El Dorado sound in this, which excites inhabitants of this valley, who are 
high expectations ; but there is no nearly all mi.4s. The mineral riches 
more appearance of it than in the of these mountains— iron, lead, cop- 
pavement of St. Paul's Churchyard. per, silver, and gold—are worked at 
The muses are explored to find this short distances from each other; and 
< world's chief mischief,' combined, in many of the mines of the inferior 
very small proportions, with sulphate of metals are very productive. 	The 
iron; a kilogratnme of ore yielding, 
by the process of amalgamation, an 

distinction between the continuous 
valleys of Pesterana and Anzasca, is 

average of only six grammes, the strongly marked by a vast mass of the 
richest ore only yielding ten. 	My mountain, which, nearly closing the 
landlord at Macugnaga had furnished bottom of the former valley, leaves 
me with the name of Professor Fan- only a deep anti savage gorge,through 
tonetti, as the superintendent of the which the Anza escapes on the left 
mines, and as the possessor of a col- side into the Val Anzasca. 	The path 
lection of specimens ofdhe minerals of over this mass leads through what 
the valley. scarcely deserves the name of a vil- 

" I called upon this gentleman at lege, Morgen, but which lies in a 
Pesterana, and received 	the 	most spot richly wooded by magnificent 
courteous 	and 	obliging 	attentions chestnut-trees. 	The degnt into the 
from him. 	He sent a servant with Val Anzasca is very beautiful 1 the 
me to the mills on the Anza, where river is again crossed over a fearful 
the ore is crushed, and to the mines ; bridge, immediately below the defile 
and directed the miners to give me of Pesterana; and the road continues 
assistance and information. 	The first on the left bank of the river, entirely 
was readily offered; but the last was through the valley. 	The first village 
useless, as I could not understand a in the Val Anzasca is Campiole, near 
syllable of their jargon. 	I entered Ceppo Morelli; it is the place which 
the mine about 300 yards, by an edit travellers who would avoid the valley 
of slight ascent: here a shaft was of Macugnaga, or Pesterana, would 
sunk about 60 feet, and I saw several arrive at by the path over the Mont 
miners working on the lower vein of Moro. 	The descent, my guide in- 
the ore. 	The quantity raised is not formed me, is lcsigisr than from the 
very considerable. Women are chiefly Macugnaga pass ; but much distance 
employed in pounding and picking is gained by travellers who would go 
the ore, whence it passes to the mills from tile valley of Saas direct to the 
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Val Anzasca. 	Here the Piedmontese dered and left open ; beneath, a silk or 
dialect hemp to prevail ; though the other cincture round the waist, and a 
German patois of my guide was un- petticoat reaching half-way down the 
derstood even below Vanzone. legs : the feet generally bare ; the 

'.The 	immediate scenery of the sleeves of the chemise loose, full, and 
upper part of this beautiful valley, 
where from its depth the lofty moon- 

white as the snow of thejr mountains; 
with faces, bands, and' feet, cleaner 

tains were hid from my view reminded than those of any other peasantry that 
me of some of the sweetest scenes of I ever saw. 	Sometimes I observed a 
Devonshire. 	But the path soon rose loose coat, like that of the modem 
above the left bank of the river, and 
attained a considerable elevation; and 

Greek, worn over their usual dress, 
as if going on a distant visit. 	Naked 

J perceived that, except 	in a few 
limited spots at the upper end of the 

feet are rarely seen without the con.,  
conaitants of filth and beggary, and 

valley, and here and there on the among such persons a large proportion 
steep sides •of the mountains, there 
was no land to cultivate. 	Extensive 

of the gummy; but here the feet, 
ankles, and legs, were models for the 

forests of chestnut and walnut-trees, 
fine in form and rich in•telour, clothed 

artist ; 	and 	my 	admiration 	as a 
painter was demanded, in observing 

the hills as far up as the eye could the elegant fonn and graceful appear- 
perceive them (except where lofty ance of one 	particularly beautiful 
and distant mountains peered above), 
and descended far beneath the travel- 

young girl, near St. Carlo, who was 
bearing a vessel of oil on her head to 

lees path, to where it met the opposite the mines. 	All this I suppose will. 
slope, scarcely appearing to leave appear rodomontade to those who are 
room enough for the river to struggle 
through, and of which glimpses were 

only acquainted with the ugliness, 
filth, and wretchedness of the general 

rarely caught. 	This was the general inhabitants of thevalleysof Piedmont; 
character of the valley. 	From a but another fact will 	support the 
chapel it Cimamorga, in the road claims of the Anzascans to distin-1 
near Ceppo Morelli, there is a very guished superiority. 	I did not see 
striking view :.in it all the beautiful nor hear of a goitre or cretin in my 
characteristics of the scenery seemed day's journeyeof twenty-five miles 
to be assembled—the river far beneath through the valley — a strong con- 
struggling through its narrow bed ; &illation of the opinions always given 
the majestic forests, which clothed the to my inquiries by mountaineers them- 
mountain Wes; among which was selves, that the filthy habits of a peod 
sometimes seen a village church or ple are the primary causes of goitres 
group of ipttages ; and the vista to- and. cretinism ; it is thus induced in 
wards the Alps terminated by the vast the community of those afflicted by 
and beautiful peaks of Monte Rosa. the dreadful scourge, becomes here. 

"I was much struck by the appear. ditary, and can only be removed by a 
ance of the inhabitants of this valley. change of habits in two or three gene- 
1 rarely saw a plain woman: their rations. 	This valley differs not in 
beautiful faces and fine forms, their the local causes, often cited as pro- 
look of cheerfulness and independ- ductive of cretinism, from other val- 
ence, and what in 	Piedmont was leys which are marked by this'scourgei 
more remarkable, their extreme clean- The waters of the Anza flow from the 
liness, continually arrested attention. glaciers of Monte Rosa as those of the 
Their costume nib ppculiar, but pleas- Doire descend from Mont Blanc, and 
ing : the hair braided; a vest fitted to both are drank by the inhabitants. 
the form, and buttoned high, over The proportions of labour, and the 
which was another, usually embroi- burdens borne, arc at least equal in 
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the Val Anzasca ; the degree of ele- partake of some excellent wine of the 
vation and moisture is similar; and it valley, which we procurol at Castii. 
is parallel with those 'valleys which none. 	He mentioned his intention 
are the most remarkable for thisturse, of going to the Valtdine. 	I picked 

.lite Valais and the Val d'Aosta. up another companion, in a young 
44-The Anrscans are aware that man of respectable appearance going 

they have a reputation for cleanliness to Muliera; from him I received much 
yid beauty, and they are justly proud 
of it. 	Whilst I was taking refresh- 
meat at Vanzone, the principal town 

information, as we walked together, 
about journeys around Mont Rosa, 
He had. passed the Ante-blanchve 

in the valley, I mentioned to the inn- with three companions, and said its 
keeper (rather, a sort of keeper of a dangers had been overrated; he also 
chandler's shop) the impression which gave me 	intelligence of the places 
the people of the valley had made and objects en route. 	It was evening 
upon me. 	He seemed delighted at 
my having noticed the fine women 

when we reached Cima de Muliera, 
whence the descent is very  rapid by a 

and their cleanliness, and said that 
what I had seen was not sufficient to 

zigzag paved road to Pie de Muliera, 
which he kingly walked through, to 

do them justice: 4  Come,' said he, put me in She right road across the 
'into our valley at a festa ; see our valley to Vogogna. 	He pointed out 
women on Sunday next at St. Carlo, 
the village below there, which you see 

a house in passing through Pie de 
Muliera, which formerly belonged to 

in the valley ; all the world will be 
there: in Upper Val Sesia they boast 

a superintendent of the gold mines, 
who had fantastically displayed his 

of their women, but they are not to riches, or his occupation, by gilding 
be compared to ours.' 	I spoke again the balconies, railing, and other iron- 
of their cleanliness ; 	he said, 4  Our work of his residence. 	I think I can 
women pride themselves upon the perceive in the Val Anzasen the loca- 
quantity, the fineness, and, above all tion of the Ictymuli, whose gold 
the whiteness of their linen ; and they 
are so scrupulously clean in 	their 

mines were so extensively wrought, 
that Pliny says a law existed among 

persons, that (I must use his own them which forbad their employing 
energetic expression) ii eat plus facile more than 5000 men. 	D'Anville 
de trourer tun mouche blanche dais and Cluverius place the Ictymuli at 
Celle vallee qu'une vermin.' the head of the Val Sesia : it has al- 

" I had not observed any beggars ways been a subject of difficulty with 
in the valley ; and there was no ap- 
pearance of poverty: mine host said, 
that the great industry of the Anzas- 

ancient geographers ; btaishere, where, 
and where only in Piedmont, gold is 
still raised, the name of time Ictymuli 

cans enabled them to establish funds may be traced in the villages of Cima 
for their poor, which prevented their de Muliera and Pie de Maier°, at nit 
wants, and restrained their begging. entrance to the valley where the mines 
Those who could not work were as- are worked, and where yet, at the latter 
sisted, and those who could, were not place, the receiver of the metal resides. 
permitted to be idle. This admitted, the commercial impor- 

44  Sonic time before we arrived at tance of the ancient pass of the Moro 
Castiglittm a man 	had joined us, 
whose French was a relief to me from 

may be accounted for ; its antiquity, 
and the excellence of what remains of 

the silence of nearly all but gesture it, carries it back to a remote period 
which my guide's patois imposed upon as a line of interecutte, nt least coeval 
me. 	Ile relieved Jan, my guide, by with that of the Great St. Bernard. 
good-naturedly carrying his burden, 
and was persuaded, with difficulty, to 

" Me,  recollections of the scenes 
• See p. 267, 
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:which I have pasted through in the Mont Turloi to Magna an 	the Val 
Past three days, from Visit to Vogogna, 
induce me to think. this pass the most 

Scala ('haute ted.,t), thetiee 	sweepe 
itig round"to the sight;the e le marks 

wild, interesting, and' beautiful that I' 
lave yet made; 'and the Vat Aniesca 

the Pitzi Bianca, which thin ' les with , 
the prodigious Writhes:of Men 	Ites4 

I have distinguished in my mind as and passes on to the Qima do .Taxi; 
the happy valley; mot only for the and the real of the Monte Moro; '* 
blessings which its .iiihabitants. nos, panorama of unmatched grandeur: 
sess, but the evils which they appear The plain of Macugintgli=a league 
to have avoided, and which have ren- long; and 'half a league Widi.,-is a 
fiered even the presence of priests luxuriant meadow, Whielt proditcei 
unnecessary, — at least I saw none ; abundance of food and fodder 'for' the 
nor did I, during my 'descent through cattle: there are many 'little hamlets in 
the valley, from' Miteugnagit to Pie de it, some almost touching the glaciers. 
Muliern, meet or see *Soldier; a down: The church of Macugnaga is a build: 
/tier, or alegkar—a goitre or a cretin." 
... At Macugniupts an inn; which may 

in 	of more striking appearance and 
richer irritidecorations then one:Would • • 

be endured by an Alpine traveller, expect to find in such a situation: 
oilers all its bad accomnsodations with '.The defile below Pesterana divides 
so much civility, as almost to reconcile not only the valley of Pesterana from 
the traveller to disgust, starvation, and that Of Anzasca, but oven thelitnguage 
want of rest. 	Myriads of fleas, and of the inhabitants. 	In the Val Pa- 
nondescript food do not promise well terana and the plain of Maeugtaigti 
for rest and refreshment ; „but the German alone.  is spoken, as in tlid 
little host who keens the.inn = Of other high Valleys Which commence 
whom /Euro was the prototype— in the deep rifts of Monte Rosa; 
boasts oftis having studied the cuisfos while in the Val' Anzatea the Ian- 
at Along; where he seems to lave gunge is Piedmontese and Italian., 	' 
fitted himself fOr the service Of Hai- Theoscent to the pass of the Mora 
pagon: ,Still the inn tnay be endured, 
for the sake of the palace of nature in 

is very abrupt, and the traveller rises 
rapidly above the'  ittle plain and yit- 

which it •is plaeed. Inge of Macugnaga. 	'The path lies 
. There is no 'scene ht the 	Alps at first 'through a straggling forest; 

surpassing the appearance of MONTE but the' Alps or pasturages are soon at- 
Rosa from Maeugnaga ; at least it is tainod, and the Scene thence presented 
better seen; than Mont Blanc is seen it most ritagnificent=all the mathet 
at Charaomnrctfromitsioftiest peaks of this glorious mountain are opdn td 
'to itslate.in the 'plain di'Macugnaga, 
its vast masses are spread out-before 

his view, from 46  peaks still then-
sands .of feet abOve him to the basth 

the observer. Its deep rifts arc marked et Mneugnegai now thousands of feet 
by. lines of snow, and glaciers Which Woe.: 	Such a seine canna be Con- 
stream from its summit to the vault of calved, and once seen' can never Ild 
ice whence issues the torrent of Anna: forgotten, Orom the high pitsteragea 
The bases of the lateral mountains arc 
clothed with dark forests of fir and 
hitch, and the• whole scene gives an 

the path traverses a stony' ditd' barren, 
slope Co the snow and glaciers; which,  it IS naessary 'to cross. 	tlie .sOn 

impression of  immensity, and excites summit, amidst a heap of stones, a 
the most sublime emotion. .6.66 is placed, and the traveller looks 

The little. plain of Macugnaga is down on the other side of the motth- 
the arena of an*araphitheatre, more thin towartbi the Yalleya, 'and into a 
than three sides okkt are inclosed by scene oisterility which has no relief. 
enormous Mountains, 	On the left is Before descending-towards the val. 
observed the peas which leads Over the Icy Of Sans it is desirableto walk along 
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the crest of the Moro to the right, 
oliout a ,quarter of a mile, where, 
mounting some rocks,.a glorious view 

The pass of the Moro, end another 
across the glaciers on this right into 
the Val Antronn, are mentioned in an 

offers itself; extending over the valley old record of the date of 1440, as "forts 
of. Anytime and Antrona, to the plains amx passages," and great expenses 
of Italy and the chain of the Alps, even were incurred in1794 and again in1790 
to its subsiddhce in the distant Ty- in the endeavour to restore them in or- 
rel. 	The traveller who, in going der to facilitate the conveyance of salt 
from Visp ,y the Moro, wishes to 
shorten his route and avoid Macug- 

and other articles of commerce, buk, 
the now.repairs were soon destroyed 

naga, :may from the summit of the by avalanches. 	As passes for cora- 
Moro descend to Canmiole in the Vat mercial objects they are superseded 
Anzasca by a tolerable path, but he by the Simplon, and they are now 
would lose the finest views of the only traversed by the smuggler, or 
Monte Rosa. the peasant who despises the danger 

The summit of the pass of the or difficulty if he find iethe shortest 
Monte Moro is 9100 English feet path to a fair or a fcsta. 
above the sea, and 4 pr 5 hours are 
required to attain it from Macugnaga. 

Amidst the desolation of the spot, 
upon which tlitillraveller who has cross- 

The descent is at first difficult on the ed the Maro first feels himself safe, he 
northern slope of the snow, but onb findsthe Alpine Ranunculus, Gentian- 
soda reaches On ancient paved road ells, and other mountain flowers; but 
which hits been cut out of the face of the debris of fallen mountains, and 
the precipices, and fearfully overhangs the enormous glaciers which surround 
a deep hollow into which the glaciers him, 	give a fearful 	impression of 
which stream down from the sur- desolation: 	In an hour, however, he 
rounding peaks seem to be poured. reaches the ckOkts of Destal, 	and 
The spot is one of the most desolate here he can get such refreshments as 
in the Alps. 	Soon it is necessary to excellent milk, cheese, and eggs. 
cross a very Steep narrow slope of 
snow, which stretches down, below 

The travellgt who leaves tlW Valhi*
snow, to cross the Moro and descend upon 
where it traverses the path, at least Macugnaga, naturally seeks the en- 
500 feet ; here a slip 14ould be fatal, 
but the guides trudge across it, laden 

joyment of the magnificent scene of 
Monte Rosa, as it bursts upon the 

with the traveller's luggage, as if the observer on the Mom. To obtain this 
thought never occurred to them that it is necessary to reach the ehOlets of 
it was possible to slip and fall into the Destal from Vito.), of cas;:accomplish- 
deep and fearful gulf. At length the meat in a day, in order to reach the 
paved road is left, and no vestige can summit of the Moro by. 9 or 10 
be traced of it—it has been destroyed o'clock, before the mists of the valley 
by the masses which have fallen from rise and obscure the mountain; for 
the precipices above. by midday, even in fine weather, the 

The path now winds down the vast Monte Rosa is often so belted by 
talus formed by these repeated falls of light clouds, that the enjoyment of 
rocks, to reach the scanty herbage of the view is withheld from.all but those 
the highest pasturages. 	Front below who will exert themselves to pay a 
it is impassible to trace any path, or morning visit to the scene. 
even in what direction the path lies, by From Destal a difficult path crosses 
which the descent tun been made; yet the mountains in the Val Antrona, a 
it it not a century since this was the valley that debouellbs into the Val 
road by which the courier regularly d'Ossola. 
passed_ from Piedmont to the Val- Soo ,,after quitting the elifilets, the 
labs. path. leads down to a dreary lake 
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formed by the melting of the glaciers the principal commune of the valley. 
--a great glacier, in fact, dams the Formerly the traveller's only place of 
valley, amrotliese waters accumulate refuge was the house of the cure, now 
within it. 	From the lower end of an auberge offers its independent wel- 
the lake the view of the northern come ; and Moritz Zurbruken, the 
side of the Cima de Jazi, and some of innkeeper, is one of the best guides 
the peaks of the Monte Rosa, present in the valley to the pastes and objects 
a scene of savage sublimity. 	It is ne- of interest in his neighbourhood. 	A 
cessary to skirt the dam of ice and very interesting account was lately 
descend below it — an affair of some 
difficulty ; how the cattle are made to 

published at Geneva by Marc Viridet, 
of a hazardous excursion made by bins 

ascend and traverse it, which they and two friends, under the guidance 
must do to reach their pasturages, it of Moritz, across the Roth-born and 
is difficult to imagine. 	From below, 
this harrier of ice appears so effec- 

the glaciers of the Fletschorn to the 
village of Simplon. 

tually to close the valley, that it is The plain of Sans is beautiful 
impossible to imagine that any tuxes- amidst the wild scenery which stir- 
sible alp lies above it. rounds it ; it is nearly a mile long, 

From this .barrieiNlie path lies 
down the valley, still sterile and filled 

and its verdant meadows are refresh-,  
ing to look upon after the sterility of 

with rocks and stones; the Rhode- the upper valley and the pass of the 
dendron, however, and a little brush- Moro. 
wood, give evidence of improved cc- Immediately below the plain of 
gctation. 	About an hour brings the Saes the valley becomes a defile, and 
traveller to the village of Allmengal. rocks in the wildest. disorder marlo 
From this village a path crosses the the desolating effect of winter upon 
mountains on the eastern side, and the precipices which bound the valley. 
leads to. Antrona ; and on the west Some magnificent cataracts pour their 
another path leads over snows and unregarded volumes of water into 
glaciers of the Mont Fee to Zermatt this deep and desolate ravine—which 
in the ;alley of St. It 'colas. 	This 
presents 'a teralie appearance, but it 
is said to be without danger, though 

in other situations would divide cele,  
brity with the finest falls in Switzer-,  
land. The torlent of the Sans is often 

the traveller must be an hour and traversed in the descent over bridges 
half on the glaciers. which tremble under the weight of the 

One of these paths is indicated in traveller, especially if he be on a mule 
Keller's inigibut he is not to be relied for this valley is accessible to mules 
upon for accuracy, except within Swit- even to the glaciers of the Moro above 
zerland or its frontiers. 	lie is often the clatilets of Destal. 
wrong in tie names of places, and in • The valley of Sans is formed of a 
their situations. succession of ravines and little plains. 

About an hour below Allmengal About two hours below Saas, and 
lies the village of Micra. 	Before below a rugged path in a narrow de- 
reaching 	it, 	larches and 	pines are file, the little plain of Aballa opens 
passed, but they are stunted from 
their great  elevation. 	After crossing a 

and presents its village and church, 
amidst meadows, gardens, and other 

little plain, a rugged path leads down evidence of a lower region and more 
by a hamlet, and the traveller passes favoured vegetation. 	Below Aballa 
under Mont Fee, whose bright snows, 
rising above a fumes4 of pines, give a 

the valley becomes again a gorge of 
the wildest character; and in the two 

singularly 	beautiful 	appearance 	to hours required from Aballa to Stalden 
the mountain. 	Soon after he' arrives the path lies almost continually amidst 
at the little plain and village Sf Sass, scenes nowhere surpassed in the Alps 
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for the savage wildness of their cha. ance with the surrounding scenery. 
racter. How dangerous it 'has been to The ravine slopes steeply.•to the tor- 
travellers, crushed by rocks that have rent from Stalden to Saas, except at 
fallen from above, or who have fallen the little plain of Aballa; and the 
over the precipices, along whielt the small quantities of barley raised, is 
path is carried on the side of the 
ravine, into th8 black gulf below, is 

grown in such 	difficult situations, 
that one wonders that the labour is 

shown by the numerous crosses stuck not an obstacle to any attempt to cul- 
in places of danger —more than 150 tivate it." 
of these are placed between Sans and Immediately 	before 	arriving 	at 
Stalden; they mark where life has Stalden, the torrent of the Saas, and 
been lost. 	Oometimes many arc seen that of the.  Matter, or St. Nicolas 
together bearing the same date, and vaijey, 	meet 	and 	rush with 	fury 
marking the common fate of several through the lofty arch of an Alpine 
at once. 	Other spots are so danger- 
ous, that several crosses mark the 

stone bridge: from which the scene • is_very grand. 
• repetition of 	fatal 	accidents there. A little below the confluence, and 

"'The initials of the victims, the date on the left bank of the river, the 
of the accident, and the P. P.N., 
priez pour nous, are cut on the cross, 
and ask the prayers of the passengers 

village of Steen is situated : here 
there is a decent inn, where the tra-
yeller may find accommodation and 

to relieve their souls from purgatory. rest, if the two hours, yet necessary 
" The valley of Seas," says Brock- for reaching Visp in the Valluis, should 

edon, " is the narrowest that I have add too much to his day's fatigue. 
yet passed in Switzerland ; the sides Stalden is about 8 miles from Visp. 
were excessively steep, and terminated After the belles liorreurs of the valley 
in a deep, narrow bed, through which of Sans,  the scenery below Stalden is 
the river tore its foaming way. 	I had tame. 	At Visp (Route 59.) there 
to cross it three times, and over bridges are two or three tolerable inns, and 
so ill constructed, with only a few the village offers many picturesque 
pines laid across, that to me, who had points of view : the snowy peaks ob- 
been rather inured to such places, the served to bound; the vie* on looking 
sensation of crossing Lulea mule was up the valley from the bridge, are 
horrible; the planks moved loosely 
under the animal's feet, and the whole 

generally pointed out as Monte Rosa, 
but the " queen of the Alps" cannot 

fabric shook as if an infant could have be seen from Visp. 	Those peaks are 
overthrown it. 	Some bridges in the on the mountain of Saasparltich di- 
valley are at fearful heights above the vides 	the, valley of 	Sans 	and 	St. 
torrent : one of these, which I sketched Nicolas, and overhang theoglaciers 
about two miles above Stalden, serves which are crossed in going from All- 
for communication between some cot- mongol to Zermatt by the path al- 
tages and the opposite mountain. 	Its 
height above the water is from 300 
to 300 feet ; and the cottages are so 
placed on the cliff, that a line dropt 
from them would hang far over the 

ready mentioned. 

ROUTE 106. 

vise 	TO 	CHATILLON 	IN 	THE 	VAL 
torrent on the other side. 	I have D'AOSTA, BY THE PASS OF THE MONT 

no where else seen such rugged wild- 
nese ; the huge old larches which 
overhung the deep gorges of the river 

czaviu. 

TOUR. OF MONT •E4ROSA. 

were of immense size, and their giant The first eight miles of this route 
limbs and roots, thrown about in a 
savage grandeur, were quite in accord- 

take the .traveller back to Stalden, 
whence, ascending by the road on the 

Steitz. N 
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right without crossing the torrent, he the second, and Chatillon 	on 	the 
enters thoisMattertal or valley of St. third. 
Nicolas. The road is carried along the Above St. Nicolas the valley be- 
steep slope of the side of the rnoun- comes much narrower, and the path 
taro which bounds and narrows the 
valley, where the furious torrent de- 

in many places carried along a steep, 
slope where a slip would hurry the 

scending from Zermatt foams in its unfortunate passenger to his certain 
deep course far below the path of the destruction. The valley widens before 
traveller. 	The vast' buttress which, 
resting against Monte Rosa, stretches 

arriving at Herbuggen, and passes 
near a fine glacier descending from 

down towards the Valais, dividing the the Schallhorn. 	There is a cascade 
valley of the Seas from that of St. near this which merits notice. 	The 
Nicolas, terminates at the confluence next village above 	Herbuggen 	is 
of the 	rivers which flow through Banda. 
these vallexs. 	The slope at the con- On the 27th of December, 1819, 
.fluence is richly wooded, and among an avalanche discharged itself from 
its forests and pasturages, the village a precipice Of the Weisshorn, 1500 
of Grenchen is seen yr the left, in the feet 	high, 	behind 	the 	village of 
valley of St. Nicolas Pit is remark- Banda ; it did not reach it in de- 
able as the birthplace of Thomas scending, but passed a little on one 
Platter, the reformer, who was a side of it, yet the mere draft of air 
physician of Basle. 	This village the produced by a fall from such a vast 
guides rarely fail to point out. elevation destroyed the greater part 

The route to St. Nicolas is not so of the houses, scattering the timbers 
fearfully savage as the path up the of which they were built like straws 
valley of Saa.s, though, but for the over the mountain side to the distance 
immediate comparison, the Val St. of a mile, and 	hurling millstones 
Nicolas is wild enough to satisfy a many fathoms up hill. 
lover of Alpine scenes. 	In two hours About an hour higher up than 
the traveller from Stalden reaches the Ronda is a larger village:— Tesch,.-- 
village of St. Nicolas, the chief place where, if foul weather shouldipvertake 
in the valley!; it is agreeably situated the traveller, he has little chance lof 
amidst the orchards and forests which comfort; Or; few unfortunates who 
enrich its immediate vicinity : 	the have staid here have left their male- 
house of the curs is usually resorted dictions upon its dirty and miserable 
to by straogers, and his hospitality acommodations. 
never fallow At Zermatt, two hours further, the 

The 	journey 	to 	Zermatt from house of the curd offers its hospita- 
Visp isi a short one of nine hours lities, and a worthier host than Jean 
only, and St. Nicolas is about half Francois de la Costa cannot be found. 
way. 	Starting at a very early hour A good little Inn, however, comfort- 
from Visp, the traveller might cross able 	in 	itself, 	and 	kept 	by civil 
the glaciers of the Cervin on the same people, is now established here. 
day, and reach-the chalets of Brieul : In the little plain of 	Zermatt, si- 
but it is a wiser course to start in tuated amidst the grandest scenery of 
the morning from Zermatt, cross the nature, surrounded by forests of pines 
glaciers, and reach the Val d'Aosta and vast glaciers, is placed, with its 
at Chatillon the same evening, that neat church, this elevated and retired 
is, supposing.the effort of the tra- village, with more cleanness and com- 
seller be to reach Chatillon from Visp fort among its inhabitants than is to 
M, two days; ,the more frequent prac- be found in many places of greater 
bee, however, is to go to Zermatt on pretensions. 	This has perhaps been 
the first day, to Vat Tournanthe on effected by the influx of strangers, 
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for 	many 	Mineralogists, 	botanists, 
and entomologists, come 	here 	to 

each language giving its own t thus 
the Mont Cervin in Feench is the 

collect rich harvests in the neigh- Monte Silvio in Italian, and the Mat- 
bourbood. 	The intercourse with the terhorn in German; and the village 
Val d'Aosta by the Mont Cervin is of Zermatt is known on the Italian 
not frequent Tough to produce such side of the mountain as Praborgne. 
effect upon the manners and character When the traveller in the Alps 
of the inhabitants,—the example of receives the hospitality of the cures 
the worthy cure may however have of retired villages, where there are no 
done much. Here many days may be inns, it is usual to leave with the 
spent in excursions to the glaciers and 
points of viaw with which the neigh- 

housekeeper, or for her, a donation, 
which it is just should at least equal 

bourhood abounds, and to which many the cost of such accommodation at an 
of the inhabitants are excellent guides. inn ; 	the tax would otherwise be 

From Zermatt, a path, already ad- heavy upon the limited reaps of the 
verted to, leads to the valley of Saas, 
and another — very rarely used— is 

host, and kindness and attention is 
thus insured to future travellers. 

.*Vaid to lie directly across the glaciers There is anollier cluster of huts and 
of Monte Rosa, by a course known granges call ea-  Zumsee, still further 

' by the name of the Arete-blanche, to up the little plain of Zermatt; it lies 
Macugnaga; this pass is better known 
by its German appellation, Weissen 

close to the glaciers of the Breithorn, 
but is passed on the left by the tra- 

Thor. 	The distance from Zermatt yeller who approaches the Cervin. 
to Macugnaga by this pass is 12 About an hour above Zermatt the 
hours, and its highest point exceeds path abruptly ends in a deep rift in the 
12,000 English feet. . "Herr Zum- mountain, in the depths of which the 
stein, however, considers the fact of torrents from the glaciers of the Cervin 
the passage only as a doubtful tra- are seen to struggle and force their 
dition, and certainly no one living is way into the valley of Zermatt. A path 
known to have crossed it."'— ED. ? has been cut out of the ovenhanging 

But the grand object of a visit rock to reach a wild Alpine bridge by 
to 	Zermatt 	is 	the 	Mont 	Cerein, 
which, from the village,os seen to rise 

which the torrent is crossed, and the 
ascent to the Cervin abruptly corn- 

in singular beauty and magnificence mences by a • path which passes by 
against the sky, of a pyramidal form, 
and more than 4000 feet of elevation 

some granges and up a rugged course 
through a pine forest, in which, how- 

' above the bed of ice from which it ever, it does not long asntinue, but 
seems to spring. 	In the whole chain enters upon some scanty pasturages 
of the Alps not one object offers so enamelled with flowers, oral making 
striking an appearance as this re- 
markable mountain, which lifts itself 

a considerable detour to the right, 
soon leaves the traveller to wander 

from an otherwise unbroken line of 
glacier, which is more than 11,000 

up a trackless course of loose schist, 
sodden with the waters from 	the 

English feet above the level of the glaciers. 	Often it is 	necessary to 
sea: this scene alone would repay traverse deep water-courses cut by 
the trouble of a visit to Zermatt the streams, and this fatiguing ascent 
from Visp. offers little variety until he reach the 

There is some confusion produced glaciers ; 	and this 	is only after a 
by names on the frontiers of states, fatiguing march of four hours from 

Zermatt, and two kvrg hours to reach 
• The Editor will be greatly obliged to any the summit are still required on the 

traveller who will confirm or disprove, by en- 
quince on the spot, the existence of tins 
Pau. 

glaciers•  which are free from danger, 
though deep rifts on the left point 
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out the risk of deviating from the high regions, service is performed. 
true course, The plain of Breuil appears to have 

From the summit of the pass, which anciently been a lake. 	From 	its 
' exceeds 11,000 English feet above the lower extremity the peak of the Cer.i 
level of the sea, the scene around is via is seen on the side opposite to 
one••of extraordinary magnificence; Switzerland, but still 	over *towering 
the eye wanders over a vast inter- its enormous bed of glaciers. 
vening country to the Bernese Alps, 
sweeps round by the Breithorn and 

Below the plain of Breuil, the 
route descends by a wild and deep 

Monte Rosa, 	looks down upon a 
thousand peaks towards Piedmont, 
and rests upon that wonder of the 

gorge, through which a torrent rushes, 
and scarcely leaves space enough for 
a path by the side of the rock ; 

Alps, a pinnacle of rock, the Cervinior through this savage ravine, one of 
Matterhorn, in immediate proximity, the wildest in the Alps, the traveller 

• whose pea% is 15,200 English feet passes for about two hours, and then 
above the sea. During the ascent, this reaches the first village, which 	is 
glorious object —the motive for his composed of many houses scattered 
journey, the reward 4 his exertion— over the slopes of an amphitheatre of 
is constantly before thdltourist. 	• rich pasturage, surrounded by moun-• 

On the actual crest of the Col there tains. 	This, the highest village in 
is some hare rock, and a little space the valley, bears• also its name—Val 
-so exposed that the snow'cannot rest Tournanche. 
-upon it. 	Here 	Saussure remained At this commune, the Piedmon- 
•three days, with his son and attendants, 
engaged in experiments at this de- 

tese officers of the customs, or as they 
are called in Piedmont, prepose, are 

• vation. 	'fracas of the rude cabins in stationed. 	The difficult and danger- 
-which they sheltered still exist, and ous passes into the Vallais are the 
also of a redoubt thrown up three surest courses for smugglers. 	For.. 
centuries ago by the Vallaisans, and merly, in defiance of Napoleon, and 
known• by the name of Fort St- his Berlin decrees, they passed these 
Theodule : it never could have been frightful solitudes laden with British 
intended 	for' -serious 	defence, 	but muslins, tempted by a high reward ; but 
placed 	there with 	a 	silly military sometimes tlary were shot by the pre- 
swagger, which the Swiss displayed at pose stationedat points of observation. 

'that time, to mark' that they claimed From the village of Val Tour- 
•as their frontier the crest of the Alps. nanche to Chiitillon is a journey of 

From the summit the descent to- about six hours, generally deep in the 
wards the Val d'Aosta still lies over ravine through which the Tournanche 
the glacier for two hours, thence down foams ; two or three little hamlets are 
the steep and loose Moraines, swampy passed, 	the principal of 	which 	is . 
and difficult of descent, for two hours Antey. 	On approaching Chiltillon 
triore.before the traveller can reach the the road rises high up on the side of 
Adieu of Mont Jumont,—the first on the ravine, and winds amidst enor- 
the side of Piedmont, without even mous blocks of serpentine which have 
any summer  residence of man inter- fallen from 	the mountains, whose 
vetting between 	Zumsce, 	the 	last sides and 	bases bound• the gorge. 
habitations in Switzerland, and this The arid faces of the rocks, whence 
place, a distance of nine hours. About these have been detached, present the 
an hour below the chalets of Mont richest colours to the pencil of the 
Dumont, 	is 	tins plain 	of 	Breuil, 
where there ate many granges, and a 

artist, and the vast trunks and wild 
branches of the chestnut and walnut 

clineel,in which, once a year, during trees increase the picturesque cha- 
the resort to the pasturages in these reeler of the valley. Through a forest 
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of these the path descends, and on of Monte Rosa ; 2d. the excursion to 
emerging from it the Val d'Aosta the Schwartzsee, for a war view of 
opens, the old and new bridges of the Matterhorn. 
Chatillon spanning with their single " The ascent of the Reifel is a plea- 
arches the deep ravine of the Tour- sant and easy excursion of about six 
nanche ; and, beyond, on the opposite hours, the chief part of which might 
side of the Via d'Aosta, the ruins of probably be done with a mule. 	Two 
the Chateau d'Usselle present those hours and a half of rapid ascent from 
materials of the picturesque for which Zermatt brings the traveller to the 
the valley of Aosta is so celebrated. edge of a wild precipice, opposite to 

The bridges are among the most the Breithorn, but separated from the 
remarkable objects at Chatillon. That main chain of the Alps by a deep 
over which the high road now passes valley occupied by the great Korner,- 
is a very fine single arch, thrown gletscher. Another threequartersofan 
across a deep gulf. 	From it are seen, 
further down the torrent, the remains 

hour of more gradual ascent, skirting 
round the base of the high peak, called 

of a Roman bridge,alsb a single, and theReifelhorn,leads to another similar, 
—still an entire arch; and immediately but still greater point of view, com- 

over it another bridge, one which mending the evtole chain of Monte 
served its purpose for many ages, but Rosa, from the Breithorn to its sum. 
it has now been superseded by the new mit, with the subordinate chains or but- 
bridge, and its improved approaches. tresses which rise to meet it from the 

In the depth of the gulf, and a little north-east Five great glaciers sweep 
up the stream, are forges, strangely down from the main chain of the Alps; 
placed 	there, for the sake of the the Glacier de St. Theodule, above 
water power in working the tilts ; which is the pass to Breuil ; then the 
a wild path leads down to them, and Breithorn-gletscher in'two branches; 
the view of the bridges from the next the glacier Monte Rosa ; next 
bottom of the ravine forms one of the the Korner-gletscher, descending from 
most striking scenes in the valley. the Korner-how, a point lying north- 
Chiitillon contains a convent of ca- ward of Monte Rosa, into which fall 
puchins. 	. the other four, and which itself de. 

scenes into 	the valley of Zeiinatt. 
is called by Keller the Zermatt- 

• 
We have been obliged by a tra- 

veller who has kindly furnished us 
letscher. 	F 	this poi 	a tra- 

verse verse of three
rom  

quarters of
nt  

an hour 
with his notes upon a tour of Monte across the mountain leatis, to a corn. 
Rosa, which may appropriately be pletely dift'erent scene, overlooking 
inserted here, at the risk of some little the Findel-thal, a deep valley rising 
repetition of the information given in up 	to 	the Findel-gletscher, above our routes. which rises the Strallborn, and coin. 

mending a magnificent view of the 
TOUR OF MONTE ROSA - UV TO snowy peaks which separate the valley 

ZERMATT. of Zermatt on one side from that of Seas, 
0  There is now a decent little moon- on the other from the Turtman-that. 

tain inn at Zermatt ; and some days " From this point to Zermatt is a 
may be spent with much advantage descent of I i to 2 hours. The route 
in thoroughly exploring the upper returns into the path by which we as- 
portion of this remarkable valley. The 
two most accessible and most usual 

cended. 	By a circuit of half an hour, 
or so, the foot of thqlforner-gletscher 

excursions are, 1st, the 'ascent of the where the river issues from it, may be 
lower range, called the Reifel, on the visited : and though the vault of ice, 
E. side of the valley, for a near view in 1840; was far inferior to those of 
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the Glacier du Bois, or Grindelwald, 
the exquisijp beauty of the spot well 

A third day, if it.could be spared, 
might no doubt be well devoted to 

deserves a visit. 	There is no moraine the Findel-that, especially by the en- 
to deform it : and here, I believe, one terprising traveller who would risk a 
may literally touch the meadows with 
one hand, and the glacier with the 

bad night's sleeping in the chalets, 
with the view of pushing on in the 

other. 	Corn-fields are seen above, at morning to the Weisset thor, the pass 
a 	considerable 	elevation, 	and 	the alluded to p. 267., from the summit 
needles of ice which rise against the 
sky on the higher part of the glacier 

of which the view is probably superb, 
I do not suppose that much difficulty 

contrast with the Jambes which fringe would be found in the ascent : the 
the mountain side. 	Of near views the great steepness of the Italian side is 
Alps offer few more lovely, or mare said to form the chief obstacle to this 
remarkable. 	The descent from the unfrequented route. 	I was told at 
glacier to Zermatt is about 45 mi- Macugnaga, that it had been crossed 
mutes. 	• this summer (1840), the first time for 

a The ascent to the Schwartzsee oc- 13 years. 	• 
cupies about 3 hours. 	Ladies can " The route from Zermatt to Saes 
ride all the way ; 	Met the ascent, 
though not dangerous, is in part very 
steep and fatiguing. 	The Schwartzsee 
is a little lake, or rather pond, at an 

has been spoken of : it is described as 
difficult and dangerous from its steep, 
ness; the glaciers, probably, are much, 
crevassed. 

elevation of 8000 to 9000 feet, on a " Another practicable route from 
buttress of the Matterhorn, with a 
lone chapel beside it. 	There is no. 

Zermatt, over an untravelled country, 
may be taken, direct to Sion, by the 

thing remarkable in the spot itself: Eringerthal. This is two days' work : 
but the low ridge east of it commands 
a superb panoramic view of the whole 

the way lies up the Zermatt gletscher, 
and across the chain which, descend- 

basin of Zermatt, with its surrounding ing from the Matterhorn, branches 
mountains ' 	a view glecidedly finer out into the chains which separate the 
than that from the Iteifel. 	Here the Eringerthal, the Einfischthal, and the 
Matterhorn, rising overhead, is the Turtman-that. 	I spoke with a young 
princtpal object; but the view also man who hail passed that way, who 
embraces the whole extent of the said that 5 or 6 hours were necessary 
Korner-gletscher, 	to 	the 	top 	of to pass the ice ; but that the way was 
Monte Rosa. 	A still finer view is not dangerous. 	The Eringerthal is 
obtained by rnounting the rocky peak unknown to tourists, although a prac- 
above the lake, called, I think, the ticable passage into Italy. 
Kleinerhern, an hour's steep ascent, 
in part over ice. 	Either from this 

" So steep are the walls of ice which 
hem in the valley of Zermatt, that 

point, or from the Schwartzsee, a dif. above St. Nicolas there is literally ho 
ferent route may be taken, descending practicable route to the next valley 
Westward to the foot of the great gla- westward—the Turtmanthal: and only 
Bier of Zmutt, and through that vil- one to that of Sans on the east, and 
rage, along the western branch of the that in bad reputation even in this 
valley to Zermatt. 	This route passes country. 	Except the route upwards 
through fine larch forests, and abounds beside the river, there is no way of 
in most singular and beautiful plc- 
tures, It crosses the river by a wooden 

quitting the valley above St. Nicolas, 
except over glaciers. 	Of these, that 

bridge, of laresnan, at an immense by St. Theodule is the easiest. 	It is 
height above the water. 	The descent hardly necessary to observe, that none 
this way is less steep, 	but rather of these glacier routes are to be recom- 
longer : it will take about si hours. mended except in the best weather, 
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and to hardy and adventurous per- eating ourselves from the forest, we 
sons: 	no slight hazard might arise reached the village of Fraschez, about 
from overrating one's powers of en- half past 10, and knockeff up a hos- 
durance." pitable peasant, named Jean Joseph 

. 	There is no difficulty in getting Villermatt — with a family of five 
good guides at Zermatt ; the only dif- 
iculty is to fan a medium of commu- 

lads, hunters— who spoke French, 
and would make good guides. 	It 

nication. 	Jean Baptiste Brantschen would have shortened the way to 
speaks a little French, and is probably sleep at a higher hamlet, which we 
one of the best. 	Another, Peter Ta- missed in the dark. 	The name of 
matter, who made with me the tour Fraschez, it should be added, does not 
of Monte Rosa, pleased me much by appear in any of the maps. 
his active, willing, and affectionate pass leading to the Lys-thal .The 
temper. 	The recommendation of the is called the Fuca di Betts: 	the 
innkeeper al'Zermatt may be trusted. ascent lies through larch woods, up n' 

The ascent and passage of St. The- 
odule have been already mentioned. 

very steep acclivity, by a•good path, 
There is little or no snow on the 

The Italian side of the mountain is pass, which is given in Keller as 
more dangerous, in respect of cre- 8100 French At above the sea. The 

.vasses ; and hero the guides took the height I should suppose to be over. 
precaution to tie themselves and me rated. 	The summit is three easy 
together with ropes. 	To those who hours from Fraschez!—the view not 
intend to make the tour of Monte extensive. 	A 	rapid descent leads 
Rosa, however, it is needless to de- down into the valley of the Lys 
scend to Breuil ; their course lies to Near the, second chfilet a path turns 
the eastward, across an extensive plain off to the left, towards the head of 
of ice, not greatly lower than the crest the valley, where there is a large mat 
of the pass, to the ridge called the handsome house owned by a wealthy 
Chiles Blanches, descending from the proprietor : the right-hand path leads 
main chain, which forms, by its pro- down to San Giacomo (?) about alit 
longation, the chain separating the Val hour below the large house, where 
Chalfant from the Val Tournanche. there is a small auberge. 	Being re. 
From St. Theodule to ,Ayas, by this fused a bed at the mansion, anal un- 
route, is said to be about 5 hours, of 
which two or more must be over the 

able to procure one at the hostelry, 
my guide and 1 took up our quarters 

ice. 	I lost the pleasure of this route, 
by an unlucky adventure, which caused 

in a barn full of bay. 	Nothing can, 
be imagined finer than the head of the 

me to descend to Breuil, and reeross the Lys-Biel. 	The Lys-gletther, which 
mountains to Ayas, at a great increase descends low, is formed by the union 
of distance and fatigue; and having of two magnificent branches, whiclx 
been benighted, I can say little of the 
upper part of this valley, except that 
it does not appear to be of very striking 

sweep down from the Lys Kamm, 
Rock, rivet', rich pasturages, forests, 
glaciers and mountains, and so ad" 

character. 	From the time, however, 
that we reached the region of trees it 

mirably combined as to present a se-
ries of most exquisite views, both in 

became very beautiful ; and as seen descending and in passing along the 
imperfectly by the moon, which gilt- bottom 	of the valley. 	Near 	the 
tered on the snows of the Breithorn, 
nothing could have been more ro- 

village chapel and close by the road, 
there is a 	remarkably picturesque 

mantic, if we had only known where spot on the river, which has hollowed 
we were to sleep, and bad not been itself a very deep channel, across 
15 hours on foot. 	At last, however, 
when we. began to despair of extri. 

which has fallen 	a mass of rock, 
forming% natural bridge, which leads 
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to the chapel and some adjacent the wilder parts of the Highlands. 
houses. 	 llere is also a bridge half Trees there are none ; and the gle- 
an hour hieter,above the great house. ciers of the main chain are I should 

" From the Lys-thal to Macugnaga think concealed by the precipices un- 
is a very long and hard day, including der which I passed; which were veiled . 
two high and steep passes. The first, 
the Col d'011en, is given by Keller as 

by clouds. 	From the chalets, the 
way lies down a verysteep staircase 

8200 French feet above the sea. The -such it literally is—until,on turning 
first ascent is very rapid, commanding the lofty peninsula on which they 
fine views both up and down the 
valley... About half way up a large 

stand, between two converging glens, 
a magnificent view opens into the 

mountain basin is reached, containing heart of Monte Rosa, from which a 
several 	chalets, at 	the .highest iof magnificent glacier streams far into 
which I breakfasted. 	It is the best the valley. 	The mountains on either 
and largest I have seen in the Alps, 
being a largb stone building contain- 

side rise very steeply, and are well 
clothed with larches below and pas- 

ing two good beds in an inner apart- tures above. 	Much ground would 
went, large provision of household be saved if the river could be crossed 
utensils, and every Aug beautifully here or a little higher; but, as it was 
clean. 	The mistress, a civil obliging full charged from the glaciers, we 
wommt, is from the neighbourhood were obliged to descend for 40 mi- 
of Aosta, and brings her cows an- nutes from the chalets to the first 
malty, first to the neighbourhood of bridge, a very picturesque spot, which 
Gressoney, then to a lower chalet, 
then hither — where she had been 

we reached at 12o 'clock, about 6 hours 
from the Lys-thal, excluding stop- 

(Aug. 11.), only 15 days. 	The titer- pages. 	This upper part of the Val 
mometer at 7 o'clock, a beautiful Sesia is very fine, and if accommo- 
morning, stood at 46. 	From the dation be to be had at Alagna, would 
valley to this chalet took 1 hour repay an excursion 	from Varallo. 
30 minutes, thence to, 	Col 1 hour, Such accommodation may, however, 
10 minutes; a steep ascent, about be had at Riva about 14 hour below 
20 minutes over snow. 	The passage, 
a mefe ridge, is marked by some re- 

Alagna. 
The Col 4 Turloz is one of the 

markable insulated rocks. 	By this steepest and most laborious passes 
time 	the 	mountains 	were 	much that I have crossed. 	Keller gives for 
clouded, but some of the higher points its height 7890 French feet, which I 
around Moyle Rosa broke out from should think must be an error: 	it 
time to time with splendid effect, appears higher than the Col d'011en, 
The 	descent 	is rapid and stony. took longer to mount, and has much 
The 	way to Alagna runs S. E. snore snow on it. 	The first stage of 
Turning off .from this I followed a the ascent is by a mule path, so steep 
laborious and pathless course, in and as to seem dangerous: this leads to a 
out along the mountain side, ascend- 
ing again under a wall of dark rocks 

group of chalets in about 45 minutes, 
after which we kept filing laboriously 

till we reached a small pool 1 hour up the stony steep mountain side, ge- 
SO minutes from the Col, and pro- nerally in the mist, and turning, it 
bably of nearly equal elevation, after seemed, easterly round the head of a 
which a rapid ascent brought us in basin, until in 2 hours 30 minutes 
45 minutes to the first group 	of from the bridge, I found myself on a 
claileta,—the cloilts de Rive. 	By lift of the fog, at some height above 
the way we passed under a very high a large bed of snow in the bottom. 
waterfall of considerable body. 	This Pursuing the same course we crossed 
part of the route resemblet much a large bed of snow, and came again on 
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thin herbage, along which we passed short sharp ascent to Macugnaga, 30 
to the last ascent, up a steep, hollow minutes 	from the 	mouth of the 
Sited with snow, between which and upper valley. 	de 
the rock we passed on the north Worse quarters might be endured 
side. 	Saw here a single chamois. for the sake of Monte Rosa. 	The 
The passage of the Col is not where master, a poor deformed man, is very 
one would expect, but more to the civil and attentive, has some notion of 
north, marked bya cross, which. how- cooking, and professes to have four 
ever, we did not see till near the good beds, of which I presume I got 
summit. 	A well-traced path winds the worst, and can get others. 	Some 
Yip to it, which however must be co- days might well be 	spent in this 
vered with snow till late ht the year. beautiful valley. 	Puccard picked up 
The Col is a mere ridge; it is worth here a tragic story of the murder of 
while to mount the cluster of rocks two travellers by their guides two 
to the S. E., from which the descent years'ago ; but, as he bates the Pied- 
may safely be made across the snow. montese, I do not implkpitly believe 
The scene was very grand, though it. 	Still in these remote valleys, with 
clouds obscured the view. 	I doubt an Italian population, I think any 
whether the summits of Monte Rosa be traveller would, do well in having a 
visible. 	From 	the bridge to the known man !It his side, even at the 
Col 3 hours 20 minutes, including a expense of sometimes taking a second 
slight deviation from the route in the guide. • 	Heavy rain came on in the 
fog; by a fresh pair of legs it might night, and in the morning the clouds 
be done in 3 hours from the bridge, 
or 4 from Alagna. 	On the N. E. 

were low. 	' I started at 11h. SO min. 
not having seen a glimpse of Monte 

side, the snow is very much more ex- Rosa, but with the sun over head 
tensive, and the descent very' abrupt : and the hope of getting above the 
it is necessary to keep well to the clouds, h hope 	only partially ful- 
left in crossing the snow, then descend filled. 	I 	saw 	therefore very little 
rocks and traverse back to the right of the Italian side of the Moro — 
again. 	This is quick work, as the a most magnificent pass. 	Reached 
slopes are often steep enough for a 
glissade. 	After coming to the line 

the first snow in less than 9 hours, 
and after a sharp stramble up a 

of vegetation, the descent becomes a slope of rocks, reached at 3 tclock 
very fatiguing, for the mountains rise a plan or basin of snow, with a wall 
round the valley like a wall, and are of snow bounding it, along which we 
covered with a thick undergrowth of slanted, laboriously, to the left, and 
scrubby rhododendron and bilberries, 
on which the foot 	takes no hold. 

reached a bare patch ofirock which 
marks the summit at 20 	minutes 

Reached the bottom in 1 hour 10 mi- past 3, about 31 hoursgoingofrom Ma- 
nutes, thence 1 hour 15 minutes along eugnaga. 	Keller gives the height 
a very gentle slope, and through beau- 7750 French feet, which, judging from 
tiful scenery to the junction with the the total absence of vegetation and 
valley of Macugnaga. 	Instead of de- extent of snow on each side, must be 
scowling with the stream however, 
towards Pesterana, &c., the way to 

considerably too low. 
4. Fifteen minutesquick descent clears 

Macugnaga turns °fiat a considerable the great mass of snow, after which 
elevation round the bill, commanding 
most exquisite views. 	It reaches the 
bottom of the valley near a small 

the path lies high above the.  glacier 

• These tales are tolil, not only from the 
hamlet, where it is necessary to avail mutual hatred of Ssaie dlid Piedmontese, but 
one's self of the only ( I believe) bridge 
over the river, and thence rises by a 
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which fills the desolate hollow below, 
sometimes over a paved road broken 

bridges, 	and between Foglis and 
Ivrea another river, the Chiusella, is 

by avalanches and torrents, sometimes crossed, near to where the road by 
over steep slopes of snow not good Foglis falls into the high road from 
for weak nerves, the slant being con- Chivasso to Ivrea. 	This spot has 
siderable, and the depth below not some celebrity, as the scene of a sue. 
trifling. 	The last of these is about cessful struggle of the French against 
1 hour from the top; thence to the the Austrians: it was the first battle 
clifilets of Destal, 20 minutes; thence in the war of 1800, and immediately' 
to Saas, 2 hours 30 minutes,— very preceded the victory of Marengo. 	In' 
quick... 	Macugnaga to Seas about the 	combat on 	the Chiusella 	the. 
74 hours' quick walking. 	It would Austrian General Salfi was killed.' 
complete this tour well to cross direct Two other villages lie beyond Foglis 
by Monte Fee to Zermatt, a dit on this road,— Montalegno and no- 
Scult route, as bas been said, and mano. 	The distance from Turin to 
thence to Sien by the Eringerthal— Ivrea by this road is 12 leagues; a 
three days' work. 	But such a circuit better but longer road lies through 
as this requires a continuance of fine Chivasso and Caluso. 	• 
weather such as is rartli met with. Ivrea is a large walled town. 	The 

" A better division of this tour, as to entrance is highly picturesque, across 
distance, might be made by sleeping the deep bed of the Doire, which 
at the chalets on the Col d'011en flows immediately below the Pore de 
(having 	first ascertained that they Turin. 	It contains about 8000 in- 
are occupied), instead of stopping at habitants. 	Here large markets are 
the Lye-that; or by starting very early, 
and taking the route of the Chnes 

held, to which cheese and other pastoral 
produce of the Alps are brought; it is 

Blanches, 	it would be possible to also a depot for the iron which is oh. 
reach the Lys-that in one day from tained near Cogne, and from other 
Zermatt. 	This however would be!a 
very hard day, probably of 15 or 16 

mines worked in the valley; here, 
also, some cotton works have been 

hours' walking. — A. T. M." recently established. 

. 	' The prison is a large building, with 
towers at 	the 	angles ; 	these, and 
the old walls! from many points of 

ROUTE 107. view, furnish most picturesque ma- 
terials for the sketch-book. 	This 

roost TURIN TO coasti,vsyn, MIR VAL town or city, as it is called, — and 
D'AOSTA. in English estimation, as the scat 

of a bishop, ought perhaps to be 
The shiktest route from Turin to considered one, — is said to be the 

Ivrea, at the entrance of the Val southern gate to the Val d'Aosta. 	It 
d'Aosta, is by Lemie, Volpiano, St. is of great antiquity, and mentioned 
Ilenigno, and Foglis—all large vil- by many ancient authors under the 
'ages or towns, containing from 1800 name. of Eporedia. 	Stroh° says that 
to 3000 inhabitants. 	St. 	Benign here the unfortunate Salassi, made 
has one of the most beautiful churches prisoners by Terentius Varro, when 
in Piedmont. these brave people of the Val d'Aosta 

The road lies across the flat rich were subdued, were sold as slaves by 
plains which extend to the bases of public 	auction, to the 	number of 
the  Alps; and 	before arriving 	at 36,000. 
Boglis, twp, of the torrents which de- On leaving Ivrea, on the night is a 
wend from the Alps arc crossed—the vast ridge of alluvium, the Monte 
Malone and the Orca -- ott. flying Bolegno, which 	stretches into the 
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plains. 	The road ascends on the left which covered the approach to the 
bank of the Doire, passes below the town, and the army passed by night 
chiteau of Montalto, and continues under the grenades and *pots de felt 
through the rich broad valley of the thrown by the fort. 	Another gun 
Doire — broad enough to constitute was raised to a belfry which com- 
a part of the plain, for at Settimo mended the gate of the fort, and the 
Vittone, si leagues, the ascent has Austrians, fearing an assault, surren- 
been so gradual as scarcely to have dered. 	Upon such slight occurrences 
been perceived. 	Nor is it in fact until the fate of Europe turned. 	As the 
the traveller reach Pont St. Martin, 
two leagues, that he may be said to 

French army would have devoured 
all the supply of the Val d'Aosta in a 

have fairly entered this valley of the few days, it must have retreated, and 
Alps. the battle of Marengo, one of  the 

At Pont St. Martin, however, all must brilliant events of French histotY$ 
doubtisremovFd. The lofty arch which would not have been fought. Within a 
formerly spanned the torrent of the few years the fort has teen greatly 
Lys, one of the finest Roman works of strengthened, and it is now considered 
its class in the valley, has now been re- invulnerable. 
moved for another,better adapted to the After passinipth rough the steep and 
improved intercourse of the inhabit- narrow streeft of Bard, the entrance 
eitts of the valley with the plains. The is seen, on 	the left, to the valley 
situation of this village is strikingly of Champorcher, whence a path leads 
fine. 	The entrance to the Val de by the village of Pont Bosel to the 
Lys offers a temptation to examine it, 
and a visit to the villages situated at 

Col de Reale in six hours, and by 
this pass and the valley of the Soanna 

the foot of the glaciers of Monte to Ponte in the Val d'Orca. 
Rosa (Route 104.) will well repay 
the explorer of an Alpine valley. 

Above Bard the valley is narrow, 
and offers little variety in ascending 

After crossing the Lys at a short by the deep and rapid course of the 
distance from its confluence with the Doire to 
noire, the road ascends to Donas, 
where a Roman work — a pierced 

Verrez, 2i kagues from Pont St. 
Martin, is situated at the entrance 

rock — is passed through, and near to to the Val Chalfant t Route 104.). 
it is a Roman milestone cut in the Here many improvements hate re- 
rock, noting xxku. cently been made, especially in the 

From Donas the road ascends ab- construction of a new bridge and many 
ruptly for a short distance, and close new houses, but a better inn is much 
to the Doire, which it steeply over- 
hangs, to 

wanted ; that kept by lean Garda, 
the post-house, is the best. Through- 

Fort Bard, celebrated for the tern- out the valley, however, thp addition 
porary check which it gave to the to the numbers of the inns, and of the 
advance of the French 	army un- accommodations which they offer to 
der Buonaparte, in 	1800. 	It was travellers have undergone an extraor- 
garrisoned by only 400 Austrians, 
yet such was the strength of the po- 

dinary improvement within 	a 	 few 
years. 	In the autumn of 1840 a 

sition, that Buonaparte almost 	de. great many houses at Verrex were 
spaired of carrying it, and a few days destroyed or injured by heavy floods. 
more must have starved his army into There 	is 	a 	large 	square 	keep 
a retreat ; by a gallant manccuvre, 
however, in the efficient placement of 

of the old castle of Verrex, which 
overhangs the Val Challant ; it is a 

a single gun, above the precipices picturesque objecitofrom below, and 
of the Mont Albaredo, which over- the scenes from it are worth a scram- 
hangs Bard, they checked the battery ble to the ruins. 

at 
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At Verrex there is a convent of Citi as Aosta is called. 	The wine in 
Augustines. the (neighbourhood of Mount Jovet 

Above dit town the valley widens, 
and the little plain of the Doire shows 

is celebrated. 
Nothing can exceed the beauty and 

the 	destruction which 	the 	torrent richness of the scenery, and the mag- 
brings with it, in the sands and rocks nificent character of the foliage; the 
left in evidence of its destructive vie- walnut and chestnut *tees are cele• 
lence in the spring. brated for their grandeur and pictu- 

About a league and a half beyond resqueness. 
Verrex the road enters upon one of Before arriving at St. Vincent, a 
the most remarkable scenes in the singular bridge -over a deep ravine is 
valley —a deep ravine, through which crossed. It is called the Pont des Sara- 
the Doire has cut its way, or found sins, and by antiquaries is recognised 
such a gulf its natural channel. 	T?e as a Roman work. 	From its parapet 
road ascends steeply on the left of the one of the most beautiful scenes in 
river, and is cut out of the rock, in the valley is presented on looking 
some places overhanging the foaming up towards Chfitillon, and including 
torrent, and where the rock equally among its objects the Château d'Usselle 
overhangs the travelleato  These rocks and other ruins. 	Not far from this 
are surmounted by the ruins of the bridge is the agreeable village of St. 
château of St. Germains, placed so as Vincent, 	where there are mineral 
effectually 	to command 	the pass, 
when the brigand feudal proprietors 

springs. 	About a league above is 
Chhtillon, 	which 	was mentioned 

robbed and maltreated the unfortunate in Route 106. 	The distance from 
passer-by. 	These ruins are an im- Verrex 	to this place is about 4i 
provement in the morale as well as leagues. 
the picturesque. Above Chatillon the same fine rich 

The road cut out in so remarkable character of scenery prevails, only in. 
a way was probably a Roman work. terrupted by the occasional traces of 
It was some time since repaired by destruction left by the torrents which 
the Autustine monks df St. Bernard, 
as a tablet oil, the road records, but 

in the spring rush down from the 
lateral valleys to fall into the great 

by a* little ' manreuvre 	of 	Charles drain of this district; the noire. 
Emanuel III., king of Sardinia, in About a lcillgue above Chiltillon is 
adding a bit above and a bit below, he the village of Chambave, celebrated 
has taken a large share of the credit for its wine, one of the richest and 
to himself. 	It stands thus: — .w. most recherché in Piedmont. 	The 

CAROLS EMANUELIS III. 	SARGINIdE wine of the Val d'Aosta has a great 

REGIS P. F. /NVICTI AUCTORITATE reputation, and the vine is cultivated 

INTENTATA At ROMANIS vrAst on the mountain sides to an elevation 

PER ASPERA AIONTIS IOrIS IUGA of 3000 feet above the level of the sea. 

AD FACILIOREllt COMIERCIORUAI In the valley, hemp, Indian corn and 

ET THERMARUZI ustat fruit trees, fill the plain like a vast 
XIAGNIS garden.  cOPENSIS TATEPACTA3I Naz, a poor village with the ruins 

AUGUSTAN'  
rEarP.crauxx A. Au:comer'. of a ehliteau, is nearly halfway be- 

ItEGNI XLII. tween Chatillon and Aosta. 	Before 
arriving at Nuz, a valley on the right 

This defile is called the pass of Mont bank of the Doire, is seen to run up 
Jovet. 	From tile head of the pass the to the ridge of tnountains which se- 
view down the Vallty is very striking. nitrates the 	valley of Aosta above 
Immediately above it, the finest part Mont Joliet, from the valley of Chem- 
of the Val d'Aosta extends. to the porcher. 	At the entrance of this 
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valley is the picturesque chateau of the Buttier, near to which it is si. 
Bads. 	Above Nuz the road passes tuated. 	Across this river there is a 
through the village of Villefranche. Roman bridge, now nearly buried in 

In front of the inns in the road up the soil accumulated around it during 
the Val d'Aosta it is a common ens- so many ages. 	There is also a re- 
tom to trelliec vines quite across the markable gate or port, having two 
road ; the delicious shelter which this facades, with a quadrangle between 
affords to the heated and weary tra- them, each facade composed of three 
seller must be enjoyed to be fully arches—that in the centre is much 
valued : in this part of the valley the the largest. 	There are also the ruins 
custom is most general. of an Amphitheatre, of a barracks or 

On the approach to Aosta the Praetorian palace, towers, walls, and 
château Quart is seen placed high on fragments of unknown former appro. 
the mountain side ; a path leads up Foliation, now serving only to perplex 
to it 	from near 'Villefranche, and antiquaries. 
down on the other side of its glen to. Aosta is the seat of a bishop under 
wards Aosta, so that a visit to it re• the archbishop of Chamberry. 	A 
quires no retracing of steps, and the military commandant is also stationed 
beautiful scenes presented in the as- here, and a numerous establishment 
cent and at the chateau deserve the 
trouble of climbing there. Little more 

of official inilectors ; fiscal, sanitory, 
&c.; a tribunal of justice, a royal 

than a league further up the valley is, college, an hospital for the military, 
AOSTA, a city more interesting for and another for the poor. 

its antiquities and historical associ- Anseitn, the notorious archbishop 
ations than any other claim it has to of Canterbury in the 11th century 
importance. 	Its situation is indeed was born at Aosta. 
strikingly beautiful, near the conflu- St. Bernard, whose name is im- 
enee of the Ruttier and the Doire, in mortally associated with the moun- 
a deep rich valley, surrounded by tain pass from the valley of the Rhone 
lofty and snow-capped mountains. to the valley of the Doire, was arch- 
The Civitas Augusti — or Augusta deacon of Aosta ; and his knowledge, 
•Prsetoria — claims a much higher from his situation, of the exposure 
antiquity. 	It was known under the and sufferings of thosd who traversed 
name of Cordele, as tRe chief city of these regions, led to his esetblish- 
the Salassi : its history earlier than ment of the celebrated hospice, upon 
its conquest by Terrentius Varro. a the permanent footing it has since 
general of Augustus, is fabulous, but held, and left him to be remembered 
the antiquary of Aosta has no diffi- as the " Apostle of thesklps." 
culty in fixing the date of its founds- The cathedral is deserving of a 
tion 406 before that of Rome, 1158 visit, though it has no higl.antiquity. 
a. c. ! By the army of the emperor it There is a column erected to com- 
was taken 24 years before the Chris. memorate the flight of Calvin from 
tian era, and its inhabitants reduced the city in 1541, with the following 
to miserable captivity. 	Augustus re- 
built the city, gave his own name to it, 
and established there $000 soldiers 

inscription : — 

HANC 
from the Prmtorian cohorts. 	The re- CALVIN/ root 
mains of large public buildings attest EREXIT ANNO /WELT 
its importance at that time. 	A trium- RELIGION'S CONSTANTIA REPARAVIT 
phal arch in tolerable preservation is ANNO HOCCELI.  
one of the finest of the remains — The inns at Aogra are now gene- 
nearly one fourth of it is buried in 	rally good, but the post, or Ecu deVal. 
soil brought down by the torrent of 1  leis, and the Couronne, are excellent, 
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for cleaness, comfort, and accommo- population in the neighbourhood of 
dation. 	A diligence passes between Aosta, one in fifty is a crkin ; and 
Aosta and turin, going three times above half 	 & are more or less goitre 
a week, and returning the alternate Some of these are horrid 	objects. 
days: and chars may be had in all Tumours as large as their heads are 
the intermediate towns. appended to their throats, varying in 

The inhabitants of the Pays d'Aosta number, size, and colour. 	The dirts 
speak French almost universally, es- 
pecially in the upper part of the 

deformity, and imbecility of the in., 
habitants of this part of the valleys 

valley above Aosta; this, too, is gene- presented a scene so wretched, that it 
rally the case in. those valleys which 
lead by the passes of the Alps to the 

harrowed our feelings. 	Not a well, 
dressed or decent-looking person is 

frontiers of Savoy and France.. 	The to be met with: all bear marks of 
inhabitants of these upper -vane" 
bear a much better character than 

poverty, disease, and wretchedness, 
and this, too, amidst scenes for which 

those who live near the plains of nature has done so much. Surrounded 
Piedmont. by mountains, and high in their own 

The difficulties about distances in locality, we saw nothing of the light- 
•Piedniont, alluded tqb  in the intro- ness, activity, :and high spirits of the 
duction to this acetic.'" is nowhere mountaineer. 	Something weighs 
more strongly felt than in this route upon the people like a curse. 	Many 
to the Val d'Aosta from Turin. With conjectures have been offered upon 
maps, post-books, descriptions of the the cause of goitres and critinism. 
valley, and the latest authority — the Labour, food, water, air, have all been 
,4  Dizionario Geografico Storico,statis- offered in explanation; but none of 
iico-commerciale degli stati di S. M. it these account for 	it satisfactorily. 
re de Sardegna," and the last ".Carta The opinion of our guide was, that 
Corograflea dells Divisioni di Torino it was chiefly owing to the villain- 
e di Aosta, published by authority of ously dirty habits of the people most 
the government, before us, neither afflicted with it. 	He said that among 
distances nor measureseean be recon- the mountaineers this was the gene- 
oiled. 	Whether the miles are geo- ral :opinion ; and though it 	some- 
graphiel, 60 to a degree, or of Pied- times descended in families, and often 
silent, 40 to a degree, is not men. was observed in infancy, yet it might 
tioned ; and no measures from the be traced to the filthy habits of pre- 
scales of three of the best maps will ceding generations." 
agree with either of the quantities On leaving this city to ascend the 
described in...lithe three beat works, 
which ought to be of authority since 

valley, the drive for about four miles 
lies through the open plain of the 

they are emetioned by the govern- Val d'Aosta, and through scenes of 
ment, so that the distances named its greatest 	richness in vegetation. 
can only be approximations. At this distance from Aosta the road 

The valley of Aosta, more perhaps passes beneath the château Sarre, an 
than 	any 	other 	in 	Piedmont, 	is unpicturesque structure; nearly op- 
afflicted in n horrid degree with ere- polite to it, on the other side of the 
tinism and goitre ; from  Chatillon„to valley, is a queer building in villaiu- 
Villeneuve this blight seems to have 
fallen most heavily. 	Brockedon says, 

ous taste, the château of Airnaville, 
situated on a knoll in a commanding 

" Nowhere are goitre and cretinism position, and thrusting its impudent 
more prevalent than in this beautiful pretensions into notice as if it were a 
valley. The peastiery appear squalid work of high refinement. 
and filthy, a race of beings generally Sarra is about halfway from Aosta 
stunted and diseased. 	Of the.whole to Villeneuve. 	Between these places 
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the road passes, near to the latter. seen foaming below through its re. 
place, through St. Pierre, where there strained course; and from the summit 
is one of the most picturesque chi- of this pass, Mont Blanc la the head 
teaux in the valley. 	Soon after leay.,  
ing St. Pierre, a fine scene is pre- 

of the valley closes the scene with its 
masses as a magnificent barrier. 	The 

seated in the approach to Villeneuve, 
where the vaste rock above the town 
is seen surmounted by the Chatel 

view is strikingly beautiful. 	The 
road, thus carried over the precipices, 
crosses in some places deep rifts in 

d'Argent, and beyond, the 	snowy the mountain side; over these chasms, 
Alps at the head of the Val Sava- platforms are placed, which, being 
rancho. 	About a mile from 	St. removed, would cut oft' all communi- 
Pierre the road • turns towards the cation by this road, and oblige an 
river, which it crosses by a stone army to make a considerable detour 
bridge 	to 	reach 	the 	little 	town to• descend 	by 	other 	points into 
of the Val d'Aosta. 	A peep over the 

Villeneuve, whore there is nothing parapet wall, or through the plat- 
of interest, and where the inn offers forms into the depth below, excites a 
poor accommodation ; it is too near shudder. 
Aosta to induce the owners to make From Fort B.' oc the road descends 
it more agreeable in the hope of de- rapidly to thceDoire, which it crosses 
taming 	travellers. 	(Near to 	Ville.. on a wooden bridge, and thence con- 
neuvc, the valleys of the Savaranche, 
and the RheMes, open almost toge- 

tinues on the left bank to 
La Salle. 	Before arriving at this 

they from the south, into the valley of village there is a fine view of Mont 
the Doire. 	Above Villeneuve the Blanc and the valley presented, as 
valley narrows and becomes much the road passes into a deep ravine to 
more wooded, the walnut trees form- cross a torrent near its head; thence 
ing in some places almost a forest, 
especially near 

winding round on the other side of 
this ravine, it rapidly descends upon 

Arvier, about 4 miles above Ville- 
neuve. 	Here the vineyards are cote- 
brated, every slope being terraced and 
vines planted. A little beyond Arvier 

La Salle, a 	dirty narrow 	village, 
where, however, the same is preserved, 
of the ancient people of this valley, 
the Salassi. 	On a bilrnear La Salle 

is the dirty narrow village of are the ruins of an old feudal Castle; 
foroane. Until within two or three there are 	traces of its high ,many 

years this village was almost a barrier antiquity found in and about the 
to the passage of carriages up the village. 	From Ivrogne to La Salle 
valley, from the steepness and narrow- is about nine English miles ; thence 
mess of its principal street. 	Now, 
however, this is altogether avoided ; 

to 
Merger, by a steep nod rather 

a new bridge is made over the torrent narrow road, is about three miles. 
of the Grisanche, and a good road is Nearly opposite to Morgex, it is in 
carried .behind the town and falls contemplation by the Sardinian go- 
into the old road above it, where this vernment to form a good approach 
enters on the road cut out of Fort by the camp of Prince Thomas to La 
Roc, which has also been widened, 
and a good 	road is now carried 

Mille, and the pass of the Little St. 
Bernard. 	One of the most important 

through the defile which separates benefits which the government could 
what is considered a distinction in the confer upon its subjects in the Val 
valley — the Val d'Aosta from the d'Aosta, and 	the Tarentaise. 	At 
valley of La Salle- Merge: two or flee little inns have 

Here the road rises hundreds offeet been lately built. 
above the bed of the Doire, which is Froth} Morgex, the road up the 
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valley is better than that between La all highly recommended; the traveller 
Salle and Morgcx, and at the distance however, must not expect to fiud on 
of a leap. a branch of the road de. the south side of the Alps, such 
scends to cross the. Doire, and leads to guides. as those of Chamouny and 
the village and baths of St. Didier. the Oberland, either fur general in- 
Through the former the:road to the telligence or extensive topographical 
Little St. Bernard passes, and about knowledge of the Alpine districts. 	/ 
a league from the branch road to Cormayeur is a place much re- 
St. Didier, the traveller enters sorted to in the summer by invalids, 

Cormayeur, where he will find in the for the sake of its mineral waters. 
Albergo del Angelo a capital inn and There are different springs near it; 
a good table-d'hUte, for a situation so that of La Victoire is half a league to 
far removed, from the resources re- the S. W. ; its waters are impregnated 
quired for such an 	establishment, 
which must be brought from the 

with carbonic acid wis, sulphate of 
magnesia, and a little iron, and has a 

lower valley, or 	even 	the plains. temperature of about 54. The spring 
During the summer, many persons of La Marguerite varies a little in the 
enjoy, en pension, this beautiful retreat proportions of its components, but its 
in the finest part of tie Alps. temperature is 12 	degrees higher. 

Cormayeur, though lit ousidered as The Piedmontese have great reliance 
the head of the Val d'Aosta, is in on the salutary effects of their mineral 
reality in the Val d'Entraves; it is a springs, and in their resort to them 
large village with many good houses, 
situated near the confluence of the 

bring together many agreniens. 	To 
them the traveller to the head of the 

two branches of the Doire which Val d'Aosta, and the tourist around 
descend from the Col de Ferret and Mont Blanc are indebted for an este- 
the Col de la Soigne. 	At the foot of blishment which offers to them rest 
the southern side of Mont Blanc to and refreshment, and, generally, agree- 
which it approximates so nearly, that able society, after their journeys. 
the glaciers and snowy crests of the The establishment of chars at Cor- 
great chain appear tagalong over the mayeur is excellent. 	A tariff fixes 
valley. 	From the village, the sum- the price; for 2 persons, at 12 francs; 
mit of Mont 'Blanc is concealed by for 3, at 15 francs; and for 4, at 
the Rent Dolina, but-half .an hour's 20 francs, fee their conveyance tO 
walk discloses the chain from the Aosta. 
" Monarch" to the grand Jorasse. 
That part of the chain seen from the ... 
village to claw the valley includes the ROUTE 108. 
remarkable peak of the G(ant, and a 
the wholescourse of the path, by which  MART1GKY TO AOSTA,--PASS OF TUE 
the passage may be made by the GREAT ST. BERNARD. 	1 
Col de G4ant to Chamouny, is, on the 
side of Piedmont, to be traced from At Martigny ( Route 59.)' chars 
Cormayeur. 	This 	 fa- _excursion, are 	generally 	hired 	for 	this 	ex- 
tiguing and difficult, is seldom made. cursion, to take the traveller as far 
Mrs. 'Campbell, however, 	and her as Liddes, whence the ascent to the 
daughter, English ladies, crossed from hospice is made on mules, the road be- 
Chamouny to Cormayeur, in company 
with a dozen guides, in the summer 

yond being impracticable, at present, 
for any sort of carriage • but the spirit 

of 1823 ; 	an adventure not yet for- 
gotten in the netilbourbood. 

of 	the 	Vallaisans 	will, if 	possible, 
overcome this difficulty. 	The same 

At Cormayeur .there is a family of energy which has so much improved 
guides, five brothers, named  rrovent, the roads in their canton, has already 
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made the difficulties of the forest of some fine scenes in the Val d'Entre- 
St. Pierre to subside; and if they mont, but none strikingly grand; it 
be encouraged by the Sardinian go- has the general character df an Alpine 
vernment, or, perhaps, in defiance of valley, and nothing that deserves to 
its blind policy, we may yet see a be 	particularly 	remembered. 	At 
good practicable char road on the Orsieres, where there is a tolerable 
side of Switzlrland, carried to the little inn (Vernays), the path which 
hospice of the Great St. Bernard. leads to Issert and the Val de Ferret 
. A survey for a carriage road over turns off on the right. (Route 110.) 

the pass was made by engineers from Beyond Orsieres the scenery im- 
the Vallais in 1890. 	Extensive im- proves a little in wildness. 	The tor- 
provements are already in progress on rent can seldom be seen in the deep 
that side, and there are great facilities 
for completing the road between the 

gorge which it has made its course, 
and there is nothing striking in the 

Hospice and St: Remy. 	It is there- scenery until the traveller arrives in 
fore by no means improbable that the the forest of St. Pierre. . 
road may be made practicable for Liddes and St. Pierre are the only 
chars in a few years. villages on the road between Orsieres 
. The length of route from Martigny, 

or rather the village la Bade, which 
and the holism ; the former has a 
tolerable inn, (L'Union); where tra- 

lies in the route of the Simplon, near yellers can rest and refresh. 
Martigny, to the hospice, is nine It is usually a journey of 10 hours 
leagues. It passes through the Bourg to the hospice, from Martigny. 	The 
of Martigny, and shortly after crosses charge for a char to or from Liddes 
the Drance. 	The bed of this river 
still exhibits in the rocks and stones 

and Martigny is generally 12 francs, 
and for each mule from Liddes to the 

with which it is strewn, evidence hospice 6 francs, and a douceur to the 
of the devastation occasioned in 1818, 
by the bursting of a lake in the valley 

boy who 	returns with 	the mule. 
Between Liddes and St. Pierre chars 

of Bagnes. are seldom taken, not that the road is 
After 	crossing to the left bank 

of. the Drance, the road leaves the 
impracticablebut it is, at *present, 
very liable to be brokep up. 

path to the Forclaz, which leads to St. Pierre is a dirty wretclWd vil- 
Cliamouny, on the right, and con- lage, but it has fragments and in- 
tinues up the course of the Drance scriptions enough to support some 
to the miserable villages of Valette claims to antiquity. 	A military co- 
and Bouvernier. 	Soon 	after 	the lumn, dedicated to the younger Con- 
river is crossed, and the road con. stantine, is placed heel' 	Do Rivaz 
tinues on its right bank in the deep says that it was originally on the 
valley of the Drance. 	In one part summit of the pass of the Great St. 
the defile is so narrow that it was Bernard, and replaced there the sta- 
found 	necessary to 	cut a gallery tue of Jupiter Penninus, which Con- 
through the rock : - beyond it, the stantine destroyed about the 	year 
road soon after reerosses the river, 
and ascends on the left bank to 

339. 
On leaving St. Pierre the road 

St. Branchier, another dirty village crosses a deep abyss, through which 
situated at the confluence of the two the Drance forces its way into the 
branches of the Drance, one of which valley below. 	The road to the hos- 
descends from the Val d'Entremont spice leaves on the left a torrent which 
and the Great St. Bernard, the other descends from the Val Orsey, in which 
from the Val de Bagnes and_ the there is, not far 01-rom St. Pierre, a 
glaciers of Channontane. magnificent cascade. 
. Above St. Branchier 	there 	are Tliefroad formerly led through the 
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forest of St. Pierre, by a path among 
the rocks and roots of pines, so steep 

when, withoutsuch aid and protection, 
hundreds must perish.  

and tortuoik that Napoleon's diffi- The Hospice is a massive stone 
culties in transporting his artillery, 
were here, perhaps, the greatest that 

building, well adapted to its perilous 
situation, which is on the very highest 

he encountered from natural obstacles point of the pass, where it is expose& 
during his extraordinary expedition to tremendous.storins from the north- 
in 1800 across these Alps. 	Lately east and south-west. 	On the north 
the spirited Vallaisans have cut an west it is sheltered by the Mont Che- 
exoellent road along the precipices nelletaz, and in an opposite direction 
which overhang the deep course of the by the Mont Mort. 	There is no 
Drance, avoiding the steep rises and mountain which bears the name of 
falls of the old road, and leading the the St. Bernard. 	Like that of thet 
traveller by a safe path, which their St. Gothard, the name is only'given 
daring engineers have cut out of the to the pass. 	The chief 	is ,Intildine. 
rock, through a savage and appalling capable of accommodating 10 or 80 
defile. travellers with beds; SOO may be. 

On leaving the forest, and rising sheltered ; and between 500 and 600 
to where the pines attg larches are have received assistance in one day. 
stunted from their elevation above the Besides this, there is a house nearLthe 
level of the sea, the traveller arrives hospice on the other side of the way; 
at some pasturages where there are it was built as a place of refuge in. 
many chalets. 	The enormous mass case of fire—an event which has twice 
of the Mont Velan appears to forbid happened here since the foundation. 
further progress, 	some of its fine of the establishment. 	It bears the 
glaciers, particularly that of Merlon, 
stream down into the plain of Prou, 
where, amidst the shelter of surround- 

name of the Hittel de St. Louis, 
which was given in compliment to 
the kings of France, whose protection 

ing 	mountains, 	numerous 	herds was often extended to the hospice; 
gather the rich herbage of this Alpine It is chiefly used for offices, and by 
pasturagt. 	• the domestics of the establishment. 

On rising above this basin, the Within a few years additional sc. 
path otters another defile, and beyond oommodation in bed-rooms has been 
it another summer pasturage, steep added. 	The around floor consists of 
and rugged, the scenes become more 
sterile and dreary, another ravine is 

stabling, store-room for wood, fodder, 
&c. 	A flight of steps leads up to. 

passed, and the summit is approached. the principal entrance in the first. 
At length, affgr crossing some beds floor of the building, where a long 
of snow, the solitary walls of the corridor connects the offices, &c. with, 

Hosriceappear, and the traveller the chapel. 	Another corridor on the 
reaches, on the very crest of the pass, 
this dwelling 	in the clouds, 8200 

floor above leads to the dormitories, 
the 	refectory, the 	gallery of 	the 

English feet above the level of the 
sea. 

chapel, &c. 	The Drawing Room, 
appropriated to the reception of strait. 

Here, in the practice of the most gers, especially ladies, is entered from 
disinterttted benevolence, lives 	this the stairs between the two corridors. 
community' of Religieux, who devote Here, the few brethren who are pri- 
the best time of their lives, when vileged to enter, do the honours to 
man is most susceptible of his powers their visitors. 
for its enjoyment., to the. service of The Clavandier (or Burser), the 
their fellow men ; Those whose pur- commissary of the establishment, is the 
suits oblige them to traverse these brother who .usually presides at the 
dreary fields 	in seasons of danger, hours of 12 and 6, dinner and supper. 
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This office was, until lately,' most , their religious peculiarities are never 
courteously filled for many years by obtruded upon strangers, and as their 
M. Barras, who resided nearly thirty most valuable duties are performed 
years at this hospice, until he was in obedience to the dictates of their 
removed, in order to be placed at the religion, no man has a right to make 
head of his brethren, in the recently them a ground of offence. 
established ho4fice, on the pass of the The chapel contains a monument 
Simplon. Formerly gentlemen dined to General Dessaix, who fell at Ma- 
or supped with all the monks •in their rengo, after havine,contributed mainly 
refectory, 	but 	this is now discon- to that victory: 	it was erected to his 
tinued. 	 . memory by Napoleon. 
t 	The room appropriated to visitors In the chapel there is a box, where 
is large and convenient; it is hung donations in aid of the funds of the 
with many drawings and prints, pre- establishment are put, and travellers 
sents sent by iravellers in acknow- who receive its hospitalities offer their 
ledgment 	of 	the 	kind 	attentions acknowledgments in a sum not less 
which they had received from the than they would have paid for. such 
brethren. 	A piano was among the accommodation at an inn. 	The mo- 
presents thus sent, by a lady. 	At. ney thus giaeh by those who can 
Melted to this room is a cabinet, in afford it, ought to be in a more liberal 
which a day, unfavourable for out-. degree, because that excess aids the 
door enjoyment, may be passed with monks to extend their assistance to 
interest and pleasure. 	It contains poor and destitute travellers, a very 
collections of the plants, insects, and numerous class of claimants upon 
minerals of the 	Alps, and many them, 	from 	the great intercourse 
relics of the temple dedicated to Ju- which exists by this pass between 
piter, which formerly stood on this Switzerland and Italy. 
pass, near to the site of the hospice. There are usually 10 or 12 brethren 
These antiquities consist of votive here. 	They are all young men, who 
tablets, and figures, in bronze, and 
other 	metals and materials, arms, 
coins, &c., and are curiously illustra. 

enter upon this devoted service at 18, 
and few surfive the time 'of their 
vow, 16 years : the severities of the 

jive of the early wqrship on this 
mountain, and the intercourse esta- 

weather in the winter, at this:al:eight, 
impairs their health, and they are 

blished over this pass. 	No trace driven to retire to a lower and more 
whatever now remains of the temple, 
though these relics are found upon 

genial clime, but often with broken 
constitutions and ruined health. Evan 

what is known to have been its site. in the summer, it has/iappened that 
Steps cut in the rock may yet be the ice never melted in the lake on 
seen, which led up to the spot upon the summit, and in some yeara not a 
which the temple stood. 	. week has passed without snow falling. 

The chapel of the hospice is gene- This occurred in 1816. 	It always 
rally well attended on Sundays and freezes early in the morning, even in 
Festas, when the weather is not un- the height of summer, and the hos- 
favourable, by the peasants from the pice is rarely four months clear of 
neighbouring valleys and Alp pas- 
tures. 	The tawdry ornaments of 

deep snow. 	Around the building, 
it averages 7 or 8 feet, and the drifts 

Catholic ceremony and worship in sometimes rest against it, and aceu- 
the chapel weakens the impressive mulate to the height of 40 Beet. 	The 
Character of the establishment and its severest cold recorded was 29° below 
ministers, for whom the most un- zero, of Fahrenheit I it has often been 
feigned respect must exist ; but as observed at 18° end 20° below, 	The 
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greatest heat has been 68° in the These do not roam alone, as generally 
height of summer. repmented, but are useful companions 

The perPbus passage of this moun. 
taro is more frequently undertaken in 

to the brethren or their assistants, 
tracing out the victim buried in the 

the winter than is generally ima- snow, carrying to him food and cor-+ 
gined ; it is difficult to conceive the dials fastened at their necks, across 
necessity or: urgency of affairs which snow heaps too sliglft to bear the 
can lead persons at such a season weight of a man ; recovering by their 
through scenes of such peril. 	They instinct the path, when to human 
are generally pedlars or smugglers sense the direction of the hospice is 
who traverse these dreary and danger- lost amidst the darkness, or the snow 
ous solitudes in defiance of the snows, 
tourmentes, and avalanches, 	which 

whirl. 	There are usually five or six 
of these noble animals kept at the hos- 

always threaten and often overwhelm spice. 	The breed originally comes 
them. 	During the severe cold, the from Spain ; 	Newfoundland dogs 
snow 	at 	tbis 	elevation 	falls 	like are found to answer, and are employed 
dust; the particles are frozen so hard on some of the passes. Their sense of 
that they do not attach and form smell is such *at it is affirmed they 
Bakes as in lower regions, nor con- can perceive the approach of a travel. 
solidate on the surface where it lies ; ler at the distance of a league. 	The 
a storm of wind, therefore, lifts it, 
and the air is filled with a mist of 

duties of the Brotherhood of St. Ben. 
nerd and their servants sometimes 

snow which the eye cannot penetrate ; lead them into fatal danger. 	On the 
and the poor wretch exposed to it 
wanders from the land-marks, which 

17th of December, 1825, a party, 
of three Maroniers, domestics of the 

in clear weather would guide him, 
to some fatal spot where he is de- 

convent, one of them was Victor, a 
worthy man, well remembered by Al. 

stroyed. 	These arc the tourmentes 
so much dreaded. Avalanches are less 

pine travellers, went out with two dogs, 
on the side of the Vacherie, to search 

frequent, but they are often fatal; at a dangerous time for travellers; 
snow, helarge masses, dbcumulates on they met one with whom they were 
the steep slopegof the mountains, until returning to the convent, when an 
its weight overcomes its support, or, 
subrnelting, 	loosens 	it ; 	then 	it 
suddenly slides off, and soon acquires 

avalanche overwhelmed 	them, 	and 
all perished except one of the dogs, 
whose prodigious strength and ac- 

a 	degree of inconceivable violence, 
which sweeps 	away everything in 

tivity enabled it to 	escape. 	The 
bodies, of poor Victor and his coinr 

its course: these avalanches often panions were only found after the 
happen in the winter, and render the melting of the snow in the following 
approach tt the hospice, especially on summer. 
the side of Switzerland, very danger- The Morgue into which the bodies 
ous. of the victims who bad perished on 

To 	assist 	travellers, 	amidst 	the these mountains used to be placed 
perils to which they are here ex- for 	recognition, 	has 	been 	altered 
posed, is the duty to which the kind within a few years; the bodies which 
brethren of the hospice and 	their had long been left in the morgue 
assistants devote themselves. 	limns- have been removed, together with 
mayed by the storm they seek amidst the bones of hundreds, the accumu. 
these dangers the exhausted or over- lotion of ages,which, until a short 
whelmed travellerio  they are generally time since, had remained within a 
accompanied by their Dogs, animals walled enclosure attached to the morz 
of peculiar sagacity for this service. gue. 	These relics of mortality might 
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have continued there without offence ; Wood for firing is one of the most 
it was a memento mori of the deepest important necessaries to them. 	Not 
interest. 	Scarcely 	ten 	years 	ago a stick grows within two Segues, and 
Brockedon described 	it thus: — all the wood supplied to`the convent 
sc. There is one scene of melancholy is brought from the forest which be- 
interest usually visited on 	the 	St. longs to it, in the Val de Ferret, a 
Bernard — the morgue, or receptacle distance of nearly four leagues. 	The 
for the dead. 	It is a low building, 
a few yords from the eastern extre- 

consumption of wood at the convent 
is considerable, for, at the•great ele- 

mity of the convent, where iho bodies vatlon of the hospice, water boils at 
of the unfortunate victims to storms about 190 degrees, which is so much 
and avalanches in these mountains less favourable for the concoction of 
have been placed. 	They have ge- 
nerally been found frozen, and put 
into 	this horrid receptacle 	in "the 

mfat than at 212 degrees, that it re,  
quires five hours to effect that, which, 
at the higher temperature, may be 

posture 	in 	which 	they 	perished. done in three hours. 	They have now 
Here, many have " dried up and adopted stoves for warming the con- 
withered," and on some even the vent with hot air. 
clothes have remained after eighteen Visitors Vversally acknowledge 
years; others present a horrid aspect, 
some of the bones of the head being 

the 	kind 	and 	courteous attention 
which they receive from those excel- 

blanched and exposed, whilst black lent men, particularly at table. 	They 
integuments still attach to parts of are freely communicative about their 
the face: among the latest victims establishment, and conversation has 
were a mother and child. 	The air no restraint, but in the respect which 
passed 	freely 	through 	the grated their characters demand. 	The Ian- 
windows, without bearing to the nos- 
bib of the observer the foul evi- 

guage used. by them 	is 	French, 
though there are Italians and Ger- 

dence of its transition through this mans among them. 	They are well 
dreadful place. 	From the rapid eve- informed up? most subjects, and 
poration at this height, the bodies intelligent upon those in which their 
had dried without the usual decay. situation has been favourable to their 
In a walled enclosure 2n one side of acquiring information. 	The period- 
the morgue was a great accumula- ical works of some academic bodies 
tion 'of bones, white, broken, and and institutions are sent to them, and 
apparently the 	gathering 	of 	cen- they have a small library, which is 
turies. 	Upon this rocky and frozen chiefly 	theological. 	their 
soil they could not bury the dead, 
and, probably, as they dry up with- 
out offence, they are placed here for 

J_)uring 
short summers, their inrcourse with 
well-informed travellers is extensive, 
which is shown in the Rallies and 

the chance of recognition." — Passes notices left by travellers in the albums 
of the Alps. preserved carefully by the brethren 

The system of purveyance for the at the hospice ; this intercourse gives 
hospital seems to be well re.gulated ; to their inquiries a propriety, and an 
supplies come from Aosta and the apparent interest in the affairs of the 
neighbourino•. villages. 	Their winter world. 
store of hayfor their cows is so valu- A report had prevailed, that the 
able, that the mules which ascend funds of the convent had suftbred 
from either side with travellers, are much upon the fall of Napoleon, who 
required either to bring their own had 	especially patronised the este- 
hay, or to supply themselves from a blishment. In redly to inquiries upon 
'vendor established 	in 	the convent. this subject, the orior answered, that 
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their funds were in a flourishing con- and beyond it, is the little plain of 
dition ; that Buonaparte rather Mt- Jupiter, where a temple formerly 
poverishedrthan enriched them. 	It stood, and from which a Roman road 
was true that he had assisted them led down on the Piedmontese side of 
with donations, but his claims upon the pass. 	This road may be easily 
their funds had exceeded his benefits ; traced in the hewn rock, and the re- 
that they had had forty men quartered mains of a massive pavement ; but 
upon them for months together, and not a vestige of the temple is left 
60,000 bad passed in one season, and above the surface. 
all these had been assisted. 	Their " The period of the foundation of 
funds, he said, from 	the facilities the temple of Jupiter, which was 
which peace gave to travelling, were formerly on the summit, is unknown ; 
now increasing, because visitors .to but many of the bronze votive tablets('  
the convent, who can afford it, are 
usually donors. 

which have been found in its ruins, 
appear to be of great antiquity ; 

The moults are of the order of they were placed in the temple and 
St. Augustine, and the distinguishing on the altars by travellers, in grati- 
badge of that order is a white slit tude for escape from perils • in their 
band passed round thwaeck, the ends journey across the Alps ; some are 
before and behind being tucked into inscribed to Jupiter, some to the god 
the girdle. 	The dress is a black cloth Penninus. 	This difference probably 
robe, which 	reaches nearly to the arose from the nation of the devotee; 
ankle, buttoned from top to bottom; for when the Romans became ac- 
a black conical cap, with a tuft at the quainted with this pass, the worship 
top, completes a costume which is of Jupiter for that of Penninus was a 
gentlemanly and becoming. change only in name and Penninus 

Travellers who wish to stay at the was preserved with that of Jupiter 
hospice for a few days, must do it long after the Romans had extended 
with leave of the principal. 	It is un. their conquests beyond these Alps. 
derstood that the object of the esta- The religion, if not the temple, bad 
blishmdht is only to assist the passing long been 	established upon 	these 
traveller; but a stay of some days heights ; from the fragments, how.. 
for scientific research, or excursion in ever, which have been found of the 
the neighbouring mountains is readily temple, it tlyears to have been a 
acceded to. 	One of the brethren has Roman work of a time probably not 
twice ascended the Mont Veran, and earlier than that of Augustus. 	The 
made excursions across the glaciers period of the substitution of a military 
which divide the Combin and the column for the statue of Jupiter, under 
Velan, and separate the Val Pellina the younger Constantine, in the year 
from the Val d'Orsey. 339, was probably not that of the 

" The scene from the western end destruction of the temple ; for medals 
of the hospice, looking towards Italy, 
is sterile and dreary ; patches of snow 

of the ;children of Theodosius, fifty 
years later, have been found there. 

are seen on the sides of the moun- It has been conjectured by Chretien 
tains, which sweep down to the lake ; de Loges, in his " Essais Historivies 
and the Pain de Sucre; a pinnaded our le Mont Saint Bernard," that it 
mountaini on the other side of the was destroyed by the Huns and 
Vacherie, with its rocks and snows, 
adds to its wildness and desolation. 

" A column opposite to the middle 

Vandals during their ravages; for it 

4 A custom which is continued in the Ro- 
of the water, mails the boundary of r
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was not in-existence-when the Lora.. tions even an earlier abbe of this con- 
ibards passed the Alps in 574. vent, Vultgare, in 832 ; and the an- 

The name of this mountain, or 
rather of this range of the Pennine 

nals of Bertin state, tilt Lothaire, 
the second king of Lorhine, in 839, 

Alps, is generally admitted to be of made a treaty with hie brother,the 
Celtic origin, from pen or pens, a emperor 	Louis II., 	by which he 
height (this term is still preserved in ceded to him 	Geneva, Lausanne, 
Cornwall and Wales as Pendennis, and Sion, but reserved particularly 
Penmaenmawr), and not from the L'Ilospital de 	St. Bernard, which 
Pccni, who crossed the Alps with proves, says Saussure, the importance 
Hannibal. 	The territories of the of this passage, and the name which 
Veragi extended to the summit of it bore. 	But its history at this pe- 
this pass, which was the barrier be- led is obscure, because in the year 
tween them and the Salmi, a people 
of the Val d'Aosta. 	On this moun- 

390, it was. devastated by Arnaud, 
who destroyed the monuments and 

taint  Livy states that the Veragri records. 	 . 	• 
worshipped a god of the Alps, Pen- " The present hospice was founded 
ninus, or Jupiter Penninus, and one in 962, by Bernard, who was born of 
of the earliest names for this passage a noble frailly of Savoy, at the chi- 
of the Alps, was Mona Jovis, or teau of Menthon, on the lake of An- 
Mons Jovis 	Penninus ; 	this was necy. 	A determination at an early 
gallicised into Mont Jour, by which age to devote himself to an ecclesias- 
it. was generally known before it tical life, induced him to desert his 
acquired that of St. Bernard. home and go to Aosta, of which city 

" The first foundation of the hospice he afterwards became archdeacon. A 
has been attributed by some to Louis coincidence of his name with that of 
the Debonnaire, by others to Cherie- the monastery probably influenced 
magne, whose uncle Bernard, an ille- his determination to re-establish the 
gitimate son of Charles Martel, led hospice on Mont Joux, of which he 
a division of the invading army of became the chief. 	He founded at 
Charlemagne 	over 	the 	Great St. nearly the sime time the htspice on 
Bernard when he went to attack the Little St. Bernard, and gave to 
Lombardy. 	The present name of them the name, and places them 
the pass, Saussure supposes, might under the protection of his favourite 
have been derived from this Bernard; saint, Nicolas de Myre, as tutelary 
but there was another of the name, 
an illegitimate son of Pepin, to whom 

patron of these establishments. 	By 
degrees the name of the devotee was 

Charlemagne 	left the kingdom of joined to that of the saint, and after 
Italy. 	To him may rather be attri- the 	canonisation 	of Bernard, 	his 
buted the original establishment of the 
hospice, from the interest which he 

name superseded that of all others, 
and has continued attached to the 

would have in preserving the com- hospice since 1123. 	The attempt of 
xnunication with Gaul by this passage Constantine to destroy the worship 
of the Alps, and with it have given of Jupiter had not entirely succeeded; 
his name, for there is historical evi- but St. Bernard rooted out the re- 
deuce that a monastery existed on the mains of paganism, and founded an 
Great St. Bernard before the year establishment for active benevolence, 
851 ; for Simler mentions, that Hart- to which thousands have been in- 
mann, abbe and almoner of Mont debted. He died in 1008, after having 
Joux, who was made at that time governed the consent upwards of 40 

years. 	For some time after the death bishop of Lausanne
' 
 had been chief 

of the monastery. 	De Rivas men- of St. Bernard, the hospice was ex- 
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posed to frequent outrages from bar.. Flanders, and in England. 	Its di- 
barians who traversed the mountains; max of riches and importance was 
and its rallarrds of the 11th century in 1480, when it possessed 98 cures 
present a luccession of calamities, alone. 	Subsequently, however, the 
The Saracens overran the country, 
carrying fireand sword into the Alpine 

reformation, political changes in the 
states, loss of distant property, dis-. 

valleys ; the monastery of Mont Jour with the popes, Rich the neigh-,putes 
was burnt, and its ruins became a 
station of brigands, who plundered 

bouring states, and with each other, 
drove the monks of St. Bernard to 

or exacted an exorbitant 	payment seek even eleemosynary assistance. 
from all passengers through a barrier The very land upon which their noble 
which they established at the south- duties are performed has been the 
west extremity of the lake. 	Tke subject of disputes between the neigh- 
Normans having determined to expel bouring states. 	Sardinia claimed it 
these marauders, broke down the bar- as within a frontier extending to the 
riers and killed the guard. 	Still bridge of Nudri, on the northern 
outrages 	continued ; 	and 	Canute, 
king of England and 	Denmark, 
among others, compiqined to the 

side ; but the Vallaisans established a 
claim to it as within the diocese of 
Sion, by bulls of the popes from 

pope and the emperor of the horrors Leo IX. to Benoit XIV. 	The hos. 
and violence committed in the Alps pice; 	therefore, 	stands 	within 	the 
upon his subjects going on pilgrim- canton of the Vallais ; but its autho- 
ages to Rome, who seldom ventured rity extends only to the middle of the 
to traverse these mountains unless in lake, on the borders of which a co- 
companies of 400 or 500. 	His corn- lump is fixed as a line of demarcation; 
plaints were regarded ; the tolls of and the excellent brethren of 	St. 
the 	passage 	were abolished ; 	and Bernard had not only all their pro. 
Canute, in consequence, wrote to his perty within the state of Sardinia 
bishops and prelates, informing them taken from them, but they were ac- 
that he had secured the safety of the tually taxed by this state for the use 
pilgrims in the route Of the Pennine which they made of the summer pas- 
Alps. 	The ,hrigands were driven turage of the Vacherie. 	Very little 
out, good order succeeded to out. property in land still belongs to the 
rage, and the convent was re.esta- hospice ; a vikeyard 'at Clarcns, and 
blished. 	 „ 	.- a farm at Roche, in the Pays de 

"In the contests of the emperor Vaud, are the principal: 	their re- 
Frederic Barignossa with pope Alex- sources are small, and in aid of them 
ander III., and Humbert, count of collections are regularly made in the 
Mauricnne 	diplomas of protection Swiss cantons ; 	but this has been 
were given by them to the convent, 
for the security of persons and pro- 

sometimes abused by impostors, who 
have collected as the agents of the 

perty belonging to the monastery. 	It hospice." — Brockedon's Passes of the 
was one of the very few objects in Alps. 
which emperors, sovereign pontiffs, 
and other distinguished persons, dis- 

On leaving the hospice to descend 
to the Val d'Aosta, the path skirts 

puted the glory of fostering and pro. the lake, and passes between it and 
testing a foundation so important to the Place de Jupiter. 	A little be. 
humanity. 	It soon acquired great yond the end of the lake, after passing 
celebrity and opulence. 	As early as through a short defile; the scene opens 
1177, it had, ;in serious dioceses, 8ft ,  
benefices, in prioriA, cures, chnteaux, 
and farms ; it had lands in Sicily, in 

towards Italy, into the vast basin of the 
Vacherie, where the cows of the con- " 
vent are pastured. The road turns ab- 
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rtiptly to the right, and sweeps round teous, an advantage which the good 
the basin to descend gradually to the temper of the traveller is sure to ob. 
plain below. 	A short cut downward taM. 

At Etroubles, the 	SI Bernard is always taken by an active mown- 
taincer, and is generally safe to the branch of the Buttier iskrossed, and 
less practised traveller, but let him the road descends to the village of 
beware of shaft cuts in the ascent ; Gignod, where the vegetation begins 
in the former case the course is ob- to luxuriate, and the Italian side of 
vious, and the path is generally trace- the mountain is felt and seen; 	Here 
able, but in an ascent all is concealed there is a fine peep into the Val Pel- 
in the rugged and broken ground lino. 	From Gignod to the city of 
above, and the unwary traveller is Aosta, the richness of the scenery is 
decoyed into danger before he is constantly increasing. 	Trellised vines 
aware of its extent. and Indian corn mark the approach 

The view on first looking out upon-  to the Val d'Aosta ; and the first 
the Vacherie, from the gorge in the view of the city and the valley, in the 
Mont Mort, is very fine, the mown- descent from the St. Bernard, where 
tains on the opposite side being sub- the background is filled with the meg- 
lime in form and elevation; the most nificent formsollid snowy summits of 
striking in the scene being the Pain the 	mountains 	above the' Val de 
de Sucre, celebrated by Saussure. Cogne, is, perhaps, one of the finest 

At thelovver end of the Vacherie, 
the path winds down by a series of 
zigzags, and. thence the descent is 
rapid to St. Remy, a dreary little 
village, but where there is now an 
excellent inn. 	Here return chars to 

in the Alps. 
AOSTA, p. 277. 

ROUTE 109. 

Aosta may generally be obtained for sr. BRANCHIER 	TO 	Al)STA 	sr 	THE 
.10 francs. Travellers who leave Aosta VALLEY OF BAGKES, THE GLACIERS 
to visit the hospice, in a char for St. or 	cuensrorraNs, 	THE 	9ar. 	Dr 
Remy, and intend to return, cause FENETRE, AND THE VAL PELLINA. 	,. 
it to wait for them there for four or six • 
hours, and pay 20 francs fiir the char for 
the day, with a buono-mano to the pos- 
tilion. 	But it generally happens that 
the traveller crosses the mountain, in 

(Two Days.) 	• 

From St. Branchier (Route 108.), 
a good mule track leads up the valley 

which case he pnys from 12 to 14 of Bagnes, which is yea fertile, to 
francs for the char, and the postillion Lourtier, passing through many vil- 
Waits till the evening for customers lages, especially those of Cable and 
descending from the Great St. Ber- 
nerd, and it is seldom that they are 

Morgnes. 	The valley is 	narrow, 
abounding in 	gorges, and offering 

disappointed in a fare. many fine scenes to the pencil of the 
From St. Itemy the road descends, 

with little interest in the scenery, to 
traveller. 	Above Loonier this cite- 
ratter becomes more striking, and the 

St. Opn, where the Piedmontese pass increases in difficulty to Mau- 
custom-house is placed, and where voisin, a hamlet not far below the 
the passports are examined. 	These glaciers of Getroz: 	The descent of 
require great regularity, or the per- these glaciers from the Mont Pleureur 
Mission to pass is withheld. 	Beyond was the cause of the interruption of 
St. Oyen, at Etroubles, another ex. the waters of the Drarce, vzhich formed 
.amination takes place. 	The Pied- 
montese officers are usually very cour. 

a lake and burst its bounds in 1595, 
carrying off in its destructive course 

Sivitx. • o 
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more than 140 persons from the val- valley, 	leaving 	desolation 	in 	its 
ley, besides houses and cattle. A more course. 
recent inugdation, that of 1818, from " In April, 1818, 	some persons 
a similar cat se, has left fearful traces of went up the valley to ascertain the 
its overwhelliping power. Among the cause of the deficiency of water, and 
boulders brought down by that event, 
is one which contains above 1400 

they discovered that vast masses of 
the glaciers of Getrortiand avalanches 

square feet ; and the height which the -of snow, had fallen into a narrow part 
waters then attained is yet distinctly of the valley, between Mont Pleureur 
marked, where the land, then covered, 
is even now desolate. 

and Mont Mauvoisin, and formed a 
dike of ice and snow 600 feet wide 

" Vast blocks of stone," says Brocke- and 400 feet high, on a base of 3000 
don, in his "Excursions in the Aljr," feet, behind which the waters of the 
" which were driven and deposited Drance had accumulated, and formed 
there by the force of the waters, 
now strew she valley ; and sand and 
pebbles present an arid surface, where 

a lake above 7000 feet long.. 	M. 
Venetz, the engineer of the Vallais, 
was consulted, and he immediately de- 

rich pasturages were seen before the cided upon cutting a gallery through 
catastrophe. The quatitio and violence this barrier of ice, 60 feet above the 
of the water suddenly disengaged, and level of the water at the time of com- 
the velocity of its descent, presented a mencing, and where the dike was 6Q0 
force which the mind may calculate, 
but cannot conceive. 

feet thick. 	He calculated upon mak- 
ing a tunnel through this mass before 

" In the accounts which have been the water should have risen 60 feet 
given of this event, the object of the higher in the lake. 	On the 10th of 
writers has been merely to describe May, the work was begun by gangs 
the catastrophe, and the extent of its 
injuries ; but in reading the account 
of M. Esther de Lind, published in 

of fifty men, who relieved each other, 
and 	worked, without intermission, 
day and • night, with 	inconceivable 

the 	Bib. 	Univ. de Geneve, 	Sci. et courage and perseverance, neither de- 
Arts, tom. viii. p. 29T., I was most terred by the daily occurring danger 
forcibly struck with the unparalleled from the falling of fresh masses of the 
heroism of the brave men who endea- glacier, nor by the rapid increase of the 
voured to avert the evil, by opening water in the Bike, which rose 62 feet in 
a channel for the waters, which had, 
by their accumulation, becOme dsource 

34 days—on an average nearly 2 feet 
each day ; but it once rose 5 ,feet in 

of terror to the inhabitants of these one day, and threatened each moment 
valleys. 	" 	 . to burst the dike by its increasing 

" In the spring of 1818, the people pressure ; or, rising in a more rapid 
of the ealley of 	Bagnes 	became proportion than the men could proceed 
alarmed on observing the low state of with their work, render their efforts 
the waters of the Drance, at a season abortive, by rising above them. Some- 
when the melting of the snows usually times dreadful noises were heard, as 
enlarged the torrent; and this alarm the pressure of the water detached 
was increased by the records of similar 
appearances before the dreadful inun- 

masses of ice from the bottom„,whieh, 
floating, presented so much of their 

dation of 1595, which was then occa- bulk above the water as led to the 
sioned by the accumulation of the belief that some of them were 70 
waters behind the debris of a glacier' feet thick. 	The men persevered in 
that formed a tipm, which remaiked their fearful duty without any serious 
until the pressure of the water burst accident, and though suffering severely 
the dike, and it rushed through the from cold and wet, and surrounded 
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by dangers which cannot be justly In one hour and a half the water 
described, by the 4th of June they reached Martigny, a dista ce of eight 
had accomplished an opening 600 feet leagues. 	Through the 	st 70.000 
long; but having begun their work feet it passed with the velocity of 
on both sides of the dike at the same 33 feet per second — our or five 
time, the place where they ought to times 	faster than 	the 	most 	rapid 
have met was 20 feet lower on one river known ; yet it was charged with 
side of the lake than on the other : it 
was fortunate that latterly the increase 

ice, rocks, earth, trees, houses, cattle, 
and men ; thirty-four persons were 

oftheperpendicular heightofthewater lost, 900 cottages swept away,• and 
was less, owing to the extension OF its the damage done in the two hours 
surface. 	They proceeded to level the of its desolating power exceeded a 
highest side of the tunnel, and corn- million of 	Swiss livres. 	All 	the 
pleted it just before the water reached people of the valley had been can- 
them. 	On the evening of the 13th tioned against the danger of a sudden 
the water began tn.flow. 	At first, 
the opening was not large enough to 

irruption ; 	yet it was Tatal 	to so 
many. 	All the bridges in its course 

carry off the supplies of water which were swept away, and among them 
the lake received, and it rose 2 feet the bridge o4111auvoisin, which was 
above the tunnel; but this soon en- elevated 90 feet above the ordinary 
larged from the action of the water, 
as it melted the floor of the gallery, 
and the torrent rushed through. 	In 

height of the Drance. 	If the dike 
had remained untouched, and it could 
have endured the pressure until the 

thirty-two hours the lake sunk 10 
feet, and during the following twenty- 

lake had reached the level of its top, 
a volume of 1,700,000,000 cubic feet 

four hours 20 feet more ; in a few of water would have been accumulated 
days it would have been emptied ; there, and a devastation much more 
for the floor melting, and being driven fatal and extensive must have been 
off as the water escaped, kept itself •  the consequence. 	From this greater 
below the level of the water within ; danger the people of the valley of the 
but the cataract which issued from Drance were preserved by the hero- 
the gallery melted, and broke up also ism and devotion of the brave men 
a large portion of the heap of the dike who effected the formation et the 
which had served as itsluttress : its gallery in the dike, under the direc- 
resistance decreased faster than the tion of M. Venetz. 	I know no in- 
pressure of the lake lessened, and at stance on record of courage equal to 
four o'clock in the afternoon of the this : their risk of lift 	was not for 
16th of June the dike burst, and in fame or for riches — they had not the 
half an hour the water escaped through usual excitements to personyl risk, in 
the breach, and left the lake empty. a world's applause or gazetted pro- 

" The greatest accumulation 	of motion, — their devoted courage was 
water had been 800,000,000 of cubic to save the lives and property of their 
feet ; the tunnel, before the disruption, 
had carried off nearly 330,000,000— 

fellow-men, 	not 	to 	destroy 	them. 
They steadily and heroically perse- 

Escher. says, 270,000,000 ; but he vered in their labours, amidst dangers 
neglected to add 60,000,000 which such as a field of battle never pre- 
flowed into the lake in three days. sented, and from which some of the 
In half an hour, 530,000,000 cubic bravest brutes that ever lived would 
feet of water passed 	through the 'have shrunk in dismay. 	These truly 
breach, or 300,000 feet per second ; brave Vallaisans &wove all honour f " 
which is five times greater in quantity But the skill of it. Veneta was not 
than the waters of the Rhine at Basle, 
where it is 1300 English feet wide. 

limited in its application to emptying 
the lake: 	his 	abilities have 	been 
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. 	. 	. 
properly directed to the prevention of other ; and having been warmed by 
such anotl r catastrophe, for the lia- the gun in its course, soon cut very 
bility to i 	recurrence was obvious. deep channels in the ice. When they 
Not ,one t entieth part of the ice reached the river the troughs were 
which form 	the barrier, had been removed a few feet, and thus the 
removed when the dike burst, and 
fresh masses were still falling from 

stream produced the effect of a saw, 
which, dividing the Ice, forced the 

Mont Pleureur and Mont Mauvoisin, 
the mountains of which the bases 

portion between them to fall into the 
Brame. 

formed the buttresses to the dike; in " When the weather is fine, these 
fact the dike was again accumulating streams, which are not more than 
so rapidly, that at the end of 1813 the four or five inches in diameter, :act 
barrier was almost as completeoras with extraordinary power, piercing a 
before its bursting from the pressure hole 200 feet deep and six feet in dia- 
of the lake. meter in 24 hours. 	They are calcu. 

It becanle therefore an important lated to remove 100,000 cubical feet 
object to prevent a repetition of the of ice from the barrier daily, and it is 
former catastrophe, by the adoption supposed that if the weather is fine 
of such means as wourtitprevent, or at the whole will be removed in three 
least diminish, the increase of the bar- years. 
rier. Blastingby gunpowder was found " At the end of the season of 1822 
impracticable, from the difficulty of the Drance remained covered only for 
firing 	the 	powder at 	considerable a length of 480 feet; whereas, at the 
.depths in the ice, and from the corn- commencement of the operation, it 
paratively small masses removed by was covered over a length of 1350 
this means. After much consideration feet.. 	M. Venet estimates the quart- 
and many trials, a mode has been tity of ice removed in 1822 as be. 
adopted and 	put in 	execution by tween 	eleven 	and twelve 	millions 
M. Veneta, which promises the great- of cubical feet."— Bib. 	Univ. xxii. 
est success. 	. 58. 
• " M. Venetz had remarked that The chalets above Getroz can be 
the glacier Could not support itself reached in good time in one day from 
whet, the river was of a certain width, 
but fell into it and was dissolved; 

Martigny ; end those who wish to 
cross the glaciers of Charmontanc can 

whereas, where the river was coin- sleep at the chalets, and, starting early 
paratively narrow, the ice and snow the next morning, push on to the ex- 
formed a vault over „it, and cone- 
qttently tended to the preservation of 

tremity of the valley, cross two gla,  
ciers, and attain the summit of the 

any portion falling from the glacier pass of the Col de la Fenatre in time 
above. 	Perceiving also the effect of to reach Aosta on the following day. 
the 	river in dissolving 	the part it These enormous glaciers have a 
came in contact with, he formed and greater extent, commanded at one 
executed the design of bringing the glance, than perhaps any other in the 
streams of the neighbouring moon- Alps. With crampons on the feet, the 
tains by a canal to Mauvoisin, oppo- traverse, it is stated, by one who has 
site the highest part of the glacier recently passed, is neither dangerous 
where • it 	touched 	that 	mountain. nor difficult, but very fatiguing from 
Fror 	hence it was conducted 	bye  their great extent. 	As they are seen to 
wooden troughs on to the glacier in a stream into their channel from the 
direction paraInto the valley. 	The lofty peaks of the Combin and the 
water was divided into two streams; 'elan, they offer to the enterprising 
one falling nearly on the one edge of traveller one of the grandest views in 
the Drance, and the other on the the Alps. 	The elevation of the,Col 
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de la Foultre exceeds 9000 English 
feet, and the view from this crest ex- 

glaciers of the chain of Mont Blanc, 
which, divided on the crest, descend 

tends over the southern mountains towards the Val de Fe et, as the 
which bound the Val Pellina, to the glaciers 	of 	Selena, 	P 	talet, 	and 
peaks of the Iseran and the Cogne. Neuve; and, on the of er side, to- 

Nor is this the only pass by the wards the west, form 	e glaciers de 
Val Pellina across the great chain. Trient, du Tour, and d'Argentidre. 
Another is practicable, and, though There is nothing, however, remark- 
difficult, is not dangerous, by the Col able in the scenery of the Val de 
d'011en, which lies between the chalets Ferret. 	The route leads up a sue. 
of Prerayen, in the Val Pellina, and cession of rather flat divisions of the 
St. Barthelemy, above Evolena in the valley, from Issert to the Chalets de 
Val d'Ilereits, or Eringerthal, which Folic, distant 2 hours. 	On the right, 

' opens into the Vallais, near Sion. 	A tM short transversal valleys, or rather 
servant of the innkeeper of St. Remy, 
on 	the Italian side of the Great 

ernes, in the side of the mountains, 
are the channels for thess glaciers. 

St. Bernard, has been with more than Above the Chalets de Folie, the 
one traveller by this pass,nd by an- usual path to the. Col de Ferret leads 
other at' the Tiead of the VolV 	Pellina, 
which leads from Levornea to Val 

up through th 	Chalets of Ferret, by 
the detritus & a mountain which fell 

Tournanche and the Val d'Aosta. in the year 1776, burying the pastur- 
From the Col de la Feniltre the ages of Banderai. 	Near to these 

descent 	is 	long 	and fatiguing 	to chalets 	the 	two 	paths separate — 
Balm°, the first hamlet, and to Ohio- that oil the left leading over the Col 
mont, where there are traces of an de la FentAre to the Great St. Ber- 
aqueduct built by the Romans for the nard, that on the right M the Col de 
supply of water to Augusta Prretoria. Ferret. 
Thence the road descends through Instead, however, of ascending by 
the village of Valpellina, and still 
lower that of Rogniant, near to where 

Ferret and the Chalets of Banderai, 
the guides now take a shorter path 

the Buttier is crossed, and the path directly up the pasturages. on the 
leads into the city of right, above the Granges of Folic; 

Aosta. 	(Route 107. p. 277.) but, without a guide,' this my lead 
• into scenes of danger, towards the 

deep ernes and precipices which form 
ROUTE 110. the eastern side of the great chain of 

Mont Blanc—scenes of impressive 
MA RTION Y TO CORM A YEU a BY TAE grandeur, from 	their" vastness 	and 

COL DE FERRET. utter sterility. 
The ascent by the shooter path is 

At Orsiiires, in the Val d'Entre- very steep and fatiguing to the Col 
mont (Route 108.), a path turns off de Ferret; but the view when near 
on the right, enters an agreeable val.- the summit well repays for the trouble 
ley and continues on the banks of of attaining it, the time required 
an Alpine river, and, after pursuing a from the Chalet de Folie being about 
tolerable road to Issert, the principal two hours. 
village in the Val de Ferret, 3 hours From the ascent, the whole Val de 
distant from Martigny, ascends rapidly Ferret is seen, bounded on either side 
towards the higher hamlets of Pre le by lofty mountains, and the distance 
Fort, and Branche. 	The mountains is limited only by 	Bernese Alps. 

.
the 

which bound the valley towards the The woods andipasturages of part 
west are lofty, and crowned with the of the Val de Ferret belong to the 
northern 	extremity 	of those 	vast 	Convent of the Great St. Bernard, 
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and at this distance from the hospice Grand Jorasse, and the remarkable 
— 4 or 5 leagues — the brethren ob- peak of the Geant. 	A few miserable 
taro all th 	wood and some hay. villages in the Val d'Entraves are 

	

From th 	rest of the Col de Ferret, 

	

the view al 	g the south-eastern side 
passed. 	The highest is Sagion; those 
below are Pre-sec and Plan-pansier. 

of Mont Bla te, towards Piedmont, 
is one of the scenesselebrated by Sans- 

More than half the length of the 
valley is passed, on the descent, before 

sure. 	The eye is carried through the Mont Blanc is seen: when its pro. 
Val d'Entraves and the Allee Blanche digious mass opens te. the view, the 
to the Col de la Soigne, an extent of effect is overwhelming. The rugged 
40 miles. 	Numerous glaciers are ness of the descent is increased by 
seen on the right, streaming down passing over the ddbris of a mountain 
into the valley from the great glaeigrs 
of Mont Blanc ; but the " Monarch" 

fall beneath the Geant. 	This passed, 
the river, which descends through the 

himself is not seen, the enormous Val d'Entraves is crossed, the village 
masses of the Grand Jorasse and the of Entreves is left on the right, and', 
Geant conceal him in this view. winding along a path by the side of 

The descent is over a soft slaty soil, 
in which the tracks 	sheep and 

the mountain, Cormayeur (Route 
107.), is reached in 15 or 16 hours 

cattle have cut deep trenches, in which 
if a man stand' he is half concealed. 

from Martigny. 

Ten minutes below the Col a cross is 
placed on the edge of a. precipice • 
which the path passes; it serves to 
guide the course of the ascending 
traveller, though from below it seems 

ROUTE 111. 

ads-ra ro roars is vat n'onca, at 
to be placed on a pyramidal mass of comm., vxmavaz DE COO NE, THE 
rock which it would be impossible to COL 	DE 	REALE, 	AND 	TIE' 'VAL 
attain. 	Far in the deep valley, the 
stream flowing into Italy appears like 
a thread' of silver. 	• 

SOANNA. 

(Three Days.) 
An hour an a half of fatiguing de-

scent Airings the traveller to the Chit- From Aosta (Route 107. p. 277.)a 
lets of Pre de Bar, famed for being 
the dirtiest in Piedmont. 

road leads di?ectly down to the river, 
Doire, which is crossed on a wooden 

Near Pre de Bar the vast glacier bridge,and a path ascends on the right 
of Triolet sweeps down from the bank through the rich plain of the 
crest which tt vides this glacier from valley, and through the villages of Gres- 
the masses, which, on the other side; sau and Joveneau to Aimaville, about 
form the Elacier of Talefre. 	Below a league and a half, where one of the 
the glacier of Triolet the road de- most fantastical offences to good taste 
acends by a 	most 	fatiguing path, 
amidst rocks and stones and bushes, 
presentingascene of Alpine desolation. 

in building, spoils one of the finest 
sites in the valley. 	A knoll jutting 
out 	into it is surmounted with a 

The valley is very narrow, and each squab, square mass of masonry, a 
rift on the Mountain side towards modern 	antique, 	worse than any 
Mont Blanc has its ,glacier hanging cockney attempt to decorate a garden 
down from the summit. 	Not less with a castle. 	At Aimaville there 
than seven distinct glaciers are passed formerly existed 	an ancient pagan 
in the course o‘this valley, before temple, which was succeeded by an 
reaching the villagik of Entreves, near establishment of knights templars ; 
to Cormayeur. 	These chiefly de- and within the present queer structure 
pend from the masses which tbrm the is an ancient armoury of the barons 
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of Aimaville. 	It is now inhabited by on the lower side towards the valley 
the Contessa di Rocca. of Aosta. Though it cannot be reach- 

From the chateau the ascent is ed, to which fact it prob 	ly owes its 
steep to the hamlet of St. Martin. preservation, yet it can b 	eadily read 
The view from the crest above it is from the brink of the pr 	Ipice on the 
perhaps the finest in the Val d'Aosta, 
in the richness of its plain, studded 

side of 	Pont d'Ael, 	nd 	the fol- 
lowing is the inscriptitm :— 

with villas and chateaus. 	The city is 
seen as in a glorious frame,and beyond IMP

E  . 
	AUGUSTO sm.

. COS. DESK N
CASARE 

it, towards the great chain, the peaks 
C. AVILLIUS C. P. C. AIMUS 

 
of the Monte Rosa close this un- 

PATAVINUS PRIVATUM. 

matched scene of the beautiful and Their name is still preserved in the 
magnificent in nature. village and chateau of Aimaville. 

On turning the brow of the moun- 'The distance from Aosta to Pont 
tain which forms the southern side of d'Ael by the route described is nearly 
theentmnee to theVal de Cogne, opal) 3 hours' walk. 	• 
at an elevation of at least 1000 feet Tmvellersin theVal d'Aostashould 
above the torrent of the Cogne, leads not fail to visit this interesting work 
into the valley. Soon after losing sight of antiquity, #vhich is placed in 8 
of Aosta, deep in the valley beneath the situation wIlltre it is impossible to 
path, the tops of the cottages of Pont imagine that any benefit could ever 
d'Ael are seen clustered with a few have arisen commensurate with the 
trees; and near it a white line which expense of the structure. 	The sur- 
crosses the ravine. This is well worth rounding scenery is very' grand. 
an examination, and a path leads down In ascending the valley of Cogne, 
Willis remarkable village, where the it is not necessary to retrace ono's 
line crossing the gulf will be found steps to regain the path high upon 
to be an ancient aqueduct, which now the mountain side. 	A shorter cut 
serves as a road. 	This is one of the from Pont d'Ael leads to it; the valley 
most remarkable of the Roman struc- for a long way above Pont d'Ael is a 
tures remaining in the Val d' Aosta, 
from the times of the empire. 	It is 

fearful ravine, utterly impeacticable 
in its depth, which, except at two or 

raised nearly 400 feet above the tor- three points, is equally imaprvious 
rent, which it crosses bfa single arch : to the eye. 	In some places the nar- 
immediately above the arch, and under 
the present road, is the ancient gal- 

row path on the edge of the precipices, 
wretchedly guarded by poles and trees. 

lery, which is lit through slits in the which a child might throw over, is so 
walL 	This gallery is 180 feet long, obviously dangerous, that none but a 
14 feet high, and 3 feet wide. 	The practised mountain traveller 	could 
vault is composed of the slabs which pass some places without % shudder. 
formed the bed of the ancient water- Opposite to one spot, where the path 
course. 	The gallery is entered by turns suddenly into a deep rift or 
arched ports at either end ; there are 
two, one on the upper side, at the village 

crue in the mountain side, is a slide, 
down which trees cut in the forest 

of Pont d'Ael, and at the other end the above are discharged, for the chance 
port opens down the valley. 	This sin- of the torrent bringing them down to 
gular work is in perfectly sound con- the Val d'Aosta. 	Not one in ten es- 
dition, though built, as a still legible cape 	being 	broken into splinters; 
and even sharp inscription indicates, 
by Caius Aimus and his son, of Padua, 
in the thirteenth year of Augustus. 

these, however, serve for the usines 
and founderies foz, working the iron 
raised in the Val Ire Cogne, and which 

This inscription is inaccessible ; it is is celebrated in Piedmont. 
placed on a tablet just over the arch Th• difficulties of constructing a 
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road by which the productions of the hours from Cogne leads to them. 
valley could 	be brought down, is The iron is worked in the face of the 
obvious o 	observing its precipitous mountain, and seems to be of almost 
character. 	he valley, however, opens unlimited extent. 	A vast surface of 
a little ne 	some usines, and from pure ore yielding from 70 to 80 per 
where the 	er is crossed to its left cent. of metal is worked in open day. 
hank,a tolerable road leads to Cogne. Galleries are beginning to be con- 
This road had bedh made by two bro- strutted with a view of carrying on 
thers, iron•masters, who have recorded the work during a longer part of the 
its formation on a tablet, in a rock. year than it is at present possible to 
This road is kept in repair, and has do at the great elevation of the mines. 
been much improved, at the expense The workmen live in wretched cabins 
of the commune of Cogne, under the during the week, but descend to spend 
judicious administration of Dr. Grab- their Sundays in the valley; 	they 
pin, a physician, a man of general in- speak French, and are very civil and 
formation, wpc has acquired influence 
enough over his compatriots to induce 

courteous in their manners to stran, 
gers. 	The mine yields at present 

them to carry out many local im- 50,000 francs of gross produce, and 
provements which hejias suggested. 15,000 for annual profit to the corn- 
There is very little culAvation in the mune — a very trifling income corn- 
valley, the products of the mines giv- pared to what might be drawn from 
ing occupation to its 	inhabitants; this source; but the increasing scar- 
every stream drives its tilt hammer, 
and almost every person is employed 

pity of wood diminishes every .year 
the number of forges which depend 

in working, smelting, or forging the on it. 
iron raised. 'The height of the mine abOve the 

The hamlets of Vielle Silvenoir, valley is at least 3,000 feet, and as 
Epinel, and Creta, are passed before much as 120 rubble, or 3,000113s., of 
reaching the village of Cogne, where ore is brought down at once, in the 
is the only place of rest; either, in manner described in the "Journals of 
anticipation of an •earby start across an Alpine Traveller : " — 
the mountains from Cogne, or, after " On our approach to Cogne, I wet 
having raverset them during the long struck by the appearance of a great 
fatiguing day's journey from the Val quantity of irSh ore, heaped upon the 
d'Orca, for the six hours required roadside, which was here of good 
between Cogne and Aosta is too breadth and kept in tolerable con- 
much to add to such a day's work ... dition. 	On the opposite side of the 
either way. 	4)  valley, in a mountain, is a mass of 

Cogne is a considerable village for iron ore celebrated for its' extraor- 
so remote • position. 	It is beauti- dinarY richness: the mines are worked 
fully situated at the union of three 
valleys, amidst charming meadows, 
which contrast strikingly with the 

at a great height in the mountain side, 
and I was surprised at the laborious 
mode adopted for bringing the ore 

barren scenes through which the tra- clown into the valley, thence to be 
yeller has passed. 	The valley on the taken to the founderies and forges. 
left leads to the great iron mines, and 
across the mountains 	to 	the Val 

Zigzag paths are made from the adits, 
upon which barrows on sledges are 

Soanna ; 	that on the right is the placed filled with the ore, and these 
Vermiana, and leads, at the distance are in succession pushed off by a con- 
of 8 hours, to its vast glaciers. • A day may be silent with interest 

ductor. 	When the sliding barrow 
has acquired sufficient impetus down 

and pleasure here in visiting the iron the inclined plane forming each line 
mines. 	A very steep ascent. of A of the zigzag descent, the man who 
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directs it leaps adroitly into the bar- further up on this fine alp, which 
row and descends with it, and before feeds large flocks and 	erds during 
the load has acquired an uncontrol-. the summer, numerous 	Wets form 
lablc velocity, it is brought up by a the cluster known as t 	Chitlets of 
bank at each angle of the zigzag path Chavancs. 	Here the 	ene is rich 
or slide. 	The conductor then gets in the pastoral group and beauty of 
.out, turns the.barrow in the direction the herbage, and sublime in the mag- 
of the next slide, pushes it forward, 
and again, while it is in motion, leaps 

nificence of the amphitheatre of moun-
tains and glaciers. 

in, and is taken down to the next an. Immediately in front is the great 
gle; and thus in a series of turns, at glacier of Cogne, by which an active 
last reaches the bottom in'the valley. mountaineer can cross 	and 	reach 
The men have, it appears, to walk up Bonte, in the Val d'Orca, in a day. 
the mountain again, and their empty This pass across the glaciers is im- 
slides are dragged up. 	I never saw practicable for mules. 	From Cogne 
power so misapplied or wasted." 	So to the crest of the passis a walk of 
fatiguing is 	mode of bringing ,this four hours — the glacier itself may be 
down the ore to the workman, that crossed in twenty minutes — the Col 
he 	usually makes but 	one trip a is elevated OA very narrow, the view 
day, for which with a moderate load, 
he gets five franks. 

from it towards the south is magni-
ficent ; in clear weather, the city, of 

On leaving Cogne for the pass, a Turin is visible—seen over and far be. 
good road continues up to the place yond the deep Val Campea, which lies 
where the path branches off; by which at the feet of the traveller, and seem- 
the iron ore is brought down from ingly of perpendicular descent. 	To- 
the mountain. 	The track by which wards the north the Monte Rosa and 
the miners ascend and the ore is low- Mont Blanc can both be seen if the 
ered, is distinctly seen. traveller can climb a rugged rock on 

From all the heights round Cogne the right for the enjoyment of these 
Mont Blanc is admirably seen, for the magnificent olojects. The descent from 
valley is a prolongation in direction,of the Col is excessively steep, but quite 
that between Villeneuve and 	Cor- safe down to the vallty of Campea; 
mayeur, and is distinctly seen in this here, however, a commodiot 	path 
course from the Criiinont. 	A very leads gently down through scenes of 
lofty and peaked 	mountain . called continually increasing beauty. 	On 
Grivolet, 	between 	the valleys 	of looking back the Col de Cogne ap- 
Cogne and Savaranche, is also a eon- pears as if guarded icy inaccessible 
spicuous object. precipices. 	From the Col to the first 

Leaving the little plain of Cogne 
the road to the Col ascends by a steep 

village — Campiglia — is. 2i hours, 
and the distance from Campiglia to 

path on the mountain side, leaving on Foote is only 4 hours' walk. 
the right the valley of Vermiana, into 
which descends an enormous glacier 
from the mountain called the Grand 

A less dangerous road, however, 
and one more varied and beautiful, 
but much longer, is found by leav- 

Paradis. 	The steep path passes over ing 	the 	glaciers of Cogne on the 
what appears to be a vast dyke in the right, 	and 	turning to the left up 
valley, the torrent flows round it to a steep and difficult ascent to a liar- 
escape through a ravine at one extre- row 	col, 	called 	the 	Fenkre 	de 
Mity. On crossing the ridge, the tra- Cogne, a mere notch in the crest 
yeller finds himself on a more wild of the mountain..•From this place 
and open ground, leading to the Alps the view of the 	Alps, which bound 
and pasturages of Chavanes. 	Some the V 	de Cogne, on the west, is 
of the lower chalets are soon reached : magnificent from the 	grandeur of 
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their forms and the vast extent of far stretch of the maritime Alps, to 
their glacie 	. the southward, spread out like a vast 

In the of 	osite direction, the gla- *map, but in an opposite direction the 
ciers which 	rest the northern side entire mass of Monte Rosa is better 
of the Val d' 	a are not less striking, 
and are perhap more impressive from 

seen than from any other point of 
view. 	Every peak, mid glacier, and 

their greater proximity. 	They form valley, and pass, from the sharp pin. 
a vast barrier to the right of the nude of the Cervin (Route 106.), 
Val Champorcher, which opens into to the Col de Val Dobbia (Route 
the Val d'Aosta (Route 107. p. 275.), 
at Fort Bard. 

104.) arc seen, whilst the interme-
diate range of mountains above Do- 

The descent is extremely difficult, 
from the steepness of the path aid 

doney, and the deep valley of Chem-
porcher below, serve as a foreground 

looseness of the soil. 	This difficulty to this sublime scene. 	The black and 
ends before reaching a little chapel or scathed rocks which bound the crest 
oratory, built probably as an es voto of the pass complete this extraordinary 
by some grateful Catholic for a mer- panorama. 
ciful preservation here, This oratory Nothing can be imagined more 
is placed on the brink of one of seve- beautiful than the view towards. the 
ral little lakes, formed by the melting plains where the deep valley of the 
of'the glaciers. 	No spot can be more Soanna sinks into darkness, whilst 
savage than this, or give a more im- 
pressive idea of dreary solitude. 

about the mountains which bound it, 
and far over and beyond, the plains of 

The path now skirts, as it leaves 
it on the right, a dark and enormous 

Italy stretch away into indistinctness, 
and are lost in the distance. 	• 

mountain mass, and descends rapidly From the crest the descent is rapid. 
down the valley, but nothing habit- Passing to the left under a beetling 
able appears. 	The valley deepens mountain, 	the path skirts a deep 
considerably on the left below the ravine, leaves on the right some old 
path : The eye can Mee its course adits of a mine worked unprofitably 
down towards lard, and a path across for silver, and, after a tortuous descent 
the valley is also seen which leads of two hours, passes by some chaletS. 
from the Val Champorcher by the The level of•the pine forests is soon 
Cluilets of Dodoney into the valley of reached, and deep in a little plain is 
Fenis. seen the church and village of Val Pm, 

After crossing a buttress of the which, instead of being correctly laid 
mountains witch the path skirts, and down as the highest church and vit.. 
which is called the Col de Ponton, 
it leads tclithe batik of a torrent just 

lage in the Val Soanna, 	is usually 
placed, in theauthorised maps, nearly 

where it issues from a great glacier; as far down as Ronco. 	If the travel- 
then crossing another ridge over a ler arrive late at Val Pra, the worthy 
beautiful pasturage, it descends to the old peasant Giuseppe Mune will give 
borders of a little lake at the foot of him his best welcome. 
the Col de Reale. At the opposite extremity of this 

From this spot to Fort Bard down little plain, the path descends by a 
the valley of Champorcher, is about stunted pine forest, and through the 
6 hours. depths of the valley, to the village of 

Turning abruptly to the right, the Peney, and by one or two little ham- 
path leads to theirol de Reale in less lets to the village of Cardonera. There 
than an hour, and/from this cr,e,st one is nothing peculiar in this part of the 
of the finest Alpine panoramas is pre- valley, until just before reaching the 
sented. 	Not only, upon reaching the hamlet of Bosco del Ronco : "there 
crest, is the plaits of Italy and the are the remains of a slip from the 
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mountain, which took place in In% which offer views of singular beauty. 
and strewed the little plain with rocks Few places are so rich 'n the pictu- 
and stones. 	 . resque : these, too, offer 	remarkable 

At Ronco there is an inn, which variety, for besides the v 	ws of Ponte 
hunger and fatigue may make en- and the valley, from 	e villages on 
durable ; below it, a bridge, in a wild 
and striking situation, leads across a 

the 	surrounding 	m 	intains' 	sides, 
both the Orca and the Soanna pre- 

ravine to the village of Ingria. 	Be- sent retreats in their deep and retired 
fore reaching it, however, the opening courses, which are no where exceeded 
of the valley of Campea above men- for picturesqueness. 	A walk down 
tioned is passed, which lelds directly two or three meadows between Ponte 
to the glaciers of Cogne, shorter by 
seven hours than the route by the 

and the Ores, leads to one of these, 
well worth the traveller's visit, where 

Col de Reale. 	The only village in the bright deep waters of the Orca 
the Val Campea, above Ingria, is seem hemmed in by lofty and forest- 
Campiglia. crowned 	precipices. 	Of its tran- 

The inhabitants of the valley of quillity and beauty, no idea can be 
Soanna wear a singular sort of shoe formed. 
or boot ; it is made of coarse woollen, 
tied tight round the ankle, but half 

Poste is aotinguiar old town, with 
long arcades, beneath which there are 

as broad again as the foot ; its use shops, and there the markets are held. 
gives an awkwardness to their gait. It has a tolerable inn. , 

Below Ingria, the valley becomes 
a ravine of singularly wild and grand 

The establishment of the Fabbrica, 
the first cotton works known in Pied. 

character. 	Vast precipices, gorges mont, has given employment to several 
and forests, offer alternately, some- thousands of men, women, and chil- 
times together, their magnificent ma- 
terials for Alpine scenery. 	Soon the 

dren, as printers, spinners, weavers, 
and dyers; the goods being prepared 

old towers of Ponte are seen in the within the walls of the Fabbrica, from 
valley of Ores, beyond the depths of the raw material as imported from 
the ravine. 	Enormous overhanging Genoa, to the completion of every 
masses close the proximate part of the article for the market.* 	The prohibi- 
valley, whilst above and•beyond Ponte tion to the exportation of mlehinery 
the plains of Piedmont appear, from England, leads to their obtaining 

A path down through a forest, and it, at a great cost, from Mulhausen, in 
near some quarries, leads to the Villa Alsace. 
Nuova of Ponte, the cotton works Ponte is distant six hours from 
established by the Baron Du Port, 
and about half a mile beyond is the 

Turin, to which city, a diligence goes 
three times a week. 	Those is an ex- 

town of Ponte, six hours from Val cellent carriage road to the capital, 
Pm in the mountains. which passes through 

Nothing can exceed the picturesque Courgne, a large town on the west- 
situation of this place, at the con- ern side of the Ores ; the Leone d' Oro 
fluence of the Soanna and the Orca, 
rich in vineyards, inclosed by moan- 

at Courgne is a tolerable inn ; and a 
good walker may go from Cogne to 

tains, offering in combination with Courgne in a day across the Col de 
the surrounding scenery, the towers Cogne; but the stranger should get 
and ruins of two feudal castles in the the assistance of a guide, at least to 
most striking situations, and the head the Col—and if possible, recommend- 
of the valley closed by the snowy ed by Dr. Grap4th or by the inn- 
peaks of the lofty range which divides keeper at Cogne. 	From Courgne the 
the Val d'Orca from the Tarentaise. road to Turin continues through Val- 

There are many spots about Ponte perga, celebrated 	for basing one of 
o 6 
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the noblest campaniles in Piedmont ; wares, with tilts, and no stream is 
Itivarolo ; 	Lombardore, where the allowed to remain idle, where, at a 
river Malloi 	is crossed; and Lemie ; 
besides num 	ous villages. 	All those 

(small cost, and with simple machinery, 
it can be made to tilt a hammer, or 

places name 	are towns, and some move a saw. 
are large. 	Th 	are situated in the Beyond Sparone the same character 
richest 	part of 	Piedmont, 	amidst of scenery prevails to tocana, a little 
Indian corn, vines, mulberry and fig town about four or five miles above 
trees. 	Those which are placed on the Sparone. 	In these villages, many of 
subsidences of the Alps, a little above the weavers for the Fabbrica are ens- 
the plains, are in the most beautiful ployed. 	The streets of Locana are 
situations

' 
 surrounded by vine-covered narrow and dirty, and its inn worthy 

hills, and backed by lofty ranges of of such a place. The "Three Pigeons" 
mountains. Little idea can be formed is not likely to be forgotten by any 
of the richness and beauty of Pied- traveller who has had the misfortune 
wont, exccflt 	by those who 	have to enter there. 
skirted the mountains on the borders Above Locana the valley soon be- 
of its rich plains. 	The traveller who comes dreary, and the road more 
enters it abruptly, by tITiausual routes, 
at right angles, across the chain of 

rugged. 	About half way, near some 
smelting-houses and forges belonging 

thg Alps, sees tool' little of its actual to M. Binna, the road, which he 
and picturesque richness to estimate keeps in order below, ceases to be 
justly this fine country. 

• 
practicable for a charette. 	Above, 
there is only a mule path, which 

ROUTE 112. winds up amidst the enormous masses  
of fallen granite and serpentine, some 

route TO VILLENEUVE, BY THE VAS. of which have blocked up the course 
D'ORCA (DSTOUR TO THE 	cot DE of the torrent, and compelled it to 

find another channel — these and the GALESE), THE COL DE CROIX DE M- 
voLu1 AND THE VAL SAVARANCHE. savage mountains which now domineer 

in the valley, give it great wildness. 
• (Three Days.) Yet the tortuous road rising over these 

iboulemens °lien 	leads to beautiful 
On leaving Ponte to ascend the little plains between them. 

Val d'Orca, the road continues on There are several hamlets above 
the left bank of the river throughout Locana, as St. Marco, Arsone, and 
its course. 	'.Plus scenery is very fine; La From, but each is- more and more 
the forms of the mountains vast and miserable, until 6 or 7 miles from 
grand, rugged and broken, clothed Locana. 	The climax of wretchedness 
with magnificent chestnut-trees, and is found at Novasca, which has pointed 
frequently exhibiting 	the' effects of a proverb— 
disintegration in the enormous blocks 
which have fallen from the heights, 
in many places in such quantity that 

Novasca, Novasca, 
• Poco pane, lungo tasca. 

Yet this spot offers to the traveller 
the road is carried over or around the some of the most sublime horrors 
debris with such sinuosity and undu- encountered in the Alps. 	Here a 
lotion, that the variety of views they grand cataract bursts out from a rift 
aid to present gives a peculiar elm- in a mountain mass of granite, where 
racter to this valle'. all is denuded to absolute sterility. 

About three miles from Polite is Below it, a thousand enormous masses 
the village of Sparone.—  Many little , hanilets 	le on the road, and many 

of granite are bouldered by the ma- 
terials 	brought down and 	thrown 

usines 	are worked 	for small 	iron upon them by the fall. 	The pas- 
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tinge across the river, among these is barley grown, and an abundance 
frocks, is unmatched in Alpine bridge- of rich meadow land. 	Immediately 
building: poles and planks are placett before him is the snowy' nge which 
from rock to rock, and almost under divides the Val Forno 	oat the Val 
the spray .of the cataract. 	Beyond d'Orca, and across wl • h a col leads 
the passage of this torrent, the road to Gros Cavallo, in 	at valley, in a 
still ascends an the left bank of the few hours. 
Orca. A little way within the plain, the 

About a mile above Novasca is a valley turns to the right, and the Orca 
terrific gorge, called the Scalare de washes the base of a mountain, where 
Ceresol, where enormous precipices the Comte d'Aglie has some silver 
overhang die course of the Orca, 
which tumbles through a succession 

mines. The ore is smelted in the valley, 
and near the works there is a spring 

of cataracts between these herbless of water slightly ferruginous, but so 
precipices. 	The path which leads to highly carbonated, that the gas escapes 
the summit is cut out of the rocks, 
and a flight of steps (Scalare), prac- 

from it in a sparkling state. The pea-
cants have fitted a wooden tube into 

ticable for mules, is carried up through the hole, through which it ascends; 
the gorge; sometimes on the actual a little canioof reed fixed to the top 
brink of the precipice which over- of the tube enables them to fill bot- 
hangs the foaming torrent; in others, 
cut so deep into its side, that the 

ties, which are instantly corked and 
tied, and abundance of this water is 

rocky canopy overhangs the precipice. thus taken to Turin. 	It is almost 
In some places there is not room tasteless, when drunk at the spring it 
enough for the mounted traveller, 
and there is the danger of his head 

is delicious. 
The mountains:of Levanna, seen on 

striking the rocks above him. 	This the left as the traveller ascends the 
extraordinary path extends 	half a 
mile. 	In its course, crosses are ob. 

valley, are very grand ; 	pinnacled, 
glaciered, and 	utterly 	inaccessible. 

served, fixed against the rock to mark 
the spots of tidal accidents : but as 

Three of the peaks, near.together, 
bear 	the 	name of the 	trois bees. 

three 	such 	accidents 	happened in The valley widens near Ceresol, the 
company with an of 	miscreant who highest of its church village*, about 
lived at the foot of ilie Scalare, sus• eight miles above the Scalar°. 	Here 
picions 	were 	entertained 	of these he may rest in what a mountaineer 
having been murders which he had would call an asset bon gite — none 
committed there. 	He underwent but a mountaineer,,kowever, would 
severe examinations; yet, though no think it so. 
doubt existed of his guilt, there was 
not evidence enough to convict him. 

To shorten the next day's journey, 
it will be better, however, to ascend 

It is believed that, at the spots where 
the crosses are placed, he pushed his 

the valley yet higher by three hours, 
to the 	Chalets of Chapis, and, if 

victims over in an unguarded tno- mules are required, to engage them 
meat, where a child, unheeded, might at Ceresol to come up the following 
have destroyed a giant. morning to Chapis early enough to 

The termination of this wild road insure arrival, in good time, at VII- 
is like a winding staircase, in which leneuve, in the Val d'Aosta, in the 
it is difficult for a mule to turn: evening of the same day. 	Fatigue 
near here the peep into the ravine is only, however, is spared — no time is 
Perfectly appalling. gained by riding* 

On emerging from this singular From Ceresot, the extraordinary 
path and fearful defile, the traveller pass of the Galese at the head of the 
finds himself on a plain, where there Val d'Orca, is first seen, above a per- 
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pendicular streak of snow, called the and Tignes. 	To this valley the de- 
Grand Colutet, which must be climbed scent on the side of the Tarentaise is 
to cross th 	ridge of glaciers which *not difficult. 	In returning, there is 
surmounts i 	and by which a passage less danger in the descent than in 
may be ma 	into the valley of the the ascent, though it seem more den- 
Isere in the 1 	entaise. gerous, for the feet sink deep and 

From Chapis there is a walk of firmly in the loose soil of• both'the 
two hours and a half to the highest Colurets. • The Little Coluret can be 
chalets in the valley— those of Serue safely descended, though, from the 
— which are passed by the traveller looseness of the soil, the ascent by it is 
who would go to the Galese. 	Be.. impracticable. 
yond Serue the scene perhaps sur- At the Chalets of Serue refresh- 
passes in sterility and savageness any ment of milk, cheese, and butter 
other in the Alps. 	A narrow path may be had: bread the traveller must 
leads along the steep slope of the carry there; with this necessary, and 
Mont Iserair, until it stop abruptly wine, he must stock himself when he 
at an inaccessible gulley in the moun- _ visits these wild valleys; and he is 
taro called the Little Coluret. 	To especially cautioned against wander- 
ascend above this it is 'necessary to ing there without a careful and well- 
climb along the face of a fearful pre- 
cipice overhanging, at a great height, 
a lake at the head of the valley, 

recommended guide. 	At Novasca, 
or Ceresol, Giuseppi Brusolia, better 
known by the name of Muot, from 

Having climbed round it, the plain the loss of one hand, may be heard 
of Belotta is attained. 	This plain is of; he is a good guide, au active 
the bed of an ancient lake, now filled mountaineer, a capital chasseur, and 
with 	an 	enormous 	glacier, which a good-tempered, intelligent fellow. 
streams down from the left.— The The traveller to the Val d'Aosta is 
bottom of this glacier must be crossed recommended, if be reach the Chalets 
by a very steep ascent up a vast mass of Chapis, to give a day to the Col de 
of ice, and above it, up,ithe gulley of 
the Grand Coluret, at least 1500 feet 

Galese, and return to sleep at Chapis, 
before lie cross to the Val Savaranche. 

from the glaciet. 	Precipices, fringed To go to the Val Savaranche, it is 
with irncles, overhang the traveller, 
and having climbed up close to the 

not necessary 1p go to the pasturages 
of Serue. 	Before the abrupt ascent 

rocks, on the right side, it is at last to the Alp of Serve commences, a 
necessary to cross the snow itself that torrent is seen descending from the 
lies in the hollow; this is not danger- right. 	Up the left bank of this tor- 
ous to a steady 	head, but a slip 
would precipitate the unlucky tra- 

rent a difficult zigzag path ascends, 
and at the end of two hours leads to 

yeller at least 2000 feet. 	On the some chalets even higher than those 
other side the footing is firm, but of Serue. 	The scenes presented dur- 
climbing among overhanging masses ing the ascent, of the vast ranges of 
of rock requires a steady head and the Levanna and the Iseran, are of 
firm foot. 	Having passed these, he the most sublime character. 	Above 
will reach the steep bank or upper these chalets, the path is a series of 
edge of a glacier, forming a preci• flights of steps rudely cut in the rock. 
pice of ice about 40 feet high. 	When Beyond this a scene of frightful Ste. 
this is passed, the traveller reaches rility is presented: numerous Alpine 
the top, about 10,000 feet above, the lakes or tarns are seen, but no pros- 
level of the sea, aivhere one of the pect of escape, no path from this cul 
most glorious views in the Alps re- de sac seems to offer itself; yet in the 
wards him: he looks out over the must improbable 	of all 	directions 
head of the Val Isere, upon La Val, there is one, which actually lies up 
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and over the rugged and pinnacled derable descent, the traveller suddenly 
crest of the boundary to the left, 
offering a path a thousand times, 
more difficult than that of the Gem- 

finds himself on the brink,pfa vast pre- 
cipice, and overlooking 	e village of 
Pont, in the deep veil 	, thousands 

mi, without the 	protection of its of feet below him, 	ere, on the 
parapets. 	Tile summit attained, the edge of the 	precip' e, 	a cross 	is 
scene around, viewed from this crest, 
known by the name of, the Col de 

placed, which is seen from below; 
the spot is called the Croix d'Aroletta. 

Croix de 	Nivolet, is one without From it, one of those sublime scenes 
parallel in the Alps for the wild pe- which occasionally bursts upon the 
culiarities observed on looking back traveller 	in the Alps opens upon 
into the savage valley just left. 	In him. 	The three vast peaks of the 
it many lakes appear, and the brow @rand 	Paradis, 	breaking through 
above the last chfilets, cuts abruptly 
against the deep haze of the Val 

their enormous vestment of glaciers, 
lies before him; and on the right, a 

d'Orca, which is surmounted with the black mountain, that &erhangs the 
enormous range of the Levanna. path by which he must descend to 

On looking on the other side of the Pont. 	Down these precipices 	he 
col into the Plan de Nivolet, which is must wind *I more than an hour to 
the head of the valley of Sa,varanche, 
many lakes are also seen at the foot 

reach this village, the highest in the 
'Val Savaranche, passing on his .de- 

Of the glaciers of the Nivolet, the scent a magnificent cataract. 
same mountain which, towards the But here the striking and peculiar 
Tarentaise, is known by the name of scenery of this pass ends; the valley 
the 'serail, and directly across the below Pont is narrow, and with very 
head uf'the Plan de Nivolet, is seen little cultivation at the bottom. 	On 
a still higher col 	than that upon the left a path leads over the moult. 
which 	the observer 	stands ; 	it 	is tain 	of Causelles 	to 	the Val 	de 
called the Col de Rhemes, and leads Rhemes; and another on the right 
through the Val de Rhemes to Vil- crosses to tit. Val de Cogne. (Route 
leneuve, by a shorter course than the 11 1.) Gioux, or Val Savaranche, is 
Savaranche. 

•The descent towards the Plan de 
the principal village in the valley, 
and here refreshment maybe ob- 

Nivolet is much easier than towards taMed. 
the Val d'Orca; and having attained There are many little communes 
the banks of the lakes, a nearly level 
path leads through the fine pasturages 

in this valley. 	Near to one of these, 
Pesai, an avalanche cell in 1832 ; it 

at the head of the Plan de Nivolet; destroyed some cows, and three men 
yet not a tree or shrub grows here, 
and the plain is exposed to fearful 

perished. 	Crosses 	mark 	the 	spot 
where their bodies were found. 

storms in winter. Before reaching Gioux there is a 
In about an hour -from the lakes picturesque spot in the valley, where 

the chalets of this plain arc reached. two villages are perched opposite each 
The want of other fuel titan dried other, Tignietti and Crettom ; and 
cow-dung gives a filthy aspect to here the mountains are seen which 
these chalets. Below them the ground bound the valley of Aosta on the side 
of the plain becomes boggy, and opposite to the Val Savaranche. 
broken up into thousands of knolls. In the lower part of the valley, the 
At the end of another hour, these are path continues at a vast height above 
left, to descend by a path lying over the course of th 	river bank, on its 
bare and smooth granite, like that right; 	as 	it 	approaches 	the 	Val 
on the route of the Grimsel, above d'A ova, a magnificent view of Mont 
liandek. (Route 34.) After a consi- Blanc, towering over all the inter- 
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mediate mountains, opens to the tra- deep and savage defile. 	On a sort of 
yeller. 	Here the Val de Rhemes terrace, on the opposite banks, the 
joins the 11sl Savaranche, and both of a feudal castle 	are seen eruins 
enter the IP: ley of Aosta. 	The end frowning over the black ravine, and 
of the Val 	Rhemes appears like a 
sable land o 	the 	mountain 	side, . ttudded with villages, rich in mea- 

fitted for tales of romance. 	From it, 
the view into the valley of Aosta 
must be beautiful, bift what access 

Bows and vines, walnut and chestnut there is -to these ruins cannot be 
trees. traced, or even imagined, from the 

From this elevation the descent to opposite 	bank, though 	this 	is 	so 
Villeneuve is rapid, fatiguing, and high above the torrent, that the path 
difficult; and the journey from Chapis seldom approaches it nearer than 200 
to the Val d'Aosta (Route 107.) will feet. 
be found to be quite enough for one This narrow defile continues during 
day. an ascent of more than two hours. 

• Sometimes the path is formed of ter-
races, rudely and perilously formed 

ROUTE I Is. of loose stones placed across rifts in 
. 	 •• the precipices ; 	in others, the but- 

IVROCNE TO DOURO ST. MAURICE, IN tresses of rock are cut away to make 
THE TARENTAISE, inr TITZ - VAL DE the road high and wide enough to 
SRISANCIIE AND THE cot nu MONT. pass a point of danger; this in some 

places has been done with a mass of 
(16 hours.) rock, which, having fallen from above, 

and rested on the line of communica- 
The entrance to the Val Grisanche tion,has required boldness and skill 

by the torrent which flows into the to form a path by it; thousands of 
Val d'Aosta, is utterly impracticable. these masses have fallen into the gulf 
It is necessary to cross the torrent by below, and only rendered the torrent 
the new bridge, and imipediately be- more furious 	by the 	interruption. 
hind the little dirty town of Ivrogne Nunierous cataracts stream into this 
to pass a mill,. and ascend through valley ; and it is necessary in passing 
orchard% and meadows that appear to beneath one o‘these, which descends 
lead away from the Grisanche. 	At 
the head of these the path arrives ab- 

from a great height, far up the gorge, 
to go hastily across over the rude 

ruptly below some precipices ; thence bridge formed of trunks of trees laid 
turning and wending along their rudely across, and scarcely guarded 
bases, the traveller shortly finds him- by a rail, that offers very slight se- 
self in the 'ath which is carried high curity. 	On looking up, as nearly as 
above the left bank of the Grisanche, 
and which leads up the valley. 	• 

the spray can be approached, another 
such bridge is seen to span the top of 

For about four hours the scenes the fall, and which connects some 
have a striking character. 	The river forests or pasturages above. 
roars so deep in the gorge as scarcely At length, at the upper extremity 
to be heard; and the rocks which of the defile, the valley opens at the 
bound its course are so nearly per- village of Seris, a place which fur- 
pendicular, that the tops of lofty and nishes only the most miserable ac- 
enormous pines, rooted in the rifts commodation. 	The passage up the 
below, can almost be touched by the Grisanche to Seris is all its the valley 
hand of the travelloo in passing above really worth a visit from the Val 
them. 	Overhangint the 	path, the d'Aosta, and it well deserves from 
mountains so close in, that the light the tourist in that valley, an exami- 
of day does not half illuminate this nation as fur as Seris. 	To those, 
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however, who would cross into the loose path, and up slopes of snow,. 
Tarentaise, a further description of steep,and many hundredsoffeetacross... 
the route is necessary. It is fatiguing and difficuk. From the 
. The sterility of the Val de Gri- Col the scene is very fin 	not only of 

sanche above Solis is striking; it is the 	deep valley of st ies 	towards. 
rugged and strewn with enormous 
blocks which .have 	been detached 

Piedmont, but also 	ards Savoy, 
where nature presents 	gentle aspect 

from the mountains, often from pre- 
so steep that no vegetation cipices 

in the mountains which bound the, 
Val Isere ; for the Col is so narrow 

rests upon their surfaces, where still both can be seen from the summit. 
impending masses threaten the pass• The Col du Mont was the scene of' 
ing traveller, and numerous crosses some desperate conflicts during the 
record the frequency of fatal acci- wIrs of the revolution, between the 
dents. 	Deep rifts in the sides of the 
precipices are channels to cataracts 

trench and the Piedmontese. 	Ge, 
neral Moulins, who commanded the 

that pour their white foam from the former, after many efforss, succeeded.  
dark recesses; 	in some places, the in gaining the position by advancing 
black precipitous slopes of the moon- during a snow storm, when such as- 
taM are always wet and berbless, 
end reeking as if from some .recent 

sailants were isiot expected, and m-
mined it in .$ite of not less than ten 

avalanche. efforts to repossess it. 	The height of 
For more than two hours up the the Col, from the absence of all vete-. 

valley from Seris, the same character tation, must exceed 8500 feet. 
of scenery prevails; some miserable 
hovels and a few fields of stunted 
barley are. found,in the bottom of 

After passing down a steep path, 
leaving on the left black precipices—, 
the haunts of the chamois — the pas-. 

the valley ; on its sides there is only 
the dark precipice or black forest of 
pines. 	The head of the valley is 

turages belonging to the commune, 
of St. Foi appear in a deep basin, 
bounded below by a forest. 	It is 

bounded by the immense glaciers of almost impossible to imagine a con. 
Clou. 	Over these, however, the bold 
mountaineer finds a pass to St. Foi, 
in the Tarentaise. 

tract more staking than theAvretched, 
and desolate hollow, filled with rocks 
and stones, on the side of Aosip ; and 

At'Fornel, the highest village in the this, one of the most beautiful pas- 
valley, the route to the Col du Mont turages in the Alps on the side of the 
leaves the Val de Grisauche, ascends Tarentaise. 	In little more than two 
a steep path on the right by a torrent, 
and reaches some chalets on a small 

hours the chalets in this basin are 
reached, and in another hour it is 

but fine pasturage. 	Above these the traversed. 	Beyond it the road winds 
path skirts the brink of precipices steeply down through a fo?cst, and at 
over a deep gorge, and enters a basin length emerges to cross a torrent and 
in the mountains — a scene of the enter the village of Muraille, where 
most frightful 	disorder ; 	it is filled another bridge over a deep ravine 
with 	rocks 	and 	stones 	constantly 
brought down from the surrounding 

leads to the hamlet of Massure. thence, 
traversing a brow on the mountain 

mountains, the summits of which are side, the road descends to the village 
crested with glaciers, some so preci- of St. Foi, in the Val Is&e. 	The ap- 
pitous that the ridge of the mountain 
is surmounted by one of translucent 

proach to St. Foi is strikingly fine, 
for one of the most beautiful moun- 

ice, which presents, when the sun 
shines through 	it, a most brilliant 

tains in the Alps, ibe Chafre-Quarth, 
bounds the opposite side of the Val 

appearance. 	The ascent is very steep 
for nearly three hours up a trackless, 

Isere. 	From its base in the torrent, 
far below the terrace where St. Foi 

   
  



806 	Route 114. — Little St. Bernard — St. Didier. 
stands, to its summit, which is peaked Cormayeur, it is necessary to return 
with a triangular pyramid of snow, 
the entire htight of this stupendous 

by the great road to Aosta (Route 
.1070, about a lettgue, to where • the 

mountain is seen. 	St. Foi is only branch from it leads to St. Didier; 
two hours 	m St. Maurice, and or a shorter course may be found by 
offers little 	ommodation to the scrambling down the slopes which 
traveller, at leas when compared with lead to the Doire, attd crossing it 
the comforts of the inn at St. Maurice. higher up 	the 	river, than by the 

From St. Foi the descent by a bridge which forms part of the high.  
paved road is very steep to the banks road. 
of the Isere. 	Before reaching the St. Didier is a tolerably large vil- 
river a torrent is crossed, which forms, 
alittle way up the valley, a fine co- 

loge, having the importance of a post 
aux leitres. 	It has two inns : l'Ours 

bract. 	It is difficult to get a view of is decently appointed. 	Like that at 
it. 	This is the stream which from Cormayeur (though very inferior to 
above descends between the villages it), its chief support is from the pen- 
of Massure and Muraille. sionnaires, who stay to take the waters 

From the bridge the path lies of its mineral springs : 	these at St. 
across meadows for sonNoway, and on Didier are hot, having a temperature 
the banks of the Isere. 	Soon.  after, 
rising,. it leads to the village of Scez, 
at the foot of the Little St. Bernard, 
and thence, across cultivated ground, 
to a new bridge thrown over the tor- 

of 92° of Fahrenheit in the baths, but 
95° at the source. 

Between the village and the springs 
there are some beautiful meadows, 
the source of its common name, Pre 

rent of the Iteclus. 	Here there is St. Didier; these are sheltered by 
abundant evidence of the destructive the base of the Crammont, an, by 
character of the torrent after storms, 
in 	the 	sand, 	rocks, 	and 	stones, 
which mark its course at such times, 

the enormous precipices of bare rock 
which overhang the source of the 
mineral waters, and form one side of 

Soon after the road passes by some a 	deep 	inacdessible 	gulf, 	through 
coarse woollen cloth-works, and some which the torrent from the glaciers 
usines for making small iron ware. of the Ruitor and the Little St. Ber- 
Then cams the winter bed of the nerd forces its way. 
furious Versoi, which descends born The hot spring lies up this gulf 
Bonnaval, and below an old round almost as far as it is accessible ; from 
tower belonging to the village of this spot it is led through tubes to a 
Chittelard. 	Fpm this place the road building niched in beneath the preci- 
to St. Maurice is wide and excellent, 
and ere lots, it is to be hoped, a road 

piees. 	Within ten years, however, 
this has been deserted for baths, to 

of the same width and excellence will which the water is now conducted, in 
lend from this valley to the Val d'Aosta the meadow, where a rather elegant 
by the pass of the Little St. Bernard. structure has been raised — Pavillon; 

[St. Maurice : 	inn, Ebez Mayet, 
excellent.) 

as it is here called. 	It has been built 
at the expense of the province of 
Aosta, as a decoy to the royal family 

ROUTE 114. to make it a place of their frequent 
resort. To this a wing has been lately 

CORMAYEUR TO BOURG SAINT MAU- added, which contains new baths for 
RICE, BY THE PASS OF THE LITTLE the public, which are more convenient 
ST.' BERNARD tDETOURS TO 	THE than the old; and there are several 
CRAMMONT AND THE BELVIDERE). houses in the village where, for very 

moderate charges, bed and board may 
To go to the Little St. Bernard from be obtained. 
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•• 	st 

The view of Mont Blauc from the valley thousands of :let 'below, with 
'meadows is a glorious scene ; and, 
from beneath the precipices near thee  

as impressive an effect as' if' it were 
the ledge of a precipice df that-depth.. 

source, magnificent foregrounds may over which a slip would, arecipitate 
be obtained. the shrinking observerarer the 

The road which leads by the valley top, however, the f 	ting 	is more 
above the gorge at the springs of St. secure ; thousands o 	marmots have 
Didier, and to the Little St. Ber- burrowed and loosened the soil, and 
nand, 	is a steep 	zigzag, 	present- traces of these animals are found even 
ing at each turn new and striking to the summit. 
scenes of the valley below, and of The highest point of the Cram- 
Mont Blanc. 	On reaching, the level mom is the outward edge of a large 
ground above, that overhangs the deep flat mass of rock, dipping towards 
rift in the mountain, through which the Crammont about 200 ; the upper 
the branch of the Doire from La end of this mass actually overhangs • 
Tuille bursts through into the plain the rocks 	below; so that a stone 
of St. Didier, the scene is fine. 	It dropped from it would fall perpen- 
borders a pine forest, of which some dicularly hundreds of feet, and then 
vast old trunks hang over the preci- striking the precipitous sides of the 
pices, and help to conceal the deep mountain would bound into the abyss 
torrent which roars in its course be- beneath, broken into thousands of frog- 
neatho • ments. 	This experiment is generfilly 

Up through this forest a steep path practised by visiters, who witness the 
leads to the Crammont, an excursion motion given to the stones in the 
which no visitor to St. Didier or Cor- channels below, and hear with asto- 
maypur should fail to make, if the nishment the roar which ascends from 
weather be favourable, for no spot in the commotion Sand disturbance. 	In 
the Alps will afford him so fine a view this savage hollow, chamois are gene- 
'of Mont Blanc, or a more glorious rally seen. 
panorama. Here the whole of the enormous 

The ascent up the forest to reach mass of Molit Blanc is open to the 
the 	Crammont 	lies 	for 	an 	hour observer, midway of .its height (for 
amidst the pines, then, emerging into the height of the Crammont is about 
fine pasturages, the path leads up 92(x, and that of Mont Blanc 6500 
through several clusters of chalets ; English feet above the peak of the 
at the last of these it is usual to leave Crammont), from the peaks which 
the mules, if any have been em- bound the Col de la ileigne to those 
ployed, to await the return of the of the Grand Jorasse, every aiguille 
traveller. 	The opening scenes of the and glacier through this vast line of 
valley below, as he rises, excite and nearly 40 miles is seen;/' within an 
encourage his efforts to attain the angle of 150 degrees, lying like a 
summit, 	which 	is 	usually 	accom- picture before the observer from the 
plished in four hours from St. Didier; Crammont. 	The depths of the Alice 
the chief difficulties lie in the extreme Blanche are concealed by some low 
smoothness of the sward, and the intervening mountains, which may be 
steepness of the slope, which make the considered the western bases of the 
footing insecure; and much time is Crammont. 
lost by slipping back, particularly over Towards the N. E. and E. the Val 
some of the rounded knolls, where d'Aosta presents a beautiful portion 
the effect of looking back is enough of the panorama. 	The mountains 
to make the 	unpractised 	traveller which bound it sweep down to the 
shudder, for the ground is seen to cut Doire, and leave between them the 
abruptly against some objects in time channels which ate the courses of its 

   
  



$04 	Route 11*. — Little St. Bernard — La Tuille. 
affluents. In the valley, the Doire ap- rugged path over loose stones, is very 
pears like a thread of silver. Looking fatiguing.  
S.E., directly down the line of ascent La Balme is in the valley, about 
to the Crannuont, the Camp of Prince fan hour's walk above where the path 
Thomas, and the table land above the up through the forest leads to the 
precipices of Ike valley of La Tuille, 
appear to be immediately beneath. 

Crammont ; and there is no object 
of interest missed between the two 

Above and beyond it lies the enormous places. 
glacier of the Ruitor, one of the finest A little above La Balme the torrent 
objects within the view : this is con- is crossed, and a path winds steeply up 
,netted with the glaciers at the head of on the mountain side ; it being itn- 
the valleys 'Of Cogne, the Savaranche, 
and the Grisanclie. 

the south is the Pass and 

practicable in the depth of the valley, 
which is here a ravine, to form a road.

Towards This is. carried on the right bank to 
plain 	of 	the 	Little 	St. 	Bernard, 
guarded by .the Belvidere, the Val- 

a great height above the bed of the 
torrent. 	There are occasional peeps 

laisan, and the other mountains which offered of the 	river, and 	there is 
bound that pass. one 	of particular 	interest — it 	is 

Towards the Great; St. Bernard, 
the course may be traces of the path 

where the avalanches which descend 
from the • Crammont 	fall 	into the 

which leads by the pass of the Serena ravine, sometimes in such quantity 
from the head of the valley of Aosta that the snow remains, under the 
to St. Remy. 	The hospice cannot be shadow of the mountain, unmelted 
seen, but the Mont Velan and the for the year. 	This is the spot, in 
Combin are seen beyond it. 'the opinion of those who have most 

All visiters to the Crammont, who 
have seen it in favourable weather, 
speak of it with rapture ; and Saussure 

carefully examined into the subject, 
where Hannibal and his army, in 
their descent from the Alps, found 

thus records his second visit there :— the road, by which they could have 
,. Nous pitssames 	trois 	heures sur descended into the valley, destroyed. 
cette sotftmet ; j'y en avftis aussi passé The road formerly lay on the left 
trois dans monpremier voyage, et ces bank of the river. 	Within these 60 
six beiges sons certainernent cellos de years, the present road, to avoid this 
ma vie dans lesquelles j'ai goiitg les liability, has been made on the other 
plus grands plaisirs qui puissentlion- side, high above all risk from such an 
nor la contemplation et l'etude de la accident. 
nature." Not far from this spot the road 

The descent requires more care turns abruptly to the left, and the 
than the ascent, at least to guard 
against slipping: the guides usually 

Alpine bridge and village of La Tonle, 
and the glacier of the Ruitor, open 

sit down, and slide with great speed upon the traveller. 	The bridge is 
over the dry grass. crossed, and wine and refreshment 

The traveller who proposes to make may be found in the little auberge of 
a visit to the Crammont a part of hii . La Tuille. 
day's journey to St. Maurice, should A short way above La Tuille the 
start very early, and direct that the stream from the glacier of the Ruitor 
mules, if be take any, should, from may be crossed, and a path taken to 
where he left them, be sent across the descend into the valley of Aosta, by 
pasturages, to chalets which lie in his some beautiful pasturages, and through 
way to the village sf La Balme. 	He a forest that overhangs the precipices 
will thus gain time in ascending the above St. Didier, whence the view of 
valley, though the descent 	to 	the Mont I3lane is inferior only to that 
hamlet of Evolina, down a steep and from the Crammont; after crossing 
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the Camp of Prince Thomas, the path Near to the circle there is a column 
'descends down the steep mountain standing, the Colonne de Joux, sup- 
side on the right bank of the Doire.•  posed to be of Celtic origin. 	It is 
It is nearly in this course that the nearly 20 feet high, and 3 feet in 
Sardinian government contemplates 
the formation of a good road over the 

diameter. 	It is composed of Cipolino, 
a variety of marble wifich abounds in 

Little St. Bertfard, to connect the Pays the Crammont. 	Abtut a mile and a 
d'Aosta with the Tarentaise. half from the Colonne de Joux is the 

From La Tuille the road ascends hospice, situated at the south-western 
rapidly to Pont Serrant—the last vil- extremity of the plain. 	Here for- 
loge towards the Little St. Bernard,— merly a peasant, appointed by the 
and after crossing a very deep ravine government, used to administer hos- 
over a wooden bridge, a striking scene, 
and passing the village, the toad be- 

ititality ; 	but since it has been re- 
built, some brethren of the Hospice 

Comes more steep, but presents little of the Great St. Bernard have taken 
interest except to the geologist. About this duty upon themselves, but at 
two hours above Pont Serrant the col present only one ecclesiastic resides 
is reached — a fine pasturage on a 
plain about a league long, and half a 

there. 	The expenses of the hospice, 
which afforj* very tolerable accom- 

league wide, bounded on the left by modation, are defrayed by the coin- 
the Belvidere and the Vallaisan, and mime of Aosta. 
on the right by the Belle-face, at the If the traveller determine to visit 
foot of which mountain lies a little the Belvidere, and has already visited 
lake—the Vernai, which is left in the Crammont, it will be too much 
its deep basin on the right, in as- for one day, and he will do well to 
tending to the Col of the Little St. sleep at the hospice, and either ascend 
Bernard. the Belvidere in  the evening, or on 

After passing the ruins of some the following morning. 	It is of easy 
mural defences thrown up during the accomplishment : the ascent may he 
War of the Revolution, when France 
and Sardinia struggled for possession 

made in an hour. 	Mont Blanc, 
which is alst seen from every part of 

of these summits, the road enters upon the Col of the Little.St. Bernard, is 
the plain, and the traveller sees before from the Belvidere a more anagnifi- 
him, at the opposite extremity of the cent, object. 	The view is of great 
plain, the hospice lately rebuilt. extent, 'commanding the mountains 

On the plain, however, there are farsouth of the Tarentaise,and looking 
objects of high antiquity. 	A circle down upon enonnouVaciers stream- 
-of stones on the highest point of the ing into the valleys east of the Belvi- 
plain hears still the name 	of the dere ; but the scenes are very inferior 
Cirque d'Annibal. 	The stones are to those discovered front the Cram- 
'rude masses, varying in size, none mont. 
very large; they are about 10 feet The Hospice was founded by St. 
apart, and the circle measures nearly Bernard, but nothing of its history is 
260 yards round. 	The tradition is, 
that Hannibal here held a council of 
war. 	Thnt he staid on the summit 

preserved. 	The Great St. Bernard 
has absorbed all the interest, though, 
if the veil of the obscure history of 

of the Alps, and waited for his strag- the Little St. Bernard could be re- 
glers, 	is 	an 	historical 	fact ; 	and, moved, it would perhaps surpass itt 

'itidepeivlent of other and abundant 
evidence, no plain on the summit 

early importance that of its great rival, 
for Celtic remain‘still exist there, and 

of any other of the Alpine passes is so the foundations. of a 	temple con- 
well adapted for the encampment of strutted of Roman brick are traced 
his army as this. on the col, near the column. 
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From the hospice; the road winds be hired for 20 fr. to go to Sallenches 
down the mountain side, and in two or to St. Martin, where another and 
hours the traveller reaches the village lighter vehicle can be taken to convey 
of St. Germains. 	Thence a zigzag Iwo or three persons to Chamouny. 
path descends to a stream called the In Savoy the charges are regulated 
Reclus, whiclk is overhung at the by tariff; the expenses are now mo- 
point of passagell)y an enormous bank derate, and imposition A immediately 
of gypsum, bearing the name of the punished upon complaint to the syn- 
Roche Blanche. In situation it perfectly die. 	A diligence goes every day, in 
agrees with Polybius' account, in the the season, to Sallenches. 
passage of Hannibal, of such a rock- If the traveller have a carriage, and 
and the events which occurred there, intend, after visiting Chamouny, to 
This is one of the chief points of evir  cross, by the Tate Noire or Col de 
dente, and, taken with the others, fur- Balme, to Martigny, on the way to 
nish a mass which must force con- the Simplon, he should direct his 
viction on the minds of unprejudiced 
inquirers — that by this pass of the 

carriage to be forwarded to Martigny, 
from Geneva, to await his arrival 

Alps, Hannibal entered Italy; General there. 
Melville, in his examitustion, the basis Geneva-  is left for Chamouny, at 
of De Luc's treatise; Wickham and the Port de la Rive; and the road, 
Cramer from their researches; and though hilly, is good to Chesne, half 
Brdckedori from his repeated visits ; a league from the city, and one of the 
all travellers in the Alps, who have largest villages in the republic. 	The 
ext. 	:ned the other passes also, in re- road offers some fine views of the 
femme to this question, have come to Voirons, Mont Saleve, and the range 
the conclusion that on this line only of the Jura. 	Soon 	after 	leaving 
can the narrative of Polybius, the only Chesne, 	the 	road 	crosses 	a 	little 
worthy authority upon the question, 
be borne out. 

stream, the Foron, which 	has its 
source in the Voirons. 	This stream is 

Below the Roche. Blanche the' an- the boundary of the canton of Geneva 
cient roan by the Reda' is avoided, 
from its constant exposure 	to de- 

and the Sardinian frontier; and a little 
beyond it, at Annemasse, is the station 

structio• by falls from the Mont 'de of the Sardinian douane. 	Here the 
Sez. It now passes by cultivated fields greatest civilit, is shown if the pass- 
through the hamlet of Villars to the port be en regle ; and no search or 
village of Scez (Route 113.) and trouble is given about baggage in 
thence to passing this frontier of the Sardinian 

Bourg 	St. Itlaurice. 	Inn, 	chez states. 	On the first rising ground be- 
Mayet. yond, the Mole, a sugar-loaf moun- 

• • tain, is seen in all its height, 5,800 
ROUTE 115. feet, partly concealing the only hollow 

in the range of mountains beyond, by 
GENEVA TO CHAMOUNY. which the course to Chamouny lies. 

Crowds of voituriers loiter about Beyond Annemasse the road runs 
the streets of Geneva, and especially 
in the neighbourhood of the principal 

high above the valley of the Arve, 
in which the blanched stones mark 

inns, ready to start at a minute's no: by their breadth how furious the river 
tice for Chamouny, or any other ex- must be in its winter course. 	Su& 
cursion 	upon 	which 	the traveller denly the road winds round the brow 
may determine. 	lbw travellers take 
their own carriages from Geneva to 

of a hill that overhangs the valley, 
and turns into an abrupt and steep 

Chamouny. 	A light char with a pair hollow, to pass the Menoge on a 
of horses, to take four persons, may good stone bridge, then, rising steeply 
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on the other side, the road passes over by a statue of the King, is 95 feet 
an elevated plain, and soon reaches high. 
the village of Nangy, about three The bridge is crossed•in pursuing 
leagues from Geneva. 	A little be-6  the route to Cluses. 	On the left, the 
pond there are some ruins on the Mole is flanked, and the road lies be- 
right; and, after passing Contamines, 
are seen thosesof the Chateau of Fau- 

tween the base of thit mountain and 
the Mont Breton, thi range that on 

cigny, that gives its name to the pro- the right hounds the valley of the 
vince of Faucigny, of which Bonne- Arve, which is here rich in cultivation. 
vile is the chief place. 	The road now 
passes so near to the Mole, that this 

The road, after some time, undulates, 
and passes through the villages of 

mountain is an imposing and beauti- Vaugier and Scionzier ; beyond the 
ful object. 	Upon it an obelisk has fanner, the valley widens where the 
lately been built —one of the points Arve is joined by the Giffre ; a torrent 
in a trigonometrical survey of Savoy. that descends from the Buet, flows 
Beyond Contamines the road de- through the valley of Samans, and 
clines. 	The mountains which bound by the town of Tanninges, then, join- 
the Arve present a bold aspect, and ing the Risse, below St. Joire, enters 
the entrance is striking, through an the valley lathe Arve at Pont Ma- 
avenue of trees, to 	.. rigny. 

Bonneville, five leagues from Ge- The road continues close under the 
neva, which is generally travelled in a Brezon until its precipices frown Aver 
char in four hours. 	Here the horses the route near Closes. 	Here,cressing 
are usually rested; and the traveller, 
who will find the Couronne a better 

the Arve on a stone bridge, it enters 
the town of Cluses, turns abruptly to 

inn than any at Cluses, generally takes the right, and passes between vast 
a lunch or early dinner. mountains, through a defile, in which 

This is the chief place in the pro- Cluses is built, and the passage of 
vinco of Faucigny; it is in the diocese which it entirely commands. 
of Annecy, and has a prefecture. 	Its Claws, an old town, eight leagues 
inhabitants were formerly 3000; at front GenevIl 	• 	• 
present they do not exceed 1300. • Inns : — Parfaite Union, Ecu de 

There is a good stone bridge at France. 	 • 
Bonneville, which wasibuilt in 1753. Many privileges were granted to 
It crosses the Arve; and near to it is 
a column not long since erected in 
honour of Carlo Felice, and in grati- 

Closes. 	One of the earliest recorded, 
is by Httgues, dauphin of Vienne, 
Baron of Faucigny, who, in 1310, ',e- 

tude for his having added to the se- stowed many municipal advantages ; 
curity of their town by the formation but in consideration of them, the in- 
of strong embankments, to restrain habitants owed him militfry service : 
the furious Arve. this, exercised in feudal times, and the 

This column, which is surmounted almost impregnable character of their 
town, made them pugnacious and mis. 

* The inhabitants of a place seem to have 
as great a desire to claim antiquity for it as 
for their families. 	Documents that only re- 

chievous to their neighbours. 	They 
often attempted to burn Bonneville ; 

cord their existence for five centuries are and in 1340, sacked it. 	When, how- 
despised. The people of Bonneville say, that 
their town was an important place an the ever, Faucigny passed into the bands 
time of the Romans ; that it was sacked by of the counts of Savoy, it gained its 
the Franks, &c. 	When the Barons of Fau- object against Bonneville, in becorn- 
cigny built their castle is uncertain : in the 
lath century, however, a few houses near it, 

• ing the seat of t6 assembled states of 
bore the name of Burgum Castri, which was Faucigny, and of the administration 
changed by Beatrix, sovereign of Faurigny, 
in 1283, into Bonneville, and granted to its 
inhabitants certain privileges. 

of provincial justice. 	,Its history is 
however chiefly made up of the plagues 
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and fires it has suffered. 	Those in whilst these are getting ready, limon+ 
1310 and 1490 entirely destroyed it. adc Garvin, and other temptations to 
• The popttlation is about 1800. 	A the thirsty traveller, are offered. 	A 
large proportion of these are employed °little beyond La Balme, those who are 
in watchmaking, for which this town amateurs in pure water may taste from 
has been celeijated above a century. a spring which bursts out close to the 
They prepare &cements, watches in a road in large volume. •Saussure con- 
rough state, for the watchmakers in jectured that it might be the em- 
.Geneva, and in Germany. 	Thirty bouchurc of the channel which empties 
years ago, above fourteen hundred the lake of Flamm, in the mountains 
persons were thus employed in Cluses, above. 
Magian, Seionzier, and other villages Those • who intend to go on to 
in the neighbourhood ; of these altar Chamouny, should not waste any time 
a thousand persons were employed at here ; but if the day's journey be only 
Cluses. 	For so retired a spot, its re- to St. Martin or Sallenches, the grotto 
lation with aommercial men is extra- is worth a visit. 	Its depth is great : 
ordinary. 	Their early habits of busi- it enters the mountain more than 
ness, and fitness for conducting it,' has 1800 feet ; but the view from it, owing 
led to the establishmentof many natives to the narrowness of the valley, is 
of Cluses, in Alsace, at Augsburgh, limited. 	The 	peaks, 	however, . of 
Strasbourg, and Lyons, as bankers and Mont Douron, seen on the other side 
manufacturers. The town is miserable of the valley, are remarkably fine in 
enough in appearance, and excites not form. 
the least suspicion that rich men were Magian lies below the lofty moun- 
ever born there. 	- tains on the right bank of the Arve ; 

On leaving Cluses, the road is car- 
tied through the defile on the borders 

the commune, which is straggling, 
contains nearly as many inhabitants as 

of the river, and beneath precipices, 
that mark the first grand entrance 

Cluses,—they, too, are distinguished 
for their establishment 	in 	foreign 

into an Alpine ravine. 	The valley is countries. 	Beyond Magian the same 
very narrow, nearly alit the way to character of scenery prevails, but the 

•Maglan, and, ii some places, the road valley widens. About a league and a 
is straipned in between the river and half beyond Maglan, the road passes 
the bases of precipices, which actually close to one c 	the highest waterfalls 
overhang the traveller. 	From some in Savoy, that of Nant d'Arpenaz ; 
of these, a little out of the road, the the stream is small, and before it 
steep talus of rocks and stones which reaches half its first descent it is broken 
have fallen froth above, spread out to into spray. 	After storms, however, its 
the river, and the road rises over the volume falls on the rock, on which it 
ridges. 	'pie banks of the river are breaks ; after reaching the slope or 
well wooded, and the scenery is as talus, formed by the soil and stones it 
-beautiful as it is wild. has brought down, it rushes across the 
• Before arriving at Magian, the pre- road beneath a bridge, and flows into 
cipices on the left retire a little, form- the Arve. 	The rock of brown lime- 
ing an amphitheatre, which is filled, 
nearly halfway up, with the debris of 
the mountain. 	At the top of this 

stone, from which it descends, is re-
markable for its tortuous stratification, 
forming a vast curve, and the face of 

talus, 800 feet above the valley, the the rock is so denuded that its strue- 
..grotto of Balme is seen, to which a ture is perfectly seen. 	The route front 
- mule-path leads, jvhich is undistin- Geneva is so much frequented by 

guishable below. 	.At a little hut in strangers in this season, that it is beset 
the hamlet of La Balme, mules are by all sorts of vagabonds, who plant 

. kept for a visit ,to -the grotto ; and themselves in the way openly as beg- 
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gars, or covertly as dealers in mineral 
specimens, guides to things which do 

travellers from England to Chamouny, 
is so impressive as to he generally 

not require their aid, dealers in echoes, 
by firing small cannon where its re- 

"acknowledged a sufficient reward for 
the journey. 

verberation may be heard two or three Satlenclies, 	about 	36. 	miles from 
times. 	These idle nuisances should Geneva, is a little torn containing 
be discountenanced. about 1500 inhabitants, rising out of 

Between the fall of Arpenaz and the ashes of one which was totally de- 
St. Martin, the valley increases in stroyed by fire on Good Friday, MO. 
width, and rich fields spread up the It broke out while every body was at 
base of the Douron from Sallenches; church, and thus got a-head before it 
the peaks of the Varens, which rise was observed. 	Many lives were lost. 
nearly 8000 feet above the level of the 
sea, and immediately over the village 
of St. Martin, which now opens to the 

Tillaugh above half a league further, 
the tariff for chars, mules, and guides, 
are the same as at St. Martin; these 

view, and shortly after the traveller 
enters the bustling inn-yard of the 

may be referred to upon hiring either, 
and thus all disputes are avoided ; a 

Hotel de Mont Blanc. 	Here, in the pour Loire to the postilions is at the 
season, he never fails to meet nume- will of the ettployer, and their ci- 
rous travellers going to or from Cha- vility almost always insures it. 	A 
Inouny; the latter imparting their char to Chamouny, without return,„is 
impressions of the wonders of Mont 12 francs. 
Blanc, and theiradventurous scrambles The pedestrian who intends to visit 
in' the 'presence of the " Monarch" to Chamouny and return by Geneva, is 
the listening expectants of such enjoy- advised to go from St. Martin up the 
ment ; —all is excitement. 	. right bank of the Arve to Chcde, 

Within a hundred yards of the inn Servoz, and Chamouny, and return 
a bridge crosses the Arve, and leads by the Col de Forclaz, and the baths 
to the town of Sallenches, half a league of St. Gervais. 	If, however, the tra- 
from St. Martin's. 	On this bridge yeller should sot intend to return by 

-one of the noblest views on the Alps the valley of the Arve, the most agree- 
is presented of Mont Blanc: the actual able approach to ChamCluny from St. 
distance to the peak is wore than 12 Martin is by 	Sallenches, ant the 
miles in a direct line, yet so sharp, 
and bright, and clear is every part of 

baths of St. Gervais to Chede. 
From Sallenches the distance along 

its stupendous mass, that the 'eye, 
unused to such magnitude with dis- 

a level road to the baths is a good 
league, and an agreeable drive, from 

tinctness, 	is 	utterly 	deceived, and the views presented of the Mont -̀a- 
would rather lead to the belief that it rens, which overhangs St. Igertin and 
was not one third of the distance. On the valley of Magian. 	Near the baths 
looking up the valley over the broad of St. Gervais the road turns abruptly 
winter-bed of the Arve, however, oh- on the right into the gorge of the 
jests recede, and give the accustomed Bourant, a stream which descends 
impressions of distance; above this from the Bon-homme. 	At the upper 
rises the mountain of the Forclaz, its extremity 	of a little level spot, 	a 
sides clothed with pines, and its stun- 
mit with pasturage. 	Over these are 

garden in the desert, are the baths, 
the houses en Pavillon, for lodging 

seen the Aiguille de Gout:., the Dome and boarding the invalids who retire 
de Goute, and the head of the loftiest to this delicious spot, and find, in their 
mountain in 	Europe, propped by absence from the stirring scenes of 
ridges of aiguilles, and the intervals society, a repose which restores the 
of these filled with glaciers. 	This mind and body to its energies; the 
one view, the first usually enjoyed by credit orthis is, however, given to 

Steitz. 	 p 
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the waters, which are at 10.5° tempe- valley, forms a vast level, that, when 
rature ; the heat of Bath with the filled by winter torrents, resembles a 

1 

qualities of Harrowgate. 	In the lake in its extent. 	Near to Chede 
Journals of an Alpine Traveller, he 
says, on leaving St. Martin's, — 

there is on 	the left a fine cascade, 
which travellers, who start at 5 A. M. 

4,  Went in II char-a-Lane, a sort of for Chamouny, generally visit for the 
carriage like a sofa placed on wheels, 
to the baths of St. Gervais. 	This is 

sake of the beautiful•iris that then 
plays over it. 

so little out of the usual route, by At length, after attaining a con- 
Chede, and so pleasant a deviation, 
that all visitors to Chamouny should 

siderable height above the plain of 
the Arve at St. Martin's, the road 

go or return by. jt ; it is a little fairy passes what, until within a very short 
spot, in a beautiful valley, where ex- period, was a little lake, the Lac du 
cellent accommodation may be had en Chede; in which, as in a mirror, a 
pension ;  hot mineral baths for-the fine view of the summit of Mont 
sick, and delightful walks around this Blanc, towering over the lower range 
little paradise for the convalescent. of mountains was reflected; this was 
At the hilck of the house, a little way one of the little " lions" in the excur- 
up the glen, there is %fine cataract ; sion to Chamouny ; but a debdcle of 
and one of the pleasures of this place black mud, and stones, has descended 
is,„its solitude, amidst scenes so beau. and filled it, and the lake of Chede is 
tiful and wild, that it would be dif- no more. 
ficult to find it, without a guide." Pictet, in full encouragement of 

The glen is a cul-de-sac; there is the little vagabonds that infest the 
no leaving it upward; it is necessary route, at least from Cluses to Chu- 
to return to ilie entrance, where two moony, advises travellers to provide 
roads branch off—one very steep, leads themselves with small coin to give to 
up to St. Gervais, a beautiful village the numerous little 	children, 	who 
in the Val Mont Joie, through which serve as guides to the cascade, the 
the Boiarant flows, unlit it falls into lake, &c. 
the gulf behind the baths ; above The road, still rising above the spot 
St. Gervais,this road continues through where the lake was, turns into a deep 
the villages of Bionay and Tresse to curve to cross the bed of a wild tor- 
Contatnines, and the pass of the Bon. rent. 	This usually furnishes the first 
homme. 	(Route 118.) " Alpine adventure to the traveller, for 

The other road, at the entrance of the road can seldom be kept in good 
the glen of the baths of St. Gervais, 
after skirting a little way the moun- 

condition for a week: every fall of 
rain alters it, and varies the apparent 

tain base, below the Fordaz, leads peril to those who follow. 
across the valley of the Arve, and falls From this wild spot the road passes 
into the shorter road by Passy to through what is called a forest, and 
Chede. 	Passy is.fi village a little on 
the left out of the road; it is remark- 

soon reaches the village of Servos, 
where there are now two inns, offer- 

able for some Latin inscriptions, which ing very tolerable accommodation to 
were found in building the 'church ; travellers overtaken by storms. 	Here 
they have led to many conjectures the horses of the chars are usually 
upon its antiquity, and the supposed rested ; and if St. Martin have been 
acquaintance of the Romans with this left before breakfast, this is a capital 
retired valley. place to obtain one, good enough to 

Chede is a littte hamlet, where the 
road steeply ascends above the broad 

satisfy an appetite given by the fresh.,  
ness of the morning air in the moun- 

plain of the Arye, which from Sal. 
tenches to this abrupt rising off the 

thins. 	Tea and coffee, eggs, milk, 
butter, and bread, and the delicious 
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honey of Chamouny are ample mate- mnn : he says in a private letter, de- 
rials ; to these chicken or a ragoilt of scribing the visit to the valley of 
chamois can often be added. Sixt, — 	 ' 

At Servoz there is a shop wher! " You must start early in the morn- 
the minerals of Mont Blanc are sold, 
but these are usually bought by tra- 

ing from Chamouny, walk or ride, if 
an 	opportunity 	offers, 	to Servos; 

Yellers ai Chamouny, where the col- breakfast here, and lity in a moderate 
lections are larger, and the purchase supply of cold meat and bread, with 
is a reminiscence of Mont Blanc. wine, or brandy and water; the latter 

At Servo; guides may be had to is preferable. 	Take the footpath that 
accompany the traveller to the Buet, 
one of the sight-seeing summits near 

leads to the Col d'Atiterne. 	Be sure 
you engage a guide at Chamouny, 

Mont Blanc, and oaring a fine view who is acquainted with the pass, or 
of the " Monarch t't  and, from its ele- it would, perhaps, be better to take 
ration, nearly 10,500 feet above the one from Servoz. 	After having as• 
level of the sea, a vast extent of tended as far as the last chalets, you 
horizon is presented, bounded on the bear to your left, instead of continu- 
east by the mountains of At. Gvthard; ing to the summit of the Col d'An- 
and on the west by ranges which ex- terne, and girect your coarse amidst 
tend and subside into Dauphiny, the the terrific (Faris of the dcroulement 
lakes of Geneva and of Annecy, are of the Montagne des Fys. 	The path 
partly seen, and the whole line of the is rugged, but when the pedesttian 
Jura mountains bounds that part of 
tho horizon:- • 

has reached the top of the mountain, 
which he must attain through a forked- 

The Beet is a dangerous moun- like opening, 	he will 	contemplate 
tain to visit without a good guide: with great satisfaction the magnifi- 
the fate of a young Danish traveller, cent view of Mont Blanc, and a 
M. Esehen, is still remembered ; he thousand other stupendous objects. 
perished in August, 1800; his fate Having rested here an hour to enjoy 
arose from his disregarding the advice a scanty meal, the descent on the 

..,of his guide. northern site is gradual, 'and 	you 
Servos is the best side on which to arrive in about an liopr at some dill- 

ascend the Buet ; the usual way is to lets, which bear the name of Les cha- 
proceed up the mountain, and sleep 
at some cluilet; then starting early, 
reach the summit of the Buet, and 
descending by the Val Orsine, arrive 

lets des Sales, properly so termed, 
for 	they 	are 	a 	cluster 	of 	huts, 
containing 	the 	most 	dirty, 	filthy, 
and savage (in appearance) set of 

at Chamouny in the evening. women that can be iittaoined. 	Here 
Those who, returning to Geneva, 

would vary their route, may, from 
you will find milk and cheese, with 
tolerable good water, of tvhich there 

Servo; enter the valley of Sixt at its is none on the Montagnes des Fys. 
head, and, descending by Samoens and Near these huts are fossil shells. 	On 
Tanninges, pass on the northern side 
of the Mole, by St. Joire and Bail- 

quitting this spot, 	where 	women, 
children, and swine pig together, you 

lard, and enter the high road from continue to descend rapidly during 
Chamouny to Geneva, near Nangy ; nearly four hours through a narrow 
this excursion is detailed by Captain gorge, whose beauties and luxurious 
Markham Sherwin, whose ascent of appearance are very striking after the 
Mont Blanc in 1825, and frequent barren and bleak pass of the moun- 
visits to Chamouny, and residence tain t cascades, rushing streams, and 
there, have made him perhaps better forests of dark and imposing feature 
acquainted with the neighbourhood are amongst the varied objects worthy 
of Mont Blanc than any other English- of attention. 	At Sixt there is a very 

P 2 
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tolerable auberge, where most delici- sure your guide is acquainted witlt 
ous trout are to be obtained in great the mountain d'Anterne, for should 
abundance, the water of this valley lie take the right-hand path, you will 
not being too cold, as at Chamouny, 
to prevent a good supply. 	Pellet's 

lave a good chance of sleeping at the 
foot of the glaciers of the Buet. 	This 

Inn at Samoeng below Sixt, is the is a fatiguing day for ladies. 
best in the vallejr. " The third day you descend towards 

" The second day yon ascend the the beautifully situated village of Sa- 
valley towards the mountain, called mans (a good inn); then passing 
the The Noire, or Fer a Cheval, which through Tanninges, you arrive at St. 
terminates the valley. 	This semi- Jeoire at the foot of the Mole, a moun- 
circular and perpendicular horseshoe tain so well seen from the ramparts of 
mountain is ornamented with seven Geneva; an excursion to the summit 
cascades, produced by the melting of of which will amply repay, and isby no 
the snows on its summit, over which means difficult. 	The panoramic view 
there is a darkerous path, known but from its point is one of infinitely ve- 
to few, that leads to the Pic du Midi, 
and on to St. Maurice in the valley 

sled beauty. 	From St. Jcoire, whose 
noble &Paean has been the cradle of 

of the Ram. 	DurinUthis walk in 
the valley of Sixt there are various 

so many eminent cardinals, generals, 
and statesmen, you proceed to Nangy 

objects of great interest. 	On your and Geneva. 	This third day may be 
right the Buet raises his snowy head 
to the clouds; from hence the ascen- 
sion of this interesting mountain is 
snore easily made than from Valor- 

accomplished without sleeping at St, 
Jeoire, where there is a good inn, 
provided you can meet with a char, 
which is not likely, either here or at 

sine, being an excursion of about four Nangy. 	The safer way is to sleep at 
hours to the summit. 	(See M. de St. Jeoire, and reserve the fourth day 
Lug's account.) 	After having passed for an easy journey to Geneva. 
the old monastery of Sixt, coeval with " A eliar-d-bane may go all the way 
the forrq,er priory of ClIpmouny, the from 	Geneva to Sixt : 	the road 
very fine 	fall of La Gouille pre- throughout is good. 
scnts itself o».your left, than which "If you ascend the Mole from St. 
nothing can be more rich in Alpine Jeoire on the. fourth day, you may 
accessories. 	The mines at the end 
of the valley arc difficult of access; 

descend to Bonneville,hire a carriage, 
and return very conveniently to Ge- 

most 	of the 	miners live at Sixt. neva."  
There are exterior communications The mines mentioned by Captain 
from shaft to shaft along the perpen- Sherwin are now worked by English. 
dicular face of the mountain, highly men, who have established themselves 
dangerous for those who are unac- 
customed to narrow paths and preci- 
pices. 	It would require much time 

there. 

From Servoz the road, after cross. 
to enumerate all the objects of curi- ing the torrent of the Dion which 
osity to be seen at 	short distances descends from the Buet, lies close 
from Sixt, where I stayed four days. tinder the foot of the Brevets, between 
Before quitting this spot, I will add, 
that it is possible for ladies to arrive 

this mounthin and the Arve, which 
issues at Pont Pelissier from one of 

at Sixt on mules; but in that case, on the finest gorges in the Alps. 	The 
quitting Servoz, you must continue valley between this bridge and. Servoz 
the path that leads to the summit of was once a lake, produced probably 
the Col d'Anterne; and when there, 
take the left-hand mule road, which 

by a mountain fall damming up the 
'valley of Chatelas, by which the Arve 

*Ill lead you towards Sixt ;Mut be descends to the valley of Sallenches 
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Near the Pont Pelissier, on a mound, 
are the ruins of the chateau of St. 

and apparently unimportant mass of 
ice, of which the lower 'extremity of 

Michael. aumels,and monasteries one the glacier is 	composed, is really 
eleyated placesare frequently dedicated formed by enormous masses split 
to the archangel, and some chateaux into a thousand fantastic forms ..- 
in such situatirs bear his name. some are fine pinnacles 60 or 80 feet 

After crossing Pont Pelissier, the high, others immense blocks broken 
road ascends by a very steep path to a or melted into fantastic forms, and so 
ridge, the Montets, which separates 
the valley of Chamouny from the 

impending that they excite a shudder, 
but the colour, the deep and beau* 

vale of Servoz. 	From several spots, 
especially near the crest, the peep 

tiful blue colour, of the ice in its 
depths, offers effects of which no de- 

down into the now inaccessible ravine saription can convey an idea. 
through which the Arvc finds a pas- A little above the glacier of Bos- 
sage, is a depth to shudder at. sons the Arve is crosseda and the road 

From the Montets, the enormous ebntinues on its right bank. 	At the 
mass of Mont Blanc, now in close head of the valley is seen the Glacier 
proximity, is magnificent;.  and it is du Bois, the kirgent in thew:L.)10y, the 

e impossible to describe the motions it terminus, ingriet, of the Met de Glace. 
excites: but the summit can no longer This lies, however, a league beyond 
be seen ; it is concealed by the vastr the village of Chamouny — now a 
Dome de Gotta. 
' The descent from the Montets lies 

large 	and 	important 	community, 
which displays almost the bustle of an 	• 

through someineineadows to Ouches, 
the first village in the valley. 

English wafering-place in the most 
retired, heretofore, of the Alpine val- 

Soon the white lines of glaciers arc leys. 
seen to extend themselves into the C(raamty. Inns: H. de Londres et 
valley. 	The first is that of Taconey, 
which is two miles up the valley 

d'Aogleterre ; — De Minion, good; 
Hatel de la Couronne, kept by Joseph 

above Ouches: 	it is, however, so Tairrez, armies) guide ell chef, is good 
mere a line compared with the vast- and clean, though small. 	The first of 
ness of other objects around, that the these, the oldest establfshment,has ne- 
traveller never fails tolteldiSappointed ver forkited the reputation of gingone 
in its apparent size. 	Numerous tor- of the best held and appointed inns to be 
rents are passed, which descend furl- found in the Alps; where Victor Tair- 
ously from 	the glaciers of Mont rez and his excellent wife are so prac- 
Blanc, and cut deep channels, which tised in their acquaintance with, and 
are difficult to cross, or to keep in their provision for, the wants of tra- 
repair The passages over them.--they Yellers, especially English, that more... 
are disrupted by every storm. comfort will be found there than in al- 

About half a league beyond the most any other inn out of England. 
stream from the glacier of Taconey, is The customary charges area din- 
the hamlet of 13ossons, and near it ner, 3 to 4 francs; breakfast, IA to 2 
the glacier.of that name, which ranches fr. ; bed, Il to 2 fr. --.- Mineral warm 
forther out into the valley than any baths may he had at the inns; these 
other; but this too, like that of the offer the most refreshing and agreeable 
Tact:600y, disappoints, unless the tra- luxury, after the fatigue of mountain 
yeller visit it, when he will find that excursions. 
from its height, the Moraine, -, i. e. At Chamouny and elsewhere, the 
the rocksand stones that arc thrust forr travellers' hooks it the inns are great 
ward by the ice, and form a huge em- sources of amusement; often contain- 
bankinent to the glacier,— is difficult ing, iti.the remarks of preceding tro- 
and fatiguing to climb, and the white yellers, useful information. 	A most 
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disgraceful practice has too often pre- and after having visited this molt se- 
vailed, of rentoving leaves for the sake eluded part of his diocese, the bishop 
of autographs: it is difficult to ima- %turned to Geneva, by way of An- 
gine any act more unworthy; for this necy," whether by Megeve from Sal- 
selfish gratification they destroy what lenches, or from Bonneville, the do- 
would be pleasure to hundreds. cument does not mention. 	Captain 

The village of Chamouny, or La Sherwin has published .a little pam- 
Prieur6, as it is sometimes called, from phlet, " A brief historical Sketch of the 
a Benedictine convent established here Vale of Chamouny," which contains 
about the end of the llth century, 
was known earlier than is .generally 

the result of his researches, and brings 
down the history of the priory and 

imagined. The original act for found- the people to the time of Wyndham 
ing the priory was lately discoverA and Pococke's visit in 1743. 	Since 
by Captain Sherwin, among some old ... that time 	constant intercourse has 
documents which had for ages been been recorded. 	Captain Sherwill's 
neglected. 	This act bears the seal Of memoir contains an interesting ac- 
Count Aymon, and a reference to count of a visit made to Chamouny 
" Papa U•bano regnanto ;" this can by St. Francois de Sales, when bishop 
only refer to Pope Urban II., and of Geneva, in July, 1.606. 
fixes the period between 1088 and The first knowledge of Chamouny 
1090 — probably 	1090. 	The .about was clearly not a discovery of Wynd- 
gift which accompanied this deed was ham and Pocock's. 	With Geneva and 

' of the Vale of Chamouny, from the with Germany, the natives of Cl 
Col de Balme to the torrent' of the mouny had long had much intercourse, 
Dioza near Servos—about 71 leapt& 
in length, by about 3 in breadth, 
including 	the mountain 	sides 	and 

and their fairs, held at the priory, 
brought many strangers. 	The ordon- 
fiance for establishing these fairs, was 

slopes. 	From this document the ori- granted by Philip of Savoy, Comte of 
gin of the name of Chamouny may Geneva, and bears date 9d of Novem- 
be discovered. 	The werds Campus ber, 1530, and three years later, he 
Munitus, champ muni, or fortified gave permission for the establishment 
field, 	tom 	perhaps 	its 	mountain of a market, to be held every Thurday. 
boundaries; this name does not occur This weekly Market still exists.• 
after the adoption of Prieure—.this Messrs. Wyndham and Pocock's 
probable conjecture is Captain Sher- excursion to Chamouny, and their re- 
will's. The documents furnished also a port of it, led, by its publication in 
light history ofibe progressive settle- the Mercure de Suisse, in the months 
ment of its inhabitants, and the occa- of May and June, 1741, to the excite- 
sional intercourse of important stran- ment of great interest in these retired 
gem with the priory. 	The first visit wilds, amidst the most sublime scenery 
recorded, that of the Bishop of Geneva in nature, and at the foot of the loftiest 
within whose diocese 'Cliantouny lay, 
was in the 15th century; when, after 

mountain of Europe, where thou-
sands have made their pilgrimage. 

visiting the abbot of Sallenches, " he Unlike other places, merely fashion- 
continued 	his 	perilous journey 	to able, and crowded by idlers, no extent 
Chamouny, where he arrived as late of participation can lessen the sublime 
as the 4th of October, in the year emotions and impressions made by the 
1443. 	He was accompanied by the scenery of , the vale of Chamouny. 
abbot, his two officiating clerical at- More than 3000 strangers have visited 
tendants, and some menial persons. it in one season, and of these, bun- 
The 	visiting party performed 	the Areds of the vulgar and unfeeling par- 
journey on 	foot. 	-.They remained venues, whose exclamation of 4,  how 
several days at the priory to repose; rural!" recorded by Lord Byron, 
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would have shocked refinement else- 
where, here cannot lessen the enjoy- 

information and useful knowledge, 
which render a walk over the most 

ment offered in this glorious temple 
of nature. 	 • 

dreary mountain still incite engaging, 
and which often draws from,  the pocket 

The guides, mules, and all affairs of the pedestrian an extra franc, as an 
that can be regulated by the state, to acknowledgment 	of the additional 
guard against disputes, are here in the pleasure lie has redtived from the 
hands of a syndic,' who, as guide en conversation of his guide." 
chef, has a code of laws, and tariff of The price allowed by government 
charges, which all must obey. All dis- for the services of a guide, was seven 
putes are referred to him, if they should francs per day, which they voluntarily 
arise; to him application must be made reduced to six francs, the old French 
for guides, who, each in turn, must crown. 
attend the traveller who needs his ser- 
vices. 	If, however, a particular guide, 
out of turn, be taken, three francs 

Jacques Balmat, the most daring, 
skilful, and experienced of the guides, 
was the first who made the ascent 

extra must be paid for each course. of Mont Blanc, when he disppeared 
Courses are certain excursions; thus, 
the Montanvert is one course, the 

in 1835 he was 70 years old. 	He 
went out WWI a hunter of•Valorsine 

Flegare another : 	if both be done to chase the chamois, parted from him 
in one day, the compromise is ten near the Pic de Medi, having pro- 
francs. posed 	an 	ascent which 	the tither 

The existing regulations date from thought too dangerous; 	but poor 
1821, when forty men were enrolled, 
selected for their intelligence, and the 

Jacques was from his youth a gold- ' 
finder ; 	one who believed that it 

excellence of their certificates, which •Would be possible to become suddenly 
bad been given to them by their ern- rich by such a discovery. 	He al- 
ployers when satisfied with their con- ways preferred to follow this phantasy 
duct. Thechiefreceives hissalaryfrom rather than act as guide, and he paid 
the government, but Captain Sherwin for it the forfeit of his. life. 	The 
thinks that the new system has serious spot from %Aid] he fell, over the pro. 
disadvantages. 	‘4 The guides do not cipices of the Alortire is known, but 
now, as formerly, seek to instruct to recover the body was etipsidered 
themselves. 	Before lt,21, a man -was 
chosen for his ability, his courage, his 
prudence, and his general knowledge: 

impossible. 

EXCURSIONS AROUND CHAMOUNY. 
now, a guide knows, that, being placed 
on the list, his turn must come to at- 

„ 	Above me are thp Alps, 
The palaces of Nature, whose vast walls 

tend a stranger, and that no one can de- Have pinnacled in clouds their snowy 
prive him of the benefit of his appoint- Airclatirr'oned Eternity in icy halls 	.sui 
ment; he therefore sits quietly down by Of cold sublimity., where forms and falls 
the side of his fire, where he waits only ne
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the call of the chief guide, and abandons Gather around these srunniils, j'ico show 
all books of instruction. 	Therefore How earth may pierce to Heaven, yet leave 
it is to be feared, that when the oti- vain MAD below." 

ginal race of guides has passed and It is impossible to imagine the 
there appears no longer on the list bustle and excitement of a visit to 
the names of Coutet, Payot, Paccard, 
and Ilahnat, we shall see at Cha- 

Chamouny. 	The arrival and do-
parture of travellers, the presence of 

mousy a comparatively ignorant race the guides and gweir tales of adven. 
of guides, capable, no doubt, of con. tures, 	the plans for to-day 	or to. 
ducting strangers in all ordinary cases, 
but 	not 	possessing 	that agreeable 

morrow, the weather, not here filo 
commonplace substitute for having 
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nothing else to say, but the most im- Until within a few years, the path 
portant source of enjoyment or dis- , 
appointment to the traveller. 	On 

beyond this place was impracticable 
for mules; now, however, it is made 

looking out in 	the evening upon *good to the Pavilion, or house, on the 
Mont Blanc, from the windows or Montanvert, which is reached from 
the yard of the Hotel de Londres, Chamouny in 21 hours. 	This was 
3vith a plan for to-morrow, with what originally a rough inelosure of four 
anxiety all indications of a change are dry walls, covered with a roof for 
watched; how every body is con- shelter, which was built at the ex- 
suited ; 	groups of ramblers arrive, 
from Geneva, from the Vallais, from 

pense of an Englishman, and named 
the Chateau de Blair; this has now 

Piedmont, or from visits to the sur- become a cowhouse or stable ; and 
rounding points of view; success is even the pavilion, built afterwards at 
envied—failure pitied. ..the expense of a M. Desportes, by 

The Montanvert.— This is generally M. Jaguet, to extend the benefits of 
the first, often 	the only excursion 
made from Chamouny, with the in- 

the Chateau de Blair, is so improved, 
that refreshment, accommodation, and 

tendon of returning to it. 	The ob- clean beds, in the season, await the 
ject of this excursion isoto visit the visitors to the Montanvert, the Jardin, 
Mer de Glace, tlje enormous glaciers and other spots of interest to which 
which terminate in the Glacier du it lends. 
Bois,- and the source of the Arveron, 
in the valley of Chamouny. 

Front the Montanvert, the Mer de 
Glace is seen to an extent of two 

To go to the Montanvert it is ne- leagues up the valley, towards the 
cessary to cross the Arvc and the op- Mont Periades and the Aiguilles of 
posite meadows, by a path which Lechaud, on either side of which, a 
lends across the valley to the foot of branch continues; that on the S. W. 
the Montanvert, where the path rises 
above the valley, through the forest 

forming the great glacier of Tacul, 
and that on the E. and N. E. the 

of pines which skirts the base of the glaciers of Lechaud and Talefre. The 
mountaid, in some place§ very steep, 
and to ladies, ovnpractised travellers, 
mounted on mules, apparently dan- 

view of this enormous sea of ice is one 
of the most striking in these scenes of 
wonder, but its great extent, from the 

gerous ; but as the guide is generally vast size of eery object about it, is 
in attendance in all places of diffi- very deceptive. 	Directly across the 
culty, and there are really none of Mer de Glace are some of the finest 
danger, confidence is soon possessed. of those pinnacled mountains which 

After a scramble amidst rocks, and form so striking a feature in the Cha- 
the roots of pines and larches, occa- mouny scenery. 	The nearest is the 

.,,ional openings among the trees afford Aiguille du Dru, and still further on 
peeps into the valley, and mark the the right, is the Aiguille du Moine. 
great 	height 	so 	rapidly 	attained. A thousand nameless pinnacles pierce 
Sometimes trues are crossed — the the clouds between them, and seem to 
channels of avalanches in the winter, 
which sweep down every thing in 
their course. 	Here the guides getter- 

prop the loftiest of this stupendous 
mass, which is the Aiguille Verte, 
rising more than 13,000 feet above 

ally perform the mystery of desiring the level of the sea, and nearly 7000 
silence, lest a whisper should disturb feet above the Montanvert. 
the 	slumbering 	snows 	above, and Those who do not intend te cross 
bring down destruction by displacing 
a rock. 	The step from the sublime 

the Mer de • Glace, should, at least, 
descend upon it, to have a just idea 

o the ridiculous, is here reduced to of its character, and by walking far 
he smallOst possible interval. 	• enough upon it, two or three hundred 
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. 	 • 
yards, to observe thet beauty of its little, to attain the lower extremity of 
purity and colour 	in the crevices, 
which oannot be conceived when look- 

that of Talefre, which here presents 
an awful appearance, flmm the dis- 

ing down upon it, for the stones an, 
soil are rejected to its surface, and 

ruptiou of the ice, and the vast and 
wild masses and pyramids into which 

thrown over at its edges, forming what the glacier .has broken, from its ab- 
are called thcamoraines of the glacier. rupt descent into tloe glacier of Le- 

The Jardin. — Those who wish to chaud. 	These hang in terror= over 
cross the Mer de Glace, and visit the the traveller who dares to approach 
Jardin or Courtil, on the Glacier de them. 
Talefre, should deep at the pavilion, 
for, to a fatiguing day's journey, two 
hours and a half makes an important 

To pass these glaciers it is necessary 
to climb the rocks of the Couvercle, 
the base of the Aiguille du Talefre. 

addition. 	The accommodation now This, which is difficult from its execs- 
offered at the pavilion enables the sive steepness, is not dangerous. 	-A 
traveller 	to sleep comfortably and part of the path lies in ;little gulley in 
start early. 	No person should yen- the rock, to climb over which, in some 
titre without a guide, and with one, 
a description of the course is scarcely 

places, the hands are required, as well 
as the feet. o This part of she passage 

necessary. 	David Coutet, is an active, 
intelligent man,. and the best possible 

is called 	ale Egralets. 	Above it, 
where the path is less steep, and where 

guide to the Jardin, as he is well there is some herbage, the As; .eller 
acquainted with the state of the cre- reaches the bed or level of the Glacier 
vasses on entering upon the Mer de du Talefre, which leads to an oasis in 
Glace, the chief obstacle to the tra. this desert—an island in the ice — a 
verse of the Mer: 	The great object rock which is covered with a berititiful 
of the excursion is to enter more into 
the heart of Mont Blanc, to penetrate 

herbage, and enamelled, in August, 
with flowers—this is the Jardin of 

into its profound valleys, and witness this palace of nature, and nothing can 
scenes of wilder horrors and more 
savage solitude; and there is no ex- 

exceed the beauty of such a spot, 
amidst the.overwhelming sublimity of 

cursion from Chamouny that excites the surrounding obisets, the Aiguilles 
these sublime emotions more power- 
fully. 	The guide thould be pro- 

of Charmoz, Bletiere, and tale Giant, 
and the enormous glaciers of Tacul ; 

visioned for this excursion, and in all vindicate the truth of the poet's 
fact any other where the visitors are glorious description, — 
not numerous enough to insure an • Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountains ; 
establishment for refreshment. 	Bread 
and cold meat, and wine, should be 
taken by the guide to the Jardin, 
the Mont Breven, the Chapeau, and 

They crown'[ him long ago, 
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• 
In returning from the Jardin it is 

such other places as the guide may not necessary to descend by the Egra- 
advise. lets; a steep path leads down from 
& The course taken, is to follow the the glacier of Talefre to the glacier of 
S. W. side of the Mer de Glace, and Lechaud, and then by the path to the 
reach the base of the 	Aiguille de base of the Charmoz, to Montanvert, 
Charmoz, where, from there being and Chamouny. 
fewer 	rev ices, the Mer de Glace can It requires 84 hours to go from 
be cryUsed with greater safety. Several the Pavilion to the Jardin, and 7 or 
ridges 	of 	moraines, 	called 	arretes, 
which lie in the direction of the gla- 

8 to return front the Jardin to CM-
mouny ; for though the descent may 

tier, are crossed, and that part of the be made quicker, the 	traveller 	is 
glacier called Lechaild is ascended a more fatigued, and,  allowing for rest 
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and enjoyment, the journey is one of water which descends from the Glacier 
Id hours, from and to Chamouny; 
the gain of M therefore, by starting 

du Pelerin, which are little visited, 
though near the great road through 

from. the Montanvert, will obviously the valley. 	In one of 	these the 
lessen its fatigue. 	" The excursion water, descending with 	prodigious 
to the Jardin," says Professor Forbes, velocity through a natural and almost 
"is one of the grandest in the whole vertical conduit in the rock, meets 
range of the Alps, and, owing to the with an obstacle which, giving it a 
purity of 'the atmosphere, is not so sudden cheek, causes it to gush for- 
fatiguing as is generally supposed. ward and upward, f thus forming a 
If the traveller be not pressed -for 
time, and have a taste for such sub- 

parabolic arch of singular beauty, 
especially at the season, or under cir- 

lime scenes, he may, by sleeping a cumstances of abundant water. 	A 
second time at the Pavilion, enjoy short day only is necessary for this 
these in a high degree, by exploring, 
after a descert from the Jardin, the 

interesting excursion." 
The Flegere. — This point of view 

upper part of the Mer de Glace and of Mont Blanc is that which is most 
the Glacier de l'Echaud : 	for this generally attained by ladies, because 
there will :m "time enough, and even it may be accomplished on mules the 
to make collections of plants and whole way, and it is one of the finest 
minerals, which are highly' interest- in the valley. 	It was from the Croix 
ing ; '-m former at the Egralets and de la Flegere that Mr. Burford took 
on the Jardin, and the latter on the his panoramic view of Mont Blanc, 
Moraines of the Glacier of Talafre lately exhibited in Leicester Square. 
and on the eastern side of the Mer de The point attained lies exactly oppo- 
G lace. site the Glacier du Bois, or Mer de 

" The next morning, therefore, in- Glace ; and from no point are the 
'stead of returning by the beaten road remarkable group of Aiguilles, which 
to Chamouny, the traveller may, un- surround the Aiguille Verte, so finely 
der the guidance of David Couttet, 
explore the bases of the Aiguilles 

seen. 	The Montanvert is visited for 
the sake of its proximity to the Mer 

between the Me,. de Glace and Mont de Glace ; 	the Flegere, to enjoy a 
Blanc, ar,d crossing with caution the view of Mont Blanc with its attend- 
Glacier du Pelerin, descending from ant objects. 	From Chamouny to the 
the Aiguille du Midi, he will find Fleg'ere is an 	excursion which re.. 
himself on the brink of a precipice quires only 21 hours. 	The road that 
immediately overlooking the Glacier leads to it lies up the valley, to the 
du Bossons, not far frdm the point hamlet of lea Pres, where it turns off 
where 	it 	is 	crossed,-  oppOsite. the to the left towards the Aiguille de Cho- 
Prands Millets, in the ascent of Mont lanods, one of the Aiguilles Rouges, 
Blanc ; and here he will have a far where a steep path commences, which 
better 	idea, than 	from 	any other leads up to the pasturage of Pra do 
point, of the real nature of the difli. Viola. Thence a good hour is required 
culties to be encountered, and the to attain the Croix do Flegere, whicti 
magnificence of the scenes' to be en- 
joyed, in that daring excursion. 	A 

commands a view of the whole range, 
from the Col de Balmo to the furthest 

very 	steep 	but 	beautiful 	descent, 
chiefly over herbage, and parallel to 

glacier that, below Chamouny, streams 
into the valley, which lies in a great 

the course of the Glacier du Bossons, 
will lead him to th_ valley of Cha- 

part of its extent in delicious 	epose 
beneath the observer. 

mouny, two miles below the village; Within two minutes' walk of the 
and in passing he may visit two re- Cross is the ChAlet of Flegere, which 
markable cascades, formed. by the affords shelter in unfavourable wea. 
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ther, and where refreshment may be the rocks, or one that leads directly 
had : for sight-seeing is turned to 
good account in every place in the 

,up the pasturages, which, when dry, 
are very slippery ; it lk a choice of 

neighbourhood of Chamouny, whe4 labour and difficulty without much 
the visitors are numerous enough, to difference : many patches of snow are 
ensure a sale of the provision made. passed, and it is not uncommon to 
The height of the Croix de Flegere observe the red fungus upon it, such 
is about 3500 feet above the valley. as Captain Parry noticed in the high 
:::: if the traveller be pressed for time, 
and can only visit one of the spots of 
interest around Chamouny, it should 

latitudes of his northern voyages. 	At 
the end of an hour from Planpra, 
the path reaches the base of a steep 

be the Montanvert ; if two, this and 
the Flegere; the thirdishould be the 

rock, which it is necessary to climb, 
by a sort of open chimney about 

Bremen. — This excursion requires 50 feet high. 	To clamber up this 
five hours from Chamouny to the perpendicular galley is one of the 
summit of the Breven; it is fatiguing 
and difficult for ladies, yet many go 

feats of which travellers boast; those, 
however, who do not value the glory 

there ; for if they can bear the fatigue, 
their guides either avoid danger, or 

it confers, or will not set it against 
the risk, won half a mite, and find 

protect them when exposed to it ; and a convenient path by which this pre- 
the confidence which the names of cipitous rock can 	be surmounted. 
Batmen, Coutet,Tairrez, Davouassoux, 
and others, inspire, is so great, that 

Above it the path lies up de :.6entle 
slope, neither fatiguing nor danger- 

the adventurous dame who begins ous, to the summit 'of the Breven; 
with the Flegere, often ends with the this has an elevation of about 8500 

,Jardin or the Breven. English feet above the level of the 
It is fatiguing, however, to reach sea, or 5000 above Chamouny, yet not 

the Breven and descend in one day, 
about 12 hours; for this reason, many 

more than two fifths of the height of 
Mont Blanc above the valley. 	This 

go in the evening to the chalets of elevation, however, offers.  the finest 
Planpra, or Pliampra, the path to view of thewhole mass of Mont Blanc 
which lies behind the church of Cha- of all the numerous sites whence it 
mouny, and leads lerectly towards can be seen. 	The vale of clutraouny 
the base of the Breyer). alone separates them, and this proxi- 

This mountain and the Aiguilles mity is so great that every peak and 
Rouges form the north-western bona- glacier, and even crevices in the gla. 
dary of the vale of Chamouny, nearly tiers, can be distinguished ; 	every 
throughout its extent. It is strikingly pasturage and chalet in that band on 
distinguished, however, from its neigh- the mountain side which lies above 
hour, by its ridge being unbroken, and the pine forests and below the eternal 
even rounded, though it offers on the snows. 
side of Chamouny a vast line of pre- When adventurous travellers ascend 
cipices, apparently inaccessible. Mont Blanc, numerous visitors crowd 
s About one third of the ascent to 
the Breven may be accomplished on 

the Breven to watch their progress, 
for the course lies like a map, from the 

a mule ; another third will attain the village to the summit, and, with a good 
chalets of Planpra, where there is a glass, every step they take may be el" 
gloriovs view of Mont Blanc and the served. 	From the Buet, 2000 feet 
vane: / of Chamouny. 	In this wild higher, there is a more extended horn. 
spotdie meadows and pasturages are zon, but the %riven conceals all the 
beautiful. • lower belts of Mont Blanc, and as the 

Above Planpra, either a fatiguing Buet is double the distance from the 
path may he taken, which is cut in 	pealC of the " Monarch," he is not so 
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distinct, nor offers a scene half so 
• 

TheadvanceaI  nd recession of thegla- 
grand, as the view of the entire range ciers seem to depend upon:the seasons. 
from the Cottle Balme to the Col de If it be hot, the ground melts the su- 
Vosa, for the cross on one, and the perincumbent ice, and the glacier ad- 
pavilion on the other, may be seen winces, and a wet season by depositing 
from the Breven. a greater quantity of snow, increases 

The return tie Chamouny may be its weight and force. 	Stmetimes the 
varied by passing on the western side difference is many hundreds of feet.. 
of the Breven, above the, valley of It is not more than thirty years since 
Diozas, near to a little Like, then de- it reached the forest of pines, now 
seceding by the chalets of Calaveiran, 
towards the village of Coupcau, a path 

passed through in approaching to it. 
A path, steep and difficult, brings 

leads down to les Ouches, in the val- the visitor from the Montanvert, down 
ley of Chamouny, and thence up the through the forest to the source of the 
valley to the priory. Arveron, of which many who are ac- 

Source of theelrveron.—This affluent tive and strong avail themselves, and 
of the Arve issues from below the thus return to Chamouny. 
vault of ice with which the Glacier du The :Chapeau is easier of access 
Bois, and the Mer de Glace terminates. than the Montanvert. It is one of the 
It is a delightful walk of an hour, 
along the plain of the valley, crossing. 

points of view on the Mer de Glace, 
the side furthest from Chamouny : 

beauti fig meadows, and a little forest. from it the Aiguilles of Charmoz, 
The road to the Col de Balme, and and Ic Blatiere are seen immediately 

•up the valley, is left at les °Pros, where under Mont Blanc, with the vale of 
that to the source of the Arveron, 
turns off to the right, and passes the 

Chamouny, the Breven, and other 
vast and interesting objects ; but its 

hamlet of Dais. 	The vault of ice chief interest lies in its proximity to 
varies greatly in different seasons, and the Mer de Glace, where the glacier 
the author, at different times, has re- begins to break into pyramids and 

• marked a change of from 30 to 100 obelisques of ice ; and here avalanches 
feet of heillit in the arch. •It may be are frequently seen, where these top- 
entered, but thil is dangerous, and piing masses fall over with frightful 
some ha 	suffered for their temerity. effect. 	Captain Sherwin thus de- 
The guides generally prohibit en- scribes the ChTpeau : —" I should 
trance, but many walk thus far with- advise travellers who have not seen 
out their aid, and their folly has no the source of the Arveron to visit this 
restraint. 	The itinger is, that blocks 
of ice may detach themselves from the 

and the Chapeau on the same day, 
which may be done either in going 

vault. 	In 1797 three persons were to or returning from the latter: this 
combed. 	OA, a son of M. Moritz of plan is far more preferable, and much 
Geneva, perished ; his father and his less fatiguing, than to descend to the. 
cousin escaped with broken legs. source by the path of La Filia, usu- 

The scenery around the source is ally recommended by guides on quit- 
very grand, the deep blackness of the ting the Montanvert, and which ise 
depth of vault, the bright and beauti- very inconvenient to ladies, the moun. 
fill azure where the light is transmitted taro being extremely rugged, and the 
through the ice. The enormous rocks descent so rapid that mules never go 
rought down by the glacier from the that way. 

mountains abdve, here tninbie over, 
and are deposited in the bed of the 

" A visit to the Chapeau Ay be 
accomplished either oil foot or with' 

Arve. Here, too, the dark forest, and the.mules: if you go direct to it, you 
the broken trunks of pines, add to the must continue along the valley as far 
wild character of the scene. 	• as the village of Les Tines; and, 
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after having passed this picturesque Glace, to pass their summer of three 
spot, ascend a narrow road on the months on the slopes of the moun- 
right hand that leads to the scattered thins that are near the Aquino Dru. 
hamlet of Lavanche, continue through' Before they are launched upon the 
this latter by a good mule path be. sea of ice, a number of peasants pre- 
side the glacier, until you arrive at cede them with hatchets and other 
the foot of thd'ascent to the Chapeau. tools, in order to 'ewel such places as 
Here it is necessary to leave your 
mules in care of a boy, while the 

are thus rendered 	less 	dangerous, 
although accidents generally attend 

guide conducts 	you to 	a 	cavern, 
above which is the grass mound pro- 

this 	transit. 	At certain inter val 
men are stationed to point out the 

perly called the Chapeau : strangers line of march ; the operation, which 
in general are satisfied with a visit requires several hours, and is truly 
to the cave, from whence the view is picturesque to witness, is worthy the 
perfectly unique, and very astonish- attention of the stranger, if he should 
ing. be at Chamouny at the time : it is 

" On your return from the Chapeau, 
you descend by the same path as far 

a kind of fete or holiday, for men-
women, and children, attend the pro- 

as Les Tines, from whence there is a cession, passitg the whole day on the 
road on the left . that leads to the mountain in the full enjoyment of this 
hamlet of Les Bois, situated at the extraordinary and 	 task. ,Herculean 
source of the Arveron. 	This excur- One man remains on the errOsite 
sion may be accomplished in about side of the Mer de Glace, as guardian 
five hours, and will prove one of the to the herd; that wander about in 
most agreeable and least' fatiguing of search of the rich but scanty pastures 
those that surround Chamouny. of those untenanted mountains. 	He 

" Pedestrians who feel themselves carries with him sufficient bread and 
capable of undertaking difficult passes cheese to last one month, which is re- 
may, on quitting the Chapeau, con- 
tinue to ascend by the side of the 

newed at the expiration of that period, 
carried to 	by some 9ne inter- ,him 

Mer de Glace, and arrive opposite to ested in his well-doing, and is the 
the hut on the Montanvert ; but to contribution of all those whose heifers 
accomplish this ther$ is a very den- are under his care. He is allowed one 
gerous rock to pass, known by the cow, which furnishes him with milk : 
guides by the name of ' Le Mauvais knitting is his chief employ, and thus 
pas., 	I took with me two guides, he passes his time of expatriation in 
Joseph Coutet and the Giant, as he making stockings atol contemplating 
is called ; and having arrived oppo- the wonders of nature that surround 
site 	the Montanvert, we traversed him during three month§of the year." 
the Mer de Glace. 	This is danger- The ascent of Mont Blanc is all 
ous ; but the traveller will have a far tempted by few ; of these, the records 
better idea of the grandeur of this are to he found at Chamouny. When 
frozen ocean than by merely visiting Saussure ascended to make experi- 
a few of its waves from the usual ments at that height, the motive was 
point near , La Pierre des Anglais,' a worthy one ; but those who are im- 
so termed at the ascent of Dr. Po- pelted by curiosity alone, are not jus- 
cocke and Mr. Wyndham in 1741. tified in risking the lives of the guides. 

<, I 	die month of July, when the The pay tempts these poor fellows to 
weatlfr permits, a large quantity of 
heifers are driven from Chamouny, 
each attended by its owner, to the 

encounter the danger, but their safety, 
devoted as they ale to their employers, 
is risked for a poor consideration. It is 

hut on Montanvert, for the purpose no excuse that the employer thinks his 
of being conducted across the Mer de own life worthless : here he ought to 
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think of the safety of others; yet cursion maybe made to enjoy a 
scarcelya season passes without the at. night out, by crossing into Piedmont; 
tempt.- One Englishman went to the over the Col de Giant. 	This adven- 
summit, only to say that he had been tore requires three or four guides. 
there. For long before the arrival the It was performed in the year 1822 by 
guides were certainthat all view would two English ladies, Mrs. and Miss 
be shut out by clouds ; yet he went, 
and now boasts that he did it in half 
an hour less than it has been done by 
any other scrambler. 

Campbell, who, with•eight guides, 
started at 	mid-day, August 	18th, 
slept out one night on the mountain, 
and descended the next day to Cor- 

One of those who lately succeeded mayeur. 	Saussure 	remained 	out 
in attaining the summit was the Comte many successive nights and days en- 
de Tilly, the first Frenchman who had gaged in experiments on the Col de 
been there ; his pamphlet, giving an Giant ; and during the prohibition 
account of it, published at Geneva in of English goods by Buonaparte, this 
1835, is one of the most ridiculously 
national accounts ever read. 	In 1838, 
however, a French lady reached the 
summit. A Mademoiselft.Dangeville, 
who reached the top in 1840, chise  to 
keep her guides distinct from those of 
anotreloparty that ascended on the same 

was a common path for smugglers, 
who crossed it from Switzerland to 
Italy laden with British muslin. 

ROUTE 116. 	
. 

• day, disdaining to be indebted to the 
aid which the gallantry•of the other 

CILTOUNY TO MARTIONY, ST THE 
TETEINOIRE, TrilENT, AND THE COL 

 
party might have offered. ' When on DE FORCLAZ. 

the summit, she ordered her guides to There are two roads which lead 
lift her as high as they could, that she from Chamouny to Martigny ; one 
might boast of having been higher by the Tete Noire, the other by the 
than any other person in Europe. 	This Col de Balme. 	Travellers are often 
was motive enough for all the useless perplexed which to choose of these 
labour and fatigue, to a 	French- two passes. • The general scenery of 
woman I 	• the Tete Noire is superior ; but the 

WhenaMessrs. Fellows and Hawes Col de Balme kas one view which far 
went up in 1827 they took a course surpasses any in the Tete Noire. 
to the left of the Ttoches Rouges, and " Those who cannot spare 24 addi- 
this has greatly lessened the danger tional hours for the journey should 
of the ascent bis  avoiding the most proceed from Chamouny to the top of 
dangerous part of it.. 	All who have the Col de Balme and enjoy the view 
succeeded hive advised no' one to (R. 117.), then strike off into the 
attempt it ; 	they admit, however, 
when again in safety, that the fatigue 

Val Orsine across the pastures and 
through the forests, dropping down 

and danger was infinitely exceeded upon the village of Val Orsine. 	ALL 
by the gratification. — 	" though no path is marked for the 

The excitement of sleeping out in first part of the way, this detour may 
the mountain is part of the interest be .made on horseback, and is well 
of the adventure. 	This may, however, 
be enjoyed by going to the Grande 

worth the trouble, combining as it 
does the beauties of the two passes of 

Wets, an excursion in which there the Tete Noire and Col de ;Valme. 
is little danger, and sleeping there; This course was taken by thellwriter 
choosing a moonlight night and fine in 1837, and when it becomes known 
weather to enjoy the extensive view, 
the bright sky, and the thunders of 

he has little doubt that n path will be 
made from the chalet on the Col de 

falling avalanches, 	Or, anoth 	ex. Balme."...-En. 
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The route to the 1711 Orsine and numerous waterfalls and streams which 

Tete Noire lies up the vale of Cha- descend from the glaciers above. 
mouny, by Lea Pres, where the path In this gorge, a sort of terrier marks 
to the Arverun .divides ; thence thee the frontier of Savoy — it is utterly • 
main route of the valley continues to useless as a defence : soon after the 
the chapel andlanilet of Tines : here torrent is crossed, near to whores mill 
the valley nartews, and the road as- and some pleasant nradows contrast 
cends steeply on the banks of the with the generally savage character 
Arve, opposite to the bases of the of the deep valley. 
Aiguilles Rouges, to somepasturages, 
and the hamlet of Les Isles, beyond, 
the Arve is crossed, and the village of 

Considerable improvements within 
a few years have taken place in this 
route, on the side of Switzerland. 

Argentiere is left on the right hand ; Formerly a fearful path led from the 
this is the third and highest parish in depths of the valley by a zigzag course. 
the valley, and is two leagues from over loose and dangerous slopes to gain 
the priory ; here tie magnificent gla- the Tete Noire,. up what was well 
cier of Argeutiere is seen streaming known by the characteristic name of 
down from betiveen , the 	Aiguilles the Malpas ; now instead of descend- 
d'Argentiere and du Tour. big into theeilley, to rise %gain, the 

Soon after passing Argentiere the 
road turns to the north, leaving the 

road is carried over the mountain side, 
and' at one place a gallery is pierced 

path to the hamlet of le Tour, and through a rock, in a situationwaf•sin- 
the Col de Balme on the right. The gular grandeur, where it overhangs 
path ristx rapidly to the miserable precipitously' the dark valley beneath. 
hamlet of Trelefan, passing what is This improvement, which removes 
called the Montets by a sterile gorge, 
and at a short league from Argentiere 

all danger from the pass, has not been 
extended to the side of Savoy : the 

the summit of this pass is attained ; government of Sardinia seconds no 
the streams on either side take differ- efforts of improvement thus spiritedly 
ent courses, that through Chamouny begun by its neighbours.. On the 
tothe Arve, and thattowards Martigny contrary, the steep and rocky path 
to the Rhone. left like steps, is only, practicable for 

A little beyond the crest, a savage mules — and for these in may places 
and sterile valley ope?s to the left, 
through which the Eau Noire, the 

difficult ; and it is to be hoped that 
the time is not distant when a good 

torrent of the Val Orsine, descends ; char 	road will lead into the valley 
and on looking up this valley, the of Chamouny from alartigny. 	The 
snows of the lofty Buet 	be- ,lying latest improvement is an extension of 
hind the Aiguilles Rouges, are seen. the road, on the part of. the Vallais 
After passing the hamlet of Couteraie, 
the 	road 	descends 	rapidly to Val 

as far as to the frontier of Savoy, Isp 
cuttings, and the construction of ter.. 

Orsine, the chief village of the valley, races, on the side of the valley of the 
Its church having been more than Eau Noire, by which the violent un- 
once swept away, a strong rampart dulations of die old road are avoided. 
of masonry 	and earth 	has 	been In a wild part of the ravine the new 
raised to defend it from similar cats- road passes under and quite out of 
strophes. sight of au overhanging rock, which 

Bolos Val Orsine, the valley nar- bears the nameof the Rochede Blame: 
rows ufa gorge, abounding in season, 
with wild fruits: through it, the tor- 
rent forces its way into the more open 

an inscription contains seine compli- 
ments 	to Lady. Guildford, 	which, 
having been nearly obliterated, has 

valley below, acquiring in its course been restored, with mistakes, " too 
fresh force, from the contributions of numeebus to mention," but very emus- 
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ing. ' The Guildford stone lies off the 
new road, to the right. 

from the Forclaz to the Col de Balme, 
avoids the hamlet of Trient. 	The 

A little beyond the gallery, there is traveller who is en route from the. 
a house called II. de la Couronne, the •Forclaz to the Great St. Bernard, and 
usual halting 	place between 	Cha- does not wish to pass by St. Bran- 
mouni and Martigny, where shelter chier may, if a pedestrian, go from the 
in foul weathei may be had, and a Forclaz direct 	to 	Oesieres by the 
glass of schnaps to warm the wet and pretty lac de Champe. 
cold 	traveller. 	Near this spot the From the Col de Forclaz the de- 
road turns abruptly into the dark scent is by fine pasturages, and two 
forest of Trient, passing round the hours are required to reac 	Martigny : 
brow of a mountain covered with dark the view of the valley of the Rhone 
forests : this brow is called the Tete seen in the descent from Martigny 

dNoire, beyond which the road through to 	the St. Gothard is one of the 
the forest continues for half an hour. most celebrated in the Alps. 	The 
In the depths below the forest, the path is much sheltired by pines and 
torrent of the Trient is heard forcing beeches, and lower in the valley by 
its way into the Eau Noire, which it the pear and apple 	trees: 	in the 
joins befote their strearg-ofall into the neighbourhood of these are numer- 
Rhone. ous cottages, and many are passed 

On leaving the forest, the valley of before the path falls into the route 
Trienseopens, and in about six hours that leads from Martigny to the Great 
after his departure from Chamouny St. Bernard, and the valley of the 

' the traveller reaches the little auberge 
in the hamlet, where he.• may rest 
and refresh. 	Here a new room has 
been built as' a salle a manger, but 
the dormitory is wretched : it must, 
however, be worse before weariness 

Drance. (Route 106.) 

. 	ROUTE 117. 
MARTIGNY TO CHAMOBBY BY TDE COL 

refuses even such accommodation. .• The little valley of Tritut is deeply 

DE BALMS. 

'This road is recommended to those 
seated amidst .pine forests, the da:. travellers who have not been to Cha- 
bris ofothe surrounding mountains, 
and the fearful precipices from which 

mouny, but who enter it for the first 
time from thC"Vallais, fur the sake of 

these have been detached. 	In the the first impression which the view 
plain of the valley some barley is of Mont Blanc makes upon them 
grown, and th% meadows are luxu- when seen from the Col de Balme; but 
riant. see p. 326. 

A little way beyond the • hamlet, 
ilie torrent *which descends from the 

On leaving Martigny, the route 
over the Forclaz ( Route 116.) is re- 

glacier of the Trient is crossed, and a passed ; but, in descending to the val- 
steep path leads up through the forest, 
which clothes the mountain side of 

ley of Trient, a path to the left leads 
towards the glacier of Trient and the 

the 	Forclaz: 	little more than half dark forest, up through which lies 
an hour is required for this ascent. the ascent to the Col de Balme. 
On the way, another port or barrier Deep in the,valley on the right, the 
is passed : it is left in a wall which hamlet of Trient lies in repose amidst 
closes the passage between the mouu- its beautiful meadows ; 	an 	before 
tabu and the precipice. 	Near it are and above the traveller, on Mk oppo- 
the ruins of a redoubt : this is another site side of the valley, are the preci- 
specimen of playing at soldiers among pices of the 	A iguille, from which 
the VallaisanS: 	On the right a path 
is passed, which, in ctossing thevalley 

poor Escher de Berg fell in 1701, 
when, in defiance of the advice of Isis 
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guide, he tried some ftfol-hardy feat, 
and paid his life for the attempt. 

ready to receive travellers overtaken 
by a storm.  

The path through the forest of the On the descent, the source of the 
Forelaz, at length emerges higher upe Arvc is passed, at least the highest of 
the valley of Trient, than where it was its springs; the path lies down over 
crossed from the 'Tete Noire; and the fine pasturages, and by the chalets 
traveller has topass over the detritus of Charamillan, to the hamlet of La 
of winter torrents, which must be Tour, 	where 	cultitiation, 	though 
crossed before the forest that leads up 
to the Col de Balme is entered. 	The 

scanty, is reached, and barley, oats, 
and flax are raised. 	On the banks 

path through it is excessively steep of the torrent may be observed heaps 
and fatiguing, often intercepted by of blackish slaty rubbish, which is 
the entangled roots of the pines, which brought down by the torrents, and 
form steps two or three feet in height, 
and it is a subject of wonder how 

carefully preserved by the inhabitants 
in small heaps. 	The traveller will*  

mules get up or down such places. be pleased with the sagacity of the 
At length, after climbing about an peasants when he learns that 	this 
hour and a half up the mountain side, 
and through the forest, the traveller 

black slaty earth is scattered over the 
snow with which the fields are co- 

emerges 	upon the 	pasturages and vered in th?spring to accelerate its 
chalets of Herbageres. 	Above these, 
the ascent is gradual to the summit, 
where one of the finest scenes in the 

melting, which it really effects several 
weeks before it would otherwite.dis-
appear. This is owing to the warmth 

world 	bursts 	upon 	the 	traveller. absorbed by the black earth from the 
Mont Blanc, from his summit, to his sun'srays.---abeautifuland philosophi- 
base in the vale of Chamouny, lies cal process which the inhabitants ap- 
like a model before him, surrounded pear to have long known and used; for 
by the Aiguilles of La Tour, L'Ar- Saussure mentions it as an old prac- 
gender°, Verte, de Dru, Charmoz, tice. 	About a mile, below La Tour, 
"Midi, &c., &c. ; and each divided by the path falls into the road to Cha- 
enormous 	glaciers, which 	as they mouny from the Tete Noire (Route 
stream into the valley clothe the steep 116.). 	The time from Martigny to 
course of their descent. 	How glori- Chamouny, by the CEI do Balme, is 
ous is the " Monarell," thus seen, 
attended by all his peaks like guards. 

nine hours. 	To go in one day from 
Chamouny to Trient, by the Tete 

Below, the eye sweeps its course en- Noire, and return by the Col de 
tirely through the vale of Chamouny, 
to the Col de Vosa, at its other ex- 

Balme, 	requires 	12 	or 13 hours. 
When this is intended, to gain time 

tremity. 	On the right, the Aiguilles it is desirable to take a char as far as 
Rouges are the nearest: beyond these Argentiere, the 	road being 	good 
bounding the valley, lies the Breven, 
and behind it is seen the Mortine, 
which supports the snowy summit of 
the Buet. 	It is a magnificent scene 
to dwell upon, and those who do not 

enough 	to go over it with greg 
despatch from Chamouny. 

ROUTE 118. 
arrive at Chamouny by the Col de CLIAMOUNY TO CORMAYEUE, EY TIM 
Balme, ought to make an excursion COL CE BON-UOMME, AND sue cor. 
from tli Prieure, expressly to enjoy 
this m 	t glorious view. 

DE LA SEIGEL 

There is a house of refuge on the (Two or three Days.)  
Col de Balme, where shelter and re- In leaving Chamouny the road lies 
fresInnent, with excellent wine may down the valley to Ouches, where it 
be had, and .5 or 6 tolerable beds are leaves, the route to Servoz on the 
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right hand, and proceeds by the ham- building (181); but if the traveller 
let of Foully. 	A little beyond this, 
another path, which on the 	right 

wish to reach Cormayeur the next 
day, it is desirable that he should go 

leads by the mountain of Vaudagne ion to Nant Bourant, where be will 
and the Forelaz of St. Gervais, is 
avoided, and one is taken that leads 
up through a iciest of larches, and by 

now find tolerable resting quarters, 
and start thence early on the follow, 
ing morning. 	• 

a steep zigzag course to the chalets. The pass f.,..,e from Chamouny to 
From the Col de Vosa, wherea pavilion Cormayeur is easily made in three 
has been placed, there is a fine view days. 	The travellers may go on the 
of the valley of Chamouny, Mont first after 12 o'clock from Chamouny 
Blanc, &c., which extends to the Col to Contamines, the following day from 
de Balme. 	... Contamines to Chapin or the Hamcau 

From the Col, a very steep path de Motet, the third to Cormayeur. 
leads clown by some chalets towards It is, however, very often done in two 
the deep conise of the torrent that days by going to Chapin or Motet 
issues front 	the 	glacier 	of Bion- the first day, as often, too, by making 
nassai, which lies before the traveller, 
and presents amidst is 	rocks and 

the second 	the long day, 	starting 
from Nant Bourant, and reaching 

snows a most savage aspect. Without Cormayeur. 
going far up, it is difficult to ford From Contamines the view of the 
this .toment ; but having crossed it, 
some cottages are passed at the head 

Val Mont-Joie is very fine. 	One of 
its finest 	features is 	the beautiful 

of the forest that clothes the moun- Mont Joli, the bases of which, on the 
tains which bound the eastern side of right, bound the valley. 	Below Con. 
the Val Mont-Joie, into which the tamines, the valley descends to that 
path now descends. 	On the opposite of the Arve, near the baths of St- 
side of the valley is seen the beau- Gervais; this lower part of time Val 
tifully situated village of St. Nicolas Mont-Joie is very pleasing ; passing 
de Veros, on its fine terrace on the through the villages of Bionnay and 
mountainside, and backed by the St. Gervais, the latter is finely situ.. 
vast 	mountain. of Hermance, 	the- ated ; the descent to the baths is very 
northern buttress of the Mont Joli. abrupt ; the distance from the baths 

The route to the village Bionnay of St. Gervaisto Nant Bourant is $4 
in the Val Mont-Joie, leads too far hours, and from Chamouny to the 
down the valley. 	Much distance is latter place, 7 hours. 
saved to those who would ascend it, 
by taking a path to the left, which 

On leaving Contamines, which ties 
on rather high ground above the 

through Le Champel and other barn- river Bourant, which flows through 
kts, over All cultivated fields, and the Val Mont-Joie, the path, after 
by rich meadows, in the valley, leads passing another village, descends and 
to Contamines, a large village beau- crosses the torrent to the hamlet of 
tifully situated :...it has a handsome Pontet : 	above this; the-valley Dar- 
church, though this is scarcely re- rows until it end in the little church.. 
znarkable in Faucmgny, where it is 
generally the pride of the village. 

village of Notre Dame de la Gorge, 
most singularly situated in a deep 

The view of the valley presented to dell which lies at the foot of Mont 
the traveller in descending from Bion- Joli. 	Up the ravine the %Ursa is 
Hassey to Contamincs,extendsalong its impracticable, as it terminals in a 
whole length, seen up  to the peaks of cataract of the Bourant. 
the Bon-bomme. At Notre Dame de la Gorge, there 

At Contamines there is a tolerable is a fete on the 15th of August which 
inn, and a large new ones now is attended by hundreds of peasants 
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and others, who come frL the neigh. basin. 	Upward, the valley is closed 
bouring villages to attend mass: 	a by the Bon-homme ; and, on looking 
sort of fair is held, and the scene is back, the whole length Of the Val 
very animated. 	' 'Mont-Joie is seen bounded by the 

Close to the church a wooden bridge peaks of the Varens above St. Mar- 
crosses the torrent, and a very steep tin's. 
and rudely paved path leads directly. From the chalets ofeltIont-Joie, the 
up the mountain side and through a path leads up a steep acclivity which 
forest: the denuded face of the gra- overhangs the depths of the valley: 
nite on the path, and the large stones its appearance is appalling, as she nit- 
-which fill up the interstices, make yeller looks down from his mule, and 
this a difficult road for mules, and a sees his foot overhanging the slope 
fatiguing one to men. 	It leads to beyond the path. 	As the mountain 
the chalets and pasturages of Nant is ascended, : it 	becomes more and 
Bourant, where the torrent is crossed more sterile; the pine does not grow 
by a stone bridge : the gulf through so high as the chalets of Mont-Joie,and 
which it rushes has a fearful depth, 
and a little way down, below the 

on the next terrace above the chalets, 
on the Plan des Dames the rhododen- 

bridge, the water falls' into a still dron is the Orgest shrub that lieu- 
blacker and deeper ravine, forming 
the Nant or cataract of the Bourant ; 

rishes. 	On the Plan there is a cairn, 
a 	heap 	of stones, which has 	ex- 

it is difficult even from above to get isted from time immemorial... Tra- 
a view of its furious descent. dition says, that a great lady with her 

At the, chalets of Nant Bourant a suite perished here in a storm, and 
tolerably convenient place for sleep- gave name to the fatal spot; every 
ing has, within a few years, been guide adds a stone to the cairn, and 
erected, and this is the best place to requests the traveller to do so from 
rest at, when a succeeding long day's some feeling of awe associated with it 
journey is determined upon. as a duty. 

Above the chalets the valley is very From th2 Plan des DImes, the 
narrow, the road passing through the path leads up herbless 	slopes 	and 
forest, which belts and clothes the over some patches of .snow, to reach 
base of the Mont Jolii at length it what, from below, seems tie be the 
enters upon the pasturages, which are coL 	On the left, wild and abrupt 
rich, though scanty from the quantity precipices rise: and two of the peaked 
of stones and rocks that abound : rocks there, bear the name of the Bon- 
after rising above the debris which homme and the Fellow de Bon-homme. 
have fallen from the mountains, the The crest, however, which lies close 
path winds up to the chalets of Mont- to these pinnacles is that of the Col 
Joie, where the traveller usually rests de la Gauche, across Aich a patio 
and obtains the 	refreshment of a lies that leads down to Mariam do 
draught of milk. Between Nant Bow- Beaufort, and the whole course of the 
rant and these chalets, huge masses valley of Beaufort to the Bourg is seen 
of glaciers extend down the ernes on before and below the traveller. 	On 
the 	south-western 	Banks of Mont looking back, too, the valley of Mont.. 
Blanc ; but immediately above the Joic is seen in all its length, and these 
chalets is the vast glacier of Trelau- glorious scenes of Alpine valleys, with 
lai. 	ibis, and the black rocks which the thousand peaks which crest the 
support,  it on one side of the valley, 
and the precipices and debris over 

chains of mountains that divide them, 
offer displays of - Alpine scenery no. 

which there is a pass to the valley of where surpassed. 
haute Luce on the other, almost The path of the Col de Bon-homme 
inclose these chalets as in a deep turns 'on the left from the Col do 
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Gauche, behind the pinnacles of rock, 
and extends by a loose, swampy, path- 

Chapin a pat leads in two hours up 
by the stream of the Versoi (which 

1 
less slope td the col, distant an hour descends through Bonnaval) to the 
from the Col de Gauche. The height Hameau (le Glacier, sticalled from its• 
of the Col de Bonhomme exceeds promixity to one of the glaciers of 4  
8000 English feet above the level of Mont Blanc, and half a league fur- 
the sea : from it., the beautiful moun- ther, to the chalets dr Motet. 	This 
tali of the Chalfe-Quarre, in the Val miserable spot divides with Chapin' 
Isdre ( Route 118.), is finely seen. the honour of entertaining travellers. 
The traveller is soon convinced here, 
how easy it would be in fog or snow 

Those who reach Motet direct, cross 
the Cime du Fours, to which the 

drift to lose his way. 	A good guide path on the left, on the Col de Don- 
is felt to be necessary, for though he homme, leads an hour sooner than by 
may reach the Col (Th Gauche by the the detour 'to Chapin, but the road 
posts which indicate the path ;- the rises 1000 feet higher, and the descent 
direction he.should take, where the is much more fatiguing ; the accom- 
routes divide, it is difficult to decide modations, too, at Motet, are much 
upon, and the unguided stranger may 
wander into courses ofNifficulty and 

worse than those at Chapin : it is, 
however, generally taken, for the sake 

danger before be is aware of either. of gaining time by those who go to 
From the Col two courses branch Cormayeur from Nant Bourant in 

off; tlygee even are mentioned by the 
mountaineeis ; that on the left con- 

one day. 	The Hameau de Glacier is, 
perhaps, a better place to rest in for 

ducts by a wild lofty and difficult the night, because it is lower; but 
path to Motet, a middle" course, one there is no choice of comfort. 
rarely followed, leads to the Hameau The pasturages of Motet belong to 
de Glacier, and that on the right the people of the Tarentaise, and are 
which leads down in two hours to generally occupied by a family from 
the chalets of Chapin over a broken St. Maurice.  
swampy ground ; and from Chapin in The steep path which winds up 
three hours, the traveller can reach the mountain side „to the Col de la 
Bourg St. Maurice, in the Tarentaise, 
by the valley of Bonnaval. 

Seigne is in many places dangerous 
from the soft,pess of the soil over 

It requires 4 or.5 hours to go from which the path passes, and the nar- 
Nant Bourant to Chapin. 	The state rowness of the path, carried as it is 
of the weather makes an important along the steep slope ; so steep, that in 
difference in thg time : the journey some places the bottom of the valley 
should never be undertaken but in fine cannot be distinguished immediately 
weather, or with a good prospect of it. below. 
Q,p the 13th.of September, 11130, two The author of " Excursions in the 
English gentlemen perished in a snow Alps" mentions his passage of this 
storm whilst crossing it — the Rev. col to Cormayeur, front Chamouny, 
Richard Broken and Augustus Camp- and gives a vivid picture of the danger 
bell, the former at the age of SO, the real or pretended ; we shall quote him 
latter 20 ; they were on their way to Cormayeur : — 	. 
from Chapin. " From .these chalets the ascent to 

At Chapiu some of the chalets are the Col de la Seigne is very steep and 
fitted up in a rude way to receive tra- fatiguing ; and in one place Ike idea 
yellers who may be disposed to come of danger was strongly. excited by 
here and sleep, thus iividing"the jour- our guide, who lay on his back to- 
ney to Cormayeur; one of these has wards the mountain slope, where a 
lately been much improved, and dig.. 
nified 	with a sign, Le :Soleil. 	"From 

very narrow path skirted a precipice, 
and held our coats until the mules 
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were beyond the poinl of danger. Mont Blanc is 	one vast precipice, 
The path was slippery, from the wet Eons the summit down to the All& 
and loose slate of which it was cont. rThanche : it: is certainly hutch more 
posed; but the precaution was ap- • abrupt than towards the vale of Cha- 

*palling, and, I think, unnecessary ; mouny ; but no such 	anticipation 
though we certainly could not see the will 	he realised in the 	magnificent 
bottom 	of the* valley 	immediately view from the Col de La Seigne. 
beneath us as we passed this spot. " From this col, leading across the 

"After ascending about an hour and great chain of . the Alps, we began 
a half from Motet, we attained the our descent over some beds of perpe- 
summit of the Col de la Seigne, about that 	snow, 	which, 	lying 	on 	the 
8000 feet, where an Alpine view of northern side of the path, remain un- 
extraordinary magnificence burst upon melted. 	. Though 	steep, 	these are 
us. 	We looked upon Mont Blanc, 
and along the course of the valleys 

not dangerous, as the feet sink two 
or three inches and give firmness to 

which divide Piedmont from the Val- the step. 	Scarcely any melting takes 
Isis, and extend nearly SO miles on the place on the surface of the snow, un- 
eastern side of its enormous mass, 
through the All6e Blanblie, the Val 

less where the soil has been washed 
over, or fellers° as to coVereit. 	Ge- 

Veni, and the Val d'Entreves, to the ncrally, the snow melts below, in con- 
Col de Ferret. 	Two immense pyra- tact with the earth ; and this is one 
mids of rugged rock rear from the of the causes of avalanches, wligre the 
valley their scathed heads, and appear mass which slips acquires momentum 
like 	guards...to 	the 	" monarch of enough to rush on. 	Caution is gene- 
mountains ;" beyond and below them rally necessary near the edges of these 
lay the little lake of Combal, whence beds of snow, where it is thin, lest 
issues one of the sources of the Doira the traveller 	should 	sink through, 
Baltea; and down the sides of Mont perhaps two or three feet. 	After a 
Blanc appeared to stream the glaciers 
of the Allde Blanche and the Miage; 

tedious descent to the first pasturage, 
at the base of the two' immense pyra- 

whilst the distant peaks which over- mids which 'formed so striking a fee- 
-hang the western side of this long ture from the summit, we sat down 
valley or valleys (for different por- upon the short and solt grau of the 
tions of it, from the Cm de la Seigne pasturage of the &filets of trio Allee 
to the Col de Ferret, hear difl'ercnt Blanche, to rest the mules and our- 
names) give a peculiarly grand and selves, and took refreshment, which 
severe aspect to the scene: 	among we had brought with us. 	The life 
these the Gant and the Grand Jo. and spirit of such ettoyment as this 
rasse are distinguished. 	The eastern is only known to Alpine travellers. 
side of the valley is formed by the The sward around us wits enamelle I 
Cramont, and a range of mountains with beautiful flowers : of these, die 
which extend to the Col de Ferret, 
and terminate the vista in Mont Vclan 

broad patches of the deep blue gen- 
tianella were 	the I ichest in colour ; 

and the masses which surround the the Alpine ranunculus, and a hundred 
pass oC the Great St. Bernard. 	The other varieties, embellished the place 
summit of Mont Blanc was occasion- where we rested ; being surrounded 
ally enveloped 	in 	clouds, and 	the 
changes which these produced upon 

by, and in the immediate vicinity of, 
the loftiest mountains in Europe. 

the see, were often strikingly beau- " Soon after leaving this delightful 
tiful. 	Most travellers, whose expect- spot, 	we skirted, the little lake 	of 
ations have been formed upon the Combat. by a very narrow and dun. 
descriptionsin guide-books, are led gerous path. 	The mule on which 
to believe that the eastern side of my friend rode attempted, in order to 
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exhibit his obstinacy or his courage, 
to turn upon this narrow way ; but 

merly occulted by miners, who pre-
pared the lead and copper ores raised 

there not being sufficient room, his near this place : 	but the expenses 
tail overhung the water, whilst hiss having exceeded the 	profits, 	these 
fore-feet were resting in a nearly erect buildings are now falling to decay.1 
posture against the rocks which bor- Across the valley we saw the beauti- 
dered the lake: a blow from Michael ful 	glacier 	of 	Bream 	appearing 
was the only.applause that he re. through 	the enormous larches and 
ceived for his feat, and he then wisely pines of the forest, presenting to us a 
and safely resented his route. 	After scene deservedly esteemed one of the 
passing the lake at the lower extrc- finest in the Alps. 	We now rapidly 
mity across an embankment of great descended by a narrow road which 
thickness and strength, the path de- fearfully overhangs the lower range of 
scends on the left side of the torrent, 
which struggles with horrid violence 

the glacier of the Brenva, whose sides 
were covered with masses of granite 

in continued cataracts down the ra- and -rocks of great magnitude. 	The 
vine for several 	miles, 	particularly torrent which we had seen rushing 
where, in passing by the glacier of through the valley passed beneath the 
Alive, gur route lay, amidst rocks glacier, and reappeared increased by 
and stones, the d6bris Of the moun- a stream, which issued from an arch 
bin, brought down by the glacier, of at the termination of the glacier, like 
which it concealed the base and sides. that of the Arveron in the vale of 
The ire being covered by the stones Chamouny. 
and soil, the path was so dangerous In the valley below us lay the vit. 
that we followed the advice of our lage of Entreves ; and towering high 
guide, and descended from our mules. above it, on our left, were the Gant 
We were occupied nearly two hours and its pass. 	The road improved as 
in passing this moraine, as the guides we approached Cormayeur; and we 
here call these terminations of the soon got into quarters at the Albergo 
glaciers. 	Sometimes we were at the dell' 	Angela. 	(Route 107.) 	The 
water's 'Age, at others son a pathless time required from -Neat Bourant 
ridge, some hundreds of feet above 
the Doire, walking over loose stones, 
and thee rendered less secure by the 

to Cormayeur by the shortest course, 
that over the Col de Fours to Motet, 
is 12 hours ; *rad from Nant Bourant 

numerous streams which, falling from 
the heights above us, crossed 	our 

to Bourg St. Maurice by Chapiu, 
7 hours; these journeys by the Bon- 

path to increase the torrent foaming homme, Fours, and Seigne, may all 
beneath. 	At length we escaped from be, accomplished on mules; but this 
this fatiguing part of our route, and mode of travelling merely saves fa- 
entered thoageautiful meadows of the tigue without gaining time, for as the 
''al Veni, which are separated from guides walk, the traveller only ad- 
the Val d'Entreves by a high ridge 
that skirts the forest of St. Nicolas. 

vances at the guides' pace. 

There are no chalets in the Val Veni, 
but several granges,'-in which 	the 
great quantities of hay made in the ROUTE 119.  
meadows and slopes of this valley are 
stored. 

" The 	forest 	of Saint 	Nicolas, 
which we traversed on our way to 

SALLENCLIES TO enorrrat conrtans, 

From Sallenches (Route t15.), a 
new route. is being constructe , which 

Cormayeur, is opp.osite to some cx- if it proceed with spirit, will one day 
tensive buildings at the foot of the open a char or carriage communica- 
Glacier de Brenva : these wcire for- tion between the valley of the Arve 
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and that 'of the Iserein the Taren- 
taise. 

Savoie. 	In two hours from Flumet, 
it leads to Heri, a village situated in 

The road which has been made for a most agreeable spot, surrounded by 
improved to Megeve vises directly up high mountains covered with pine 
the steep side of one of the slopes o • forests. 
Mont Foron, to the village of Corn- Below Heri, the path, in many 
blou, about all hour's ascent. 	Its 
gay spire is seen from the road to 

places cut out in the mountain side, 
overhangs the deep bled of the /trip, 

Chamouny, near Passy, and also from and alternate spots of savageness and 
the valley of Maglans in approaching beauty are found throughout this val- 
to it. From Comblou there is a most ley. 	Its richness in walnut trees is 
beautiful prospect, well worthy the celebrated, and the oil which the nuts 
traveller's walk from Sallenches or furnish is an important article of corn- 
St. Martin's. It commands the valley merce. 
of Maglans on one side, and the Ugine is a large ill-built town, con- 
Varens, and the upper valley of the taming 3000 inhabitants, famous for 
Arve on the other. The Aiguilles de its fairs of cattle and males. 	To the 
Varensrise in great grandeur directly north of the town, on a steep lime- 
en face of the spectator, and on the stone rock, there are the remains of 
right of the upper Arve, all the peaks a lofty squaaretower, flanked by other 
and glaciers of Mont Blanc, and its towers, which defended a chateau at- 
extreme 	summit, are as distinctly tacked in the 9th century by the Sara- 
seen as in a model. 	Few spots for cens. 	The chateau was destObyed in 
such prospects can vie with the vil- the 13th century by Humbert, first 
lage of Comblou. dauphin of Vienne. 	It is situated on 

A little beyond-Comblou the highest the right bank of the Arly, and lies in 
part of the road to Megeve is passed: the road now opened between Faverges 
thence to the latter bourg, the dis- and Annecy, —a road which will be 
tance is a league, over a road nearly noticed under Route 120. 
level. 	Here are two miserable inns. From Ugine an excellent carriage 
From :Megeve a road leads to the road contigues down the Arly to 
Pas Sion, a col which divides the val. l'Hapital Conflans, through a deep 
ley, of Haute Luce from the valley of and rich valley. 	Before arriving at 
the Arly, and leads ilpy the shortest l' Hepital, one sees on the tither side 
course to Beaufort. 	' of the Arly the valley of Beaufort, 

From Megeve, the road descends where the Doron, which flows through 
the valley of the Arly io two hours it, falls into the Arly. 	The valley 
to Flumet, a little town of Upper of the Doron leadsaby a mountain- 
Faucigny, containing about 1000 in- ous mule road, in about 4 hours, to 
habitants. 	Here, on a rock, are the Maximo de Beaufort, a.town famous 
ruins of a chateau, in which the first also for its cattle fairs. 	The inhahi‘ 
baron of Faucigny resided. ants are rich and independent, from 

Flumet is seated near the confluence their commerce in cheese, butter, and 
of the Flon and the Arly: the former cattle : their pasturages are the most 
river descends from the hamlet of valuable in Upper Savoy. 	Beaufort 
Gietta, by which a path traverses the communicates with Megeve by the 
Col des Aravis and the Grand Bo- valley of Haute Luce and the pass 
rand to Bonneville. Sion, by the head of its valley with 

Betv Flumet the road is only the Col de Bon- Homme, and by the 
practicable 	for mules ' • it is exces- valley of Roselen and the Col d'Allee 
sively hilly and wild. 	The valley of with the valley'bf Bonnaval (Route 
the Arly is a gorge, deeply seated; 113.) in the Tarentaise. 
and bears the name of the Combe of Btaufort is one of those retired 
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spots in the Alps, whence the inhabit- duced : it is %Jdom worked, and the 
ants issue in the winter to seek ern- Fonderie .Royale is a worthless ap- 
ployment in foreign countries. Some, 
periodically return, content with their 

pendage to Confirms. 
L'Iliipigal, with its wide streets and 

gains; others realise great wealth, 
and remain to die where they obtained 

clean appearance, is one of the nicest 
little towns in Savoy ; it has about 

it. 	Among these are remembered 1500 inhabitants, and lying in the 
M. Viallet, a Bleat planter in St. Do- high road, by which communication 
mingo, whose fortune before the revo. is held with Ugine, Annecy, and 
lution was valued at a million and Sallenches, with Chamberry, and with 
half francs; M. Cornu, a rich banker Moutiers Tarentaise, it 	has, since 
of Paris ; Bouehage, 	a banker of the establishment of good roads, been 
Toulouse; Favre, a celebrated silk daily increasing in importance. 	A 
merchant of Lyons; 	Jean Mol- .And diligence by Faverges to Annecy, and 
lie, who died about 1780, and left to another between Moutiers and Cham- 
his descendants the enormous suns of, 
it is said, 408 millions of francs, 

.Merry, which passes through l'Hiipital, 
have been established. 	The little 

At present Beaufort is one of the town contains excellent inns, and that 
most 	independent coWmunities in held by the *ores Geny is not cur- 
Savoy. 	They were permitted by passed 	in comfort by the inns at 
Charles Emmanuel, duke of Savoy, 
to free themselves from feudal rents 

Chamouny. 	It is absurdly enough 
attempted to change the name of this 

by putThase ; and in 1772 they paid little town to Albert 	Ville, in COM. 
to M. Villecardel de Fleury, marquis 
of Beaufort, 100,000 francs for tech. 
emancipation. 	The old families of 

pliment to the reigning sovereign. 

Beaufort in England and France bad 
their origin here. 	• 

ROUTE 120. 

Near Beaufort, on a hill at the GENEVA TO ClIANIBERRY BY ANNECY 

entrance to the valley of Haute Luce, 
are the timely situated rmins of the 

101 TOSTES.  
A diligence goes every day from 

château de la Salle. 	This château Geneva to Chamberry, but on alternate 
received Henry•IV. and his courtiers days by two different routes—one 
in Octolger 1600: the pranks played by Annecy, the other by Rumilly. 
there by them furnished some scan- On leaving Geneva, the road, coin- 
dalous traditions. mon to both as far as 

L'IlGpital and Confirms are divided 1i St. Julien, passes through the 
only by the Arle ; the former being Plain Palais, crosses the Arve, and 
situated on its right bank, the latter continues through Carouge and the 
on the rocky slopes above it on the 
otter side. 

richly cultivated plain of the Arve, 
until it rises to the village of St. Julien, 

Confirms is an ancient little town, 
with about 1300 inhabitants. 	It was 

on the frontier of Savoy, where the 
baggage and the passports of travellers 

formerly surrounded by strong walls are examined. 
and defended by two very strong forts. Here the road continues to ascend 
It resisted the troops of Francis I. in a long bill. to the Mont Sims, a ridge 
the war of 1530, when it was partly which runs nearly at right angles 
burnt, and its two forts demolished. with the Mont Saleve. 	its 
A little below 	Conflans, near the 

linn 
height, about 3300 feet ab 	e the 

banks of the river, there is a royal level 	of the sea, the views of time 
smelting-house and•foundry, where Lake of Geneva, the Jura, and the 
the silver from the ore raised in some deep valley of the Rhone flowing into 
mines in the neighbourhood is re- France, form a fine panorama. 
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It is a pleasing drive,
0 

 but there is and the fine mountain scenery which 
nothing remarkable in the scenery. surrounds it. 	There is' a singular 
Its course is generally high, though it 
undulates until it rises 'to 

beauty in the views thus presented, 
and a charm 	in the approach to 

2 	Cruse/lies, 	a 	little 	town 	pot- Annecy which is likely to be long 
sessing 1300 inhabitants, the ruins of remembered. At the Pont do Brogny 
an old castle, and a dirty inn ; oppo- the river Fier, which falls into the 
site to which one of those crosses is Rhone at Siessel, is crossed, and in 
placed, so common within the arch- half an hour the traveller finds him- 
bishopric of Chamberry, which in- self at 
vites every body, under a promise of 21 	Annecy. 	Inhabitants 	about 
40 days' indulgence, to say an ave 6000. 	Inns tolerable; the best is 
and a pater and make a genuflexion, 
as a set-off against crime 1 	The in- 

the Betel de Geneve. 	This city is 
in 	a beautiful situation at the ex- 

scription on this, in bad French, is tremity of a great plain,. and on the 
as follows : — ,. Monsenior Irene Yves borders of a lake, which is discharged 
de Solle, avaque de Chambery e.t, da by canals, that cross its streets, and 
Geneve, accorde 40 jours indulgences 
a tous gens qui feront un acte de con- 

which is led„Ity the canal dr Thiou, 
to fall into th7 Fier at Cran. 

tritions et disont un pater et une ave Annecy is a curious old town, the 
davant cette croix crussoles, le 23 shops in many of its streets areaunder 
Mint, 1810." arcades, and there is an air of re- 

From Cruseilles„the road to An- spectable antiquity about it—though 
necy rapidly descends to cross the this, 4lhe ancient capital of the duchy 
stream of the Usses in a deep defile, 
which can only be traversed by a 

of Geneva, is only the modern town. 
In the 12th century it was known as 

considerable 	ditour 	up 	the 	deep Anneciacum novum, to distinguish it 
valley to rise on the other side to a from Anneciacum veins, which for- 
level with the road from Cruseilles. merly existed on the slops& of the 
A lofty bridge, built of brick, once beautiful 	hilt of 	Annecy-le-vieux. 
crossed 'this ravine, about half-way Numerous medals of. the 	Roman 
down the valley. 	This has long been emperors of the two first centuries of 
impassable, except to the fool-hardy the Christian era have been found 
pedestrian : it was too narrow even to 
have been safely passed in a char. 

here, 	and 	inscriptions, 	sepulchres, 
urns, and fragments of statues, and 

The Sardinian government, however, 
lately decided upon throwing an iron 

of a temple attest the presence of this 
people. 	It rests upon little more 

wire suspension bridge over this ra- than conjecture, that it wits known 
vine, to carry the road directly across, 
and continue the route by the shortest 

to them as Ciatas Boas, or according." 
to some bewildered antiquarians, as 

connexion: this has just been accom- 
plished. 	The length and height of 

Dinia or Dignitta ; no monument, 
or MS., authorises one or the other. 

the road on the bridge are each about The earliest mention of Annecy is 
500 feet. 	It is called the Pont de by the emperor Lothaire, who gave 
/a Caille, and was opened in Sept. it, under the name of Annesincum, 
1839. to his wife, Tietberge, as proved by a 

It is a 	drive by the villages document, bearing date January 11. "easing 
of Alonzi 	, Caval, Pringy, and Metz, 
through a hilly country, often pre- 

867. 
In the 12th cen.ury, the present 

senting 	fine 	points 	of view ; 	at Annecy was distinguished from An- 
length it crosses the Mont des Bornes, 
and descends a hill side which over- 

necy-le-vieux, by William I. Comte 
of the Oenevais. 	When the house 

looks the plain and lake of Annecy, of Geneva became extinct, Annecy 
Switz. 	 o 
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passed into that of Savoy. 	In 1412 
it was totally burnt. 	To assist in re- 

sistence for le population of the city, 
when its numerous convents were sup,. 

storing the inhabitants to their town, pressed. 	It has now substituted in- 
Amadeus VIII. duke of Savoy, gavel dustry and independence for idleness 
them many privileges, and enabled and beggary. 
them to establish flax-spinning works, 
which have cottinucd to be its prin- 

There are many objects of interest 
among the public buildings of Annecy 

cipal 	manufacture. 	In 1630, the — the ancient chateau, the residence 
plague almost depopulated the town, 
and destroyed or dispersed the work- 

of Genevois-Nemours— the old Bi-
shop's palace— the Cathedral, with its 

men. 	Victor Amadeus I., afterwards sanctuary, where are deposited the 
established here four silk mills; these relics of Saint Francis de Sales, and 
were destroyed by fire during the the Mere (Sainte) Chaptal : scandal 
war of 1691. has been busy with their names. 	The 
- 	In 17244  during violent disputes translation of the relics of the former 
among the different manufactures o was made on the 28th of May 1806, 
Annecy, a •large establishment for with great ceremony; the following 
the manufacture of jots, which had day those of Sainte Jeanne- Francoise 
existed for a century dlhd a half, was Fr6miot de Chantal were transferred 
destroyed, as well as others for the with equal solemnity. 
produption of worsted stockings. 	At " The tender friendship that long 
the same time were destroyed the ma- subsisted between St. Francis de Sales 
nufactory of the fire arms of Collin, fa- and La Mere Chantal, has given to 
mous in its day, and extensiVe wcsksfor their memory, and relics, with pious 
scythes, reaping hooks, and cutlery; Catholics, a degree of interest similar 
perhaps there is no town in Europe to that excited by the remains of 
whose history has been so long asso- Abelard and Eloise. 
elated with manufactures as Annecy. 6' St. Francis 	de Sales 	was de- 
The linen bleacherics established in scended from the noble family of de 
1650, "MI have always sustained a 
high reputation, are still flourishing. 

Sales in Savoy ; he was born in 1567, 
having devoted himself to the church, 

Encouraged ty Napoleon, when Savoy and evinced great zeal and eloquence 
was under the French government, in its defence He was ordained prince 
M. Duport, now the Baron Duport and bishop of Geneva, by Pope Cie.._ 
of Turin, •established here the first ment VIII., for the popes assumed 
cotton 	works ; 	these still 	flourish. the right to confer these titles long 
Ile subsequently 	established those after the Reformed religion had been 
at 	Pont in 	Val d'Orea. 	(Route established at Geneva. 	Annecy be- 
1 11. ) 	• ing made tho bishop's seat when the 

Even now the manufactures of Genevese expelled the chapter from 
Annecy are not all enumerated ; there their city, St. Francis de Sales died 
are others of black glass— of sul- at Lyons in 1622, and was buried at 
phonic acid, of printed cottons, &c., 
and in the neighbourhood, a fine vein 

Annecy. 	His 	canonisation 	took 
place in 1665 ; but before that event 

of coal is worked, at Entreverne, — his remains Were so highly valued by 
and at the village of Crans there are the inhabitants, that when the city 
oil, corn, and fulling mills on the was taken by the French i 	1630, one 
Fier, and mills for the manufacture of the six articles of eapit lation sti- 
of paper. 	• pulated that the body of 	he vener- 

The active inhabitants  of Annecy able Francis de Sales should never 
have always sought new channels for be removed from the city." a- Bake- 
their industry — they fount' this to well's Tour in the Tarentaise. 
be necessary in order to procure sub- At:the lower extremity of the lake 
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there is a beautiful prome 0 nade, where .well cultivated, and abounds in rich 
fairs and public amusements are held, meadows. 	It was known in the 12th 
The views from it of the mountain century as Fabricarinrn, a name arising 
and the lake are fine. 	The level of° from its numerous forges for copper 
the lake is about 1400 feet above that and iron. 	Its reputation has not de- 
.of the sea; it abounds in fine fish; creased; there are nom silk mills es. 
among those letst known to travellers tablished there, manuActories of cut. 
are the lotte, and a fish peculiar to lery, and tanneries; 	and since the 
this lake, the vairon. completion of the road by Uglne 
. A good road carried along the south- into the Tarentaise it is daily • Me- 
west 'shores 	of the 	lake leads 	to proving. 	Its 	old castle is 	finely 
raverges. 	About two thirds of the situated. 
distance is the Chateau Duing, placed A 	slight 	elevation 	divides 	the 
on a neck of land which runs out head of the valley of the Eau Morte 
into the lake —here many strangers 
come to board and lodge during the 

from that of the stream of Monthoux, 
which runs into the Any at Ugine 

summer, and enjoy the most delight- (Route 119.) 	The valley of Mon. 
ful excursions in its delicious neigh- thoux is richly wooded and pictu- 
bourhood. resque. 	Tlidav is, however, a much 

The best way to get to the Cha- shorter way than by Ugine to l'114. 
man Duing is by the lake : a boat pital Conflans ; 	two hours way be 
may be •hired for a few francs, and a gained by going there over the moun- 
boatman to row there. 	In ascending twins by the Col de 'ramie. 	... 
the lake, an opening in 	the lofty Mate traveller have time, a short 
Mountains which bound its 	north- excursion may be made from Annecy 
eastern side, discloses the Chateau of to Annecy-le-Vieux; where, on the 
Menthon, 	on 	the 	delicious slopes inner 	and 	southern 	angle 	of the 
of a recess: 	here St. Bernard, the tower, will be found the following 
" Apostle of the Alps," was born, 
and the place of his nativity, inde- 

inscription : — 
• 

Pendent of its local beauty, cannot fail JOVI . . . O.. . MAXIMO. 
to interest the traveller. (Route 108.) L. VINICIUS SILVERI& 

•
  

A road leads up by alenthon, and suo ET L. VINICII LATINI ratan sue 
across the mountain above into the 
valley of Thones, one of the most re- 
tired, and unfrequented by strangers, 
in Savoy. 	It may be visited in going 

14051155 DAT. ARAN. 

The establishment at Cran of the 
hydraulic machines foPthe drainage of 

from Annecy to Bonneville, on the the lake, are also deserving of a visit. 
Toad to Chamouny, for a road leads From Annecy to Ai, 	flan.? is 
there in 8• hours through Thones and nothing remarkable. 	The road passes 
Entremont, 	an 	excursion 	offering through the villages of Vicugy and 
much 	beautiful scenery, 	and 	very Belmont to 
little known. 	Opposite the Chateau I i Alby, a village containing about 
Duing, is 	Talloires, 	the 	birthplace 800• inhabitants. 	It is situated on 
of the celebrated chemist Berthollet. the Charon, and one of the most 

From the Chateau Duing, the road remarkable objects between Annecy 
and Aix is its fine stone bridge---a to Faverjes continues up the valley 

Eau 	orte about three miles; it sof single arch of great height and span, 
4  SO nearly level, that the plain of which is thrown across the Chiron, at 
the valley is often inundated. Alby. 	This village was more import- 

Ramnyes basql population of about ant formerly when the Cointes of Ge- 
?_°00, it is beautifully situated amidst neva storounded it with a wall and 
"unded slopes and mountains; it is castles, of which some traces exist, 

Q 2 
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which were built on both sides of the from beneath an antique 'arch.; it lb 
river to defend the passage of the val. partly employed in douching horses. 
ley. 	Beyond Alby the route is with- The Sulphur Spring is exceedingly 
out particular interest, except at 

1 Albens, a village of 1000 inha- 
copious ; it is drunk at the source, 
and is good for correcting derange- 

bitants, where coins of Claudian, An- ment of the digestive•organs. 	These 
toninus, Genial's, and other emperors waters, however, are chiefly employed 
have been found. 	Beyond Albens for baths, and above all for douche 
the road soon descends, and overlooks baths. 	A handsome bath-house has 
the plain of Aix, where that town, 
the lake of Bourget, and the basin of 

been built by a former king of Sar. 
dinia, into the apartments of which 

Chamberry, bounded by the Mont 
du Chat, the Mont d'Azi, the Mont 

the hot water is introduced in streams, 
which descend from a height of eight 

Grenier, present a scene of singular or ten feet upon the patient. 	After 
beauty. 	. 

14 Aix les Bains. 	Inn, Iiiitel de 
undergoing 	the 	douching 	process, 
which consists in having the water 

la Poste, 	beautifully situated, with 
large gardens; 	the mine of Mont- 

applied to various parts of the body, 
while they are, at the same time, sub- 

meillant is good. 	'Itere 	are nu- jected to brisk friction by the hands 
of two 	attendants, 	the 	patient 	is morons boarding-houses ' • 	the best 

are those of M. Guillaud and the wrapped up, 	dripping wet, 	in a 
Hotel Venat, a very comfortable house blanket, carried home in a sedan. 
in a good situation. 	Charges, dinner, chair, and put into a warm bed. 	A 
4 fr. ; breakfast li fr. ; baths ift the brisk perspiration succeeds. 
house at 1 fr. 20 c. ; douches li fr. Balls are given twice a week during 

This watering-place was known to 
the Romans under the name of Aquae 

the season in the room at the Cassino, 
where there is also a reading-room. 

Gratianre, and it is still resorted to on 
account of its mineral springs, and of 

Gaming is prohibited. 	. , 
A portion of the time not occupied 

the attraTtions of the beattiful country in the bathing process, may be agree- 
round it, by %ore than 2200 visitors ably employed in rides and walks in 
yearly. The town itself is situated at the neighbourhood, whose varied and 
a little distance to the east of the beautiful seceery cannot fail to afford 
pretty Lac de Bourget, and contains pleasure and amusement. 	The fa- 
2000 inhabitants; in itself it has little vourite excursion is to Haute Comte 
to recommend at, and little or nothing on the opposite or north-west shore of 
has been done to promote the accom- the Lac de 	Bourget (Borghetto). 
modation or amusement of strangers. This monastery, beautifully situated 

JA libataint several Roman Remains, 
aa- Triumphal Arch, in a debased Doric 

by the side of the lake, and at the foot 
of the Mont du Chat, was founded hi 

'style, probably of the 3d or 4th cen- 1125. 	Its Gothic chapels were the 
tury, raised by T. Pompelus Cam. burial-places of the princes of Sa- 
panus, a portion of an Ionic Temple of voy, canons of Citeaux, &c. 	Among 
Diana or Venus, and a Vapour Bath, 
lined with bricks and marble, with 

them was an archbishop of Can-
terbury, Son of Count Thomas of 

hypocaust, and pipes for the water, in Savoy, who died in 1270. 	The build- 
a tolerably perfect state. ing was pillaged and desecigted at the 

Its Mineral Springs are warm and French revolution; the colitis were 
splphureuais ; they.liave a temperature 
varying between 1003  and 117° Fahr. 

opened and rifled, and the monuments, 
paintings, and stained glass destroyed. 

The 	Alum 	Spring 	(incorrectly 	so It was, however, restored by Charles 
called, as it contains no alum) issues Felix, king of Sardinia, as nearly as 
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possible to its original cinditiod; the S hours more. 	The ascent of the 
tombs have been renovated, the walls Rhone from Lyons is very tedious 
painted afresh, and the windows replen- requiring 22 hours; 	the scenery is 
ished with Bohemian glass. 	About not generally remarkable, but there 
half a mile behind the abbey is an in. are some points both striking and ex- 
termittent spring, called Fontaine des citing; the most remarkable of these 
Merveilles. 	• is , at the Saut du Eire, where the 

The west shore of the lake consists channel narrows into a deep ravine 
of a tall precipice of limestone, rising 
almost perpendicularly from the water's 

between 	vast 	overhanging 	rocks, 
'those on the side of France surrounded 

edge,and extending from HauteCombe by the garrison of Pierre Chitel in it 
to the castle of Bordeau. 	One of most commanding situation ; through 
the meditations of Lamartine, that this narrow channel the water rushes 
entitled " Le Lac," was inspired by in fury amidst vast rocks, and presents 
the scenery of this spot. 	Behind Bor. 
dean commences the ascent of the 

a fearful navigation, but the pilots ., 
with great skill pass in. safety, and 

Mont du Chat, the probable :route immediately below the greatest point 
of Hannibal; the old Roman road of danger, shoot beneath a bridge of 
bas been recently replaced by a fine iron wire till" connects thefrontiers 
causeway, skilfully conducted in zig- of France and Savoy under the fort 
zags up the hill. _ of Pierre Chiltel. 	The most difficult 

An agreeable way of visiting the navigation in the ascent is to work 
scenery of the lake is to take a boat the steamer up the rapid in this ra- 
from Aix to Haute Combe, and then vine. 	See HANDBOOK for FRANCE. 
send it to wait at the little village of AT the south extremity of the lake. 
Bordeau, at the foot of the ascent to was the castle of Bourget, the resi. 
the Mont du Chat ; and after visiting 
the 	chapel and fountain, walk by 

dence of the ancient counts of Savoy, 
down to the time of Amadeus V. or 

agreeable by-paths along the heights the Great, who was born in it in 1249. 
which skirt the south side of the lake, 
and descend by the great road from 

He sent for the painter cijorg  io di 
Aquila, a ptipil of Giotto, to deco- 

the Mont du Chat. 	The boats are rate its interior; and some fragments 
ill 	built 	and worse appointed, re- of fresco, now nearly effacoi, in a 
quiring three men. 	The trip will cabinet formed in the thickness of the 
cost about 8 oar 9 frs. wall of one of the towers, are probably 

Steamers now ply on the lake of a part of his work. 
Bourget, passing daily between Cham- The route from Ai; is very beau. 
berry and Aix on the lake, and Lyons tiful as it passes below the finely 
by the 	Upper Rhone during the wooded slopes of the lljont 	d'Azi 
season. 	The voyage is one of much and Dent de Nivolet, its undeilet4saa 
interest on the lake, and in the navi- often presenting views of the lake of 
gation of the very tortuous 	canal Bourget and the fine range of the 
which carries the waters of the lake Mont du Chat. 	The approach to 
into the river Rhone where the ap- 2 CHAMBERRY 	( Route 	127.) 	is 
pearance of a steamer, large enough highly picturesque, and offers some 
to carry 300 people,: winding about 
like a vast animal in the meadows, is 
sufficient/. strange. 

beautiful views. 

The lErngth of the entire voyage ROUTE 121. 
descending is only about 9 hours; but GENEVA  TO ORAME.nRRY, DT sumluorp 
a long, and vexatious delay takes place Ili posts. 
at the donanes both of Savoy and There is so little to interest the 
Prance, which makes it from 2 to  travelld in this route, that it is gene- 
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rally avoided by strangers, who prefer falL over the Ai-cc/pica before the eyes 
going by Annecy, though it is a little of her friends. 
further rounl. li Aix les Bains, p. 340. 
• From St. Julien, the point at which 
the route by Annecy separates from 
that by Rumilly, the latter takes a 
snore 	westerly 	course 	toward 	the s  

• 2 Cita:angina-, p. 856. 

ROUTE 122. 

Rhone; it rises over the ridge of the CHAMBERRY TO LANSLEBOURG BY Vitii- 
Mount Sion, but, at a place 1200 feet FITAL CONFLANS, MOUTIERN THINE% 

lower than the point of passage to AND THE COL D'ISERAN. 

Annecy. 	Hence it descends into the Montmeillan, 2 posts. 	(Route 127.) 
beautiful little vallCY of the Usses, at Here the routes to the Mont Cenis 

4 Frangy, a neat little town, with and the Val Isere divide : the former 
good 	houses, 	and 	tolerable 	inns. crosses the Isere to enter the valleys 
Many Roman antiquities, in coins, 
medals, 	and. inscriptions, have been 

of the Arc at Aiguebelle, and con-
tinue in it to Lanslebourg ; the latter 

found here. ascends nearly up to the head of the 
": The road rises steeply from the Val Isere, and, after crossing the CoL 

• vale of tht Usses, and ido8arried over a d'Iscran, descends by the valley of the 
country where the valley of the Rhone Arc to Lanslebourg. 
can be traced, which is, at one point, 
only a few miles from Seissel; there 

This is a post road to l'Ili.pital, 
. the 	distance 	being 4i posts. 	The 

it takes a course, up, and high above first post station from Montmeillan 
"the valley of the Cheron, and presents is Gressy, 2i posts. 	Thence to rii& 

many and extensive views into and pital, 1 i. 
over this valley. 	This is the most Montmeillah is left, after having 
picturesque part of the route. ascended through its steep streets to 

3 Rumilly. 	Here the•Cheron, near where two roads branch off: one, on 
its confluence with 	the 	Elpha, 	is the left, leads to Aix ; the other, on the 
crossed. ,,,ja every villae along this o right, proceeds along the mountain 
route, Roman coins and medals have side, on the right bank of the Isere, to 
been found. 	4.t Rumilly, these and  St. Pierre d'Albigny, a neat little 
other rakes have been dug out. 	The town with a good inn. 	There is no- 
antiquity of Rumilly, Rumilliamtm, is thing worthytf notice before reaching 
high; it lay in the principal road St. Pierre. 	The Isere flows through 
from Aix to Geneva, but nothing is 
known of its early history; and of 

a portion only of its broad winter bed, 
leaving the blanched stones to mark 

later, traces of a fire or a plague alone its 	extent 	at 	that 	season. 	The 
mark tlut Kogress of time in the his- slopes around Montmeillan and St. 
torrellimmost of the Savoyard towns of Pierre are celebrated for the wine 
this class. 	It has now a population they produce. 
of nearly 4000 inhabitants. A little beyond St. Pierre is a fine 

From Rumilly to 	 - feature in the scenery of the valley, 
1 it  Aliens the drive is very beau- the chateau de Miolans. 	It is built 

tiful, especially 	under 	the 	hill 	of on a mass of rock jutting out of the 
Chautagne, where the village of Bloye mountain side in a most commanding 
is situated. 	At Albens the read by situation. 	The ascent is gradual to 
Rumilly and Annecy from Geneva the platform, which on the Iv of the 
to'Chamberry unite. 	A little off the rock is extensive enough for t  e castle. 
road at Gresy is a cascade, in visiting Its elevation is about 800 or 900 feet 
which, a lady, in the suite of Queen above the Isere, commanding exten- 

.Hortense, lost her life, perishing by a sive views up and down the valley. 
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and across into the vall# of the Aro ; 
for it is nearly opposite to the con- 

thence through the village of Greasy, 
and the hamlets of St. Vial and Fron- 

Iluence of the Arc and the Isere. teney to l'Hdpital Conflans (ad Pub.. 
6,  The old towers of the Chateau de licanos). (Route 119.) 

Miolans 	overhang inaccessible pre-.  At Plitipital the Arly is crossed 
cipices, four or five times their height. to pursue the course to the upper 
The look 	out upon the beautiful valley of the Isdre, a district distin.i 
scenes in the valley below, from the guished 	as the 	Tarentaise. 	The 
slits which serve as windows to the journey to Moutiers, distant about 16 
cells in the towers, must often to the English miles, 	is through a pictu- 
poor prisoners within (for this was resque valley. 	The road lies on the 
the state prison of Savoy) have created right bank of the Isere, through a 
a desire for liberty, and at the same succession of beautiful scenes. 	The 
moment have crushed the hope of its direction of the valley in ascending 
attainment. from 	Montmeillan 	to 	Conflans 	is 

" The château originally belonged N. E., but from Conflans to Moutiers 
to one of the most ancient families in it is a little east of soutlf. 
Savoy, distinguished as early as the Above Conflans the valley is much 
ninth century. 	Between that period narrower ; V lower rangps of the 
and the sixteenth, many of the barons mountains alle more richly wooded, 
-of Miolans were celebrated as soldiers, 
and other members of the family were 

the valley retired and pastoral in its 
character. 	The ruins of chateaux are 

eminent in the 	church, as bishops often seen, on heights that pee out oil 
of the Maurienne; but the male line 
becoming extinct in 1523, the chateau 

rocks in commanding situations from., 
theaich backgrounds of forest trees. 

was bought by Charles III., duke of The first village that is passed is 
Savoy, and 	converted into a state La Betio (Oblimum), and the next 
prison, which continued to be its ap- of any importance is Roche-Cavins; 
propriation until the events of the which 	is 	about 	halfway 	between 
French revolution united Savoy to Conflans and Moutiers. 	About 10 
France, when the castle of Miolans miles from Colleens, nearsthe hamlet 
was dismantled. 	However strong it 
might have been as a prison, as a mi. 

of Petit Coeur, there is a fine cataract, 
which dashes down Amidst immense 

litary station, at least since the use of rocks, — a spot forming iteestriking 
cannon, it must have been defenceless. contrast to the general fertility and 
Now it is interesting only to the repose of the valley. 	About three 
painter and the antiquary ; rank weeds miles farther, the valley opens into 
fill its courts, its drawbridges are de- a rich little plain, wthere the pretty 
cayed; its walls are crumbling to the village of A igueblanche is situated. 
earth, and bear to oblivion in their Here 	the 	road rises, sand 	having 
ruin the names written upon them by passed its crest, descends interteep 
the soldier in the guard-room, and defile that leads to 	14loutiers, by a 
the captive in his cell. 	Where for- road terraced on the steep slope of 
rnerly the sighs of the poor wretch this ravine, from which it abruptly 
once pierced the walls of the dungeon, 
blasts of wind 	have 	now passed 

enters the basin of the Val Isere, in 
which Moutiers Tarentaise (Dares- 

through a thousand rents, and wish- tasia) is situated on the confluence of 
tied thearequiem of feudal tyranny." the Isere, and the Doren of Bozel. 
.--Jourf ds of an Alpine Traveller. Moutiers. — Inn : Illitcl de la Di- 

A path on the northern side of the ligence. 	Chez 	Genard, and also a 
toad leads down through the meadows small inn, Chez % Vizioz, both dirty ; 
and vineyards to the village of Fra- the former perhaps the worst. 	Inha- 
terive in the road beyond Miolans ; bitanti 2000. This capital of the Ta- 
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rentaise derives its present name from vast mass of%limestone, in the deep 
an old monastery, which was built at ravine of the Doron, about a mile 
a little distance from the ancient Da- above its junction with the Isere. 
rentasia, which was destroyed many The water rises with force front its 
centuries since. The ancient city was *source, and emits carbonic gas and a 
the seat of the bishops of Darentasia ; little sulphuretted hydrogen. 	The 
and it is highly probable that in this springs are warm, apd that of the 
city, which 	gave its name to the strongest 990  Fahrenheit. 	During 
bishopric as early as the year 420, and the great earthquake of Lisbon, the 
to the province of the Tarcntaise — salines of Moutiers ceased to flow for. 
having been destroyed at an unre- 48 hours : when the reflux took place 
corded period—its bishops built at a the quantity was increased, but the 
little distance, anothei church, and a saline impregnation was weaker. The 
monastery for the clergy, who came to salt-works at Bex (Route 56.) are 
fix 	their 	residence 	in the present conducted in a similar way, but with 
Moutiers ; 	and preserved the pd. a vast difference in the saline strength 
mitive title of their seat, which has of the water. 	At Moutiers it has 
not varied for thirteen centuries. That scarcely half the strength of that of 
no vesting of the ancient city should sea-water ; yet it is worked to some 
have been found, is nottpery extraor- profit by the simplicity of the process,: 
dinary, when it is considered that the and the use of water as the motive 
Ostrogoths, and the Lombards in the power for the pumps. 
seventh*century, and the Saracens Besides common salt, the water 
twice in the ninth century, having pe- .. 
netrated into the valleys of the Mori- 

contains, in small 	proportions, sill- 
phate of lime, sulphate of soda, suf.. 

time, 	Cottian, 	and 	Grecian Alps, 
destroyed the habitations, and ruined 

phate and muriate of magnesia, and 
oxide of iron. 

the towns and villages. 	It is often There are four great evaporating- 
afterwards mentioned in local archives houses filled with faggots of black 
connected with the church, and in the thorn. 	The water from the mines is 
wars of the sixteenth and seventeenth pumped to the top of the first and 
centuries, and in 1630, when it was 
almost depopulated by the plague. 

second of these, which are uncovered, 
and then allowed to pass through 

The history of its church is perfect perforated canals, slowly dropping and 
from its first archbishopric in 420 to spreading over the extensive surface 
its last in 1799, a period of1373 years. of the branches. 	By this process the 
The city now contains an hospital for sulphate of lime attaches itself to the 
the poor, vrhichswas founded in the wood, and the water loses so much by 
tenth 	century, 	and 	an Ecole 	des evaporation, that the proportion of 
Mines .With# laboratory for practical salt, after the operation, is increased 
eintellitttion of the productions of the nearly one half: i. e. to about 3 per 
mines of Pesey. 	The surrounding cent. 	It is then pumped above the 
country is one of especial interest to third house, constructed in the same . 
the geologist. way, except that it is covered, to pre- 

But its salines are now the distin- vent the saline solution from being 
guishing feature of Moutiers. 	They 
are admirchly conducted, and produce 

again weakened by rain. 	In' this, 
the evaporation leaves the solution of 

nearly 	fifteen hundred toils of salt the strength of 12 per cent. ik. fourth 
" yearly, extracted from a saline source house now recei ves it, and in fall urable. 
which is only impregnated to the weather it there acquires a strength of 
amount of 1.83 per tent., even in the 
strongest of its three springs. 

22 degrees. 	The process of pumping, 
after percolation and evaporation, is, 

These springs rise at the base of a carried on by the force of a canal of 
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Water, detached from tie Doron, and diameter, are coated with gypsum 2 
the machinery scarcely ever requires or 3 inches thick. 	These works be- 
interference, long to the government,ihough they 

When the brine has acquired they yield an annual profit of only 50,000 
strength of 20 per cent it is con- francs :--.- 2000/. 
ducted into a large building, where From Moutiers to Bourg St. Mau- 
there are boiling pans, and the salt is rice the road again takes a N. E. di- 
crystallised in the usual manner. rection ; 	and, on laving the little 

So much fuel is saved by this sys- 
tem of evaporation by the air, that 

basin of Moutiers to ascend the Isere, 
it passes through a gorge which con- 

only one sixteenth of the fuel is con- tinues a short way, and then opens at 
turned which would be required for the village of St. Marcel. The scenery 
evaporating the brine as it comes around is very fine and picturesque. 
from the springs. 	The faggots are The road, which formerly passed on 
changed once in about 5 or 6 years: the left bank of the Isere, now rises 
they decay soonest in the first eva- high on the right bank, 4nd is carried 
porating-houses, where the solution is over a neck of rock at a great height 
weakest ; 	those in 3d and 4th are above the torrent. 	The view looking 
more durable, from the coating of down and ha&b upon St. Marcel from 
selenite they acquire, which, when the rock is very fine. 	This road 
broken off; resembles the stems and was made by Victor Emanuel, Duke 
branches of encrinites. of Savoy, in 1766. 	The defiki at the 

There is another mode of evapo- base of this rock is only wide enough 
rating from cords, invented by an in- for the torrent of the Isere. 	' 
genious Savoyard, of the name of 'The valley opens above this defile ; 
Buttel. 	It consists in suspending and immediately beyond it, below the 
cords from the roof, and fixing them 
tight at the bottom : they are about 16 

road, is seen the village of Centron, 
still preserving the name of the Cen- 

feet long. 	These cords are placed trones, an Alpine people who inhabited 
as thickly As possible, consistent with this valley. 
free ventilation; and the upper ends About 101riles from Mgniers is 
are so fastened, that the water pumped Aime (Azuma), on: of the chief 
over them trickles down, only by these towns of the Centrones, andbaccord- 
cords, very slowly. 	By repeatedly ing to inscriptions found there, was 
allowing the brine thus to descend, 
the greater part of the water is evapo. 

evidently called Forum Claudii before 
the name of Axuma was given to it. 

rated, and the cords left incrusted with On a hill above it, there are the re- 
acylinderofcrystallizedgypsum, which mains of Roman fortifications: some 
is detached by a particular instrument. round towers of great antiquity, both 
This practice of completing the pro- in the town and on the silt of ilaanu; 
cess, by evaporation in the air, is cient fort are still standing, the ma- 
discontinued now, though the cords sonry having 	been strong enough 
are used for getting a higher con- to hold the masses together through 
centration of the brine than here- so many ages. 	There is also a sub- 
tofore 	this strong solution is sent, 
like the rest, to tile boiling pans. The 

terraneous communication which un-
verses the town, from some ruins, sup- 

Weak solution used to rot the cords; posed to have been a temple, to the 
but by qiply using them after .5 per fortress; the vault of this passage is 
cent. 11A been obtained in the solo- supported by Columns of stone, each 
tion, they have been known to remain shaft of a single :piece. 	Here some 
30 yearsin use, without being changed ; inscriptions have been found, parti- 
some of these, originally i an inch in cularly one in honour of Trojan ; ....., 
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846 	 Route 122. — Upper Tarentaise. 
IMP. catsaat observer a ntre obvious course than 

DM PIERVili P. TIIAIANO. that of the road up the Isere, which 
AUG. GERM. DAC. turns again from St. Maurice to the 

cos. PONTIPICI. MAX. E. and S. S. E., and continues in this 
MOW NI. POTEST. 

xis IMP. 	VI. cos. V. 
direction to its source in the heron, 

Bourg St. Maurice (Berigentrum). 
P. 	P. 

ativileris DACIS 
Good Inn : 	116tel ade Voyageurs, 
chez Mayat. (Route 114.) Thus far 

FORD CLAUDII PURL. up the Val 	Isere there is a good 
... char or carriage road, but beyond St. 

An ancient communication between Maurice it is necessary, in order to 
the town and the fort-may also be go further up the valley, to go on 
traced in steps cut out of the rock horseback or on foot ; it requires one 
upon which the latter stands. 	That day to go from Bourg St. Maurice 
the former extent of Aime greatly ex- to La Val, and another across the Col 
ceeded its present boundaries, was d'Iseran to Lanslebourg and the Mont 
shown by some discoveries of subter- Collis. 
raneous structures opened in forming From Bourg St. Maurice to St. 
a new road into the Uner Tarentaise Foi ( Route 113.) 	The approach to 
in 1760.  St. Foi from the meadows below it 

Above Aime the formation of a offers one of the most beautiful scenes 
new carriage road is in rapid progress, 
and the inhabitants hope that their 

in the valleys of the Alps. 	Having 
climbed the tortuous and 	difficult 

.... Government will soon open it across 
the Little St. Bernard, and !hake 

chauss6e which leads to the village, 
the route continues for a long way by 

this a high road to Turin. 	The a wild and lofty path on the moun- 
heauty and interest of such a route, 
cannot fail to lead to a great influx 

min 	side 	high 	above the torrent, 
through the village of La Tuille to 

of strangers, besides 	the benefit of Brennieres. 
communication between differentcorn- Nothing can exceed the savage 
munitiesiff the same stifle. grandeur of this route; — the deep 

Generally, the valley of the Isere, 
from Aime to•Bourg St. Maurice, is 

ravine is too narrow for the struc-
ture of a path lower down towards 

wild and dreary, and not picturesque. the torrent. • On the opposite side 
The vine grows as far as the village the enormous glaciers that 	stretch 
of Bellentres, which is nearly opposite from the Cbaffe-Quarre along the 
to the village and valley of Landri, 
that lead to tht mines of Pesey, the 

crest 	of the 	mountains, offer the 
grandest scene of its class to be found 

most celebrated in Savoy. 	They are anywhere 	in 	the Alps. 	A most 
si t 	d neatr the foot of the glacier magnificent view thus presented is 
o ihe—Chaffe-Quarre, and more than opposite to the village of La Gure, of 
5000 feet above the level of the sea: which the spire seems to touch the 
the ore is a fine-grained sulphuret of glaciers. 	More than once this linage 
lead ; it contains about GO ounces of has been destroyed by the fall of ice 
silver per ton. 	These mines in 1785 and rocks; but the danger is defied 
yielded annually about 4000 marks of for the sake of the little land*which 
silver, and 40,000 quintals of lead: its terrace above the Isere affords. 
they are now less productive. 	The From the melting glaciers gmove, the 
height of the 'nines is a serious ob- white lines of a hundred 	ataracts 
stacle to their being worked to.great seem to stream down upon the village. 
advantage. Soon after passing La Gure the 

As the valley is ascended, the pass road yet ascends to a ridge, which 
of the Little St. Bernard open; to the being crossed, the path leads steeply 
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down to the Isere in the depth of the is so well managed, that there is an 
ravine. 	Here Alpine horrors await appearanceofluxuriant vegetation. La 
the traveller. 	The overhanging rocks Val is two hours above Tignes, and is 
darken the pass, and a fragile bridge the highest church village in the Val 
only, in a wild situation over a lateral Isere : it is surrounded by lofty moun- 
stream, enables the traveller to as- tams, which are crested with snow 
cend the valley. A little beyond this and glaciers. 	At tlie head of the 
bridge the defile opens into the plain valley, the Col: de Galese, above its 
and village of glaciers, can easily he seen. 	(Route 
I 	•Brennieres. 	Here the 	Isere 	is 112.) 
crossed, and the path ascends on the A miserable hovel called an inn is 
other side through a rugged pine the only place of reception at La Val. 
forest, where the path is carried very 
high to avoid a ravine. 	The eye 

Professor Forbes says that 4,  at Tignes, 
three hours' walk from St. Foi, and 

cannot penetrateto its depth, though five from Bourg St. Maurice, there is 
the roar of the torrent is heard in 
these solitudes. 	In passing over this 

a humble and clean Ina, Chez Bock, 
where the traveller is advised strongly 

ridge, there is one spot where a cleft to stay and pass the night instead of 
in the mountain side can only be encounterinethe dirt and discomfort 
passed upon 	the trees, rocks, and of the filthy Inn of La Val. 	From 
StOhtS, which the peasants have jam- Tignes to Lanslebourg is not a very 
med into it, to form a path, which long day's journey." If, however, the 
thence descending almost to the river traveller intend to cross the Gales° to 
side, continues a short way only, be- the Val d'Orca or the Val de Ford") . 
fore another expansion of the valley in Piedmont he cannot sleep too near 
forms a little well-cultivated plain, 
in which lies the chief village of the 

the glaciers, in order to pass them at 
an early hour. 	La Val should in this 

valley, — case be his resting place. 
Tignes. 	The approach to it, is- To cross the Col d'Iseran the path 

suing from the defile below, is very ascends gradually from tls 	valley, by 
striking. 	The inhabitants are robust a stunted riine forest. 	fhere is a 
and independent, and are great breed- hamlet called Forno,,,further up the 
ere of mules and cattle. 	Directly op- valley on the route to the Crelese, but 
posite to Tignes is, r? valley, where this is avoided, and by the time the 
one may pass by the Col de Large to traveller arrives opposite to it he has 
Entre-deux-Faux. (Route 123.) attained a great elevation. 	The path 

On leaving the plain of Tignes a to the Col requires %guide from La 
steep rugged path leads up the moue- Val, as the course is confused by 
tam 	side, to pass another of those sheep tracks leading to tifferent pas 
ravines, which in this valley so sin- turages, and the true pathrisieguly 
gularly alternate with the little plains. known by bearings : the ascent is easy. 

This, the last, separates the plain of Some crosses mark the loss of life in 
Tignes from that of La Val. 	The these solitudes; 	in one instance by 
forest trees, from their greater cleva- murder, in another a poor soldier was 
tion„are more stunted, the rocks more found dead from cold and exhaus- 
denuded, and the whole passage be- tion. 	Near the summit, the soil pro- 
!amen the two villages is unmatched duces 	myriads 	of flowers, and of 
in apprtnt danger from falling rocks, 
and in savage wildness. 	In the midst, 
a fragile bridge crosses 	the torrent, 
and soon after the traveller finds him- 

great 	variety. 	On 	looking 	back 
upon the ridge of the great chain the 
view is exceedingly grand, but not so 
fine as from the Col d'Iseran, and 

self in the plain of La Val ; where during the descent on the other side. 
barley is raised, and where irrigation Here the traveller looks over a thou- 
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sand peaks, whose black and scathed it will be bettk to proceed down the 
precipices appear to spring out of the valley to  
sea of glaciers which extends from the Lanslebourg, and enjoy the COM+ 
Levanna ( Route 112.) to the Roche fort of an excellent inn there— the 
Melon (Route 127.). Hate' Royal. 	(Route 127.) 

From the col, the course lies down 
the denuded sires to an elevated 
pasturage, which narrows to a valley 

• 
ROUTE 123. 

terminating in a defile above deep MOUTIERS — TARENTAISE TO LANSLE• 

precipices, where a cataract falls across BOURG, BY TIIE COL DE VANOISE. 

the path. 	From this ravine the de- A char may be taken as far as Bo- 
scent is very difficult and-fatiguing zel for this journey, but beyond, it is 
down to the plain below, where the necessary to take a horse or proceed 
pasturages and chalets of St. Bar- on foot. 	It requires two days, and the 
thelemi, belonging to the inhabitants place of rest is Pralorgnan. 
of Bonneval, offer abundant summer The road passes by the salines of 
resources to the herds and flocks of Moutiers (Route 122.),und ascending 
the proprietors. on the right bank of the Doron, reaches 

From these pasturag4 the descent in a quarter of an hour the Rock of Se. 
is steep and wearying. 	The valley lins, situated opposite to the confluence 
of the Arc is seen below, and on the 
left, looking up to-the head of the 

of the valley of Bozel, or the Doron, 
with that of St. Jean Belleville. 	As. 

valley, the glaciers of the Levanna 4.1M. seem to fill it ; across these a irth 
cending the latter, there are two moun. 
min passes, — one leads to St. Jean 

leads in 5 hours to Gros Cavallo in 
the Val 	Form), and thence in ten 

Maurienne, the other to St. Michael, 
both in the valley of the Arc—either 

hours to Lanzo, in Piedmont. an easy day's journey. 
The first village reached in the.val- The Chateau de Salins was anciently 

ley of the Arc is Bonneval : here the the residence of the archbishop of the 
inn is detetable; so, in fact, are all Tarentaise; 	its 	ruins arc 	situated 
in the valley,, until the traveller reach immediately above the salt springs, in 
Lanslebourg, distant four hours down the valley below. 	These are guarded 
the valle*from Bonneval. with great care, to prevent the people 

From La Val to Bonneval, by the of the country stealing any of the 
Col d'Isemn, is a walk of 4 or 5 hours. water and making their own salt. 

After crossing the Arc, the road Satins is conjectured to have been 
descends to Bessans, passing on the the site of the ancient Darentasia. 	Of 
left the valley of Averole, by which 
the Col de Lautaret and the valleys 

the castle of Salins some ruins exist, 
There are records of its importance 

of.011113saanditLanzo on the side of in 1082, when the tyrant Aymeric, 
Piedmont may be reached, — one of of Aigueblanche, 	was defeated 	by 
the wildest passes in the Alps. 	• Humbert II., whose succour 	had 

At 	Bessans the 	Arc 	is 	again been .solicited by the oppressed sub- 
crossed, and a high .ridge is passed 
which divides the commune of Bes- 

jects of Aymeric. Humbert retained, 
at their request, the governmentjn his 

sans from that of Lana le Villiard, a own hands, and established at the 
village about a league above Lansle- town and the Chateau de Salins the tri- 
bourg. 	From Lane le Villiard a path bunals of his new province ;tad do- 
leads mto the great route of the Mont currents bearing date 1358, show that 
Cenis. 	If' the traveller have started these still existed, though it is known 
early, he may reach the posthouse on that the town was destroyed about the 
the mountain on the day of his de- end of the 14th century, by a fall from 
parture from La Val ; if he be late, the mountains on the west. 	This fall 
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of rocks and stones so tiled the valley, 
that the lower town was buried be- 

closed at the head by the mountains 
of Posey, and one of the most beauti- 

neath the mass. 	AU that remained ful, in form, in the Alps, the Chafe- 
were the parts most elevated. 	Subset, 
quent falls destroyed what remained, 
except the castle, and this has been 

Quern& 
At Bezel mules can be hired for 

continuing the journey. 	Above this 
demolished. 	'A few miserable houses, 
rebuilt around the Salines, await a 
similar fate from the threatening ap- 

village the valley ridens, 	and the 
scenery increases in grandeur, except, 
that in passing under the intermediate 

pearance of the rocks above. mountain of Plagny, this conceals the 
The castle, however, remained long Chaffe-Quarre. 

after the destruction of the town in The ascent to the village of Chant. 
the 14th century. 	Books still exist, 
which were printed by Maurice Mer- 

pagny is deep in the valley, and on the 
banks of the Doron, of which the 

million at the chi.teau very soon after broad stony bed marks its wider winter 
the discovery of printing. 	It is sup- 
posed that the first press in Savoy was 

course. On approachitag Champagny, 
the road is distinctly seen which leads 

established there, and that Mermillion up to the mines of Pesey. 	(Route 
was the Caxton of the Tarentaise. 122.) 	It if a good mult.path, and 

Salins lies south of Moutiers. From leads across the col to the valley which 
the-confluence, the road into the val- descends to Landry in the Val Is4re. 
ley of Bozel takes an easterly direc- The lateral 	valleys of the Doron 
tion through scenes which are rich abound with beautiful scenery, and 
in wood and highly cultivated, and mist of them lead to points of view ilt 
where there are many beautiful points the mountains, where some of the 
of view. finest 	Alpine ,scenes 	are presented, 

At the village of Bride or La Per- 
riere, which is reached in an hour 

particularly in the valley of Alines, 
and at the chilets of Chittelet, near 

from Moutiers, 	there are mineral the Col de Forclaz, whence Mont 
springs, and establishments en pension Blanc can be seen, and s,vast extent 
for the invalids who resort to them, of the pears of the great chain. 
--coffee and reading rooms, jeu de bil- At Champagny time road to Pray 
liards, and other resources for the lorgnan lies up that brateh of the 
convalescent. The waters are so much Doron which flows from the south. 
impregnated with sulphuretted by- After passing the village of Villard 
drogen as to he perfectly detestable Goitreaux, thus named from the pre- 
to the taste. 	The temperature of the valence of goitre tynong the lobe- 
water is, according to Dr. Socquet, bitants, the road ascends by a steep 
99 r. path to a narrow valley. 	On the right 

The views are extremely fine, and there is a cataract, forrited hristnejall 
the neighbourhood abounds in beau- of the Doron into the gorge at Bel- 
tiful walks; one of the pleasantest is !entre. 	As the valley widens it has 
by a footpath through the wood, at a the character of park scenery that 
considerable height above the south terminates in the little plain of Fra- 
hm* of the stream, towards Moutiers. lorgnan, which is backed by the gla- 

At Brida the Doron is crossed, 
and a tolerable road leads to Bezel. 

ciers and scathed peaks of the Va-
noise. 

Betweili the two villages, the country The beautiful meadows and calm 
is rich in cultivation: vines and fruit- retirement of the valley of Pralorg- 
trees in the valley, corn-fields, and pas- nan is very strik'ng. 	On entering the 
turages on the belts of the mountains, 
and above, pine forests, surmounted 

village, a narrow lane on 	the left 
leads to the only inn or house of recep- 

by snows and glaciers, the valley being lion .for strangers, where miserable 
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accommodation only can be obtained. by the Col dehargc to Tignes, in the 
The innkeeper is a large proprietor, 
baying betwe'en 200 and 200 cows in 

Val Isere ( Route 122.), is seen below 
the traveller, who finds the descent so 

the mountains. 4atiguing, that the rest, and refresh- 
From 'the inn door the path to the ment, bread, meat, and wine, which 

Vanoise lies directly up on the right, 
and the chalets in the mountains are 
reached in an blur. 	Each step be- 

he must bring with him from Pralorg, 
nan, will here be most welcome. Milk, 
cheese, and butter, perhaps eggs,-  may 

comes more and more dreary, until it be got at the chalets. 
arrive at the bases of the bleak and After an hour's rest, Its refreshing 
streaming glaciers of the Aiguille de to the traveller as to his mule, the 
Is Vanoise. On reaching the, moraines torrent is crossed, but instead of pun- 
it is necessary to climb them on foot, 
and let the mules scramble as they 

suing its course through its deep 
gorge to Termignon, .a path is fol- 

may, or as the guide can assist them. lowed which leads up on the op- 
At the base octhese moraines there is, 
in the winter, a lake formed. 	To its 
basin there is but one entrance: within, 
nothing catt exceed the move solitude 

posite mountain to the Plan de Loup, 
a long pasturage, not so wild or high, 
but about the breadth of the Col de 
Vanoise. 	The scene, looking back 

of the spot, surrounded biblack preci- 
pices and glaciers ; it seems to be ins- 

upon the valley of Entre-deu x-Eaux, 
and the Col de Vanoise, is very sub- 

possible ta get out, except by the way lime, and seems, when thus spread 
one gets in. No trace of a path appears. out before the observer, of a much 
*hider the advice of the guide, how. greater extent than can be imagined 
ever, the glaciers may be climbed and by those who pass them. 
traversed—a most fatiguing and diffi- 
cult task. Having surmounted the dif- 

On the col of the Plan de Loup, 
another small lake is passed, then a 

ficulty, the traveller, after crossing a long and most fatiguing descent corn- 
few patches of snow, enters upon an mences, which leads down to the ham- 
open plain, covered with rich pastur- let of St. Marguerite. 	Soon after the 
ages, but brunded by enormous gla- path enters a pine forest, through 
ciers and inaccessible peaks. 	On the which a miserable road leads down to 
plain of die col, which is now gradual the valley above 	Termignon, into 
to the summit, poles are placed to which there doe some magnificent 
guide travellers when snow conceals peeps. 	There 	is still, however, 	a 
the track. 	The path is long and te- long and fatiguing descent to make 
dious, across these solitudes, from the before that little town can be reached. 
glaciers of the Vitioise to the summit. There is a path which, going from 
Three 	little 	lakes are passed, the the hamlet of St. Marguerite, skirts 
souzposig. strfams which descend, on the Mont Parouffa, behind Lanslc- 
one side to the Doron, and on the bourg, and leads directly to the latter 
other to the Arc. 	On the right, 
enormous glaciers are seen, which ex- 

town, but, though a shorter, it is 
even more fatiguing than the route 

tend to the Roche Chevriffiv, the vast to Termignon, .and one which it is 
mountain which is seen from 	the 
ascent to the Mont Cenis, overhang- 

difficult to pass with a laden mule, 
At Termignon the path from the 

ing Termignon. 	' Vanoise falls into the great route of 
From the coi, the descent towards the Cenis, which in an bout takes 

the chalets of Entre-deux-Eau x is the traveller to Lanslcbourg CRoute 
rapid and difficult. 	The long sterile 
valley above these chalets, which leads 

127.) 

   
  



Route 125. Pont Beauvoisin to 4ix. 	351 
rounding country, its. excessive fer- 

ROUTE 125. tility is its striking feature. 
. 	- PONT BEAUVONLN TO MX BY TOE 

The road over the mountain is  well constructed. 	The summit of 
MONT nu CHAT. 	41 the Mont du Chat rises on the right ; 

The road to the Mont du Chat on the left, steep slopes and pre. 
leaves Pont .Beauvoisin to follow a cipices descend to the base, ending 
course on the right bank of the river in rich pasturages, hit which there are 
Guiers Vif. through the villages of some little lakes or tarns. 	Many 
Belmont and Tramonex to St. Genix, 
a large village near the confluence of 

tourniquets in the road give a gradual 
ascent, and at the end of an hour the 

the Guiers with the Rhone, thence summit is attained. 	The scene, on 
turning abruptly up the latter river, 
it continues on its left bank for about 

looking back towards France, is one 
of the 	most fertile 	the world; .in 

10 miles, through some fine scenery, 
until it reaches 	" 

studded with villages and towns, and 
so extensive, that where the distant 

Yenne, a little town most agreeably mountains of Tarrare do not limit 
situated on a rising ground above the the horizon, it subsides into 	indis- 
Rhone, nearly 	opposite to a fort, 
finely placed on a rock above the 

tinctness. 	Smmeaiately below, 	on 
the same ste, are the rich pasturages 

,Rhyne, 	called 	St. Pierre 	Chatel, 
which, on the French side of the 

of the western slopes of the Mont du 
Chat. 	Beyond these are the valley 

river, defends the passage. of the Rhone, and the hillsTud plains 
Yonne existed in the time of the which extend to the Ain. 	41111 

Romans, under the name of Ejanna, 
and, according to some authorities, 

'On .the summit of the pass there 
is a level, about 200 yards across. 

Epaona. 	It lies in the ancient route The road passes on the southern side 
from France to Italy, by the Mont of a large mass of rock which is upon 
du Chat, which was much used before it. The summit of the pass is covered 
the opening of ,the Grotto near les with stones,rocks, and brushwood. 
E'chelles. 	The whole 	neighbour- A temple* formerly stdtd here, of 
hood 	is 	very rich 	in 	cultivation. which the foundations may be traced, 
Corn, wine, and fruit-trees abound. and many of the stoles around, made 
The white wines naffed Markel, and part of the building. 	The stones 
Altesse, grown at Lucy, on the banks have been well cut, and the cornices 
of the Rhone, a little north of Yenne, 
owe their excellence to plants which 

of many are yet tolerably perfect. An 
inscription was found here by Dr. 

were brought here from Cyprus, by Cramer, which hastiven rise to the 
a duke of Savoy, or the lords of his idea that the temple was dedicated to 
court. Mercury. 	" We have•said4';.4 bob- 

From Yenne, a road, which is not serves, " that 	the temple 	on 	the 
in a very praiseworthy condition in summit of the Mont du Chat was re- 
the plain, though it is the route of a 
daily diligence from Lyons to Aix le 

ported to be dedicated to Mercury, 
but the inscription itself hardly bears 

Rains, 	leads directly 	towards 	the out this 	opinion. 	M. Albanis 	de 
Mott du Chat, by Chevalu, distant Beaumont, in his description of the 
four miles from Yenne. 	This village Alpes Grecques, calls this mountain 
is Sittleted at the foot of the moun- the .Mons Thuates, but without giving 
rain. 	The extreme richness of the his authority. 	Now, 	Thcut 	and 
country cannot fail to draw the at- Thait, in Armoric, are the names of 
tention of the traveller, and when, 
beyond Chavelu, the road ascends 

the deity who presided over highways, 
and who was much worshipped by 

and rises high enough above the sur- the Qauls ; hence Caesar says, that 

   
  



352 	Route 126. Pont Beauvoisin to Chamberry. 
the 	people 	principally 	worshipped of the Mont dbAzi, and the Dent de 
Mercury, who bad the same office Nivolet; far beyondare seen the moun- 
among the 'Roman deities. 	The tains which bound the Val Isere, and 
name, therefore, of Mons Thuates, 
would argue a passage here of very 

tie snowy summits of those which ex-
tend to the Dauphiny Alps. 

high antiquity, and the temple, if The descent is peculiarly exciting. 
really dedicated to Mercury, would 
tend strongly tolthe confirmation of 

The road is safely and, finely made, 
which winds down the steep side of 

this opinion." — Dissertation on Me the mountain, but in many places 
Passage of Hannibal the parapet is seen to cut abruptly 

It has been satisfactorily shown by against the deep blue lake, and sug 
De Luc, and by Wickham and Cra- gests the idea of its being thousands 
mer, that the army under Hannibal of feet, a plomb, below. 
here encountered its first difficulties 
in passing the Alps. 	After having 

On reaching the base, however, 
there are fields, rich woods, and vil- 

ascended the 1411one as far as Vienne, 
lie led his army across the country of 

loges on the steep slopes which 'rise 
from the lake, but this extends only 

the 	A llobroges, 	by 	Bourgoin, 	les to 	Bordeau, 	beyond 	this 	village 
Abrets, add Aouste (Attiusta Alio- there is no path by the lake: 	its 
brogum), now a village on the left shores are too abrupt, at least as far 
bank of the Guiers, nearly opposite as 	Hautecombe. 	If the 	traveller 
to Yenne,thence, by Chevalu (Levis.. • would go direct to Aix, a path on 
cum), across the Mont Du Chat to the left leads to the village of Bor- 
eltamberry (Lenimcum). dean, where a boat can be hired to 

The form and character of ale cross the lake to the opposite shore, 
Mont du Clint agrees entirely with and a walk of twenty minutes leads to 
the account, by Polybius, of those Aix, and the comfortable pension of 
events which could only in such a Maison Vernat. 
peculiar locality occur, but the in-, 
quiry cannot be condensed into the 

The directroad continued to Charn-
berry from the Mont du Chat, passes 

space that Add be afforded here. 	It through Bourget, where the plain of 
has been clearlyshown by the above Chamberry commences ; this is tra- 
authors, 	the army passed the versed for about seven miles to the 

jt
at 

Mont du 	 hat to Chamberry, thence city from Bouitet through the vil- 
to Montmeillan, and up the Val Isilre !ages of Mode and Bissy, and amidst 
to Conflans, Pdoutiersi-and St. Mau- a luxuriance of vegetation which can- 
rice, and passed into Italy by the Lit- not be imagined. 
tie St. Bernard. • 4 II 

From the summit of the Mont du . as 
ChO felt above the level of the ROUTE 1.26. 
sea, the view on the eastern side is I 

one of surpassing beauty. 	It appears PONT BEAU VOISIN TO CUA BIBERRY, BY 
 

to overhang the lake of Bourget, into MG UBBELLETTE. 
 

whose deep blue waters it seems only About a mile and a half from Pont 
a leap. 	Beyond is the rich valley of Beauvoisin the 	high 	road to Les 
Cliamberry, extending from Albens Echelles is left: and at the visage 
to the Mont Granier ; the town of of Domessin a narrow road turns off 
Aix seems to be at your feet across to the left, and leads over a lir hill 
the lake: 	on the right, the city of well wooded, and thence through a 
Chamberry lies like.a model ; hun- remarkably rich plain, that extends 
dreds of hamlets and villages speckle to those limestone precipices which 
the beautiful valley, which is bounded are a continuation of the ridge of 
in the opposite side by the rich slopes rocks that make 	so formidable 4 
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barrier at les Echellesi Avoiding the its foundation is unknown, and it is 
principal road to La Bridoire, and therefore attributed to the Romans : 
crossing the plain direct from near it is recorded to have been repaired, 
Font Beauvoisin, the path abruptly in the 11th century. 	It was burnt 
approaches these precipices. 	Closr and demolished by one of the dauphins 
to their bases a zigzag path, very of Vienne, in the 15th century. 
steep, leads up,the talus formed during 
many ages by the debris; in some 

Aiguebellette is a poor little village, 
in a most beautiful aituation ; it has 

places, however, the path is so narrow, 
that the wall of the precipice can be 

a miserable little inn, which cannot 
furnish even decent wine and refresh.. 

touched by one hand, whilst the other ment in a country so abundant—not 
overhangs the steep and dangerous even fish from the lake : 	these are 
descents below : in some places two taken and sent to distant markets. 
Persons cannot pass each other. 	A The government claims a beggarly 
little time is gained,by this short cut, 
and there is some chance of adventure, 
and the situations are striking, but it 

tax upon the right to fish of about 
la a year ; the lake is celebrated for 
the 'excellence and alnindance of its 

is scarcely worth the fatigue. It leads carp, trout, and other fish. 	The lake 
to the same hamlet, Bridoire, which is about 3 mikes long, and ewo wide; 
is highly picturesque in its situation, 
its 	cottages, 	and 	its 	water-mills. 

its depth %lilies, but it is generally 
about 150 feet deep. 	Around the,  

From this place the road ascends, 
crosses a ridge, and enters upon the 

lake are fields and meadows, but most 
of the slopes of the suirounding 

basin of the lake of Aiguebellette, a mountains are wooded. 	Oats, barlept. 
rich open valley, finely wooded; and, 
where a view of the lake is obtained; 

potatoes, Indian corn, and flax, are 
grown in the spots cultivated. 

-the whole scene is beautiful. It is curious that a tradition exists. 
The road 	undulates amidst the here that Hannibal passed with a part 

magnificent 	walnut 	trees 	which of the Carthaginian army by Aigue- 
abound here, and pates through the bellette ; 	and the inhabitants also 
village of Lepin, offering some very speak 	of a 	distinguishell stranger 
fine 	views. 	There 	is 	a 	singular who lived long in retirement in this 
character of tranquillity and retire- beautiful solitude, andleft many proofs 
ment in the spot : theeseenery resem- of his benevolence, but dies without 
bles that of the most beautiful of our leaving a name. 
Cumberland lakes ;, but the visit of a 
traveller is so. rare an occurrence, 
that instead of a crowd of visitors, 
and a season for visiting, a year may 

On proceeding from Aiguebellette, 
the path skirts the churchyard, and. 
enters a line of meadows beneath 
magnificent walnut trees. Soon, how- 

pass away without any other stranger ever, it begins to ascend ehe mein 
being seen than 	a 	little negociant side, and rises over the intervening 
making a shorter cut to Chamberry 
than 	by 	the 	great 	road 	to 	Les 

trees, presenting views of the lake, 
the villages around it, and the distant 

tebel les. hills which slope down and border the 
A ridge divides the village of Lepin Rhone. The road now becomes very 

fronethat of Aiguebellette; at the steep, ascending in zigzags, sometimes 
extremity of the ridge on the left, 
overhawing the lake, is a chateau, in 

sunk in the crues of the mountain, at 
others rounding the projections, and. 

a most romanticand beautiful situ- increasing, as the observer rises above 
ation ; the road on the other side of the lake, the beauty with the extent 
the ridge descends to Aiguebellette, 
and passes the ruins of the castle of 

of the view. 	AC length, after a very 
fatiguing ascent for 	an 	hour, the- 

as barons: 	it is of high antiquity; summit is attained, and a glorious 

   
  



854 	Route 127. — Pont de Beauvoisin to Turin. 
view is presented over the basin of The road atepresent used from the 
Chamberry, similar to that which is summit of the Col d'Aiguebellette to 
seen from tit Mont du Chat; but, 
though not so elevated, it is, perhaps, 
superior; the idea of a fall into the 

Chamberry is the best, though only Iracticable for pedestrians or cattle i 
It might. easily be rendered fit for 

lake of Bourget does not, as there, 
snake the traveller shrink from the 

the passage of chars; but, as there is 
little intercourse across it, there is 

parapet. 	Instead of looking down no sufficient motive for its improve; 
into the lake, it is seen, at its nearest ment 
point, about eight miles off, resting The first village reached after an 
at the base of the steep Mont du hour's descent is Vimine, ingeniously 
Chat; 	and opposite to it are the conjectured by Beaumont to be de.+ 
houses of Aix. 	 .... rived from 	Via Minima, because it 

Chamberry seems, from the Aigue- lay on the shortest route from Le- 
bellette, to be just below the observer ; mincum (Chamberry) to Vienna, Al- 
and, in the load to it from Les lobrogum (Vienne, on the Rhone). 
Echelles, which may be seen, the cas- In going to or from Chamberry by 
cade of Couz is distinctly observed; this route, 	instead of that by Les 
its bright white line foaming a very Echelles, 	the pedestrian 	will gain.  
small speck amidst the•extent and two hours; the whole distance from 
scale of the surrounding objects. The Pont 	Beauvoisin 	requiring 	about 
valley, %go, between the 	Dent 	de eight hours. 
llivolet and the Mont Granier is From the village of Vimine to the 
Amore opened, and the richly-wooded 
and cultivated scene more extendtd : 

hamlet of Cognin is a short hour's,  
walk over a bad road, but through 

few such glorious views are presented beautiful scenes: 	thence, in half an 
as that , offered to the eye 	of • the hour, the traveller will teach Chain- 
traveller from the mountain of Aigue- 
bellette. 

berry. 

The descent from the summit of 
the col mar be made by taro routes : 

ROUTE 127. 

that on the right seems to have been FONT DE BEAUVOIsIN TO TURIN, BY LES 

the old gonna road, but it is now ECHELLES, CHAIHRERRY, AND THE 

impracticable for horses. 	There are PASS OF THE 410NT CENIS. 

traces of its having been a well-con- 881, 	Postes about 	180 English 
strutted road, in the remains of high miles.  
and very thick dry walls, which sup- Diligences go three times a week. 
ported, towards the plain, its terraces. Pont Beauvoisin ( Inn : la Poste, 
Albanis de Beaumont says that, after dirty), is the last village in France; 
balfos‘jioulos descent by this road, 
there are many atone.coffins found at 

it lies on the bank of the Guiers Vif; 
here crossed by a bridge, at one end of 

the foot of the lateral rocks, with which are stationed French, and at 
slabs which formerly covered them, 
upon which some characters are seen, 
though they are too much effaced to 

the other Sardinian, custom-house of-
ficers, ready to scrutinise the passports 
and the baggage of travellers arriving 

be read : blocks, too, of cut stone are from either side. 	 . • 
found, and he conjectures that they 
are the ruins of a chapel dedicated to 
St. Michael, which was attached to 

After passing for a mile or two 
to across the plain, the road 

whit ascend, to a height from whit a fine 
an hospital that exitted here in the view is attained over the fertile fields 
9th 	century, end, probably, under of France, and then, bending round 
some other denomination, even in the the shoulder of the hill, .enters the 
time of the Romans. 	• grand gorge of La Chaille. 	The 

   
  



Route 127. — Les Echelles. 	 855 
highway is here !blued either by directly 	across it ; 	and froth Les 
blasting a passage through the solid Echelles the eye in rain seeks at first 
rock, or by supporting it upon ter- for the means of exit. •At length a 
races of solid masonry along the edge little hole, like the entrance toa bee- 
of the abyss. 	On the opposite side hive, may be discerned in the face of 
rises a bare escarpment. of limestone, 
forming cliffs several hundred feet 

the precipices halfway up, towards 
which the road winds. 	On a nearer 

high ; and in the depths of the gorge approach, this is diAovered to be the 
below rushes the white foaming river. mouth of a tunnel of large dimen. 
The spot has been described by Rims. sions, pierced directly through the 
seau in 	a 	passage which deserves mountain. 	It is 25 feet high and 
quotation : — wide, and nearly 1000 long, excavated 

" Non loin d'une montagne couple, 
qu'on appelle le pas des Echelles, au- 
dessous du grand chernin Mille dans le 

in the limestone rock. 	This noble 
work was commenced by Napoleon, 
and finished by the king of Sardinia in 

roc, et a l'endroit appele 	Chailles, 
court et bouillonne dans des gouffres 
affreux une petite riviere qui parait 

1817. 	There exist trio older roads; 
the most ancient of these, however, 
by no means deserved that name—it 

avoir mis a les creuser des milliers de was a mere.path, of the most rugged 
si4cles: on a horde fe chemin d'un and difficult kind, partly conducted 
parapet pour prevenir lervrralheurs ; through a cavern by means of ladders 
eela fasait que je pouvais regarder le placed one above the otlar. 	This 
fond et gagner des vertiges tout a was called the Chemin de la Grotte„ 
Mon aise. 	Bien appuye sur le pare- or Les Echelles, from which the neighs 
pet, j'avancais le nez et Jo restais Id des botiring village derived its name. The 
heures entieres, entrevoyant de temps difficulty of the passage was increased 
en temps cette ecume et cette eau 
bleue, dont j'entendais les mugisse- 

at times by the mountain torrent, 
which, when swollen, took its course 

ments I travers les cris des corbeaux through the cavern. 	It was utterly 
et des oiseaux de proie qui volaient impassable for beasts, travellers were 
de ruche en roche et de broussailles sometimes•carried throtikh it seated 
en broussailes, a cent toises au.dessous upon an arm chairuattached to the 
de moi. Dans les endroits oh la pente 
emit asses unie et les Illroussailles asses 

backs of stout 	Savoyard peasants, 
who performed the service of beasts of 

elaires pour laisser passer des cailloux, burden, as the South American In- 
Yen allais chercher d'aussi gros que je diens do at the present day, on some 
pouvais les porter ; je les rassemblais of the passes of the Andes. 
sur le parapet en piles, puis, les Ian. The approach to the old road from 
cant l'un apres l'autre, je the delectais the side of France was by a deep 
a les voir rouler, bondir, et voter en fissure low down in thecorser 14, the 
Mille &lets avant que d'atteindre le valley, on the right 	hand 	of the 
fond du precipice." Gallery. 

2 Les Echelles. 	A village also An improved road was made in 
situated on the Guiers, which here 1670, by Duke Charles Emanuel II. 
descrds from the mountains of the of Savoy, at considerable cost, by re- 
Grand Chartrcux, to which a road moving vast masses of rock, so as to 
leads from Les E'ehelles. 	The very render it passable for carriages. 	Na- 
intere4ng excursion thither is de. poleon, however, with his usual ori. 
scribed 	in 	the 	" Ilwansoor rot ginality and penetration, struck out a 
FR A tiCE. " new line, and llioldly pierced through 

The valley beyond this village is the mountain, forming aearriage-way•  
a complete cul-de-sac — a wall of along 	which 	two 	diligences fully 
limestone 	800 feet 	high 	stretches loaded. may pass abreast. 	On issuing 

   
  



356 	Route 12 7 . — Chamberry — Les Channettes. 

out of the Gallery, the old road is ings at preset are the Three Bar- 
seen on the right. 	By tracing it racks. 
downwards about half a mile, the There is a Public Library contain." 
traveller may approach the old roads i,pg 16,000 volumes, an incipient mu-1 
on the side of Savoy ; the most ancient reum, and a few pictures, none of 
is now blocked up and impassable. A them calculated to afford the stranger 
pompous inscription, written by the much gratification; 	there is also a 
Abbe St. Real, commemorating the Theatre. 
enterprise of Charles Emanuel in The Royal College is platted under 
forming his road,— which, though the control of the Jesuits, who fill the 
steep and narrow, and very incon- offices of teachers 	in 	the 	various 
venient, was a'grand undertaking for branches of learning and science. 
the period, — may still be seen on the St. WA, author of the " Conjura- 
face of the rock. 	 — tion Contre Venise," was born at 

Our route is now carried through a Chamberry, 1639 ; and the Comte 
rocky and narrow ravine, which gra- Xavier le Maistre, author of the "Le- 
dually expand; into a pretty valley. preux d'Aoste," is also a native. This 

li St. Thibeaud de Coux. town 	boasts among her citizens a 
Not farefrom this a jittle water: counterpart of the Man of Ross in 

fall descends from the sill' on the General 	de Boigne, who, having 
right, described by Rousseau, in his made an immense fortune in the East 
usual strain 'of exaggeration, as " La Indies in the service of the Ra- 
plus bellenue je vis de ma vie," jah of Scindia, bestowed the greater 
...Another contracted ravine must be portion 	of it, 	to 	the 	amount of 
passed to reach 	 • 3,4 I 7,850 fr., in benefiting his native 

I i Chamberry (Italian Ciamberi). place. 	He founded two hospitals, 
Inns : La Poste, one of the best inns and set on foot many improvements. 
in Savoy, and moderate. 	Le Petit A. new street has been named after 
Paris, good. him, and a monument, consisting of 

Chamberry, the capital of Savoy, 
is an archbfkitop's see, and contains 

a fountain ornamented with figures 
of elephants, has recently been erected 

about 10,000 inhabitants, and is situ- to his memory. 	He died 1830. • 
ated within a cirtle of mountains. Chamberry is, on the whole, a dull 

Several°  towers and 	other frag- town, with little to interest the tra- 
ments exist of the ancient 	Castle of yeller : 	it is celebrated for a peculiar 
the Dukes of Savoy. The Gothic chapel manufacture of silk gauzes. 
built within its enclosure (.1415) sur- About 20 minutes' walk to the 
vived the conflagPation of 1798: it is 
passed on the left-hand as you enter 

south of the town is Les Channettes, 
the residence of Rousseau and of his 

the lawn from Lyons. 	That valu- friend Madame de Warrens. 	There 
able relic the Santo Sudario (holy is nothing in the place at present 
napkin), now at Turin, was for a worth notice independently of its con- 
long time deposited in it. 	Francis I. nection with J. Jaques: the house 
of France made a pilgrimage on foot has the appearance of a poor farm. 
from Lyons to see it : another of these house, and Rousseau's room was. the 
holy napkins is kept in St. Peter's at one over the entrance. 
Rome, and shown to the populace on Those who have time on their 
all great displays of the relics. hands, and desire an agreealte two 

Before 	the 	French 	revolution, 
there were ,20 convots in Chain- 
berry : there are stiff seven, four of 
winds are nunneries. 

hours' walk, may visit the ravine called 
Le Bout du ,Monde. 	The road to it 

• The life and adventures of General De 
Roigne arc admirably told in " A (tide on' 

Among the most conspicuous Wild- Horseback to norence, by a Lady," 1841. 

   
  



BoutE 127. — Montmeillan— Mont Cenit. 	'357 
turns out of that to Tfirin at the end 
of the Faubourg de Montmeillan, 
follows the left bank of the Leysse 
by the side of the great dyke, as fa. 

bank of the river, a few milei down, 
stand the ruins of the Claiteau Bayard, 
the cradle of the illustrious knight, 
4. sans pour et sans reproche." 

ns the village of Leysse, where it 2 	Montmeillan. 	( Inn, H. deg 
crosses the stream, and, passing on Voyageurs). 	This little town stands 
the right the* picturesque castle of on the right bank of the Isere, at the 
Chaffardon, enters the gorge of the junction of four roads: that of the 
•Doriat, which is closed in on all sides Mont Cenis, issuing out of the valley 
by high cliffs, forming the base of the of the Maurienne; 	that from the 
Dent de Nivolet, and has no outlet. Tarentaise and Little 	St. Bernard 
Behind a paper mill, built by one of (Route 122.) ; that from Grenoble 
the Montgolfiers, the stream falls in down the fertile and beautiful valley 
a pretty cascade over the frail of rock of Gresivaudan ; and that from Chem- 
here formed of remarkably regular berry. 	The castle of Montmeillan 
and thin horizontal strata, through was long the bulwark of Savoy against 
some of which the water forcing its France. Henry IV., while besieging 
way forms 	singular supplementary it in 1600, was nearly killed by a 
jets at a distance from the main fall, cannon shqr from its walls, which 
A pleasant excursion of a day or two covered him with dirt, and made the 
may be made from this spot to the king cross himself devoutly; 	upon 
baths of Aix,. and the Lac de Bourget which Sully remarked, that he wag 
(Route 120.) happy to see that his Majesty was so 

In the course of the next stage we 
pass,on the left, the castle of Bade, 

farther on, close to the road, that 
of Chignin, links of a line of forts 

good a Catholic. 	It was bravely en 
sktifully defended for thirteen mouths!mouths!

and against Louis XIII. by Count Geof- 
frey Bens de Cavour. 	The works 

extending through the country, on were finally 	demolished by 	Louis 
whose towers watch-fires were lighted XIV., who took the place in 1705. 
to alarm the inhabitants in time of A few scanty fragments ctf waft, partly 
war, in case of foreign inroads. 	For 
these rude means in the middle ages, 
telegraphs have been substituted. Up 

overgrown.  with briars and nettles, 
crowning the rock alkove the town, aro 
the only remains of the former bul- 

the valleys of the AA and Isere, the wark of Savoy, and the key of its Alps. 
chain of old castles continues almost A good white wine is grown near 
Without an interruption. The moun- Montmeillan. 
tamp seen on the right is the Mont The bridge over the Isere, crossed 
Grenier, 5700 feet high. 	The side in 	proceeding towards ,the Mont 
facing Chamberry is a perpendicular 
escarpment, produced by an immense 

Cenis, commands, in clear weather, 
a fine view of Mont glanar  which is 

Mass of the mountain having broken seen from 	ho other point in our 
off in 	1248: 	it overwhelmed the route. 	The road then pursues a 
-country at its base with ruin, and course towards the Are ; then, taking 
buried sixteen villages. 	The marks that river for its guide, enters the 
of this catastrophe arc still visible in valley of the Maurienne, which ex- 
the series of hillocks, now covered tends up to the Mont Cenis. 
With vy)eyarils, called Les Abymes li Maltaverne. 
de MAns. The Mont Grenier stands i i Aiguebelle. 	(Inn: Poste, irn- 
in the angle between the valley of proved.) 	The country hereabouts is 
Charnberry and that of Gresivtiudan, 
which leads to Grenoble : it is tra- 

dreary and unl.ealthy from marshes 
which produce malaria and its copse. 

versed by the Isere. 	On the left quences, goitre (§ 19.). 	The Castle 
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above the town, called La Charbon- which debouctes near the 20th Re. 
niere, was the birth-place of several fuge. 	 . 
counts of &why. Between Lanslebourg and 	Susa 

2i La Grande Maison. 	The best &Jere are twenty-three houses of Re:- 
inn on the road except Chamberry. fuge planted at intervals by the road 
— L. S. o. side, occupied by cantonniers, whose 

2 	St. Jean 	Itfaurienne. 	(Inn: duty it is to take care of the road and 
Hotel de l'Eunte, tolerably good.) assist travellers. 	Each house is num- 
The chief town in the valley contains bered, 	beginning from 	the 	Pied- 
nothing remarkable. inontese side of the mountain. 	Near 

The vineyards Of St. Julien, grown No. 22. avalanches sometimes fall : 
on the debris and gravel-beds brought the dangerous spot may be passed in 
down by the Arc, produce a wine of three or four minutes. 	No. 20. is 
some repute. called La Ramasse. 	Hero sledges 

2 St. 	Michel. 	Inn: 	Hotel de are kept; and in winter, when deep 
Londres, good. snow covers the inequalities on the 

2i 	Modane (Inn : 	Leon d'Or, 
middling.) The last scene of Sterne's 

sides of the mountains, travellers may 
descend in one of them to Lansle- 

4,  Sentimeiltal Journey " 	laid here. bourg in ten minutes! 	The sledge is 
The scenery. of the valley now be- guided by a peasant, who places him- 

comes interesting. 	The road ascends self in front; and, from the experi- 
high allow the Arc, and the gorge, in ence gained in collecting (ramasser) 
whose depths it flows, serves as a 
fROural and tremendous fosse to the 

and transporting wood in this manner, 
they are so skilful, that there is little 

fort Lesseillon, built on the oppollte risk in this extraordinary mode of 
height, and commanding, with its • travelling. 	The perpendicular de- 
many-mouthed batteries, rising tier scent' is 600 metres—nearly 2000 
above tier, the passage to Italy. 	A feet. 
light bridge, spanning the black gorge • The 17th Refuge is the barrier of 
which sepasigtes the fort from the Savoy': here a toll of 5 francs per 
road, is a striking object : It is called horse is levied, and goes to keep the 
the Pont du Diaple. • road in repair. 	Soon after the point 

11 Verney. 	Near 	this, 	Horace culminant of the pass is reached, 6780 
Walpole lost his lap-dog, which was feet above the tea level; thence the 
carried off by a wolf pouncing down road descends to the plain of Mont 
upon it from the forest. 	. Cenis; and a person may arrive at 

At Termigno 	the path from the the postliouse from Lanslebourg, on 
Col de Vanoise (Route 123.) joins foot, in 2 hours and 20 minutes, and 
our road. may descend by the same road in 

2 Lan4jebok. 	Inn : Hotel Royal, 
good, but dear. 	This village lies at 

little more than an hour and half. 
The road passes near the margin of a 

the foot of the Mont Cenis. 	After considerable lake, which is generally 
passing a large 	barrack, the 	road frozen during six months of the year : 
crosses the Arc, and bidding adieu to it is famed for its delicious trout : the 
that 	stream, begins to ascend the fishery belongs to the monks 04 the 
mountain by easy and well-constructed Hospice. 
zigzags. 	Extra horses are necessary 3 Posthouse of the Moil Cenie 
to reach the summit; and it takes (Monte Cenisio), and the (Wd Post 
about :ghoul's for a carriage to mount house, tolerable inns, where travellers 
from Lanslebourg toahe posthouse of may regale on the excellent trout of 
the p Mont 	Cenis. 	It is possible to the lake, and sometimes on ptarmi- 
walk up in a shorter time, avoiding 
the zigzag and following the old toad, 

gan, for which they will, however, 
pay handsomely. 	This magnificent 
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road, another monumeet of the genius its top a view may be obtained of a 
of the imperial road-maker, Napo- part of the plains of Italy. 	These 
leon, was commenced by his orders are not visible from any part of the 
in 1803, and finished in 1810, at a% Mont Cenis road above 	Molaret. 
expense of 300,0001. 	The engineer The new road no longer 	passes 
was the Chevalier Fabbroni. 	It is through Ferriere and Novalese, but 
one of the safest roads over the Alps, 
and the most practicable in winter 

proceeds directly to 
S Molaret, the first Piedmontese 

time. village, near which there is a small 
About half a mile beyond the Post, 

is the Hospice, originally founded by 
inn. 	A new gallery has been cut in 
the rock between this and 

Charlemagne, who crossed the Mont 2 Susa. 	Inn : La Posta, dirty and 
Cenis with an army in the 9th cen- dear,1841. This little town of '1000 in- 
tury. 	The existing edifice, built by habitants, planted at the 	point of 
Napoleon, is now occupied, half by a junction of the roads over the Mont 
corps of carbineers who exatnine the Genevre.( Route 130.) and the Mont 
passports of all travellers crossing the Cenis, is chiefly remarkable on ac- 
mountain ; the other half by monks count of its antiquity, having been 
of the Benedictine order, who exer- founded by sa Roman colony in the 
cise 	gratuitous 	hospitality towards reign of Agustus, under the name 
poor travellers. 	The house contains of Segusio. 	The only thing worth 
two or three— neat bed-rooms for notice is the Arch of Triumph, of the 
guests of the higher class. Corinthian order, erected clout eight 

At Grande Croix, an inn at the years a.c., in honour of Augustan.: 
lower extremity of the plain, is a it !s outside the town, in the gover. 
group of taverns occupied by carters nor's garden. 	Susa and the rest of 
and muleteers ; there the descent be- the route to Turin are 	in ,described 
gins. 	The road, as originally con- the HANDBOOK FOR TRAVELLERS 17K 
strutted, skirted along the sides of NORTH ITALY. 
the mountain; but owing to its fear- ii Bruzzolo. 
ful exposure to avalanches, this por- i Sant •Ambrogio. 	• 
tion of it has been abandoned, and a li Rivoli. 
new line, supported on a lofty cause- 21 (including i e post of favour) 
way, and reached by grinding tourni- TeamN. 	The HUtel Feller has the 
quets, descends directly through the deserved reputation of, being one of the 
midst of the 	plain of St. Nicolas, 
quite out of the reach of avalanches, 
except between the 3d and 4th Re. 

best hotels in the world. 	The Hotel 
de ]'Europe, chew Mottura, and the 
Pension Suisse, are.also excellent hq- 

fuges, where they still sometimes fall tels. 
in spring. 	A gallery cut in the rock For Timm, see the Pialzomoa FOx 
where the old road passed, is now NORTHERN ITALY. 
abandoned : it exhibits a most sin- 
gular scene of confusion, the roof 

The paqsage of the Mont Cenis, 
on the whole, is perhaps one of the 

having partly fallen in. least interesting of the great passes of 
T.he harrier of Piedmont stands in the the Alps, though the most frequented; 

midst of the little plain of St. Nicolas. there 	are, however, some 	striking 
.On issaing from this plain, a mogul- points of view; looking back upon 
Scent mountain on the left is seen — Lanslebourg from the ascent on the 
the Rochemelon : on its summit is side of Savoy, and on the descent into 
the chapel of NOtre Dame des Neiges, 
formerly visited by pilgrims, but of 

Piedmont, the-vast mountain of the 
Rochemelon on the opposite side of 

late abandoned on account of the risk the valley of Novalese, and the views 
and difficulty of the ascent. 	From of the Combo of Susa and plains of 
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Piedmont seen on the approach to bility seems aemiraele, is the stitiod 
Susa are very fine. 	The ascent on used in the triangulation and measure 
the Italian side is long and tedious, 
requiring 5 or 6 hours. 	There are 

of an arc of the meridian across the 
great chain. 	The entire crest of the 

some 	interesting 	excursions to be Ambin is covered with glaciers, and 
made in the mountains which sur- every crue is traced by a white bed 
round the plain of the Mont Cenis, 
and a day or twIl may be spent there 

of snow that rests within it. 	At the 
lower extremity of the valley of Bra- 

agreeably ; there is an excellent guide, mante the mountains of the Vanoise 
Etienne Mastrallet, to be obtained close the view. 
upon application to the Hospice on To ascend this valley it is neces- 
the Cenis. sary to mount from the col of the 

Little Mont Cenis directly up some 
ROUTE 1284- rocks, and continue for a short time 

MONT CENIS TO SESA, EY THE LITTLE on that side of the mountain ; the 
MONT CENIS AND THE 	COL 	DE paarafterwards descends among vast 
CLAIREE. rocks which strew this sterile-looking 

valley ; and, after leaving on the right 
(Ten or twelve Iipurs.) the turn in the ravine below, which 

Those who would make an excur- forms the Combo d'Ambino  through 
sion by the Little Mont Cenis, a sin- which a stream, like a thread of silver 
gularly 4c1 route, instead of quietly flows, the path ascends up a rugged 
descending by the high road from the and broken course until it reaches the 
Men t Cenis to Susa, may accomplish chfilets of Savines. 	Here there is a 
it easily in twelve hours. 	• rich little spot of meadow land, and a 

The posthouse of the Mont Cenis-  scanty herbage on the slopes of the 
( Route 127.) is left by a path which valley. 	On the left, a rugged path 
descends directly to the lake, then leads across from the posthouse on 
skirting its upper border and across the Cenis by some little lakes in the 
the meadowf, it soon ascends rapidly 
towards the pasturages which lead to 

mountains of Bard, to this valley, 
above the chalets of Savines: it is 

the chillets of ths Little Mont Cenis, rather shorter, but more fatiguing. 
'which aredistant from the posthouse Wolves are so common in the forest 
two 	hours. 	The 	mountain 	slopes 
around the plain of the Mont .Cenis 

of Bramante, 1Swer down the Valley, 
that the dogs kept at the chalets of 

offer some of the richest pasturages in Savines are of great power, having 
the Alps ; thoseitwhich lead to the their necks armed with spiked collars. 
Little Mont Cetus are of great ex- The wolves here are probably the 
tent. .successors of those ravenous rascals 

A very Litt 	way beyond the eh& that gobbled up Walpole's poor little 
lets of the Little Mont Cenis, the col dog Toby, as his master passed with 
is attained, and the valley which dc- the poet Gray at the foot of this forest 
scends to Bramante in the valley of on his way into Italy. 	The herds- 
the Arc, and which lies at right angles.  
frith the path across the col, is seen 

man, who always has his rifle ready, 
is prepared, when he hears the alarm 

through a great part of its length. from his dogs, to go and, destroy the 
On the opposite side of this valley marauder. 
rises the peak of the Grand Vallon ; Having ascended above tAlk mea- 
and a little on the left, from a deep dows of Savines, the path rises amidst 
turn in the valley below, called the rocks and stones, and at length reaches 
Combo d'Ambin, rises one of the a little lake in an elevated plain, in 
finest peaks in the Alps, the Mont which all seems desolate, solitary, and 
d'Ambin : on it, though its aceessi- sterile. 	The black precipices of the 
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mountain of Bard on iite left band, 
and those of the Mont d'Ambin on 

seems to boil as in a caldron; when 
the clouds from it rise high enough 

the right, bound 	 ts sides ; from the to catch the current of air, they dis- 
Ambin 	enormous 	glaciers 	sweep. perse. 
down to the lake, and small cataracts, 
from the melting of the ice on either 
side, mark theiocourses by light lines 

Beyond this valley, the "mountain 
above Chaumont, in the Val d'Exilles, 
bounds the view; but, turning to- 

of foam that steam down the preci- wards the left, the Ctkribe of Susa is 
pices, and make their dark masses 
still blacker. 	Amidst this apparent 

seen over the intervening mountains, 
even to its termination in the plains 

sterility thousands of gentianellas, ra- of Piedmont, stretching away to the 
nunculusglacialis, violets of the richest horizon far beyond the hill of the 
fragrance, and a hundred.other Alpine Superga. 
flowers, grow and bloom unseen, in On the right, are the precipices 
every swampy spot, and between the which must be climbed, though they 
stones with which the plain and col seem to be utterly impsacticable, by 
are covered. those who would go from the Col de 

This lake is filled by the melting". Clair& to the Col de Touilles. 
of the glaciers of the Mont d'Ambiu. So abruptite the edges Of the pre- 
It is called the Lao Blanc, or Lac de cipices that divide the lower valley 
Savines : it is about a mile long. 	At from 	this 	pasturage, 	that 	descent 
its upper extremity is a low ridge, 
certainly not a hundred feet above the 

seems hopeless.. " We staid," says 
one who has travelled much in these 

level (fettle lake; this is-a crest of the unfrequented passes of the Alps, " mr. 
great chain, the Col de Clair& : across 
it two paths lie : that on the right by 

the °brink 	of enormous precipices, 
their outlines at our feet cut abruptly 

a wild and difficult course, leads over 
the Col de Touilles, to Salabertrand 

against 	the 	clouds, 	into 	which, 
through occasional openings made by 

in the Val d'Exilles. the wind, we could see the black, deep, 
The route to Susa lies on the left ; and shadowed valley. 	'Dye scene was 

by it the .descent from the Col de most impretsive. 	Our guide 	was 
Clair& is down a steep and rocky puzzled for a short tinhe by the clouds 
hollow, which terminates at the cross- which obscured the point, for which 
ing of a bright streant near a pastu. we should make. 	At length he led 
rage. 	This spot, where wine may us down the precipice by a most ex- 
be cooled in the stream, is a delicious traordinary path, which it was diffi- 
place of rest, and where the refresh. • cult to discover : it eips like winding 
raent, which 	it is necessary for the steps which had been rudely cut in a 
traveller to take with him from the crevice : 	it 	seemed 	likg a descent 
inn on the Mont Cenis, will be•fully 
enjoyed. 	From this place of rest a 

through a chimney. 	Berowdshis rift, 
a steep, difficult, stony, and most fa- 

steep slope leads down to the pas. tiguing path 	brought 	us to some 
turagc seen from the resting-place. Piedmoutese °bidets. 
It is a flat, surmounting enormous " Though the clouds seemed to sink 
precipices, which setm to forbid any as we descended, they sometimes in 
attempt to descend from them. 	And their changes enveloped us ; and we 
there wi 	be little disposition imme- 
diately t 	seek a path, for from this 

were glad to hear the voice of a boy, 
who, having heard us, shouted to us 

spot one of the most glorious views from kite chalets, to tell us what di. 
in the Alps is presented. 	home- rection we should'take. 
diately below is the deep basin and " A still more difficult path led us 
narrow valley of the Clairee, which is 
almost always filled with vapour that 

further down to some other chalets, 
below *which there wbro extensive 

SiViiT. 	 P. 
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pasturages on a steep slope. 	Having " The Glorious 	Recovery by the 
crossed these, we entered a wood, 
down through which the most abrupt 

Vaudois of their Valleys." 	An ac- 
count of these interesting people, and 

and fatiguing part of our route lay, 
which 	would 	scarcely 	have been 

.of  this their most remarkable adven-
ture, has been lately given to the 

practicable 	but 	for 	the entangled world by Dr. Wm. Beattie, in his 
roots. 	From the wood we emerged History of the Walienses, recently 
upon a rocky slope, and, after a march published by Virtue, and which con- 
of eight or nine hours, reached a few tains engraved views of the eventful 
scattered stone huts at the head of scenes through which they passed. 
the Val de Clairee. 	On looking " The recollection of their perilous 
back, we appeared to have descended adventures," says the author of " Ex- 
the face of a precipice, down which cursions in the Alps," " was vividly 
the numerous streams of the Clairee recalled whilst sitting on a spot which 
ran from the summit, as if they issued they also had visited, resting ourselves 
from the sky,to the torrent by which from a fatiguing descent which' they 
we rested ; the white lines were trace- had encountered, and in sight of the 
able through three or four thousand savage mountain of Les Touilles, by 
feet of tlitir descent. 	ta 

" The pass of the Clairee is, on 
which they were compelled to retreat, 
and encounter yet further dangers. 

the Italian side, the steepest that I The few miserable huts near us were 
have evu traversed. 	This was one uninhabited, 	and 	neither 	afforded 
of the many. difficult passes by which shelter nor food. 	Continuing our 
"Mt -Vaudois, in 1687, under their 
pastor and captain, Henri Arnaud; 

route, we kept close to the torrent, 
from which a large stream was sepa- 

returned to their valleys. 	They had, 
after entering Savoy, wandered by a 

rated for irrigation. 	By the side of 
the channel of this stream we con- 

course rather difficult to trace, until • tinned some way : then the road sank 
they had crossed the Col de Bon- below it; 	afterwards we. ascended 
botanic, wIrnce they descended into rapidly by a steep path cut out at the 
the Tarentaise, traversed the Mont foot of precipices, which rose in un- 
Iseran into thg valley of the Arc; broken grandeur directly over us. 
thence by the Mont Cenis, the Little " Along the face of these rocks the 
Mont Cenis, and the Col de Clairee, 
into the valley of the Chi*. 	Here 

channel for tlit watercourse was cut; 
and though at our greatest elevation 

they encountered the troops of the above the valley of Clairee, we were 
Grand Duke ofig.Savoy, who prevented at least a thousand feet higher than 
their entry into the valley of Exilles the natural bed of the torrent, we 
by the Clairee, and they were corn- were still below the head of the arti- 
polled ta rertirn antrcrosi tliel Col de 6cial channel whence its waters flowed 
Touilles, from which the southern rapidly towards us. 	It was difficult 
branch of the Clairee, called the Ci- to believe the fact before our eyes; 
anti, flows. 	The account of their 
sufferings, before they cleared these 
mountain passes, and so signally de- 

and, as we looked back into the short, 
deep narrow valley that we had left, 
and whilst we saw the Claireejoarn. 

feated their enemies at the bridge of lug down its course, the aqueduct 
Salbertrand, forms a part of one of the seemed to ascend steeply far 0 in the 
most interesting narratives ever pub- valley. 	This water is led ilund the 
fished ; 	it was written by Henry brow of the mountain to irrigate the 
Arnaiid 	himself, their colonel and meadows above Jaillon. 	From the 
pastor, and translated not long since highest point of our passage the view' 
by the late 	Hugh Dyke Aclind, 
from a rare copy, under the title of 

up the valley of the Doire to Exilles 
was very fine ; and immediately after 
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passing this point, the Bombe of Susa up the banks of the Romanche by a 
.opened to us from between the Roche course nearly level. 
Melon and the Col de Ferietre, to the Vizille, Si leagues, has about 2000 
,plains beyond Turin. 	We soon fells inhabitants. 	Its inns arc wretched. 
into the high road from the Mont It is considered as the cradle of the 
Cenis (Route 127.); and about seven first French revolution, for here the 
o'clock reacherrthe Hi:Ad de In Poste parliament of Dauphiny first made a 
at Susa." declaration fatal to tfle power of the 

• Bourbons. 
Here was the château of the cele- 

ROUTE 129. brated constable of the seventeenth 
century, Lesdiguieres. 	It had, since ottEtwatE To 	BRIANcON BY BOURG the revolution, become the property 

D'OYSANS, AND THE COD 'DE LAUTA- 
BET. 

(Two Days.) 
of M. P(rrier,the brother of the mi-
nister, who had established cotton or 
flax works here ; but it *as partly de- 

Grenoble (Gratianopolis), the chief stroyed by fire in 182.5. 
city in the department of the Isere, 
an important. place, beautifully situ- 

A char mat be used on the road to 
the Col de laiutaret as far as Bourg 

ated, and 	having a 	population of d'Oysans, to which town there is also 
25,000, is described in the HAND- a diligence from Grenoble. 	The road 
aoox Volt FRANCE. 	It is here only ascends by the rtlit bank otthe Ro- 
mentioned as the starting point for 
an excursion across the Col de Lau- 

manche through a narrow, but beaizio, 
ful gild well-wooded valley, which runs 

tarot to the pass of the Mont Ge- with nearly the same wild character 
nerre. into the heart of the mountains for 
-There is a good road from Gre• 6 or 7 leagues. 	In some places the 

noble by Vizille, Gap and Embrun to valley widens enough for the este- 
Briancon,-and a diligence goes to the blishment of a village or a hamlet: 
latter town daily from Grenoble; but of these, Chichilane, Gavot, and La 
it is 50 :miles further, and through a Clavet are the principal. 	Near Gavet 
country that is generally uninterest- there are some iron works. 	This re- 
ing, whilst that by the Col de Lau- markable ravine or Combe, ,hick is 
taret abounds with sorRe of the finest also an 	English, or rather, 	Celtic 
scenes in the Alps. 	,.. name for a defile, bears the name of 

To save this distance, Napoleon the Combe de Gavet, and extends 
commenced the construction of anew from 	the 	plain of eVizille to the 
road by this pass, and many magni- plain 	of the 	Bourg d'Oysans, 	a 
ficent works were completed upon it, 
but since his abdication it has been 

fertile valley, surroundqd 	by lofty 
mountains. 	It is within retard that 

abandoned. The new line was called a 	large 	lake was formed 	in the 
"Route d'Espagne en Italic." eleventh century by the falling of the 

The road to Vizille formerly crossed neighbouring mountains at the en- 
the plain of Grenoble, then ascending trance of the Combe de Gavet : this 
the heights by a course parallel to dammed the river, and the waters 
the river Drac descended to the town accumulated in the plain above, and 
of Vizillgi 	But within a few years, 
a perfeeery level communication has 

formed a large lake, of which the 
surface was three leagues long, and 

been made by the road to Marseilles, 
up the plain, through fine avenues, 
to the village of la Claix, where there 
is a remarkable bridge over the Drac. 

one wide, and its depth from 60 to 
80 feet. 	This lam: existed for about 
200 years. 	At length, in September, 
1229, it burst its barrier, rushed into 

The road to Vizille thence continues the Conte. of Gavet, swept away in 
X 2 
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its fury every thing that it touched, 
rapidly passed into the Drac, and 
thence into the Isere, then flowing 

The only int• on the whole route is 
at the finely situated village of Venos, 
2 hours from Bourg d'Oysans, where 

over the plain below the two rivers *there are tolerable quarters, but the 
submerged a great part of Grenoble. traveller must carry his own provi. 
At the lower extremity of the plain sions thither. 	St. Christopher is 2 
of Bourg d'Onans, a path across the hours above Venos, fend La Berarde 
mountains leafs 	to 	the valley 	of lies at the foot of Mont Pelvoux, the 
Allemont, where there are ironworks, 
but the readiest access to them is from 

highest peak in the southern Alps. 
The scenery of the whole valley, and 

the valley of Gresivaudan, above Gre- 
noble. 	Very near Bourg d'Oysans, 
a gold mine is still worked. 

especially at and above La Berarde, 
may vie in grandeur with any in the 
Alps. 	The valley is less known than 

Bourg d'Oysans, 71 leagues from Chamouni was before the time of 
Vizille, is situated on the left bank of Wyndham and Pococke ; but a day 
the river, and near the upper ex- devoted to visiting it from Bourg 
tremity of the plain. 	The vegetation d'Oysans will always be remembered 
of its valley is remarkably rich ; the with 	gratification 	by the lover 	of 
lofty mountains that smeound it offer sublime scenery. 
in some places precipitous faces that From Bourg d'Oysans to Moues- 
present 	extraordinary 	instances 	of tier, the road is practicable only for 
tortuourtstratificatidh. 	On approach- mules. 	In many places a good char- 

.,1 the Bourg, the enormous Mont road remains, but from point to point 
& Lens, wrapt in glaciers, close4 the the road has been allowed to fall so 
head of the valley, and divides the entirely to decay as to become imprac- 
torrent which flows from the dark ticable. 
gorges of the Vencon, which descends A little beyond the Bourg, the 
from the valley of St. Christopher, 
from that of the Romanche, which 

road twice crosses the Romanche, and 
ascends by its left bank- very high 

flows through the ComlW of Malval. above the Infernet, as the inaccessible 
The inn at Bourg d'Oysans (Hotel Combe of Malval is called, and at 

de la Poste) tic the ..only endurable least 800 feet over the torrent. 	The 
.one on ate route; it is therefore de- ancient road—for this course was 
sirable to divide the journey here, and known to the-Romans, from Briancon 
rest at 11 	leagues from _Grenoble. to Grenoble—passed much higher 
Indeed, it is 	almost 	necessary, as behind Mont Lens, where there is a 
Monestier, dies next point of conve- village of this name, 4200 feet above 
nient rest, is on the other side of the the level of the sea. 	In carrying the 
Col de Latetaret, distant a long day's 
journey! 	If the traveller should arrive 

new road along, above the torrent, 
where-the escarpments of the 'noun- 

early enough to push on to La Grave, 
nearly 6 hours further, he may rest 

tains are bare; smooth, and nearly 
perpendicular, wherever it has been 

there in a poor inn, made, however, 
more endurable now than it was for- 

possible to cut away the rock in open 
day, to terrace the road, this has been 

merlyt but he should he assured ofday- done ; but where masses whit* could 
light for his ,  journey thither through not be removed projected these have 
the magnificent scenery of the Combe been boldly cut through, witi a gal- 
of Malval. lery has been made in one place 200 

An interesting excursion may be feet longer than that of Gondo, in 
made from Bourg d' Oysans to La the route of the Simplon. ( Route 57.) 
Berarde, in the uppe.; part of the Three lateral openings were found to 
valley of St. Christopher, between 7 	be neces.sany to light the gallery; from 
and 8 hours' walk from.  the•Bourg. 	either of these a sight of'tlte foaming 
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course of the torrent, 800 feet below, 
is most appalling. 	At the further 

integration of the mountains cross 
the road, and add to the fury of the 

end of the gallery, the road sweeps Romanche. 	Not far from La Dau- 
down to the banks of the river, and, 
then passes nearly on its level through 

phine, on the left, a magnificent ea-
taract gushes out from the top of tile 

another gallery. 	Such are the extra- precipice, and falls ill a large volume 
ordinary workeon this route, so long into the valley below ; this is called 
left useless to the world, for the. want La Saut de la Fuca The universal 
of doing something more to snake story of a peasant-girl leaping down 
them available. 	But though utterly unhurt, to escape the violence of a 
neglected 	by 	Louis XVIII. 	and chasseur, is applied to this fall also. 
Charles X., the works are now re- So vast are some of the blocks that 
sumed, and Louis Philippe has the ho- strew the valley, that one 	among 
nour of continuing them. 	This mag- 
nificent road, which, for scenery anti 

others measures 50 paces in length, 
and against several stone huts and 

engineering, ranks among the grandest chalets are raised and sheltered; for 
in the Alps, is now (1840) in rapid though there appear to be little herb- 
progress.- With the 	exception 	of age here, what there is is riili enough 
some laborious cuttings made to faci- to induce tease who have•   herds to 
litate the entrance into the defile of send them here to pasturage. 
the 	hi/eructs, it is almost finished Still further up the valley, near a 
to La Dauphine, and in active pro- fine cataract, onithe left, are the lead 
gress further on, amidst stupendous 
difficulties, as far as La Grave. 

mines of Les Freaux, belonginganc: 
M4Marat de FOinbre, where many 

From the last gallery, the road workmen are employed to raise the 
rises up through a valley filled with ore and smelt it. 	The adits are seen 
rocks and blocks of enormous size high upon the precipitous sides of the 
that have fallen from the mountains mountains, and ropes and machinery 
above, and which 	are 	interspersed extend into the valley below ; these 
with a few trees and a scanty cultiva- mines are rid to be worked to ad- 
tion. 	In the midst of such a desert vantage. 	Elie 	completion of this 
lies the hamlet of road to Grenoble would be to the 

La Dauphine, 4 leagges from Bourg proprietors a measure of great int- 
d'Oysans : here •refrahment may be portance. 
had at a miserable auberge. 	Above At the head of this savage valley 
La Dauphine, the savage and rocky the road rises to the miserable village 
character of the valley predominates; of La Grave, where there is a wretched 
and the 	traveller enters 	a 	nearly inn. 	Here the author was once de- 
straight ravine of almost unequalled tamed all night in a stinm, and the 
wildness, bounded by the precipitous filth and misery of such a Ore cannot 
bases of mountains thousands of feet be imagined: and at a future visit no 
in height, almost everywhere inacces- bread could be procured, except the 
slide, those of Mont de Lens on the black stuff, so misnamed, baked once 
right absolutely so, and crowned by a year, which it is necessary to chop 
fieldtof ice and snow, which, owing with a hatchet (which always lies by 
to the height and abruptness of the 
defile, cos only here and there he seen 

the loaf) and soak in water. 	Eggs, 
however, may be had, and always 

from below. good wine. 	The resumption of the 
Numerous 	streams are 	crossed, 

which descend in fulls from the gla- 
construction of the road, by increasing 
the intercourse, 'is said, by a traveller 

ciers that 	crest 	the precipices, and in 	1839, to have made the inn at 
foaming over the steepotalus formed La Grave more tolerable. 	This ex- 
on the sides of the valley by the dis- traorSinary road is now its the course 
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of being boldly carried the whole way of Tabuchet,ewhence this river has 
along the right bank of the Romanche, 
through the savage defile described. 

its source ; 	on 	the other side, the 
river Guisanne is seen tumbling down 

The situation of La Grave is very She Mount d'Arcine, from its Oa- 
fine, directly opposite to the vast gla- ciers, to flow through the valley of 
ciers of the Mont de Lens, which Monestier. 
present a scene of the most striking From the Col de eautaret a steep 
grandeur. 	During the winter, the road descends into the sterile and 
cold precludes the burying of the miserable valley of the Guisanne, to 
dead, the ground is too hard ; the the first Hamlet La Madeleine, thence 
bodies are therefore suspended in the to La Loizet, where there is a toler- 
granges until the returning spring : so able inn ; still lower is the village of 
wretchedly are the people off for fuel, 
that dried cow dung is chiefly used. 

Casset, at the base of the glacier of 
Lasciale; and at the end of nearly 3 

On leaving La Grave, the path de- hours from the Col de Lautaret are 
sends to 	pdt.s 	some rocks; 	then the 
rising, it leads abruptly to a turn in Baths of Monestier, fourteen leagues 
the valley.that overlooki a very fifte from Bourg d'Oysans : here there are 
fall of the Romanche, ill its waters several inns, much frequented during 
being poured into a deep abyss; to the season, of which the best, Chez 
flank this abyss, the road, making a Armand, is very tolerable. 
little dkehr, rises abeve the head of The mineral waters here have a 
tjaall, and soon after the traveller temperature of 101°, and are both 
reaches 	 • drank and employed in baths; they 

Millard d'Arene, a village as wretch- are so abundant that they are em- 
ed as that of La Grave. 	Here the ployed to turn a mill. 	Below Mo- 
mountain of the Lautaret commences, 
or, rather, the mountain 	ridge 	or 

nestier, the valley exhibits cultiva-
tion ; barley is grown, and the mea- 

barrier that divides the valley of the dows, by irrigations, are very produe- 
Romanche *from that of. Monestier tive ; and after the naked and sterile 
or the Guisanne. 	This pass rises to route from La Dauphine to Monestier 
the height of snore than 6000 feet the appearance of trees is hailed as 
above thdllevel of the sea; the col is giving 	the highest charm 	to 	the 
covered with the most beautiful pas- scenery. 
turage and is one of the richest spots The whole course of the Guisanne 

'Dauphiny in the 	Alps for the harvest can be seen to Briancon, where the 
of the botanist. • 	• forts of this frontier town are visible, 

On the summit, two leagues from piled above each other; beyond is a 
Villardd'Ar4ne, there is a Maison Hos- chain of lofty mountains, over which 
pitalier, ene of those founded 	by is seen the peak of the Monte Viso: 
Humbert II. in the eleventh sentury ; this is a magnificent scene. 	' 
this is kept by a peasant appointed to There are several villages in the 
the duty; 	but travellers 	are 	eau- Val Monestier below the baths; the 
tioned not to trust to getting fed 
there, though wine always,.and broad 

principal are La Salle, Chantemerle, 
so named from the number of Mack- 

and curds may sometimes be found birds that frequent it; and St. Chiff- 
on the Lautaret. frey. 	The approach to BrIncon is 

The scene from the col is most strikingly fine, 	its walls and forts 
sublime : immediately above it, on the rising as they do to the highest d' In- 
right, is the Mount d A rcines, scathed, 
and pinnacled with rocks, and clothed 

fernet; which is placed on a peak, 
nearly 10,000 feet above the level of 

with enormous glaciers, ending tel the the sea; the.broad rich valley of the 
side of the Romanche, in the glacier Durance below the town, and the 
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mountain boundariesOto the valley, 
make this one of the most picturesque 

are well built. 	It boasts of a Grand 
Place, and its church is worth a visit. 

towns and scenes in the Alps. The city itself is strong from its 
Driancon, S hours' walk from Moe position and mural defences ; but the 

nestier. The best inn is L'Ours. This seven forts Wilieil guard it render it 
town has gates, walls, and regular de- almost impregnable. 	Between the 
fames, and every strong position is oc- city and some of these forts there is a 
copied with °fort or battery; itguttrds bridge over the dee? bed of the Du- 
the frontier of Franco by the pass of mance, which foams beneath vast pre. 
the Mont Genevre and the valley of cipices : 	the bridge is of bold con- 
the Durance. 	A diligence goes daily struction, a single arch of 130 English 
to and from Embrun, but there is no feet span and 180 feet above the tor- 
public conveyance above Briancon rent:. it was built in 1730, under the 
across;the Mont Genevre to Italy. direction of the Mai-Gebel d'Asfeld. 

It is a city of high antiquity. Pliny SEE HAND1100K Eon Fna.scs. 
attributed its foundation to the Greeks, 
who were chased from the borders of 
the lake of Como; others have given 

• 

ROUTE 130.•  its foundation to Bellovesus or Brien. ISHIANSON qt SUSA llY TIIE rass or 
MIS. 	A.mmianus Marcellinus calls 
it Virgantia Castellum ; 'it held a 

THE MONT GENETEE. 

Roman garrison. 	SL Ambrose was On leaving Vance) fouthe Mont 
here on his way to Vienne in Dais- GentIvre, the valley of the Durance is 
Way when be heard  of  the  death of ass,ended by a narrow gorge for Me 
the emperor Valens, whom he was 
going to baptize. 

than a league, as far as La Vachette, 
a a little .hamlet. at the foot of the 

So strong Was the position of Brian. 
con, or so small the community, that 
the barbarians who dismembered the 

Mont Genevre ; 	here, on the left, 
opens the Val the Neuvache, a tine, 
large and productive valley, a strik- 

Roman empire appear to have re- ing contrast to the vallex, of the Gui- 
spected or despised it; for no men- sanne. 	It is also called the Val des 
tion 	is 	made 	of their 	desolating Pres 	from 	its ricb Meadows ; its 
presence in this littlejity. 	This was mountains are clothed wiab forests ; 
probably due to the strength of its through it the river Clair& flows for 
position, After the Roman power had 10 leagues, and then loses its name in 
ceased, Briancon became a republic, 
until it voluntarily placed itself un. 

a less considerable torrent — the Du• 
ranee, which has scarcely run two 

der the Dauphins. 	It was in part leagues from its source in the Mont 
burnt in the wars of Calvinism, at Genevre. 	At the foot of the Mont 
the end of the sixteenth century ; but Genevre is a fountain, whim formerly 
it was destroyed by fire in 1624, and bore the 	name of Napoleon, and 
again in 1692, its archives were con- served to commemorate the con- 
sumed, and with them the records of struction of the new route; this was 
the civil and military history. of ,the removed by the Bourbons, lest some 
Cation Alps. thirsty way-farer 	should bless his 
. 	Numerous bas-reliefs, inscriptions, 
and meals have been found here, 
which give to Briancon a high an. 

memory.  
The ascent commences through a 

pine forest, and by a series of ad- 
tiquity. 'nimbly constructed zigzags leads the 

This little city is one of the-81nel]. traveller up to the col, and 	presents 
est.in France, baying less thou 3000 at every turn a variety in the views 
inhabitants. 	The streets are narrow of Briancon, and its forts, the valleys 

rend. steep ; but many of the houses of the Durance and Neuvache, nted 
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the surrounding mountains; these so tied, until it 'caches the bed of the 
much relieve the tedium of ascent river, and crosses it about two miles 
that the summit is attained before the from Cesanne ; 	the road then con- 
traveller has an idea 	that he has Sinues to this village, where the stream 
accomplished a distance of nearly two from the Mont Genevre falls into a 
leagues. 	The old road continued by larger branch, which descends from 
the pine forests up the 1. bank of the - the lofty mountains that bound the 
stream, and pedditrians still pursue it Protestant Valleys of Piedmont. 
as it is much the shortest to attain Cesanne, where there are two mi- 
the Col of the Mont Genevre. serable inns, is not more than 94 hours' 

The plain of the Mont Genevre is good walk from Briancon. 
remarkable for the culture of barley Below Cesanne, the 	course lies 
units summit, nearly 6000 feet down the valley to Susa by a miser- 
the level of the sea, and there are fine able road for carriages. 	The first 
pasturages on the slopes of the neigh- important commune in the valley is 
bouring mouatains. 	On the plain Ott/s, three leagues, a large village 
there is a village, called the at the entrance to the valley of Bar- 

Bourn Mont Genevre, three leagues donneche, whence there is a pass by 
from Briancon, which isiphabited all the Col de la Rue, to Modane, in the 
the year : here is the custom-house, a valley of the Arc. 	From Oulx, it is 
troublesome place to those who enter about two leagues to Salabertrand, a 
/a Belle France. 	• place memorable for the battle fought 

On the plain, and almost from a and won by the Vaudois, under Henri 
cannon source, two rivers rise—She Arnaud, on their return to their vs/- 
Durance, which flows into France, 
and the Mediterranean, and the Doira- 

leys after expatriation, in 1689, when 
they were opposed by 2500 regular 

Susana, which flows into the Po and entrenched troops, three times their 
the Adriatic. numbers, and 	commanded by the 

On the summit of the plain an Marquess 	de 	Larrey, 	who 	was 
obelisk was erected, to commemorate wounded in the action : every spot 
the construction in 1807 of this fine around has interest in connection with 
road over the Alps.; it is 60 feet high, 
and has ota its pedestal inscriptions to 

that event : 	the mountain by which 
they had deseerled on the night of 

record the event : these the Bourbons the battle ; and that by the Col de 
removed. 	Is it possible 	that the Sou which they had crossed to go into 
wicked and the weak who ordered their valleys after their victory. 
the destruction of such Memorials as Beyond 	Salabertrand 	the 	valley 
these, and the record on the fountain narrows considerably, and forms, a 
at the foot ofjbe Mont Genevre, can good league below, near the fort of 
have thotht that with their removal Exilles, a deep defile; in the midst 
the fame of Napoleon would be for- of this the fort is placed, which per- 
gotten ? Some retribution has already &oily commands the valley ; here the 
fallen upon such folly and injustice. river is crossed, and the road thence 
Orders have been given for the re- continues on its right bank, beneath 
storation of the inscriptions on the the heights of Chaumont — a spot 
obelisk and the fountain by Louis rendered memorable by the fate of 
Philippe. the Comte de Belleisle, who fel here 

On leaving the Col of the Mont on the 9th of July, 1747 : 	his des- 
Genevre, the course of the river is perate valour, which had been excited 
followed for two 	ItPagues down a by the promise of a Baton de Ma- 
series of tourniqUets, made in the resebal of France, if he succeeded in 
'mine soil on the side of Mont Cha- forcing the puss, was checked, after he 
bertan, along which the road is car- had received many severe wounds, by 
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a coup de grace from t grenadier of the whole valley, but among its in- 
the regiment of Monferrat. habitants the upper part above the 

The valley, in and below the defile, 
is richly wooded, and preserves near!, 
the same character for three leagues, 
from Salabertrand to Susa (Route 

fort of Fenestrelles is called the Val 
Pragelas ; below the fort it is often 
called the Val de Perouse. 

Fenestrelles, four leagues, a village 
127.), 22 miles from Cesanne. of 800 inhabitants, lath a tolerable 

inn. 	The fort of Fenestrelles is a 
place of great strength, which guards 

ROUTE 131. the approach to Piedmont by this 
CESANNE TO PIGNEROL, BY TUE COL DE valley. It rises, from the defile formed 

SESTRIERES. by the base of the Mout Albergian, 
to the summit of the mountain, and 

From Cesanne, the road made by commands the left bank of the torrent 
order of Napoleon to descend into by its immense line of fortifications 
Italy is 	more direct titan that by rising in terraces. 	Tht highest bat- 
Turin ; but the miserable policy of tery is accessible through a gallery that 
the Sardinian government has allowed contains S60cisteps. 	On tic summit 
this road beyond Cesanne to fall into is n basin cored with verdure, called 
decay, and thus almost compelled tra- the Pre de Catinat, from this cele- 
yellers to pass by Susa and Turin. brated general having encamped there. 

The route by the Sestrieres from Not firr from the summitis The Col de 
Cesanne crosses the Doire, and the la Fenetre, which looks out upomeie 
ascent to the col immediately corn- Combe of Susa and the valley of the 
Mences, by a series of zigzags like Doire : there are remains of old forts 
that of the descent from the Mont on the base of the Albergian, but they 
Geniwre ; 	a 	lengthened snake-like are neglected ns unnecessary. 	The 
course Of each can be seen from the village 	of 	Fenestrelles 	lies 	in 	the 
other across the valley of the Doire. middle of the defile below. 	The 
The road from Cesanne soon reaches fort of Fenestrelles is 'usfid as a state 
the hamlet of Champlas ; still the road prison. 
continues to ascend over fine pas- From 	Fenestrelleg 	to 	Pignerol 
turages, till it reach tire Col de Ses- there 	are 	eight 	leagues? almost 
trieres and its chalets: the plain of entirely 	through 	the valley of the 
the col is nearly two miles long. 	On Clusone: 	there is little 	interest in 
the side towards the Val Pragelas the the valley, or variety in the scenery : 
view is wild and fine of the valley it is generally narrolv ; 	but where 
and the Mont Albergian. 	Above the there is cultivation, corn and wine 
fort of Fenestrelles, the road leads abound. The mulberry Or si-worms 
down by tourniquets to the banks of flourishes in the valley, and-fruit and 
the Clusone, and to the first village, forest 	trees 	luxuriate, as they are 
Sestrieres, four leagues from Cc.sanne, 
and thence to the villages of Pragelas 

almost always found to do on the side 
of Piedmont. 	Formerly, this valley 

and Traverse : 	the broad bed of the was filled with a Protestant commu- 
river 'beneath the dark pine forests nity, but their living in 	it is now 
opposite to Pragelas, the lowest in prohibited ; the Vaudois churches are 
the vane? of the two villages, gives not permitted out of the valleys of 
rather an appearance of sterility to itora, La Tour, St. Martin, and An- 
the valley. 	At Traverse, there is a grona. 	The valley of La Tour is 
humble inn. 	The distance of this 
village from Cesanne by the Col de 

known also as the valley of Lucerne, 
and the Val Police. 

Sestrieres is 	about S hours walk. Below Fenestrelles, the route passes 
The Clusone gives a general name to through numerous villages and ham- 
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lets — Montole, Rouse, Villaret, and losing a man ;hand the following day 
Chapelle—before reaching Perouse, 
the principal town in the valley ; 

their sovereign, of Sardinia, having 
quarrelled with his allies, agreed to 

which is sometimes called the valley restore them to their valleys and their 
of Perouse. 	It is situated directly hearths. 	No history exists so replete 
opposite to the valley of St. Martin with wonderful adventures as that of 
or the Germans ca, one of the most 
interesting of the 

the simple peasants oT these valleys, 
who fought and suffered, and recon- 

PROTESTANT VALLEYS. 	This leads quered, for liberty of conscience. 
up by the torrent of the Germanasca Above 	the Balsille, one of the 
to Ponutret and 	Perrier, 	through grandest assemblages of materials for 
scenes of great richness and beauty. alpine scenery is to be found, in cata- 
Above Perrier two branches meet : racts, ravines, and mountains: from 
that to the S. W. leads to Rodoretto the head of the valley there is a pass 
and Pralis ; that on the N. W. has by the Col de Pis to Pragelas in the 
above a defilt on its opposite side, 
amidst fruit-trees, corn, and pastur- 

valley of Clusone. 	The author has 
crossed from Pragelas to Perouse in 

ages, theocomtnune ofeafaaeille. 	A one day, and he knows no finer tra- 
little beyond, the road enters a deep verse in the Alps, and the panorama 
ravine of the Germanasca, which is from the col is one of the most 

. singularly wild and beautiful ; 	at its sublime in the great chain. 
upper cAremity it °opens into the Another pass between the valleys 
valley below the Commune of, Marcel, 
nearly opposite to the valley which 
leads across the Col de la Fontaine to 

of the Gennanasca and the 	Clu- 
sone is that by -the Col Albergain, 
which leads from the Balsille and the 

Pralis. wild valley and Alps above it to 
Continuing up the valley of the Fenestrelles. 

Germanasca, the house of the M. Tron, 
the Syndic of Marcel, is passed; a 

From Perouse to the Balsille, and 
back 	to Perouse, may be accom- 

singularly ItIndsome structure in such plished easily in a day. 
a situation. 	fie is a man remarkable On the route from Perouse to 
for his hospitality ; 	but this virtue Pignerol, 	some 	fine .quarries 	are 
does not extend to his vvife and family, 
and the stranger who expects to re- 

passed, where `tone is raised for the 
public works of Turin; nearly oppo- 

ceive it will fare ill in his absence. site to these is seen another of the 
About a league above this spot is the Protestant churches, St. Germano, and 
hamlet of Basille; and immediately the little valley which leads to' Pro- 
over, the celebrated Castella, a terrace mol ; still further down is the church 
on the sideoof a peaked mountain, a. where the Vaudois entrenched them- 
selves under I lenri Arnaud—Here the 

of Prarustin, nearly opposite to where 
the valley widens, and the road enters 
upon the plains, through the hamlets 

little handful of brave men, not exceed- 
ing from 600 to 700, struggled for 
their father-land, and fought, fur three  
days, the united armies of France 

of Port and Abadia, to Pignerol. 

ROUTE 152. 	• 
and Sardinia, amounting to 22,000 
men, when the latter, however, found RUN, HT 4115 VAL.. PIGNEROL TO EME

AU It 	necessary 	to bring 	up artillery, 
which was accompliphed with exces- 

LESS OP TUE V 	DS, AND TUE COL 
 

OI 
DE LA CROIX. 

sive difficulty. 	The heroic Vaudois, 
foreseeing that against 	the cannon 

Pignerol is a straggling town, hav-
ing some manufactures and a large 

they could not hold their position, 
retreated, during the night without 

and rather uncivil population. 	It 
has several inns, of which the princi- 
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pal are the Corona (}cantle and the thus removed the necessity which bad 
Canone d'Oro. 	A diligence passes hitherto existed of sending them to 
several times a day between "'ignore' Geneva. 	This institution was opened 
and Turin, which gives great facilitt in the year 1837; it is chiefly endowed 
to the traveller who wishes to visit 
the Protestant 	 alleys from this eity, 
and from Pignerol to La Tour a dill. 

by. funds raised in the above countries, 
but owing in a great measure to the 
liberality, the exertins, and the zeal 

genet travels daily ; the distance is for the cause of the Vaudois, of Co 
not more than 10 English miles: the lonel Beckwith and Dr. Gilly. 	To 
route lies through St. Secuudo to the latter, the Vaudois are under the 
Bischerasco, 5 miles, •and 3 miles deepest obligations for the interest 'he 
further to the first Protestant com. has taken, and the influence his writ- 
mune at 	 . ings have excited in their favour. 

St. Giovanni. 	Here a new church 
was built whilst Piedmont was under 

There is no part of the Alps that, 
for richness and beauty in die lower 

the government Of Napoleon. 	Upon valleys, and for wild Ala magnificent 
the restoration of the West,. of Ser.. 
dinia, the Roman Catholics, whose 

scenery in the defiles and mountains, 
surpasses th% valleys of the Vaudois. 

church is on the other side of a little Easy of acilless, by good roads froth 
stream, complained that the voices of 
the Protestants in singing. disturbed 

Turin, La Tour, their principal town, 
is reached in six hours from that city. 

their devotions, and an order was given Twice a day there are diligtnees from 
to shut out the ahomination.by a large Turin to Pignerol, and daily Srpan 
barricade of wood, which the Vaudois 
were compelled to erect before the 

Pigneroi to La Tour, over fine roads, 
and through a country luxuriant in 

door of their church. 	This has now, 
however, diopped away bit by bit, 
and little remains of this evidence of 

vegetation. 	There are good inns at 
La Tour, to make head quarters for 
excursions ; and the civility of all 

intolerance. 	The church is of a sin- classes to strangers, especially 	En. 
gelar form —a horse-shoe— but it is glish, ought to be a rectanmeadation 
not favourable to the preacher or his to rambles in their country. 	Of the 
congregation. Vaudois gen6rally, but especially of 

A short league httyond St. Gio. the mountaineers, it has seen justly 
vanni, through a fertile country, lies said, that " they are far superior in 
La Tenn the principal town of the moral character to the Roman Ca- 
Protestant communities; their church, tholic inhabitants ; 	they are, from 
St. Marguerite, is situated, about a ancient habit, honest civil, and quiet; 
mile from the town,..alear the rock and from their situation and neces. 
of 	Castelluzze, celebrated in their sity, simple and laborious." 
history. 	 . One of the most interesting excur- 

At La Tour, the inhabitants are slams from La Tour is into the valley 
much more civil and obliging than of Angrogoa, which is surrounded by 
those of ,Pio.nerol. 	The inns are, lofty mountains and pasturages. 	It 
L'Ours, aneLion.d'Or, chez Rottier, 
boa very good. 

is richly wooded down to the deep 
defiles of its torrent, 	and presents 

At Ln Tour a hospital has been every variety of scenery, but some of 
establiAlled for the sick 	and 	poor its wild scenes are associated with 
among 	the Protestants, 	by funds their history ; 	as the defiles or Bar_ 
ruined chiefly in Holland, Russia, and ricadrs of Pra,ekl Dv, which, de. 
England ; more recently, a college beaded by them, gave security to their 
has been established there for the edu. families who sought refuge within 
cation of young men for the ministry this grand and most picturesque defile. 
of the Vaudois churches, and they have Above it, in the recesses of these 

rib 
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mountains, concealed from the world to the east at @he col. 	The descent 
for many 	ages, 	their 	Barbes, 	or towards Pralis is very long and fati- 
teachers, held their'institution for in- guing. 	From Pralis the author went 
struction, and fitted their pupils for the ilk one day's march across the Col de 
ministry. 	Every foot of ground in la 	Fontaine 	to 	the 	Balsille, 	and 
this valley is sacred in the history of through the valley of•St. Martin to 
this extraordinary people. 	In the Perouse. 
Pra del Tor there has lately been On leaving Bobbio, a long wall is 
erected a Catholic church, but the seen, an embankment, made to guard 
heart of the valleys is not the heart the village from the inundations of 
of the people. 	This excursion may the Pelice ; it was built by a grant 
be varied by crossing directly over from Oliver Cromwell, during whose 
the hill from a little below the Pra protectorate one of these fearful ca- 
del 	Tor 	to 	St. 	Marguerite, 	and lamities had nearly destroyed Bobbie. 
thence to La Tour: the whole excur- 
sion may be spade in half a day. 	• 

A little beyond, the river is crossed, 
and the mountain ascent begins; soon, 

The excursion may be varied by on bending to the left, the scenery 
following gse high road S3 the village becomes wild and savage. 	The last 
of Angrogna, which offes• from many view down the valley towards Bobbio 
beautiful points of view the plains of is very fine. 
Piedmont. The return may be made 
through the defiles, M. on the steep 

After a long courseamidststrangely, 
situated hamlets, where rocks and 

sinus that bound the river. 	A day trees of the wildest character snake 
given to explore the.  Val Angrogna up a rapid succession of picturesque 
will be remembered with pleasure. scenes, the path reaches a dreary mass 

From La Tour, up the valley of the of rocks, over which is poured the 
Police, the road passes by the hamlet torrent of the Pence, and further 
of St. Marguerite, where is situated progress seems forbidden. Up, amidst 
the Protestant church of La Tour. these rocks, however, a path is found, 
Beyond this4iamlet, the ascent of the which enters a deep ravine, amidst 
valley is rich and picturesque. 	About which are the ruins of the fort of 
an hour and a 'Alf from La Tour, the Mirabouc, built against 	the steep 
village ofirillizr is passed, and thence escarpments 	ob the 	mountain, ' in 
to Bobbio is scarcely another hour. a gorge which is utterly impassable 
There is a small inn at Bobbio, and on the side opposite to the fort; 	nor 
a station of 	Sardinian preposa or is there a path on the side where 
douaniers. 	ti. the ruins of the fort stand that does 

From Bobbio a pass up the moun- not pass through its former gates. 
tam 	leads by •Serra le Cruel, and the The fort was demolished after the 
Col Julielt to wars of the French revolution, ist 

Frail,. 	From La Tour this is a 179G. 
day's journey, and thereare few ex- 
cursions which offer more striking 

A little before reaching lIfiraboue, 
a valley towards the right lends to 

scenes, especially from the Col Julien. the village of Abries by the Col de 
Near the summit —" Alps o'er alps" Malaure, a shorter but more difficult 
are seen piled in the most sublime path than that by the Col de la 
confusion, and, surmounting all, the Croix. 	 f, 
Monte Viso. 	So near does the latter From the Bergeric of Pra, where 
appear, that the pats to the Col de the Alpine traveller may rest in a 
Viso, on the side of France, can be grange with more comfort than in 
distinctly traced, 	ascending 	nearly many places of much greater preten- 
due south beneath the precipices of sion, he may reach the Monte Viso 
tllii Col de Viso, till it turns abruptly by the Col de Seyliere at a much 
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earlier hour than front• Abries in the several 	mountain 	passes. 	Below 
valley of the Guil ; having crossed it, 
the distance is short to the Col de 

Abries the road through the valley of 
the Guil leads, in about two hours, 

Viso, and this is the easiest detour 14 to the fort of Queiras, passing in the 
the Viso from the Val de Pelice to descent those valleys in which there 
'the valley of the Po. arc still Protestant communities, par- 

The lovers tf the chase may find ticularly that 	of 	St. 	Veran, in a 
hunter's accommodation at the Ber- valley which joins ftom the left the 
genie 	de 	Pra, 	and 	abundance of valley of the Guil,. at Ville-vielles ; 
chamois in the surrounding moon- and the valley of Arvieux, which 
taMs, and the fine, honest character enters that of the Guil near Queiras. 
of the peasantry here is a great temp- 
tation to its enjoyment. 

To these, and the Val Frasseni'ires, 
on the other side of the Durance, the 

Above the fort Mirabouc, a path name of the Pays de Neff has been 
through a narrow and sterile valley given, to commemorate the services 
enters upon the meadows and pas- rendered to these 'coinmunities by 
turages of the Bergerie de Pra—the 
highest hamlet in the valley, situated 

this young Swiss Protestant minister, 
who devoted his life to renovating and 

in the midst of fertile pasturages, 
and where barley and potatoes are 

sustaining Ole religious t'orship of 
the primitive Christians that bad ex- 

raised. 	This is the highest station isted in these valleys from time im- 
.of the-Sardinian custom-house, on the memorial. 	NW' seems toibave taken 
frontier. for his model Oberlin, the good pas- 

The ascent to the Col de La Croix is toy of the Ban de la Roche, far he 
by a steep and difficult path, made in not only regarded with the deepest 
zigzags, up the abrupt side of the interest the religious faith and prac- 
col, towards Piedmont. 	This, bow- tice of these people, but he established 
ever, is soon surmounted, and from 
the highest point, which overlooks the 

schools, 	and taught then, reading, 
writing, arithmetic, agriculture, and 

side of Italy, the defile of Mirabouc the elemelits of much eiseful know- 
is a savage scene. 	The col is nearly ledge, not before possessed by them. 
level for half an hour, and then the He died in 1829. Has name through- 
path, traversing the side of a hollow, 
gradually subsides to the valley of 

out these valleys is remerabered with 
the deepest reverence and affection. 

the 	Guil, 	within the territories of The Chateau de Queiras is finely 
France. 	On the col there is a station 
of the douane, and at La Monte, 
in the valley of the Guil, another, 
where travellers are examined; the 

situated in the valley: it is garrisoned, 
and entirely commands the pass, and 
from every point of view presents a 
most picturesque objeit. 	There is a 

distance from La Tour to La Monta tolerable inn at Queiras. • 
is 7 hours' walk; 	the descent into Below the chateau the road skirts 
France 	is very gradual; traces of the deep bed of the river for a short 
an 	intended 	road 	surveyed tinder way, then descending to the torrent, 
Napoleon 	may be seen. 	On the which iteresses, it continues for nearly 
right, in descending, there is a den, 
miscalled 	an 	inn, at 	La Monte ; 

two hours, through one of the finest 
.defiles in the Alps. 	In some places 

theneteche distance through the ham- the mountains seem to close in above 
let of ltistolas to the traveller; and it is often nieces- 

Aries 	is about 	4 miles : 	here sary to cross the Guil to find a path 
there is a tolerable country inn, chez on one side, wHich is forbidden on the 
Richard. 	At 	Abries 	the 	torrent other by projecting rocks or perpen- 
from Valprevaire flows into the Guil, 
and a path up its course leads to 

dicujar precipicesof vast height whose 
bases sink 1.itze a wall in the torrent. 
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Sometimes, when both sides forbid a the Col de Verso ascends above the 
passage in the depth of the ravine, 
the road runs high above the river, and 

right bank over steep acclivities and 
pasturages. 	Above these the bead of 

on these higher paths the yellow rind elm Monte Viso is continually pre- 
and tortuous branches of the stone- seated, filling the open space in the 
pine overhanging the gorge enrich view, formed by the sides of the valley 
its sublimity, with a touch of objects of . the Guil. 	After t long and fa. 
in such situatidlis beautiful : 	some tiguing ascent to the chalets and the 
hamlets are passed in this 	savage Bergerie de Monviso, the pasturages 
ravine. 	At length the road emerges, are at length left, and the ascent lies 

-winds up a steep and rugged path, 
crosses the torrent of Seillac, and de. 

over the remains of a road rudely 
paved with 	large rough stones, so 

scends upon Guillestre, a little bourg destroyed in many places by the rocks 
which was one of the stations during which have fallen from the impending 
the war for English prisoners. precipices that the ascent is danger. 

A little below, the road passes be- ous and impracticable for mules ...- 
neath the fort of Mont Dauphin, 
which golds this entrance to France 

the danger lies in their liability to 
slip between the rocks and stones, 

..— a garrison singular$ placed on and thus breaking their legs. 	This 
a rock that is nearly insulated at the paved road formerly reached to the 
mouth of the Gull, at its confluence Gallery of the Traversette, which 
with the 4Durance. *lere the great pierced the mountain 250 feet below 
route from Grenoble to Briancon is the present crest, but its entrance has 
entered; and the course down kite been closed by the debris of the pre- 
valley to Embrun (2 hours) is by an cipices which overhang the pass; these 
admirably-formed 	and 	well-kept have fallen and destroyed the road 
road. 

RQUTE 133.,  

within its range. 	From the last traces 
of the road the traveller must scram. 
ble up towards the trackless slope, 
the mountain which overhangs him; 

ZRIBRUN TO SALUZZO OR SALUCES, BY thence a very steep ascent, over beds of 
THE C. DE VISO. snow, (keeping close to the impending 
ar rocks, leads up tip the Col of the Viso 

From Embrun to Abries ( Route 5 hours distant from Abries. 
132.) From the col, the view down the 

After passing Ristolas and ascend- valley of the Po, and over the plains 
ing the 	valley of the Guil to La of Piedmont, is one of the most mug- 
Monta — where the path 'to the Col nificent in the world. 	This vast ex- 
de la Croix turns off to the left — panse, seen from a height of 10,150 
the route •to the Monte Viso con- English feet above the level of the 
tinues "up the valley to the highest sea, 	commands 	a 	view 	over 	an 
village, La Chalpe, about a mile and extent of 100 miles to the 	hod- 
half above La Monte. ' At La Chalpe zon. 	The rocks and vast precipices 
guides may be obtained for excursions in the foreground and on the col, the 
either across the Monte Viso to Se- deep subsidences of the mounthins 
luazo, or into the valleys and recesses' which bound the valley of the Po 
Of Monte Viso. immediately below the obsertbr, till 

The 	valley 	of the 	Guil 	above they sink lower and lower into the 
Abries is narrow and savage: bare plains, are most impressive. 	On the 
and precipitous escarphients descend plain, bright but indistinct 	masses 
to the torrent, and form its left boon- mark 	the 	positions of the 	towns 
dary : 	the bed of the Guil is filled and cities of Piedmont within the 
with enormous rocks. 	The path to view, 	and this indistinctness, con- 
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trasted with the sheep and defined supposed that this was the route of 
forms of the enormous peak of the Hannibal ; but the same authority 
Viso, rising yet 5000 feet higher than that records his having shown the 
the spot on which the observer stand. plains to his army states that the 
and in close proximity, produce an army encamped on the summit, and 
indescribable effixt upon his mind and waited 	three 	days 	for 	stragglers. 
feelings; ands  the indistinct horizon Here, 100 men could not have en.. 
makes this one of the most magni- camped, and the pals must have ever 
ficent 	and 	sublime 	scenes 	in the been impracticable to elephants, and 
world, even 	horses. 	The 	gallery, 	which 

Ib order to gain a prospect of the 
range of Alps towards the north, the 

pierced the mountain 250 feet below, 
to avoid the traverse of the last and 

traveller must descend a little towards steepest part of the crest, was onlyw  
Italy, and then mount an eminence made in the lath century ; but this 
on the left which before obscured too was imputed to Hannibal, as if a 
that part of the chain : 	but this is mountain could be pierced more ra- 
only recommended to those who have pidly by an army than by as many 
time to spare, which few have who men as could be brought to apply 
wish to gain Paesana on the side of their labouir efficiently upon a point 
Italy, or Abries in France, as resting so limited. 
places for the night. But the question who constructed 

The traveller who would enjoy this this gallery his been- recently settled 
view should leave Abries so as to be by the discovery of documents at 
on the Col de Viso by 10 o'clock or Saluces. 	It has been attributra to 
earlier. 	This can only be made cer- Hannibal — to Pompey — to 	the 
taro by starting soon after 4 in the Dauphin Humbert of Vienne —to 
morning from Abries, or better still, 
by sleeping at La Monta, or even in a 

the Saracens—and to Francis I., and 
the advocates for each found arguments 

grange at La Clialpe : before mid-day, 
vapours rise in the plains and the 

to support their opinions. 	It was, 
however, /scented under the orders 

valley of the Po, and obscure 	the of Ludovico II., Marquis of Saluces; 
prospect. 	A surer plan perhaps (and 
it is worth the innvenience) is to 

who, with a spirit. beyond his age, 
undertook this extraordinary work 

sleep either at the Jlergerie de Mon- for the commercial interests of his 
viso, or in a more sheltered situation people, by making a mute three days 
in the Chalet of La Trouchet, which shorter than any other from Saluces 
lies in the bottom of the valley near 
where it is quitted to ascend the col ; 

to Dauphiny. 	13yotreaty with Rene, 
king of Provence, who contributed 

here clean straw or hay may be had towards the expenses.on his side of 
to sleep upon, and ewe's milk curd the mountain, this road wets opened to 
for 	food. 	This chalet 	is 	situated 
half way in time between Abries and 

receive from France by laden mules, 
salt, drapery, and metal wares, in 

the Col de Viso 2,1 hours from each. return for nut oil, wine, rice, and flax 
The col is a mere ridge, so narrow from the marquisate of Saluces. 	By 

thdt it is traversed in a few paces. means of this gallery, and the roads 
On it are the remains of a redoubt ; constructed as approaches, this inter- 
and hOre, during the wars of the Re- course was opgn 6 or 8 months in the 
volution, many struggles were made year. 
and battles fought for the possession The length of the gallery was about 
of this position. 250 English 4'eet, and 10 feet high 

Some, with no better foundation 
than the fact that the plains of the 

and 10 wide. 	It was begun in 1478, 
and. was completed iu 1480 ; —an 

Po could be seen from the col, have extraordinary work to accomplish in 
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that time, as the excavators could only into the valle)*below. 	Nothing can 
labour, at that height above the sea exceed the impression of solitude and 
level, about 7 or 8 months in the sublimity made by this scene: amidst 
year. jlaciers, the beds of snow which must 

At present not a trace of the gal- be traversed in the descent, and thou- 
lery remains : 	the rocks have fallen sands of rocks and stones piled in wild 
and buried the entrance on both sides. confusion, a path mutt be found to 
This had frequently occurred—in reach the valley below, which is hid 
1620, 1676, 1798, and 1812 — and by projecting rocks and masses, seems 
the fallen masses had been removed dark, obscure, and doubtful, with no.; 
by the people of the..communes on thing to indicate whither the seep 
either side of the mountain. In 1823 descent will lead. 	At length, how- 
a mass fell, and so entirely closed the ever, all these sublime horrors are 
entrance on the side of Piedmont, 
that where it was cannot be clearly 

passed, and vegetation is soon after 
reached, in a beautiful little plain 

seen ; it had some time before been covered 	with the richest 	herbage; 
buried on the side of France. 	It This spot is called the Piano del Re; 
has ceased to be important for corn- 
mercial objects since thetiopening of 

in it there is a delicious fountain, 
from which the traveller rarely fails 

the route by the Mont Gendvre, and to quaff. 
it will now in all probability remain A short descent from the Piano del 
for ever clamed. ^ 	410 Re leads to another little plain, the 

The ascent to the col on either Piano di Fiorenza, so named from its 
sideltut particularly on that of Pi%l- beautiful flowers, with which it is en- 
mont, was greatly relieved by the gal- amelled. 	Nearly two miles below is 
levy ; for though the perpendicular the first hamlet, Piana Maize, a name 
height saved was not 300 feet, this derived from the forest of larches 
was the most difficult part, for now, 
in the descent towards Piedmont, its 

which is near it. 	The wretched sp- 
pearance of its inhabitants is sicken- 

inclination exceeds 45 degwes. ing; here is the station of the Sar- 
Down this steep and difficult path dinian douane. 	About three miles 

the traveller has.to  proceed towards further down the valley is the highest 
the valley oaf the Po. 	To descend village, Crissoloewhich for filth, po 
there 	he• moves beneath precipices verty, and discomfort, is unmatched 
that every mement threaten to bury even in Piedmont; beds, except of 
him, and these subtend 	such 	vast the filthiest description, cannot be ob- 
angles, 	that 	the* precipices 	are 	a tamed; and for bread they depend 
thousand 	times 	more 	impressive upon a supply of grisane from Paesana. 
than loftier oyes at a greater dis- Whoever would pass the Viso 
twice. 	v. should start early enough to cross 

About 1000 feet below the col, a from Abries or La Monte to Paesana 
mass of rock is turned abruptly, and the same day : he should arrive on 
on the right there lies a scene unsur- the Col de Viso before the ascent of 
passed for the immensity of the ob- the vapour, and avoid the filth and 
jects above, below, and around the starvation of Crissolo. 	' 
observer. On looking up to the right Below Crissolo there are some fine 
towards the Monte Viso, this moun- wild scenes in the valley of tae Po- 
tain rises in all its magnificence on and after having passed the confluence 
one side of a deep valley, in which are of the Lento with the Po, the village 
seen some little dark lall'es, the sources of Oncino is seen in a striking situa- 
of the Po; which below them is seen tion, between the two rivers. 	Fron 
to trickle in a silver line down the Oncino, the view of the valley of the 
back rocks, from the base of the Viso Po, and the plains of Piedmont, is 
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singularly fine. 	The 'inhabitants of ROUTE 134. 
Oncino have some celebrity as bri-
Rands; at least their neighbours give 

ST. DALSIAZIO TO ESIBRI:N, BY EAR" 

them that character. 	 0  
Professor Forbes made an interest- 

CELONETTE AND THE COL D'ARGEN-
TliltE. 

mng excursion round Monte Viso in The Stura, one of the largest af lu- 
1829. 	insteat of descending to the cuts of the Po, which the traveller to 
pasturages 	on 	the 	side 	of Pied- Nice crosses near Coal, issues from an 
wont, he skirted, 	on 	the 	eastern 
side, 	the 	middle 	height 	of 	the 

open valley opposite to St. Dalmazio, 
where the high road to Nice is left 

Monte Viso, and passing the little and the course up the valley of the 
dark lakes, the sources of the Po; as- Stura is by a very good road for a 
cended the valley under the Viso, 
which runs nearly parallel to the great 

light carriage, which extends as far 
as VenadioHgreatly facilitating the 

chain; and crossing the Col de Val- intercourse with this 	place, which 
lento that divides this valley from is the principal bourg injhe valley, and 
that of Ponte, which leads down to offering a temptation to invalids to 
Castel Delfin, and ascending on the visit the mineral springs in the neigh- 
right from the VaL de Polite, re- bourhood, witch are much frequented. 
crossed the main chain by the Col de The distance from Dalmazio to Ve- 
Coulaon on the west shoulder of the nadio is nearly 8 leagues. 
Monte Viso, and thence descended In ascending,the valley, the first 
into the valley of the Guil, having hamlet is that of St. Martino; soon 
made a complete circuit of the moun- alto passing it the Stura aptrears 
twin; but it was accomplished only in its deep`course in the valley; and 
with excessive fatigue and difficulty. beyond it, rising abruptly amidst some 

Paesana is distant from Crissolo Pinnacled rocks and precipices, lies 
about three hours. It is a large town the viilage of Rocca Sparviera. 	The 

with 5000 inhabitants. 	Here there is traveller interested in the adventurous 
a very tolerable inn.* 	From Paesana career of Francis I. will trace here 
a tolerable road branches off to the course of his chivalrous corm: 

Barge— (Inn : Lion d'Or, good passions in arms, 	w,lio 	passed 	the 
and cheap), and paves through a mountains by this village *hen they 
beautiful and rich country, by Bibbi- 
ena and St. Giovanni, to Lucerna and 

went to capture Prosper Colonna, 
the 	celebrated 	papal 	general, 	at 

La Tour. 	Route 134.) Villefranche. 
From Paesana to Saluces is about Colonna had been,,sent by Leo X. 

14 miles, passing through the town of to join the Swiss in Piedmont, and 
Sanfront ; inhabitants above 5000, 

and the villages of Gambasca and 
defend its frontiers against the in- 
vasion threatened by frasigis. 	He 

Martininna. At the latter, the valley, 
which had widened to the plains from 

was stationed at Carmagnole, with 
500 men at arms, and some light 

Paesana, is altogether left by the tra- horse. 	Francis, who was waiting on 
yeller, and the remaining distance of the Dauphiny side of the Alps, having 
six ot seven miles, after skirting the been informed of his situation, and 
mountain, enters upon the plain, over thinking it would be a gallant enter- 
a level millad, to prise to attack Colonna at Carma- 

Saluces — (Inn : H. du Cock.) gnole, sent some of his bravest officers 
upon the expedition. 	Amongst these 

* Desiderio, king of the Lombards, who were the chevalier Bayard, Imber- 
teas defeated by Charlemagne, and kept pri- court;  le Pelisse, and d'Auhigny. The 
saner for a long time at Vienne, in Dati- 
piny, was permitted at last to take up his army of Francis was not yet ready to n

sidence re 	at Paesana. start ; tut these gallant soldiers orowssi 
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the Argentiere, and descended the razed by the ekustrians in 1559. 	It 
valley of the Stura to Rocca Spar- has been memorable for its sieges in 
viera. 	Here they left the course of almost every war between France and 
the Stura, and, under the guidance of *Sardinia. 	In that of 1744, when the 
the Signor de Morete, crossed, by a Spanish and French 	armies, corn- 
difficult path amidst 	the rocks of tnanded by the infant Don Philip 
Sparviera, into the Val de Grana ; and the Prince of to'ndd, invaded 
thus avoiding die Swiss troops sta- Piedmont, they forced the narrow 
tioned at Coni to guard any chibouche pass of the Barricades descended the 
by the Val Stura into the plains. valley of the Stura, and took the fort 
Having reached in safety the town of of Demont by the use of red-hot 
Savigliano, the 	French .party .pro. 
ceeded to attack Colonna at Carma- 

shot. Afterwards they besieged Coni, 
and fought a battle which they won 

gnole. 	It is probable that he had from Charles 	Emanuel III., who 
received some information of their succeeded, however, in throwing sup- 
intention, fors he hastily left Carma- plies into the city, which was gallantly 
gnole to join a body-of Swiss troops defended. 	After a long and tedious 
under the cardinal Schirmer at Pigne- investment, the storms of autumn and 
rot. 	On %is way thithis lie stopped the want of supplies—which were 
to dine at Villefranche, where the cut off by the Piedmonteso peasantry 
French surprised him and made him —compelled the allies to raise the 
prisoner. •The gallant party then fell siege and recross the Alps towards 
back upon Fossano to await the de- the latter end of November, when 
scelft 	of the 	French army miller they suffered the severest privations 
Francis; 	who, whilst other passes from 	cold, 	hunger, 	and 	fatigue. 
from France were carefully guarded, 
descended by this from the Argon- 

Though pursued by the troops, as-
sailed by the peasants, and exposed 

tiere. 	The Swiss, who were at Coni, 
hastened to join &tanner's troops at 

to storms, yet they returned to France, 
over frozen roads, and through deep 

Pignerol. Tilleir defeat at Marignano snow, with all their artillery, and with 
by Francis soon followect and their 
long-sustained ,reputation for invin- 

a few guns taken from their enemies, 
— the Miserable trophies for which 

Mble soldiers was there lost. they had sacrificed thousands of lives 
Soon after passing Rocca Sparviera and millions ofixeasure: on their ways 

the road winds down to the river, 
crosses the Stura,.and continues on its 

they destroyed the fort of Demont 
It was again restored, but finally 

left bank almost, throughout the val- demolished in 1801 ; when Piedmont 
ley. 	The cultivated land which bor- having become a part of France, the 
ders the StuLa is very rich and lux. forts that guarded the defiles on the 
'orient: the ehesnut trees are of great frontiers of Dauphiny were razed. 
magnitude ; 	and the forms of the Since the restoration of Piedmont the 
mountains which bound the valley are reconstruction of many has been con- 
highly picturesque. templated, some begun, and this among 

About four leagues from St. Dal. thorn. 	The mound upon which the 
mash) the traveller reaches ruins stand is situated iu the n.iddle 

Demont (Inn : 	Fleur 	de 	Lys, 
poor). 	A town formerly remarkable 

of the valley, — the river passing on 
one side and the road on the other. 

for its fort, which giiarded the valley Further up the valley, and not far 
of the Stura and the communication from the fort, is the bourg of De- 
with France by the OA d'Argentiere: moot, where there is a tolerable inn. 
it was built by Charles Emanuel I. From Demont to 
in the sixteenth century, upon the Vozadio, the scenery is, in many 
ruins of an old castle which had been places, highly picturesque,—a charm 
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for which it is much itdebted to the between the Barricades and the Col 
magnificent old trees which form fore- d'Argentiere. 	Here 	accommoda- 
grounds to beautiful views of the tion may be found, after a long day's 
river and the mountains ; and themq journey from 	Coni, preparatory to 
are heightened by the festoons of vines another from 	Bersesio, 	across 	the 
end 	gourds 	which 	decorate 	the mountain to Barcelonette. 
branches. 	Fro% the town of Venadio Bersesio, about 4 hours from Vena- 
the scene down the valley is very dio, has a very toleralble mountain inn. 
fine. 	Here it is necessary to leave Above this village the scenery is wild 
the char; but mules may be hired and rugged, the mountains presenting 
for continuing the journey up the a thousand pinnacles of rock, blighted 
valley, and across the Argentiere into and•scathed. 	Still, in• the valley, bar- 
France. 	About an hour above Vi- ley is cultivated, and the pastures are 
nadio at a place called Plancie, a rich; and the villages of Argentiere 
ravine, with a cascade at its entrance, 
joins the valley on the left. 	In this 

and ta Madelaine are found. 	Soon 
after passing the latter of these, the 

ravine, at an hour's walk from Plan- path leads abruptly to the Col d'Ar- 
cie, are ilie Baths of Venadio — a very gentiere, 7200 feet above tke level of 
humbleand sequestcredestablishment. the sea. 	Babre arriving at the crest, 
The ravine which leads to them is in the path skirts a little lake, the source 
some places very grand, and abounds of the Stara, called La Madeleine : it 
in cascades both above and below the is about 600 oell600 feet across. 	This 
baths. lake is supposed to, be the source also 

Above Venadio the change is rapid of jhe Ubayette, a stream on thPside 
to wild and Alpine scenery, varying of France; for, at a short distance 
from a road by the stream which rip- from the Col on that side, and a little 
pies through quiet meadows, to nar. below the level of the lake, a spring— 
row paths which overhang the course the source of the Ubayette — gushes 
of the torrent — a course too narrow out: this spring, it is believed, corn- 
in the ravine for a path by the river, 
it is therefore carried on ledges of the 

municates with the lake.. 
From the summit the view is very 

precipices above, and forms, in some 
places, fearful mule piths for the tra- 

extensive, especially towards France, 
looking down the course at the Ube- 

veller's ascent of the valley. 	Such yette towards L'Arche, the frontier 
scenes are observed near Zambucco. station 	of 	the 	Fretiph 	douane. 
Above are the villages of Pied de L'Arche is nearly 3 hours from Ber- 
Port and Pont Bernardo. At a place sesio. 	At L'Archeis a very humble 
called the Barricades —a narrow de. inn, but kept by civil people. 	Better 
file, where defences of the valley were 
formerly erected, and which was often 

accommodation, howevei, will befound, 
chez Peneant, 	at 	Myrowne, where 

the scene of desperate conflicts — the there is a comfortable country inn ; 
road is carried along a shelf of rock but provisions are, in this neighbour- 
above the river, and has been cut out hood, very scarce. 	From L'Arche 
of the precipices which darken and to Meyronne is an hour's walk, and 
overhang the ravine, and offers an thence to Barcelonette, 31i  hours. 	At 
almost impregnable barrier to 	the Myronne there is an excellent guide 
passageettf the valley. 	Above the named Dumas to the neighbouring 
Barricades the road, or rather pathi  Alps. 	Below L'Arche there is little 
lies amidst the debris of the mountains interest in the scenery. 	The road 
which bound the valley, and offer a descends thilnigh the villages of Cer- 
scene of wild desolation. 	Above it tatnusa and Meyronne to the junction 
lie the villages of Praynard and Ber. 
sesio; the latter is the principal place 

of the Ubayette 	with 	the Ubayo, 
where two roads lead into the Em. 
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brunnais, — the 	principal 	following tines established here did much to 
the course of the Ubaye to Barcelo- ameliorate the condition of the Mira- 
nette, the other leading by the camp bitants of the valley ; but all the wars 
of Tournoux, the village of St. Paul, 
and the Col de Vars, to Guillcstre and 

in which Provence has been engaged 
have extended their horrors in this 

the Valley of the Durance. valley, and it was often liable to the 
The scene is fine from where these irruptions of the Saractns, particularly 

roads separate. •Cluitelard, in a well- in the tenth 	century. 	From 	the 
cultivated little plain, is left on the fourteenth century, it was alternately 
right, and the road passes on through subjected to Savoy or France ; Ama- 
Jausier. 	There is not much interest deus conquered it in 1388. 	It was 
generally in the scenery, except at reattached to Provence by Rene of 
Pont de Close, near Jausier, where Anjou, in 1447 ; it was again taken 
the rocky defile through which the by the duke of Savoy, Charles III., 
Ubaye struggles offers some fine points in 1537. 	In the Middle of the six- 
of view. 	• teenth century, the inhabitants adopted 

Barcelonette has 2200 inhabitants, 
and a very good inn, [hotel du Nord, 

the Reformed doctrines, but they were 
shortly after either forced to abjure 

Chez Mattrin. 	The to%n is larger them, or were expelled their country. 
and better built than one would ex- Napoleon contemplated the con- 
pect to find in a valley so sequestered, 
and having so littleocommunication 

struction of a new road through the 
valley of Barcelonette to pass the Col 

with the rest of the world. d'Argentiere and enter Piedmont, by 
Iris chiefly inhabited by the pp- the Val de Store. 	Since his abdica- 

prietors of the Alps and pasturages of tion the idea seems to have been 
the valley. 	More than 100,000 sheep abandoned ; but its benefits to 20,000 
are pastured in its communes, which inhabitants of the 	valley, 	by the 
come, during the summer, from the greater development of their energies 
vast plains of La Crau, in the neigh- and the increased prosperity of Bar- 
bourhood of.Arles ; these sheep are celonette, ought to have some weight 
driven into the most difficult accessi- with the government of France. 
ble pasturages of the Alps often 20 There are many communications 
days' jouvney. 	From 	their 	wool with the neighbouring valleys, by 
some coarse goods, consumed chiefly passes in the mountains ; as with Em- 
by the inhabitants, are made; there is brun by the Col de' la Vacherie, and- 
much corn also grown in the valley ; with Colmar and Altos by the valleys 
but for almost every thing else, they of the Tinea and the Varo, which dis- 
are indebted to stfangers, in other charge their streams near. Nice. 
valleys or other countries ; it is not Soon after leaving 	Barcelonette 
long that the cultivation of potatoes near the village of St. Pons, the ruins 
has been practised among them. of an old castle are seen in a fine 

This valley was known to the Ro. situation. The roads down the valley 
mans, but 	little 	of 	its 	history 	is of Barcelonette are in so wretched a 
to be relied upon, except in connec- state, that the want of embankments 
tion with that of Embroil, which has exposes the inhabitants of the Valley 
been better preserved. 	It is known to the frequent loss of communica- 
that it was subjected to irruptions by tion, from the destructive elfimts of 
Saxons and by Saracens, who made the torrents. 	Not far below 	Bar- 
theii way from Marseilles; these were celonette, it is necessary to ford the 
defeated by Charles•Martel ; under beds of the Bachelor, the Rio Boor- 
Charlemagne France had the benefit don, and other torrents, for want of 
of a protecting government. 	In the bridges. 
sixth century, a convent of Benedic- The first large village below Bar. 
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celonette is 	La 	Tliiiiles, 	and the Pontis, on looking back towards the 
next after crossing the Ubaye 	by valley of the Ubaye, the hill of St. 
a wooden bridge, Meolans, thence 
down the valley, there is a tolerabl% 

Vincent is a strikingly fine object, 
surmounted by forts which formerly 

char road. 	Amidst dreary and wild' guarded the entrance to the valley of 
scenes, the general character of the Barcelonette, when it was under the 
valley of Bareflonette, there is, how- dominion of Sardinia. 	By a wise 
ever, a striking exception in a village arrangement, it wak•Ceded to France 
beautifully situated, called in exchange for the valleys of Frage- 

Le Lauzette, the Goshen of the las and Exilles, when the states of 
valley. 	It is 	agreeably 	wooded : France and Sardinia prudently agreed 
near it is a little lake which abounds upon the chain of the high Alps as 
in fine trout, and in the. immediate 
neighbourhood are fruit trees and a 
fertile soil. 	A. little way, however, 
below the village, the scene changes 
again to sterility. 	After crossing a 

their line of demarcation. 

ROUTE 1,55.* 

ridge, a Series of tourniquets leads 
down the pass of La Tour, or, as-it is 

BARCELONETTE TO BR1ANcON, DT THE 
VALLEY' O 

k
TIIE CRATE A.ND ST. VE. 

called, the Chemin Royal: a part of BAN: 
the 	road in 	the 	valley admirably Besides the routes 	from Barce- 
made ; but, unconnected as it is with lonette to Emlirun by the valley of 
the country above or below by any the Ubaye, the Col de Vacherie, and 
road so good, it is worthless. also by the Col de Vars and f.iuil- 

Below these tourniquets the valley 
offers some of its most wild and grand 

latre, all mentioned in Route 134, 
there is another by which the tra. 

scenes. 	On looking back from the yeller may reach the valley of the 
path carried along the brink of the Guil, and visit wild and sequestered 
precipices high above the torrent, the scenes in the neighbourhood of the  
Ubaye is seen in its deep course is- Monte Viso ; but the Cuisa though 
suing from the defile of La Tour, and not impracticable for toles, is only 
beyond the grand fornis of the moun- fit for a pedestrian, at least this is the 
Min of Cupulion des 2'rois E'vi'ques, 
which divides the valley of Barcelo- 

case with the pass*  of the Col de 
Longet. 	 • 

nette from that of the Var, the scene About 21 hours 	above 	Barce- 
is one of savage dreariness. lonette lies the conflAnce 	of the 

The road continues on 	the left Ubayette and the Uhaye ; the former 
bank of the river high above its bed ; leading to the Col tArgentike, the 
until, leaving the side of the'hill upon latter to 	the 	Embrunnais 	by the 
which 	the 	fort 	of 	St. Vincent is valley of Maurin. 	• 
placed, as very 	difficult 	path leads The ascent of the Ubare leads by 
down to the river, which is crossed a deep ravine 	below the camp of 
to arrive at the little village of Ubaye. Tourneaux, where 	the remains of 

From this place, one road passes redoubts 	and 	intrenchments, 	still 
down by the river to its confluence mark the importance of this frontier 
with the Durance at La Brioule ; passage; 	when the valley of 	Bar- 
and moiler, up the side of the moun- celonette belonged to 	Sardinia, this 
tame to the Col de 	Pontis, which spot was the scene of many struggles 
leads to Savines on the Durance,  in in the early part of the lath century. 
the high road from Gap to Embrun, 
which is 	distant from 	Savines, 8 

,, The routes &bin Turin to Nice, by the 
Col de Tendc, and, from Nice to Genoa by Me 

miles. Riviera, formerly included in this volume, 
From the ascent to the Col de V'oettry  ITterLanv,srsverhreedre ttiotey
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382 	Route 135. Valley of the Ubaye— St. Veran. 

A mule path which leads high above dous landslip Tem the western sole of 
the right bank of the river, leads 
above the ravine And into the basin- 

the valley called the Costabelle, which, 
it is said, descended in the 13th con- 

shaped valley of St. Paul. 	Before jury. 	On the margin of this lake 
reaching the village of St. Paul, the Fye is cultivated, though it has a very 
path which leads by the Col de Vars great elevation. 	Soon after passing 
to Guillestre and Embrun, winds up the lake and a series of cascades, the 
by the deep ravirifs of the II ioumonas, 
a torrent which descends from the 

valley is ascended steeply for several 
miles by a wild and dreary path, 

Col de Vars, andj the villages of Le bounded by very lofty peaks, and 
Serrel and L'Entraye ; this pass is an terminates in the path that leads by 
easy one, and by it the distance from the eastern Col de Longet, which ex- 
St. Paid to Guillestre is little more tends over fine pasturages, at a great 
than 5 hours. elevation, to a very abrupt and mag.. 

Above St. Paul the valley narrows nificent descent into Piedmont. 	The 
again, and cretinues like a ravine 
until it expands into the communes 

path by the western Col de Longet, 
called sometimes the Col de Cula, is 

of Maurin, a common name given to that which leads to St. Veran; 	it 
the three villages of Majaliet, la Barge, 
and Combremont. 	The village of 

ascends to the left, and divides the 
vallies of Maurin and St. 	Veran. 

Majasset is about 4 hours' walk from The ascent is quite pathless and often 
the conflugnce of theelibaye and the over patches of snow ; the crest has a 
Ubayette, and 61 hours from Bar- great 	elevation — 10,345 	English 
celooette. 	.At Majasset, as it is pos- feet ; it is nearly 200 feet higher than 
sible, it will be wise to sleep, an& a the Col de Viso. 	It is attained in 4 
trusty guide should be engaged (the hours from Majasset: 	the view from 
services of the innkeeper Cressy may it is stupendous ; on one hand, to- 
be obtained in this capacity) to cross wards Monte Viso, which appears 
the Col to St. Veran. 	Near Maurin quite close, and on the other to the 
they have begun to work serpentine Dauphiny Alps, which are nowhere 
as ornamental' stone, and ittween this so finely seen as from this point. 
valley and that of the Guil serpentine Scarcely a trace of vegetation is to be 
and diallage constantly occur. Three seen on the summit. 	A very steep 
or four passes across the great chain descent leads, In 	2i hours, to St.' 
of the Alps lead on the right from Veran, a very populous village placed 
this valley into Piedmont. 	Those by at the great elevation of 6693 English 
the Col de Roux and the Col tie feet above the level of the sea, being 
Maira into the valley of the Maira to probably the highest village, with the 
Dronero, and those by the Col de same 	amount 	of 	population; 	in 
Lautaret awl the Col de Malecoste to Europe. 	Around it barley and rye 
Chateau 	Dauphin 	in the Val de are cultivated; the former to the ele- 
Vraita ; and that by the eastern Col vation of nearly 7000 feet. 
de Longet from the head of the valley St. Veran is situated in a remark- 
of the Ubaye to La Chenal, at the ably verdant and well.watered valley 
head of the valley of the Vraita, and 
thence to Château Dauphin. 	Ma- 

of the same name. 	Its appearance, 
when seen for the first time, is extra- 

jasset is the station of the French ordinary ; 	for, instead of hceises, it 
douaniers, who havein this valley to seems to be a mass of space and scaf- 
guard an extensive frontier by these folding ; the houses are built entirely 
passes. 	A little above the last vil- of wood, except that sometimes they 
lage the traveller arrives at the small rest on a basement of stone, which in- 
Lac de I'aroi, a piece of water which closes the stable, a common.but dirty 
gvidently owes its origin to a stepen- practice in the domestic structures 
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of tht 'high Tillages sf these:IA.1os. and thence to Briancow(Boute 11824 
Artitind the houses They, invariably, 
eonStruet a sort of veraitdwor galleriy; 
with a roof projecting 6 in 8 feet, and 
fitted up with. the sort of scaffolding. 

But if the Object of filo traveller dm 
to visit Abities and the upper valley, 
of the - Guil; 'he may attain 	them, 
through- scenes• of grander' character 

which, gives so odd no appearanceot, 
first sight, to the village;. the pur, 

--than those presented !by the mute 
through Qneyras; and 'by a oath, four: 

pose of -this Scaffolding is M. enable hours shorter than ',kat through life 
the inhabitants to dry 610441h-ripened valley.  of the Guil. 	In either lease 'he 
corn under the shelter of the project- sheuld not fail to notice a singuliat 
ing roofs : 	their 'harvests generally geological fact near-  Pm, on the op= 
take place early in the. ;autumn, be,  
fore the 'frosts set M, the seed having 

mute side of the torrent descending 
from St. 'Venn: 	The..,slopes have 

becursown lathe duly,of thopreceding 'been covered. with 	extremely hard 
year. 	St ,Yeran offers no Faceommo: blocks of the diallage rock de the 
dation,  Whateret• to' travellers, unless neighbourhood. 	In eve place these 
the curd can' 'be induced • to afford have rested on, a friable. Slaty iime- 
hospitality: 	The filthy habits of the stone; the weatherand melting. snow 
Pe•Ple'ismostmlfensive arising chiefly. 
fromtimirmustom of iiVitig wadi:the 

have gradually r- washed thesoil from, 
around these blocks, 	which have 

cattle 'in the stables, and this even served as a protection to that imme- 
among persons of property. 	' diately below tliputi  and tlips pillars, 
' 	The Protestant.% are very numerous 
at St. Vcran, consisting of twenty- 

not unlike Gothic pinnacles, Odell, 
in some case, have an elevation of 

four' families; a • Protestant church tat feet, have been left, with these 
has lately,  been erected,  there; 	but as boulders for their capitals, presenting 
the pastor M. Simeon', who sttc- an extraordinary appearance, with aw 
ceedett Felix 	Neff, ' resides 	at 	La obvious origin, 	A similar geological' 
'Chaim-the service is neither frequent phenomenon is presented in the Tyrol 
Wor.  .regular. at Ober- Botten, not farlrom Batten, 

Here were occasionally exercised in the valley of the Adige. 
the devoted services of Neff; 	i the 
modern Apostle of the Alps,"/ 	The • 
Protestant comMunitits,of St. 'Wren, 'ROUTE 4.86. 

•
• 

Foussillarde; 	Frassyniare, 	pOrtnil:- 
lense,.&e. ; some of these:places being 
above, 49 miles apart 'from °Met* 
forined-thoextensive diStrict *here he 

PROM • 	..,.' DIGNR, 13i TUE VAVEV OF TUC ., , nunAliCE, TO 7IARCE1$023 	3W COI.? 
3tAR sisti Amos. 	• 

laboured in his, ministry with a de- Instead of following the high road' 
votiowandoitergy to which his health to Gap, thormete of thediligenee, the 
and fife Aveiro net* sacrificed: traveller wisp, from Marseilles and 

The ftoinan Catholic church of 'igne; 	would approach 	the 	Alps 
St.i.Verawis situated near tlm highest sooner, may reach them by an ' in- 
part Of the long straggling village. teresting line of route either on horse. On its  wall is cut, 

41044 tomes, . 
back or on foot,. and pass through. 
scenes little known to English ram-' 

A 	sur le incr. biers. 	From Eigne a valley of tattler 
'Bite louse et the cure adjoining is Alpine ellsiracte8, and therefore tapSt,  

The pnLy smite dwelling in the place. welcome to the traveller; who is glad 
Front St.  Veron Dm agreechle.rond to escape from Ste oarehed -plains of 

leads down the volley to qoeyras, a France;  leads by tiro village of Drays 
village which gives its name to the to the Col du Tour, where there are 
district in the valley of the Guil, fine .pesturages, and which is reached' 
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in 4 hours from Digne; thence a path no spot in the Alps so sublimetv wild 
leads down through parched valleys, 
rather resembling those of the north 

and sequestered as the valley of this 
lake. 	The surrounding mountains 

of Spain than of France, to the village are covered with snow and a few 
Chateau Gamier, 7 hours from Digne, 
where there is 'h poor inn, the only 

Stunted pines, amidst vast precipices 
and deep ravines. 	Surrounding this 

resting place. 	From Chateau Gar- retired lake are some of the grand 
vier, the traveller soon reaches -the materials of this most 	picturesque 
valley of the Verdon, and, in its ascent, 
the interest increases to Colmar, a 

solitude. 	The lake is remarkable for 
its outlet, which, after a course under- 

very small fortified town, which corn- ground for 1.500 feet, bursts into the 
mends the entrance to a gorge, and valley, and after foaming through a 
was, with Barcelonette, formerly in succession of cascades meanders in 
possession of the Pied mOntese govern- gentleness and beauty through pastu- 
ment. 	It is still garrisoned, and its rages rich in 	their 	floral 	display. 
gates are shutat 9 P.M. with as much From Alos to Barcelonette the route 
regularity as when it was a more im- lies up the valley of the Verdon, and 
portant station. 	From Chateau Gar- 
vier to Colmar is 3i hots. 	A little 

after passing the village of La Foax, 
and crossing a stone bridge, the path 

above the town, in the valley there, is to the Col de Peire, which divides 
a small intermittent spring. 	Still the valley of Verdon from that of 
higher upithe valley .40 the Verdon, ji Barcelonette, this col is soon gained. 
hour above Colmar, is the little town It is a fine pasturage to the summit; 
of this, situate nearly 5000 feet above and from it a charming view is sud- 
the level of the sea, in a high Aline denly presented on looking up the 
valley, surrounded by lofty inoun- valley of the Ubaye. 	The descent to 
tains; theaccommodations for travellers Barcelonette from the col is exceed- 
are poor, but the people very obliging. ingly romantic, leading down through 
The neighbourhood of Alos is scarcely a 	valley 	of great 	boldness richly 
known to Foglish, travellers, but it wooded. 	There is an excellent path 
well deserves their exam&ation, and down to the valley of the Ubaye, but 
an excursion should be made to the the descent is steep and fatiguing. 
lake of 41os, a distance of about 4 Barcelonette may be reached on foot 
hours. 	The route to it lies by the in 7 hours front Alos. The Mimi du 
village of Champ Richard. 	The lake Nord affords good accommodation. In 
is one of the largest and most pro._ descending from the col, the valley of 
found in the Feench 	Alps, though the torrent Bachelard opens on the 
it is situated at the height of 7500 right, 	flanked by grand precipices; 
English feet. 	Its form is almost cir- 
cular, andats•circumference is nearly 

it leads to St. Dahnas le Sauvage, 
and thence by 	St. Etienne, in 	the 

4 miles. 	The Mont Pela, 	which valley of the Var, thence across the 
rises from the side of.the lake, has an Col de Mont Penche, to the Baths of 
elevation of 10,500 feet, about 3000 Venadio, in the valley of the Stut, in 
above the lake. 	There is, perhaps, Piedmont, p. 379. 
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IN DEX. 

•,.. In order to facilitate-reference to.theJloutes, most of them are -repeated in the  Index 
twice:-thus;  Genova to.Clunnottni, is alio mentioned under the bead Chamonni • to 
Geneva-; such reversed Routes arc marked in•the Index with an asterisk to distinguish 
them. 

A. 	 Altdorf, totter o1 102. 
Altenberg, 69. 

A Xa, river, 86.97. A latency', 184. 
••*, falls 0489:- 	 • - Amadeus V III., 165. 
----. river, junction of, with Limmalt and Ammertenthal, 78. 

Reuss, 16. A tnsteg, 103. 2 --, source Of, 91. Andeer, 294. 	'- 
., t orals, 15. Andelfingest, 24. 
Aatberg, 8.198. An der Lank, 116. 
Aarbarg, Is. 
Abries. 373. 	 ' 

Andormatt, 101. „.. 
-- or UrSera0 irKi. 	• 

Adelhoden, 112 -• to Coirc 	the Obcralp, 212. 
Adult', gnome, M. And or Ins, 1 .. 	 • 
Agnes, queen of Hungary, founder of Kii. Anfrogna, valley of, $71. 

ingsfelden, 16. 	Her cruelty, 17. Anne, St.. 105. 
Agno, 240. Annecy, 337. 
Aisle. L', 162. •••-•- le Vieux, 339. 
Aiguebellette, 352. A sonennuse, 310. 
A igueblaitehe, 34S. Autiorio. cal, 96. 
Aigaille, the, 398. Anza

g
wa,val248-260. Beauty of its scenery, 

A hut:vale, 291. 	Boman aqueduct, 295. and superior condition of its peasantry, 
Aime (Axtiona), 315. 

' Airolo, 108. 110. A 
260-26'2. 	 • . 
OSTA VAL ri', 2744410. , 

Aix lee Halos, 339 	Mineral and other - • to iNtrin, 974. _ sprin 
254.

gs  of,  34
257.  

0. 
Alagna , 

--,- • tohlartiguy and thE Great S. Beruard, 
. 	 6 

Athens, 339. 	 • ---
230  

• to St. ilranchler by the volley of Bagnes 
Albert, emperor of Austria; murdered, 16 and co) de Venetre, 289. 
Albertville, 336 .-to Panne, 294. 
Albinen, village of, 115. 	• Armazttio, CANTON, 191. 
*ibis Wirthsbaus, 37. - village, 191. 
--.4 hill, 36. - to St. Gall, 191. 
Albutaposs, 914. Arbedo, M. 
MOT. 869. Arbon, 181. 
Algahy 173. Are de Zan, 113. 
Allde Blanche, SS& Arenenberg, 22. 
Allenluften„ 196. Arcte Blanche, 267. 
Almengal, M. Argentiere. 379. 	. 
Ales, 34. Argovie, 15. 
Alpbach, 85. Arty, valley of the, 335. 
Alpenstock, 119. Arnaud, Henry, 368. 
--- its uses, xxxi. Arena, 177. 	Colossus of San Carlo, 177. 
Alpine horn, 84. -- to Varallo, 247. 
Alpinula, Julia, 497. 
-.... Byrojes lines on, 128. 

Arpenaz, Nant d',312. 	• 
Arth, 36.42. 	 • 

Alpnacht. Arve, lunation witlbthe Rhone, 148. 
.......•., slide,of, 69. - source of the, 34.1. 
Alpine passes, xxxvi. 	Singing, xlii. Arvoyron, source of the, 324. 
Alp horn, Xiiii. AYALA:WOES, iXii,, Danger froMs.,IXiii. • Vs. 
ALps, first view of them from the Jurn, 

xxxii. 	Panoramas of, xxxiii. Near 'views 
rieties of, lxii. 	Catastrophes arising  frOrn. 
lxiii. 	Wittd,of, lxiv. 

of. xxxiv. 	Roads over, xxxv.i. Manche: 197. 
Altdorf_,102.1 	• 

swat. 
AVtattipuin, 127. 
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Aubin, St., 134. Bellinrona • to SpRigen and Coire,41by the 
Aufnau, isle of, 31. pass of the Belhardin, 234. 
Augst, 8. Bipp, castle of, 10. 
Attinghausen, 	the 	birthplace of Walter Beresol, 171. 

Fiirst, 102. Bergamasque shepherds, 217. 
Aubonne, 139. &Bergen, 230. 
Aubonne, 140. "Bergun, 216. 
A yent, 118. 	 . ligasants, ST., pass of the GREAT, 280-.243 

Hospice, 242. 	Dogs, 234. 	Monks, DM 28 '• 
Morgue, 284. Jupiter &minus, 486. His-
tory of the pass, %a 

• B. _ Bernard, St, the " Apostle of the A 1ps," 3.79. 
-, pass of the Link, 306. 346. 	The route 

Rachel'''. 83. of Hannibal, 308. 
Baden baths, 18. Bernardino, St., pass, 231. Villago, 232. 
Magnet, valley and inundation, 289. 	Mode 

of preventing a similar catastrophe, 291. 
Bensn, 64. 	Clock-tower, 67. 	Fountains, 

66. 	Remote Alps, 67. 	Minster, 67. 	Mu. 
" Bakeivell's Tour in the Tarentaise," ex. scum, 68. 	The Biirengraben, 69. 	lta. 

tract from, 338. ritable institutions, 68. 	Promenades, 69. 
Bale, 1. History of, 70. 
Bile to Strasburg Railway, 359. BERNE to Thun, 71. 
Ballsthel, 10. - to Lausanne, by Freyburg, 122. 
Helmet, Jacque4312. - to Lausanne, by Morat, 126. 
Balme, Col de, 328. 	, - to Neufchatel, 128. 
Balme, Grotto de, 312. Bernina pass, 219. 
IM1sille, 3700 liersesio, 379. 
Bercelonette, 380. 	ta Bertha, queen of Burgundy, 126. Saddle of, 
Bircelonette to Briancon, $81. 126. 
It.ird, fort, 275. Berthollet, the chemist, birthplace of, 939. 
Barras, 91., prior of the hospice of the Sim- Bessans. 348. 

pion, 17:1.• 	• Bez, 162. 	Salt mines and works, 162. 
Barricades, pass of the, 379. - to Sion, by the Diablereta, 166. 
Bas 	1. fiasco, 110. 	Church of, 110. 
13sst.e, 1. Cathedral, 1. Council of, 2. 	 ub. Biberegg, 205. 	Cradle of the Redings, 203. 

sic library, 2. 	Collection of the worL's of Biel, 7. 
Holbein, 2. 	Dance of 1)eath, 2.5. 	UM- /hello, 253. 	Notre Dame d'Orope, 253. 
versity, 3. 	Political dissensions. 4. 	Public Bled, stream of, 136. 
conveyances, 5. Bienne, 7. 

-• to Menne, by the Miinster Thal, 5. -* to Basle, 7. 
- to Schaff' bausen, 8. - to Berne, 7. 
-- to Soleuro, by the Ober Hauenstein, 9. •-- to Neuchatel, 131. 	To Yverdun, 134. 
-. to Lucerge, by the Linter Hauenstein, 

13. 	 • 
Bienne, lake of, 131. 
Bionnassai, glacier of, 39.9. 

- to Aarau, 15. Mrs, valley of the, 5. 	Source of, 6. 
-- to Zurich, 15.. Bivio Stella, 214. 
Bashi Camuagne,_ 	4. 9. Blakenstock, 98. 
)357115 of linden, IS. Blaine, St., 129. 4,33. 
-- Gais, 192. Blegno, val, 110. 
- Grange (Grenchen), 13. Blistered feet, to cure, xxx. 
- HeinrIchlbad, 194. Illumlis alp, 112. 	 • 
- Letik, 113. 	••• Bobbie, 372. 
- Loeche, 113. • Soden See, 180. 
- ['fellers, 184. ISoghy, gorge of, 99. 
- Rosenlaul, 84. Boleta or Boletoue, 244, 245. 
--.. Schititznailt, 18. Boltingen, 120. 
- Stacheterg, 197. lion-lsomme, Col de, 329. 
- Weissbad, 193. Bonneville, 311. 
Ifitterkinden, 65. Bonivard, the Prisoner of Chinon, 160. 
Bat; value of, xii. 	• Bonstetten, 37. 
nevem', 175. Borgomanero, 247. 
- to Varallo, 2.51. Itorromean islands, 175. 
Bedretto, val, 108. III. Borromeo, San Carlo, 107. 	Statue, 177. 
-, hamlet of, Ill. Boasons, glacier, $17. 
Bears of Berne, 67. 69. Biitslingen, 103. 
DORMS, cave of, 73. _ parliament of, 103. 
Beaufort, Maximo de, 335. Bourg eV Oysans, 368. 	. 
Beattvoivin, Pont, 356 • - S. Maurice, Stk. 332. 345. 
Ilellagio, 241. Bourget I.aide, 340. 
fiellegarde, ISO. Bovaret, 166. 
Belgirate, 177. 	• Bezel, 349. 	 • 
Belles; 233. 	 • Bramegg, ascent of, 62. 
Itellinzone, 233. 	Castles, 234 	- Branchter, St. 256. 
- to Magadin0 and Locarno, 235, Branchier, St., to Aesta, 289. 
- to Lugano, by Mont Cenere, say, Bregaglia, vol, 830. 
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Brennen, lake, 139. Chafe-Quarre, 331. 
Brennieres, 346. Chailte, 1.,a Bridge, 354. 
Breads glacier, 934. Chaise, La, 157. 
Breven, 323. Chaises a portents, xxii. 
Breuil, 268. Chalets end pasturages, liii. 
Briancon, 366.  Chamber° wine, 276. 

to Stout, by the pass of the Mont GoP Chamberry, 342. 366. 
nevre, 367, 368. Chamberry• to Geneva, 342. 	• 

Inrida, 349. -* to Pont Bcauvoisin, 352. 
Brieg, 170. 	• - to Lanslebourg, by the Col d'Iseran, 542 
Brien, 87. -348. 

lake of, 87. CIIIAMOUNI, 317. 	(high, of the name, 318. 
Bt tens, steamer on the lake of, 87. Guides, 	319. 	Excursion 	around, 	319. 
Brienzergrat, 87. hIontanvert, 320. 	Jardin, 521. 	Flegere, 
Bristenstock, 103. 392. 	Breren, US. 	Source.of Arrevrou, 
Breekendon, Wm., quotations from, 259. 332. 394. 	Chapeau, 324. 	Ascent of 	hlwit 
Broye, valley of, 126. Blanc, 325. 
Bruck, 16. 	• -* to Geneva, 317. 
Brunig, the pass of, 59. CIIAMOUNI to Martiglly by the Tete Noire, 
Brunnen, .56. 326. 

the Col do Balme, 326. Brugg, 16. 
- to Cormayeur, by the Col de Ilon-homme -Brasserie, 256. 

Burgle'', 199. and the Col de la Soigne, 029-334. 
Bussingen, 46. Champ Fleuri glacier, 119. 
Buet, 815. Champignol. 119. 
Buffeted% pass, 218. Chapeau, 524. • 
Ilulach, 25. Chapiu, 330. 	if 
Bull°, 120. Char-k.banc, xxi. 
Buntschi, 119. Charles the Bold of Burgundy, 134. 
Buonaparte at Fort Bard, 275. Chatmontane glacier, 292. 

at the Great St. Bernard, 282. Chasseral, 133. 	qa 
Iturglen, 102. - mont, 7. 
Buttisholx, 14. Chat, Mont du, 360. 
Ilvaos, LORD, his description of the Alps as Chkerm d'Oex, 120. 

seen (rein the Jura, xxxiii. 	Scenery of his ChIteau Doing, 338. 
drama of Manfred, 71. 	His Swiss tour, ._,..- de Queiras, 373. 
72. 	Description of the Staubbach, 76. 	Of Chatet St. Denis, 122. 
the Wangern Alp, and its avalanches, Chatilion, 268. 
80. 	Lines on the ossuary of Moral, 126. - to V isp, by the pass of Mont Cervia, 
On Lake Leman, in a calm, 151. 	In a 273. 
storm, 151. 	Clatens, 159. 	Chilton, 160. - to Aosta, 276. 

Charm de Fonds, La, 155. 
Chaux de Milieu, 156. 	• 

C. Cheeses, Swiss, liv. 197. 
Cherie, cascade and lake,,314. 
Chenille, Col de, 166. 

Cadenabbia, 241. Chiavertna, 227. 
Caesar at Geneva, 145. - to Como, M. 
Caille, pont de la, 337. _i to Spliigen, 928.  
Calixtus II., Pope, 98. - to St. hlauritz, by the peeled the Maloya, 
Calvin, John, at Geneva, 143. 	His laws, 144. 229. 

Condemnation of Sernetus, 144. Chilton, castle of, 160. 	• 
Camera, vat, 299. Ciamot, 242. 
Campo Potent°, 226. Circa de Iasi, 264.  
Carmel, 37. 
Cardinet pass, 256. 
Caroline, queen of England, 24e. 

Cime du Fours, 3.32. 
Clairee Col, 361. 	•  
Clarens, 158. 	Byron's description, 159. 

Carona°, 126. Clariden alps, 198. 
Casaccia, 230, Clefen, VT. 	• 
Castruegna, 230. Close, La, pass of, ISO. 
Castella, terrace of, 370. Clusette, la, defile, 1s3.. 
Castello. Inn. 	Church of San, 109. Mamie. valley of the, 569. 
Castel., 213. Closes, 311. 
Cdanl, engineer of the Simplon, 170. COGNE, val de, 29.5. Iron mines, 298. 
Cenis, Mont, 358. 	Little, 360. -- village of, 266. 	Glacier of, 297. 
Centron, *nage of, 346. - fenbtre de, 287. 
Ceresol, 301. Cottle, 188. 	Churdit of St. Lucius, Its. 	Bi- 

shop's palace, l88.1,ost-horses, 189. Money, Cergues, St., beautiful view of, 140. 
Cerisin, I.ago, 240. 
Cornets, 218. 
Cenvls, Mont, 267. 	P;158 of, 267.-.289. 
Cesium° to l'ignerol, by the Cu) de Sestrieres, 

	

189. 	Romansch tongue, 	tioveniment 
of the G11301)S, WO. 

--ii to Pfefrer's baths, 183.  . 

	

---s 	118. e to Con mace, 
to Zurich, In. 

369. • g 2 
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Coire to Schaffhausen through Toggenbiirg, 
195. 

Cruseilles, 337 
Cu1m inp,51. 

- to Andcrmatt by the Vorder Rhensthal, 
209. 

Curaglia 212. 
Custom-house, Sardinian, 373. , 

-'to St. Mauritz by the Julier, 214. . 
- to Ponte in the Engadine, by the Albula, • ' 	• 	' 	• 

215. 
- to SpRisen, by the Via Mala, 220.' 
- to Bellinzona, by the Bernardin, 220.231. 	Dachsfclden, 6 
- to Chiavenna, by the Sp/Eigen, 220. 29z. 	Dala, river, 115.  Col d'Anterne, 315, 	 Da'Masi°, St., 377. - 
-de Balme, 328. 	 St. Dalmazio to Embrun, 377. , 
-de Bon-homme, 331. 	 ' Dalmazio, St., to Embrun, by Barcelonette 
-de Colima, 253. and the Col d'Argentibre, 377-381. 
-de Gauche, 331. Dance of Death, 3. 
-de Lautaret, 348. 	 ' Vitschbach waterfall, 98. 
-du Mont, 305. 	 Davos, 214. 
-de la Soigne, 332. 

'Arnie, 339. -de 
Davy, Sir Humphry, grave of, TU. 
Dauben See, 112. 

- de Vanoise, 350. Dario Grande, 109. 
- de Viso, 374. 	 Demont, 378. 
Colico, 229. 	 Dent de Jaman, pass of, 121. 

I Colmar, 384. 	• 	Dessaix's monument, 283. 
Colonna, Prosper, surprised by the French, 	Postal, 263. 

377. 	 Devil's bridge, 104. 
Colossus °Wart° Borromeot77. 	 Diablerets, 168. 
Columbfer, 134. 	 Didier, St., 306. 
Columbanus, St., church of, 105. 	 Diemtigen that, 116. 
Coluret, little, 302. 	 Dictikon, 19. 
Combo', lake of, 333. 	 Digne to Barcelonette, 383. 
Combo de Savoie, 335. 	 [ Dijon to Geneva, 140. 
Comblou, 335. 	 I Diligences in Switzerland, xvill. 
Come lake of, 241. 	 Diodati carnpagna, 149. 165. 
Concise, 134. Directions for travelling in 	Switzerland, 
Condone, 336. xxviii. 

in Piedmont and Cos/frame, 23, 	Minster, 23. 	Great council 
Savoy, 243. of Constance, 23. 	Huss, 24. 

-, lake of, 180. Disiderius, king of Lombardy, 108. 
Constance, steamers on the lake, 24. 180. Dissentis, abbot of, 1117. 
- to St. Gall, 180. Dissentis abbey, 211. 
Constance to Coire, 180-183. - to Reichenau, 211. 
- to Schaffpusen, 23. - to Blegno by the Lukmanier, 212. 
Contami nes, 331). 	• -- to Andermatt by the Oberalp,212. 
Conte, monte, 230. 	 Distances in Switzerland, xvi. 
Copper, 153. 	• 	• 	 - in Piedmont, 246. 278. 
Coquempiwvine, 168. 	 ! Divico, conqueror of the Romans, 162. 
Cormayeur; 280. 	 Dobbin, vat, 287.* 
___* to Turin, 280. 	 Diidi berg, 198. 
-• to Martigny, by the cot de Ferret, 993. 	Doirc river, 275. 
- to St. MaBrice,by the Little St. Bernard, 	1161e, view from the, 140. 

	

306. 	 Domdidier
' 
 128. 

-* to Chamounv, by the Allbe Blanche, 	Domessin,352. 	 - 

	

3.34. 	 i Domleschg valley, 221. 
Cortaillod, 134. 	 Doom u'Ossola, 95. 175. 
('ossonex, 139. 	 Donal, 275. 
Courrendeljo, a 	 Dornach, battle of, 5. Coney, Inge ram de, defeat of, 65. 	 Doron de Beaufort, 335. 
Couvrecle, 321. - de Bozel, .343. 
Coverdalc; Miles, prints the first English Doubs, river, 136. 

Bible at Zurich, 27. Douvaine, 165. 
Cramer's " Dissertation on the Passage of Doveria, 173. 

Hannibal," extract from, 351. Drainage of the lake of Lungem, 62. 
Crammont, moat, 307. 	View from, 308. Drance, inundation of, 289. 
Cran, 339. Diindengrat, 77. 
Crodo, 95. Duggia, vat, 253. 
Crenone, vat, 110. Duing, château, 339. 
Cretinism, !styli. 	• Duport, Baron, 299. 338. 
Crcux de Vent mountain, 137. Dupre, 125. 
- echo of, 138. 
Crissolo, village of, 376. • 
Croix, Col rte, 374 E. 
Croix de Nivolet, col, 8C3. 
Cromwell (Oliver), embankment at Bobbio Eau Monte, 339. 

built by, 372. Eau Noire, 327. 
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Echailens, 135. 	 Fluellen, 59-102. 	L.? 
Echelles, Les, 355. 	• Flue, Nicolas von d 	61. 

 der, 
F.chighorn, ascent of the, 93. Flumes. 335. 	 ' 
Ecluse, L', fort, 150. , 
Eginenthal, 93. 
Eginen. 92. 

Fol. St., 305. 	-, 	,- 
Poppiano, gorge of, 	. 	. , 

.. 	• 
Egeri, lake, 206. C,,st... 

- 
Porcine, Col de. 328. • 

sEglisau, 25. 
Eigher, great, 80 

Forclaz. St. Gervais, 330: " 21' - ' ' 
Forcola pass, MI. 

--- Klein, 81. 	'• 	 - Formazza valley, 88. 111. 
P.infiedein abbey, 199. Pilgrimage described, 

201. 
Forno Val, 
Fort Roe, 279. 

to Schwytz, 204. Enricher{ kale, 120. 
Eismeer, 82, Foully, 330. 
Elm, 208. Fountains, xlii.' 	. 
Embrun to Saluzzo (or Salutes), by the Col 

de Viso, 371-.477. 	• 
Fours, Cal de, 
Francis de Sales, 338. 

Emme, rivets, 64. Frangy, 312. 
Emmenthal, valley of, 65. Fraschez, 271. 
b:ngadine described, 216-219. Fraubrunnen,63. 
Engelberg, village and abbey of, 96. FranenfeW, 28. 
Engelltorner, 85, FREVIII/110, 122. 	Saarine (Swine) river, 123. 
Engestoin, 65,  Suspension bridge, 	123.° 	Church of St. 
En he 69. Nicholas, 124. 	Organ of, 124. 	Canton of, 
English war, and barrow, 14. 124. 	Pesssionnat or Jesuits' school, 124. 
Entlebuch, 64 Lime.tree eig, 125. 	Rathhatet, les. 	flue 
Entremont, vat d', 281. Court (Amens, 125. 	Rue Grande Fon- 
Erasmus's grave, 2. taine, 	125. 	Gorge 	de 	°Mcrae, 	12$. 
Eremites, notre dame des, 199. Grotto of St. Magdalene, 125. 
Erenger that, 270. 29 1 Frick, 15. 
Erlach, castle of, IVJ. Frohnanistock, 5110 
Erlenbach, pastor of, 119. Frutigen, 112. 
-_. village of, 116. 119. Frutval, 21. 
Ermatingen, FtErca di Bette, 271. 
Erni (Arnold), 57. Force, pms of, 93. 
Escalade of Geneva, 144. Furst, Walter, 57. 
Escholmnatt, 61. Fusell, Henry, 26. 
Escher von der Lint!), SS. 
li.'ssertines, 135, 
Etroubles, 239. G. 
Etzel, mont, 199. 
Evian. 15.5. 	 , Gabris, 192. 
" Excursions in the Alps," extracts from, 

332. 362. 	 - 
Gadmen, 89M00. 
Gadmen. river, 89. 

Exilles, valley of, 303. Gals watering-place, 199r 
Galese, 301. 
Gam., Sr., 181. 

F. GALL, Sr., 180. 	Abbey of, 181. 	Freuden. 
berg, 182. 	Posting regulatipns, xvii. 

Faido, 109. - s to Constance, 181, 
Falkenstein castle of, 10. - to C,oire and Pfeftbrs, 183. 
Falls of the 'Rhine, 20. - to Geis and Appen•el, 191. 
Faucigny, 311. - to Nerisau and Rapperschwyl, 194. 
Faulborn, 81. Gallenstock, 96. 

ascent of, 83. Gellerie, 116. 
Faverges, 339. Ganther, 171. 
relletiberg. M., 65. Gardoval, 218. 
Fenestrelles, 369. Gasteren the', 78. 
Fenetre, Col de, On. 	 • Gattinara, 253. 
Forme' that, 116. Garet. village of, 363. 
Verney, 149. . Geant, Col de, 280. 396. 
Ferningen, 99. Gemmi, pass of, I I 1. 
Ferret, Col de, Mk 	Celebrated view from, 

294. 	 6 
GENEVA, 140. 	Inns, 140. 	Improvements, 

141. 	Domes, 141. 	Cathedral, 142 	Musee 
Fiderls baths, 213. Rath, 142. 	Library ; • Museum, 142. 	Nis- 
Filisur, 20. 101I, 143. 	Julius Cresar, 143. 	John Cal- 
Finale, 384. vin, 143. 	The /rscalade, 144. 	Rousseau, 
Finster Anthem, 81. 91. 145. 	Botanic 	gardens; 	French Revolu- 
Piora, 102: tion, 145. 	Illtatrions natives, 148. 	Watch. 
Firn, meaning of, Iv. makers, 145. 	Plissports, 147. 	Gates ; di- 
Flawyl, 194. ligences, 	147. 	Steamers, 148. 	Environs, 
Plegere, S22. 148. 	View of Mont Blanc, 143, 	Mont 
Ilims, 210. Saleve, 148. 	Cr' impagne 1)iodati, 149. 1,er. • 
Flowers, alpine, 361. I. 	, net', 149. 	Porte du Rhone,150, 

s 3 
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Geneva, lake of. 131-166. Grindenwald to Meyringen, by the treat 
Genova to Chamberry, by Annecy, 338. 	By Scheideck, 83. • 

Hamill', 341. Gnisoxs, language of, 189. 	History and 
- • to Dijon, 140. Government of, 190. 
- to Martigny and the Simplon, by Lau. - coinage of the, xv. 

gamic, 1,3. irisusiche, val, SOL 
- to Martigny, by 'fhonon, 165. Gros Cavallo, 
- to Chamouny, MU. Gross llochstetten, 65. 
- money of, xl. Grotto Chemin de la, 355, 
Genevre, Monk36-7. Grutli or Itiitli, 57. 	• 
Gennanasca, 3i0. 	 . 	-• Gruybres castle, 120. Counts of, 121. Cheese, 
Gerolfingen, 128. 	- 120. 
Gerson, 55. Gstcig, 118. 
Gervais, St., baths, 313. Gudin, UR. 
Gessler's castle and death. 42. Golfer, 41. 
Gessner, the poet, birthplace of, 27. Guinea in Switzerland, xxii. 	When and 
- naturalist, birthplace of, 27. where indispensable, xxii. 	At Chamouny. 
- monuments to, 208. 319. 	In Piedmont and SavoyM43. 317. 
Gemini, 59. Gull, the, 374. 
Getroz glacier, 989. 	Ingenious mode of pre- Guttanen, 89. 

venting its increase, 992. Guxen, Ian. 
Gex, 140. Gyswyl, 61. 
Giacomo, St., 9271 	Valley, 227. 
Gibbon's house at Lausanne, 155. 
Giesbach Falls, 87. H. 
Gingough, St, 166. 
Glornico (Irnis), 109. 	Chore; 109. Habsburg, castle of, 17. Giovanni. St., 371. Hatmenberg, 98. Giswyl, 61. Holden, Henry an der, (al. Gi.acigns, 	Iv. 	Number and 	extent, 	Ivi. liamtnerlein, birthplace of, 27. Movernent•and melting"' Ivi. 	Crevasses, Hanclek, Valls of the Aar, 89. Win. 	Colour, 	lviii. 	Golfer, lix. 	Red Hannibal's route over the Alps, 309. 331. 333. snook lix. 	Increase and diminution, Ix. 375.  Moraines, 'xi. 	Use of, lxi. 	Preparations Haiteristein, Ober, 9. 	Unter, 13. 

for crossing, xxxii. 	The most remarkable Hash, upper, 89. in extent, 	xxxiv. 	Mode of preventing ma., or  3103 	,„Q„,  85.  
their accumulation, 292. I lauserbriicke, 99. Gliirnisch mountain, 106.9.08. Haute Combe, 340. 

Glarus, 196. 	Manufactures ; 	Cheese, 197. Haute Luce, 53.5. 
Roads and paths from, 197. IleinrIchsbad, 194. -• to St. Wesen, 197. I lerbageres, 329. 

- to Stachelherg baths, 197. licri, 335. 
- to Pfeifer's-baths, 208. 	• Elerisau, 194. 
- to Cairo, 208. Hermance, mountain of, 3:19. 
- to Altorf, by the Blouson, 198. Ilerrenreuti, convent of, 141. 
- to Schorr, by the Klouthal and Muot. Herzogenbuchsee 29. 

ta, 2(f7. Ilindelbank, il'i. 	• 
Glarus, to Wesen, 197. Hindelbank, monument to Madame Lang- - slate, 208. „. bans, 29. 
Gletscher, awaiting of, !vii. Hinter Rhein tha1,291-231. 	Source of, .931. rays, 170. hinter Rhein, 231. Goitre, lxvi. 978. 	• 1 tofwyl, 65. Golden, 43. floThein- collection of his drawings at Basle, Gonda gorge, VS. 2. Anecdotes of, 3. Gorges, alpine, siFxvi. Hollow way, 49. G6.chenen, 41t. H6Itennlatte, 90. Gothard, St., pass of, 99. 	Hospice of, 107. llopital confirms, 330. Gottlieben, castle of, 22. Horgen,31. 35. Grhfenort, 97. Hortense, ex-queen of Holland, 23. Grandson, 134. 	Battle of, 1.31. Horses and 	lea in Switzerland, xxiii. Oraubnndten, 190. llospice al 'Acqua, Ill. Gravellona, 175. - near Mount Cools, 339. Greiner, Mont, 357. Hospital, or Hospenthal, 106. Grenoble to Briancon, by Tiourg d'Oysane, 

and the Col de Lautaret, 361--367. !louses of refuge between Lanslebourg and 
Sum, .53.  Gressoney, 256, 956. Ungi, Professor, 86. 91. Grey, Lady Jane, lettersIlf, 26 - observations on glaciers, Irl. lx. Grey league, 190. 	First formation of, 211. E1undsalp, 99. Grim, pass of, 93. Huss, John, bis prison, 22. 	His execution, Grimmi pass, 116. 	• 	• 23. Grimsel, hospice of the, 90. 	Pass of, 91. Hutton, Ulrich von, 31. Grindelwald lower glacier, visit to, 89. 

Grindenwald, 81. Huttwyl, 65. 
--- glaciers of, 81. 
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Knonau, 37. 
Konigsfelden, Iti. 

lbach, 48. 	 1 	Korner glacier, 269. 
letymull. 261. 	 I 	Kosciuskzo, 11. 	Grave of, 65. 
Illigen that, 117. 	 Krachcnthal, 103. 
Ilium 210. 	 . 	Krcutzstrasse, 13. W. 

l Ins Bolen, 89. 	 Kussnacbt, 31. 42. 
Unden, 115. 	 I Kyburg, castle of, 28. 
lm Gruud, 89. 	.. 
Its-Plot , 89. 	• 	 i Inef. St., val, 7. 	 L. 
Inn-Source tactile, 230. 	 • 
- valley of, 216. 	 Lac des Brennets, 138. 
Inns of Switzerland, xxiv. 	Charges in, 

xxvi. 
Ladders, Leiters, 115. 
La Gure, magnificent view opposite the vil. 

-. of Piedmont and Savoy, C44. lage of, 3+5. 
INTERLACUEN, 74. 	 I Lakes of Switzerland, X axle. 	Bursting of, 
Inundation At the Val de Begins, 	9. 	110. 363. 
Inds, 109. 	 i 	Lauzette, 331. 
Isentlial, valley of, 59. 	 1 	Landenberg, 61. 
Isere, valley of, 342. 	 i Landesgemeinde, or general assemblies, 10.3. 
!saran, Col d', 317. 	 1 	205. 
Isola Bella, 175. 	 Landquart, 21.3. 	• 
--- Madre, 177. 	 Linghans

' 
 monument of madame, 29. 

--- San Giulio, 259. 	 Latignau,64. 
nate. approach to, 174. 	 Lanslebourg, 30. 	• 
I VOUI1C, 151. Lanzo, 348. 	6 
Ivrea, 274. Lario, Ingo, 237. 
ivrogue, 279. La Tour, town of, 371. 

Lauffen, castle of, 21. 
Lauffenburg, 8. 	• 	• 

J.  Lamm), battle of, 129. 
LAUSANNR, 154. 	Cathedral, 154. 	lIcoice of 

Jacob, St., battle of, 5. iibbon, 155. 	Promenades, 136. 
Jardin, Le, 321. 	 - to Martigny, by Vevay, 137. 
Jammu, dent de, 121. -- to Berne, by Freyburg, 196. 

by 5Iorat, 198. Jegistorf, 63. - to Geneva, 154. Jeoire, St 	316. , 
Joel,, pass of the, 99. Lantaret, 386. 
Jiichli pass, 98. Lauterbrionnen, 76.  
Jon, col de, en. I.auterbrunnen, upper valley of, 77. 
"Journal of an) Alpine Traveller," extract Lavater, birthplace of, 27. 	Death of, 25. 

from, 343. Lawinen, Nils 
Jorat, 126. 	 League of ten Jurisdictions, 213. 
Joux, Chateau de, 136. 	Lac de, 139. 	Lecourbe, general, 56. 91.99. 101. 104. 
hovel, mont. 276. 	 Leman, lake, 	LA. 	Byron's zeroes, 	151. 
Julien, St, 338. 	• 	 Steamers, 132. 	Routes by theside of, 133 
.fuller pass, 215. -164. 

Lenz, '214. Jungfrau, 80. 	' ' I.enzburg, 29. .fara, view of the Alps from, xxxii. 
- character of its scenery, %%ark Lepin, 3.4. 
Justis that, 73. 	 Les Echelles, 3.55. 

1.esseillon, Fort, 338. 
Leak, baths of, M. 	Village of, 113. 
Levantine, vat; Livinen thl, 109. 

K. L'ItApital, town of, 336. 	- so 
Lichtensteig, 195. 

Kaiserstuld, 69. 	 Liddes, 281. 
Kalfeuser thud, 209. Liestbal, 9. 13. 	Slaughter of the men of 
Kantor, 194. Basle at, 9.  
Kander river, 73. 111. 1.1monade, Gazettse, xxvii. 
Kanderste 012. 	 Limmat river, 95. 

atzio, 99 . 	 Linth, valley of, 92. 	River, Si. Causal, 39. 
Keith, marshal, 134. 	 . 	 Locana, 500. 
Keller's map of Switzerland, its great value, 	Luca rats, 233. Situation ; Madonna del Sasso; 

gavial,.l 	 decay er, 236. 	Criminal statistics, 236. 
Kemble, John grave of, 157. 	 Lode, 196. 	• 
Kinzig ettlnli 1118. 	 I 	Lohnkutscher, Swiss, xis. 
Kirchet, 89. 	 Ldson, 99 101. 104. 
Klausen pass, 198. Louis Philippe a mhoolmaster, 220. 
Kienthal, 78. Lowertz, 43. 
Kliinthal, 907. I.ucendro, lake, 107. 
'Closter', 214. LUCERNB, 33. 	Bridges, 38. 	Arsenal, 39. 
Klus, PI 103. 	 Sta•thaus, 39. 	Monument to the memory 
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of the Swiss guards, 39. 	To mount Itighi, Mauritz, St., to Tirano, by the Bentilte, 219. 
40. - toChiavetink, by the Maltna, 231. 

Lucerne to Sohwytz and Bitumen, 42. Mayenfeld, 213. 
...-- to Fluellen, 53. Mayenthal. 99. 237. 
-. to Meyringen and Brienz, by Alpnach, Megeve. 335. 

and Sarnen, 59, 31. ,,,,Aleilen, 
Lucerne, take of, K3.itteillerie rocks, 165. 
Luiceme to Bente, by the F.nttlebuch, Gt. 
- to Berne, by Sumtniswalcl, 65. 

McMinn, island of, 24. 
Meira, vale of the, 228. .Malaria 04.228. 

'Churches, Lugano, 238. 	2:3. Manufactures ; kiegaonhOrn, 54. 	• 
environs ; Monte Salvadore, 239. Melehthol, valley of, 61. 

.-- • to Bellinzond1 238. Made, 240. 
- to Como, 439. To the lake of Como; Metniggiot 241. 

240. • klemiriesio, 240. 
- lake of, 240. kienthon, birthplace of St. Bernard, 339. 
Lugni, lake, 230. akr de Glace, 320. 
Luino, 240. klettenberg, 82. 
Lukutanier pass, 212. Mayen, 99. • 
Lungcrn, lake of, G.O. 	Drainage of, 69. kleyenwand, 92.95. 
-, village of, 64. kfeyringen, 85. 
Lutschine, river, 76. - to Inierlachen, 86. 
Lys that, 271. Mortals, lago, va. 
Lys, val de, 256.• Miage glacier, 334. 

MILAN. 178. 
• ----• to Geneva. by the Simplon, 178. 

Miniduitum 126. 
M. 	t Motu° castle, St?. 

kliraboue fort, 372. 
Macdonald, pottage of the'Spliigen by mar. Misocco, 232. 

slg, 226. klittaghorn, 119. 
Macugnaga458. 262.273.E llocsa river, 110. 
Maderan valley, PA -, source of the, 232. 
Maditlein, 218. Molarat, 359. 
Magralino, 235. Mole, the, 311. 	• • Maggio, vat, 237. 	 . M • klolcion, 121, 122. 
Maggiore, lake, 175.237. ?torch, 81. 
, steamer on, 178. 233. Monesticr, baths of, 366. 
Magian, 312. Money, Swim, xii. 
Matrons de refuge, Iii. Most BLANC, view of, from Stdlenclics, 313. 
DIalval, Combo de, 	. 	 , 
Malang, 213. 
Malnria, danger from, x six. 245. 

- viewed from the Val d'Aosta ; ,A6CCILt 
of, 525, 

- view from the Col de Bain*, 328. 
Malaya, or klalttggia, 230. 	• Mont Colds to Sum, by the Little Mont 
Marcel. St., 315. Cenis and the Col de Clair6e, 360. 
Maria Sum Sehnee.49. Mont, col do, 305. 
Martigay, 10. . Mont Dauphin, 374. 
- to thecGreat St. Bernard and Aosta, Mont du Chat, 3I 	351. 

280. 	... Mont Jule, 330. 
-• to Lausanne and Geneva, 165. Mont Joh, 330.  -0  to Geneve, by Thorson, 166. Mont Richer, 139, 
.,- to Connayeur, II  the Col do Ferret, 293. 
- to the glacier ey Gctroz, 292. 

Mont Sion, 936. 
Mont 'rendre, 139. 

-* to Chamouny;by the Col de Balme,328. 
• by Tete Noire, 303. 

Montanvert, 319. 
mombovoir, 121. 	• 

Martin, St., 312
' 	View front the bridge, 

Martins.druck, 82. 313. Mosra ROSA, 113. 	Seen from Macugnaga, 
269. 	From the Moro, 263. 

Martinabruc27219. Monterone, view from the monte, 175. 251. 
Martinsioch, 82. Montmeillan, 342. 357. 
Masox that, 232. Montreux, 160. 
Massa, stream of, 93. Moraines, lxi. 
Massena, 101. Moral (Murten), 126. 	Castle, 116. 	Charles 
Matterhorn, 268. the Bold. 146. Battle of, 126. Toven4ionse 
Matterthal, 266. of, 127. 	kiiiuncliwyler, 127. Jake o', 127. 
Matten, 480. Morgarlen, battle of, 205. 
Mumma, lake of, 65. Morgentlial, 29. 
Maupertuis's tomb, 6. ?gorges, 153. 
Maurice, St.. in Savoy, 306. Morge river, 119. 
- to the eel du Mont, 306. Morgex, 279. 
- to Connaycur, by the Little St. Bet- Moro, moot°, 261. 	Pass, 262. 

nor ,i1 306. Motet, chalets of, 332. 	. 
-, Vallais, bridge and abbey, 163. Moticrs Travers, 137. 	Residence of Rent. 
Mauritz, St., baths, 215. 	Church, 215, 
- to Coke, by the Juliet. 214. 

seas, 137. 
Mondon (Milder), 126. 

......- to,Finstermiinz, down the Engadir e, eic. Mouth of a river, malaria near, xxix. 
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Montana  Hrandval, 6. 	 Ouches. 317. 34X. 
--- Tarentaise, 343. 	Its salt springs and Ouchy, 154. " Prisoner of Chilton" written.' 

works. 344. 315. there. 154. 
..- to Lattslebourg, by the Col du Vanpise, 

348,7350. 
Oulx, 368. 

NIulflo-tlial, 99. 	 • Ninth:tea, Cima de, 261. 	Pic de, 261. 
aliiitster-thal, 5, 6. P. 
Matador, 92. 	• 
'Itinsingen, 71. 	• Paesana, 377. 
MIAs* that, 906. 	Battle of, 507. Pain de Sucre, VW. 	• 
Murchison, 51r., researches at tEnIngen, 29. Pantenbrucke, 106. 
Murton, 126. roves of the Alps, xlix. 	Progress over one, 
IklititeN 906. 	. described, I. 	High road 	over them. li. 
Mythen berg, 47. 206. Male of passing in winter, lii. 	Vegetation 

on the high Alps, I. 
Pass of the Grimsel, 89. 

N. - Gries, 93: 
- ',urea, 95. 

Niifels. battle, 196. - Surenen, 96. 
- St. Godson!, 100. Nam Bourant, S31. - Susten, 99. Napoleon Bonaparte, public improvements 

effected by, near Lisa Echelles, 355. 
1,1  

-- G
ufattem, 110. 
emini, III. Maters, 93, - Rawyl. 116. Neff, Felix, 373.. ...- Sanetsch4118. Nellenbalon, 82. - Simplott,Ifo8. NRUPCHATRL (Nuenburg), 128. Lake of, 198. - Imkmanier, 212. Old castle, 129. 	Church, 129. 	Void de 

Ville,;129. 	Gymnasium, 129. 	Chaumont, 
Julie, 014.  

130. 	Boulderstone, 	Pierre a 	cot, 	1311. - FAilitlicli.;-.24.517...w.  Gorge of the Seyon, ISO. 
Neufchatel to La Chaux de Fons, 135. ---.. Bernina, 2in 
Neueneek, 192. -. Spliigen, 222 
Netiveville, 133. --ip. Malaya, 229. 
Nieklausen, St.. 61. 	Burial-place of, 61. - Bernardits, 231. 
Nicholas da Mira, 109. Passports in Switzerland, xli. 69. 
Nicholas do Veros, St., (350. Pastrycooks in the Grisons, 217. 
Nicholas, St.', volley, 269. 
Meson, 79. 

Payerne, 125. 128. 
Pays do Neff'. 373.  
Pella, 252. Nolla, torrent, 221. l'ellina, val, ea ' Notre Dame des Eremites, 190. 

Notre Dame de is Gorge, 3.20. 
Novasca, SOO. 

Passier, punt, 317. 
l'eronse, total of, 370. 

Novato, 2V3. Porte du Rhone, 1.50. 
Nufanen (Novena), pass of, 110. Percy, mines of, 316. 	• 
Nydau, 7. Pestalozzi, 135. 	Birthplace ow. 
Nyon, 130. 153. 	• Pesterann. val, 262. 	Gold mines, 259. 

Petersen, 195. 
Petronilla, St., chapel of, 1196  
Pfaffensprung, 103. 

0. l'IMPSEH'S BATHS described, 184. 
- convent, 157. 	• 

Oberalp, pass and lake, 2 Pfyn, 29. 
Ober.geatelen, 89. Platters°, 228. 	Fall. 227. 
Ober-lownenstein, 9. Piano del Itc, the, 376. 	• 
Ober-lialbsteiti, 214. - di ciorenza, 376. 	• 
Oher.tnatt, 99. Psannox7, 943. Roads, accommodation, Ac. 
Ober-sax. 210. among the Alps of, 244. Wine and money, 
Ober and tinter Aar Gletscher, 9. 245. 	Plains of, 375. 
(Ehningen, quarries of, 22. Pierre 'Mauls, 7. 
(Mennen, valley of, 119. Pierre, St., 281. 
Olivone, 413. -de Jong. chateau of. 136. 
Olke. col di, 272. - d.apormy, 343. 
Often, 13. -, isle, 131. 	. 
()meson. 248. 251. Pigucrol to Embrun. by the valleys of the 
Oneino.Iillage of, 376. Vaudois mid the Col de la Croix, 371-374. 
Orbe, cal, 1S5. Pilate, mount, 40.•  
Orca, vat de, 296. Pilgrimage to LInsiedeln, 271-974. 
Oropa, mont, sairctitary of, 55k. Ponce°. 110. 
Orsera, 105. Piotetla, forest o• 108. 
Orsieres,281, 293. Minnow, mouse, 110. 
Orsine, VW, 527. Pissevaelte, or SIllenehe waterfall, 164. 
Orta, hike of, 947. 251. Piz Beveren.V1. 
Otte, town of, 252. Plantes Dames, 331. 
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Playfair, professor, 60. Rhoden, Outer mid Inner, 191. 
rs Pleu. 998. 230. Mums, source ale glacier 495. At Geneva. 

Pliny's Villa, 242. 141. 
Po, plains and valley of the, 374. 	Stance of, 

377. 
-, pate du, 150. 

encroachments on the Lake of Geneva, 
Polenzerthal, 213. • 162. 	 . 
Poligny 140. 7-, proposed canalization or the, 10. 
Pontarlier, 136. ---, valley of the, 101. 
Pont- Beauvoisin to Aix, by the Mont du Itheetzuns, e.21. 

Chat, 351. Itichtensweit, 31. 
- to Clitimbesry, by Mendelian°, 352,- I, 

354. 	 .... Rifle matches, xliv. 
Ramat, ascent of, 48. 

from Kiissnaolst.. 49. . -- to Turin, by Les Eclidles,Chamberry 
from Weggis, 49. , and the Pass of the Mont Coals, 355-359. 

Moder Horn, 112. Pont°, 299. 
- to Villeneuve, by Val d'Orca, 300-304. 1tipaille, 165. 
Pont d'Ael Roman aqueduct, 295. Rival  lake of, MK 
--Pelissier, 316. - an Val Sesta, 254. 
Ponte Tresa, 240. Roads across the Alps, I. 
Pointe, 330. Rocca Sparviera, 397. 
Pontresina, 219. Roche illanche, 310. 
Portman, 241. Rochefort, 138. 
Port Vallais, 162.0166. Rochenaelon, the, WA 
Posting in Switzerland, xvii. 	In St. Gall, 

xvii. 
Rona, 224. 
Rogers, Samuel, his descriptioln of a made 

Potence, or gallows, 106. 	• crossing the Alps, xxiv. 	Of an alpine 
Praborgiae, or Zermatt, 266. b road, xlii. 	Of the first view of the Alps, 
Pralis, 379. xxxiii. 	Lines on the lake of Lucerne, 53, 
Pralorgnan, 349.-  Rolle, 153. 
Pra, val, M. Romagnano, 248. ' 
Preget pass, g07. - to Turin. 253. 
Promo, 95. Roman Catholic cantons, Rues on by Words. 
Pr4 Sin  Didier, 306. worth. xl. 
Prettigau, 913. Romanche, val, 366. 	 ' 
Prieurl, La, 318. Romansch language, 189. 221. 
Proteslani valleys of Piedmont, 369. 371. Romont, 125. 
Prou, plain of, 282. Ronco, e9s. 
Puschiavo, 293. Lake, 220 Rorschach, 183. 
Patellar, VD. ROSA, monle, 155. 262. 

-..., tour of, 269-274. 
-, view of, 256. 

• -11. Rosenblatt glacier, 84. 
Itossberg, fall of the, 42-.46.  Radolphiell, 21. Rothenthunn, 205. , 

Rapti, 184. 	 • Rothhorn of Brien; view from and ascent 
Ramin pass, SW. of, 87. 	`. 
Rana de vacWes, xliii. 	. liotsberg, castle 01159. 
Ranzola, col, 256. Rougemont (Relciammad), 120. 
Rapperschwyl, 31. 	Bridge of, 31. Rousseau on the lake of Moine.  132. 	At 
Itawyl, 117. 	Piss of, 117. Moutiera Travers, 137. 
Itlialibere, glacier of, 117. - at Geneva, 145 a at Vevay, 157 ; at 
Reale, col de, 298. 	Wiew of the Alps from, 

. 
Ciarens, 158. 	His description 01'4 roman- 
tit spot near Pont Bcauvoisin, 355. 

Reding, Alert, 56, Les Itousses, 140. 
Reichenau, 220.  Rooms skeleton, ally. 
-, island ofP.W. Rovererio, 233. 
Reiehenbacla,l'ails of, 85. • Rudolph of Erlach, 122. 

of, 66. murder -_.... baths of; 85. 
Rebel, ascent of, 269. Ruflberg, 43. 
Remy, St.. 289. hominy, 342. 
Requisites for travelling 	in 	Switzerland, 

xxviii. 
Ruth. 57. 
Ruz, vat de, 135. 

Resti, castle of, X6. • 
Reuse river, source of, 137. 
Reuss valley, 99. 
-- river, source of, 107. S. 
!Camiguin, 213. 	e 
Realt, 222. Saone, valley of, 190. 
Itheinfelden, 8. 15. Swaim (Gesstmay), 120. 
ROWE at Rosie, 1. Falls of at Schaffhausen, 

20. 	Ancient bed of, near SargaM, 35. 
saas, valley rind village, 261.'265. 
SaInbertrantr, 368 

Sources of, 212. 231. Salaam, mote, 149. 
change of its course, 186. &Rendre', 313.334. 

Rho, 178. 	 a 	-, waterfall near Martigny, 164. 	• 
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SaMenthes to II6pital Cordlane, 334. Sewen, 47. 
Salle, Is, 279. 	• 	• Sherwin. Capt., account of SiXt, S13. 	Sketch 
--., chateau de la, 326. of Chamouni, 318. 
Saltine, Ill. Skiers, 169. 
Saluces, 377. 

,monte, view and geology of, 239. , 
akmadan,218. 	 w 

Skill alp, 96. 
Sieben 

alp, 
54. 

Sierra, 113. 169. 
- to Timm>, 219. Sigma, 65. 
1tarnen, 60. 	• Sihlbriicke, 35. 

lake of, 60. • SiliI1CH 	13. 
Sa7atil, pass bf, 119. Sils, 230. 
Sanfrot , 377. Silva Plana, 215. 	• 
'Kati Marco, 95. Simmeneck, castle of, 120. 
Sawing, 35. Simmenthal, 111. 119. 
Susi Gress', 109. Siinmen, river, 117. 
Savaranche, val, 302. SIHPLON 110AD, 101--173. 
Savoy, 243. 	Routes in, 246. - hospice, 172. 
Saut du Doles, 136. - village, 173.' 
Saxelen, 61. Siugen, 21. 
Schabzieger cheese, 197. Sion, 169. 	To Bex, by Diablerets, 167. 	To 
Schachen, 98. me the Simplon, 169. 
Schachenthal, 198. - • to Thun, by the Remy!, 118. 
SCHAFFHAUSEN, 19. 	Minster, '20. 	Falls of - • to Sarnen, by the Saitetsch, 119. 

the Rhine, 20. Siselen, 128. 
.....--• to Basle, 9. 	- Sissach, 13. 
-- to Constance, 19. Sitten, 169. 
--- to Zurich, 24. Sixt, valley of,313. 
Schalloch, 73. Skeleton tours, shy. 
Schams, valley, 224. Snow line, lvi. 
Schauenberg, general, 97. Snow, red, lix. 
Scheideck, lesser, 79. Snowstorms. Nita Dangers (rant, lair. 	' 
---., great, 83. Sociktes do Dimanclie. xlii. 
Schellinen, 103. Sotv.une, 1.0. 	Cathedral, 11. 	Cloak Sower, 
Schirmer, Matthew, archbishop of Sion, 114. U. 	Arsenal, 11. 	Museum, 11. NuTineu. 
Sckintznach baths. I& Pt. 	Ascent of the Weissensteln from, 12. 
Schmadribach, 77. Chapel and hermitage of Santa Verona, 11. 
Schreckhorn, 81. - to Dimino, 13. 
Schuolz, 219. - • to Basle, 10. 
Schwarenbach, 112. - to Berne, 65. 
Schwanau, castle of, 47. Solothurn, 10. 
Schwarzwald, 84 Soma, cypress at, 177. 
Schwing.Fede, xliv. 61. Sommariva, villa, 241. 
&lowly, described, 47. Soncehoz, 7. • 
.......-. to Einsiedelit, 206. Soyhibre, 6. 
......... to Glarus, by the Iduotta that, 206. 
--s--• to the Riglii,47. 

* to Lucerne, 47. 

Spietz, castle of, Ill. 	,, 
Spliigen, 225. 
spaixas pass, 225. 	Galleried of 296. 

Seliwytzers, 47. 	• --* to Care, 295. 
Schwartz, Lee, 270. --- to Rellinzona, 926 
Scopel le, 954. . -- to Chiavenna,225. 
Season, the best, for visiting Switzerland, 

xxviii. 
Stead, 118. 
Stachelberg baths, 198. 

Secheron hotel, 141. 133. Swill, madame de, 153. ' 
Sees, 306.. Sidra, 31. 
Solinon that, 77. Statrelegg, 15. 
Segnes pass, 208. Statrelbaus, 51. 
Seidelliorn, 92. Stalden, 265. 
Soigne, Col de la, 332. Stalvedro, glen of, 108. 
Seilbach, 85. Stanz, 96. 	&lochs. 96. 	Rathbun* of, 96. 
Sesnentina, 233. Parish church of, 97. 	Nicolas von der 
Sempach, lake and battle of, 14. Flue, 96. 
Sempione, 173. Sta»utadt, 96. 
Sennkulte, !iv. Staubbach, 76. 
Sennitald, 184. Stauffacher Werner, 57. 
Sense, stream of, 122. Smansas, Swiss. 
Semis, 1910 	' -- Constance to Schaffhausen, 21. 
Septimer pass, 214.244. -- lake of Zurich„28. 30. 
Sens, 304. --- lake of Wallenstadt, SS. 
Serriares, glen of,  134. - lake of Lucerne, 53. 
Servo:, 314. -- lake of Thun„72. 
Sorvetus, death of, 144. -2-' lake of Maggibre, 235. 237. 
Scala, vat, its varied attractions, ea 251. .-- lake of Como, 241. 
Sea* Calende, 177. --- Neufchatel to Moral, 127. 
Sestrieres, col de, 369. Stein, j5. Ze. 99.  
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IN DEX. 

' Stein, glacier of, 99. Thibeaud de Coux, St., 316. 
Steinen, 206. Thiel, or Zit* Otter, la. 
Steinberg, 78. Thiermatten, 116. 
Stierenbach, 98. Thones, valley of, 339. 
Stockhorn, 71. 'Phonon, 165. 
Sloregg pass, 98. Tim, 72. 
Stone,immense blocks of, in' the valley of 111-6, church and terrace of, 72. 

the Romanche, 365. - to Vevey, by the Simtnen 'hal, 119. 
Storm among the Alpa, described by Byron, 

151. 
- Lake 04'71. 
Thurgovia, canton, 28. 	• 

Stars, chapel and fight of, 192. 	Pass of, 199. Thuds, 222. 
3trableck, pass of tile, 88. Ticino, 107. 	Valley of, 235. 
Striittlingen, tower of 111. . Tiefenkasten, 214. 	• 
Stunde or hour, length of, xvi. Tigues 341. 
Stura, the, 377. Tine, In, pass of, 120. 
SUIPICC, St., 137. 	- 'Dimon, 214. 
Summiswald, 65. titlis, 98. 
Sureneck, 98. Todten See, or Lake of the Deft, 92. 
Sursee, 14. Toggenburg, 195. 
Suez, 218. Taw, river,falls of, 94. 
Stimvix, 211. Tour, la, 371. 
Surenen, pass of, 96-99. Tourmentcs, lvii. 
Sum, 359. 	• Tournanche, val, 271. 
Sun, 99. Tourniquets, Iii. 
Suaten, pass of, 99. Toussaint POuverture, 137. 	• 
Survarrouqmarch ever the St. Gothard, 99. Tourtemagne, 169. 	Waterfall, 169. 

101. 104. 108. Across the linzig culm, 198. Town, 'Snout-row, 	in Switzerland, 	xliv, i 
At Muotta, 206. 	At Mud's, 207. 	Up the in Piedmont and Savoy, 246. 
Sernft that, 209. Travelling in Switzerland, directions for, 

Swiss, origin of the name, 47. xxviii. 	Best season, xxviii., 	Requisites 
- their moral conditiqi, xxxvii. Effects for, xxx. 

' 	of travelling upon, xi"Rviii. 	Of the ca. Travers, val, 137. 
tholic 	religion, xL 	Swiss 	liberty, 	xli. Treih, 56. 

' 	Tot•ns, xlii. 	Singing, xlii. 	Husbandry, 
xliii. 	. 	 • 

Trelaulai, glacier of, 331. 
Tremolo, vat, NO. 

Swrrzentswo. 	Passports, xii. 	Money, xii. 'Premolite, mineral, 108. 
Measures of distance, xvi. 	Modes of tra. . Tresa, 240. 
yelling, xvii. 	Posting, xvii. 	Diligence, 
xviii. 	voiturien, xix. 	cnar..a.banc, xxi• 

Tricot, 3e8. 
!'ring, ta. 

Guides, xxii. 	Mule., xxlii. 	Inns. x x iv. Triolet glacier, 294. 
Directions for travelling in, xxviii. 	Ob. Trogen, 	. 	• 
jects best worth notice, xxxii. 	Skeleton Trolls the sycamore of, 210. 
tours, xliv. 	Alpine.  passes, 	x. 	Chalets .201 is i'crdu,Tro 	al. 
and pasturages, hit. 	Glact7rs, Iv. 	Ara.* Triimmeln, 108. 
lunches and snow storms, lxii. 	Goltte, 
lxvi. 	• 	• Tuttle, 307. 

Turin to Cormayeur, 274. 
Turloz Pass, 957. 272. 

0. 
U. 

'Paeans, 127. 	- Ubitye, valley of, 381. 
Taconey glacier, all. Mine, 335. 
Tarasp, 219. Ulrichen, 92. 
Tatnina, 187. Unspunnen, castle of, 75. 
Tanninges, 315. -, barons of, 75. 
Tarentaise, 34/.• Linter Hattenstein, 13. 
T4V11111108, 6. Untersee, 29. 
Tavernier, 139. Unterseen, 74. 
Tavetsch, 212. Ureter-Hatianstein pass, 13. 
Tom., WILLIA14, birthplace, 11.2. 	Lands on Vidor-Statile'', 94. 

the Platte, 59. Shoots Gessier, 48. Death, Urbach, valley of, 89. 
102. Uri, bay of, 57. 

Tell's country, M. 	Chapels, 42.58. 	Forest -, canton of, 100. 
cantons, 54. 	!WM, .57. --, gallery of, 10b.' 

Tenet) Platte, 511. Urnerloch, 105. 
Tellenburg, castle of, 112. Urseren, valley of, 105, 106. 
Tesch, 9.66. flues, ravine Of the, 337. 
Tide de Rang, Ma 	 ' .--.=. valley of the, 342. 
Tide Noire, 326. Uznach, 32. 
Teufelstcin, 103. . Tetidelen, 128. V. 
Teuflen, 199 
Theostute, St., 168. Vallais, 163. 166. 169. 
Theodule, St., pass of, 270. Vallais, Upper, 92 
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VaIlefs of Switzerland, xxxvi. Wenger!' alp, 79. 
Protestant, 370. 	• 	e Werdenberg, 184. 

VaHengin, 131 %Verner, poet, 119. 
Val Monte.Joie, 330. Wesen, 53. 	, 
'Vol Duggia, 25:1. , to Glarus, 196. 
Val Formazza, 93:111. Wettorhorn, 80. 83. 

al amine, 326. 
nudist:, pass, 350. 
' ozone, 260. 

ado, Sacro Mede, 24S. 251. 

Wildhaus, birthplace or Zwingli, 195. 
Wildkirelilein, 193. 
Wildstrubel, 116. 
Wimmis, castle of, 111. 

o Arona, 248. Wind accompanying avalanches, lxiii. 171. 
r.....* o Baveno, 251. Windisch, 16. 	• --- to Chatillon, 251 Winkelried, Arnold, Ms noble devotion, 14. 
Varen, 115. statue of, '36. 	House of, 97. 
Vattis, 193. Winter journey over the Alps, lii. 
Paudois valleys, sat. 373. March of the, 362. Winterthur, 28. 
Vaunuircus, fort of, 134. Wivito, count, 128. 
Venadio Se 	 , Wolfenschims, 97. 
Veran, St., 382. 	 s Wolfgang, 58. . 
Verlohnies, loch, 222. Wolves, common in the forest of Bramante, 
Verrex, fr i 5. 360. 
Verrieres de Suisse, 137, Wordsworth's sonnet, xl. 
Versoix, 151. Wrestling matches, xliv.(14. 
Vattis, 193. 208. Wyndham and Pocock, 318. 
Peony, lel 157. Rousseau's mention of, 157. Wyl, 195. 

Fete des Vignerons, 158. Wytenstein, 57. 
VIA MALA described, .29.2-224. 3 Vier Walstadter See, 54. 
Viesch, 92. Y.  
Viescher.Harner, 99. 
Villard d' Artne, Sdii. Yenne, 359. 	4. 
Villeneuve, 161. 279. Yverdion, 135. 'Castle of, 135• 
Vimine, village of, 354. - to Geneva, by Grim, 13.3. 
Vincent, St., bill of, ail. - • to Neuchatel, 135. 
Vindonissa, 16. • 
Visp, 169. 
---- to Chatillon, by Mont Cervin, 265. Z.  
---+ to the vat Anzasca, by the monte 

Moro, 265. Zelingerichten Bund, 190. 
Maine, 363. Zermatt, 266. 
Vogogna, 175. Zernetz, 218. 

to Visp, by the Moro, 947. Zermatt, excursion from round Monte Rom> 
Voituriers, Swiss, xix. 269. 	• 	• 
Voltaire. 149. Zihl, river, 7. Vorder Rhein that, .940. Zimmerman, 16. 31. 
Vosa, Col de, 330. Zmutt, 270. 

Zoffingen 141. 
Zollbrucke, 187. 

W. Zschokke, Henry, 15. 
Zuchwyl, 65. 

Vilidenschwyl, 31. Zoo, 35. 
Waldenburg, 9. -, lake of, 35. 

• to Zuritb, 35. Wadi, 29. 
Zumsee, 2G7. Waldnacht, 99. 

Watienstadt, lake of, 33. Zunistein, Herr, 267. 
._, town of, 34. Zumcit, 25. 	Cathedral of•St. Peter, 26. 	La- 
Welperschwyl, 119. • rater, 26. 	Zwingli, 26. 	&lurch, 26. 
\Vasco, or We/co, 89. 99. 103. -, lake of. 50. 
Watchmakers of Geneva, 146. 	Of Neu- - to Constance, 28. 

chatel, 131. 	Of Chaux do Fonds, 135. - to St. Gall, 29. 
Waterfalis, Swiss, xxxv. - to Berne by Baden, 29. 
Wattweil, 195. 	. - to Coire, by lake of Zurich 'i0. 
Wyggis, 50. 	Path up the Rigid, 50. - to Zug and Lucerne, by Horgen and 
Went, hill of, 25. the Righi, 35. 

Weissbalt, 193. - to Lucerne, over the Albis, 36. 
Weissollburg, 119. - coins of, xvi. 

......., baths of, 119.  Zulu, 218. 	• 
Weisseasleht mountain, ascent from Miinster, 

6. 	From Soleure, 12. 
Zweibitschinen, 76. 
Zweisimmen, 120. 

Weisseristein in the Orisons, 216. Zwing-feste, xliv. frt. 
Weissen Thor pass, 267. 270. Zang/J. at Zurich, 26. His death at Koppel, 
Weisshorti (Cervitt), 11.3.. 3s: 	Birthplace, 195. 
Weisstan new 208. Zwing Uri, 103. 
Wellborn, 84. Zwitgbi, ES. 

Smits. 	 T 
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MR. MURRAY'S HAND-BOOKS 
'FOR TRAVELLERS. 

Already published. 
-BOOK FOR HOLLAND, BELGIUM, PRUSSIA, NORTH 

GERMANY, AND THE RHINE TO SWITZERLAND. 
Fourth Edition. 	Map. 	Post 8vo, 10s. 

IIAND-BOOK FOR BAVARIA, AUSTRIA, TYROL, SALZ- 
BURQ, STYRIA, AUSTRIAN AND BAVARIAN ALPS, 
AND THE DANUBE, FROM ULM TO THE BLACK SEA. 
Second Edition. 	Map. 	Post 8vo, 10s. 

NAND-BOOK FOR SWITZERLAND, SAVOY, AND PIED- 
MONT. 	Second Edition. 	Map. 	Post 8vo, 10s. • 

HAND-BOOK FOR-  DENMARK, NORWAt, SWEDEN, AND 
RUSSIA. 	Maps and Plans. 	Post 8vo, 12s. 

IIAND-BOOK FOIL MALTA, THE IONIAN ISbANDS, GREECE, 
TURKEY, ASIA MINOR, AND CONSTANTINOPLE. naps. 
Post 8vo, 15s. 	 • 

NAND-BOOK TO THE PUBLIC GALLERIES OF ART, IN 
AND NEAR LONDON. 	Post 8vo, 18s. 	Containing 

THE NATIONAL GALLERY; WINDSOR CASTLE; HAMPTON COURT; DUL- 
WICH GALLERY; MR. ROANE'S MUSEUM; BARRY'S PICTURES. 

liAND-BOOK OF PAINTING IN ITALY! from the AGE or CON. 
STANTINE TUE GREAT LO the PRESENT TIME. 	Post 8vo, 1 2 s . 

In the press. 
NAND-BOOK FOR NORTHERN ITALY, THE STATES OF 

SARDINIA, GENOA, AND THE RIVIERA, VENICE, 
LOMBARDY, AND TUSCANY. 	Map. 	Post 8vo. 

IIAND-BOOK FOR SOUTHERN ITALY, THE PAPAf 4TATES, 
ROME, NAPLES, AND SICILY. 	Map. 	Post 8vo. 

HAND-BOOK FOR FRANCE, INCLUDING NORMANDY, BRIT. 
TANY ; THE RIVERS LOIRE, SEINE, RHONE, AND 
GARONNE ; THE FRENCH ALPS, DAUPHINE', PRO- 
VENCE, AND THE PYRENEES. 	Map. 	Post 8vo. 

HAND-IiDOK FOR WESTMINSTER AIIBEy, 	ITS ART, 
ARCHITECTURE, AND ASSOCIATIONS. 	Fcap. 8vo. 

HANDBOOK FOR LONDON, PAST AND la/RESENT. AR- 
RANGED IN THE FORM OF A GL:ZETTEER TO FACI- 
LITATE USE AND REFERENCE. 	Post 8vo. 

• 
l'',,* All the above Works are considerably advanced. 
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tHE 

HANDBOOK ADVERTISER, 
• 

Printed fffllt tie convenience of the MANAGERS and DIRECTORS of 
STEAMBOAT, RAILROAD, DILIGENCE, and other COMPANIES 	of MER- 
CHANTS, 1:3IITSICIANS, and other PROTESSIOVIL MEN,-1)1RECTORS.OP 
SCHOOLS, MANAGERS OF BATHING ESTABLISHMENTS, SHOPKEEPERS, 
&e., desiring to communicate Information oflinterest to Travellers, 
which it is not consistent with the plan of the Handbooks to admit in 
the body of these works.  

N. B.—The Editor is not responsiik for any statements mate in 
the Advertisements.  

The " HANDBOOK ADVERTISER " will be inserted in the 
Handbooks for N. and S. Germany — SwitzerIgnd— Frans° — Itidy— 
Russia — Sweden, Denmark, Norway — Greece and Turkey, which 
are issued between April and November. • 

Advertisements may be sent to Mr. MURRAY, 50. Albemarle Street; 
Mr. CHARLES nom., Frankfurt-on-the-Maine; not lat.er than the end 
of April. 

Seale of Charges. 

. 	 £ 	a. 	d. 
jr any Advertivement not exceeding 8 lines 	- 	0 	7 	6 
For every line beyond 8 	 - 	*- 	0 	0 	6 
A Column, or Ilulf a Page 	- 	.. 	- 	1 	15 	0 
An entire Page 	. 	- 	.- 	S 	S 	0 

0 
"IPA 1813. 
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2 	 HANDBOOK ADVERTISER. 

• 
[LONDON, May 1843. 

MESSRS. J. Sr, 11,11`CRACKEN, 
• 7. OLD JEWRY, LONDON, 

Or 
.2oents bjj. 	appointment to 	tbe 33001 situtbentp, 

• AND 

AGENTS GENERALLY FOR THE RECEPTION AND suarAtty 
OF WORKS OF ART, BAGGAGE, ETC., 

REItunN their sincere acknottledgments to the Nobility and Gentry for the 
liberal Patronage hitherto conferred on them. 	They hope by the modera- 
tion of their Charges, mid their unremitting care in passing through the 
cub-Tom-Douse, ProperTy confided to them, to merit a continuance of the 
favours they have heretofore enjoyed. 	Their Establishment comprises DRY 
AND SPACIOUS wAnzgouses, where Works of Art and all descriptions of 
Property can be kept during the Owner's absence, at most moderate rates 
of rout. 

J. and R. M'C. undertake to execute Commissions, for the purchase of 
Pictures, Statuary in Marble and Alabaster, Bronzes, &c., being in direct 
correspondence with Artists, Agents, and Bankers, throughout the Con-
tinent. 

British Artists, resident abroad, having occasion to send home their 
Works for exhibition, or to be passed by the Academy, will find it advan-
tageous to aaress them to the care of Messrs. J. and R. M'C., whose Ap-
pointment enables them to offer every facility. 

Parties ikavoutling J. and R. M'C. with Consignments are requested to be 
particular in having the Bills of Lading sent to thew DIRECT by Post, 
and also to forward their Keys with the Packages, as all Goods MUST 
BE EXAMINED immediately on arrival. 

J. and, R. MT. keep Lachrytme Christi and Marsala Wines of first 
quality, and are the SOLE Agents in London to Messrs. S. Stock and Co. 
Wine Merchants, of No. 9. Place Vendome, Paris. 

. • 

Their principal Correspondents,  are— 
At CALAIS  	Mr. D. Itiorroux. 

Bot•Loorn S. M. - 	Mr. Ii. T. W000. 
f Mr. M. Cusmosr, Packer, Rue Croix Petits Champs, No.28. PARIS  	Messrs. S. STOCK AC CO. Wine Merchants, Place Vendome, No. S. 

MATS", 	sir. A. ClIAIJIII0PIT. 
Id AnSIII.LIS 	Messrs. 3. D. Itiensensoa & Co. 
Nice... ........... .•••• 	Mr. JOItrIll MATTA. British Consulate. 
Gatos..... f leery's. Guam & Co. 	 1 	 Mr. A. G. Memo, British Vice-Consulate. t 
MILAN ..........  	Mr. G. B. SILTS. 
C  	a.. 	Mr. Virream.o Dv', Sculptor. 

0 	 

C 0 

   
  



3 MANDBOOK ADVERTISER. 

•  

Messrs. T. 46 R. McCracken—Agents. 
, Seism G. H. CORER & Co. 
Messrs. W. MACBEAN & CO, 
Messrs. FETES SENN & CO. . 

0 Mr. JOSEPH GUANO. 
Lawman .... 	 Mr. Hamar DUNN. 

WW1. GIAC.„ MICALI & Flea., Sculptor, in Alabaster and 
Marble. 	 • 

Messrs. DELLA VALLE BROTHERS, Artists In Sea$11.018. 
MOWS. HENDERSON BROTHS'S. 

PISA .. 	Mr. FERO. PEVERADA, AlberS0 dell'Ussaro. 
MeSSTS. PL/M.DEN A FIUME". 

smo,.. Messrs. KRIIRICII & MAC CARTUY. 
Messrs. Busts. FRNZI & Co. 
Mr. GA irro. IBA SCUMS, MOSAIC Worker, No. 5110. Canto de' Nelli ; 

FLOUNCE 	 presto la It. Cappella de' Medici. 
, Mr. LUICII PIACENTI. 

Mr. GOV". SsLearrt. 
Mr. J. Turco. 
Fill. Poet rrt, Picture Frame Makers, Via del Palagioe  

Votavaiu. 	Sig. OTT.. CALLAS. 	 : 
Messrs. FREEBORN & CO. 

ROMS 	Mr. CARLO FIGLOSI. 
Mr. 1.mos IIIIANCIIINI. at the English College. 
Mr. Dst. BOSCO, at Messrs. TORLONIA USCO. 

BOLOGNA  	Mr. FLAVIO Fitaorn, British Vice•Constd. 
CIVITA VECCHIA 	MeSITS. ARATA. 
N  	MOSSO. COTTIRELL, ICICIPLDILV, & CO. 
P   	Messrs. Goo. Woso & Co. 
Mamma 	Messrs. AIORRISON, PINILIMIT014, & CO. 

Mr FRRDINAND Dissamt, No. W. Strada Teatro,} Sculptor In Malta 
=Valletta 	 Stone. 

MALTA  	Messrs. JAMES ROOM & CO. 	 4111.0. 
Mr. EMANUEL ZAMSCIT 	 - 

(Mr. N. J. ASPINALL. 
Messrs. Hausa & Co. Vernon ........ 	 I Faszaes Seaman, 

Tamara 	51r. Josarn Cocoas %S. 
OSTIIND ........  	1*. F. A. BILLIIROCIII. 
BRUSSELS  	Mr. hoov Itionoua, Mel do I'Europe, Place Reba& 

The BRITT., CONSUL. 
Mr. A. S. Passion. 

ROTTERDAM .....  	Messrs. S. A. !Ammo Es Co. 
Messrs. CoomAn, Bowls, & POILLIPPI. 
Mr. J. M. EssiNs. •Is a via is Place Jolters. 

COCOON{  	Mr. 114.-raa Jusern CAMINO/GI, Marche au Foln, Ne4g. f 

MATENCE ...... ..,„ 	Mr. 30.1.11 TIMIQUIT. 
Mr. F. Sraimotwatn, Glass ARIBLIfilethrer. 
Mr. I'll. JAC011 MURK

' 
 FIN. 

FRANCPOST 0. M. 	Madame Vets.. J. It Simms. 
MUMS. BM) BROTHERS & CO. 

f Mr. J. Si. ne IIIMMAMN. PrInteeller. Mumma 	 / F. STSMISRMALD, GAM Manufacturer. 
IliIPLII 	........  	Messrs. JRAN PIIROMBRII & FILO. 

• f Mr. Atimsrs Brissette. 
18""••• •••••••••• • • / Mr. ALBERT 'FRUMPY. 
GINEllA .... 	Mr. B. Rerzcisti., Grand Qual. 
INTIIRLACKEN 	Mr. J. WYDSR. 
Gatemat.ws.t.n 	Mr. S. Rorritscitan, FBI. 
HAMBURG  	Messrs. SCOAAR & CLAIMS. 

f Messrs. L. Mayne & Sons, Pot Blain Manufacturers. 
DR'S"?' ''''''' 	 I Mr. G. F. TIIODIL 
Arnim ...... .......  	Mr. J. J. Buchanns. 
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BONN ON TJIE RHINE. 

MR. SCHMITZ, 

PROPRIETOR OF THE STAR IIORL, 

Bites leave to recommend 	is Hotel to English Travellers. 	The apart- 
ments are furnished throughout in the English style; the rooms are car-
peted, am} the attendilice, as well as the kitchen and the wine cellar, are 
well provided. 

The STAR HOTEL has been honoured by the visits of the following 
Memberseof the English Royal Family : — 

1814: 	May. 	His Royal Hightyss the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE and Suite. 
1825. 	March and Sept. Their Royal Highnesses the DUKE and DUCHESS 

OF CLARENCE and Suite. 
1834. 	July. 	Her Majesty QUEEN ADELAIDE, accompanied by the EARL 

and COUNTESS OP ERROL, EARL and COUNTESS OF DEN. • a 	• 	RICH, EARL and COUNTESS Howr, &c. 
1836. 	Aug. 	Her Royal Highness the DUCHESS or GLOUCESTER and 

• Suite. 
1837. 	fuly. 	Her Royal Highness the DUCHES* or CAMBRIDGE and 

Suite. • 
1839. 	Nov. 	His Royal Highness PRINCE GEORGE OP CAMBRIDGE and 

• • 	Suite. 
— 	Nor. 	His Royal Highness PRINCE ALBERT OF SAXE COBURG 

• GOTHA, accompanied by PRINCE ERNEST OF SAXE 
• COBURG GOTHA and their Suite. 

1840. 	Her Royal Highness the DUCHESS OF CAMBRIDGE, accom- 
panied by the PRINCESS AUGUSTA OF 'CAMBRIDGE and 
their Suite. 

1841. 	Her Royal Highness the DUCHESS OF KENT and Suite, 
accompanied by his Serene Highness the PRINCE or 
kEININGEN. 

Mr. Schmitz legs to add, tharat no Hotel on the Rhine will be found more 
moderate charges. 
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SWITZERLAND. 

CROWN HOTEL., SCHAFFHAUSEN. 

A. AMMAN 
BEGS to assure the English Nobility and Gentry, that he feels grateful 
for the kind support he and his father have received from them during 
the last trilffir years, and trusts by his continued attention, clean apart-
ments, good cuisine, and moderate charges, to merit their future ap- 
probation. 	Private Carriages, and an Omnibus two or three times a day et 
a very low price for the Falls, and to meet the Steam Boatsp will be found 
at the Hotel. 

: 

FRANKFORT S.M. 
- 	• 

BING BROTHERS, 
No. 212. ZEIL, OPPOSITE THE HOTEL DE RITSSIE, 

.10 • 
Bea respectfully to invite the Public to visit their Establishment, where 
they have always on show, and for sale, a most extensive assortment of ar-
ticles in STAG'S HORN of their own manufacture, consisting of Brooches, 
Earrings, Bracelets, Cameos, Inkstands, Presse-Papiers, and evil3r descrip-
tion of article for the Writing and Work Table, besides Vases and other 
ornamental objects too various to be here enumerated. 	• 

Messrs. Bum Brothers have also the finest Copies, botk in Biscuit china 
and Bronze, of the Statue of Ariadne, the Chef-d'ceuvre of the Sculptor 
Dannecker, of which the original is in the Museum of Mogsieur de Beth- 
maim at Frankfort s. M. 	 . 

Messrs. BING Brothers have likewise the Sole Deptit in Frankfort S. AL 
of the PORCELAIN of The Royal Manufactory of Dresden; and at their 
Establishment may be seen the most splendid assortment of Figures after 
the•Ancient Models, ornamented with Lace Work of the most extraordinary 
fineness; likewise Dinner, Dessert, and Tea Services; Plates, Vases, Can-
delabilk, Baskets, Paintings, &e. &e. in the Antique Style, decorated with 
flowers in relief, and the finest paintings. 	Besides theabove-named objects, 
they have a superb assortment of Clocks, Bronzes, Porcelain, and other 
Fancy Objects, the productions of Germany, Francepand England. 

se Their Agents in London are J. and II. MCRACKEN, 7. Old Jewry. 

(-2 	  
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• FRANKFORT ON THE MAIN. 
MRS. M. DOCTOR, 

:‘\ 

FOURNISSEUR DE LA LECATION DE FRANCerg.  
STREET, SCIINURGASSE, L. 80. 

A ntau and choice assortment of every article for I.adies' Dress, French 
Embroideries, trussels and \ alenciennes Lace, French Linen Handkerchiefs, 
Mantillas, Stockings, Nouveaut6s, and Fancy Goods, Silks, French and 
German Silk Velvet, &clEce. 

Any order for embroidering, sewing, and drawing of white and coloured 
patterns executed at the shortest notice. 	 • 

Mrs. D. visits Parisithree times a year; and the additional advantage of 
having her own manufactory there enables her to produce the most elegant 
and newest fashions. • 

English, French, nail German spuhen here. 

ra.exacrowr O. M. FRANKFORT. 

TuseWasehouse of Shawls, Silks, and other 
nuhlonable Artistes of Ladie4Apparel, of 

JOSEPH PFAFF, 
will be enlarged untrrernoved at the end of 
the year IS43lo Lit D. No. 195 and Oil. Zell,,, 
at the corner of CATIIERINS•SCHOOL-STItSliT, 

F R. 	B O H L E R ,  
ZEIT, D. 26., 

her/ to Me Post-Wee. 
FANVY and useful Articles in Stag's Born of 
his own Illannfactay. 	This Manufacture is 
peculiar to Germane; the Material is wrought 
up into every imaginable Object of use and 
fancy ; such as, Arm-Chairs, Chairs, Tables, 
Ladles' Work-Tables. Lustre', Candelabras, 
Candlesticks, PaperhoMers, Screens. Lamps, 
Watch.Stands, 'I rinket-Stands, Small' It° Act, 
Segor Cases, Segar.liolders, Pipes,  1,1ght 
Boxes, 	Whips, 	Walking Sticks, hunting  
Whistles, Powder and Shot Flasks, Hunters 
and other Knives, Buttons, Writing Cases, 
Ink-Stands, Paper Weights. Pen and Pencil-
I folders, Seals, and every other requisite for 
the Writing Desk ; Tea Boxes, Card Cases, 
and Whist Marquers. 	For Ladles' 'Toilet: 
Broaches. Earrings, Rings. Bracelet., Br d kJ n 
Cases, /lc. Ac. 

!Urea Assartotentgl German fanevArifeles 
for Ladles and Gentlemen, and a Parts 
Timepieces, Bronzes, and Porcelain. 	D,TAt 
of the veritable Eau de Cologne of haft 
Mottl• Foals., place Sums.. of Calming, 
also for l'aris Gloves, Stocks, and Cravats of 
superior quality; Articles for the Toilet, es-
pccially A great variety of Ledies'and Gentle-
men's Dressing Cases. 

Agent fur the Export of German Articles 
to America. 

BOHEMIAN FANCY CLASS AND 
CRWSTAL *WAREHOUSE • 

or 

P. A TACCIII, 
taxi 

FRANCIS STEIGERWALD, 
Zest, D. No. 17, 

TRANZPOILT O. M. 
Ma. P. A. TACCIII begs to acquaint the 
Public that he has %wow., the Purchaser of 
Mr. STE 10V.EW ALD's Establishment In 
this Town, for the Sale tvaliehetnian Fancy 
Cut Glass and Crystals. 	tie will continue 
to hold an ASSortmelit of the newest and 
most 	elegant 	Objects b longing 	to this 
brunch, and ordlcits, and will endeavour to 
merit, a continuance of the faint/ell of the 
Public, which the late well-known Firm on. 
Joycd in an eminent degree during a cohaider- 
able number of years. 
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• . • 
FRANKFORT 0. M. 

s________ 

. :MANUFACTORY OF CANVASS FANCY WORKS, 
• AND 	 • 

• 
EMBROIDERIES OF ALL KINDS, 

Wholesale and Retail. 

MRS. J. H. STA:BEL, 

ZEIL, Letter D. N. 211. l'IRS3T FLOOR:, 

Bees to recommend her Manufactory and Warele.se to the patronage of 
the English Nobility and Gentry ; it consists of a complete and extensive 
assortment of all kinds of Chenilles, netting, embroidering, and sewing Silks. 

Berlin and all other kinds of Lamb's Wool and Worsted of the finest co-
lours and in the brightest shades ; Silk Thread and Cotton Canvass in white 
and in colours. 

Embroidering and Knitting Patterns of the newest Fashion from Berlin 
and Vienna; Steel and Gold Beads; Purses of all kinds, Ornamunts. for 
Purses, Rings for Bell-ropes, &c. 	 • 

jam talorits on Qantas s anb einbtoibriits, • 
Begun for those Ladies who may wish to finish the Work themselves, and like-
wise Articles entirely finished in the newest Fashion, consistag of Carpets, 
Chairs, Ottomans, Footstools, Armchairs, Screenes, Pinculhions,,Reticules, 
Table Covers, Braces, Gentlemen's Caps, Bell-ropes, Bellows, Slippers, and 
everylVariety in the same line. 	Tambour frames and other Articles in this 
Branch of Trade. 	 • 

Mrs. S TIE BE L having the assistance of the most skilful work people is enabled 
to recommend her Establishment for the Execution of every kind of Work, on 
moderate Terms; and strict attention will be paid to all Orders with which 
sl 	may be honoured. 

Her ssAcerrrs for Great Britain 	are 	Messrs. 	J. & IL M'CIILCHEN, 
7. OLD JEwnv, LONDON, Custom (louse Agents, to whom she undertukos 
to forward any Packages of Baggage, Works of Art, &c. &c., which English 
Travellers may wish to send home.  

. 	- 
All Kinds of Works are taugh&ivithout any Charge. 

— • 
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• 
• 

FLORENCE. 
...___‘ 

G. BIANCHINI & SON, . 

MANUFACTURERS OF TABLES, AND LADIES' ORNAMENTS, • 
OF 

'FLORENTINE MOSAIC, 
No. 5110. CANTO DE' NELL!, 	Will.  

NEAR THE ROYAL CHAPEL OF THE MEDICI, 

• • 	• FLORENCE, 
Invite the .English Nobility and Gentry to visit their Establishment, where 
may always be seen nu Brous Specimens of this celebrated and beautiful 
Manufacture, in every description of Rare and Precious Stones. 	Orders for .  
Tables and•other Ornfinents executed to any Design. 

. 	Messrs. G. Bianchini *Son's AGENTS in England arc 
MESSRS. J. & R. M'CRACKEN, 7. OLD JEWRY, LONDON. 

...ITAZY.—RONIE. . CODLENTZ ON THE RHINE. 
• 

ITALIAN LANGUAGE. 
Elinor •Armellini, 

74. VIA DELLA CROCE Roan, 

11:17r;,ttont'Vrl,:g14;h1147bTroinl ,,,,, Italian Language are SI: Fault a Lea. 
on, at thdaPuptre•ItesIdenee In any part 

r, 
 r,  itioj
x,.. ( I PUShy  ta

a
i
lt

e
Al

tir
T
iled
"

by
p.

n;t
5
7
.
alcz
, 
 

ten Paul..) 	• 	. 

DR, YONGE, 

ENGLISH.  PHYSICIAN, 
RESIDING AT CORLENTZ, 

No. 400. CASTOR PUT/ER STURM 

MAYENCE ON THE RHINE. 

T. NACHMANN AND SONS, 

BANKERS. 
Tug EXCHANGE OFFICE 78 VIS-A-VIS Toil TOWN-I1ALL. 

ENGLISH IS SPOKEN HERE. 
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ExCEL1.2047T TRAIMLZING COMPANION'. 

Just published, in One Volume, Decoy Octavo, neatly bound in Roth, price 194 

II A N D'Y 	ANDY: 
sa tee of ifrial Rife. 	• 

BY SAMUEL LOVER, ESQ. • 
AUTHOR OF " RORY O'MORE," ETC. 

MTH 
• TTY-FOUR:CHARACTERISTIC ILLUSTRATIONS ON STEEL 

BY,THE AUTHOR. 

" Who that Can read would be without so entertaining a companion as 
'Handy Andy ? ' " —Literary Gazette. 	 , . • • • 

LONDON: FREDERICK LOVER, PATERNOSTER ROW. 
: 	

• 

DIATENCT• 
.--.... 

MATENCE. 

HESSIAN HOTEL. 
Tins Motel Is sihiated close to the Ruins, 
near the spot for the Landing and Departure 
of the Passengers In the Steam Boats ; the 
Terminus of the Railroad to FittNicroitT 
and Wumnansts being but a few minutes' 
walk from the House. 

TEA YELLERS will meet with every 
possible Accommodation and Comfort. 

TABLE D'HOTP. every Day at I o'clock. 
DINNERS served at any -Hour. 

• --. . 

G. FABER, BOOKSELLER, _ 
'• 	C. 11642, Luovno•Srairr, 

Conic". 0-1...n4,re,, near the Theatre, 
Begs to announce that he has constantly on 
hand a large Assortment of French. En-
glish, German, and other Rooks, Traveller.' 
Guides. Maps, Prints, picturesque Views of 
the most remarkable Placga, as werhrother 
literary Works, Ancient and Modern, which 
be takes this opportunity of offering to the 
Public at the most reasonable Prices. 

a_ FEILMITORT 0. M. 
• 

11.LIC.I.A.CHAPELIal. • MR. GEORGE SCHEPELER, 
AT MIR ROMMARKT, FRANKFORT o. 74.. 

Keeps *general Warehouse and Shop of Tea, 
Coffee, Sugar, and all sorts of English 
French, Italian, German. and Foreign AL: 
titles and Groceries, Inclusive of Tobacco, 
Havana  Irri• and all "ill of Ithenlihs French, 	Spanish Wines and Lquors. 

The greatest part of the English Residents 
here are accustomed to apply to the said 
Warehouse for their Want. with great con. 
%once, ending themselves in every respect 
perfectly contented there. 

F. A. 3LAYER, 
BOOKSELLER, 1069. MICHEL-STRUM, 

Near Ms Ara Balty Nowa. 
To be found there the Newest Works In En-
glish, German, French, and other Languages i 
Latin. Greek. and Modern Classics ; Maps, 
Post-Itooks, Panoramas, Engravings ; a rich 
Collection of Music, and the best Graphical 
and Medical Work. on AII•LA.CIIAP111-13 
and the Spas of GRIVANT, &c. 	Reading 
Room ; only there to be had, English ( Times, 
Globe. and Galiwnani's Messenger), French 
and Carman Pipers and Reviews. 	Circu- 
lating Library, English, French. and German 

of he General Simon Nal- Zittil'n  t,fmeniw", the 
of the" Gasette " 

of 	AIX-LA.Carettil. 	Any 	Information 
given also on the Steamers of the nal Mt. 
Rook of Addresses for Gentlemen residing 
buliown. 

• 
'WILLIAM FRANK, 

Saddler and Cloaon.snakar. 
Gaosaz SANDOASSE, K. 55, 

AT 
PILANICrOUT O.  
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Edition. Second .Edition. 
REVISED AND CONSIDERABLY ENLARGED, WITH ADDITIONAL 

ENGRAVINGS OF PATTERNS, ETC., PRICE WS. 6d. • 
THE 

• 
HAND-BOOK OF NEEDLEWORK; 

S 	BEING ..... 
• A COMPLETE GUIDE 

TO 
EVERY KIND OF DECORATIVE NEEDLEWORK, CROCHET, 

KNITTING, AND NETTING, 
. 	• 	• WITH 

.A.BRIEF HIS
I

ORICAL ACCOUNT OF EACH ART. 

BY 

. 	• I1WS 	LAMBERT, 
(or Nsw BURLINGTON STREET.) 

lib 

• Codtents. 
CHAP. 	 C/IA P. 

I. Introduction. XIII. Embroidery. 
II. Tapestry. XI V. Stitches. 

III. Materials in General. XV. Canvas Work. 
IV. alliool. 	 XVI. Braiding and Appliqué. 
V. Silk. 	' 	• 	XVII. Bead Work. 

VI. Gold and Silver. 	 XVIII. Crochet. 
VII. Chenijle, &aid, etc. 	 XIX. Knitting. 

VIII. Canvas. 	 XX. Netting. • 
IX. Berlin Patterns. 	 XXI. Needlework of the English 
X. Implemehts. 	 Queens and Princesses. 

XL Drawing Pdattems for Ern- I 	XXIL Conclusion —" The Praise 
bfoidery, Braiding, etc. I 	 of the Needle." 

XII. Framing Work. 
With Or itItatdred and Fifteen Engravings on nod, of Patterns, 

Implements, 6.c. 
" The most curious, complete, and erudite treatise on the Art of Needle- 

work that has, probably, ever been compiled. 	The variety, fulness, 
and systematic arrangement of the book, not to say one word about ,its 
numerous engravings, and the remarkably elegant style in which it is 
' gotten up,' demand unmixed applause."—Atlas.  

" An eminently practical work; clear in its explanations, precise in its 
directions, natural in its arrangement. 	The style is simple and easy ; the 
collateral information abundant. 	Its value is enhanced by historical 
notices, which have been prepared with judgment and knowledge, and are 
not disfigured by the slightest affectation."—Polytedinic Review. 

London: John Murray. Albemarle Street. 
1 
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3. 

FINISHED AND 

DECORATIVE 
• • 

NEEDLEWORK, 
• 

. 

a 

, 
R&D, AND IDE 

• 

MISS LAIVIDERT, 

NEW BURLINGTON STREAT, 

(THREE DOORS FROM. REGENT STREET,) 

LONDON. 

• 
CO7iIMENCED WORE'S OF. EVERY 

CHOICEST MATERIALS.: 

• 
LEE'S 

Polyglott 
Washing 

Zook, 
roft LADIES. 

Ditto 
TOR GENTLEMEN. 

English 4 French, 
English 4 Italian, 
English 4 Germ" . It. each. 	. 

MOUNTED upon Linen 
SIA CASES, elegant 
lettered thereon, at 

JOHN 

• TWO 

Where an EXTENSIVE 
TIONARIES in all 
the Continent or 
calculated to render 

WK:"' 
'4, 	 " 
.02____------  

LORD 
C. 

i•oreign 
• 

LETTER 

glyse - ft crrt. 
t 

PAPER, 

Estra Large Size, 
ann. 

• VERY THIN, 

liter Quire, 

I  

• 
%; 
0 
6,,,,,...s...,. 	 - 	..% 

186. per Rm. 
• 

PASSPORTS, 	. 	.. 
or Vellum, and inserted in MOROCCO or RUS-
or plain, with Coronet and Name, A-  .Name only, 

LEE'S GUIDE DEPOT, 
at). WEST •Tim.ND. 

DOORS WEST OF LOWTHER ARCADE, 

COLLECTION or GUIDES, 	lissrn-flooss, Mars, DIC. 
Languages, and INTERPRETERS usefel for Travellers upun 

elsewhere, can be obtained, and also every information 
a Summer's Tour economical and interesting. 

III 

) 
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FRANKFORT ON THE MAINE. 
---,-- 

THE SHOP of the Tonsccoxisr, 
• 

. MR. GEORGE KREBS, 
ZEIL, OPPOSITE TILE POST OFFICE AND HOTEL DE RUSSIE, 

Is the largest Segar Shop in Frankfort.—There is a very Gia Selection 
OP 

GENUINE OLD FAVANA. SEGARS OP EVENT 

DESCRIPTION, MANILLA CHEROOTS, • 
2 	

&c. 	&c. 

. 	4. 
Besides this, Mr. KREBS deals in 

TEA, COFFEE, SUGAR, GROCERIES, FRENCH AND SPANISH 

WINES AND LIQUORS. 

emallio 	HE BELLS AT MODERATE FIXED PRICES. 
• 

Mr. GEORGE KREBS is the AGENT in FR4NKFORT for the 

URINE AND LONDON STEAM NAVIGATION. 
.. 

• • 	DT THE STEAMERS OF THE 
EAGLE COMPANY, on the UPPER RHINE, between Msvrascz, 

• . 	STasernouno, and BASLE: 

DUSSELDORF COMPANY, on the LOWER and MIDDLE Rn!NE, between 
MAYENCE, COLOGNE, and Rarrsansu : 

AND 
THE GENERAL STEAM NAVIGATION COPS:PART. 

Between ROTTERDAM, ANTWERP, OSTEND, and LONDON. 
. 

Passengers can book to any place on the RHINE and to LoNDON. 	Also 
the fullest information will be given respecting the Arrivals and Departures 
of the Steamers and other Conveyances in communication with them. 

	 i 
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• 
Has 
LEW( 
It 
D. 

also, 

the 

Frankfort on the Maine. The Town of Lemberg. 

richest 
Geneva 

richly 

Fkench 

JEWELLERY. 	• 

MR. M. GOLDSCHMIDT 
• 

the honour to recommend his Jewel,. 
WA tutunc sa to tho notice of Travellers. 

is situated opposite the Russtax Ilona, 
211. Tatt, and contains at all timer the 

assortment of French, German, and 
JewcBga: 	Mr. GOLINICIINIDT has 

during tfiTTIlmmer, a second She& 
assorted, at WIESBADEN, No. 9. 

Colonnade, near the Theatre. 
and English spoken in both Shops. 

FRANCIS FELLINGHAUER, 
KOULMARKT, No. 424. ViENNA, 

DitALSR IN 

ALL SORTS OF FAR ICY ARTICLES. 
F. F. begs to recommend to the Nobility 
and Gentry all sorts of Fancy Articles In 
Bronze, Steel, Cast Iron, Mother of Pearl, 
Ivory, and Granite Stone; Plated Goods ; 
Fancy Articles in Wood and Horn • Port. 
folios, Visiting Card Cases, Cigar Cade's, Ge.; 
Travelling Dressing Cases. complete for 
Ladies and Gentlemen ; Jewel Cases and 
Watch Stands ; Rulers. Paper Knives, Seals, 
and Pape0 Holders; Tea Caddies andsTo-
bacco Cases; all sorts of Shooting and Tra. 
veiling necessaries; 	English 	Hiding and 
Driving Whip. and Sticks. Re has also a 
complete Assotenent of Leather Fancy Ar. 
tides in the English and French 	style •• 
genuine English and French Perfumery. all 
sorts of Soaps.Pomatums, Ac.; Clothes, 
Hair, Tooth, an7Nail Brashest 

F. F. undertakes all sorts of Commissions, 
and the forwarding of Goods at hope and 
alasoad at the lowest prices. 

the 

the 

CORMINT7.. 

'MR. 

Begs 
sortment 

BLENTZ, 
designed 
Artist, 
flatters 
cannot 
particularly 

F. HOLSCHER, 
Print and Book-seller, 
leave  to recommend  his complete  as.  

of VIEWS of the RIIINP. and 
MOSELLP.; PANORAMAS of CO 

of TRIER and its Environs; 
by that well-known and eminent 

Mr. CIIIARLE9 LIODIMIt. 	Mr. F. H. 
himself that these Works of Art 
fail to be highly interesting to all, 

to those meditating a Tour up 
Mincers Moselle. 

JOHN PALM, 
Bookseller to Ms Majesty, 

No. 19. TIISATINZR STREET ails 
Near Me GoldesseSiag, 

F. LAMI'MANN, 
SADDLER, 

AT 

Frankfort on the Maine, 
• Zen., LIT. 	11. No. 12., 

• 
BUILDS, REPAIRS, 4. LISTS 

CARP...11M88. 
ALL SORTS OF TRUNKS. 

MUNICE, • 
Begs to Inform the English Gagtlemen and 
Ladies visiting this Capital. that his Rita. 
blishment is constantly supplied with a large 
Assortment of the newest kaglish. German, 
French, and Italian Publica irons ; Grammars, 

ctionaries, Road and Guide Boas. Maps, 
Ac. 	Terms usoderate. anglishespoken. 

FRANZPOIFS 0. M. 
.. 

THE 9110F OF 
JOHN VAL CREDE,- 

CaTItalliNIN no:mils K • No.37. & 38. 
One of the oldest in the Town, oflbrs many 

0 1,01fS AND TRIIIZ*TS 
FOR TRESSNTS, • 

at well English and FreDell as Gennep 
manufactory. Ilere are to be had the Monte 
copy of the A Hadar of Dannecker in different 
sites ; 	Gonna 	Silver 	Filligran 	Articles ; 
Brunswick Paintings on Vapor and Copper t 
Geneva Watches. 	rich 	Glit 	Table 	bets, 
Clocks, Ac. ,• Stag.a.,11orn 	Goods 	In 	great 
variety, English Perfumeries, ac. Ac., at 
reasonable Pricer.  

vs 	VIENNA. 

KATILtUSS, PRANDEL, & CO. 
Booksellers • Publishers. 

KONLICARXT, 1150, 

Hee a large Collection of NEW strici OLD 
BOOKS in all Languages ; all Now Pub. 
lications as soon as published ; also a large 
Assnrtmentof Travelling Maps, /laud-books, 
tiuldc.trooke, Sic. 

i..., 
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• 
• 

CUSTOM HOUSE CHAMBERS, . 
Lower Thames tireet, London. 

• . 
TRAVELLERS wjto send Works of Art, or other valuable Property,.to and 
from London apd the Continent, should consign them to the care of an 
Agent at the Custom-House, in London, to prevent loss or damage. 	The 
charge is the same whether the Goods are so consigned or not. 	. 

Mr. Z. W. CUINNERY, formerly of the Bill of Es 	Once, Long 
Room, Custom-llouse, is authorised by the Commissioners 	Customs to act 
as Agent for receiving and despatching Goods, and has given Bond for the 
amount of 10001. for the safety of Property entrusted to him. — Those who 
adtress their•Packages to Mm, should direct their Agents to send a Bill of 
Ladin6, by post, with instructions as to Insurance. 	Goods should be in- 
sured in London: the xpense is less, and the settlement in case of loss 
more secure, than on Foreign Insurances. 

The following arc Mr. CRINNERY'S principal Correspondents for receiving 
and exped*ing Goodsf— 

likvng  	Me. T. TAYLOR. 
CALAIS . 	Messrs. P. lilivOT & CO. 
BOULOGNE 	 Messrs. CARY FitERIS & Co. Palos 	  
BoRDRADI  	Mr. JAHR, MAOHISII. 
CENSUS 	Mr. B. B. Faswenut, Rue du Rhone. 
Union 	Mr. G. H. FAst. 
Lumina ....... .........  	Messrs. Kni.aa & SON. 

.ollaes !ANNE{  	Mr. GASPARD ASISIANN. 
BERRI 	•  	Messrs. F. & R. Riiresta. 
BASIL 	BRINGER & CO. 
Rica .... ...... ... .....  	Mr. P. NM*. 
GENOA. 	Mr. A. G. BARCH'. 
MANsEILLKS 	Messrs. RICHARDSON & CO. 
Leonean 	Mean. IIINDERSON BROTHEL,. 
FLORINCII4, 	Mr. S. Lows. 
Rona 	Mr. W. Low'. 
Wawa ..... .........  	Messrs. Trans' & Mem. 
NAPLES ........111 	Mr. J. S. Ronserson, 47. Strada Sta. Catarina • ChlaJa. 
V/INNA ..... .. .......  	Messrs. Itomtmanw & Co., Booksellers. 
MUNICH 	Mr. G. JACQUET, Bookseller. 
BERLIN ...... 	MM. 131,ssousran & STRANOR, Booksellers. 
Dames. 	Mr. J. Maven, MIttlere Franco Oasis. 
CARLIRAD.."......  	Mr. CARL KNOLL. 
CARLIRVIIR 	AND] 	W. , 11 BAWER RADIOS 	

Mr. 	...1IVZDA0111, Bookseller. 
FRANKFORT ON MAINZ Mr. F. BOnLits, nue zoo D. No. MC. 
Ditto & WILIDADIN  	Mr. J. VAL CRIH4, Catharineo pfOrLD K. I:0.37 & U. 
Maveecs  	Mr. FRSollsicir BORN.  
CODIANTS .   	Messrs. psiNIIARD & JORDAN. 
MARROWS! 	 ......... 	Mr. A. liLLIAIANN. 
CoLocaa  	Dlr. P. J. Cmourous. 
ROTlitlIDAN ... ...... .e 	Mr. A. S. Passron. 
Drama&  	Mr. C. B. ARNOLD. 
BRIfssILII 	

•  ANTWISRP 	 .. 	Mr. Bueourony. 
Aix LA CIA/PELLA  	Mr. Walsoiroass. Banker. 

Goods must be examined when they arrive in London, therefore Packages 
that are locked bhould have the Keys attached. 
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BOOKS 

rim 

so Vortmantcaux 
OP 

TRAVELLERS ON THE CONTINENT. 
.... 	 , 

1. THE RURAL and DOMESTIC LIFE of GERMANY. By Wm. Howtrr. 211. 
" The descriptions of the peculiarities in the scenery and life are wonderfully exact. 	The 
author, throughout his work, brings out the points of contrast, and on thin account the 
German gains more knowledge of England from this work Than from many Ethers devotTA 
to its description. 	Tho whole work is so superlor to any similar work from the pen of no 
Englishman, that the German who cares anything about the opiuions of the Enslish must 
be rejoiced at it."-Allgernelne Zeitung, February 5. 1843. 	• 

2. NOTES of a TRAVELLER, on the Social and Political State of FRANCE, 
PRUSSIA, SWITZERLAND, ITALY, and other parts of Europe. By S. LAING. 	Its. 

• 3. MR. LAING'S TOUR In SWEDEN. 12s. 	 • 

4. MR. LAING'S RESIDENCE In NORWAY. 14s. 	 • 
5. GREECE AS A KINGDOM: a Statistical IDescHption of that Country. 	By F. 

SIMONO, Bavarian Consul at Athens. 	15s. 
C. MUSIC and MANNERS In FRANCE and NORTH GERMANY. 	By H. F. 

CEORLIY. 	U. lls. Gd. 
7. MOUNTAINS and LAKES of SWITZERLAND. By Mos. Thur. 31s. Gd. 
8. A GF.OGRAPHICAL, STATISTICAL, and HISTORICAL DICTIONARY 

J. R. M'Cuttocu. 	48. 	 • 
9. SIDNEY IIALL'S NEW GENERAL LARGE LIBRARY! ATLAS of Fifty- 

three coloured MAPS. 	Colombia folio, 97.9s. • 
10. THE HISTORY of FRANCE. By E. E. Came. I8s. 	 • 

EMINENT FOREIGN STATESMEN. 	By G. P. R. 11. LIVES of the MOSS' G 
JAMUL 30s. 

12 Tho HISTORY of MARITIME and INLAND DISCOVERY.* By D. W. 
COOLEY. 	las. 	 we 

13. SIR EDWARD SEAWARD'S NARRATIVE of his SHIPWRECK. illy MISS 
JANE PORTER. 	Ms. 

14. THE HISTORY of the NETHERLANDS. By T. C. Gaarrstt. ,G,s.1 
IS. LIVES of the MOST EMINENT FRENCH WRITERS. By Man. Smettsr. 19s. 
18. LIVES of the MOST EMINENT LITERARY MEN of ITALY, SPAIN, and 

PORTUGAL. 	By Man. SIMILLNY. 	18s. 
17. AN ENCYCLOPEDIA of ARCHITECTURE. 	By J. Gwitr. 1000 Woodcuts, 

28. las. Sd. 
18. A& ENCYCLOPEDIA of GEOGRAPHY. By H. Monger. 1100 Woodcuts. M. 
19. A DIAMOND LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY. 	A Guide to the Meaning, 

Quality, anthilght Accentuation of Latin classical N% ords. 	By the Rev. J. E. Itionte. 	as. 
20. MAUNDER'S TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE. 8s. 6d. • 
Si. MAUNDER'S BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY. Bs. Gd. 
22. MAUNDER'S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY TREASURY. 10s. 

London: Landman, Drown, Oreeti, and Longman'. 
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• 
THE TRAVELLERS' COMPLETE AND PORTABLE EDITION 

or 
• 

LORD BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS. 

II 

IN ONE VOLUME, 	 • 

Royal 8vo, 15e. 

• twine —.........1 
of being remonbeed In my My hopes line, ipso. 

with my land's language.". 
Child( Harold. 

• • 	 • 
This Edition contains all the Poetical Works, together with the whole of 

the Notts; by— 
SIR WALTER SCAT, 

. 	LORD Jemmy., 
PROJESSOR W11.0N, 

given in the various editions 

BISHOP Mama, 
J. G. LOCKHART, 
GEORGE ELLIS, 

of 1833. 	It is beout 

THOMAS CAMPBELL, 
RIM. H. 14. Mixtrarr, 
THOMAS MOORE, &c. 

fully printed, from a new 
type cast expressly for the occasion ; and is embellished with a splendid 
Portrait of the Noble Poet, a View of Newstead Abbey engraved in the beat 
style, and a page of fee-similes of the Hand-writing of Lord Byron at dif. 
ferent periods of his life. 

For travellers and tourists, at home and abroad, this Companion will be 
UAW in every way complete. 

The Volume is very handsomely bound in strong durable cloth, 
• PRICE FIFTEEN SHILLINGS. 

• 
.46  "The reading which Sir Humphrey Davy preferred, **He at Ravenna, was Lord 

Byron's Poems. of which he procured a convenient travelling copy, in one volume. "•-• 
Arc et gir Damparep Davy. 	• 

• • Also, uniform with the above, 

LORD. *BYRON'S LIFE & PROSE WORKS, 
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, 

With Portraits of Lord Byron at six different periods of his Life, 
and a View of Newstead by Moonlight. 	. 

Royal 8vo, 20s. 

°so 2Vavellers are cautioned against purchasing FOREIGN EnITIONs of 
• Emmett Wows', ap by recent Acts of Parliament, the importation of even 

A SINGLE Corr is prohibited, and will be seized at the Custom-house. 

LONDON : JOHN MURRAY. ALBEMARLE STREET. 
(!-' ---0 
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PURVEYOR 

• 
JOHN MARIA FARINA, 

• 
OPPOSITE THE JULICII'S PLACE, • 

COLOGNE 0. RHINE. 

TO HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA, TO HIS MAJESTY 

Asa 	TILE KING OF PRUSSIA, ETC. 

OP 

THE ONLY CENUINE EAU DE COLQCNE. 

Tnt 

ment. 

entered 
employing 
inferior 

Street; 
business 

I therefore 
ment, 
forming 
hlarspforten 
Anna 
attention 

valets 
many 

frequency of mistakes, which are sometimes accidental, but for the 
part the result of deception practised by interested individuals, induces 

to request the attention of all English travellers l'b the follow :rig state- 

Since the first establishment of my houe in 1706, there has never'been 
partner in the business who did not bear the name of FARINA, nor has 

manufacture of a second and cheaper quality of EAU DE COLOGNE ever 
attempted. 	Since 1827, however, several inhabitants of Cologne have 

into engagements with Italians of the name of Farina, and, by 
that name, have succeeded to a very great extent in foistiag.an 

and spurious article upon the Public. 
In the year 1836 a Mrs. Aldenbruck established a manufactory of Eau 
Cologne under the the firm of "J. M. Farina," at 2. Freduick Wilhelm 

and, in order oto render the deception more complete, clrried on 
tbr some time, under the firm and address of J. 3I. Farina, opposite 

Julich's Place, No. 2. 	This imposition was speedily put to stop to by 
interference of the authorities; but Mrs. Aldenbruck has since 4sken a 

in the neighbourhood of my house, Unter Goldschmidt, Nor 6., and 
now opened another in a small house near the Julich's Place, No. 4. 

beg to inform all strangers visiting Cologne that qoy Establish-
which has existed since 1706, is exactly opposite the JuliVit's Place, 

the corner of the two streets, Doter Goldschmidt and Oben 
; and, that it may be the more easily recognised, I have bad the 

of England and Prussia put up in front of the house. By calling the 
of the public to this notice, I hope to check that system of imposi-

1Thich has been so long practised towards foreigners, by coachmen, 
thiplace, and others who receive bribes from the vendors of the 
spurious compounds sold wider my name. 	• 

J. M. FARINA. 	.... 
• 

My Custom-House Agents in LONDON are 

MESSRS. J. Lk R. M'eR ACKEN, 7. OLD JEWRY. 
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• 
• 

PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL 

STEAIVI NAVIGACION COMPANY. 
• 

Offices, No. ;IL St. Mary Axe, London, and 57. High &reit, 
• ' 	Southampton. 

mil 

PREE, SN1 ESTABLISHMENT 
Hone 

Tons. 	Power. 

• 
OF THE CCAPANY. 

Horse 
Tons. 	Power. 

110,1ostsa 	... 	... 	..1a00 	aaa Montrose 	 650 	240 Henske* .„ ..... ...MO „, 	520 • .  sr 1,  idol ..7
,
...... ....... 1673 "' 	430 

Iberia 	 560 	180 
Liverpool  (2) 	520 	160 6nc i Liverpool.. ...1540 	43.4 Paella 	  590 	200 

Tap...   900 	306 Lotus 
10101 .II. 	:700 	260 Cairo 	Iron Steamers, on the Nile. 
11 cleanse .. .. . 	 790 	260 Atfeh — Stettin Tug, on Alexandria 
Laay May Wo.ki 	 G30 	250 Canal. 

• 
• STIdik.TO TO INDI.a. VIA EGYPT. 

(111,.sen_gern ale now booked through by the Company, including Transit 
throtigh EMI. Sad every Expense from embarking at Southampton to 
lasidn  *4 Nomory,  Ceylon, Madras, or Calcutta. 

it image lenr;th of passage to Bombay 	- 	- 	- 35 days. 
Ditto 	 Calcutta 	- 	- 	- 45 days.) 

thasgland to Alexandria.—  The ORIENTAL, Capt. J. Soy, 1673 
tons ant145(1 liarsc power, and GREAT LIVERPOOL, Capt. A. M'Leod, 
ltd.) two and 16.1 horse power, start alternately from SOUTHAMPTON 
...1 the 1y, anti bun] FALMOUTH with the Mails on the 2d of EVERY 
MONTCI, and arrive at ALEXANDRIA in abotat 15 days, including a 
idly  'f d I hum* st Gibraltar, and of 24 hours at Malta. 

• -'llANSIT THROUGH EGYPT. 
latandttil to Cairo.  — The Company have commodious Passage 

10. upon 1:,.. Ntahmoudie Canal towed by a POWERFUL STEAM 
.., . 1 .1.1.1*.a ,  Ili,  NILE, the Iron Steamers CAIRO and LOTUS. 
Cairo LA taloa.— Passengers are conveyed by commodious Carriages 

Co- I p. ri ots 	n0.1 Saddle Horses, Donkies, and Sedans. 	Passengers should 
totad) 1.1 	M...1 ones Davidson, the Company's Superintendant in Egypt, 
and to Mr. 11. 	1.avick, Agent at Suez. 

Sulu to Aurabay.— The Honorable East India Company's Steamer 
.tali 	aunt &ie. about the 22d of every Month ns soon as the Passengers by 
i  h.' 	Peninsular and 	Oriental 	Steam 	Navigation 	Company's 	Steamer to 
.1 I as andria 111110 *rated on board. 

It.,  , r04 Or 1'AIR1441/ 	FROM 	ENGLAND TO BOMBAY, 	INCLVDINO EXPENSE 
OP TRANSIT TIIROUOII EGYPT. 

12.,, 	..healeman 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	4114 	Kr. 
Vt., ,  L.1 y 	 - 	. 	. 	- 	£120 	Os. 

tpl 
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• 
SUEZ TO CE1PLON, MADRAS, .AND CALCUTTA. 

l The Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation 	Company's Steamer, 
HINDOSTAN, 1800 tons, 520 hope power, will start from Suez on or 
about 22d May, 22d September, and 22d December, 1843, and at in-
tervals of 3 months afterwards; and, in the intermediate months, Government 
Steamers will run on that line. 

The BENTINCK, sister vessel to the HINDOSTAN, will leave South-
ampton on the 24th of August, 1843, for Calcutta, and will gun alternately 
with the Hindostan between Suez and Calcutta, touching at Ceylon and 	4 

1 1  .  Madras, leaving Calcutta on the 15th of December, 1843, on her first trip 
.̀,( for Suez. 	•••••• 

RATES Or PASSAGE FROM ENGLAND TO CALCUTTA, INCLUDING' EXPENSE 
Or TRANSIT THROUGH EGYPT. 

4 For a Gentlemen, lowest Rate 	- 	- 	• - 	- X143.0 	• 
For a Lady 	ditto 	- 	- 	- 	- 	153 	0 

These Rates include Table, Wines, &c. ; also Cabin, Furniture, and Fittings, Bedding, 
Linen, and Steward's Fees. 	 • 

Baggage should nut exceed 300 lbs. each passenger, packed in (Cranks of 
portable size and weight. 	 • 

STEAM TO MALTA, IONIAN ISLANDS, ITAL.% &C. 
To Malta by the ORIENTAL or GREAT LIVERPOOL, 1st of 
every month. 	From Malta, steamers twiee a month to Corfu, &c.;and 
three times a month to Civita Vecchia, Naples, &c. 	This is by far the 
most economical and convenient mode of conveyance for families visiting 
Italy. 

STEAM TO VIGO, OPORTO, LISBON, "AWE. 
AND GIBRALTAR, 	 ,,.... 

One of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company's Mail 
contract Steamers from Southampton every Saturday at 4 r. 1,, ; .,(1 from 
Falmouth, with the Mails, on the Monday following. 	Passage big Lishon, 
.5 days; to Gibraltar, 8pdays. 

STEAM TO ATHENS, SMYRNA, CONSTANTIISOPLE, 
AND TREBIZOND. 	 ea 

Occasional trips, fur which see Newspaper Advertisements! 	Expense of 
the voyageout and home, including handsome Table and all charges, ;a — 
Travellers in the East will Lind this a much more agreeable and.expeditious 
mode of returning to England than by the Danube, which, the vessels having 
to navigate against the current, is very tedious. 
Now. —Pawners who book to Insila. Malta, or the Levant, may have the privilege of 

visiting, WITHOUT ADDITIONAL CHARGE, every Port in PENINSULA 
or MEI it f E lilt ASEAN at which the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation 
Sompany's Strainers e.iii. 

FOREIGN AGENTS. 
/ Bomnar 	.. ..... Macgregor, lirownrigg, & 	CONSTANTIN111.1.8...1i810011 & CO. c„. 	 RH YliNA 	1...1.11hOit. 

CALCCTTA 	I 	IL lingledite 	A THENs 	Green • Olson. 	-.• Manama 	(' Olden. 	 MALTA 	D.C.. 	EsIntond (Superin- 
CEYLON 	T. Tw)'nhans. 	i 	 d

o 
 T

. 
 rdat

ih.
)i  

Assam 	I 	'Phonies. 	 GIIIRALTAR 	 
' Nom 	 II. [Ankh. 	 C A of 	 Montle l'eslrode Zulueta. 

Az.axannaia.. __Briggs tv 	Co. (Agents), 	l'.1,,,,,ar. 	J. VatuteHer & Nous. 
James Davidson (Super- OroltTO 	• 	 A. Diii.mat. 
intendent). 	 Eton 	 Menendez & Barcena. 

...., _ 
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STEAM BOATS 	. 	_, 

BETWEEN 	 • 

ENGIIAND AND THE CONTINENT, 
BELONGING TO THE 

G EN Ell A I , 	STEAM 	NAVIGATION . +0111PANY, 
IN CORRESPONDENCE WITH 

Vie 11111111'. STEAMIIRS of the DUSSELDORF COMPANY for 
the Lear, and MIDDLE Mime, and (those of the BASLE EAGLE 
COM PA NY for thcoUerfta RHINE, as far as Basle, by which Conveyances 
Passengess can book from London to any Place on the Rhine, or vice reran, 
at the reduced Fares mentioned hereunder. • 

• . 
(Wires ; n T. aNDON, 69. Lombard Street, 37. Regent Circus, 

Piccadilly, and 35. Leadenhall Street, where Berths can be 
secured. 

1 ., i0dikAND TO THE CUSTOM HOUSE oft TOWER. 
To uttenbury (will, Her Majesty's Mails), every Wednesday and Saturday 

,, Fun fling early, 
Returnitrg every Tuesday and Friday night, according to 

t yle. 	Fares: — Chief Cabin, 41. ; 	Fore Cabin, V.; 	Children 
e 	under in Years of Age, half-price; 4-Wheel Carriages, 101.; 

- Wheel, 6/. ; Horses, 71.; Dogs, 20e. etch. 
To Uour,,,,,, , ,,,ee es•try Week. 

I 	Farr .i, ry BRUNSWICK WHARF, BLACKWALL, LONDON. 
To Sotterelstm (with Her Majesty's Mails) every Wednesday and Satur- 

.10 W, rning at A before 10 o'clock, •  Roth:zing every Wednesday and Saturday morning. 
To Antwerp, every Thursday, at 12 o'clock noon, 

Returning every Sunday afternoon. 
FilfCti to Rotterdam or Antwerp: — Chief Cabin, 42e. • Fore 

r d)in, 320. 6d. ; Children under 10 Years of Age, half-price; 
U.. u•h, 	61. ; 	Chariot, 	51. ; 	Caleche, 	41. ; 	2-Wheel 	Carriages, 
17. , 	Horses, 6/. ; Dogs, 10s. each. 

. 	, 
IRON SPED TO LONDON BRIDGE WHARF, 

4.- ro ostet.d. .-wery Wednesday and Saturday morning, 
Itettetoing every Tuesday and Friday night, according to tide. 
VMS: — Chief Cabin, 20s. ; 	Fore Cabin, 25e.; 	Children 

wider 10 Years of Age, half-price; 4-Wheel Carriages, 41. 4s.; 
It-Wbasd, ill. 2s.) Horses, V. 9s. ; Dogs, .5e. each. 

. 	.._.—. 
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General Steam Navigation Company—continued. 

To caws, every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday mornings, 
returning every Sunday, •Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday 
nightsaecording to tide. 

TL Borlogne, every Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday morning, return-
ing every Monday, Thursday, and Saturday night, according to 
tide. 	Fares to Calais or Boulogne: — Chief Cabin, 20s.; Fore 
Cabin, 	15s.; 	Children under 10 Years of Age, half-price; 
9-Wheel Carriages, Si. ; 2-Wheel, 11. 10s. ; Horses, 2/. ; Dogs, 
5s. orb. 

ALSO most BRIGHTON To 
DIEPPE 	HA `'RE 

From and to Kingston 	Railway Wharf, 	From and•to Kingston Railway Wharf, 
Shoreham Harbour, calling at Brighton 	Shoreham  Harbour, every Tuesday and 

Friday Pier, weather permitting, every Wednes- 	morning, returning every Sunday 
day and Saturday morning, 	returning 	and Wednesdagsnight, according to tide. 
every Monday and Thursday night, ac- 	 • 
cording to tide. 	 • 

Fares: — Chief Cabin, 20s.; Fore Cabin, 15s.; Children under 10 Years 
of Age, half-price; 9-Wheel Carriages, Si. Ss. ; 2-Wheel 21. 2s..; Horses, 
21. 10s.; Dogs, 5s. each. • 

HOME STATIONS. " 
LONDON and EDINBURGH and LEITH, from and to Brown's Wharf, near 

the West India Dock Tavern, Poplar, every Saturday evyiint, and every 
alternate Wednesday at 10 in the evening. 

From and to Down's Wharf, East Smithfield. 	... 
NEWCASTLE every Wednesday and Saturday, at 3 in the evening. 
SUNDERLAND every Tuesday at 7 in the evening.  
Hum. every Tuesday and Friday, at 8 in the morning. 	• 
YAIRMOUTII every aturday at 6 in the evening. 
ItAstscArz daily at 9 in the morning, from London Bridge Wharf. 

• RHINE STEAM NAVIGAT.10117 
DUSSELDORF COMPANY. 

From Rotterdam every Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Satusday morning, 
at i past 6 o'clock, to Cologne, Bonn, Coblence, and Mayencer 

From DUsseldorf, Cologne, Bonn, Coblence to Mayence daily. 
From Mayence, Coblence, Bonn to Cologne and Dusseldorf daily. 
From Mayence, Coblence, Bonn, Cologne, and Dusseldorf to Rotterdam, 

every Monday. Wednesday, 'Thursday, and Saturday in SG hours. 	N. B. 
Monday and Thursday's departure are in immediate correspondence with 
the General SWIM Navigation Company's Steam Ships from Rotterdam 
to London, thereby performing the journey from Frankfurt or Mayence in 
72 hours. 	 ... 

BASLE EAGLE comrANx; 
From Mayence to Mannheim, Knielingen (Carlsruho), Iffetsheim (Baden- 

Baden), and Kehl (Strasbourg), and rice sp-sa daily. 
From Kehl (Strasbourg) to Basle, three times a week. 

C 	 
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Navigation Compass—continued. 
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NAVIGATION 

Fore 
Cabls. 

1,10  oi•tain 

L. v 	a. 
I 	18 11 
1 ip 10 
2 80 6 
2 	2 	4 
2 	2 10 
2 	5 	2 
2 	5 	9 
2 	6 	4 
2 	5 10 
2 8 	8 
2 11 	8 
2 13 10 
2 16 10 
3_2 6 
a age, 

Horan, booked 

are given 
the  option 
Company's 
• 

.181unn, 
the 

and BASLE, 
'12, Montagne 
and Monthly 

of 
to the 

Cogent 

, 	;TEAM 
•• 	.011,  21 

n k Co. 
 

French 
, title Square. 

/,g. 

and 

Larrioert. 

I hol •,.,I. PARIS 	 

IDLE. serviceable 

L. 	 v d. 
4 10 	0 
4 10 	0 
4 13 	0 
5 	1 	0 
5 	1 	0 
5 	8 	0 
5 	8 	0 
510 	0 
5 	8 0 
5 14 10 
6 	1 	7 
6 	6 	3 

	

, 6 13 	0 
713 7 	6 

half-price. 

to the 
Steamers, 

who may 

de 

Circus, 

VIZ. 

Wa- 

Coil- 

Mr. 

AGENTS: 

in 

via ROT1 

same between 

the General 
Rhine, 

L. 	a. 	d. 
a 0 0 
3 0 0 
3 2 3 
3 	7 	6 
3 	7 	G 
3 13 	0 
3 13 	0 
3 13 	6 
3 13 	0 
8 17 	7 
4 	2 	2 
4 	5 	0 
4 	9 	7 
5 	1 	8 

For 
London 
for any 

Passengers 
via 

not hare 

of Mr. W. 
la Cour, 

may 
and '35. 

Or 

Cotoona 

CALAIS 
BEIVL011NR 	 

Diem 
lisraz 

,  Rouen 

Berson.' 	 

	

1... 	s. 	d. 

13 	3 
15 	2 
15 	6 
17 	9 
18 	5 
19 	0 
18 	6 

	

2 	1 	4 

	

2 	4 	1 
2 6  6 

	

2 	9 	6,219 
15 	3 

L. 	v 	d. 

1 	11 
1 	16 
1 17 
2 	1 
2 	3 
2 	3 
2 3 
2 	7 
2 II 
2 14 1 

3 7 

C. 	a. 	ii 

5 8 
6 

8 	0 
10 	3 
10 11 
11 	6 
11 	0 
13 10 
16 	7 
19 	0 

2 2 0 
2 7 0 

with 
of proceeding 

and 

be obtained 
Leadenliall 

Wilhelm 

latter. 

and 

Montagne 
who.01 
hook 
London 
Ostend. 

the price of Fore Cabin is 
the Rh no, a considerable 

the current  year,  for 
a considerable! reduction 

or returning by the 
or OSTEND free of 

to themselves Tickets in 
any place on the Rhine, 

Agent of the General 

Fares and the days 
Navigation Company's 

by applying at 
Street, London, 

COMPANY. 
I. Slmords, 	2 Fredric 

Street. 
A. Spelers. 
W. Hushes, and 'A. De- 

G. Chapman.,, 
P. Albrecht. 
Clay Newton. 
Levy, 9 Rue de la Pala. 

William Middleton, 92 

	

de 	la Cour, 	at 
0. Travellers can 

and secure bertili to 
via 	Antler, p 	and 

•••••••••4••••• 
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General Steam Navigation Company-- continued. 

AGENTS OF THE DUSSELDORF COIIP.1NY. 
OTTER13411...Mr. I. P. th,  IL ,,,:k. 	 Mutate 	• 	Mr. A. nutlet. 

Ismatraunt 	Ma 	 Salsmoon O. C.. 
Ittldr&note —The Cuintathy's Chill' //dire. 

Iiiiimirn 

	

- 	 Mr.II 	5chuit 

	

Wirtanuaa. 	' 	• 
Arr.& tsetttraur, Mr. L. k011nen. 	Mantua a 	 Dr. Stretlar. 
Coudatt....—Mr. 	1. 	P. 	Hagan. 	:11 a 74 	 Mr. 	Thorns, 	IFI,tehrr, 	et 

.4 Thoroutrkt, 	and 	ou 	the 	s. 	 Maul.. ISolel. Koch, & 	'0. 
Ilbloo. ' "Nkr°11. 	Mr. G. Kral., Zud 	M• a,  Pohl( 	Mr. F. Iluraart. the lot Ohre. 

Coln MI a 	Mr. Wirth. Manahan 	 Mr. A. Ilrilmann. 
Nave Imo 	Mr. I. Uttar. 

AGENTS OF THE BASLE EAGLE COMPANY. 
Maliarn h 	, Mr. 11.61.11r, 	 STicioDra.1....Mr. 
WOP144 	Mr. Goldin:sun. IA he Compan0 Chief 001re, 
744 ,41r11.11/1 	Mr. Ihrlehatd. whoae lloollnA WWI,. Are — 
Kviuturdito 	Mr. Pratt Mira. In 	the 	Hotel 	the 	' Three 

Mr. Mahal, h Itorrilfelol. /ileac" 
V •.1.11111•11C.)Wiirb 	I 	1..,11..n.itirrvr, 	and 	11.sta. 	 In Oa Motel iha " Stork." 

('hadnue Mr. 	Moldy-1.4w), 	Italuols 
Itrarurdd 	Mr. Holm,. 
Ilthee- Maine, Mr. Segbilloto. 
kin 	Mr. I 	GhttrIther. 

tory, 	eiquelte 	the 	Lioutlwr 
plat,.. 

FOR( ROTTERDAM 
• PM 

A IL 	PLACES 	ON 	l'11 ;' 	1!.11INE, 

WKLI•ttlet)W11, 	ttl.FOAN1, 	.851,  1.41WIIIIII 1. 1.1r liar-4111P 

i% 	 - 	MI.' A VIER, 
• -. • 	 I). Dr Ni..or, lONIXANDElt, 

sT 	I: ATIIIIIIt IN It O WHAM', whom Passengers walk or hoards  'Guy hawk),  

V10.0 
. ,illp 	and Itotter.lam /.r ',mhos every TuretlAy. 

1104 Vrt.r1 I. In direct e  meitershA4W1  stub M. Dna., of the Natal/ft 001. 4.4,4r.,44 t. 
11111,1, I. -a... Itoortdoni dolly,_nin,  of  who h, the 14 It 1'117.01.,A 741171111, learn. ou 	I oatalay 
Mondale sotto...de 1,1 the Pat...el„,,, ,  1.rr liallifer, dltrat 14 HaMORMaar  and  all  /Aar- 
/Wr11.41r 1.1..e 	 'while' there  /111, Thilkitlir. 

	

''' 	• — 	 . 	........... . 

I.  ........ Warr. 	Pe e• Celia 
. 

invade &IOC 
4. 	_ 

IftwOr CfAto. 

f 4 4. .4' .. 	-41,' .4' 	• 	4. 
e 	to I  It 	I i 	n 	II 

IS 	a 1  .. v  I 
4 II r 4 I 
II 	4 
II 
o 	4 

1 4 
0  O 4 
V II 	10 

4 	,11 	,, 

a 
a 	,  

o 	
o 

. 	• 
7 	/ 

.41 	II 
0 14 10 
3 	f, 	f 

0 	1., 	, 
, 

	

41116111,17 13ry  Awl cnortertle 	 . 	INto. We.,  ,..„, 	Aer  Mime,  Wel resift.,  WOW 	4,-  4 	pot 411.111010,  at 61 imp$14141.41061 	
VA  ..n. enfant 

• %,  in N. W. UV. 	In shanalturr0 ' '" ' 	0774m.  110r Iraw _-,- 
• .71 !•  .. I 	4.l (*Anion' tillre, Ilege01 	1 ex Mooa'r Oates 

   
  



•21 	 HAN 1-)11001( 	All% 11TVI..it. 
. 	_ 

THE ENGLISII INSTITUTION 9 

VIAMNIBLIIVIN 

CoN1)1.:(;TED 	tar 	1)E. LOVII.I.J, 

dilTlidit OY 	" 'rli 	1.11...s1 ItAI. ttritMON fl 11,4 PI MAD," 	" EXI.IVII9ER 

191 	fil:Ittl.tN 	Co!! 1,0•Irlo9.... ere.  
• 

rills itet.1,11 ,1twrnt ma. lountled lo the ',nit. 	the er nollenre of the climate Is Leh Inotly 1 	I 

• 

ism, mid, ,,,, 	,,,,,,,,,A, 	1,,,,7,,,,g,, , 	if. R. 	i att•....,,i by the twrfr,  t 	health 	anryol 	1., 	I 

ii. the I 1,..tol it,,,  h•,. Ine,,te,,,In ,•, 	11Lirn, 	none . or In the eitahli.htnent. 	TL' 	, ,, 	t 	. 

for 	the 	rob. 	dun of 	1 	1.1'.0 , 11 ,,,,,kiln of 	nitt•d..tti, tn with anghand 	iv e.uy and , 	 • 	. , 	• 

youths who, 	st•altly lose'ne 	the eituottal. 	1 ollt,,,' 	11 moth. to Ii,. 	.In,,n IN1,1111. 	f'1,' 

Mallitimat ire] 	anti Inle r till It,. t•rep.tratory 	lea,. 	t oods,n dully, and ?full twine p 	• V .1 • 	11 

to the Mils rrtitlet, it,. 	mini-") en! le,, CI, toe. 	for 	lt, dtt'rdam, t. +r1 :c • • floe of in it ,  rw - 	, 	I 

a,  quire &leo ri rapid and Ito 	'NI, kind. Indy 	ducts to Mations 1ni. 	frail? 	Loyd., ludo tt 

of the Fret, I, moot tipimal,  I. 	,,,,olie.; th,,,,, 	the 	1,,, ,,..m, 	,orool,o, 	,,,,,,,,,. 	411 	111)1 	'1,, 

are taught by mastitis awls? to. In the Inill. I return pamisigt uently Iota otys, and the as. 

••• 

 

tu% 	and streetonitantly spokno. 	 pen.... elbow way, every thing laeligioni, I. 

t 

7fr. 144111/11 ilkolog latrly Itur,'d aord , , bit. 
In. and AT) 1.4/41•11•4 In 1.110 II, at ort in t`ni 
torso, the

l
kudiltit• now 	41.4111 I many wt. 

141114411041, 	addition to lit? 	• which hour In. 	, 

sum! It. Waco.. dor' 	t t,  111► pars of it. 

0,1.1.1.,- 	Thl. dorm?. 	 rte. ale loon .111111A 
a..1 hitalthlly dittated (earl, ooptl ho, mg of 
course, a yparato had) gi th. 	..1,iiiii room, 
.pains., bid • larsa pia) 	, round And a 
gatolen adloholog the 11(41100,r 

aln.,It 	0' politol. 	FI'l 	1 Whiten Mal, 	II) 

ti 	Ail of :lir Ow 1 , I'l I% ream' ,iil 11,1r,  hoc, and 
11.nr mat h. pertes't pet Oil' 	M• en,01.10 I II,  
lini , 115,10 of th•• 4.0/11^ '1 •„ 1 1.1•14•1 I 	1 	, 

I 	-on+ ti, 	IIIII011.1' Ind',  
'rill: 	Tit It mh, 	r,00r,;.,,,e 	it- 	Q....,  

st1O1' , 11, 	 't) 	a .111.ieta1 	lIngli• 1, 	i'do, 	0 	'0, •,., 

pother 	with the Eril.,11'1,  awl 	141111. 1A 	1.4414 

"(114,10.1“1111— 
l'or loattirre /1/44•4.  II yr.,' so p.. p, r an. 

' 

Th. .todle.•ary an 04,1114, to Ow Notre 
thotlortion :of the pupil , but the Fe& .at 
(MM.. I /1 1111414141 	•111111111•40114 the teeth oat 

... 

• 
. . • 	allOIP• that Inge 	••• 

	

pr,,,,,as panda,. and E 	" ,.„ 16  

/.,•,k el 4.10, ancient and tandem klidory. 
p. ,,,,,,,,h „ 	•,,,,b 	•napitiodf, the 	use of III 
el. 'era, I III •lou'ill'IW rowlIn•t. and Ole earl. 
1/114 	lithrii.h. • 	ill 	',ha 	niallientatief. 	rho 
7•41/./14 	0.01 	are t•arenalh 	inallnelod in 
Ktylteh ,,ritutylphy and rradlng, the prin• 

0 •1.1,,e n., 	and 	Ulm, Milan 	ate. 
Iltot.. rook ea., Fp aniline 	rti. 

1 In. tayin 	eye 	ode quallisrly In a I. 
o ,•,,,o, and them. Mild .11' ni41.11 10 requIrrid 
previous lo lb* removal of • 	. 	'f Ion 
ounrter lettina With Ito,  Ord. 	trance. 

Choir. of groltoutr, Om first 	roles of adllt• The ',nit 	is antosally ',se nu* , from= 

Noo', and ph,,  ,,,,, Iola of IfIdory :sot f••• 
Inel lay , 	111 	1, 	Ilf 11 ,11/ , 411114,11r 	nevi) ing 

Uti.. 'Iraqi,. I.. ti, 	1 Film?? awl  i nineli N.,. 

r
..
,I(' I 	("1"f 	tlfdll'''.. 	III 	O.." Is 	platy 

tutint•test h• their Wing re,  . iel In On 1I 	in 
i• a ealellinto ter emir' MI! ie. and Ihti. In. 

pr Ittlin0 on than owinoty by ni  heal !Wadley 
n 

 

Pit 	8,o0,,,,,,,,i from 	'heir 	Iamb, 	III 

Slut Ibid.', 	t 	bnlitelet• ' .0e1 	tunir• 
loan., 1,11. 	0 	ta Ilto institute do 	Iola', 
,,,,,,,„,,, 	slit  pupil g 0,0h0 hi 	pmahly4 • 

a 1th * ,remits 	 aloe, of riothiog•  • Lode 
sat Intl. aiemn 	n'l Oa 1011,i Is  

The to9ilowing /41, the buena think 4.40/1 
1,5, She ittiollsb 	 'u, .1. b, thr soloed 	' o I oles ' 
Ihing,  '14 11/4/ reale • and Merman in 	10,4, I. , 

4,,ere aludy, Ow gyeri Iona if OM Nigher are For IS... Adel 	rhos,— litrldontlls • to .g.i!. ' 
yhy 1 a loud, r , WO aitelowit 	Alla.. 	1.1Ih 
Lelia i,  teeth.. t Wand'. I tae,uaoa, ow 
l'ililainaler• , 	Etillt 1.41.1111111a1M041 i il.he 
s. r' l's 11,110•ephlt al etoontralllirent , rilny 'a,  

31. , d 	11.1...onity , 	Holton'. 	arliko.stfr 

rInni.1.-111,  Ott M.,  orhottr a wolf yowl.* 

in..onlettge of the 	lOttlirrrrsrls rol ill Mt 	111, 4 
et ,  11•n pain. ate •gaiml.leii in..,  Villein' It 

WI 	Iforf. 1•41.14 P. Palle 
'I i. hen...Mild 1. Maly; ke, 	.'leer:, too/. 

• ••• 	vf 	.d... 	1..011, 	• 	lie... all. 	r 1.1 	all 
p 	..../...,. U pall On 0 ,0.11, 	,' 	' 	 . 

	

11, 	t/• 'a 	Ala, lim , 	WIlllanile 	44110141.114/. 

	

101. 	1.1 , 	Wad.. 	ad 	Patma•aratu i 	i'..11. h'e 

r..611.1.• 
1,,  and ,''',01wett.',  of II,  1.01,  I. 	Tit. 

ilOgloi.t 1.104 4,1/ .11..., . I 4•• 	1 / / oh./ 	i./15/114 14 
I .' ha 111,1  wars , a One* I.••Ittot . I loss. 
n..14 • (1'•• alum 	p.4 a Ilihia and 	l9.)). 

WWI r  ly me:, 	il.• 	p ..1414444 ,14 of 	11,,  /11100iiii, 

V h. 	•40111M1•4 ilietelnina rein 	101,•,,, 	.  ,, .il 
14 a. a rarer pat I del •• I. 	n1 0 	

,
11,1 	le inninnanly 

en! sored ell',  inn,  ,',• • 	'too lb, , •tots of Ida 

11,o4, 	i Of 040111,  ii• i ,,14/.4 / — Ilelilennli, a 
Iliplt.rt Of 	i0 	1410 , 	1 	.455.1/1111/es 	14144111••• 
book , punnet. • i a n. lgagi eg Om 1111.mity 
of lietyth.4.4 veld'. 111.1.11: ,.i  ti••••(,..1.1., I 

, b, ,.  ev. n ,I.. 	rvq.,,,  cit and .totsw...4 kn 	 - 
1.

In 

./1.d. 	ni. 	O.. 	pine 	plig 	4.1 	0 a 	4 34/1.1•41•• 
latil• 	in 	I..•,. it ,,, , II 	•KO II 	not 11 a m• 
to,t.r. to 56, 	,,,,.0.1. of mil *1,, hap. I, 	,,, 

ot 	moll 	rte 	Illi lentil 	11,,, like Note tile, an is 
will lolly ....tory ilo. ?waft arrepulte.., vino 
'',..• aiel all ..trte r onion. 

	

Mannheim pr.,•,,nt• "one 	Adria I1p, • h,r 

. 	'owlets, 	Atlas I 	he 	et I et' 	5 	. . 	/- 

pp 	1.11.01,,e• 	awl a liddr moot 	i , 	 .. 	• 

hook, 	itrogrri h., h1.1111-r, 1.111,4, 40 , 	',, 	1 
,,,,, .0.11,10.... of ar•ihtri 41i, a' , olo,  dud,. t1 
le I./09,h min Inn  in ie 

Italloplues 	•ust 	.01 	fatting 	litiormnilow 
nag lie uhltintrl -5 I'•••••••01. in, •,,, 1.,4 1,.. 

wool 	lot Adoerualua A goat, Al",,,' I'l•,.n • 

0.1 14/144..4,1/ .4 vomit. 	we /41411.4 I. .tole.101%tdoruswier 

• ,,d well FOOol,61•41, .114 I amply pto,14wi • lil. 

	

Ile., 0.011,1 ot , 	?liat000l. 
tlaigi./01111. 	rails i 	add of 	Da. 	I oto...,• 

.04. 	clad..,  , 	' 	the 	Carlon. 	oten101,111iI• 14/1444,141•141111. 

, .• 1444 1.4 mot 	.1105 Imp, 46.....ifte, i c. 	AT II Mona, IRO. 
-. .— — 	- . . 
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